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ABSTRACT

This is a comparative study o f academic performance and choice o f employment among students 
studying in Malaysian universities. Students who study in Malaysian universities come from three 
ethnic groups: Malays, Chinese and Indians. Their presence in the university is based on ethnic 
quotas, which reflects the ethnic composition o f the country. The Malaysian government divided its 
population into two groups, the indigenous that includes Malays and other Bumiputeras, and the 
immigrants that includes Chinese, Indians and Others. Malays and Bumiputeras were given 
protection and support in the form o f affirmative action, commonly known as Malay special rights. 
The concern o f this study is to analyse the effect o f  this policy on personal and social-psychological 
security / insecurity among students o f different ethnic origins, with particular reference to 
academic performance and choice o f employment.

This study is based on empirical research that employed a number o f data gathering techniques. The 
sources o f data were from survey questionnaire to students, interviews o f thirty Lecturers, six 
Students* Counsellors, Assistant Registrars (Academic), Security Officer, and Librarian. The 
number o f  questionnaires distributed was 420 to students o f six universities in Malaysia. There were 
400 questionnaires returned, but after close examinations only 345 were acceptable and reported in 
this study. O f the 345 respondents, 178 (51.6 percent) were Malays, 98 (28.4 percent) were 
Chinese, 49 (14.2 percent) were Indians, and 20 (5.8 percent) were Others. The respondents were 
studying in the final year from the Arts, Applied Arts and Social Sciences faculties. The data 
collected were essentially descriptive in nature.

The data indicate that the existence o f three main ethnic groups contributes to the development o f a 
strong expression o f ethnic sub-cultures. Thus, in the Malaysian universities, the Malay students 
feel more secure compared to the non-Malays. The research also showed that the academic 
performance o f the Malays was much lower than the non-Malays. This was due to the fact that the 
entry o f the latter into the university was based on merit. In the university, the non-Malays also 
show strong group cohesion, practised strategic learning, including other personal qualities such as 
hardworking, self-discipline, and good rapport with the lecturers. In contrast, the Malay students 
tended to regard higher education as their ‘right’ and had lower grades on entering the university. In 
the university, they displayed a weak group cohesion, and greatly dependent upon the authorities to 
plan programs for their own academic improvement and personal advancement. In terms o f choice 
o f  employment after graduation, the sample revealed that private sector and self-employment were 
popular choice o f all categories o f  students.
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Chapter One: Introduction to the Study

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

INTRODUCTION

This chapter will be devoted to discussing the foundations on which this study is based. In the first 

section, the discussion will focus on the subject of the study. The second section will look at the 

objectives o f the study. The third section is on the significance o f the study in terms o f its 

contribution towards knowledge and the formulation o f  policy for development. The final part deals 

with the organisation o f the study and its presentation throughout the thesis.

1.1. THE SUBJECT OF THE STUDY

This study is concerned with the issues o f ethnicity and the effect o f the government’s policy on 

students’ life in the universities o f Malaysia. The issue is viewed from sociological perspectives, 

especially the perspective o f political intervention by the government and the cultural values o f the 

dominant ethnic communities in Malaysia. The dominant ethnic communities in Malaysia are the 

Malay, the Chinese and the Indian. The Malaysian government however divides its population into 

two groupings, the indigenous and the immigrant. The indigenous are the Malays and other 

Bumiputeras, and the immigrants are the Chinese and the Indians. The study is concerned with the 

issues that relate to student life in the universities and the issues that have been considered as 

‘important’ to student life are: the state o f security / insecurity, race relations, academic 

performance, and choice of employment.

Firstly, the issue o f security / insecurity. The division in Malaysian society goes back to the colonial 

era. The Malays and other Bumiputeras as the indigenous group were given protection during British 

colonial rule. Nevertheless, this ‘over-protection’ caused Malays and other Bumiputeras to remain in 

a state o f backwardness. They were left behind in the course o f economic, social, and more 

important in this context educational development. The ‘over-protection’ o f  the Malays and other 

Bumiputeras lives continued for a period o f thirteen years after independence. The governments o f 

the 1%0’s assumed that Malays were satisfied with their lives, but in reality they felt that they were

1



Chapter One; Introduction to the Study

ignored by the newly independent government1.

The outbreak o f the May 13, 1969 racial riots changed the course o f the country’s development 

approaches. The main target of the development programs is to develop die Malays and other 

Bumiputeras. At this stage and continuing until the present day, the government through its political 

machinery has made interventions through various policies, laws, and institutional back up to uplift 

the economy, social status, and education o f die Malays. Hence, Article 153 o f the Malaysian 

Constitution was fully used for the benefit o f the Malays and other Bumiputeras2. It is the 

interpretation o f the provisions in Article 153 that has caused the Malays and other Bumiputeras to 

have a higher sense o f security in comparison to the non-Malays. Although, the non-Malays are 

assumed to have insecurity in the context o f die country’s social and political life, but they remain 

secure in the economic and educational spheres.

Secondly, the issue o f  race relations among students in the universities in Malaysia. The British 

colonial policy o f ‘divide and rule’ was partly blamed for the lack o f interactions among students of 

different ethnic communities. British colonial rule had initiated the different forms o f settiement for 

the ethnic communities, Malays remained in the kampung, Chinese were encouraged to work in tin- 

mining industries and settled in the towns which later become cities, and the Indians in the rubber 

plantations. The settlements indeed created the economic activities o f the communities, Malays in 

agriculture and public services, Chinese in business and commerce, and Indians as plantation labour 

and other public utilities works. Hence, the differences in home locations, parents’ economic 

activities, separatism in the form o f vernacular schools attended have contributed to the lack of 

interaction among the students.

Lack o f interaction coupled with the different ways o f treatment created by the government’s 

policies pertaining to the economy, social development, and in particular educational opportunities 

has increased the level o f prejudice among the ethnic communities. Thus, non-Malays are prejudiced 

against the Malays, who they see as the beneficiaries o f the government’s ‘special treatment’. 

Malays are prejudiced too, against the non-Malays because of their active domination in the

1 The problems of Malay poverty and lack of education were discussed in the literary writings. For example, 
Shahnon Ahmad novels: Rentong (1965) or The Ash and Ranjau Sepanjang Jalan (1966) or No Harvest but A 
Thorn portrayed the livelihood of the Malay farmers. In education, the novels written by Awang Had Salleh 
Biru Wama (1964) or Blue Colour and Atan Long in Subuh (1965) or The Dawn discuss in detail the plights 
of the Malays in their struggle to achieve higher education.
2 Further discussion on Article 153 refer to Chapter Three and Chapter Five.
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economy and education.

Thirdly, the issue o f differences in academic performance in the educational set up and in particular 

in the universities. It has been observed that the academic performance o f the non-Malays in 

particular the Chinese, are o f a much higher standard than that o f the Malays. Besides early exposure 

to modem forms o f educational opportunities, the success of the non-Malays particularly the 

Chinese was also assumed to be related to their cultural values. The Chinese and Indians were said to 

possess positive attitudes to education in comparison to those of Malays that were negative. Hence, 

the government’s intervention strategy not only addressed the need to facilitate the educational 

infrastructure but was also concerned with the inculcation o f corrective measures.

Finally, students’ in the third and final years of their study would encounter die problem of 

employment. Malay graduates are anticipated to choose public sector as their future employer in 

comparison to the non-Malays who choose the private sector. The students’ choices were partly due 

to the influence o f culture, hence the cultural conditioning o f the Malays has lead to the strong 

tendency to choose public services, the Chinese into business and commerce, and the Indians into 

the private sector.

It is the intention o f this study to present the nature o f students’ life in the universities in Malaysia. 

Various non-empirical remarks have been made as to the greater feeling o f security among the 

Malay students and likewise the feeling o f insecurity among the non-Malay students. Similarly, the 

nature o f race relations in the Malaysian universities has been criticised because there was a lack of 

interaction between Malay and non-Malay students. Seemingly, the academic performance o f the 

Malay students is said to have not improved in comparison to the academic performance o f the non- 

Malay students despite the government’s interventions. Malay students are said to be still beholden 

to the stereotype that they would choose to work in the public services, and that the non-Malays are 

‘independent and creative’ in venturing into the private sector and most importantly self- 

employment.

The author was motivated to carry out this study because he has been involved in the scene and more 

importantly the issue is considered to have an important impact on the nation’s fixture. The study 

could also benefit lecturers, administrators, and the university community as a whole in 

understanding and hence initiating activities that will foster excellence among the students. Malaysia 

can still be regarded as a young nation in terms o f its higher education and by taking action now the
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present generation could sow the seeds o f ‘unity’ that would in the future be regarded as a landmark 

o f higher education in Malaysia.

1.2. THE OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The objective began with the search for historical evidence, the background o f social development, 

trends in academic performance, student life in university campuses, the personal backgrounds o f 

the students and choice o f employment. The objectives o f the study are as follows:

1. To trace the historical roots o f Malaysian higher education

It was found that the first university in Malaysia was established in 1949, the University o f Malaya 

in Singapore. In 1960, the University o f Malaya moved to Kuala Lumpur. The most rapid 

development o f universities in Malaysia took place after 1970. Before 1970, Malay or Bumiputera 

participation in tertiary education was minimal, it was however dominated by the non-Malays, 

particularly the Chinese.

2. To portray the social background o f Malaysian ethnic communities

Malaysia is a plural society made up o f Malays and other Bumiputeras, Chinese, and the Indians.

Each ethnic community portrays their cultural values and attitudes in everyday dealings. To achieve 

this purpose, the study discusses the cultural life o f each ethnic community, Malay, Chinese and 

Indian.

3. To explore the trends of students’ academic performance in Malaysian universities

The index o f student achievement in the university is still measured by die level o f the degree they 

achieve. Hence, students’ with first class honours are regarded as more successful than students who 

managed to get through a degree course.
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4. To isolate and describe the students’ life in the campus

What sort of social activities do the Malay, Chinese and Indian students like most? Why do they not 

intermingle or mix with each other? Why do they like to be in their own ethnic community? What is 

their view on each ethnic community? What drives them to achieve in higher education?

5. To examine the intra-ethnic structure of student composition in Malaysian universities

Within their own ethnic groups who goes to the universities? Previous studies have shown that those 

who go to the university were from the lower, middle and upper middle-class, and not from a poor 

family background. This means that children from rich households have greater access to education, 

particularly at the post-secondary level, i.e. education at the universities, polytechnics and teacher 

training colleges.

6. To explore the thinking of younger generation Malaysians on the type of employment 

they prefer

The Malays have been stereotyped as preferring to work in the public sector. The Chinese in the 

private sector or self-employment and the Indians that they very much prefer to work within the 

public services, but if  they have to surrender their dream, they will work in the stable part o f the 

private sector. Is this stereotyping still supportable today?

1.3. SIGNIFICANCE AND CONTRIBUTIONS

So far there have been six studies that focused on the issue of higher education in Malaysia (Wan 

Mohd. Zahid Noordin, 1979; Robiah Sidin, 1980; Razali Arof, 1985; Mohd.Noor Abdullah, 1986; 

Ibrahim Abu Shah, 1987; Mustapa Kassim, 1989) which were submitted for the degree o f Doctor of 

Philosophy in United States of America3.

3Wan Mohd.Zahid Noordin, The Malay Problem: A Case Study on the Correlates o f the Educational 
Achievements o f Malays. Ph.D. Thesis, University of California, Berkeley, 1979; Robiah Sidin, The Roles o f 
the Universities in the National Development o f Malaysia as Perceived by Selected Government Officials,
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At this moment, it is sufficient to show the focus of two o f the studies, and the rest being utilised 

elsewhere and in the later part of the discussion. Ibrahim’s work focuses on the role of the Mara 

Institute of Technology in producing Malay and Bumiputera manpower for the skilled areas of 

Business, Science and Technology, Engineering and Applied Arts (Law, Public Administration, 

Mass Communication and Library Sciences).

Mustapa’s work focuses on the role o f the University of Science Malaysia in producing Malay and 

Bumiputera manpower and, he indicates that the preferential policy is the tool used by the 

government in imposing quotas and lowering the entry point to enhance the intake o f Malays and 

other Bumiputeras.

To date, no major empirical study has been carried out to compare the effect o f ‘security’ (Malay 

special rights) and ‘insecurity’ (the lack of special rights on the part o f the non-Malays) on academic 

performance (at tertiary levels) and its influence upon choice o f employment. There have been 

generalizations made based on personal experiences - which led to Malay students being stereotyped 

as complacent, lazy, passive and lacking initiative. On the other hand, the non-Malays, especially the 

Chinese students, are regarded as hardworking, aggressive, energetic and with a strong feeling of 

group cohesiveness. One o f the objectives of this present study is to elicit the nature of Malaysian 

student life in the university and the way this facilitates or is an obstacle to higher academic 

performance.

For university administrators, the findings o f this study may throw some light on their dealings with 

students from different ethnic origins. The Malay students in local universities in Malaysia were 

being used as scapegoats. They were accused of bringing down the standard of the institutions due to 

their lower academic performance. In the final year examinations, most of the Malay students were 

in the second class lower divisions or third class degree categories, while the non-Malay students 

were praised because o f their good academic performance.

University Administrators and Faculty Members. Ph.D. Thesis, Ohio University, 1980; Razali Arof, Rural 
Students and Academic Performance: A Case Study o f Program Matrikulasi Universiti Kebangsaan 
Malaysia. Ph.D. Thesis, Cornell University, 1985; Mohd.Noor Abdullah, A Study o f National Education 
Policy Regarding Teacher Education at the University Level in Malaysia, from 1963 to 1984. Ph.D. Thesis, 
Indiana University, 1986; Ibrahim bin Abu Shah, The Use o f Higher Education as an Intervention Strategy in 
the Economic Development o f a Plural Society. Ph.D. Thesis, University of Maryland, 1987; Mustapa Kassim, 
Preferential Policy in Higher Education in Malaysia: A Case Study o f Malay Graduates in Universiti Sains 
Malaysia. Ph.D. Thesis, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1989.
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The conclusions o f this study may also help lecturers of the local universities in their dealings with 

students o f different ethnic origins. Despite die majority of Malaysian lecturers having been 

educated abroad, their dealings with students are still influenced by their prejudices. The findings of 

this study could be used to lessen prejudice and stereotyping and further their understanding on the 

root causes o f the problem.

Previous studies in this area have acknowledged that differences in academic performances were due 

to differences in social class. This study carries it further to study the true nature o f life for student 

from different ethnic origins. It is maintained that a students’ academic performance is also affected 

by cultural influences and the nature o f support received by the student. Policy makers in the Higher 

Education Division, Ministry o f Education could utilise the findings on student selection, 

organisation o f student activities and for remedial programs to improve student performance.

1.4. ORGANISATION OF THE CHAPTERS

The thesis is divided into three parts. The first part is on the context and background o f the study. 

The second part is on the methodological approach adopted in the research. Finally, the third part is 

on the findings o f the study.

Firstly, on the context and background. Chapter one is the ‘Introduction to the Study’. The present 

chapter discusses four aspects o f the study. Firstly, it discusses the subject o f the study, that is on 

‘academic performance’ and ‘choice o f employment’, the motivation that has driven the author to 

pursue the topic and die possible benefits. Secondly, it covers the objectives o f the study. Thirdly, it 

deals with the significance and the contributions that could be made through the study and the final 

part is on die organisation o f the thesis.

Chapter two o f the thesis is on the ‘Theoretical Framework’. The discussion in this chapter is on the 

theoretical debates on political interventions to achieve unity among the three diverse ethnic 

communities and the modernisation approach taken by the government to better the development 

process. It has been concluded in this chapter that two theoretical stands could be o f benefit to the 

study. The first is the structural explanation and the second is the cultural explanation.
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Chapter three is on ‘The Social Backgrounds o f Ethnic Communities in Malaysia’. The main theme 

discussed is on the pluralistic nature o f Malaysian society, where die central elements o f any analysis 

should focus on ethnicity. It has been stressed that the unique nature o f Malaysian society should not 

be ignored in any form o f social policy that has been or has yet to be implemented.

Chapter four is on ‘Higher Education in Malaysia’. The discussion begins with the historical facts 

about the establishment o f higher education in Malaysia. The crux o f the arguments lies on the 

implementation o f intervention strategies beginning in 1970 after the May 13, 1969 racial tragedy. 

Finally, the discussion continues to the development o f higher education in the 1990s where several 

‘alternate routes’ have been implemented to suit the needs o f the present.

Secondly, on the methodological approach. Chapter five is devoted to the ‘Analytical Framework’ 

o f the study. The discussion in this chapter is on the issues related to the statement o f the problems, 

research questions, the variables, and finally the hypothesis. Through this chapter those earlier 

conceptual and theoretical frameworks have been translated into researchable materials.

Chapter six is on the ‘Research Methodology’. The purpose o f this chapter is to act as a bridge that 

closes the gaps between the earlier discussions and the findings. Through this chapter the tools of 

gathering information are discussed. The discussion is on the methodological rationale, sampling, 

piloting the instruments, the survey questionnaire, the interviews, and the document search.

Thirdly, on the findings o f the study. Chapter seven is on ‘The Social Backgrounds o f the 

Respondents’. The respondents in this study are final year undergraduates who are studying in the 

Arts, Applied Arts and Social Sciences in Malaysian universities. The social backgrounds o f the 

students were further investigated with regard to the demographic backgrounds, home locations, 

social class, language o f instruction in school, sources o f financial support, and the implications of 

these elements on the issues addressed in the study.

Chapter eight is on ‘The Effects o f Policy on State o f Security / Insecurity and Race Relations in 

Malaysian Universities’. The theme of the chapter is on the policy o f ‘Malay special rights’ and its 

implications upon the feeling o f security / insecurity among students. There were differences of 

feelings between the beneficiaries o f the ‘policy’ and the non-beneficiaries. Finally, the impacts o f 

this policy on die state o f race relations were analysed in the context o f the university environment.
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Chapter Nine is on the ‘Comparative Determinants of Academic Performance and Choice of 

Employment’. In this chapter, the academic performances o f Malay and non-Malay students were 

analysed and discussed in the contexts o f the feeling of security /  insecurity, the traits o f cultural 

values, and the overall perspectives o f the lecturers, university officials and the students themselves. 

Similarly, the student choices of employment were analysed in the contexts of the feeling of security 

/ insecurity, the values o f university education on life and work and the inclinations of each ethnic 

community with regards to employment.

Finally, Chapter Ten is on the ‘Conclusion’ o f the thesis. In this chapter, two main issues are 

discussed. Firstly, the main findings of the thesis are presented in light o f the objectives and the 

hypothesis mentioned in earlier chapters. Secondly, suggestions for further research are presented in 

light o f  the issues that are not clearly addressed in this study. Thus, several areas o f student life in the 

Malaysian universities need to be addressed in detail for the benefit o f the institutions.

SUMMARY

The discussion o f this chapter is concerned with the foundations on which this study is based. The 

main problematic o f this study is the difference in the academic performances and choice of 

employment between Malay and non-Malay students. It has been mentioned in the first part o f the 

chapter that the issue addressed in this study should be looked at in a broader sense, its impact on the 

societal development. To the Western reader it may seem that ‘race’ and its effect upon the students 

is overstressed, but in the Malaysian context, and if  one want to improve the situation one must face 

the Malaysian reality. Based on the premises discussed in the early section, the objectives o f the 

study were formulated. Then, from the objectives o f die study one could understand the significance 

and contributions that could be made by the study. Finally, the organisation o f the study is presented.
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CHAPTER TWO

__________________ THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK__________________

INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides the theoretical framework within which the empirical study is located. 

The study will take two theoretical stands, the political and the modernisation theories. The first 

part o f the chapter discusses the political explanations for the introduction o f Malay special 

rights and the implementation o f various affirmative actions to ameliorate the security of the 

Malays. The political explanations will also look into the conception of nation-building to 

establish a precisely Bangsa Malaysia. The second part o f the chapter discusses the notions of 

the modernisation theory within which are the dominant views held by Malaysian government 

to develop the people of Malaysia, in particular the Malays. Finally, the explanations for the 

high and low academic performances among the ethnic communities, where both the theoretical 

stands are explained from two aspects, the structural and the cultural.

2.1. THE POLITICAL PERSPECTIVES

There are two main issues discussed in this section. Firstly, the issue o f ethnic heterogeneity, 

which has led to the political intervention by the government to redress the issue o f inequality 

and to justify the dominance o f the ethnic Malays. Secondly, the issue o f national unity, which 

has led the government to introduce restorative measures to unite the ethnic communities so that 

in the future the true Bangsa Malaysia could emerge. The discussion in this section is however 

from the stand point o f political assumptions that have been adopted by the Malaysian 

government to launch its strategy. The political perspective is considered important in the 

context o f the study because through politics the Malays gained their security in their 

motherland. Further discussion on this issue from the historical perspective can also be found in 

Chapter Three, especially in section 3.3.1 Why Affirmative Action for the Malays?

2.1.1. The Issues of Ethnic Heterogeneity

In propelling its development programs the Malaysian governments since independence in 1957 

have shown their sensitivity towards the ethnic balance of the population and as far as they 

could to satisfy all the ethnic communities. Goh Cheng Teik (1978) called the political process 

of consultation between Malays and non-Malays as the politics o f musyawarah. The term is 

deeply rooted in the Malay community -  where everything in life has to go through the process
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of consultations between the younger and the older generations. So far, this seems to work in 

Malaysian political scene where the ethnic Malays as the ‘big brother’ and the other ethnic 

communities as the ‘small brothers’ have successfully been consulted each other for any matters 

in the country.

In this contiguity the political skills come into play, and in the word o f Martin Rudner (1975:6) 

“Development is essentially a political art...Economic policy-makers typically adapt their 

decisions to satisfy certain interests, or to realize given expectations...It is the formulation of 

these goals that makes economic development, like other spheres o f policy, a political issue.” 

Colin Leys (1969:46) agreed that the political intervention were the dominant features o f every 

government actions and he put it, “every act o f government is a political issue, from the greatest 

to the smallest.” However, it is almost impossible to satisfy all factions of the population, and 

the political path taken by the government was:

We have always contended in this country that when everybody is unhappy, then we are 
doing well. It means that we are not giving any community all that they ask for. 
Everybody feels deprived. The Malays are not happy, the Chinese are not happy, the 
Indians are not happy. They all say the government is not doing enough, which means 
we are being fair (Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad, interview in Newsweek May 2,
1988)

In a multiethnic society exists an unbalanced development where one section of the population 

is far more superior economically than the other. This situation o f economic inequality between 

two ethnic groups often leads to frustration and if  not repaired may further lead to civil unrest 

and violence in the country. Ivo and Rosalind Feierabend (1968) concluded that neither internal 

nor external aggression by a particular country occur at random, but rather they do so as a result 

o f the frustrations o f its citizens, caused either by the inability to fulfill certain expectations, or 

by the disturbance o f the society as a result o f rapid progress in socio-economic conditions, or 

by the third factor, the nature o f government coercion.

Donald L. Horowitz (1973) added by maintaining that societies divided by sharp caste or class 

as well as by ethnic cleavages will probably experience more frequent and more intense ethnic 

aggression than societies not ‘doubly divided’ in this way. Thus, in Malaysia the government 

intervened to make sure that all the differences could be solved, because as Mahathir Mohamad 

said, “We want a single language and we want a single culture” (1984:77). For the Malay 

governing elite, national unity a la Malaysia is defined as a stage when Malays and other 

Bumiputeras and the non-indigenous communities have closed the economic gap and the non- 

indigenous elements have been assimilated into the Malay / Bumiputera community. Thus the 

slogan o f “satu bangsa, satu bahasa” (one people, one language) was created.
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In the effort o f the government trying to create an egalitarian society through the process o f 

development and modernisation, a multiethnic society will frequently face the problem of 

heightened communal self-identification, competition and conflicts. In most developing 

societies, conflicts and hostilities are normally between the indigenous population who form the 

majority and non-indigenous groups who constitute the minorities. Communal conflicts and 

political disintegration in these societies have resulted in many unhappy and disturbing 

repurcussions.

In Southeast Asia, the racial conflicts resulting from an uneven development between the 

indigenous and non-indigenous ethnic communities. In all the Southeast Asian countries (except 

Singapore where the Chinese are in the majority, and in Burma where the Chinese are the 

second minority group after the Indian), the Chinese population is the main minority group 

(except in Indonesia where the Chinese constitute about 5 percent of the total population) with 

very strong economic power. Chinese capital is very widely represented in the domestic trade o f 

Southeast Asia, and their position is more remarkable when one realises that the Chinese form 

only six percent o f the region’s population.

It is mainly this economic strength of the Chinese that most Southeast Asians fear. Thompson 

and Adloff (1970) summarise that there are four factors that determine the relations between the 

Chinese settlers and the governments and peoples o f Southeast Asia. The factors are: Chinese 

economic domination, their cultural unassimilability, the attitude o f the local Chinese towards 

their homeland, the relations between Southeast Asian governments and the mainland China and 

Taiwan regimes.

Due to the mentioned factors, the Chinese settlers in these Southeast Asian countries have been 

subjected to restrictive and discriminatory measures throughout the region. In 1998 and 1999 

Chinese in Indonesia faced discriminatory events (CNN, Asian Edition, December 1998 -  

March 1999). Their shops and residential areas were burned and some had to flee for their 

safety to the neighbouring countries.

It has to be emphasised that ethnic conflicts, prejudice and discrimination do not only occur in 

the multiethnic developing countries, as they are also a common phenomenon in many 

developed countries. Those incidents have been targeted at the minorities that were 

economically better-off than their murderers, such as the Chinese in Southeast Asia, the 

Armenians in Turkey and the Jews in Nazi Germany.
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a. The Malaysian Experiences in Dealing with Heterogeneity

Like any other developing country in the world, Malaysia too is emphasising heavily on 

economic growth and development. The objectives o f the development planning were to 

eradicate poverty, achieving economic equality and equity, and narrowing the gap of income 

inequalities and economic imbalance among its population. Since independence in 1957, 

Malaysia seems to be one of the successful countries in dealing with the issues o f economic 

development and maintaining peaceful living in a multiethnic society.

Malaysia inherited from British colonialism a very delicate form of pluralist society where 

almost all developmental policies are regarded to have some ethnic connotation in one form or 

another and where ethnic conciousness is glaringly a fact of everyday life in the country 

(Ibrahim Abu Shah, 1987). Its delicate form o f pluralist society is derived from the composition 

o f its population where virtually no single group forms an absolute majority. As shall be argued 

in Chapter Three, that the pluralistic nature is not only in terms o f its proportion o f the 

population but it also coincides with differences in religious beliefs, language, customs, and 

ways of life.

The differences are further aggravated as the Malays and other indigenous groups are 

economically backward compared to the Chinese citizens who are economically dominant. 

Majority o f the Malays are peasants in the rural areas, and they form the poorest section of the 

population. The wide inequality o f income between the ethnic groups has its origin in the 

concentration o f the various races in different sectors o f the economy and differences in their 

occupational position in these sectors. It is this economic inequality and poverty that give rise to 

the irritation o f the racial dissatisfaction between the two groups (Ibrahim Abu Shah, 1987).

Being the majority and also “the rightful owner o f the Malaysian soil”, the Malays feel that 

there is no reason for them to be left far behind economically. The famous Malay saying that 

had been orchestrated by the educational and political elite in the 1950s and 1960s was Ayam Di 

KepukMati Kelaparan, ItikDi AirMati Kehausan which means that the Malays “would end up 

like the hens who die hungry in the midst o f abundant padi (rice), and ducks who die thirsty in 

the midst o f water”. They realised that they are still poor in their motherland which is rich with 

resources and whose leaders are always propagating that Malaysia is one o f the most prosperous 

countries in the Third World. They also believe that the fruit o f development and progress is 

only benefitting and being enjoyed by the Chinese, who were once the immigrants o f the 

country.
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Thus the Malays rising expectations in the rapid progress of the country’s economy is met with 

feeling o f insecurity, frustration and discontent. It is only in Malaysia, unlike any other parts in 

Southeast Asia, that the fear o f the size o f the Chinese population is too real1. However, because 

o f its population balance, repression and restrictive measures used by its neighbours do not 

happen in the Malaysian situation. Instead, the Chinese minority in Malaysia enjoys many more 

privileges and rights, economically and politically, than their counterparts in any country in 

Southeast Asia (Ibrahim Abu Shah, 1987).

b. The Assumptions of the Political Theory

Many political scientists have attempted to define the nature o f the ethnic conflicts according to 

certain models. Edward E. Azar et.al (1977) maintain that social-ethnic conflicts tend to be 

protracted conflicts. Literally, it means that the conflicts that has to be postponed. They define 

protracted conflicts as:

Hostile interactions which extend over long periods of time with sporadic outbreaks of 
open warfare fluctuating in frequency and intensity. These are conflicts situations in 
which the stakes are very high -  the conflicts involve whole societies and act as agents 
for defining the scope of national identity and social solidarity. While they may exhibit 
some breakpoints during which there is a cessation of overt violence, they may linger 
on in time and no distinguishable point of ‘end’ by cooling off, transforming or 
withering away; one cannot expect these conflicts to be terminated by explicit decision. 
Protracted conflicts, that is to say, are not specific events at a point in time; they are 
processes (Edward E. Azar et.al, 1977:50).

They further maintain that:

In a protracted conflict situation, the conflicts becomes an arena for redefining issues 
rather than a means for adjudicating them; it is therefore futile to look for any ultimate 
solution. The conflict process becomes the source rather than the outcome of policy.

From the above characteristics and definitions of a protracted conflict one may conclude that 

Malaysia’s ethnic conflicts can in fact fit into this model. In the contexts o f Malaysian history, it 

has only experienced one bloody racial riot, but the racial tension has been within the society for 

a long time even before independence in 1957. Racial clashes broke out in many parts of the 

country during the three weeks o f the Malayan communist ascendency between the time of the 

Japanese surrender and the return o f the British forces in 1947 (Ratnam, 1965). The Malayan

1 The relative parity in numbers between the ethnic groups, especially between the Malays and the 
Chinese, creates many problems because each ethnic group is able, not only to check on one another, but 
to defend itself and inflict unacceptable damage on the other (Abdullah Taib, et.al., 1981).
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communist movement which was predominantly Chinese was known to abuse its three weeks 

reign by badly mistreating the Malays2.

The intensity o f the racial conflicts in the country fluctuate in accordance with the ability o f the 

leaders from both groups to manipulate the racial situations. However, it is doubtful, though the 

overall intensity is always low, that these racial conflicts will be terminated permanently by any 

explicit decision in the future.

Malaysian leaders have proved that they were able to manage racial problems in the country and 

that have contributed to the ‘cooling ofT o f the situation. Political scientists, in fact have 

concluded that racial conflicts are manageable and that political democracy is not at all 

impossible. Thus political scientists have formulated models which emphasise the importance o f 

inter-elites cooperation. Through this cooperation, the elites specify the conditions and 

accommodate to regulate communal conflicts.

Claude Ake (1967) argues that the ultimate cure for the inherent instability of the new states lies 

mainly in the modification o f political behaviour o f its elites. He advocates that the political 

class or the government should be a coalition of all the leaders o f the major social, religious, 

professional and ethnic groups. The consensus is sought not at the grass-root level but at the 

level o f leadership by enlisting the support o f leading personalities from all major social groups.

Arend Lijphart (1968) introduces the concept ‘consociational democracy’ that stresses the 

importance o f the elites role in the containment o f communal tensions in a plural society. He 

asserts that the management o f conflict depends on structured elite predominance by leaders 

who accept the needs for reconciliation. Arend Lijphart (1968) however suggested four 

prerequisites that have to be satisfied by the elites. The prerequisites are: a recognition of the 

dangers inherent in a fragmented political system, a commitment to maintain the system, a 

willingness (at least on some occasions) to transcend cleavage lines, and an ability to formulate 

nondivisive solutions to the demands o f the constituent groups.

Eric Nordlinger (1972) introduces the model of ‘conflict regulation’ to encircle the intense 

communal conflict. Here again he stresses the purposeful behaviour o f the political elites. He 

too defines the functional roles o f the elites and presents six strategies available to an elite 

coalition: a stable governing coalition, the principal of proportionality, mutual veto, purposeful

2 The reign was then known as the Pemerintahan Bintang Tiga (The Three Star Administrations) which 
symbolised the logo of the Communist Party of Malaya (Wan Hashim, 1983).
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depoliticisation, compromises on die issues that divide the conflict groups, and die granting o f 

concessions.

c. The Applications of the Political Theory in Dealing with Heterogeneity

In Malaysia each ethnic community identifies itself by communal category. This identification 

on communal basis has influenced the nature o f the country’s economy and politics. The 

formation o f communal politics in Malaysia goes back to the early 1950s when the effort to 

organise the political life in non-communal terms failed. Realising that successful political 

mobilisation has to be communally based, an Alliance Party or Parti Perikaian was formed- 

The Alliance Party consisted o f the United Malay National Organisation (UMNO) as the senior 

partner in the coalition, the Malayan Chinese Association (MCA), and the Malayan Indian 

Congress (MIC).

In this arrangement, each community was represented by its natural leadership which consisted 

of the elites from various ethnic groups (Esman, 1972). The importance o f inter-elite 

cooperation, reconciliation and accomodation in the containment of communal tension was 

gready emphasised in this arrangement, as explained by Esman (1972:24):

The leadership was to represent and reconcile the diverse interests in each community 
and deliver their electoral and moral support to the Alliance. Issues would be negotiated 
and compromised, and the benefits and burdens of government would be equitably 
apportioned among the communities according to the mature judgement of their natural 
leaders. These leaders, in turn, would be responsible for explaining and justifying 
Alliance decisions to their respective constituencies and for securing their compliance.
Thus communal issues, divisive and explosive as they are in Malaysia, would be 
removed from the theater of agitational controversy and negotiated quietly by the wisest 
and coolest heads in each community.

It was through the compromise and the effort of all the three communal parties, independence 

was granted peacefully by the British in 1957. This compromise known as ‘Bargain o f 1957’ 

formed a very important element o f the Malaysian Constitution which affects the present-day 

basic social institutions (the family, the education, the economy, the politics, and the religious 

life) o f the country.

d. The Constitutional Arrangement Prior to Independence in 1957

The ‘Bargain o f 1957’ stipulated an agreement between the three ethnic communities on the 

most controversial Constitutional matters regarding citizenship, the national language, and the 

rights o f the various communities. The essential character of the compromise was that Malays
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made substantial concessions on the question o f citizenship for the non-Malays, while the non- 

Malays recognised the special positions o f the Malays without limit o f time (Chandra Muzaffar, 

19%).

The special positions o f the Malays has been in existence since the early days o f British 

colonialism. The British recognised the Malays as being the indigenous and included them in 

the formal structure o f the government. The British also realised that the policy o f encouraging 

the migration o f the non-Malays to exploit the country’s resources would risk the position o f the 

Malay rulers and their subjects and thus they needed to be protected. Means (1976:177) clarified 

this situation clearly:

Ever since the first British administration in Malaya, it had been government policy to 
give the Malays certain privileges on the assumption that they alone were indigeneous 
to Malaya and needed both political and economic protection. Under the Federation 
Agreement of 1948, Malay privileges continued in four main areas of public policy: the 
system of Malay reservation, reserving certain lands for Malays only; the operations of 
quotas within the public services reserving a certain portion for Malays; the operation 
of quotas for licences and permits for certain businesses, chiefly those related to road 
transport; and special quotas for public scholarships and educational grants.

In the ‘Bargain 1957’ the Malays and the Chinese leaders through the Alliance agreed that this 

arrangement would continue, but with certain adjustment. Each ethnic community in the 

Alliance accepted that their relationships was based on a series o f explicit and implicit 

understandings about their mutual responsibilities. The Malays were to be politically dominant, 

and the symbols and institutions o f the new states were Malay. Islam was made the state 

religion, but the practice and rights o f other religions were guaranteed. National language was to 

be Bahasa Melayu or Malay Language, but the private use o f other languages were allowed. On 

the other hand, liberal citizenship laws for the non-Malays would be passed which would 

greatly increase the number o f their citizenships, thus granting them security and the right to 

vote. All these principal elements o f the compromise were enshrined in the Malaysian 

Constitution. Esman (1972:25) argued that this compromise has benefited both parties that:

The Malays gained political independence, control o f government, and a polity which 
was to be Malay in style and in its system of symbols. In return the Chinese gained 
more than overseas Chinese in Southeast Asia had dreamed of -  equal citizenship, 
political participation and officeholding, unimpared economic opportunity, and 
tolerance for their language, religion, and cultural institutions.

e. The Implications of the Political Processes on Education

The Constitutional arrangement which had been accepted by all the parties in the negotiation 

before the independence was found to be a source o f conflict between the Malays and the
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Chinese after the independence was achieved. Though die leadership from the United Malay 

National Organisation (UMNO) and Malayan Chinese Associations (MCA) tried to manage and 

contain their problems within themselves, the nature of the Constitution itself had become the 

object o f continuing conflicts among the masses. Voices o f dissatisfaction became even greater 

when the voting power o f the Chinese increased rapidly as more Chinese secured their 

citizenships through ‘the bargain 1957.’

Malaysia, like any other multiethnic society, emphasised the importance o f national language as 

an essential ingredients for a formation o f national culture and also a base o f  national identity 

and unity (Hans Dieter-Evers, 1997). The usage of national language in the education system of 

the country was accepted by the various ethnic groups in their negotiation for independence and 

incorporated into Article 152 o f the Malaysian Constitution. The most important policies on this 

issue can be seen in the Abdul Razak Hussein and Abdul Rahman Talib Reports and the 

Education Ordinance o f 1957. The 1956 Abdul Razak Hussein Report announced that:

We believed further that the ultimate objective of education policy in this country must 
be to bring together the children of all races under a national education system in which 
the national language is the main medium of instruction, though we recognise that 
progress toward this goal cannot be rushed and must be gradual (quoted from Wan 
Hashim, 1983:71)

The educational policy o f Malaysia, according to the Education Ordinance o f 1957 was:

To establish a national system of education acceptable to the people as a whole which 
will satisfy their needs and promote their cultural, social, economic and political 
development as a nation, with intention of making the Malay language the national 
language of the country whilst preserving and sustaining the growth of the language and 
culture of the people other than Malays living in the country (quoted from Wan 
Hashim, 1983:71).

All the special privileges which include the national language and education had been the 

subject o f  criticism and created internal disagreement, and thus stimulated the emotions o f 

communal ism in the country. The criticisms and resentments were strongly voiced by the non- 

Malays, particularly the Chinese. Lim Lian Geok, President of the United Chinese School 

Teachers’ Association, wrote:

The Rahman Talib Report is a weapon to kill Chinese education. Its damage to Chinese 
education is more serious than the Colonial Government’s Education Ordinance 1952. 
It is not difficult to look for the evidence in the 1963 Education Act. After the 
implementation of this policy, Chinese secondary schools were made vulnerable. Even 
Chinese primary schools will one day be eliminated (quoted from Khai Leong Ho, 
1988:300).
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But in reality the Malays have only gained recognition on paper, the actual benefits still 

remained in the hands o f the Chinese. Tun Abdul Razak Hussein attributed the lack o f progress 

o f the Bahasa Melayu as die main medium o f instruction to be one of the major reasons for the 

occurrence o f the May 13, 1969 tragedy. The Malay language policy was only effectively 

implemented after 1970. The Malay-based government under the leadership o f Tunku Abdul 

Rahman Putra delayed the implementation because o f fear o f being accused o f being communal 

and hence losing support from the non-Malay voters in the election though this policy had been 

agreed upon by all parties. Not surprisingly, this policy agenda was integrated into the basic 

objective o f the New Economic Policy (1970 -  1990) as a further commitment to promote the 

implementation o f Bahasa Melayu.

[The New Economic Policy], seeks to bring about a restructuring of the nation’s 
economy so as to ensure a more or less proportionate participation of the different races 
in the urban commercial and industrial life of the country. The other important area of 
imbalance is education which has so direct a bearing on economic development and 
social progress (Tun Abdul Razak, 1972:65).

The Chinese, on the other hand, reacted by showing disinterest in and disrespect to the Malay 

language (Basham, 1983). Employments for the Malay students from the Malay medium 

schools were almost impossible in the private sectors where Chinese were dominant. Thus the 

Malay language was regarded as of no commercial value (Wan Hashim, 1983).

In higher education, prior to the implementation o f the NEP (1970 -  1990), the Chinese were 

dominant, but the success o f the Malays was very discouraging. There were many reasons for 

this situation. Esman (1972:22) noted that it is “traceable to differences in the value systems of 

the communities, to the British neglect o f Malay education, and to the superior educational 

opportunities available to urban dwellers who are mostly non-Malays.” Though scholarships 

were given to the Malays, the educational gap between the Malays and the Chinese remained 

wide.

The gap in higher education can be seen at the only university in Malaysia during that time, the 

University o f Malaya in 1966/67 where the enrolment o f die Malay students was only 30 

percent, and were mostly in the Faculty o f Arts. In the same year, the Malay students in the 

Faculty of Engineering, Science, and Medicine at the University o f Malaya were merely 2 

percent, 7 percent, and 6 percent respectively. At the Technical College in Kuala Lumpur 

(presently, University o f Technology Malaysia), the Malays formed only 10 percent of the total 

student population (Esman, 1972:22).
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Since 1970, the Malays and other Bumiputeras were given preference in admission to local 

universities. In the eye o f the non-Malays, this preference was seen as a denial o f their rights, 

although they were eligible and able. According to Horowitz (1985: 660):

Between 1970 and 1973, the percentage of Malays in degree-level courses rose from 
39.7 percent to 52.7 percent. Many able Chinese students, prevented from attending 
university in Malaysia, departed for university in the West. By 1983, there were some 
35,000 Malaysians, 60 percent of them Chinese, at universities outside Malaysia. The 
university enrollment within Malaysia and overseas universities also have expanded.
For every degree candidate inside Malaysia, there is at least one outside. The 
government’s preferential policies made possible for Malays with distinctly poorer 
scores to secure admission to upper secondary school. There was also some 
discouraging of Chinese aspirations for higher education as university admission for 
non-Malays became more difficult.

Although the Malays overall achievements were not that great, the criticisms and resentment 

from the non-Malays over the Malays special privileges were always high (Khai Leong Ho, 

1988; Kua Kia Soong, 1990; Kua Kia Soong, 1993; Jomo 1990). To the Malays, it was the 

Chinese who had benefited the most from the independence. Independence had opened up for 

the Chinese businessman “more and better avenues for the acquisition o f unlimited wealth” 

(Mahathir Mohamad, 1970:42). For the Chinese, the concept o f ‘Malaysian Malaysia’ must be 

practised. This concept espaosed the total elimination o f Malay special rights and protected 

bumiputeraism, and the adoption of Chinese and Tamil as official languages. This concept was 

totally rejected by the Malays, because it could mean the end o f Malay privileges and rights as 

the indigenous people. In turn, it could shift to the dominance o f the Chinese, even in the few 

areas now protected for the Malays.

To the Malays there was no reason for die Chinese to resent the Malay special rights and 

privileges as, though they were given that privileges, the Malay economic standing was still 

much inferior to the Chinese. The Chinese should help the Malays as promised during ‘the 

bargain 1957’ rather than trying to further weaken them and trying to take away the Malay 

special rights without which they will perish (Mahathir Mohamad, 1970).

2.1.2. The Issues of National Unity

May 13, 1969 was die mark o f black events in Malaysia’s race relations. Since then, the 

Malaysian government embarked on a serious task to unite the three ethnic communities. It was 

from this time some planned effective measures to promote integration and national unity were 

introduced and these policies affected the total domain o f life: economic, political, social and
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cultural. This commitment has been stated clearly in the Second Malaysia Plan, under the 

heading o f “National Unity and the New Economic Policy”, the government acknowledged that:

The search for national unity involves the whole range of economic, social and political 
activities: the formulation of education policies designed to encourage common values 
and loyalties among all communities and all regions; the cultivation of a sense of 
dedication to the nation through service of all kinds; the careful development of a 
national language and literature, of art and music; the emergence of truly national 
symbols and institutions based on the cultures and tradition of the society (Second 
Malaysia Plan, 1971 -  1975:3).

In short, the search for national unity cannot stop at the economic doorstep. Economic means 

are necessary but not sufficient. Unity has to consist o f an additional formulation o f an 

educational policy and a national culture policy. With careful calculation and deliberation, the 

National Economic Policy (NEP) incorporated these two policies.

In regard to education, the Second Malaysia Plan has aimed for the further “consolidation o f the 

education system to promote national integration and unity” (Second Malaysia Plan, 1971:231). 

R. Murray Thomas (1983:149) called this objective as the “public face” o f Malaysia’s education 

policy3. It was from this period that the Malaysian government were serious about national 

integration and unity, the aims are to achieved: the implementation o f Bahasa Melayu as the 

language o f knowledge in all educational institutions and closing the gap in educational 

opportunities among the races.

a. National Identity and the Malaysian National Culture

In 1970 when the Malaysian national culture was introduced, it was anticipated that there would 

be less o f a problem to achieve its targets. But, for almost fourty years the issue o f national 

culture is still regarded as utopia. There were serious disagreement on the concept and 

components o f the so-called national culture. In 1956, one year before independence, the Malay 

intellectuals organised the first Congress o f National Culture held in Johor Bharu. Their aim 

was to define the national identity o f Malaya after independence. They wanted to make sure that 

the identity o f  the new nation would be indigenous-based, while the non-Malays insisted that 

Chinese and Indian cultures be included among the components o f die national culture. Later on 

in 1971, the second Congress o f National Culture was held in Kuala Lumpur. At this stage, the 

Malay intellectuals successfully convinced the then Prime Minister Tun Razak Hussein. This

3 R. Murray Thomas refers to the “two faces” of Malaysian education. “One is public, the other private. 
The public face is the official visage, the one the government hopes the rest of the world will accept. The 
private face the government prefers to keep from view, for it reflects vexing political tensions that mark 
the nation’s ethnic relations”. See R. Murray Thomas, “Malaysia: Cooperation versus Competition -or
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had led him to announce that the national culture must be based on the traditional culture o f the 

indigenous people o f  this part o f the world, that is, the Malay-lndonesian cultural area (Wan 

Hashim, 1983).

The issues o f national culture and education were considered as sensitive areas in Malaysia’s 

race relations. Thus, for the period o f twelve years which following independence, there was 

little attempt to revive Malay culture and to implement the national education policy as tools for 

national identity o f the Malaysian nation. The only cultural element regularly stressed to 

provide the basis for a common identity is the Malay language, especially the campaign known 

as Cintai Bahasa Kebangsaan or Love Our National Language..

However, the post-1969 period saw a sudden realisation that Malay culture needed to be 

revitalised, clearly defined and given its proper and respectable status to represent the national 

identity o f Malaysia. Since its components comprise o f traditional Malay cultural elements, then 

this culture had to be modernised to adapt itself in the changing situation o f modem Malaysia. 

The culture that had been modified was expected to be accepted by all Malaysians, but it seems 

that the non-Malays were not confident o f its success to function well in the world o f science 

and technology and as a national identity o f the new Malaysian nation.

The non-Malays, despite the government’s efforts to educate diem, they were partly reluctant to 

accept the basic concepts of the nationhood. Esman (1972:228-229) illustrates vividly the 

inability o f the synthetic elite culture o f Malaysia to elicit strong feelings o f attachment to the 

nation among die non-Malays4. He writes:

The development of synthetic “Malaysian” national identity would be a dubious 
prospect, even over an extended period of time, so long as mutually hostile communal 
identities maintain their salience. Malaya, the predecessor of Malaysia, became an 
independent state only in 1957. The national identity is thus unfamiliar, shallow, and 
somewhat artificial to members of both communities except in their relation to 
foreigners. It is emotionally empty to Chinese and other non-Malays because all the 
official symbols of the state -  the Malay King, the Malay language, the Islamic religion 
-  are drawn exclusively from Malay culture. They contain not a single any o f the non- 
Malay peoples which could grip them emotionally.

The most important cultural element in the new Malaysian culture is language, particularly the 

implementation o f Bahasa Malaysia 5(as the Malay language came to be officially known then). 

Since 1970, it has been the medium of instruction at all levels of education as well as being the

National Unity versus Favored Access to Education”, in R.Murray Thomas (ed.), Politics and Education: 
Cases From Eleven Nations. Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1983. P. 149.
4Further discussion on this matter will be continued in Chapter Three.
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lingua franca o f the people of Malaysia. Cynthia Enloe (1970) noted that the ability of all 

Malaysians to speak a common tongue would be the cornerstone o f this new culture. Rupert 

Emerson (1962) stressed that language (common tongue), among others, is the sine qua non to 

the formation o f a nation. Thus Malay language was given economic backing, and since then it 

has been acceptable to all communities and proved to be as an integrating tool for various ethnic 

communities in Malaysia.

b. The Rukun Negara as a Political Religion

Ghazali Shafie, Minister with Special Functions, the main adviser to Tun Abdul Razak Hussein 

then Deputy Prime Minister o f Malaysia, made an official announcement in July 1969 that 

Malaysia will have a national ideology. The idea to have a national ideology derived from 

Indonesia’s Panca Sila (Five Pillars). This announcement was made two months after the racial 

tragedy o f  May 13, 1969. In fact, this was another approach by the government to tackle the 

communal division in Malaysia. It was also a new pragmatism aimed at integration and national 

unity as well as to strengthen the status quo and legitimise authority (Milne, 1970).

The Rukun Negara stressed that Malaysian of all ethnic origins should unite and advance 

toward a democratic, just, liberal and progressive society through five “principles” or “rukun” 

based on five “beliefs”. The proclaimation reads as follows:

OUR NATION MALAYSIA, being dedicated:
To achieving a greater unity of all her peoples;

To maintaining a democratic way of life;
To creating a just society in which the wealth of the nation shall be equitably shared;

To ensuring a liberal approach to her rich and diverse cultural traditions;
To building a progressive society which shall be oriented to modem science and technology;

WE, her people, pledge our united efforts to attain these ends guided by these principles:

Kepercayaan Kepada Tuhan (Belief in God)
Kesetiaan Kepada Raja dan Negara (Loyalty to King and Country)

Keluhtiran Perlembagaan (Upholding the Constitution)
KedatdaUm Undang-Undang (Rule of Law)

Kesopanan dan Kesusilaan (Good Behaviour and Morality)

The introduction o f  the Rukun Negara was one of the long-term policies announced to restore 

law and order. This is described as a task to help the government in “galvanising the country 

and guiding it towards national unity” (Milne, 1970:556). It was intended that the Rukun 

Negara would help in blunting the edges o f conflict among the different ethnic communities.

5 Initially it was known as Bahasa Melayu, then in 1970s it was known as Bahasa Malaysia. Again, in the 
middle of 1980s it was known as Bahasa Melayu (back to the original name).
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Presently, the Department o f National Unity is under the jurisdiction o f a Minister, Minister of 

Social Welfare and National Unity. Initially, the Department of National Unity was specifically 

assigned the task o f formulating a “National Ideology” which would “serve as the nexus uniting 

the people o f o f Malaysia” (NOC, 1970:85). The department has two divisions, a research 

division which makes use o f the data on race relations from elsewhere, and an operational 

division which would provide policy guidelines for the various ministries in formulating 

programmes on nation-building and advise the media.

Rukun Negara is considered as the national ideology. Ideology is defined by the dictionary as “a 

systematic scheme or co-ordinated body o f ideas about human life or culture”, and this 

definition, according to Paul Sigmund, seems to equate ideology with philosophy or social 

theory (Paul Sigmund, 1969). Some additional connotations on ideology are o f commitment, 

both emotional and intellectual, and action-orientation such as maintaining the status quo.

David Apter (1968:237) conceives ideology as having two functions: the social, which binds the 

community together, and the individual, which organises the role o f  maturing individual.

David Apter’s concept o f ideology is concerned with an application o f particular moral 

prescriptions to collectivities and the ideology. In short, ideology helps to support an elite and to 

justify the exercise o f power. This is what he sometimes termed as “political religion” which 

can be summarised as “assisting polities to define the aims and establish their priorities while 

allowing political leaders to remain exempt from ordinary criticisms and errors” (David Apter, 

1968:237).

It is on the basis o f political religion as ideology o f the elites that authority becomes legitimised 

for the ideology claims superior planning and rationality and it provides moral bases for social 

manipulation for development purposes. As Apter concludes, in the new developing areas 

where consensus is low and primordial loyalties high, ideologies bind the disparate communities 

(David Apter, 1968:20).

Ideologies in the new nations are often used to advent a political consensus and to legitimise 

authority and thus to strengthen the status quo. This is also true in the case o f the Rukun Negara. 

The intended aim, although not often expressed, is to promote authority and to strengthen the 

power of the Barisan Nasional the ruling coalition in Malaysia

Some principles o f the Rukun Negara are based on the Malaysian Constitution itself. This 

represents a spelling out o f the principles on which the Constitution is based but which had not
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been explicitly stated when it was drawn up. The acceptance o f the Rukun Negara means that 

young non-Malays would recognise the legitimacy o f the regime and therefore prevent them 

from questioning provisions in the Constitution that were questioned in the years before 1969 

(Wan Hashim, 1983).

Marvin Rogers (1972) noted that many non-Malays did not embrace the five principles since 

they imply not only the acceptance o f the legitimacy o f the regime but also support for the 

Malay rulers, the Malay special rights and the validity o f Malay as the national language. 

However, the ideology may foster polite communal relations though it may do less to promote 

integration and national unity except in the long-run. The latter requires intensive indoctrination 

and political socialisation among the younger generation. The younger generation were 

indoctrinated by studying Malaysian history as a compulsory subject in the upper secondary 

schools and in the university they have to read and pass the Citizenship Education or 

Kenegaraan Malaysia. For those employed in the public sectors they have to read and pass the 

Government Examination or the Induction Course o f which one o f the components is the 

Citizenship Education. For those who were unable to pass the examination they have to leave 

the posts or faced a freeze in salary rise (Wan Hashim, 1983).

The ideology, to a certain extent, has contributed to the preservation o f law and order; it has 

helped in minimizing communal division. But, the root cause o f the division still remained in 

the Constitution that have often been the basis o f hostility and antagonism between the Malays 

and non-Malays.

c. Sedition Act and ‘Limited’ Democracy

After May 13, 1969 racial incidents, the parliament was suspended. Before the reassembling o f 

Parliament in 1971, the Majlis Gerakan Negara (MAGERAN) or National Operation Council 

(NOC) had identified some provisions in the Constitution considered more basic than others and 

therefore needed to be secured. The provisions represent a binding arrangement between Malay, 

Chinese and Indians preceding independence known as ‘the bargain 1957’ (Ibrahim Abu Shah, 

1987). It is argued that i f  these secured provisions are in any way eroded or weakened, the entire 

Constitutional structure would be endangered, thus threatening the nation itself (Wan Hashim, 

1983). It is to prevent the weakening o f these Constitutional provisions that the Sedition Act 

was introduced.
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It was believed that to prevent an important provocation for racial conflict, certain provisions o f 

the Constituion should be entrenched and made non-negotiable and out o f bounds in future 

political debate:

The entrenched provisions in the Constitutions are the result of agreement between all 
the communities in this country. They are the product of consultation and compromise.
They represent binding agreements between the various races in this country and are the 
underpinnings of which the constitutional structure, such as fundamental liberties, the 
machinery of government, and a score of other detailed provisions are built. If these 
entrenched provisions are in any way eroded and weakened, the entire constitutional 
structure is endangered and with it the existence of the nation itself. It was the failure to 
understand and irresponsible and cavalier treatment of these entrenched provisions that 
constituted one of the primary causes of disturbances on May 13, 1969 (NOC Report,
1969:85)

In this act, die public or parliamentary questioning are prohibited to raise four sensitive items in 

the Constitution,namely:

• The Special Position of the Malays and other indigenous groups

• Malay as the official language

• The sovereignty of the Malay Sultans and Yang Di Pertuart Agottg (The Supreme Ruler)

• The citizenship rights of the immigrant communities

This amendment implies restriction o f the democratic process and indirecdy assures continued 

Malay political control. The amendment also indicates clearly that the Westminster type o f 

democracy had to be modified to suit the local conditions. This implies a shift from liberal to 

limited democracy.

At this juncture, the government took a more positive step in attempting to integrate the three 

ethnic communities in Malaysia. Since then every new policy introduced has both the manifest 

and latent aims o f integrating the three ethnic community. Beginning with the implementation 

of the New Economic Policy (NEP), the National Education Policy, the National Culture Policy, 

the National Ideology, and since September 1991 the Vision 2020. All these policies were 

formulated with the main aim o f establishing the true Bangsa Malaysia or Malaysian 

nationhood with Malay society and culture as the core or the dominant group. In the process o f 

human development, the Malaysian government holds the view that the ethnic communities 

should be developed in terms o f the common cultural values which have been accepted by all 

Malaysians and this fit into the proposal forwarded by the modernisation theory in the 

development studies. Backed by the political moves the modernisation perspectives seem to 

have their strong grounds, especially in social life there tends to be grouping along ethnic lines.
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2.2. THE MODERNISATION PERSPECTIVES

The main ideas o f development brought by Western colonialism were concerning 

modernisation. In fact, one o f the important results o f colonialism has been the modernisation of 

Malaysia in politics and government, the economy, and the introduction o f Western education 

and thus the modem form of social organisation and structure o f society (Wan Hashim, 1983). 

The modernisation brought by colonialism is that process which involves, as explained by 

Moore (1963:91-92):

The total transformation of a traditional or pre-modem society into the types of 
technology and associated social organisation that characterise the advanced, 
economically prosperous and relatively politically stable nations of the Western 
World...In fact, we may...speak of the progress as industrialisation. Industrialisation 
means the extensive use of inanimate sources of power for economic production and all 
that entails by way of organisation, transportation, communication and so on.

Modernisation, as reflected by Moore’s definition, uses Western society as a model for a 

modem society, although he also emphasised the importance o f industrialisation as an index of 

progress and modernisation. However, for successful industrialisation and economic 

development to take place, there need to be an adjustment in the value systems and the social 

structures o f a particular society.

Syed Hussein Alatas (1970:226) gave a more neutral definition o f modernisation, when he said 

that:

Modernisation is the process by which modem scientific knowledge covering all 
aspects of human life is introduced at varying degrees, first in the Western civilisation, 
and later diffused to the non-Westem world, by different methods and groups with the 
ultimate purpose of achieving a better and more satisfactory life in the broadest sense of 
the term, as accepted by the society concerned.

The result o f  modernisation, notwithstanding its aim, may or may not necessarily be die 

development o f a better and more satisfactory life, for its effect can either be negative and 

destructive or positive and constructive. Although, modernisation generally results in the 

increase o f wealth and prosperity it can also create tension, conflict and disorganisation, and a 

widening o f the gap between the rich and the poor. This was the case in Malaysia, the 

educational attainment gap between the Malays and non-Malays was widened as a result o f the 

modernisation process. Further consideration will be given in Chapter Three on the Social 

Development o f Malaysian Ethnic Communities and Chapter Four on Higher Education in 

Malaysia.
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In the case o f  Malaysia, the modernisation processes implanted by British colonial rule were 

only effective in the urban areas because the colonialists seem to have neglected the rural areas. 

As a result, there was a lack o f participation by the indigenous community. Furthermore, there 

were different responses between the Malays and the non-Malays towards the modernisation 

brought by the British. Clifford (1968) noted the difference in response by Malays and Chinese 

towards the British economic policy, and he says:

[The] immigrant groups reacted to the British-inspired economic development in a very 
marked and positive way, and even though most of them were totally impecunious on 
their arrival in Malaya, many of them prospered, often in the face of intense 
competition from the British. [The] Malays reacted to the British-inspired capitalism in 
a passive way, and generally stood aloof from it. They reacted thus because their 
maximising differed from those required by the capitalism. [And] were thus more 
resistant to the change that such capitalism demanded if economic development was to 
result from it (Clifford, 1968:43).

In the 1960s, the independent government o f Malaysia embarked on its modernisation programs 

which was geared towards the Malays, especially those who live in the rural areas. In the 

government’s view, more especially that o f die Malay ruling party United Malay National 

Organisation (UMNO), the Malay community needed to transform their cultural values in order 

to be an active participant in the new era o f  development. The slogan o f the youth wing o f the 

party was RevoJusi Mental or Mental Revolution, urging the Malay community to change their 

attitudes (Senu Abdul Rahman, 1971). In fact, Senu Abdul Rahman initiated the complilation of 

a book that was intended to be a modus operandi o f modernising the Malays. Tun Abdul Razak 

in his forward address to the book said:

We realised there are a variety of factors which hinder the Malays from participating in 
the economic and social development. Among the factors are their backward thinking 
which is caused by lack of knowledge and a traditional way of living (Senu Abdul 
Rahman, 1971:1)

The influence o f modernisation theory was dominant in the 1960s. The focus o f discussion and 

policy-decision was geared towards the Malays, searching for the root causes o f Malay 

economic backwardness. The root causes o f Malay backwardness have been classified into two 

opposing views: the value system versus the structural argument6. The main exponent o f the 

value system was Parkinson (1967). Parkinson’s views were supported, and in fact popularised 

by some Malay intellectuals. They argued that Malays were genetically inferior to the Chinese, 

because o f their preference for cousin-marriages, and that the so-called national character o f the 

Malays is mostly negative when compared to the Chinese (Mahathir Mohamad, 1970; Senu 

Abdul Rahman, 1971).

6 For further discussion on the debate see Malay Ideas on Development: From Feudal Lord to Capitalist 
by Shaharuddin Maaruf (1988).
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In the Malaysian case, the notion proposed by the modernisation theories could not totally be 

ignored. Furthermore, the Malay ruling elites seem to consider that the cultural values, attitudes, 

and modem exposure are lacking in the Malay community. Though the Malays seem to be 

responsive to economic development and educational attainment as any other ethnic group, but 

apparently a majority o f them failed to prove to be excellent in performance. One would agree 

that in 1960s there were fewer opportunities open to Malays, in the field of economic 

development and education. But, after 1970 those opportunities were widely created and opened 

to Malays, but they still could not be attained as desired by the policy. This has led the 

government to believe that the core problems is still related to cultural values, attitudes, lack o f 

exposure to modem values and backward thinking.

In fact, Mahathir Mohamad believed that the poor performances o f the Malays in economic, 

educational and overall management o f activities are due to the backward thinking. He initiated 

the establishment o f the Civic Bureau or Biro Talanegara during his tenure as Minister of 

Education7. The main function o f this Bureau is to create awareness among the the Malays 

about their plight in Malaysia’s rapid economic development. It is also the function o f the 

Bureau to conduct training programs so that Malays could be continuously educated and 

reminded o f their role in the country. Presently, the Civic Bureau is under the control o f the 

Prime Minister’s Department. The target audiences o f the Civic Bureau’s sensitivity training are 

the Malays: students (Form Five to University); youths; community leaders; public sector 

officers and private sector executives. The main objectives o f the sensitivity training is to boost 

the morale o f the Malays so that they could participate with success and excellence in whatever 

their enterprise.

The sensitivity training is divided into four sections8. The first section is the lectures or 

cerantah. There are five topics o f lectures or ceramah, the topics are:

1. Perubahan Sikap Berteraskcm Sistem Nilai (Attitudinal Change Based on the Value 

System).

7 Interview with Tuan Haji Zain Din, the Director of Civic Bureau, Kedah-Perlis in November 1996. At 
the initial stage, according to Haji Zain Din the Bureau activities were directed to students, particularly 
Malay students in the Pre-University Classes, Colleges, Universities locally and those studying abroad. 
During this period of time (1974 onwards) the development of Malay education were hindered by the 
negative clakwah movement and it is a pity because there were students who left their studies to 
concentrate fully on dakwah. The government then felt that it is their responsibility to safeguard Malay 
interest in education by continuously reminding Malay students about their plight.
8 Tuan Haji Zain Din delivered to the author about the outline of the programs in the training. Every 
university is instructed to send Malay students in their first and second year to undergo the training. The 
training is compulsory for all Malay students and is held in November and December every year 
throughout the country.
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2. Perjnangan Mengatigkal Martabat Bangsa (The Struggle to Raise the Dignity of the Malay 

Race).

3. Dasar-Dasar Negara Ke Arab Kecemerlangan Bangsa (The Nation’s Public Policy to Make 

the Malay Race Excel).

4. Wawasan 2020 (Vision 2020).

5. Motivasi (Motivation).

The second section is the religious lectures or kuliah Islam, which were delivered after the dawn 

prayers (Solat Subuh) and the other one after the evening prayers (Solat Maghrib). The topics o f 

the talks are:

1. Islam Sebagai Ad-Deen (Islam as a way o f life).

2. Akhlak Islam (Islamic Morality).

3. Konsep Al-Falah (The Concept o f Success in Islamic Perspectives).

4. Konsep Ibadah Dalam Islam (The Concept o f Worship in Islam).

5. Isu-isu Semasa Islam (Islamic Contemporary Issues).

The third section is the Group Dynamics, and the fourth section is on self-resilience. Thus from 

the overview it is clear that the purpose o f the training is to develop a sense o f belonginess 

among the Malays and to further strengthen their acceptance o f modernity9.

In fact, when Mahathir Mohamad became the fourth Malaysian Prime Minister in 1981, he 

introduced two crucial policies with regard to correct ‘Malaysian thinking’ in particular the 

Malays. The two policies were ‘Look East Policy’ and ‘The Inculcation o f Islamic Values’.10 In 

short, the underlying assumptions o f the Malay elite is the modernisation theory and the beliefs 

in the values and arguments forwarded by the modernisation thinkers (Norhashimah 

Mohd.Yassin, 1994).

9 The topics of the ceramah, the kuliah Islam, and the Group Dynamics were purposely selected to 
enhance the dignity of the Malay race as the rightful owner of the country. For example, the first topic of 
the ceramah (Attitudinal change) is formulated to urge the Malays to change their attitude and to emulate 
the cultural attitudes of the Japanese and the Korean in their quest for progress. The second topic (The 
Struggle to Dignify the Malay Race) is more concern with the struggle of the Malay-led government to 
formulate policies and rendered help and support to raise the living standard of the Malay race. In the 
meantime, the Kuliah Islam is more concern with the Islamic values that can contribute to material gain.
10 The Dasar Pandang Ke Timur (Look East Policy) is meant for the Malaysians to emulate the work 
ethics of the Japanese. In this program, many Malaysian youth are sent to study in Japan and there were 
numerous short courses attended by Malaysians in Japan. The purpose of the visits is to study Japanese 
way of life and the way Japanese manage their business, education, and other related values. In the 
Penerapan Nilai-Nilai Islam (The Inculcation of Islamic Values) the aim is to make Islam compatible to 
modernity and development For further detail on the critics of these two policies see Chandra Muzaffar, 
Hard Work- The Cure All? (1989).
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Mahathir Mohamad’s thinking about the backwardness o f the Malays was portrayed earlier in 

The Malay Dilemma (1970)11. One o f Mahathir’s arguments among others, stresses the 

importance of heredity as the cause of Malay economic backwardness. However, he does 

indicate that the major factor in explaining the differences o f performance in economic and 

educational attainment between the Malays and the non-Malays are the cultural experiences 

which each ethnic group has undergone. Mahathir’s main criticism was towards the neo

colonial government led by Tunku Abdul Rahman who ignored this situation and left the 

Malays on their own to face the competition o f the non-Malays on unequal terms.

Syed Hussein Alatas, an academic in the Department o f Malay Studies, University o f 

Singapore, responded to the two books which were written by politicians. He refuted the 

arguments forwarded by Senu Abdul Rahman and Mahathir Mohamad in Siapa Yang Salah Di 

Sekiar Peribadi Melayu (1972). He argued that for centuries the Malays have been exploited 

economically by their feudal rulers. This, according to him, retarded the growth o f the ‘spirit of 

capitalism’ among the Malays in the Malay Peninsula. For example, in the 19th centuiy, the 

rural Malays were always loath to accumulate too much wealth because it invited confiscation 

by either the Sultans or the local chiefs (Syed Hussein Alatas, 1972).

On the other hand, the ‘spirit o f capitalism’ is present among the Chinese and other minority 

groups. This is also true among die Arab Muslims, Indian Muslims, Bengali Muslims, and 

others who migrated to Malaysia (Syed Hussein Alatas, 1977). Another important factor beside 

the ‘spirit o f capitalism’ is the ‘immigrant ethos’ that existed among the minorities mentioned 

above. The ‘immigrant ethos’ is the powerful incentive to migrate for reasons such as poverty 

that forced them to acquire the habits o f drive and hard work.

For the Chinese, they had to struggle under conditions o f hardship to acquire wealth. If  they did 

not struggle under such condition their survival and security in the new environment would not 

have brought any success. Failure meant a return to seas, back to the dead-end-street o f the 

society they had fled. The Malays, on the other hand, lived in the security o f  their homeland. 

They had not developed in a struggling alien environment as the Chinese and other immigrants 

had (Mahathir Mohamad, 1970; Wan Hashim, 1983; Muhammad Haji Muhd.Taib, 1993).

Another important finding on Malay economic backwardness is that the poor Malays have been 

exploited by other Malays and by Chinese middlemen. The Malay peasants are exploited by the

11 Revolusi Mental was compiled in the late 1960s but published as a book in 1971. The Malay Dilemma 
written by Mahathir Mohamad as a response to the May 13, 1969 incidents. It was published in English
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absentee landlords many o f whom are Malay government servants, politicians or businessmen. 

Swift (1967) in his study has noted that among the Malay peasants there is a high concentration 

o f ownership of wealth, especially o f the landholdings. This implies that among the Malay 

peasants there is a concentration o f wealth in the hands of a small minority.

In the urban areas, the concentration o f wealth is in the hands o f Chinese millionaires and 

owners of big enterprises, and also the Malays from the political and bureaucratic elite who hold 

one or two dozen directorships in government-owned companies, statutoiy bodies or private 

firms (Wan Hashim, 1983). The rationale behind this is that there are not enough Malays of 

comparable caliber to hold the positions in order to be on equal terms with the Chinese.

The preceding discussion has pointed out that there exists an inequality in the sharing o f the 

country’s wealth between the Malays and the Chinese. It seems that the Chinese are much better 

socially and economically in terms o f the share o f the country’s wealth. There also exists an 

economic concentration in the hands o f a few Chinese and a few Malays, both in the urban and 

in the rural sector. Besides the structural inadequacy, the Malay-led government seem to blame 

the cultural attitudes o f Malays for the lack o f progress. Seemingly, the approached were geared 

towards correcting those negative attitudes and bring it in line to the proposal as envisage by the 

modernisation perspectives. The next section will be looking at the educational attainment of 

the ethnic groups in Malaysia.

2.3. THE EXPLANATIONS FOR HIGH AND LOW ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE

The explanations for high and low academic performance will be discussed from two 

perspectives. Firstly, the structural explanations. Secondly, the cultural explanations. The 

rationale of exposing both explanations is to find the root causes for the different levels of 

achievement between one ethnic group and the other ethnic groups. Besides that, the differences 

in performances might be due to the social class positions, locality (urban or rural), and both 

issues were addressed by the government by introducing the democrati sation o f education and 

to justify their pro-Malay policy. In other words, the Malaysian government intervened by 

political means to achieve equality in the society. In the case o f cultural explanations, it is 

believed that the different ethnic groups living in Malaysia have portrayed different forms of 

cultural life. Hence, it was assumed that these cultural lifes have influenced academic 

performance and choice o f employment.

and printed in Singapore. As it was published the then Prime Minister Tunku Abdul Rahman banned the 
book and only in 1981 Mahathir Mohamad himself lifted the banned.
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2.3.1. The Structural Explanations

The structural explanations will be focussing on the findings from previous research concerning 

social stratification, the differences o f participation from the ethnic communities, and the role o f 

education in the leveling process. It is in the context of the social structure that the Malaysian 

government has intervened to make sure o f the equal participation from all the three ethnic 

communities.

a. The Social Stratification

Sociologists of different theoretical inclinations unanimously agree that all societies are 

stratified into different social strata or classes. The base used to classify this social stratification 

may, however, be different. The Marxist notion is one o f the economic stand one belongs to 

which leads to differences in life chances. The Weberian concept o f social classes being status 

or honour groups suggests that these different statuses resulted largely from differences in life 

styles. According to Weber as cited from Tumin (1967:6): “Property differences generate 

classes, power differences generate political parties, and, prestige differences generate status 

groups or strata”.

A third typical feature o f social classes is their homogeneity o f outlook. As Schumpeter 

(1966:43 cited from Jasbir Saijit Singh, 1980) has pointed out, “they close ranks and erect 

barriers against the outside, they look out into the same segment o f the world, with the same 

eyes, from the same viewpoint, in the same direction”. In three important respects social classes 

are known to vary, namely, in their life chances, in their life styles, and in their points o f view. 

From the theoretical assumptions the following discussion will be looking at the findings of a 

previous study on these aspects.

Jasbir Saijit Singh’s (1980) study o f the social classes in Petaling Jaya, divided the social 

classes into three groups: High social class (professional, managerial, high executive, semi- 

professional); Middle social class (supervisory, lower professional, technical, clerical, sales); 

and, Lower social class (skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled manual). There were 788 

respondents in her study, 28.1 percent revealed that they belong to the high social class, 48.7 

percent in the middle social class, and, 23.2 percent in the lower social class. The data 

demonstrated a fairly normal distribution with the concentration in the middle. Her study also 

proved that there were a strong correlations between occupation and education and income. It 

was also shown that the three classes have enjoyed different form o f life chances in obtaining 

higher education or a high income.
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In Jasbir Sarjit Singh (1980) study, it was revealed that there were considerable differences in 

the opportunities for education among the three classes. Among the high status, 65.8 percent 

received post-secondary education (Higher School Certificate, Diploma or Degree from 

Colleges or University respectively), while among the low status not a single person had similar 

education. Among the low status, 60.4 percent had primary education or less, and 25.3 percent 

had lower secondary schooling, or had been in school for nine years. The middle class was for 

most part able to get schooling up to the Fifth Form or Upper Secondary.

It seems that in Malaysia, opportunities for education and further improvement are closely 

linked with the social class of a person (Marimuthu, 1984; Razali Arof, 1985). Similarly, the 

ability to earn a high income seems to be also defined by the social status o f the person (Ting 

Chew Peh, 1980). Clearly this is a cyclic problem, on the whole those of high status have high 

educational attainment and income, and those with high educational attainment and income 

have high social status.

The question posed by the above study has also to be put into context, because although one 

could agree in the Malaysian case that the society is stratified and that theoretically, all stratified 

societies are either open or closed, in reality, all these societies lie somewhere on the continuum 

from open to closed rather than at one extreme or the other (Jasbir Sarjit Singh, 1985). Societies 

are said to be open if  there is plenty of room for vertical social mobility, while societies are said 

to be closed if  such social mobility is restricted if  not altogether non-existent.

Malaysia may be considered to be a relatively open society, because there are several avenues 

through which individuals can achieve upward social mobility. Wealth inheritance, marriage, 

and education have been recognised as means o f social mobility. O f the three, education is the 

most sought after and for good reasons too (Marimuthu, 1990). Education is more accessible, 

particularly with the democratisation of educational opportunities since the Second World War 

(Toh Kin Woon, 1984; Razali Arof, 1985; Ibrahim Abu Shah, 1987).

Education is regarded as more important, because of the correlation between the level of 

educational attainment and the equivalent occupational level in many societies (Wan Zahid 

Noordin, 1993). Scholars have noted that the higher the level of education achieved by an 

individual the higher the status, the occupation and the income (Tumin and Feldman, 1961:44; 

Ibrahim Abu Shah, 1987). Tumin concludes that, “[Education] opens up the class structure and 

keeps it fluid, permitting considerably more circulation through class positions than would 

otherwise be possible” (Tumin and Feldman, 1961:7).
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Studies on the role o f the University o f Malaya in social mobility (Jasbir Sazjit Singh, 1980) 

revealed that the university acts as an effective channel of upward social mobility for young 

people from low status origins. Nearly 60 percent o f graduates have had fathers who worked in 

low prestige manual jobs. Having acquired professional training at the university, they are 

employed in the modem and prestigious sectors of the economy as administrators, civil 

servants, doctors, lawyers, dentists, teachers, economists and scientists.

Similarly, the findings o f Mavis Puthucherry (1978) stated that the greater mobility of the low 

status origins were greater among the Malays than the non-Malays. Earlier, Bock (1970) 

showed that almost 60 percent o f the Malay pupils in secondary schools were from low to 

medium-low socio-economic backgrounds. The percentage o f Chinese and Indian students from 

similar social groups was much smaller. In other words, Malays from lower socio-economic 

backgrounds had a much better chance of reaching secondary school and then die university 

than their non-Malay peers.

b. The Ethnic Communities Academic Performance

In terms o f ethnic differences, the above study (Jasbir Sarjit Singh, 1980) confirmed that 

university education is one o f the primary agents for Malay mobility. In this case, studies 

conducted by Mustapa Kassim (1994) confirm the findings made by Jasbir Sarjit Singh, but in a 

different environment, the University o f Science Malaysia As revealed by Mustapa Kassim 

(1994), out o f the 3,784 Malay graduates in the 1982 - 1988 classes, 14.4 percent were from 

high status families, 31.2 percent from middle socio-economic status families, and 42.6 percent 

from the low socio-economic status families.

In term o f Chinese graduates, Jasbir Sarjit Singh’s (1980) studies also revealed that the Chinese 

from the low status families also benefited from the University o f Malaya as a means o f social 

mobility. However, the Indians from a low socio-economic status do not seem to enjoy 

opportunities for entry into the university (Selvakumaran Ramachandran, 1994).

From the above cases it was clear why the Malaysian government put so much faith in 

education, especially in the upward mobility of the Malays from the 1970s onwards. In East 

Asia, particularly in Japan, the most advanced capitalist country in Asia, education has been 

regarded as the ‘individual self-improvement’ and ‘rising the nation’s overall levels of 

economic, social and political development’ (Woronoff, 1981). Thus this view on education is 

dominating in Malaysia. Education is seen as an avenue for social mobility, for betterment of 

life chances, and for enhancing ethnic groups’ dignity (Muhammad Haji Muhd.Taib, 1993). It
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was formerly believed that the Chinese and higher caste Indians who live in die towns were 

much more aware o f the values o f education, when compared to the Malays who only came to 

the scene since the 1970s.

Suet-ling Pong (1993:258) in her analysis o f Malaysian education scene said that the Malaysian 

education system is heavily politicised because o f the “[Pronounced] social inequality.” Under 

these circumstances, “[Educational] governance is controlled or even monopolised through 

national legislation, the educational arena often becomes the battleground for political contests 

among ethnic groups for the type and amount o f schooling each demands” In particular, 

majority o f Malaysians realised that educational attainment is linked with the social and 

economic well being o f  individuals and groups.

The findings o f Suet-ling Pong (1993) illustrates the Malaysian scenario, whereby political 

interference through legislations was used to equalise educational opportunities among the three 

ethnic groups. Among the three ethnic groups, especially between the Malays and the Chinese, 

exists a political issue on education and national culture, because to each ethnic group this core 

issue is difficult to reconcile.

c. The Role o f Education in the Leveling Process

In the Malaysian contexts the educational opportunities have been expanded through various 

Five Years Plans. It has been noted earlier that since the First Malaysia Plan (1966-1970) 

education was given priority. Furthermore education has been made more readily accessible to 

all through the democratisation o f the educational system. Hence, students o f poor social class 

origins have an equal opportunity to pursue education up to its highest level and subsequently 

earn access in upward mobility (Toh Kin Woon, 1984).

Although education opportunities have been opened, it seems that social origins still have 

influence on a person’s educational attainment and also his placement in the occupational 

structure. In fact, in societies where income and wealth distributions were extremely slanted in 

favour of the rich, education tends to stabilise the status positions of individuals across 

generations although some vertical social mobility through education is still possible.

In this case, it is clear that education has a dual role, it is a mechanism whereby social class 

positions are perpetuated across generations and at the same time it is also a mechanism through 

which some vertical social mobility is effected. From this explanation it is clear that education 

not only functions as a social escalator but also as an instrument to maintain class position.
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In developing countries, education is still a great promoter o f social mobility, because few 

opportunities exist outside education for upward social mobility. Studies by Rabieyah bte Mat 

(1987) confirmed these notions. She showed that the Chinese do not depend very much on 

education for upward social mobility, because they have wider opportunities outside education 

for such mobility. But the Malays, as she saw it, depend heavily on education to get out o f 

poverty. Rabieyah bte Mat (1987) reaffirmed that in Malaysia, education is seen as a vehicle for 

lifting the poor from poverty, thus breaking down class barriers. The highly educated from the 

poverty groups, especially the Malays and those from the rural areas, had benefited the most 

through education for their advancement in the social structure.

Abu Bakar Hashim et.al., (1997) survey on UTM students indicated that 62.7 percent and 51.8 

percent of the respondents mothers and fathers respectively had only primary education. In term 

o f father’s occupation, 30.5 percent o f the respondents reported that their fathers were doing 

menial works, and 25.7 percent working with public sector. Given the levels o f schooling and 

the type o f occupation one could predict the amount o f income earned per calendar month. 

There were 84.6 percent o f the respondents who reported that their father earned less than 

RM1300.00 (GBP200.00) per calendar month. This findings further prove that democratisation 

o f education in Malaysia have indeed opened the opportunity for the lower social class to 

improve their life chances.

The positive contribution o f education in promoting social mobility has encouraged the 

Malaysian policy-makers to continue to reaffirm their faith in education as an efficient weapon 

for eradicating poverty and for restructuring Malaysian society. This faith in education is 

mirrored in the following statement stated in the Sixth Malaysia Plan (1991-1995). It states that:

Human resources development will be a major thrust in the Sixth Malaysia Plan as the 
achievement of socio-economic objectives depends on the availability of educated, 
skilled and trainable labour force. Towards this end, education and training programmes 
will be farther expanded and improved, not only to equip individuals with the 
appropriate knowledge and skills but also to produce responsible citizens with strong 
moral and ethical values.

High priority is given to education and training as it contributes significantly to the 
objectives of the National Developmental Plan, in particular to poverty eradication and 
restructuring of society. Providing greater access to education and training to those in 
the lower income group will increase their income and employment opportunities and 
contribute farther to improvements in income distribution. The focus in the Sixth 
Malaysia Plan will be to improve the quality of education and training as well as to 
achieve a more efficient delivery system so as to enable the lower-income group and the 
under-served regions to have greater access to education and training (Prime Minister’s 
Department, 1991)
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Education in Malaysia was seen by the policy-makers to carry a dual function, firstly, as an 

avenue for social mobility, and secondly, as a mechanism for the transmission o f status and 

advantage from generation to generation (Dropout Study, 1975).

Studies have noted that Malaysian parents from both rich and poor socio-economic status see 

education as an avenue for social mobility. Parents of poor socio-economic status believed that 

education was the only avenue left for their children to escape from the vicious circle o f 

poverty. This had been noted by Marimuthu (1971:9) in his study that parents o f poor socio

economic status tend to place “unshakable faith in the magical qualities o f education” and they 

see education “as the panacea for all ... their ... social and economic ills.” Marimuthu (1971:9) 

further noted that “the plantation worker is convinced that in the absence o f other avenues for 

social mobility, education is the only way for his children to get out o f the plantation world and 

enjoy the good life. Education has become the talisman o f hope and symbol o f success.”

Studies by Jasbir Sarjit Singh (1985) offer further proof o f the importance o f the class factor in 

determining educational attainment. In her study, she found a very strong correlation between 

fathers’ status and respondents’ educational attainment. This strong correlation indicate that 

those persons who attained high education had parents with high status and those persons who 

attained only a low level o f education had parents with low status.

Lian’s (1976) study on the relationship between participation at the tertiary level o f education 

and socio-economic background reveals several interesting facts. There were five interesting 

findings from the study. Firstly, students in the tertiary institutions were from the higher income 

class. Secondly, higher income students tend to concentrate in the universities, leaving the 

colleges to the lower income students. Thirdly, students from the higher income class were 

enrolled in the science and technological courses, leaving the arts, humanities, and social 

sciences to the lower income students. Fourthly, parental level o f education just as important as 

parental income in influencing the enrollment ratios of institutions and o f area o f study. Finally, 

students from big towns and cities stand a better chance o f gaining admission into colleges and 

universities than their rural counterparts. They also stand a better chance o f gaining admission 

into the more sought after science and technological courses.

From the examination above we can see that education just like the more sought-after public 

goods, is distributed unequally between the higher and the lower income groups. The 

examination also shows that as one moved up in the educational hierarchy, the representation 

from the lower and poorer strata o f society tends to decline while the representation from the 

upper and richer strata tends to increase. Not only is education more readily available to the
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upper strata but their children generally performed better as well (Razali bin Arof, 1985). In this 

line of argument lies the proof o f cultural explanation, apart from the economic well being and 

the sociological reasons, for example the socialisation process undergone by the children.

Further analysis o f this matter will be sought in Chapter Four on Higher Education in Malaysia. 

Suffice to say that the Malaysian government had intervened to level the educational 

opportunities through various measures. As a result, students from the lower income families 

have had the opportunities to further their studies to the tertiary level. Hence, they also have 

been able to gain access to the prestigious occupations in the public and the private sectors 

(Ibrahim Abu Shah, 1987; Mustapa Kassim, 1994).

2.3.2. The Cultural Explanations

Beside class differences, many studies o f social mobility have also documented ethnic 

differences in educational attainment. Most o f these differences are a result o f variations in 

socio-economic backgrounds, with the more educationally advantaged groups having higher 

socio-economic status. After the socio-economic factors are controlled, ethnic differences tend 

to disappear or to be substantially reduced (Suet-ling Pong, 1993). When residual ethnic 

differences remain, typically either or both o f two explanations will be given: structure and 

culture.

a. The Cultural Attitudes of the Chinese

Many studies o f minority educational achievement in the United States o f America have 

adopted a cultural explanation. The cultural explanations were basically shaped by the 

modernisation theoretical framework. For example, Hsu (1971) attributed the extraordinarily 

high educational achievement o f Chinese Americans to the overall Chinese cultural system, 

which places a premium on industry, persistence, family cohesiveness, obedience, respect for 

elders, respect for authority, education and personal discipline. The findings o f Hsu (1971) are 

not an isolated case to the American Chinese, because Chinese everywhere were regarded as 

hardworking and have positive attitudes towards modernisation.

Danny (1995) found that Singaporean Chinese students have a higher criterion mark o f success 

than New Zealand students. The reason given is that the base of Singapore culture is 

Confucianism. This form of social infrastructure tends to stress group goals over individual 

goals, reflecting a collectivist rather than individualistic society. Success and failure 

experienced by an individual in a collectivist society extend beyond the dimensions o f self into
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that o f the community. Failure by a Chinese student is therefore seen not only as a personal 

responsibility, but also as a  collective responsibility for the entire ethnic group. For the Chinese, 

to fail is to bring shame or “loss o f face” to those close to them (Chung, 1988; Sue and Sue, 

1972 cited from Danny, 1995). As a result, the Chinese student is under considerable pressure to 

perform (Ho, 1986).

From the theoretical context one could see the findings regarding the Chinese suggesting, and it 

is a general point o f view, that the Chinese could be described as hardworking or aggressive, 

industrious or ambitious, frugal or money grabbing. The other factor which is usually used to 

explain the Chinese character is the immigrant ethos. The Chinese in Malaysia were 

descendants o f a people who knew the full meaning o f hardship and poverty. They have come 

from a different climate and they want to ensure that they never experience the same kind of 

misery and deprivation that their grandparents endured in South China. They want to provide 

for their children, clothe them and educate them and see them well fed. Family tradition is still 

strong among the Chinese in Malaysia, they want the family to prosper and have a very good 

professional education for their children (Slimming, 1969).

The Chinese are well known throughout the world for their deep-rooted devotion to education 

(Tan Tiong Hong, 1982 cited from MCA, 1982). This is due to the Confucian structure o f their 

traditional society that placed the scholar at the pinnacle. The tales o f the Chinese enduring 

incredible hardship and deprivation to obtain scholastic excellence are legion in Chinese 

folklore. Similarly their willingness to sacrifice to ensure a good education for their children has 

been engrained in their psyche throughout the millennia of Chinese civilisation.

From the point view o f modernisation theory, it is clear that the Chinese is ‘modem’ compared 

to the Malays who are more ‘traditional’ (Mahathir Mohamad, 1970; Senu Abdul Rahman, 

1971; Muhammad Haji Muhd.Taib, 1993). Modernity is a set o f attitudes, values, and related 

ways o f acting occasioned by participation in the institutions o f modem, industrial society 

(Holsinger and Theisen, 1977 cited from Fagerlind and Saha, 1989). Inkeles (1973 cited from 

Inkeles and Smith, 1974) says “The modem is defined as a mode of individual functioning, a set 

o f dispositions to act in certain ways. It is, in other words, an ‘ethos’ or a ‘spirit’ in the sense in 

which Max Weber spoke o f the ‘spirit o f capitalism’.”
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b. The Cultural Attitudes of the Malays

Studies by Abdullah Taib (1978) indicate that the Malays embraced the traditional values12. 

Abdullah Taib’s (1978) study was on the social interaction, ethnicity, and Islamic ideology o f 

Malay students in an American campus. He found that the Malay students in that campus had a 

high level o f ethnic consciousness that have caused the Malay students to exclude themselves 

from the mainstream American lives for fear o f being influenced by the modem values. In his 

view, that is because o f die background o f the Malay students who came from highly charged 

multiethnic or plural society which resulted in Malay parochialism and withdrawal from non- 

Muslim ethnic groups.

The Malays were looked down upon by the British colonialists or the Chinese and Indians 

because o f their economic backwardness and lower academic attainment and performances. The 

cultural argument is not new to the Malaysian, particularly with regard to the Malays. During 

the colonial times, the ruling class depicted the Malays as intellectually “deficient, carefree or 

indolent or unambitious, pleasure-loving or idle” (Hirschman, 1986:344). The Chinese on the 

other hand, were seen as intellectual, hardworking, but profit seeking and greedy (Suet-ling 

Pong, 1993).

Vaughan (1992) noted the views o f British administrators towards each ethnic group in Malaya, 

and they regarded the non-Malays as much more hardworking compared to the Malays. In his 

notes Vaughan (1992:1) said:

Mr.Crawfurd who was Governor of this Settlement in 1823, only four years after we 
took possession of the island, wrote in a dispatch to the Government of India that, he 
estimated the worth of one Chinaman to the State as equal to two Klings or four 
Malays; and an experience of nearly sixty years has confirmed his valuation.

Mahathir Mohamad, who has been Malaysia’s Prime Minister since 1981, noted that:

Malay problems are many and varied but the ones causing the most concern are the 
problems which revolve around their need and their attempts to adapt to an environment 
of rapid change which is inconsistent with their philosophy and way of life. It is an 
environment not of their own creation but one which is forced upon them by factors 
which has slipped out of their control. (Mahathir Mohamad, 1994:77).

In essence he holds to the belief that Malay backwardness is due to their cultural attitudes. 

According to Mahathir the affluent agricultural economy cultivated a Malay character that 

hindered the Malays’ competition with the Chinese. The lives o f the Malays in Malaysia were
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easy, just like the saying in neighbouring Northern Burma “tickle the soil and it laughs into 

harvest.” Based on this assumptions, Mahathir saw that the Malay culture evolved in a world 

where there was “plenty for everyone”, “where even the weakest and the least diligent were able 

to live in comparative comfort,” and where there was “a lot o f free time” throughout the year 

after the rice cultivation (Mahathir Mohamad, 1970)

It is interesting to note Mahathir’s ideas because during his tenure as Minister o f Education, he 

made many drastic changes with regard to Malay education, particularly higher education. 

Mahathir amended the Universities and University Colleges Act in 1974, sanctioned a massive 

program o f sending Malay students to study abroad (the United Kingdom, United States, 

Australia, Japan and many other developed countries) and initiated sensitivity training for 

Malay students in the upper secondary schools, colleges and universities (which later became 

die Civic Bureau o f the Prime Ministers Department)

This part o f  the chapter looked at Mahathir’s views on the hereditary and environmental reasons 

for Malay backwardness. Though his ideas were difficult to prove empirically, it is interesting 

to note the reasons which were posed to justify Malay backwardness. To do so quotations are 

extensively drawn from his magnum opus The Malay Dilemma (1970), in particular from the 

third chapter entided “The Influence o f Heredity and Environment on the Malay Race "

The major thrust o f Mahathir’s argument is that the weak characteristics o f the Malay race arose 

from evolutionary adaptation to a kind environment and easy life, worsened by the practice of 

in-breeding over generations. In doing so, he makes many comparisons between the Chinese 

and the Malays. The term and concept o f ‘race’ is used by many, including Mahathir to denote a 

culturally different and not a biologically defined ‘race’. A more correct term for it in this 

analysis is ethnic group, because of the cultural differences. Mahathir clearly sees that the 

‘hereditarian factor’ is important in the development o f a race and he stresses the importance o f 

this factor in his argument when, he says:

That hereditary factors play an important part in the development of a race is an 
accepted fact. It does not need a scientist to point this out. Quite obviously if family 
characteristics are passed from father to son, racial characteristics must also be passed 
from generation to generation. But as racial characteristics throughout each generation 
are as distinguishable as family characteristics, it follows that these characteristics are 
hereditary ... Character, intelligence and even inclinations tend to follow those of the 
parents.

12 Among the examples of Malay traditional values are: gotong-royong (mutual help), ummah (Islamic 
religious community); kekampungan (village mentality), malu (self-respect), halus (refined behaviour,
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Mahathir Mohamad makes other statements regarding heredity and related differences among 

people:

Today, man’s opportunity to learn is almost unlimited, but an individual’s capacity to 
learn has varying limitations. There are obviously people who can absorb more 
knowledge than others. And this difference appears to be an inherent characteristic.

He also believed that environment have a great influence on man’s life, he said:

Next to heredity, environment is the most important factor responsible for the physical, 
mental, and psychological development of man ... The man who survives is the man 
who knows how to avoid danger. And the man who can avoid all danger must of 
necessity be cunning and resourceful. The careless and the stupid will fall along the 
way.

Mahathir Mohamad believes that in order to survive man must have a strong character and 

knowledge. He continue to say that:

As characteristics are transmissible generationally, it follows that man must become 
constantly cleverer and more adaptable to his surroundings.

He regarded the Malays as not having a strong character to face the modernisation o f the 

country. The Malay cultural traits were not adaptable to the development of the infrastructure o f 

the country. The Malays were trapped in the cultural lag - a reference to a situation o f change 

where the adaptive culture [the non-material culture] has not adjusted harmoniously to the new, 

changed, material conditions. This was due to the easy life led by the Malays, as Mahathir 

reiterated “No great exertion or ingenuity was required to obtain food. There was plenty for 

everyone throughout the year. Under these conditions everyone survived. Even the weakest and 

the least diligent were able to live in comparative comfort, to marry and procreate. The 

observation that only the fittest would survive did not apply, for the abundance o f food 

supported the existence o f even the weakest.”

In comparison, the Chinese, were strong and clever in adapting themselves to the new 

environment, because they came from harsh conditions which forced them to migrate. The 

Chinese had undergone war, hunger and starvation before landing on Malaysian soil. Those who 

survived were the ‘fittest’ in mind and body. Thus the Malays lose out to the Chinese in the 

economic race. To Mahathir, this cultural explanation was useful not only in explaining inter

ethnic inequality, but in justifying the government’s affirmative action or preferential policies. 

Mahathir believes that without government help through legislation and intervention, the socio-

always courteous), hormat (respect), and merendah diri (humble).
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economic position of the Malays would not be equal to the Chinese. The Chinese have gone far 

and they were able to advanced even without government assistance.

Furthermore, Mahathir also believes that the Malays should change their cultural attitudes 

towards a more modem and progressive standpoint. As long as the traditional Malay values and 

orientation required several generations to change, the Malays would need the protection o f 

affirmative action or preferential policies that would enable them to compete with the non- 

Malays on equal terms.

c. The Cultural Attitudes of the Indians

The Dropout Study o f 1973 clearly points out that Tamil school children have suffered from low 

levels o f aspiration and motivation. These values exist because of the poor parental attitudes. 

Tamil parents especially those from the plantations estate do not show interest in their 

children’s education (Selvakumaran Ramachandran, 1994). In the words o f Marimuthu 

(1977:28), “the educational achievement o f a child is dependent on his ability and motivation, 

both of which are partly innate and acquired from their parents.”

Though most Indians in the plantation estate have high aspirations for their children’s 

education, in practice, most parents do not provide them with any assistance or encouragement. 

The Indian parents in die plantation estate were more prone to undesirable social habits such as 

alcohol abuse and were more often preoccupied with video movies. Obviously, such habits do 

not support the children’s educational development (Daniel, 1981 cited from Selvakumaran 

Ramachandran, 1994).

In addition to the above, the Indians also suffer from lack of motivation and low self-esteem, 

and have developed fatalistic attitudes towards life. This attitude has probably been partly 

influenced by their religious and cultural beliefs. Being mainly Hindus, the Indians believe in 

the doctrine o f karma and dharma. According to the doctrine o f karma, one’s birth and status in 

society is predetermined on the basis o f one’s actions in previous lives. Therefore, it is common 

among the Indians to attribute their persistent poverty, misfortune and their children’s failure to 

karma or viti (fate) (Selvaratnam, 1978). This belief and value system has discouraged the 

Indian students from taking interest in their studies, believing that their success or failure in 

education depends on their faith. Consequently, this generates negative moral values among the 

students, which subsequently contributes to their poor academic performance.
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d. The Implications of the Cultural Attitudes

Many sociological studies which examined the impact of home background on educational 

achievement express the belief that parents transmitted traits and values to their children 

through the process of socialisation (Parkinson, 1967). Marimuthu (1977) identified parental 

attitudes as a crucial element in the educational success of the children. Razali Arof (1985) 

indicated that parental interest in education was a key factor in determining children’s success in 

school.

Those three findings mentioned lend support to theories of cultural deprivation, which 

emphasise not innate differences in intellectual capacity, but the impact o f values and attitudes 

internalised through the process o f socialisation. Cultural deprivation theories assert that social 

groups who are educationally less successful than others may be bright enough, but lack the 

type o f upbringing conducive to success in school.

Children o f the poor socio-economic class may fail to acquire a range o f values that underpin 

effective commitment to school - they may be less ambitious, less concerned with individual 

competition, less willing to prepare for the future, or less convinced o f the value of good 

education. In addition their homes may not provide them with the cultural experiences (good 

conversation, constructive forms of play, access to books and newspapers, travel) which help to 

nurture linguistic ability, stimulate curiosity and underpin the capacity to learn. In terms o f both 

the experiences and the values provided by their cultures, poor socio-economic status children 

have been considered to be culturally deprived (Razali Arof, 1985; Awang Had Salleh, 1986).

Boudon (1974) disagreed with the cultural deprivation theories, but pointed out that the poor 

socio-economic groups do not lack ambition but they tend to aim for lower occupational 

prestige when compared to the rich socio-economic group because of the different starting 

points. He further argues that occupational ambition should not be measured in terms of 

ultimate destination, but should be measured in terms of the size of the gap between the starting 

point and the objective. He concludes that the poor socio-economic group are more ambitious 

than the rich socio-economic group because the poor want a job several steps up the ladder from 

that o f their parents, while the rich aim for something at a similar level to the work o f their 

parents. For Boudon (1974) it is not the values o f the poor - lack o f ambition - which is the 

problem, but the class structure that forces them to begin at the bottom. According to Boudon 

(1974) levels o f ambition, like levels o f parental interest, may reflect not cultural values but the 

material circumstances in which the people live.
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(1974) levels o f ambition, like levels of parental interest, may reflect not cultural values but the 

material circumstances in which the people live.

The inter-ethnic differences in educational attainment and achievement are also explained in 

terms o f the influence o f economic structure on cultural attitudes. Ogbu (1983) suggested that 

the success and failure of minority students in the United States o f America lies in their 

perceived relationship between schools and the structure o f economic opportunity. The Blacks, 

who were brought to the States through slavery, have a long history o f subordination. Their 

experience o f racism and discrimination prevents them from accepting the concept that 

achieving higher economic status requires success in the educational system.

On the other hand, studies on the ethnic ‘enclave economy’ (Portes and Jensen, 1987) found that 

ethnic workers gain a return equivalent to their education in small businesses owned by 

members o f their ethnic groups. Thus, Asian Americans are motivated to achieve because o f the 

existence o f an Asian enclave economy that counters the hostility o f the host society by creating 

economic opportunities in family and kin-based business (Hirshman and Wong, 1986). 

Although they face discrimination, Asian minority students maintain a belief in the educational 

system because their education pays off in their ethnic enclave economy.

The affirmative action or preferential policy in Malaysia, which favours the Malays, has 

changed the rules o f the game for Malay and non-Malay students. The number o f Malay 

students increased dramatically because o f the government’s interventions. In terms of 

employment in the labour market, a majority o f Malay students will be employed by the 

government agencies, whereas the non-Malay graduates will have to work in the non

government agencies. It also seems that the returns o f education were larger for Malays but 

smaller for non-Malays.

It has been said that affirmative action or preferential policies with regard to education has 

generated greater educational differentiation within groups (Suet-ling Pong, 1993). Some have 

speculated that Malaysia’s policies have benefited mainly the well to do Malays, thus increasing 

intra-ethnic differences. In theory, the upper or middle-class children are more equipped to take 

advantage o f educational opportunities than the lower-class children because they have the 

‘right’ culture to succeed in school (Bernstein, 1977).

However, affirmative action or preferential policies that were justified on the grounds o f lifting 

the ‘disadvantaged’ may not have been applied indiscriminately to rich and poor Malays. For 

example, the National Education Policy prescribed a greater supply o f schooling places to rural
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areas, and this policy clearly benefited the underprivileged Malays. The language policy was o f 

great benefit to low-status Malays, rather the high-status Malays, since high-status Malays are 

more likely to be tied closely to the English language and culture. Even the quota system in 

higher education was based on the Malay students’ socio-economic backgrounds (Tzannatos, 

1991).

SUMMARY

This chapter has discussed the theoretical framework within which the empirical study will be 

located. Firstly, the study will be located in the sphere o f politics, in particular the political 

interventions, introduced by the Malaysian government to increase the feeling o f security of the 

Malays as the indigenous community. Besides that, the aim o f the political interventions is to 

develop the sense o f unity among its three ethnic communities. O f course, Malay language and 

culture had been chosen as the core element in the unifying process. Secondly, modemation 

theory is chosen by the Malay elite and later on consolidated in the public policies as an 

important ingredient in developing the Malays. It has been a banal view among the Malays that 

the Chinese and Indians hold to the modem values, and they still being influenced by the 

traditional values. In discussing the theoretical framework, one’s could see that there are 

constraints imposed by the social structure and cultural attitudes o f each ethnic community to 

advance themselves in the education system. Although the Malays and other Bumiputera are 

given privileges, as shall be discussed later, they could not use the privileges because o f the 

cultural constraints. As for the non-Malays, they have the positive cultural attitudes, but they 

face the structural constraints imposed by the system.
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CHAPTER THREE 

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF ETHNIC COMMUNITIES IN MALAYSIA

INTRODUCTION

This chapter is intended to provide the background o f factors in the social development of 

Malaysian society. The discussion will include data on the socio-demographic, socio-economic, 

socio-cultural and socio-political differences; ethnicity in the context o f Malaysia’s social 

development policy; and brief notes on the way of life and cultural attitudes o f the three main ethnic 

communities in Malaysia. These factors are considered important for understanding the patterns 

exhibited by Malay, Chinese and Indian students in ethnicity, interaction, cultural attitudes toward 

success in education and choice of employment. The real importance of the factors discussed in this 

chapter would be realised in the third part o f the thesis, that is the findings o f the study.

3.1. MALAYSIA -  A PLURAL SOCIETY

Malaysia, covering some 340,000 square kilometres, is made up of the Malay Peninsular and the 

states of Sarawak and Sabah, located on the island o f Borneo. In the Malay Peninsular, the Malay 

states are divided into eleven, two of which, that is the states of Penang and Malacca, are headed by 

Governors, and the other nine headed by Sultans. In 1993, Malaysia had a population o f about 18.4 

millions, consisting o f 61 percent Malays and other Bumiputeras (Indigenous peoples of Sarawak 

and Sabah and the Aborigines o f the Malay Peninsular); 27.8 percent Chinese, 7.8 percent Indians, 

and 3.4 percent o f Other ethnic origins (Department o f Statistics, 1995).

Demographers have predicted that the population will ascend in the year 2000 to 22.59 millions, and 

in the year 2020 the population will be 27.81 millions. The percentages o f ethnic groups will also 

change to 62 percent Malays and other Bumiputera, Chinese 29 percent and Indians 9 percent 

(Ahmat Adam, 1994). About 85 percent of the population live on the Malay Peninsular or 

Semenanjung Tanah Melayu, and only about 15 percent live in the states o f Sarawak and Sabah. 

Table 3.1 shows the distribution of Malaysia’s population by state in 1980 and 1991.
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Table 3.1.
The Distribution of Malaysia’s Population by State (‘000), 1980 and 1991

STATE 1980 1991
PERAK 1,744 1,880
JOHOR 1,580 2,074
SELANGOR 1,426 2,289
SARAWAK 1,236 1,648
KEDAH 1,078 1,305
SABAH 929 1,737
FEDERAL TERRITORY* 946 1,199
KELANTAN 859 1,182
PULAU PINANG 901 1,065
PAHANG 768 1,037
NEGERI SEMBILAN 551 691
TERENGGANU 525 771
MELAKA 446 505
PERLIS 145 184

Based on 1980 and 1991 Census Report.
*Kuala Lumpur and Labuan
Adopted from Information Malaysia Yearbook 1995:54.

As a comparison, Malaysia has approximately the same land area as Japan, and yet Malaysia has 

only one-tenth the population o f Japan. In 1952, at the outset o f the Korean War, the Japanese per 

capita annual income was $162, the Turkish figure was $169, and the Malaysian figure, at about 

$250 was the highest in the Far East (Mehmet, 1990). The purpose o f this comparison is to show 

that Malaysia has a great potential of becoming a fully developed nation by the year 2020.

Because the three major ethnic groups coexist under one political system, Malaysia has been 

characterised as a plural society. The concept o f plural society was proposed by Fumivall following 

his observations o f Burma and Java under British and Dutch rule. In the 1940s Fumivall (1956:313) 

made the following observations:

In Burma and Java, probably the first thing that strikes the visitor is the medley of people - 
European, Chinese, Indian and natives. It is in the strictest sense medley, for they mix but do 
not combine. Each group holds to its own religion, its own culture and language, its own 
ideas and ways. As individuals they meet, but only in the market place, in buying and selling.
There is a plural society, with different sections of the community living side by side, but 
separately, within the same political unit. Even in the economic sphere, there is a division 
along racial lines.

Thus using die above scenario as a yardstick, one could categorise Malaysia as a ‘plural society’, 

‘comprising two or more elements o f social orders which live side by side, yet without mingling, in
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one political unit.’ Malaysia is ruled by a parliamentary style o f government that is based on the 

Westminster model, but with the major parties being ethnically exclusive.

Islam is the official religion o f the country, and all Malays are Muslims1. Among other major 

religious groupings are Buddhists 17 percent, Christian 7 percent, Hindus 7 percent, and there are 

other groups who practice animism and ancestor worship. The official language o f the country is 

Bahasa Melayu (similar to the language spoken in Indonesia, Brunei, Singapore and Southern 

Thailand). The other languages spoken in the country are Mandarin and several Chinese dialects, 

Tamil and some Indian regional languages as well as the languages and dialects o f  the indigenous 

population o f Sabah and Sarawak.

The historical development o f a plural society in Malaysia can be traced from the early period of 

Malacca Kingdom but the influx o f massive immigration was in fact the work o f the colonial rule 

(1786 - 1957)2. The plural society that exists in Malaysia today is the most lasting o f the legacies of 

colonialism. A legacy that has transformed a largely homogenous into a heterogeneous society, with 

each o f the ethnic groups having different perceptions towards each other. Prior to the colonial era, 

Malaya was inhabited by Malays and small settlements o f other Asians, mainly Chinese, Indian and 

Indonesian. From about the middle of the nineteenth century Chinese immigration increased sharply 

(Freedman, 1960). Chinese labourers were recruited by the British to work in tin-mining industries. 

At about the same time a large number of Indians were recruited to work on rubber estates and as 

labourers in the railway departments. The Indonesian immigrants had already established pockets o f 

settlement along the West Coast states o f the Malay Peninsular before the Chinese and the Indians 

came in large numbers.

As many scholars have observed, Malaysia experienced two different patterns o f immigration. 

Freedman (1960) noted that the Chinese and the Indians who arrived in Malaysia have remained 

Chinese and Indians, practising their own cultures and maintaining their separate social organisation 

and political status. On the other hand, the Malays were isolated in the kampung from the processes

1 According to the Constitution the definition of a Malay is a person who profess Islam, habitually speaks the 
Malay language, and conforms to the Malay custom. Thus, from the constitutional definition, any Malay who 
embraced other than Islam is not considered as Malay.
2 Tanah Melayu or Malaya commonly known before 1963 has always been a plural society. This evidence can 
be found in the Malay Annals or Sejarah Melayu (Sulalatus-Salatin), but the massive immigration of Chinese 
and Indians was the making of the British colonial rule for their economic expansion especially in tin and 
rubber.
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of economic change. They did not provide the labour necessary to colonial development but instead 

Chinese and Indians were recruited for that purpose.

The Indonesian immigrants on the other hand have been easily assimilated into Malay society, 

settled in villages, taking up agriculture, and intermarrying with the local population. It was easier 

for the Indonesian immigrants to be assimilated into Malay society than for the Chinese or the 

Indians because o f the close cultural and social backgrounds o f the two groups. In fact the 

Indonesian immigrants were also considered as Malays, like the immigrants from Java, Kalimantan, 

Sumatra and other parts o f Indonesia. On the other hand, Chinese or an Indian to be assimilated into 

Malay society has to abandon his traditional way of life and to adopt the practice o f Islam. In the 

Malaysian context someone who become a Muslim were called Masuk Melayu or ‘becoming a 

Malay \ because Malay and Islam are synonymous. Thus only a very small number o f Chinese and 

Indians were willing or able to make this transition.

In analysing Malaysian plural society, it is useful to consider FumivalTs features o f pluralism which 

include residential separation, economic differentiation by ethnic groups, uneven distribution of 

wealth, little intermarriage between ethnic groups, and the differentiation o f political parties based 

on ethnic lines. In the following discussion the author shall discuss the characteristics o f Malaysian 

society based on FumivalTs conception.

3.1.1. Socio-Demographic Differences

In geographical term, the Malays, the Chinese and the Indians are spatially separate. The Malays are 

overwhelmingly kampung (rural/village) dwellers, the Chinese are generally bandar (town/urban) 

dwellers, and the Indians are concentrated on estates (rubber plantation). In the further analysis in the 

ethnic distribution by state, ones may find that the states in the East Coast o f the Peninsular are 

predominantly Malay in composition as compared to the more multiethnic West Coast states. In the 

East Coast, especially in the state o f Kelantan and Terengganu, the few Chinese there tend to live in 

the urban areas, leaving the rural areas to the Malays. Hence, the Malays were regarded as being 

synonymous with ruralness, and the Chinese with urbaness. According to the 1991 census, 58.5 

percent of Chinese, 12.3 percent o f the Indians and 27.6 percent o f the Malays live in the urban 

areas. In the rural areas 64 percent are Malays, 26 percent Chinese and 10 percent Indians.
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These socio-demographic differences have implications on social development, particularly 

education. Urban people enjoy many modem facilities such as well-equipped schools, water and 

electricity supplies, whereas rural people are less fortunate. That was the reason after the 

independence to specifically focus on rural areas as targets for development (Ness, 1967). In the 

1960s, the era o f development was commonly known as Red Book Plan or in local terms as Zaman 

Buku Merah (RED acronym for Rural Economic Development).

Ness (1967) described the development programs as the governmental efforts to modernise the 

Malay communities that were concentrated in blanketing the countryside with agricultural extension, 

education, and public health services. At the same time a disproportionate share o f public 

investments is allocated to feeder roads and other communication facilities, land settlement, and 

rural water supply, and electrification works.

Also, while the urban Chinese boys and girls benefited from well equipped schools staffed with 

qualified teachers, the rural Malay boys and girls had to be content with very limited educational 

facilities. This issue was reiterated in the Dropout Reports 1973 (Kajian Keciciran, 1973). This 

study of dropouts provided many findings about what schools, teachers, and students in the rural 

areas were really like. Some of the findings were that the Malaysian rural schools were ill-equipped, 

the students came from poor social surroundings, the schools were miles away from the students’ 

homes, and the teachers were not dedicated, and were seen as “the outsiders” because they traveled 

from the towns to the rural schools.

3.1.2. Socio-Economic Differences

The three main ethnic communities in Malaysia, the Malays, the Chinese and the Indians all follow 

different modes of earning a livelihood. The Malays who are rurally based are usually engaged in 

small-scale farming, fishing, and mbber tapping. Since the implementation of the New Economic 

Policy (NEP) in 1970, which encouraged the younger generations to have a good education, many of 

them have migrated to the cities, escaping from rural poverty and being attracted to urban 

opportunities. This encouragement was part o f the social restructuring programs.

After twenty-years o f New Economic Policy (NEP), Malays could now be seen in the urban areas, 

working in the professional occupations and even as manual workers with the Malayan Railway and 

Public Utilities Department which before 1970 were dominated by the Indians. Malays could now
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be seen with expensive cars and expensive bungalows. Into these cities also came a stream of poor 

Malay migrants in search of new promise. Thus, the lines of distinction within the urban Malay 

community grew sharp, the rich and the poor, the privileged and the underprivileged, residents of 

suburbs and the illegal squatters, the sophisticated urbanite and the rural ‘hilly-billy’ (Milne, 1976).

The Chinese are mainly in the modem sector o f the economy, banking, commerce and industry, 

while the educated Chinese are found in the professional fields, in the medical and technical 

professions.

The Indians are mainly estate workers, but those who live in the cities have become shopkeepers, 

businessmen, civil servants or professionals.

The British policy o f ‘divide and rule’ which kept the various ethnic groups in compartments thus 

resulted in the division of labour along racial lines. Nagata (1975: 118) explained the situation:

The most massive immigration of both the Chinese and Indian minorities was originally 
stimulated by British colonial interests, which required their labour and skills in exploiting 
fully the potential mining and agricultural resources of the peninsula. Little opportunity or 
encouragement was offered by the colonial masters for members of the three groups to 
interact socially, and indeed their separation was preserved and enshrined in the deliberate 
colonial policy of maintaining a division of labour along ethnic lines. Thus the Malays 
provided the basic agricultural force and source of rice for the rest of the population; the 
Indians were recmited as indentured labour for rubber plantations; while the Chinese quickly 
assumed a dominant position in the mining, manufacturing and commercial sectors which 
also tended to cluster around urban centers.

As Nagata (1975) noted among the three ethnic groups, only two were dominant, the Malays and 

Chinese. In any form of analysis the two groups appear to “most prominently divide Malaysian 

society, upon which popular and political attention focuses, are between Malay and Chinese. For 

demographic and historical reasons, the Indians do not weigh so significantly in the 

balance.’’(Nagata, 1975).

The Malaysian Chinese have generally been on the highest rung o f the socio-economic ladder, and, 

historically, Chinese children have had a better education (De Tray, 1984). The Chinese because of 

their strong economy are more well to do when compared to the Malays or the Indians, with a mean 

annual income about two and one-half times that o f the average Malay or Indian. There was a 

commonly held view that the non-Malays (especially the Chinese) were more wealthy than the 

Malays, and it is assumed by the Malays in particular that all non-Malays are rich and all Malays are
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poor. Malays perceive the non-Malays as exploiters of economic power, while the non-Malays 

perceive Malays as exploiters o f  political power because they, the Malays, are in control o f the 

government. Even the political elite believed that there were sharp contrasts between the three ethnic 

groups (Wan Hashim, 1983).

3.1.3 Socio-Cultural Differences

Culturally the Malays practice Islam, primarily speak Bahasa Melayu, the national language of the 

country, and maintain their traditional customs and practices. Abandoning their religion has never 

occurred among the Malays, and on the other hand the cultural pride o f the Chinese as participants 

through their ancestors in a rich civilization is tightly upheld. According to Rabushka (1973) Malay 

feelings o f ethnicity are most strongly expressed towards the Chinese. Chinese on the other hand are 

more ethnocentric than the Malays (Rabushka, 1973). Their ethnic and religious differences are so 

deeply rooted in all aspects of their lives. Esman (1972:21-22) noted that:

Nothing exists to draw either party toward the other. Chinese love pork, which is forbidden
to the Malays; Chinese enjoy noise and garrulous excitement, which is offensive to Malays
who prefer more quiet and ordered styles of social intercourse. Chinese are direct and blunt 
in their style; Malays are more differential, sensitive, and reserved.

The Chinese on one hand are Buddhist, Confucian or Christian, speak a variety o f Chinese dialects, 

and maintain traditional Chinese custom and practices. Some o f these practices such as the taste for 

pork, the keeping o f dogs in their homes, and the propensity for gambling, are extremely distasteful 

to Malays. The Indians practice the Hindu faith, speak numerous Indian dialects, and maintain 

customs and practices of their own, some o f which, such as their penchant for alcoholic drink and 

toddy are also distasteful to Malays. Islam as the religion or ‘way o f life’ defines the Malay’s code 

o f conduct - no eating pork, no gambling and also no to drinking alcohol and toddy. The Pakistani 

and Indian Muslims however, are accepted by the Malays because o f the spirit o f Muslim 

brotherhood. Hence, some intermarry with the Malays.

Intermarriages seldom happened between the ethnic communities. Less than one percent of 

registered marriages was inter-ethnic, and the majority of these were probably between Malays and 

Indo-Pakistani Muslims. For intermarriage or any other form o f social interaction, for example 

sharing a room in the university’s residence, religion is undoubtedly the biggest obstacle. As all

Malays are Muslims, they believe that they may only marry and should interact exclusively with
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other Muslims. The ethnic boundaries in Malaysia were quiet strong, and up till now Malays have 

defined the social climate in the country (Wan Hashim, 1983).

It has been argued that the Malays and their main competitors, the Chinese, possess a different set of 

beliefs and attitudes to life that makes them far apart. The notion o f fatalism and asceticism in the 

Islamic belief along with close identification with the village or kampung and traditional values have 

all been alleged to be conducive to Malay economic backwardness and derogatory to their 

entrepreneurial aims. By contrast, the Chinese are popularly characterised as a people influenced by 

both their immigrant status and religious heritage that supposedly orientates them towards 

entrepreneurial goals and material welfare.3 Their own choice o f emigration to Southeast Asia, 

including Malaysia, has forced them to be aggressive, challenging and willing to take risks. All these 

are conducive to economic and entrepreneurial success (Mahathir Mohamad, 1970; Muhammad Haji 

Muhd.Taib, 1993).

Alatas (1972) has boldly summarised the four factors leading to the success o f the Chinese in 

commercial activities: money dominates Chinese religious practices, the obligations to honour 

ancestors require wealth, public and private events are associated with money. Lastly, many taboos 

and symbols are associated with wealth and good luck. In summary, Parkinson (1967:42-43) has 

vividly described the above as follows:

Modem psychologists and sociologists maintain that a strong motivating force in the lives of 
most of us is the desire to succeed. This desire to succeed is no more absent from rural 
Malay society than it is from any other, but to the Malay success means something different 
from what it does, for example, to the Malaysian Chinese. The Chinese seem to regard 
success as being the improvement of their economic position even if this requires some 
fundamental change or innovation. The Malays seem to regard success as doing what their 
forebears have approved and practised, but doing it as well as they can. Wealth and 
economic advancement are desired by the Malays, but not at the expense of renouncing 
utterly the traditions and traditional occupations of their forefathers to which they have 
grown accustomed, and which offer them a level of satisfaction greater than that offered by 
the mere pursuit of economic advancement and wealth.

In other words, the Chinese and the Malays, because they possess different cultures, values and 

motivations, maximise different things. Neither one is necessarily superior to the other, it is simply 

that the maximising postulates o f the Chinese are more likely to lead to economic development in 

the Western sense than the maximising postulates o f the Malays.
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3.1.4. Socio-Political Differences

It has been observed by social scientists that political and social issues frequently follow ethnic lines 

in Malaysian society (Freedman, 1960; Scott, 1968; Esman, 1972; Rabushka, 1972; Jomo, 1989; 

Selvakumaran Ramachandran, 1994; Chandra Muzaffar, 1996)4. All observers noted that ethnicity 

plays an important role in rallying political support and strength. Prior to independence in 1957, 

each ethnic group formed their own parties, Malays formed the United Malay National Organisation 

(UMNO), the Chinese formed their Malayan Chinese Association (MCA), and the Indians formed 

Malayan Indian Congress (MIC). The cooperation o f UMNO, MCA, and MIC together formed the 

ruling Alliance Party (Parti Perikatan) after 1957. In 1974 the Alliance cooperation was broadened 

to other political parties like the People’s Progressive Party (PPP), Gerakan Rakyat Malaysia 

(Malaysian People Movement), and other parties from Sarawak and Sabah, and became the National 

Front (Barisan Nasional) which rules Malaysia from independence until now.

UMNO is the most important political party, and UMNO also is the backbone o f the Malaysian 

government. Thus, Malay is the dominant ethnic group in the country that defined the administrative 

structure and culture of the nation. The Alliance and later on the National Front has been in power 

since independence in 1957. Although, from the outside the party contests elections as a single body, 

in reality its component parties continue to function along ethnic lines and are responsible to their 

own ethnic membership. Gordon (1968:8) observed the situation and remarked that:

One belongs to one’s skin essentially. This belonging to one’s own skin has bedeviled all 
ideological development in the land. No party has succeeded in crossing ethnic groups in any 
mass sense of the word. A leader who leads a policy not oriented on his own skin group 
leads beyond his times and is cut down...

The party is integrated at the top level only, the followers remain apart and tend to advocate ethnic 

views. The leaders o f the component parties sometimes were accused of, as Ratnam (1965:328) 

observed, “attempts at inter-communal partnership, by necessitating compromises, have also led to 

accusation that the partners of the alliance are sacrificing the interest of those whom they claim to 

represent.”

3 According to Abdullah Taib (1978), from birth to death Islam regulates Malay life -  economic, political and 
social -  is organised according to the teaching of Islam.
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In the Malay community, accusations were made that UMNO was ‘selling out’ the interests of 

Malays. Many Chinese also find their own MCA is more concerned with conciliating UMNO 

demands than with fighting for Chinese rights. Thus, although UMNO appears to fight for the cause 

of the Malays on issues, such as ‘Malay special rights’, in fact the party is moderate in its advocacy 

of Malay interests, out o f the consideration for the claims of its partners. As a party, its viability is 

related to that of Malaysian society as a whole. UMNO is therefore willing to recognise the 

importance o f other ethnic groups, and it has been working closely with the Chinese and the Indians 

to unite these three important ethnic groups in the interest o f Malaysian economic and cultural 

development.

Because the alliance does not aggressively promote the interests o f individual ethnic groups, it 

confronts opposition from dissatisfied Malays and Chinese. The opposition political parties are more 

radical and aggressive, promising to deliver the demands made by each ethnic group. On the side of 

the Malays is the Pan-Malayan Islamic Party or popularly known as PAS (Parti Islam Semenanjung 

Tanah Melayu), which has been active in Malaysian political scene since independence. Leaders of 

PAS are religious teachers and Islamic scholars. Unlike UMNO which has opened its door to non- 

Muslims, PAS maintained its membership to Muslims only, and so far the membership is 

exclusively Malay. PAS embraces Islamic principles as its main focus and as the binding force to 

unite its members. It is the most extreme Malay ethnic party, and is firm on the question o f Malay 

privileges, and openly advances Malay interests. They advocate restricted citizenship legislation, and 

they maintain that Bahasa Melayu must be the sole national language o f the country. PAS 

strongholds are in the states of Kelantan, Terengganu, Kedah and Perlis. Since 1990, PAS has ruled 

the state o f Kelantan.

On the side o f non-Malays are numerous parties, which struggle against the alliance principles and 

of course those o f the PAS. These parties include People’s Progressive Party (PPP), Gerakan Rakyat 

Malaysia (Malaysian People Movement), which after 1974 became a component party o f the 

National Front. DAP (Democratic Action Party) is the largest party in the opposition.

DAP attitudes towards the Malays have not changed, they were and still are against both the ‘special 

positions o f the Malays’ and other helps rendered by the government to uplift the Malays. The DAP

4 The fieldwork for this study was conducted from October 1995 to January 1996. Hence, Parti Keadilan 
Nasional (National Justice Party) that was form in 1999 is not included in the discussion. The purpose of this 
new party was to cater the aspiration of various ethnic communities in Malaysia.
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attacked the quota system bitterly and accused the government of carrying out a ‘Malayisation’ 

policy rather than a ‘Malayanisation’ policy (Norhashimah Mohd.Yasin, 1994).

The government in turn accused the DAP and other opposition parties o f blatantly inciting racial 

feelings by making allegations that Malays were given privileges in government jobs to the 

exclusion of non-Malays. The government claimed that these allegations were not only untrue 

nonetheless a deliberate distortion of the facts. Thus,

The Malays who already felt excluded in the country’s economic life now began to feel a 
threat to their place in the public services. No mention was ever made by non-Malay 
politicians of the almost closed-door attitude to the Malays by non-Malays in large sections 
of the private sector in this country (Reports by the NOC, 1969 cited from Wan Hashim 
1983)

All these opposition parties mainly attract members from the Chinese community. Although, these 

parties were basically formed with a multiethnic basis, but Malays were afraid to join these parties, 

because they could be labeled by their ethnic group as one who ‘does not love his race,’ ‘betrayed 

his people,’ and ‘unlslamic’. These parties maintain that Malaysia is a multiethnic and multilingual 

society and that immigrant non-Malays should be given liberal consideration in granting citizenship 

in return for services to the nation.

3.2. SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF A PLURAL SOCIETY

As indicated, the fact o f living in a plural society has generated little interaction between ethnic 

groups in Malaysia. It was shown that besides ethnic origins and cultural background, there are other 

factors that hinder ethnic interaction. The first factor is demographic distribution. It has been noted 

that while about 80 percent of the Malays are in rural areas, over 50 percent o f the Chinese live in 

urban areas, and majority o f the Indians concentrated on estates.

In a democratic society like Malaysia, the size o f each ethnic group is very significant, since the 

calculus o f politics depends in part on population numbers and distributions. The Malays always feel 

that their position will be threatened if  the number of non-Malays continues to grow. This fear has 

its root in die years o f 1941 and 1947 when the number o f non-Malays was much higher than the 

Malays as shown in Table 3.2. Furthermore, in the early post-war period the natural increase o f the 

ethnic Chinese community was also higher than that o f the Malays.
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Table 3.2
The Comparison of Malaysia’s Population in 1941 and 1947

Ethnicity 1941 1947
Malays 2,350.234 (42%) 2,543.569 (44%)
Chinese 2,418.615 (44%) 2,614.667 (45%)
Indians 776,324 (14%) 599,616(11%)

Source: Snodgrass, 1980:27.

However, as explained by Snodgrass (1980), the Malay rate moved decisively ahead as in 1956, as 

Chinese fertility rate began to decline. Table 3.3 shows the population o f Malaysia in 1970.

Table 3.3 
The Population of Malaysia in 1970

Ethnicity Population in 1970
Malays 5,795.000 (55%)
Chinese 3,455.000 (33%)
Indians 933,000 (9%)

TOTAL 10,434.034
Source: Snodgrass, 1980:27.

The demographic pattern after the mid-1950s for all ethnic groups has involved a continuous decline 

in mortality and an initial rise, followed by a gradual decline in birth. However, the Malays were the 

last group to experience the reduction in birth and benefited most from the fall in the death rate. 

Although, Malays had only held their ground at just below 50 percent o f the total population in 

Peninsular Malaysia during the 1947 - 1957 inter census period, by 1970 they had moved ahead of 

the non-Malays. Since the immigration law is strictly enforced, the increase o f the population by 

various ethnic groups is totally based on the natural increase. As shown by the evidence, at the 

natural rate o f increase o f all ethnic groups, the Malays will never be a minority in their homeland 

again. Snodgrass (1980:28) clarified this evidence:

There appears to be no way that the Malays, who control immigration and work-permit 
policies, can ever again be outnumbered. The projection is that the Malay share will 
experience some further increase and then stabilised as Malay birth and death rates become 
similar to those of the non-Malays. The fear-or, in other quarters, hope that an immigrant 
majority will emerge, although once very real, can thus be laid to rest.
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Occupational distribution, where the Malays are mainly peasants, although there are many who also 

work as labourers and members of the security forces. Only a few, however, are associated with the 

administration. The Chinese on the other hand are mainly shop assistants, labourers in the mining 

and construction industries, traders and businessmen who run retail and wholesale enterprises. As for 

die Indians, the majority of them are estate workers while there are some who work in the 

government or in the business sector. The most striking aspect o f distribution was in the professional 

fields, the type of occupation that needs longer training. The Chinese and the Indians dominated 

these professions because of the good facilities for education in the urban areas. Table 3.4 shows the 

percentages o f membership o f registered professionals according to ethnic groups 1970-1995.

Table 3.4
Percentages of Registered Membership of Professionals According to 

Ethnic Groups 1970-1995

PROFESSION ETHNIC
GROUPS

1970 1980 1990 1995

Accountants Bumiputera 6.8 7.4 11.2 16.1
Non-Bumi 93.6 92.6 88.8 83.9

Architects Bumiputera 4.3 10.7 23.6 27.6
Non-Bumi 95.7 89.3 76.4 72.4

Doctors Bumiputera 3.7 9.7 27.8 33.4
Non-Bumi 96.3 90.3 72.2 66.6

Dentists Bumiputera 3.1 10.3 24.3 30.9
Non-Bumi 96.9 89.7 75.7 69.1

Veterinary Bumiputera 4.0 17.8 35.9 40.2
Surgeons Non-Bumi 96.0 82.2 64.1 61.9
Engineers Bumiputera 7.3 18.5 34.8 38.1

Non-Bumi 92.7 92.6 62.2 61.9
Lawyers Bumiputera - 14.8 22.3 24.9

Non-Bumi - 85.2 77.7 75.1
Surveyors Bumiputera - 31.2 44.7 48.3

Non-Bumi - 68.8 55.3 51.7
Total Bumiputera - 14.9 29.0 33.1

Non-Bumi - 85.1 71.0 66.9
Source: Sixth Malaysia Plan 1991 -1995.

In the distribution o f occupations sector by sector, certain ethnic imbalances clearly occurred. Malay 

concentration is heavier in agriculture and such services as die police, army, fire brigade. The 

Chinese predominate in sales and commerce, mining, clerical and medical services and the Indians 

in agriculture and labour and in senior administrative and medical services (Jomo, 1989).
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Despite the preferential quota allocated for the Malays in the public services, it was found that after 

eleven years o f independence, the Malays were fewer in number in the Division One posts compared 

to the other two ethnic groups (Gibbons and Zakaria, 1971). It is true that die number of Malays in 

the overall Malaysian Civil Service is higher compared to the other two ethnic groups, but this is 

balanced by the clear predominance o f non-Malays in the technical and professional services 

(Gibbons and Zakaria, 1971).

In a plural society such as Malaysia, it was also noted that die children o f the various ethnic groups 

attend their vernacular schools and are taught in their mother-tongue languages. Chandler (1970: 63) 

notes that, “there is clearly a positive correlation between the ethnic background and medium of 

instruction.” Thus, most Malays attend Malay schools (89 percent), Chinese attend Chinese Schools 

(85 percent) and Indians attend Tamil Schools (67 percent). Only among the Indians one could 

observe a significant move, about 33 percent attended the National Primary School (Sekolah 

Kebangsaan) which uses Bahasa Melayu as the medium of instruction. Before 1970, when four 

languages used as the medium of instructions in the primary schools, that was English, Bahasa 

Melayu, Mandarin, and Tamil. Among the Malays only 8 percent attended English schools, among 

the Chinese 14 percent and a significant number of Indians attended the English schools, that was 

about 28 percent. The reason for lower Malay attendance in the English schools is that few of them 

were available in the rural areas.

Before 1970, in fact it continued until mid-1970s, the textbook used in schools emphasised the 

racial differences, and with surface analyses made judgment on the contributions o f each ethnic 

group to the development o f the country. O f course, the role o f the British was superior compared to 

the others, because they had brought law and order and good government, thus enabling the growth 

of economic prosperity. One o f the history textbooks used in school by Morgan (1946:97-99 cited 

from Keith Watson, 1993) described the roles o f each ethnic group as:

The peace and order which the Malay states began to have after 1873 enabled not only the 
Malay ravats5 to till their fields in peace, but also the Chinese to make their living without 
fear of losing their lives and savings... Without the Chinese the Malay states would have 
remained poor. Their labour did most of the work of opening up the land. They were the 
charcoal burners and wood cutters, the carpenters and bricklayers, the shopkeepers and 
traders... As contractors they made roads, railways, bridges and public buildings. They are the 
chief town dwellers and tin miners, and many find employment on the rubber estates...

5The actual spelling for rayats is rakyat that means ordinary people or the masses.
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Of the Indians who live in the peninsula... a small number of these are educated, and since 
the days when it was hard to get men of education in Malaya, they have done much useful 
work as government servants, doctors, schoolmasters and lawyers...

The Malays have played only a small part in Malaya’s rise to prosperity through trade, rubber 
and tin. That is because they have refused to become workers on estates and mines. They 
have no desire to perspire for hours on end and day after day in order to save a little money, 
and they are not interested in using their energy in the ceaseless drudgery and worry of 
buying and selling things. The Malay is content to leave that to the Chinese, Indians and 
Europeans. In this he shows that he has a character and wisdom of his own...He is easy 
going and he values his hours of leisure more than those of work.

Not only were the different perceptions o f the different groups that go to make up Malaysia was 

clearly highlighted but these images persisted well after independence. Such was the Malay 

frustration that they had only ‘played a small part in Malaya’s rise to prosperity’. Furthermore, they 

were perceived as lazy and easy going by other groups. Based on such assumptions and prejudice 

that the government sought to redress the economic and educational imbalance o f the country 

through the NEP o f the 1970s and 1980s.

Finally, die Chinese and the Indians have shown hardly any signs o f assimilation into the 

predominantly Malay society. In the university’s campus situation, as shall be discussed later, 

members o f each ethnic group have their own destinations and their main goal is to get a good grade 

and they ignore the very fact o f education. Only the Malays are keen in talking about unity and 

issues of nation building, the other two communities are more or less ambivalent. Means (1970) and 

Chandra Muzafifar (1996) rightly observed that, “the Chinese are not assimilated with either the 

Malays or Indians. There is almost a universal feeling among the Chinese that they are superior in 

both individual attributes and cultures to the Malays and the Indians.”

The Malays on the other hand consider themselves superior to the Chinese and Indians, because of 

their status as ‘Bumiputera ’ (sons o f the soil). They regard non-Malays as sojourners, who were 

invited by the British colonial masters to exploit its resources. Malays regard non-Malays as Kaum 

Pendatang (Immigrant Communities). The Malays still regard the non-Malays as people who came 

to make money and then return home, and their basic loyalties and emotional attachments are still to 

China and India.
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All the factors discussed above have led to the formation of stereotypes. An analysis o f the 

anthropological, social, economic and political studies reveals the following stereotypes. For 

example, Silcock (1963:5) states that “The Chinese firmly believed that their wealth and Malay 

poverty are the natural consequences o f Chinese industry, thrift, and adaptability to modem ways, 

and o f Malay indolence, thriftlessness, and conservation.” To the Malays, the image of the Chinese 

is o f a people “hardworking, ambitious, insatiably acquisitive, clever and unscrupulous in 

transactions outside their family course and insensitive in interpersonal relations, ritually and 

physically unclean, unreliable in their enduring obligation to ancestors and thus to Chinese culture 

and to China, regardless o f the regime temporarily in power” (Esman, 1972:20). To the Chinese, a 

typical Malay is one who is indolent and superstitious, without motivation to improve himself 

through education or hard work, prefer to subsist on handouts or patronage from relatives or the 

government than to earn his way through diligent work (Esman, 1972).

The Malay, Chinese and Indian students, like their parents, have very limited opportunities of 

interacting, communicating, and mixing with each other due to the differences previously discussed. 

It is only at the secondaiy schools that the students meet. However, in these schools the students do 

not change their attitudes and tolerance towards other ethnic groups. Basically, there is a high level 

o f polarisation in Malaysian schools and other educational institutions. Students are extensively 

using racial and ethnic distinctions in their relationships.

Santhiram (1995) found that in term of actual friendship, 96.2 percent o f the Malays, 92.7 percent 

Chinese and 81.1 percent o f die Indians prefer a friend o f their own race. The Chinese and Indian 

students also have mixed feelings towards their Malay friends because they have to do an extra year 

of Remove Classes, whereas the Malay friends entered directly to Form One. The purpose o f this 

Remove Class or Kelas Peralihan is to strengthen their understanding o f the Bahasa Melayu.6 This 

seems an early discrimination on the part o f the non-Malays in the education system. In the school 

environment, they still maintain their own customs and practices. Thus, by the time they leave 

secondary schools, the students do not have a deeper understanding o f each other ethnic groups. 

They still maintain their ethnicity even at the institutes o f higher learning. The phenomena in the 

educational setting have a correlation with the opportunities in non-school institutions open to 

members o f a given ethnic group.

6 Before 1970, Malay pupil from the Malay primary school had to follow the similar route attending the 
Remove Class in English before they proceed to Form One.
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A report on campus life at the University o f Malaya (Majid Report, 1971) and the latest study by 

Junaidi Abu Bakar (1993) revealed that Malay, Chinese and Indian students tended to cluster around 

their own ethnic groups. In social interaction on campus, too, there appears to be a “lack o f 

comprehension and understanding” among the ethnic groups “leading to polarisation on serious 

political issues and to hostility in times o f crises.’’(Majid Report, 1971:29).

On the other hand, there are a few other situations in which inter-ethnic contact may occur. As 

mentioned earlier, the primary interaction happened at the intra-ethnic levels. Inter-ethnic contacts 

only happened at secondary level that involves each other livelihood. In the economic sphere rural 

Malays as producers and consumers came into contact with both Chinese and Indian traders. 

However, the contact that occurs here is largely an impersonal one and one imposed by necessity. 

Malay, Chinese and Indians also interact in the impersonal arena o f politics, as has been indicated 

earlier. It is in politics that each ethnic community particularly emphasis their ethnicity (Suhaini 

Aznam, 29 October 1987). In a situation of relative scarcity o f economic goods and limited routes of 

social mobility, ethnicity becomes a resource in the arena of competition.

In terms of the psychosocial dimensions (Wilder, 1982: 104), there is clearly a difference o f cultural 

attitude between Malays and Chinese. The students brought in their cultural attitudes to the 

university. Firstly, the dichotomy of the psychosocial dimensions between Malay and Chinese in 

Table 3.5.

Table 3.5
Psychosocial Dimensions between Chinese and Malays

Chinese Malay

Co-operative (orientation-collective, 
pragmatic, stress on reciprocity or poa

Non-co-operative (orientation non 
neighbourly, proud, stress on inner perfection 
or halm

Competitive Non-competitive

Hero passive, cool, homebody Hero hot-tempered, irritable, wanderer

Mediators No mediators

Source: Wilder (1982:104)
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On the surface, Malay society consists of villages which are relatively stable, cohesive, and are even 

prosperous in some cases, but the value system and political context o f these villages is such that 

each man works for himself, fears for himself, loves for himself, performs for himself In much of 

Malay society, social interaction is by custom restricted to shallow, low-key empathy and this type 

o f interaction restricts dyadic or team relations. Compared to the Chinese, who place high values on 

social position, the nature o f interpersonal links, and social formula or strategies, which encourage 

team spirit.

As die above discussion has indicated, there is an absence of the feeling o f solidarity between 

Malays and non-Malays. The absence o f solidarity were, further upset by the infrequent interaction, 

favourable treatment by the government to the Malays, the success o f the non-Malays in education 

and economic pursuits and their separation and ignorance o f one another’s ways o f life have led to 

the formation of stereotypes and prejudices (Abdullah Taib, Sanusi Osman, Abu Hassan Othman, 

1981).

3.2.1. Malay Rural Society

The Malays are the indigenous inhabitants o f the Malay Peninsular, living in a prosperous 

environment unmitigated by natural catastrophes and enjoying a favourable tropical climate. The 

Malays are almost without exception Muslims. Islam is the spirit o f the Malay body, such that Islam 

is like “lagu dan irama ” [song and the rhythm] and in the Malay conception the love of religion 

must start with the love of one’s race. Such expressions, moreover, are now the stock-in-trade o f the 

largest Malay political party United Malay National Organisation (UMNO), which attempts to apply 

the religious spirit to its own Bumiputera policies, particularly in its perennial campaigns to ‘uplift 

the Malays’ (Nagata, 1980).

Malays communicate among themselves in Bahasa Melayu with dialectical differences that do not 

prevent mutual intelligibility. Their concept o f race or bangsa is a highly accommodative. The 

Malay tolerance and accommodation o f non-Muslim communities was rooted in their Islamic belief. 

This needs to be emphasised, because there is sometimes a tendency in certain circles to explain 

away Malay tolerance as something peculiar to the community that has nothing to do with Islam. 

Chandra Muzaffar (1996:36-37) reiterated that “the tolerant and accommodative attitude o f the 

Malay-Muslim community mirrors a larger Islamic worldview that has found expression throughout 

Muslim history.” So long as a person professes Islam, habitually speaks the Malay language, and
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conforms to the Malay custom, he/she will be accepted as a Malay7. Regardless o f their diverse 

geographical and racial origins, they are well assimilated and possess a strong sense o f communal 

cultural identity based on religion, language and culture.

Until 1963, the Peninsular was referred to as Tanah Melayu or “The Land o f the Malays”. After 

1963, the country is known as “Malaysia” because Sarawak and Sabah had joined the federation. 

The Malays claimed themselves as the indigenous peoples o f Malaysia because from the historical 

evidence it is clear that present day Malaysia evolved from a Malay-Muslim polity. The illustrious 

Melaka Kingdom, with Bahasa Melayu as its language and Islam as its religion, marked the genesis 

o f this polity, which has remained an integral part o f this region for more than five centuries. 

Although this Kingdom was invaded by the Portuguese in 1511, its successor states retained the 

defining characteristics o f Malay-Muslim polities in relation to language, religion, culture, politics, 

and administration. In fact, British colonialism acknowledged these sultanates as Malay-Muslim 

polities and concluded treaties and agreements with the Sultans.

The Malays have been rather content and have not harboured the aggressive ambitions o f other 

Malaysians. Though the Malaysian government still continues the legacy o f British colonial regime 

with a Weberian model o f development. The strong support for Weber’s concept o f modernisation 

caused the political and administrative elite to speak o f the need to develop the ‘Protestant Work 

Ethic’ (Norhashimah Mohd.Yasin, 1994). S.Husin Ali (1975) in his study o f Malay village life, 

indicated that the majority of villagers tend to resign themselves to the belief that their fate is 

predestined (sudah ditakdirkan oleh Allah Azzawajalla). Hence, they are easily satisfied and shun 

risk taking when possible. Raffles (1835) described the Malays as:

Tolerably correct to say that the Malays as being so indolent that when he has rice, nothing 
will induce him to work. Accustomed to bear arms from infancy and to rely on his own 
powers for safety, and to fear those of his associate, he becomes the most polite of all 
savages. Yet he is very sensitive to insult and is resentful of conformity imposed by others.
Long nurtured grievances sometimes express themselves in retaliation against innocent 
(Quoted from Syed Hussein Alatas, 1977).

That might be the reason, beside opportunities, that the Malays refused to do business, because in 

the business world, times equates with money and this notion did not attract the Malays, because 

punctuality may be alien to the Malays poor timekeeping. It is common to describe the phenomenon

7 This is the definition of a Malay in the Constitution. It is a cultural definition not a biological definition of an 
ethnic group.
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in Malaysia by the saying Janji Melayu or ‘Malay Promise’. This signifies the promise of 

punctuality that is not kept

Traditionally, material wealth has not been an end in itself, because, the Malays being Muslim 

believed in die hereafter, and they believed that whatever deeds they do will be rewarded if  not here, 

then in the hereafter. A saying “harta boleh dicari bila-bila masa ” which means that wealth can be 

obtained at anytime, indicates their low priority in achieving wealth in a hurry. The lack of a material 

consciousness is probably one o f the reasons why the Malays have not been very active in business 

entrepreneur.

As Parkinson (1967) has noted the Malays seem to regard success as doing what their forebears have 

approved and practiced, but doing it as well as they can. Wealth and economic advancement are 

desired by the Malays, but not at the expense o f renouncing utterly the traditions and traditional 

occupations o f their forefathers. Malays do not like to venture into new things and they feel 

comfortable with things that they have grown accustomed to, and which offer them a level of 

satisfaction greater than that offered by the pursuit o f mere economic advancement and wealth.

The course o f everyday life in Malay society is guided by budi, generally defined as intellect or 

kindness8. It forms the ethical system o f the Malay that reflects their character and breeding, and 

influences the way they relate to others. The concept of budi were inherited from generations and 

this were reflected in die Malay pantun9 of:

‘pisang emas dibawa belayar,

(The golden banana is brought to sail) 

masak sebiji di atas peti,

(One banana on top o f  the box is ripe) 

hutang emas boleh dibayar,

(The debts o f  gold we repay) 

hutang budi dibawa matu 

(But debts o f kindness last throughout life).

8 The source of budi is from the Islamic teaching which stresses on ethical behaviour or akhlak.
9 Pantun is a proverb or sagacious saying narrated from generations, passed down through oral tradition.
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Dahlan Haji Aman (1991) describes the idea o f budi as embodied in the notion o f the superiority o f 

rasa, which means intuitive inner feeling, as against purely rational understanding. Budi requires 

man to be rational but with due sensitivity and concern to rasa which is both a cognitive and 

normative concept. While the use o f ‘ratio’ or the ‘the capacity for rational thinking’ enables man to 

control and exploit nature, it is by using rasa that he maintains a coordinated and balanced existence 

and avoids being perceived as heartless and unrefined (Asma Abdullah, 1992). Budi can be 

manifested in two forms which are adab at the individual level and rukun at the social level.

In one o f the well known Malay pantun or proverbs, Malays believe in the saying, “hidup di dunia 

biar beradat, budi bahasa tidak dijual beli, ” which translated into English means let us live in the 

world according to customs or discipline, for manners are not bought and sold. It takes a great deal 

o f discipline to cultivate and consistently use a repertoire of manners as most Malays do, especially 

manners that are enduring and cannot be separated from the qualities o f the person. They provide a 

framework for daily living and are therefore not subject to fluctuations in value. This may help to 

explain the reasons why Malay is more likely to project a personality that avoids being 

confrontational, direct and forthright.

Adab  is a code o f personal conduct, a normative reality that is expected o f an individual in his 

relationships with others. It denotes one’s individual responsibility to be courteous in words, deeds 

and actions to all peoples at all times. A person demonstrates his adab by being well-mannered or 

sopan-santun and polite or berbahasa when interacting with others. It shows good breeding and a 

dignified social control in one’s physical and non-verbal behaviour. Rukun refers to one’s social 

responsibility in preserving and conserving social harmony whether it in the family, community or in 

society.

At an early age, a Malay child learns to be a member o f a crowd. The notion o f individual privacy or 

solitude is neither known nor desirable. He is effectively related to the others and gains from them 

satisfaction and a sense o f being. A Malay learns early in life to know the rights o f others and is 

taught to show due respect to people. When passing in front o f elders he bends his body to show his 

humility and not be offensive. Visitors must be given due courtesy and respect. Thus, the Malay 

believes and emphasises demonstrating proper conduct according to well defined rules and customs 

as expressed in the saying ‘hidup di kandung adat, mati di kandung tanah. ’, which means in 

English, in life we are bound by traditions and in death we are surrounded by earth.
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Adat therefore assures Malay society the integrity of its existence, an expression of the fundamental 

unity o f the Malays. It binds an individual to his community and also condemns vices and praises 

virtues. Adat forms a body of correct behaviour essential for the wellness and continued existence of 

the people. Those who seriously and continuously repudiate the adat will be condemned by their 

own community and may even be driven out o f their group. To be ostracised is to be avoided at all 

costs.

During colonial rule, there was no attempt made to change the attitude o f the Malays. They were 

contented with what they were and the British saw that they should remain in their ‘specialized 

context’. Compared to the immigrants who came to Malaya with high spirits and the ambition to 

earn and Malaya held the promise o f wealth to be tapped. The majority o f Malays do not have a 

history of entrepreneurial involvement. They have preferred public service. During the colonial 

period, the civil service found it easy to recmit Malays, and today the vast majority of government 

employees are still Malays. The value associated with government, ‘noblesse’ and non-manual 

‘clean’ occupations have been carried over from the royal era into modem thinking as the ideal of 

most Malays (Alatas, 1968). This was because o f the British policy of incorporating the royal blood 

to join the Malayan Civil Service (MCS), a prestigious administrative service. In traditional Malay 

society the occupation worthy of prestige was the one associated with the ruler. According to Alatas 

(1968:91)

The British in Malaysia had absorbed the aristocracy into the civil service, strenghtened their 
position and privileges, and guaranteed their continuation and consolidation as it had never 
been guaranteed in the past. The absorption of the aristocracy into the government service 
has made that service a place where two mutually reinforcing status system met. Hence the 
prestige accorded to government service is enormous. Economically and socially the civil 
service provided the only opportunity for comfortable life and rapid upward mobility for the 
aspiring educated Malays.

The idea of “service” is also attractive to Malays and so is the security offered by public sector 

employment. Furthermore, working in the public sector or the government were and still are 

regarded thus “being in government service in itself already brings prestige and gives a status 

position of orang kerajaan (government person) which is ranked higher than the ordinary person 

(orang biasa) ’’(Mokhzani Abdul Rahim, 1965:149). Though this preference is not as strong among 

the present generation, a major shift in career patterns has not yet emerged.
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The base of Malay society is rural or in the local terms, Malays are always associated with orang 

kampung (village people). To Malay, kampung has a broader and deep meaning, because from the 

kampung one’s culture and customs emerged. Malay society is essentially a cooperative society, 

based on gotong-royong (mutual help). Malays are supposed to help their neighbours when needed, 

whether in health or sickness, whether it is for building a house or harvesting rice. In return, he will 

be rendered the same help when needed. The spirit of gotong-royong still presists whenever there is 

group o f Malays, even though in the urban living or in campus life. One could still observe, for 

instance, during the wedding festival, that neighbours come with whatever gifts they can bring - 

rice, chickens, sugar or vegetables - to relieve die economic burden o f the hosts. They will receive 

the same treatment when their turn comes.

The concept o f kampung as the base o f community is further strengthened by the concept o f ummah 

(Islamic religious community), that is the community o f believers in the unity o f Allah and in the 

inessengership o f his prophet Muhammad. Within the community o f ummah, each member is 

responsible to this fellow ummah. Feeling of solidarity rise among the Malays as a result o f the 

observation o f gotong-royong, reinforced by the concept o f ummah. The spirit o f ummah 

particularly binds the villagers together culturally and socially. The Malays have always expressed 

their close relationships in terms o f brotherhood in Islam. This was further strengthened by the 

awareness of the need for Malay unity in a society comprised o f nearly equal proportions o f Malays 

and non-Malays, and this has led to a close identification by the Malay race with Islam. As a result, 

instead o f a decline in religious values that might be expected to follow modernisation, there has 

been a religious revival among Malays generally (Zainah Anwar, 1987). S.Husin Ali (1975:59-60) 

pointed out that among Malays:

Close interactions and feelings of solidarity also arise among the villagers as a result of the
common religious faith they hold. Most of the villagers - in fact all the Malays - are Muslims.
In Islam they have a religious as well as cultural and social bond that holds them together.
They strongly identify themselves with Islam to show that they are Malays.

As far as religious practices are concerned, the Malays as Muslims observe the tenets o f the Islamic 

faith, central to which is the practice of the “five pillars o f Islam”. The first is the confession: “There 

is no god but Allah and Muhammad is the prophet”. The second is the performance of five daily 

prayers: one at dawn (Jajar or Suhuh prayer), two in the afternoon (zuhur and asar prayer) one in the 

evening (maghrib prayer) and one at night {isya ’ prayer). The third pillar is fasting during the month 

of Ramadan (the ninth month of the Muslim’s calendar). The fourth pillar is the payment o f zakat 

(alms). The fifth and the final tenet the pilgrimage to Mecca.
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The majority o f Malays observe all the five pillars of Islam. In the education system from pre-school 

until university, Islamic education is a compulsory subject (Murray Hiebert, 1997; Michael 

Richardson, 1997). For undergraduates, every student, irrespective of religion affiliation, must pass 

in the subject of Islamic civilization. In every university in Malaysia, the call for prayers (azan) is 

recited aloud five times a day from the university’s mosque.

The Malays as Muslims also observe the basic rules o f Islam in everyday life. These include the 

avoidance o f drinking alcohol, eating pork or consuming any meat not slaughtered by fellow 

Muslims, to mention just a few, Malays are very conservative and they will follow the strict letter o f 

Islamic law, even when it is highly inconvenient for them. Another important rule o f Islam is the 

attendance at the weekly Friday midday prayers. Every Muslim must make a point to stop work at 

the proper time and perform the collective prayer together with fellow Muslims at the mosque.

3.2.2. Chinese Urban Society

Freedman (1960:162) noted that the Chinese, “are ’nova’, lacking continuity with a Malayan 

traditional past.” In mainland China, the Chinese were predominantly rural, but when they came to 

Malaya they became so commercial and industrial as to become almost exclusively urban or, when 

rural o f a rather urban cast. The expansion of trades brought by the colonial exploitation o f rubber 

and tin led to the growth of towns, first in the Straits Settlements (Penang, Malacca and Singapore) 

and in the last quarter o f the 19th century in the Malay states.10

The Chinese dominated almost all the towns. Chinese in the towns engaged in skilled and unskilled 

labour in enterprises promoted both by Western capital and later on the capital created by the 

Chinese themselves that through their labour had been accumulated and invested. The Chinese had 

successfully formed themselves into the community of traders and shopkeepers in Malaysia par 

excellence: collecting, distributing and acting as sources o f credit. Some o f these Chinese became 

exceedingly rich, and the Malayan Chinese were successful because to date they are a people 

diversified from millionaires to coolies (Parkinson, 1967).

10 According to Ting Chew Peh (1980) there are nine groups of Chinese dialects in Malaysia. The dialectical 
groups in West Malaysia according to Census of Malaysia, 1970 are the Hokien (1,062,867), Cantonese 
(616,780), Hakka (690,370), Teochiu (388,620), Hainanese (146,138), Kwongsai (78,712), Hokchiu,(58,288) 
Henghua (17,056) and Hokchia (9,118) and Other dialects (49,947). All the dialects originated from the 
southern parts of China, especially from Kwangtung and Fukien.
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According to Freedman (1959) the Chinese were economically successful because they have an 

experience in trades. Another factor was their general understanding of the uses o f money and the 

manipulation o f men in relation to money. Furthermore, the immigrants’ spirit o f the Chinese was 

high, because as immigrants they had come to search for wealth. Commerce and shop keeping were 

the only sources o f wealth open to them. And, as the merchants were most obviously successful in 

terms o f wealth, wealth became the criteria that determined a man’s status in society (Godley, 1973; 

Ting Chew Peh, 1980). Chinese’s social ranking is based heavily upon the attribute o f wealth. That 

might be the reason why the Chinese do not rank political, governmental, and religious positions 

high, because such positions do not bring much money.

Primarily the Chinese were brought in to labour in the tin-mining industries. During the last quarter 

o f the 19th century, Chinese economic power in the Malay states was firmly based on the control o f 

mining and a monopoly o f the revenue from state farms (Freedman, 1960). In the 20th century many 

Chinese have prospered in the rubber industry. The Chinese have penetrated into nearly every comer 

o f the economy, being conspicuously absent only in rice cultivation and the higher levels o f the 

administration. As observed by Freedman (1960) because o f the greatness o f the divisions in the 

population, it is difficult to form a homogenous middle-class group. In the 20th century, however, 

some three-quarters o f them have been working classes, but the commercial and industrial middle- 

class has also been predominantly theirs.

The towns and urban centres o f Malaysia are still marked by the presence o f the Chinese (Ried, 

1996). Before the second world war there were Chinese on estates and mines, on rubber small

holdings, on vegetable gardens and as shopkeepers in Malay villages. They moved from those areas 

because o f the pre-war depression and the Japanese occupation (Freedman, 1960; Reid, 1996). After 

the second world war when the Communist Party o f Malaya (CPM) uprising began in 1948, Chinese 

in the countiyside were forced to move as a countermove to the guerilla fighting (Ratnam, 1965). A 

plan to eradicate communist influence was drawn up, and part o f the plan was to resettle the Chinese 

in the New Villages (Purcell, 1948).

At a glimpse one could see that the Chinese who had migrated to Malaya were very successful and 

their success was and is due to effort. The Chinese hold on to the belief that nothing is impossible to 

achieve with hard work. Anything can be achieved provided that there is a will to work hard. A 

popular saying among the Chinese is “There is no problem in this world, what we are facing now is
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the lack of effort.” From this sentiment it can be seen that the Chinese encourage hard work and 

effort and take personal responsibility for achieving success.

The Chinese could be described as hardworking or aggressive, industrious or ambitious, frugal or 

money grabbing (Slimming, 1969). One of the reasons for this sort o f behaviour is the immigrant 

spirit or ethos. The Chinese in Malaya are descended from a people who knew the full meaning of 

hardship and poverty. They are descended from people who came from a different environment, and 

climate and they want to ensure that they never experience the same kind o f misery and deprivation 

that their grandparents endured in South China. They want to provide for their children, clothe them 

and educate them and see them well fed. Family tradition is still strong, they want the family to 

prosper.

In traditional China the word society did not exist. There was a direct transition from the family to 

the state. The Chinese family system covers all aspects of Chinese social life (Lim Yutang, 1977). 

Too much emphasis on the family led to the Chinese becoming more family- minded rather than 

social-minded. Public spiritedness and civic- consciousness were absent in Chinese society because 

they cared only for their family’s affairs. Confucius taught that duty and obedience are important 

within die family (Freedman, 1969).

This attitude o f  family-mindedness and individualism can be observed clearly among the Malaysian 

Chinese. Chinese individualism is also reflected in most o f the games played by the Chinese 

students. One could find that die Chinese excel in games such as table tennis, badminton and chess. 

In all o f  these games, everyone plays for himself rather than for a team.

Because o f the peculiar emphasis on the family, certain laws o f social behaviour arise as a result. A 

common phenomenon is mutual help among relatives, who include members o f the immediate 

family and members o f the extended family such as uncles, cousins and in laws as well as members 

o f the same clan (those possessing the same surname and the same ancestor). The Chinese expect 

mutual help from among the family members, among members o f the same clan and among the 

Chinese community itself. There is public disapproval if  mutual help is absent. The mutual help 

between kinsman and clansman extends to the provisions o f employment that frequently results in 

nepotism. The practice o f mutual help can be seen among the Malaysian Chinese, who will employ 

their own relatives when they set up any form o f business in the private sector.
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An important feature in the social structure o f the Malaysian Chinese is the existence of voluntary 

associations that play an important role in their social life. These voluntary associations include: 

territorial or dialectical associations and other organisations such as social, cultural and sports club. 

In the absence o f government help these voluntary associations help the younger generations in their 

community’s educational pursuits.

Traditionally, education played a very important role in the lives o f the people and was almost 

exclusively the way to social advancement into the privileged ruling class - particularly through the 

study o f Confucian Doctrine. The traditional scheme o f social stratification divided the people into 

four classes: Shih (scholar), Nung (peasant), Kung (Artisans), and Shartg (Merchants).

To the Chinese, wealth played an important factor in social mobility. The position of the merchants 

have in fact moved up to second place, while the peasant goes down to the lowest stratum in society. 

However, all the classes shared similar ideals, aspiring to be scholar - officials who were the leading 

class in Chinese society. Thus, Chinese parents paid much attention to the education o f their children 

so that they might become members o f the privileged class.

For the immigrant Chinese, education is regarded as an important thing in life, because through 

education one’s status could be raised. Thus, Chinese parents in Malaysia place great emphasis on 

their children’s education. In Malaysia, for example, Cheeseman, one o f the leading British 

education officers, writing in 1931 (cited from Watson, 1993:154) had this to say:

The interest of the Chinese in education is proverbial. Their record in Malaya does them the 
greatest credit...In almost every village, even in the remotest districts, there is a Chinese 
school to be found, usually entirely financed by locally collected funds, to which it is not 
uncommon for every member of the community to be a willing and regular contributor.

The Chinese parents are anxious to see their children receive a good education and they spare no 

effort to provide for their educational needs. As in the mainland o f China’s past, Chinese parents in 

Malaysia look upon education as the last avenue to success in life. Success in life is indeed the 

motivating force that encourages many Chinese students to apply themselves diligently to their 

studies. As in China’s past, success in examinations and the attainment o f important qualifications 

not only bring direct benefit to the individual concerned but also brings great honour to die family.
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Frequently, Chinese parents will give a big feast in celebration of their children who have obtained a 

degree or some other educational achievement. Even though the Chinese in Malaysia are involved 

actively in business, as were the merchants of traditional China, they also desire their children to do 

well in their studies. Very often it is only in cases where the children are not so successful in their 

studies that they carry on their father’s business or trade - the second best in life. Being professionals 

such as doctors, engineers, lawyers or accountants is equivalent to the status of Shih or scholar and is 

therefore regarded as the highest position in the social hierarchy (Ting Chew Peh, 1980).

The great emphasis on education is undoubtedly due to Confucian doctrine. Indeed, Confucian 

ethics have dominated the system o f social values among the Chinese. Other values that are of 

importance are propriety, filial piety, and family mindedness. As discussed earlier, majority o f 

Malaysian Chinese are still very family-minded and filial piety is still being practiced by many who 

take care of their parents in their old age by providing them with material needs and also 

contributing to the educational expenses o f their younger brothers and sisters.

The Chinese are indeed very materialistic in their outlook. In actuality, the emphasis on education is 

due to the fact that it leads to the success of wealth. There is no doubt that the Chinese will strive to 

do well in studies and in business for these are the means o f gaining a position for accumulating 

wealth (Ting Chew Peh, 1980). In fact, Ting Chew Peh (1980) reiterates that the Malaysian Chinese 

were wealth conscious, education conscious, and status conscious. As noted by Ho Ping Ti (1960) 

and Ting Chew Peh (1980), the power o f wealth or financial resource, will be able to buy the social 

capita] e.g. education, which directly leads to upward social mobility. In the modem era by the 

practice o f selling offices merchants can enter the privileged class by merely buying an office 

(Godley, 1973). The importance o f wealth was more apparent overseas, where the primacy o f wealth 

through commerce effectively displaced the traditional Chinese differentiation between scholars and 

non-scholars, officials and aspiring officials. In the community abroad, social status was largely a 

function of wealth (Ting Chew Peh, 1980).

3.2.3. Indian Estate Society

Marimuthu (1984) noted that there were 250,000 estate workers in 150,000 households in Malaysia. 

About 45 percent o f the workers were Indians, 32 percent Malays and 22 percent Chinese. The 

Indian plantation workers with their dependents formed about half o f the Indian population in 

Malaysia. The Indians in the plantations are largely Tamils. There are also some Telegus and
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Malayalis. This predominance o f South Indians in the plantations is the legacy o f the colonial 

immigration policy for the recruiting agents were not allowed to recruit from any part o f India 

except in the state o f Madras (Asaratnam, 1970). The Madrasis were also sought after eagerly by the 

pioneering planters for they were considered to be hardworking, docile and orderly. They were 

willing to accept low wage, were not too ambitious and easy to manage (Sandhu, 1969).

The present plantation workers in Malaysia are the second or third generation of Indians who were 

locally bom and have not been able to get out o f the plantation environment. Those who were able 

to leave were only able to do menial works in towns and cities. The world o f the plantation is a 

closed social system that effectively cuts off its members from the mainstream of society at large. 

The plantation workers live in a form o f total institution. According to Jain (1970:295) total 

institution means “whether a person was bom into it or was introduced into it as an immigrant he 

found it difficult to escape the closed world o f the estate.” Over half a million people in Peninsular 

Malaysia work, live and die within the plantation environment (Selvakumaran Ramachandran, 

1994).

It is important to note that the majority o f estate workers had no formal education or only some 

primary education (Marimuthu, 1975; Selvaratnam, 1985; Selvakumaran Ramachandran, 1994). In 

terms o f reading materials, one third o f the Marimuthu’s sample stated that they read newspapers 

everyday and in about 60 percent of the homes there were no books except text books and a further 

22 percent o f the homes had only 1-9 books. This clearly shows the poor educational climate of 

Indian home in the estates.

For die Indians who manage to get out from the estate, there is an absence o f intellectual stimulus 

(Daniel, 1981 cited from Selvakumaran Ramachandran, 1994). They have a low interest in 

education, and this attitude is manifested in the home environment: no proper place for study, 

overcrowded homes, which are noisy and dimming. Thus one could imagine that those Indians who 

managed themselves to go to university are from the slightly higher positions in the estate hierarchy. 

I f  one were to look at the distribution o f employment among die Indians, one could see that about 50 

percent of the employed Indians today are in agriculture, 28 percent in the utilities, services and 

transport, storage and communication industries, mainly in the lower ranks. The third largest sector 

in which the Indians are employed is in commerce, about 9 percent. In mining, manufacturing, 

construction, their participation is signiflcandy lower than their percentage o f die population as a 

whole - combined about 12 percent o f the Indian workforce is employed in these sectors. Nearly 80
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percent o f the Indians are in manual or low-skill jobs. Only 6 percent are in the administrative, 

managerial and professional categories. The usual unemployment rate among Indians is about 12 

percent, substantially higher than the national average o f 7.6 percent (Marimuthu, 1990).

The main causes for unemployment among the Indians are: firstly, the shift o f many companies from 

rubber to oil palm that requires less labour. Secondly, the development o f industrial estates that took 

place on the rubber estates, push away the plantation workers. Thirdly, the services sector, which 

traditionally provided a major source o f employment for Indians, like the railways for example, have 

recently been opened to a great many Malay youths from rural areas limiting employment 

opportunities for Indians.

Those Indians who lived in the estate environment never have the chance to educate their children 

properly, because the estate schools are merely convenient places to stowaway the children and keep 

them out o f mischief when their parents are working. As an unfortunate result, the children rarely 

develop a sense o f competition, particularly since the school is the only avenue for training 

youngsters to aspire to become involved in the larger society (Marimuthu, 1984; Selvaratnam, 1985; 

Selvakumaran Ramachandran, 1994).

Compared to the urban Indians who are well integrated into the larger society, going to the National 

Primary Schools, or previously to the English Primary Schools, and who knows what competition is. 

The urban Indians, quiet a number o f them being Muslims (the majority o f them are settled on 

Penang Island), or commonly known in Malaysia as Indian Muslims. In contrast to traditional Malay 

society, Indian Muslims always placed greater value upon business as an occupation and wealth as a 

source o f status. They are able to compete in job seeking, in acquiring places in higher institutions 

and universities and in improving their economic condition. Their attitude towards competition is 

more consistent with the requirements o f a modem economy (John Nirenberg, 1979; Selvakumaran 

Ramachandran, 1994).

To urban Indians, achievement means obtaining a high economic status and to share in the progress 

and modernisation o f the nation. Achievement and success is attained when they are able to give 

sufficient education to their children and send them to higher education. To the business-minded 

Indians, the measurement o f success and achievement is of course profit. This profit in turn leads to 

further achievement in economic and social status.
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Among the Indians in the estates exists a different attitude towards achievement and success. The 

only factor that makes them feel proud and satisfied is when they are able to live up to their 

expectations and they are proud if  they can spend lavishly on wedding ceremonies or other festivals 

(Selvaratnam, 1978).

3.3. ETHNICITY AS A FOCUS OF SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT POLICY IN 
MALAYSIA

This part o f the study discusses the concept o f affirmative action or preferential policy (the Malay 

Special Rights) particularly its historical background, its practices and its effect on the recipients (the 

Malays) and to the non-recipients (the non-Malays). From this discussion it is possible to understand 

why the Malays are said to “rely upon government assistance” and the non-Malays are “self- 

possessed”. One thing that has to be made clear is the nature o f Malaysian plural society where 

ethnicity is the core o f policy decision making and in any political process. Ratnam (1965) and 

Milne (1967), two specialists on Malaysian politics agreed and stressed the importance o f ethnicity 

in the context o f Malaysia’s development plan.

Milne (1967: 3) observed: “More than anything else, the racial composition o f Malaysia is the key to 

understanding the whole picture. It dictates the pattern o f the economy, has helped to shape the 

constitution, and has influenced the democratic process and the party system.”

Elsewhere die concept o f affirmative action is normally associated with programs designed to assist 

minority groups that have been discriminated against and left behind in the course o f the 

development o f a society. But the situation in Malaysia is different because the affirmative action 

program is aimed at improving the economic position o f the Malays and other Bumiputeras, the 

indigenous people o f Malaysia Malays are not a minority in the country, they constitute about 60 

percent of the population and furthermore they also enjoy political dominance even though they are 

economically disadvantaged. On the other hand, the non-Malays, Chinese and Indians who form 

about 40 percent o f the population are economically better off but politically subordinate to the 

Malays. The group that receive the benefits o f affirmative action policies are the ones who have the 

political power to legislate them (Mah Hui Lim, 1985).
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A common belief in Malaysia is that the economic power is concentrated in the hands of the 

Chinese, and political power lies in the hands o f the Malays. The obvious evidence for this belief, is 

that, the Malays have a predominant control over the federal cabinet, the various ministries and 

public services, the judiciary, foreign service, and the military and police forces. The Malays also 

occupy all symbolic leadership roles (Sultans and die Governors) at both the federal and state levels. 

They control both houses o f parliament and state assembly and the government, except in the state 

o f Penang, though UMNO has the majority in the state assemblies, because o f a political 

compromise the Chief Minister o f the State is Chinese. The constitution also gives special 

guarantees to the various special rights and privileges o f the Malays and reserves a number o f 

specific powers to the Conference o f Malay Rulers (Persidangan Majlis Raja-raja Melayu).

The symbolic aspects of the Malaysian political system such as the rulers, the national flag and 

anthem, die Malaysian armorial ensigns, and o f daily importance that the national language is 

Bahasa Melayu and Islam is the state religion. And, the Malay political predominance is also 

guaranteed by the delimitation of the electoral constituencies through which the Malay community is 

assured of at least 60 percent o f the parliamentary seats (Cham, 1975). The following discussion 

provides the reasons behind the granting o f affirmative actions to the Malays.

3.3.1. Why Affirmative Actions To The Malays?

In the eyes o f many Malays, scholars who criticise the affirmative actions or the preferential policies 

specifically to the Malays, in general, do not have a deep understanding o f the Malaysian history. 

They have failed to understand the generally acceptable view about the magnitude o f sacrifice made 

by the Malays to accommodate the coming o f the colonialists who brought their lasting legacy, the 

immigrant communities. Present day Malaysia evolved from a Malay-Muslim polity (Chandra 

Muzaffar, 1996) known as the Melaka Kingdom. The Kingdom was destroyed by the invasion o f 

Portuguese in 1511.

The British came to colonised Penang in 1786 and officially put their hold on the whole o f the 

Malay States through the Pangkor Treaty that was signed in 1874. The fact that the British signed a 

treaty with the Malay Sultans shows that they endorsed these sultanates as the ruling Malay-Muslim 

polity. Thus, every time when the British entered into treaties with the Malay rulers, they recognised 

that the ‘special rights’ o f the Malay Sultans and their subjects must be protected and the use o f the 

indigenous forms and institutions o f the Malays must be preserved (Means, 1972; Chandra
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Muzaffar, 1996). This principle was affirmed by among others, Ormsby Gore and Sir John 

Anderson, the Governor o f the Straits Settlements Ormsby Gore (quoted from Ryan, 1967:175) 

said:

Our position in every state rests on solemn treaty obligations...(the states) were, are and 
must remain ‘Malay’ States and the primary object of our share in the administration of these 
countries must always be the progress of the indigenous Malay inhabitants...To me the 
maintenance of the position, authority and prestige of the Malay rulers is a cardinal point of 
policy.

There were vast demographic transformation effected by colonialism, but it does not change the 

nature o f these polities, because Chinese and Indian immigrants o f the early 20th century remained 

largely ‘on the outside’: they are part o f the economic enclaves created by the colonial rule (Chandra 

Muzaffar, 1996). Neither die colonial administration nor the Malay rulers regarded them as citizens.

It was after the second word war that the situation changed dramatically. Chinese and Indians began 

to take interest in local politics, because Tan Cheng Lock, the leader of the Chinese reminded them 

that they should not be concerned with only making money, because if  “You want that money to be 

protected. You can only do this if  you have your share o f political power. We do not want to 

monopolize power. But we must have our share. Without that our economic position may be 

threatened one day.’’(The Straits Times, July 13, 1953:7, quoted from Cham, 1975:448).

This made the Malays feel uneasy, because once the Chinese put their interest in politics, this will 

threaten their position. Malay-Chinese relations deteriorated with the Japanese invasion of Malaya 

during the Second World War. The Japanese who came to Southeast Asia after four years of war 

with China regarded the Chinese in Malaya as enemies. Conversely, the Japanese gave favourable 

treatment to die Malays and some Malays considered the Japanese as liberators o f their country from 

foreign domination. Particularly the Chinese formed the MPAJA (Malayan People Anti-Japanese 

Army) to fight against the Japanese. Behind MPAJA were the Communist Party o f Malaya which 

were Chinese based. After the war, there was an outbreak o f inter-racial violence:

For virtually three months, between the Japanese surrender and effective British take-over, 
they (MPAJA) held kangaroo courts, committed atrocities, executed many Malays, and 
Chinese terrorised the population whenever they held sway. During the brief period of 
MPAJA ascendancy, the torture and killing of large numbers of innocent Malays became an 
episode that indelibly imprinted in Malay minds the dangers of Chinese ascendancy (The 
May 13th Tragedy: A Report by the National Operations Council, 1969, p.8., quoted from 
WanHashim, 1983: 20)
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The lesson from the above incident always reminded the Malays that they should always safeguard 

the country’s future. As emphasised by die leader of Malay nationalism, Onn Jaafar, who refused to 

accept the Chinese demand of the concept o f ‘Malayan Malaya’:

We know very well that there is not only one race staying in Malaya, that there are also other 
Asiatic races inhabiting this land. We have kindly allowed them to stay here; but now they 
have even started to clamour for our land. But not withstanding all their attempts, we shall 
always firmly maintain that this land belongs to us. I speak so because I notice that the other 
races in the peninsular affirm that they have the right to demand equality of treatment. 
Whatever comes we will never consent to this. We wish to make them understand that they 
are only tenants of the house but not the owners...(Malaya Tribune, 1 March 1947, quoted 
from Wan Hashim, 1983: 34)

In fact in the struggle for independence, the non-Malays were not interested in the independence 

itself, they were much interested in their future in the new nation. That was the reason why Tunku 

Abdul Rahman Putra al-Haj (The Straits Times, August 28, 1951:8 quoted from Cham, 1975) 

declared that: “It is for the Malays to demand independence because independence was taken away 

from them. When we have got our independence back, we shall decide what is best for us to do and 

who we are to invite to share our independence with ...”

After the Second World War, the British colonialists came back with the idea o f Malayan Union. 

The Malayan Union’s aim to unite all the Malay States and the Straits Settlements under one 

administration headed by a British governor. This proposal implied that Malaya would be turned 

into a British colony directly under the Secretary o f State o f British government in London. In fact, 

the idea o f Malayan union was in line with the Chinese demand o f Malayan Malaya, proposed by 

Tan Cheng Lock. This proposal recognised the right o f non-Malays to share in the public affairs of 

Malaya - opening all branches o f the government service to non-Malays - for the proposed 

citizenship laws would grant equal rights to all persons who domiciled in the country.

The Malayan Union proposal was contrary with the attitude o f the British before the Second World 

War. Before the war they recognised the Malay Sultans as the rulers o f the country and the 

obligation o f the British was to protect the rulers and their subjects, thus recognising the Malays as a 

nation and Malaya as belonging to the Malays. The proposal was strongly opposed by the Malays, 

welcomed by the non-Malays, because the proposal’s recognised them as citizens with equal status 

as Malays was accepted. Mavis Puthucheary (1978: 29) described the situations:
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Malay protests against the Malayan Union reached unprecedented levels. The protests were 
not against the return of the British but against the constitutional changes which removed 
even the semblance of Malay sovereignty. They were particularly unhappy about the equal 
treatment given to the Chinese and Indians. This they regarded as in effect a direct breach of 
the treaties which had been signed by the Sultans, as heads of sovereign states, and the 
British government. They could not understand why a common citizenship was offered when 
‘... neither the Chinese nor the Indians bother about it. As the Chinese and the Indians are 
here as guests, their interests in this country are largely commercial and they will not 
complain so long as nothing is done to prejudice their present position.’

Due to the pressures and protests by the Malays under United Malay National -Organisation 

(UMNO) led the British to reconsidered the proposal. Malay opinion had the support o f British civil 

servants who had served in Malaya. Prominent figures sympathetic to the Malays were Sir Richard 

Winstedt and Sir Frank Swettenham (Zainal Abidin Wahid, 1970; Wan Hashim, 1983). The 

Malayan Union proposal was abandoned and the British resumed its pre-war policy in favour of the 

Malays.

This led to the gradual and steady movement towards independence and the fundamentals of this 

goal were laid down in the Federation o f Malaya Agreement o f 1948. An agreement between the 

Malay rulers and the British government was signed on 21 January 1948 and the Federation of 

Malaya, consisting o f nine Malay States (Perlis, Kedah, Perak, Selangor, Negeri Sembilan, Johor, 

Pahang, Kelantan, and Trengganu) and two Straits Settlements (Penang, and Malacca), was bom on 

1 February 1948. Among the principles adopted as outlined by Zainal Abidin Wahid (1970:107) 

were:

1. The restoration of the sovereignty of the Malay rulers as it was before the second 
world war. They were, however, under the protection of the British government.

2. Malaya was drawn out of direct colonial status. The indirect rule of the pre-war 
years was continued.

3. The British government continued to recognise the special position of the Malays as 
the indigenous people of this country as in pre-war years.

4. The British government took over the responsibility of defence and Federation of 
Malaya foreign policy.

5. The principle of jus soli with regard to citizenship of the non-Malays as stipulated in 
the Malayan Union Constitution was completely dropped. Citizenship laws were, however, 
introduced for the first time, covering the whole country. It enabled the non-Malays to apply 
for citizenship of the Federation, though the qualifications required were stricter than that 
contained in the Malayan Union Constitution.
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From the midnight o f 2 February 1948 Malaya was no more the sole ownership o f Malays, it had 

been transformed from Malay-Muslim polity to a multi-racial society. The overwhelming majority 

were first generation immigrants, were given citizenship rights on a very liberal basis. Their children 

received automatic citizenship, citizenship as a birth right or jus soli in the Constitution of 

independent Malaya (Ratnam 1965). As a result o f these and other changes, almost 44 percent o f the 

citizen in the early 1960s was o f Chinese and Indian descent.

The result o f the Federation o f Malaya Agreement 1948 is seldom remembered by those who 

criticised the policy o f ‘Malay Special Rights’, but for the Malays this agreement is the saddest 

history o f the Malay people, because its transformed the purely Malay-Muslim polity to a 

multiethnic, multicultural and multireligious society. In the process, Malays who once constituted 

the nation, were reduced to one community, albeit primary among communities. This decline in 

status represents a great concession by an indigenous people to non-indigenous communities in its 

midst (Chandra Muzaffar, 1974).

What advances the historical significance o f this acceptance o f non-indigenous communities as 

Malayan is that there were gaps between them in the economic and social aspects o f life. Malays in 

the 1950s were extremely poor in comparison to the sections o f the Chinese community. On almost 

every score - health, education, skills - they lagged behind non-Malays. To make matters worse, the 

non-Malays were a huge portion o f the new nation’s citizens, and this threatened the Malays 

security.

The affirmative action or the preferential policy was ignored by the independent government under 

the leadership o f Tunku Abdul Rahman Putra al-Haj, because he believed in gradualism, 

accommodation and avoidance o f direct confrontation with the non-Malays. For thirteen years from 

the period o f independence, the handicapped Malays have to compete with the non-Malays, 

particularly the Chinese.

In 1969, Malaysia held its third election, the non-Malays particularly from the People’s Progressive 

Party (PPP), Gerakan, Democratic Action Party (DAP) began questioning the legality o f ‘Malay 

Special Rights’, though not implemented, but it is in the Constitution. From the Malay side, PAS 

began questioning the UMNO for not implementing the ‘Malay Special Rights’, libera! policy of 

citizenships, continuation of the British-model education system, and the depressed Malay economy. 

At this moment, the Chinese saw that their political power ascending while not losing their
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dominance o f the Malaysian economy, because in 1969 election they won quite a majority especially 

in the urban areas.

The Malays, on the other hand, saw that their security was shattered with the ascending political 

power o f the Chinese. Mahathir (1970:14) described the situation then:

They foresaw a Malaysia in which they, without economic strength and deprived of political 
superiority, would forever be under the thumb of the immigrant Chinese and Indians. They 
foresaw their position rapidly deteriorating and the whole nation losing its basic Malay 
character. They foresaw Malay leaders bowing and scraping in order to gain the favour of 
Chinese superiors. The whole picture was frightening to them...

In Mahathir’s view, the Chinese should appreciate the willingness o f the Malays to accept the non- 

Malays as citizen of the country. Instead the Chinese were trying to further weaken them and trying 

to take away the Malay privileges without with they will perish. As Mahathir (1971:121) said:

For suddenly, it has dawned upon the Malay that he cannot even call Malaya his land. There 
was no more Tanah Melayu - The Land of the Malays. He is now a different person, a 
Malaysian, but a Malay Malaysian whose authority in Malaya - his land - is now not only 
shared with others, but shared unequally. And as if this is not enough, he is being asked to 
give up more and more of his share of influence.

This situation was worsened by the victory celebration o f the non-Malays on 11 May 1969 which 

made the Malays in Kuala Lumpur especially, feel more insecure than ever before in their homeland. 

Goh Cheng Teik (1971:21) described the scene:

They felt outraged that they, the native of the soil, should have been asked to withdraw from 
Kuala Lumpur, the capital of Tanah Melayu (The Land of the Malays) into Red Indian style 
reservations so that the immigrant communities could gain domination over it.

During the victory celebration, insult were passed to the Malays, through slogans and cat-calls were 

thrown, like "...Melayu sudah jatuh [Malays have fallen]; Melayu sekarang tak ada kuasa [Malays 

now no longer have power]; Kuala Lumpur sekarang Cina punya [Kuala Lumpur now belongs to 

the Chinese]; Melayu sekarang boleh balik kampung [Malays may return to the villages] (Goh 

Cheng Teik, 1971:21).

Beside the slogans and catch-calls, abusive words such as “Melayu keluar, apa lagi duduk di sini? ” 

[Malays get out, why do you remain here?]; “Kita henlam lu, sekarang kita besar ” [We’ll thrash
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you, we are now powerful]; "Ini negeri bukan Melayu punya, kita mahu halau semua Melayu ’ 

[This country does not belong to the Malays, we want to chase out all Malays], etc. (The May 

Thirteen Tragedy: A Report by NOC, 1969 cited from Wan Hashim, 1983)

Following the May 13, 1969 racial riots, the UMNO (United Malay National Organisation) 

leadership and a significant segment of the Malay society became more conscious o f the need to 

rectify the growing Malay-non-Malay economic imbalance (Chandra MuzafFar, 1989). To that end, 

Malays had to strengthen their political position, for it was only through political power that they 

hope to improve their economic well-being (Mahathir Mohamad, 1970).

In 1970, the NOC consulted the non-Malays (especially from MCA and MIC) for the 

implementation o f the NEP. They were made to understand that the Malays should be helped to 

overcome their economic misery, otherwise the national unity could not be achieved, if  one segment 

o f the society is not equal than the others.

They also understand that affirmative action is given to the Malays because o f three reasons (Wang, 

1983). First, Malays have been discriminated in the past, especially during British rule, left behind in 

the economically poor rural areas. Their children have been left behind educationally, because all the 

good schools were in the urban areas. So, during certain period Malays has to be given a chance, to 

make reparation for the past injustice. Secondly, there were provisions in the Constitution that has 

been neglected for thirteen years, the provisions on ‘special positions o f the Malays’. Article 153 of 

the Federal Constitution, the Malay Special Privileges, fall in four main areas o f public policies:

a. the system of Malay reservations, reserving certain lands for Malays only.
b. the operation of quotas within the public services reserving a certain portion for

Malays.
c. the operation of quotas for licences and permits for certain businesses, chiefly those

related to road transport.
d. and, special quotas for public scholarships and educational grants.

Since 1971, it was illegal to discuss the four privileges given to the Malays, and the citizenship 

rights o f the non-Malays (Mavis Puthucheary, 1978). In supporting the bill, the then Deputy Prime 

Minister o f Malaysia, the late Tun Dr.Ismail Abdul Rahman said:

The restraint of freedom of speech in the older democracies is imposed by the people 
themselves. They grew with their democracies and thus are able to restrain themselves when 
exercising freedom of speech. Here, Western democracy is an exotic plant and after 13 years
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of its growth, it has encountered a setback which, if not put right immediately, will ultimately 
lead to its death. What is this setback ? It is the questioning of the sensitive issues which 
have been solemnly agreed upon by all races who are now citizens of Malaysia... since these 
issues cannot be discussed sensibly without their being exploited for communal political 
purposes, it is better that they be taken out of politics and public discussion (Straits Times, 4 
March 1971, quoted from Mavis Puthucheary, 1978; 62).

Thirdly, for the sake o f national unity, so that the society is less divided and therefore politically 

more stable.

As a result o f consultation between the Malays and the non-Malays, or more popularly known 

locally as ‘politics o f musyawarah' (Goh Cheng Teik, 1978) the non-Malays still occupy more than 

one-third o f the Malaysian parliament, federal cabinets, public services, higher educational 

institutions and scholarships. By the same evidence, it does not mean that implementation of 

affirmative action or preferential policy meant the abandonment o f the concept o f justice and 

national unity.

As noted by Hena Mukherjee and Jasbir Sarjit Singh (1985) before 1970, the Malaysian scenario 

showed Malays predominant in the rural areas and agricultural sectors where the incident o f poverty 

was highest. Malays also were the lowest income earners and also occupied die lowest status 

occupations o f the labour force. In terms o f the education system, Malays were unfavourably 

represented at the highest levels and in the more prestigious disciplines in the universities. The 

introduction o f NEP (1970-1990) among others stressed the importance o f social restructuring, with 

an emphasis on changing the patterns of ethnic occupational distribution so that no single particular 

ethnic group will work primarily in the modem sector, in high status jobs, in rural areas or in low- 

incomejobs.

The purpose of explaning the background o f the introduction o f affirmative actions or the 

preferential policy and in particular why die recipient is Malays is to further one’s understanding and 

to realised the sacrifices made by the Malay-Muslim community. Furthermore, the issues of 

affirmative action is sensitive, particularly to younger generation non-Malays and foreign scholars 

because they have little understanding and appreciation o f the Malaysian history. Few of them have 

shown any appreciation at all o f the Malay-Muslim community’s surrender o f its dream for a Malay 

nation, by considering to equal citizenship for non-Malays and thereby becoming a community 

among communities in a new multiethnic society.
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3.3.2. Urbanisation and Employment along Ethnic Lines

As mentioned earlier, the problems posed by the development o f a plural society were not simply 

ethnicity, but it also closely linked with settlement in urban areas, employment patterns and the 

educational provision (Watson, 1980). During the British rule, the rural Malay were left largely 

undisturbed by the impact o f population change, and as discussed earlier the towns were only filled 

with Chinese and a small number o f Indians. These sort o f settlement patterns have far reaching 

educational and economic implications since the modem secular education in the country were 

situated in the urban areas.

Thus, the educational opportunity was taken by the Chinese and die Indians. In 1970 for example, 

68.4 percent o f the urban centres were dominated by the Chinese. The effect o f this development 

were, as Chai Hon-Chan (1971:24) has commented “was to keep the vast majority o f Malays in a 

socially and economically depressed position.”

The pattern o f urbanisation and colonial policies towards immigration and employment was that the 

economic structure was also divided along ethnic lines, with the non-Malay communities 

predominating in the modem sector. The urban Malays were encouraged to join the public service, 

with the result that 62 percent o f government employees are currently Malays. The majority o f the 

Malays were left as subsistence and small-holding farmers and fishermen. It is estimated that 80 

percent o f the small-holders were Malays and 60 percent o f the Malays are associated with 

agriculture.

On the other hand the Chinese controlled the major business, import-export firms, banking, 

insurance, transportation, rice-milling and the tin industry. Even at the end o f die NEP in the late 

1980s, 61 percent o f all manufacturing industry and 75 percent o f all management and executive 

posts in private industry were held by the Chinese (Jomo, 1989). It is estimated that there are twice 

as many Chinese in commerce and industry as Malays and Indians combined. This is not surprising, 

since 51 percent o f the Indians are in the plantation sector. The Indians and the Chinese also 

dominate the professions - as lawyers, doctors, accountants and scientists.

Ozay Mehmet (1972) and Jomo (1989) made a very interesting observation regarding Malaysia’s 

manpower and labour market. They noted that the practice o f labour recruitment in the country also 

influence by the ethnic lines where by the employer fills vacancies either from his family members,
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his relatives, friends or business affiliates. This has resulted in the Malays tend heavily to choose 

jobs in the public sector or civil services, not only because they receive the affirmative action 

treatment in this sector but also because employment elsewhere in the urban market is generally 

inaccessible to them.

In its attempt to redress the economic disparities between Malays and non-Malays, especially 

Chinese, the NEP at increasing Malay participation in manufacturing from 16 percent (1970) to 48 

percent (1990) and in commerce and construction from 28 percent (1970) to 50 percent (1990). It is 

also planned for Malays to own 30 percent share in commerce and industry by 1990’s. It is generally 

accepted that one o f the main causes o f Malay economic backwardness is their lack o f economic and 

social opportunities.

3.3.3. Differences o f Values towards Education

Here it will be argued that the academic performance and achievement gap between Malays and 

non-Malays were due to cultural factors. Each ethnic group has their own stereotypes in Malaysia. 

This stereotypes brought implication which influences the activity o f the ethnic groups. In fact, the 

cultural explanations were sometimes used by the government to portray the image o f the ethnic 

group in Malaysia. The stereotypes also influences the interaction between one ethnic group and the 

other.

Comparatively, Chinese and Malays hold different views towards education and wealth. 

Traditionally, in Chinese culture, it is believed that the foundation o f a harmonious and stable family 

depends on the efficient management o f human relationships as well as o f available economic means 

(Tham Seong Chee, 1983). A Chinese proverb notes that “If you have wealth, what you say is 

regarded as true. I f  you have no wealth, what you say is regarded as false.” The Chinese attitude 

towards wealth is enormous, because o f such attitude they were motivated and rationalise its 

accumulation.

They also believed that wealth could be achieved through industry and achievement in education. 

Tham Seong Chee (1983) offered two possible sociological equations arising from this notion. 

Industry and hard work lead to success, and the acquisition o f wealth, and industry in education 

leads to social prestige and wealth. The crux o f both equations is the belief that success in education 

or the acquisition o f wealth demands consistent industry.
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Malays, particularly students, believed that their performance is sometime being measured by their 

ethnic stereotypes o f their ethnic origins. Although stereotypes as the language o f prejudice but it has 

dominated the thinking o f the society. It was part o f the colonialists strategy o f accusing the native as 

lazy just because they refused to work in their capitalist economy as labourers (Alatas, 1977). 

Moreover, stereotypes were used to justify colonialism, and to make the Malays feel inferior not 

only to die colonial masters but also to the immigrants.

The problem has been debated by Alatas (1970 and 1977) but the theme continued to be popular till 

now (Muhammad Haji Muhd. Taib, 1993). The works o f  Mahathir Mohamad (1970) and Senu 

Abdul Rahman (1971) continued to be important in portraying Malay personality in particular. 

Stereotypes continued to be important because it leads to self-fulfilling prophecy in particular in the 

learning situations.

The work o f Senu Abdul Rahman (1971) need further discussion because this book was published as 

an effort by UMNO11 to encouraged Malays to change their attitudes. Furthermore Senu Abdul 

Rahman was himself an UMNO youth leader during the writing of the book. The title o f the book is 

Revolusi Mental (1971), which was aimed to call on the Malays to change their traditional attitudes 

and accept modernisation.

Throughout the book the attributes o f ‘modem man’ were repeatedly mentioned. The attitudes are: 

initiative, critical thinking, realism, positivism, self-confidence, rationalism, punctuality, discipline 

and curiosity, as against to the attitudes hold by the Malays then which were considered as negative. 

The negative attitudes o f the Malays which they have identified were: lack o f initiative, low priority 

given to material work, bad work ethics, fatalistic attitude and little concern for worldly life; 

Revolusi Mental urged Malays to emulate the capitalist spirit, which is stated in the following 

statement:

The principle of accumulating as much wealth as possible is the basis of the progress of an 
individual, society or country. In their effort to acquire money, they found that it is a fault to

11 In 1968, UMNO tried a ‘socio-psychological’ approach to the Malay plight by producing a book entitled 
Revolusi Mental (Mental Revolution), being a compilation of articles reflecting the official attitude, calling 
upon Malays to change radically their outlook to life in order to benefit from government policies aimed at 
improving their socio-economic status (Senu Abdul Rahman, 1971). The Deputy Prime Minister, Tun Abdul 
Razak, called upon the Malays to take up the challenge of modernisation as a solution to their socio-economic 
backwardness (Dewan Masyarakat, 15 April 1968:13-19)
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be too honest...The main principle that they practise in their actions or during negotiations is 
the principle of the survival of the fittest. In this way, they have gained the highest quality, 
i.e. trickery and swiftness similar to that of animals (Senu Abdul Rahman, 1971:95 and 108, 
tr).

Revolusi Mental urged Malays to change their worldviews by promoting motivational examples 

from the famous sayings. One such saying is “to have a lot o f money can influence the angels 

(people with money can do as they like)” (Senu Abdul Rahman, 1971:70). The writers who 

contributed their thought to Revolusi Mental also quoted teachings from Islam to justify the 

materialistic ideals. Such as:

The teaching of Islam and unlimited accumulation of wealth are not contradictory. In fact, 
accumulation of wealth is a part of religion. Chapter Jathiah, Verse 13 reads, “Allah has 
created all things in the heavens and on earth for your use and comfort.” Therefore it is up to 
us to work, use, acquire and to possess them. Whosoever does so, will be rich and therefore 
able to attain all his ambitions...Islam does not forbid its followers to seek and own wealth, 
as much as possible. In fact Muslims are encouraged to acquire wealth as it has been created 
for us by God (Senu Abdul Rahman, 1971: 108-109, tr.).

Those ideals propagated by Revolusi Mental were congruent with the NEP (1970-1990), in fact the 

NEP was also responsible for the promotion of modem values to the Malays. For example the 

concept o f hero and the ideal hero for Malay was not Hang Tuah12 but should be John Paul Getty, as 

shown by the Revolusi Mental:

In all traditional societies, the hero was normally a warrior, but in this modem age, the hero 
is one who dresses neatly, wears a tie, carries a James Bond briefcase, drives a big Jaguar, 
works in an air-conditioned room, has a salary of more than RM2,000 a month and lives in a 
big brick house... What are the characteristics of these modem heroes... John Paul Getty, the 
American billionaires...(Senu Abdul Rahman, 1971:172,tr.).

Obviously Revolusi Mental and later on the NEP (1970-1990) were aimed to promote Malays in 

education and business and to create a large number o f Malay middle-class and capitalist class as 

possible.

It is interesting to note that from 1981 onwards, since Mahathir came to power the development 

programs were given a new approach. The new approach as far as possible were towed towards 

Islamic perspectives. The main reason incorporating the Islamic values were to attract the Malays to 

participate further in the development of the nation and to share the benefits. In can be seen clearly

l2Hang Tuah was a warrior during the Malacca Sultanates in the 15th century. For further understanding on 
the concept of heroes in Malay society see Shaharuddin Maarof Concept of a Hero in Malay Society. (1984).
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with the Third Malaysia Plan (1976-1980) when Mahathir was the Deputy Prime Minister, Islam 

was included as a guiding principle for the nation. Under the Fifth Malaysia Plan (1985-1990), Islam 

and its values were given emphasis. It was stressed by Mahathir that economic development would 

only take place with spiritual development, i.e. without sacrificing Islamic values.

It was the hope o f the government that by inculcating Islamic values Malays would participate 

actively in the development programs. The Islamisation Policy during Mahathir era was aimed to 

promote universal values, such as discipline, hard work, trustworthiness, cleanliness and punctuality 

in the administration o f the country. The government is trying to prove that Islamic values and 

principles were capable o f effecting change and modernisation o f the Malays. The then Deputy 

Prime Minister, Musa Hi tarn explained in January 1983 that the Government’s Islamisation Policy 

was aimed at proving that Islam was not a backward religion, but modem, dynamic and adaptable to 

present day needs (Mauzy and Milne, 1986). The initial aim o f Mahathir’s administration was to 

make Islam synonymous with economic progress and modernisation.

Especially in the Malaysian context whereby the Malays were given special rights and the other two 

ethnic groups not, it further justify the stereotypes. The statements which praised the achievement- 

orientation, hardworking sharp-businessmen, and dooming the Malays as lack o f achievement- 

orientation, lazy and distaste o f hard labour - were taken as ideas in the formulation o f government 

activities or even policies in present day Malaysia. As for the Malays, especially students in the 

tertiary institutions, has to attend the civic course aims to increase their morale. It seems that their 

achievement gap compared to the Chinese students is due to their negative cultural traits.

Even in Singapore, these cultural explanations for structural inequalities between the Malays and 

Chinese in particular are still being used. Tania Li (1989) recorded that ethnic cultural traits used to 

explain the uneven distribution o f economic resources and rewards in Singapore. For example, the 

Deputy Prime Minister (Goh, 1977:45) once made a statement:

In the ethos of Malay society, the unrelenting pursuit of an objective, like the accumulation 
of wealth, is not held in esteem. In fact it is condemned as inconsistent with gracious living 
on which they place much importance. The spectacle of the Chinaman working like a demon 
possessed and ruthlessly brushing aside anyone or any obstacle that stands in his way is not 
one that arouses Malay admiration. And yet without this passion for wealth generating of 
fanatical determination to accumulate, is it possible for the Malays to achieve the economic 
success of the Chinese ?
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Nagata (1975) argued that in Malaysia, the rich Chinese generally fail to perceive the existence of 

the Chinese poor, so strong is their vision shaped by the image o f the industrious and successful 

Chinese and the poor lazy Malay. Even so in the student life at tertiary level, incompetence Chinese 

who do not do well in their studies are not accepted in the group. As for the Chinese elite, they hold 

to the view o f Chinese superiority and Malay inferiority racial images to boost their performance.

Rabushka (1967) which in his study, empirically measures stereotypes about Chinese, Malays and 

Indians found that the assessment are congruent with the stereotypes stated earlier. The non-Chinese 

(Malay and Indian) portray the Chinese as intelligent and ambitious. The non-Malays (Chinese and 

Indians) considered Malays as very clean followed by laziness. On the other hand, the non-Indians 

(Malays and Chinese) stress the lack o f cleanliness among the Indians. What does stereotyping 

means in this study? Stereotyping plays an important role in increasing morale to push one’s self in 

an effort to succeed. Furthermore, in the local universities the interaction and free mixing o f inter

ethnic groups does not frequently occur, because the elements o f stereotypes still influences the 

perceptions.

Stereotypes defined the attitudes o f teachers or lecturers towards their students. Tania Li (1989) 

found in her study that the Malay principal himself have a negative attitudes towards his own 

students. The principals felt that “Malay students grow up in school with a host o f built in 

disadvantages. Just about everything-from their philosophy o f life, to home environment-works 

against them and gives their non-Malay friends and edge over them”. The principal continues to say: 

“Generally speaking we Malays have a different philosophy o f life. We do not have the philosophy 

o f wanting to be the best and the top most in the world... we are more content in seeking happiness 

through religion”. Both the statements made by the principal shows how strong the stereotypes have 

embedded in Malay thought.

For nearly a century now, the Malays have been told by the British (and more recently by their own 

leaders) that they cannot compete against the Chinese or the Indians in economic affairs and 

education (Means, 1972). Practically all observers o f Malay life have noted that the Malays exhibit 

low achievement motivation. In addition, the public policies have tended to reinforce the lack of 

motivation among die Malays. Hence, for hosts o f reasons, most Malays have come to accept the 

view that they need special privileges to keep abreast o f the alien communities. Instead o f attacking 

the root o f social and psychological factors that contribute to this low achievement ethic, 

government policies gave priority to provide differential opportunity structures according to
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ethnicity. Such privileges help to reinforce the self-doubts among Malays as to their own abilities 

and potential (Means, 1972)

SUMMARY

This chapter has highlighted the background of Malaysian ethnic communities, by stressing its 

pluralistic nature. A plural society characterised by cultural diversity, politically organised cultural 

communities, and the salience o f ethnicity (Rabushka and Shepsle, 1972). The creation o f plural 

society was done by the British colonialism, which subsequently divides the society into differences: 

demographic, economic, political and cultural. Although the independence government have tried to 

unite the communities it seem a long way to go, because the social system is still very much intact. 

The identification o f ethnic groups with their place o f origins is still very much intact, the “rural” 

Malays die “urban” Chinese and the “estate” Indians. Each place o f origins brought certain cultural 

symbols in academic performance and choice o f employment that shall be discussed in later 

chapters. Finally, this chapter has also discussed the focus o f social development policy in Malaysia 

that is still based on ethnicity.
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CHAPTER FOUR

___________________ HIGHER EDUCATION IN MALAYSIA___________________

INTRODUCTION

This chapter is intended to provide the background o f higher education in Malaysia. The first part o f 

the discussion is geared towards understanding the role o f university in a developing country and it 

will be followed by the nature o f higher education in Malaysia, especially the political intervention 

strategies to fill the quotas allocated for the Malays and other Bumiputera. In the 1970s the New 

Economic Policy was launched and then serious implementation of pro-Malay policy. As a 

consequence, is the effect o f this policy on academic performance o f students? It is the aim o f this 

chapter to provide a general overview o f the community in which the research was conducted. Thus 

this chapter is intended to present a framework for the empirical material to follow later and not to 

present a comprehensive description.

4.1. THE ROLE OF UNIVERSITY IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY

University has a greater role to play in the society and nation o f its existence (Marimuthu, 1984). As 

an educational institution, university is an extension o f levels o f education, the primary, the 

secondary, and the tertiary that includes the university. But, the function o f  a university is more than 

the schools, besides teaching, university has to perform research activities, service to the community, 

creating and transmitting new knowledge, and producing the highly skilled manpower needed by the 

society (Tilman, 1964). Thus, the university became one o f the institutions that is a powerful 

instrument for change - economic, political, social and cultural.

The university, despite o f its structural nature, with teaching and research, always at the frontier o f 

knowledge - is also regarded by die masses as at the apex o f the social structure. University is being 

associated with status symbols, because in a developing society like Malaysia, education especially 

higher education is a determinant of status and as a factor in the movement into elite or prestigious 

occupation in the country (Hena Mukherjee and Jasbir Saijit Singh, 1985). S.Husin Ali (1975) noted 

that even among the rural Malays, who were less educated, is clearly understood that higher 

education is a means through which a person can get respectable occupations and achieve positions 

o f prestige in society. Among the students in the Malaysian universities, Ungku Aziz et.al (1987) 

shows that 35.9 percent pursuing the university education to obtain professional qualification, 36.1
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percent for obtaining good job, and only a small percentage o f 18.2 percent to widen their 

knowledge. This clearly shows that university is a place for climbing the social ladder.

University in the developing society also is being regarded as a means o f gaining higher income and 

a better quality life (S. Husin Ali, 1975). Research on social structure and occupation in Malaysia 

has shown that among all ethnic groups a person’s occupation is one o f  the best indicators o f  overall 

social status (Tyler, 1977; Jasbir Sarjit Singh, 1980). People are judged and socially evaluated on die 

basis o f their occupation, because occupations are closely linked with educational attainment and 

income (Jasbir Saijit Singh, 1973, 1980). So far, graduates from the university earned a considerably 

higher income because they are being placed in the socially most respected and prestigious 

professional, managerial and administrative jobs (Carpenter and Western, 1982; Marimuthu, 1984)

Based on the allocation o f professions in die society, which existed inequality, that the Malay 

society in particular, has urged the government to look seriously on the impact o f  colonialism and 

the liberal policies for thirteen years after die independence at the rote o f the University o f Malaya. 

It was found that University of Malaya did not performed the national aspirations o f first and 

foremost to help die natives who have been discriminated for so long by the British colonial rule 

(Hussin Mutalib, 1990).

In Malaysia, because o f  its plural society, university has to play a multiple function, ranging from 

development, modernisation and social change to poverty eradication, restructuring society, nation- 

building and achieving national integration and unity. (Malaysia Plan, 1971, 1976, 1981, 1995). Tun 

Abdul Razak Hussein1 (1972), viewed that university in developing countries should fulfil national 

needs and the human aspirations o f the country in which the university is situated, and produce 

graduates who possess relevant skills to participate in the technological and economic development 

o f the country. Similar sentiments were also expressed by an experienced Vice-chancellor, Ungku 

Aziz2 (1972, 1998) who said that the university is a major agent o f development which should assist

lThe second Prime Minister of Malaysia (1970-1976) known as the ‘Father of Development’ and during his 
tenure he introduced the New Economic Policy (NEP). He was eager to develop the Malays based on 
‘modernisation’ models and believed that through education Malays will prosper in their own motherland. In 
fact, Universiti Kebangsaan that was established in 1970 was initiated by him. He was a humble, 
straightforward, and sincere in his development approach as compared to Mahathir Mohamad more inclined 
towards delusion of grandeur.
^ h e  first Malaysian to be appointed as the Vice-chancellor of University of Malaya (1968-1989) and awarded 
recognition as Royal Professor. In a recent interview Ungku Aziz reiterated that since the introduction of NEP 
approximately more than one million Malays have benefitted from the education scheme in the local universities 
and universities abroad. For further detail see, “Rahmai DEB ” in Berita Minggu, Ahad23 Ogos 1998:17.
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in the achievement o f a higher rate o f economic growth and the training o f efficient and dedicated 

executives.

May 13, 1969 incident became a watershed in the country’s history with implications for all aspects 

o f life, including higher education. The incident had a great influence on the formulation o f the 

Second Malaysia Plan for the period o f 1971 -  75. The rationale behind New Economic Policy was 

based on die recognition that national unity is the pre-requisite for development in all aspects o f life. 

To achieve national unity, there need to be a gradual elimination o f  social and economic inequality 

(Hussin Mutalib, 1990).

This would help in the national integration, and encourage a greater sense o f  participation in national 

life. Likewise, the identification o f ethnicity with economic activities is also a potential menace in a 

plural society, and its elimination is important to prevent further civil dissension. These new 

objectives in development planning have been incorporated in the Third Malaysia Plan for the 

period 1976 -  1980 (Marimuthu, 1990; Firdaus Haji Abdullah, 1994).

Universities in Malaysia based its functions concurrent with the development plans o f the country. 

As an integral part o f society, universities were influenced and shaped by the economic, socio

cultural and political realities o f its surrounding. The functions o f universities in Malaysia were a 

reflection o f  die national objectives stated in the country’s development plan. This could be clearly 

seen in the Second and Third Malaysia Plans. Among other things, the Second Malaysia Plan 

stressed “national unity”, and “urbanisation o f the Malays through participation in modem economic 

sectors” (Wang, 1980:142). Wang (1984:142) identified four strategies used by die government to 

restructure the society through university education.

Firstly, 80 percent of the government scholarships were reserved for the Malays. Secondly, 
the used o f ethnic quotas in educational selection. Thirdly, lowered entry requirements for 
Malays in scientific and technical courses of study. Fourthly, recruitment into and promotion 
within government and quasi-government services were in favour of the Malays.

It is die expectation o f the government for universities to play a key role in the economic and social 

development o f die country. In particular, die underlying assumptions o f the policy with regard to 

universities were to encourage more Malay students to participate. Sharom Ahmat (1980) identifies 

four main objectives o f universities in Malaysia, firstly, to assist in the promotion o f national 

integration and unity. Secondly, to train and develop skilled manpower. Thirdly, to increase Malay
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enrolment in order to redress imbalance in jobs and occupations at all level. Finally, research and 

development to identified national problems.

4.2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF MALAYSIAN HIGHER EDUCATION

The history o f higher education in Malaya dates from the British colonial role that had transplanted 

the British-model university in Malaya (Lim Teck Ghee, 1995). The British model was considered 

appropriate and best suited for all die colonies, as described by Ashby (1966:224):

Underlying British enterprise in providing higher education for her people overseas was one 
massive assumption: that the pattern of university appropriate for Manchester, Exeter and 
Hull was ipso facto appropriate for Ibadan, Kampala and Singapore. If  we are going to 
export universities to our overseas dependencies, just as the cars we export there as British 
cars. As the cars, so with universities: we willingly made a minor modification to suit the 
climate, but we proposed no radical change in design; and we did not regard it as our 
business to enquire whether French or American models might be more suitable.

According to Lim Teck Ghee (1995) the establishment was an answer to the demands made by the 

wealthy Chinese in the Strait Settlements to the British colonial rule. The Chinese were much earlier 

to real ise the potential o f  modem secular education for the betterment o f their life overseas.

Selvaratnam (1985) in his study o f  higher education system in Malaysia divided die stages o f  growth 

o f  universities in Malaysia into four. Firstly, the implantation and development o f a higher education 

system in Malaya and Singapore before independence in 1957. Secondly, the establishment of 

University o f  Malaya, Kuala Lumpur in 1961. Thirdly, the establishment o f  three new national 

universities, and one international university after 1969. Finally, the upgrading o f Agriculture and 

Technical Colleges in 1971 and 1972 respectively to full university status.

Since Selvaratnam (1985) studies, two more new universities were established in the states o f East 

Malaysia, the University o f Malaysia Sarawak in 1993, and the University o f Sabah Malaysia in 

1995. The late 1990s also saw a new development o f higher education institutions in Malaysia, the 

establishment o f universities by the formerly state-owned company that had been privatised. The 

companies are national petroleum (PETRON AS)3, national electricity (TEN AG A NASIONAL)4 and

*Known as Universiti Petronas which is located in the state of Perak.
4Known as Universiti Tenaga Nasional which is located in the state of Selangor.
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national telecommunication (TELEKOM)5. They were beginning to design their concepts and 

curriculum to set up the universities6. Besides that, new developments also saw the emergence o f  the 

twinning programs between local colleges and universities in Britain, United States, New Zealand, 

Australia and Al-Azhar, Cairo, Egypt7.

All these educational development especially the development o f  new universities is due to 

Malaysia’s rapid economic development Malaysia has embarked upon an export-oriented strategy 

based on a high value-added manufacturing sector. Malaysia has adopted a two-part strategy to 

realise this, through its Industrial Master Plan (1986 - 1995) and the Overall Perspective Plan (1990 

- 2000). This strategy consists o f (a) a human resource development program with an underpinning 

o f science and technology, (b) a degree o f self-sufficiency through an indigenous market driven 

technological base (Selvaratnam, 1992:152).

4 3. I. The Early History o f Higher Education in British Malaya

Higher education was introduced in 1905 into Malaya for functional and political reasons. In 1905, 

the British colonial government established in Singapore a British-model professional medical 

school, closely linked to the British system. In 1921, this medical school was renamed as King 

Edward VII College o f Medicine. This college maintained high standards in both teaching and 

output o f the graduates (Carr-Saunders, 1961 cited from Robiah Sidin, 1980). The main function o f 

the College was to train locals for Diplomas in the professions o f medicine, dentistry, and pharmacy, 

to serv e the needs o f the colonial state in health and medicine.

In 1928, the British colonial government established a second tertiary institution named after the 

founder o f Singapore Sir Stamford Raffles. It was Raffles dream that the college should develop 

into learning and intellectual centre as well as a business and commercial centre. For the British 

colonial government, they wanted this college to “provide for the advancement o f the education o f

5Known as Universiti Telekom which is located in the state of Malacca.
^During the period of the fieldwork which was conducted from October 1996 to January 1997 all three 
universities were in the planning stage. They began their student intakes in May 1997. Towards the end of 
1997, the Ministry of Education announced the establishment of Universiti Perguruan Sultan Idris, Tanging 
Malim, Perak (Sultan Idris Teachers’ University, Tanjung Malim, Perak. Formerly, the institution was the 
oldest teachers’ college in Malaysia. The main objective of tins institution during the British rule was to train 
Malay primary school teachers.
7This led to the formulation of new act of education to cater the needs of enhancing twinning programs in 
Malaysia. This new act which were called Education Act 1995 (Akta Pendidikan 1995) which were heavily 
critised by Malays because the government seems to "give-in’ much to the need of the non-Malays.
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the colony with a view o f laying securely the foundations upon which a university may in course of 

time be established” (Colonial Office, 1939 cited from Robiah Sidin, 1980:18).

This college provided the locals with a liberal education through an English medium based on 

British-model, and the courses were English, Geography, History, Economics, Physics, Chemistry, 

Mathematics and Education at the Diploma level. It was ‘eurocentric’ in every way: English- 

language curriculum and British administrative and examination systems. Most o f the graduates 

were absorbed as teachers in the growing urban-biased English medium schools. The number o f 

Malays admitted to die College was indeed small. They usually from die upper class families, who 

upon graduation were recruited into die Malay Administrative Service (MAS), a lower echelon o f 

the prestigious and then exclusively European manned Malayan Civil Service (MCS).

As early as 1937, local requests for a university in the country were brought up in the Legislative 

Councils and the local press. A local university was favoured because it could meet the local 

demands for wider participation in die administration o f die country. According to Lim Teck Ghee 

(1995), the term ‘local’ here means the Chinese, because Malays did not demand for the 

establishment o f  higher education in Malaysia. The colonial government responded by setting up 

commission after commission, as a delay tactics, possibly.

The first commission set up was the Commission o f Higher Education, under the chairmanship of 

Sir William McLean, in 1939 to study such requests and needs. The Commission in return, put 

forward their opinions that the time had not yet come for die establishment o f a  university. Instead, 

they recommended the amalgamation o f the existing King Edward VII College o f  Medicine and 

Raffles College into a university college as a  preliminary steps (Colonial Office 1939:90, cited from 

Robiah Sidin, 1980). However, the implementation was hindered by die outbreak o f the Second 

World War.

After the war, two new commissions were formed to study the possibility o f  setting up higher 

education in Malaysia. First, the committee under the chairmanship o f Justice Asquith was set up in 

1943. This commission was called the Commission o f Higher Education. Second, in 1947, a special 

Commission on University Education in Malaya was set up under the chairmanship o f Sir Alexander 

Carr-Saunders. There were opposite views on the concept o f  higher education to be formed. The 

1943 Committee recommended the evolutionary approach with the establishment o f a university 

college as a preliminary step. In contrast, the Carr-Saunders Commission recommended the
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immediate amalgamation o f King Edward VII College o f Medicine and Raffles College, and the 

granting o f university status to it (Carr-Saunders, 1961 cited from Robiah Sidin, 1980).

As a result, the recommendation by Carr-Saunders Commission was accepted. On October 8, 1949 

University o f  Malaya was established in Singapore, using English as the medium o f  instruction. 

Initially, the University o f Malaya had three faculties - Arts, Science and Medicine (including 

Dentistry and Pharmacy). Over the years, the development that took place, led to the establishment 

of studies in Education (1950), Engineering (1955), Law (1957), and Agriculture (1961).

In 1954, a Joint Committee o f the Governments o f die Federation o f Malaya and Singapore was set 

up to make recommendations for the future development o f higher education in both countries. The 

recommendation o f  the committee was that two universities would be needed because o f  the rapid 

growth in number o f  students, and one should be situated in Singapore, and the other in Kuala 

Lumpur.

On the eve o f independence in 1957, the Government o f the Federation o f Malaya and Singapore 

appointed a Commission under the chairmanship o f Sir Robert Aitken, the Vice-chancellor o f the 

University o f Birmingham. He was expected to review the constitution, working and finances o f the 

University o f  Malaya, Singapore, in light o f the experience and rapid expansion o f the last seven 

years, and o f  the prospective growth in the near future. Based on the findings he was also expected 

to make recommendations as to whether or not it was feasible to establish a new university in the 

Federation o f  Malaya capital, Kuala Lumpur (Albert H.Yee, 1995).

The main goals o f this proposed university were two folds. First, it was intended to make provision 

for an increasing demand for trained manpower, as a result o f the implementation o f a 

‘Malayanisation’ policy, i.e. the replacements o f  expatriates with Malayan, and the rapid 

development and expansion o f public and private sectors with the coming o f independence. Second, 

the proposed university had to meet the increasing demand for university places by rapidly growing 

school leavers and aptly qualified student population.

In light o f the Commissions report and the recommendation o f  the Joint Constitutional Committee 

appointed by the two governments legislation was passed in November 1958, making provisions for 

die establishment o f two autonomous divisions o f equal status o f die University o f  Malaya in each 

o f Singapore and Kuala Lumpur (Selvaratnam, 1985; Albert H.Yee, 1995)
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4.2.2. The Development o f Universities until 1984

In 1960, the independent government o f  the Federation o f Malaya, realising the absence o f  an 

exclusively national univ ersity within its own territorial boundary, decided that die autonomous 

Kuala Lumpur division o f the university should become the sole University o f Malaya. Similarly, 

the government o f Singapore decided that the Singapore division o f  the university should become 

the University o f Singapore.

in 1962, the independence government o f the Federation o f Malaya set up the Higher Education 

Planning Committee (HEPC). The aim o f the HEPC was to review the country’s higher education 

system and to charts its future direction. The Committee’s substantive recommendation was to create 

an overall ratio o f one university student to four college students to twenty secondary school 

students (1:4:20) To meet the priorities for the development o f agriculture and industry, the HEPC’s 

further recommended the supply ratio o f technological and scientific graduates be distributed such 

that 40 Arts to 30 Science and 30 Technology graduates (Marimuthu, 1984; Selvaratnam, 1992). 

These recommendations provided die initial push for the expansion and diversification. The New 

Economic Policy boosted the unprecedented expansion o f  the higher education system8.

In 1969, in accordance with the HEPC recommendations, Malaysia’s second university was 

established in the state o f Penang. Initially it was named as University o f Penang, later on it was 

renamed as University o f  Science Malaysia. At the beginning, University o f Science Malaysia goes 

on the route o f meritocracy, with the result that students and staff numbers does not reflects the 

ethnic compositions o f the country. Beginning in 1976, the government’s intervened by appointing a 

new vice-chancellor, Tun Hamdan Sheikh Tahir9, the former Director General o f Education, 

Ministry o f Education Malaysia, who had retired, to correct the ‘mistakes’ intended or unintended 

before 1976.

USM expanded rapidly and in 1971 took the initiative to offer the first off-compus academic 

programs in Malaysia. It had an initial student population o f 271 in 1970, which rose in 1973 to 

1,543 and in 1985 the number rose to 8,862 and it further rose to 12,576 in 1990, which included 

the off-campus enrollment. The courses offered were in the areas o f Science and Applied Sciences,

8After the implementation of NEP other universities were set up, namely Universiti Sains, Universiti
Kebangsaan, Universiti Pertanian, Universiti Teknologi, and Universiti Utara Mara Institute of Technology 
(ITM) was also expanded in term of student numbers and courses.
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Pharmaceutical Sciences, Building Sciences and Technology, Social Sciences, Humanities, Medical 

Sciences, and, Education (Mustapa Kassim, 1994).

In 1970, die National University o f Malaysia (Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia) was established in 

Kuala Lumpur, and from 1978 moved to Bangi, a new township, in the state o f  Selangor. This was 

the first university in the country, which adopted Bahasa Melayu as the medium o f  instruction in all 

die academic courses and the administration o f the university (Hans-Dieter Evers, 1997). This 

university was established as a result o f Malay intellectual demand for a truly ‘national7 university 

and overall changes in university administration.

Malaysia’s second Prime Minister, Tun Abdul Razak Hussein took a very keen interest in the 

establishment and development o f the university. According to many, the establishment o f the 

uni versity was the realisation o f his dream. As noted by Lim Teck Ghee (1995), this demand to give 

expression to Malay nationalist aspirations through a national university was not new. Traceable to 

the 1930s, it only became explosive in the 1960s when the admission problem o f  Malay students 

from the national secondary schools became urgent and Malay intellectuals began actively 

campaigning through the press and corridors o f political power (Lim Teck Ghee, 1995; Zainal 

Abidin Wahid, 19%).

Its student numbers rose rapidly from 169 in 1970 to 1,481 in 1973 to 10,220 in 1985 and in 1990 

the student numbers was 12,794. The courses offered are Medicine, Sciences, Economics, 

Management, Islamic Studies, Social Sciences and Humanities, Engineering, and Education.

In 1984, another new university, Northern University o f  Malaysia (Universiti Utara Malaysia) was 

established in Kedah, the northern state o f Peninsular Malaysia. This university is situated in the 

parliamentary constituency o f the fourth Prime Minister o f  Malaysia, Mahathir Mohamad. It offered 

courses in Accountancy, Economics, Business Management, Information Technology, and Public 

Administration. The aim o f this university is to produce graduates in the field o f  business and 

management.

in addition, in 1983, an International Islamic University (Univerisiti Islam Antarabangsa) was 

established in Kuala Lumpur. The purpose o f this university is to strengthen the cooperation and

9Tun Hamdan Sheikh Tahir is presently the Governor for the state of Penang.
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friendship between Islamic intellectuals, to provide facilities for developing knowledge from the 

Islamic perspectives, to provide facilities for Islamic studies and to trained skilled manpower for 

development within the framework o f Islamic principles. Through this university die government 

hope to materialise its aim o f Malaysia’s Islamisation programs. Initially, courses offered were 

Economics, Law, Revealed Knowledge, Education, and Engineering. The languages o f  instructions 

o f this university are Arabic and English (Lim Teck Ghee, 1995).

In 1971 and 1972 both the College o f Agriculture (opened in 1931) and Technical College (opened 

in 1925) were upgraded as University o f Agriculture Malaysia (Universiti Pertanian Malaysia) and 

University o f  Technology Malaysia (Universiti Teknologi Malaysia) respectively. Recently, March 

1997 (after my data collection) the Universiti Pertanian Malaysia was renamed as Universiti Putra 

Malaysia. “Putra” mean “Prince” after the name o f the first Prime Minister o f Malaysia, Tunku 

Abdul Rahman Putra.

A. Ethnic-Based Colleges

Besides the mentioned universities, there are three higher educational institutions that need to be 

mentioned because each institution caters for their own ethnic groups.

Firstly, MARA Institute o f Technology (Institut Teknologi MARA) established in 1967 in Petaling 

Jay a and Shah Alam, Selangor. Its aim was to provide higher educational opportunities for Malays 

and other indigenous populations from Sarawak and Sabah, especially from the rural areas. This 

institute is offering a very wide variety o f courses at Certificate, Diploma, Advanced Diploma and 

Degree levels in professional fields - Management, Law and Administration, Engineering and 

Technology, Hotel Catering and Business. It has been granted the status o f a university in 1996, and 

maintained its original structures and courses offered10. Most o f  the courses were affiliated with 

professional bodies abroad. Only Malays and Bumiputeras were admitted to this institute, because 

originally it was under MARA (Majlis Amanah Rakyat) or Councils o f  Trust for Indigenous 

Peoples. At present, Mara Institute o f  Technology has branches in every state in the Peninsula, and 

in Sarawak and Sabah (Ibrahim Abu Shah, 1987).

l0It has to maintain its original form and function because MARA was exclusively for the Bumiputeras. ff 
otherwise, MARA has to follow the national quotas of 55 percent Burnt and 45 percent Non-Bumi. In 1999,
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Secondly, Tunku Abdul Rahman College (TAR), which was established in 1969 in Kuala Lumpur. 

TAR College was initiated by MCA (Malayan Chinese Association), one o f the partners in the ruling 

National Front (Barisan Nasional) party11. Its establishment was to provide higher educational 

opportunities for the Chinese ethnic group in sciences, technology, commerce and business, 

accounting and arts. Similar to Mara Institute o f Technology, most o f the courses are professionals 

and affiliated with professional bodies abroad.

Thirdly, the Indians have their Tafe College situated in the state o f Negri Sembilan, which was 

initiated by MIC (Malayan Indian Congress), another component o f the ruling National Front 

(Barisan Nasional) party.

Similar to TAR College and Tafe College UMNO also decided to initiate a college through the co

operative wing o f the party die Koperasi Usaha Bersatu or United Co-operative in 1988. The 

college was named ITTAR or Institut Teknologi Tun Abdul Razak. In 1998 it was declared as 

UNITAR or Universiti Tun Abdul Razak a universities and hence it became one o f die first private 

university in the country.

B. Societal Expectations from  the University

Higher education, particularly universities were so greatly emphasised by the government that a 

substantial amount o f educational expenditure has been allocated12. There are three main functions 

o f university in Malaysia as noted by Selvaratnam (1980:12):

Firstly, universities is the reservoir and transmitter of knowledge. Malaysian universities, 
tends to emphasised more on teaching, particularly at the undergraduates. Secondly, the 
conceptualisation of knowledge, which derived from research and teaching in various

the Minister of Education announced that ITM would be granted the full university status in the year 2000. Its 
name would be changed to Universiti Teknologi MARA Malaysia.
11 Malay nationalists were very furious with Tunku Abdul Rahman Putra, Malaysia’s first Prime Minister 
because he approved the establishment of this college. Due to this, Malay nationalists gained momentum and 
pressured the government to establish Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia in 1971 and they also have successfully 
convinced the government to draft the Universities and University Colleges Act 1971. In fact on 17 March 
1971, Hussein Onn the then Minister of Education told the Parliament the purpose of this Act was to prevent 
private institutions to be established as universities or university colleges in the future without the prior consent 
o f the Ministry of Education.
J2This was due to the held belief of the government that Malays could only regain their position in the country 
through education As told by Ungku Aziz (1998:17) approximately one million Malays have benefited from 
the government educational programs during the period of NEP and up till now. Malays have been trained at 
tertiary levels either locally or abroad
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disciplines. Thirdly, the higher education institutions formally prepared and provided the 
society with tire necessary high-level manpower of a reasonably high caliber.

In other words, there are dual aims:- firstly, to produce liberally educated ‘all-rounder’ who could 

serve the growing public services, private sectors and the teaching professions, and, secondly, to 

produce a  core o f professionals, i.e. men and women with a  rigorous and specialised training in 

Medicine, Dentistry, Engineering, and Pharmacy to meet the growing needs o f die country.

One o f the interesting features o f Malaysian universities is the emphasis on the individual 

development not only for the preparation o f student’s entry into the higher professions. In terms o f 

student’s individual development the aim o f the university education is to enlarged the sphere o f 

interest, to sharpen sensibility, to quicken perceptivity and to deepen sympathy (Marimuthu, 1984).

Ungku Aziz (1998) iterates that through university education Malays have regained their confidence 

and understand that their backwardness was not due to stupidity as told by the colonialists, but 

because o f lade o f opportunity. In fact, he said that the present development o f the Malays were due 

to the universities which have opened their doors for Malay students. Tun Abdul Razak Hussein 

(1972) was concerned with the training o f the graduate to  meet the societal demands and hence the 

universities should give equal attention to the social development o f the individual. Tun Abdul 

Razak Hussein stated that, “the duty o f a university is to teach wisdom, not just trade, to mould 

character and not merely teach technicalities (Tun Abdul Razak Hussein, 1972).

Ungku Aziz felt that the students should not only be taught useful, knowledgeable and practical 

intellectual skills, but they should also be provided with “rich opportunities for relevant, cultural, 

social, political and physical experiences that will prepare them for the destined tasks as workers in 

national development (Ungku Aziz, 1972). The discussion so far suggests that the university does 

not stand isolated as an ivory tower in the midst o f social change but has become an important agent 

o f change contributing directly to social development.

From the above discussion, one could understand that the development o f higher education in 

Malaysia was rapid after the May 13, 1969 racial incidents. The educational policy o f the 

government after 1970 was to increase Malay participation in tertiary education in accordance with 

the Malay proportion o f the population. To achieve the target o f Malay participation, the entire
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higher educational administration was changed from a relatively autonomous system prior to 1969 

to a state-controlled system (Lim Teck Ghee, 1995).

Thus, the Ministry o f Education assumed full control over the general policy direction o f higher 

education in the country, covering not just financing but also staff recruitment and promotion, 

curricula, medium o f instruction and student enrollment (Lim Teck Ghee, 1995; Molly Lee, 1997). 

As shall be discuss later, after 1970 the element o f affirmative action were implemented by the 

government through its intervention strategies in Malaysian higher education.

4.3. THE ROUTES TO MALAYSIAN UNIVERSITIES

This section looked briefly at the Malaysian education system, particularly the levels of 

examinations that have to be taken by the students prior to entering university. The structure o f 

formal education in Malaysia is a 6-3-2-2 pattern, which represents the Primary, Lower Secondary, 

Upper Secondary, and the Pre-University levels, respectively.

43.1. The Primary Sehools

Children enter primary schools when they reach the age o f seven. Education at this level is free, but 

not compulsory. The medium o f instruction is provided in one o f the three languages, namely, 

Bahasa Melayu, Mandarin, and Tamils. The Bahasa Melayu as the medium o f instruction is placed 

in the National Primary School (Sekolah Rendah Kebangsaan), die Mandarin and the Tamil is 

placed in the National Type Primary School (Sekolah Rendah Jenis Kebangsaan). The primary 

school enrollment is around 96 percent, in almost every villages and towns there were primary 

schools, even in the remotes villages there is primary schools and sometimes there is cluster primary 

schools, which means that pupils from more than one villages is place in one primary school and 

there is a boarding called the ‘Asrama Desa' (Village Boarding School).

The core subjects in the primary schools are Bahasa Melayu, English, Mathematics, Science and 

Technology, Islamic Religious Knowledge (for the National Primary Schools), in the National Type 

Primary Schools are Bahasa Melayu, English, Mandarin /  Tamils, Mathematics, Science and 

Technology, Moral Education. Upon completion o f primary schooling, in year sixth, the pupils sit 

for the UPSR, Ujian Penilaian Sekolah Rendah (Primary School Assessment Test).
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For the Malay pupils, this test has a great meaning, because die best among than can pursue their 

secondaiy schooling in die ‘Sekolah Berasrama Penuh ’ (Fully Residential Elite School)13. But for 

die non-Malays, it has no meaning, because however good they were, they still have to enter the day 

secondaiy schools.

43.2 . The Lower Secondaiy Schools

At the age o f thirteen, on completion o f primary school, the pupils proceed to die Lower Secondaiy 

Schools. For the pupils who has gone through die National Primary Schools, proceed to Form One, 

while pupils from National Type Primary Schools, where the medium o f instructions is either 

Mandarin or Tamil are admitted to Remove Class for a year before proceeding to Form One. The 

purpose o f die Remove Class is to enable the pupils to acquire sufficient proficiency in Bahasa 

Melayu, which has been the medium o f instruction in all secondary schools since 1976.

Actually, six years o f primary schooling in vernacular languages was a tradition from the colonial 

days and it also applies to Remove Classes. As noted by Watson (1979:21) the general principle o f 

British colonial policy, was that as far as possible primary education should be offered in the 

vernacular for different ethnic groups. This was stated in die Report o f the Calcutta University 

Mission o f 1919:

A man’s native speech is almost like his shadow, inseparable from his personality ... It is 
through our vernacular, through our folk speech that most of us attain to the characteristic 
expression of our nature and of what our nature allows us to be or to discern (Watson,
1979:21).

The pupils will be in the lower secondary schooling for three years. At the end o f third year, that is 

in Form Three the pupils sit for die Sijil Rendah Pelajaran ’(Lower Certificate o f Education) and 

since 1993 it is known as Peniiaian Menengah Rendah (Lower Secondary Assessment). Since 1993, 

all pupils were allowed to enter Form Four in die Upper Secondary classes. But, the pupils were 

streamed to Science, Technical, and Arts. At this point, the government has increased the schooling 

age from 15 to 17 years old.

,3To be chosen into the Sekolah Berasrama Penuh is of great advantage because of the quality of education 
received by the students: smaller class size, discipline, 100 percent passing rate, scholarships, qualified
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4.3.3. The Upper Secondary Schools

The best students are stream©! to sciences and technical, whereby they will be taking pure sciences 

subjects in the most important examination, ‘Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia ’ (Malaysian Certificate o f 

Education). A minority will be channeled into the arts stream. Those who could not pursue in one o f 

die stream will be channeled into the vocational. Again for the Malays, this Lower Certificate o f 

Education examination is the gateway to prestigious fully residential elite schools or to the MARA 

Junior Science Colleges. Once in this institution, they for sure will have the chance to win the 

scholarship to pursue their studies abroad after completing their two years in upper secondary 

schools and sat the Malaysian Certificate o f Education examination.

Upper secondary covers a period o f two years form four and form five. The students are streamed 

into different tracks in the upper secondary schooling in a more specialised form o f general 

education. Almost 93 percent o f the total upper secondary students were in the day secondary 

schools. A small fraction o f 7 percent o f the fortunate few and all o f them are Malays are located 

into the prestigious fully residential elite schools. The results o f Malaysian Certificate o f Education 

were relatively better than the day secondary schools.

Through the fiilly residential elite schools, the government hoped to germinate best Malay students 

to challenge the majority o f Chinese in die day secondary schools. Nevertheless, these schools are 

criticised as just a "symbols’ and a complete waste o f public money just for the benefits o f the few 

(Tzannatos, 1991). However, on the part o f the Ministry o f Education they maintain©! that the main 

aim o f the schools is to trickle the benefits o f good education to the creme de la creme o f the 

Malays. At the end o f the two years course, these students sit for the Malaysian Certificate of 

Education examination.

4.3.4. The Pre-University Classes

Based on the Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia results, students were selected for the two-year course at the 

Pre-University classes or commonly known as Sixth Form and the Matriculation courses. Only for 

University o f Technology Malaysia, the entry qualification is an excellence result in the Malaysian 

Certificate o f Education, in science and technology, were admitted into the university. Students with

teachers, and administered by a special unit in the Schools Division, Ministry of Education There are 28 fully 
residential elite secondary schools in Malaysia. The emphasised is towards science and technology.
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relatively good results in the Malaysian Certificate o f Education, grade one and two were admitted 

into die government’s schools for Sixth Form for another two years. At the end o f the two years, 

they will sit for the 67/7/ Tinggi Persekolahan Malaysia conducted by the Examination Council, 

Ministry o f Education Malaysia.

Malay students with a very good grade in the Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia, especially in the sciences, 

were admitted to die Matriculation scheme, attached to the university. The Matriculation scheme 

(Razali Arof, 1985; Molly Lee, 1997) was introduced by die Ministry o f Education Malaysia as a 

response from die previously Dropout Study 1973 (Kajian Keciciran, 1973). The Matriculation 

scheme was established to cater for Malay students who passed their Malaysian Certificate o f 

Education with reasonably good grade. Their educational program were specific, to prepare students 

for education at the university level. At the end o f one or two years (some university the program 

were only one year, and some were two) students in the Matriculation scheme sat for the 

Matriculation Examination conducted by the university concerned.

4.3.5. The Implications o f Schooling

In a society where the educational credentials to a large extent determine a person’s employment 

opportunities and his social mobility, the effectiveness o f the educational system tends to be 

measured by the results on die national examinations for the UPSR, SRP, SPM, and STPM14. The 

academic reputation o f an individual school tends to be judged by the overall success o f its students 

in these examinations, as well as the number and proportion o f grade ones and distinctions in 

subjects such as English, Mathematics, Biology, Physics, and Chemistry. It is a phenomenon in 

Malaysia recently to count success in school by die number o f A’s in those mentioned subjects.

These public examinations are used as a basis for selecting students for higher education and 

employment. In the world o f employment, school’s credentials often determine the person’s first 

employment and his initial salary (Chan, 1975; Jasbir Saijit Singh, 1980). The competition for jobs 

as well as for places in the post-secondary educational institution relied heavily on the examination

14 UPSR (Upon Peuilaian Sekolah Rendah) or Primary School Assessment Test taken at the age of 12 years 
old / at the end of year six in the Primary School PMR (Penilaian Menengah Rendah) or Lower Secondary 
Assessment taken at the age of 15 years / at the end of 3 years in the lower secondary. SPM (Sijil Pelajaran 
Malaysia) or Malaysian Certificate of Education taken at the age of 17 / at the end of two years in the upper 
secondary STPM (Sijil Tinggi Persekolahan Malaysia) or Higher School Certificate taken at the age of 19 
years old / at the end of two years at the Pre-University Classes.
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system. Thus, die public examinations like SPM and STPM were the means o f legitimizing 

educational criteria for status achievement and for the maintenance o f the educational system as the 

primary means o f regulating mobility. Based on these reasons, die educational system tends to 

become the focal point o f ethnic competition for scarce rewards in the society*

Studies done by Leong Yin Ching (1992) on educational and occupational aspirations and job 

expectations o f secondary school leavers in one o f the rural district in Malaysia revealed that 54.4 

percent o f die school-leavers aspired to a university education. A total o f 18.8 percent desired to join 

a  teachers’ college, while 10.2 percent wanted to enroll for courses at die MARA Institute of 

Technology, 5 percent aspired to join the Tunku Abdul Rahman College, 4.1 percent o f the students 

wished to join polytechnics and 5.9 percent o f the secondary school leavers did not know what their 

educational aspirations were. Table 4.1 presented an interesting phenomenon, the Malays were more 

aspired compared to the non-Malays to pursue their studies to university (Leong, 1992; MohcLZubil 

Bahak, 1997; Ungku Aziz, 1998).

Table 4.1
Educational A spirations o f Secondary School Leavers by Ethnicity

Educational Aspirations Malay Chinese Indian Total
University 62.6% 35.9% 50.0% 54.4%
Teachers’ College 16.3% 24.4% 15.3% 18.1%
Polytechnics 1.2% 9.2% 8.3% 4.1%
MARA Institute o f Technology 11.3% 6.1% 12.5% 10.2%
Tunku Abdul Rahman College 3.0% 9.9% 5.6% 5.0%
None of the above 0.6% 4.6% 5.6% 2.3%
Do not know 5.0% 9.9% 2.8% 5.9%

100%(337) 100%(13l) 100%(72) I00%(540)
Source: Formulated from the findings of Leong Yin Ching (1992)

This shows that majority o f Ihe Malay students know that they shall have a much more chances o f 

entering die universities because o f the government support. Those Chinese and Indians who aspired 

to go to MARA Institute o f Technology may not be informed that this institute is meant only for the 

Malays. Whereas Tunku Abdul Rahman College though dominated by the Chinese but admitted a 

minority o f Malay and Indian students. Malay students were less likely to choose Polytechnics 1.2 

percent compared to 9.2 percent Chinese and 8.3 percent Indians, this were due to their weaknesses 

in science subjects and mathematics.
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As noted by Watson (1977), Leong (1992), Mohd.Zubil Bahak (1997) and Ungku Aziz (1998) 

shows that die high educational aspirations o f die Malays were based on economic, political and 

psychological factors. Malay students were given very generous scholarships by the government and 

certain private sectors. For the Malays who have the academic ability to pursue further education, 

finance is often not a serious obstacle.

Leong Yin Ching (1992) also reported that 75.4 percent o f the Malays responded in die positive 

compared with 54.2 percent o f Indians and 49.6 percent Chinese regarding their chance o f getting a 

scholarship. Chinese students on the other hand felt negative about getting the scholarship, 48.9 

percent felt they would not be able to get a scholarship, compared to 45.8 percent Indians and a 

relatively low 24.3 percent for die Malays.

To conclude the above discussion it suffices to say that it took thirteen years with four national 

examinations to get through before gaining admission into the university. Such a long way, and 

intricacy has to be faced by those who have the aspiration to go to the university. Among the three 

ethnic groups, it seems that the Malays were highly aspired to go to the university. The aspiration 

seems possible after 1970s, because o f the help rendered by the pro-Malay government.

One should admit that the considerable upward mobility achieved by the Malays were largely 

through government assistance. It is what Bock (1970) and Gordin Selat (1971) have called 

‘sponsored mobility’. Notdin Selat (1971) described the phenomenon:

It is dear that for the Malays, the dreams for self-advancement are dreams which take many 
years to materialise - for some these dreams are suddenly ended because they are not 
successful in securing admission into the university. For the rest, their dreams will not 
become a reality unless the government gives them assistance. Thus, it is important to 
remember that for the Malays, upward mobility is a ‘sponsored mobility’ - a mobility which 
is assisted.

Malays still dependence on government assistance due to their economic and social conditions, in 

fact, Mahathir once said that Malays still need a walking stick to walk their way because they could 

not afford to stand on their own feet without the help o f the government (Frank Ching, 1995). Bock

(1970) and Abu Bakar Hashim etal (1997) founds that 60 percent o f the Malay pupils in secondary 

schools were from low to medium-low socio-economic backgrounds. The percentage o f Chinese and 

Indian pupils from similar social groups was much smaller. In other words, Malays from lower
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socio-economic backgrounds had a much better chance o f reaching secondary school and hence to 

the tertiary level than the non-Malay peons, because o f die ‘sponsored mobility’.

4.4. POLITICAL INTERVENTION IN HIGHER EDUCATION

May 13, 1969 tragedy changed the direction o f social policy in Malaysia, particularly the education 

policy. Until 1969, Malaysia had only one university, that is the University o f Malaya, Kuala 

Lumpur. The background o f the changes that took place was the declaration o f a state o f emergency 

after the tragedy. The whole administration o f the country was in die hands o f National Operations 

Council (NOC) ot  Majlis Gerakan Negara (MAGERAN).

The NOC was formed on May 14, 1969 as a result o f a directive from the Yang DiPertuan Agong 

(The Paramount Ruler). The NOC, formed in die aftermath o f die riots was Malay-dominated (Lim 

Teck Ghee, 1995) and the function o f the NOC to restore law and order was enormous, because it 

replaced the representative government or the parliament According to Wan Hashim (1983:83) the 

period o f NOC rule was:

One of consolidation and reorganisation where “the administration of things” as well as “the 
government of persons” were both undertaken, the latter having been absent in the pre-1969 
years. In “the government of persons”, there was the establishment of a National 
Consultative Council (NCC) whereby anthropologists, sociologists, political scientists and 
others were consulted to look into the problem of communal relations in the country. In “the 
administration of things” especially in matters pertaining to socio-economic development, the 
governments sought the aid of economists and planners more extensively than it had done in 
the past.

The ultimate aim o f the NOC was to integrate die ethnic communities and to developed the human 

capital in die country, particularly that o f the Malays.

THE IMMEDIATE POLITICAL INTERVENTION

4.4.1. The Majid Report (1971)

NOC blamed the bloody riots on die socio-economic disparities between die Malays and the non- 

Malays (especially die Chinese) and faulted among other things the British-model higher education 

system (as found in the University o f Malaya) for contributing to racial economic imbalance and 

lack o f national unity.
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Based on these understanding the NOC appointed a committee to study the campus life o f students 

in University o f Malaya. The chairman o f die commission was Abdul Majid bin Ismail, and the 

report is sometimes known as Majid Report (1971). The Report (1971) brought out interesting 

points with regard to the development o f higher education in the country. Although Majid Report

(1971) had been said as bias in favour o f Malays it did expose the fate o f Malay education at the 

tertiary level.

Majid Report (1971) which studied the case o f the University o f Malaya 1969 revealed that an 

extreme ethnic imbalance existed in the student population. The committee also showed the 

imbalance among ethnic groups in courses, Malays concentrated in die Arts 94 percent (1959/60) 

and 85 percent (1964/65). In comparison, the majority o f the non-Malays were in the sciences 59.4 

percent (1959/60) and 56.1 percent (1964/65).

The Majid Report (1971) recommended that the racial composition o f the University o f Malaya and 

each faculty should reflect die racial composition o f the country; particularly in the faculties under

represented by Malays. Every effort should be made to attract Malays to read courses that so far had 

been neglected by them. To achieve this, other than academic criteria should be used to admit rural 

students; and scholarships should be used to alter the racial imbalance in science faculties. In fact, 

looking carefully at the Majid Report (1971) a lot o f benefits have been poured to the Malays, 

especially the quota, other criteria rather than academic, and scholarship. Furthermore, the 

implementation o f Bahasa Melayu as a medium o f instruction and for the administration has again 

helped the Malays.

Recommendation from die Majid Report (1971) led to the formulation o f strategies for wider 

government intervention into higher education - such as the Universities and University Colleges Act 

o f 1971 which deal with the University’s Constitution and its Amendment in 1975 (Raghavan, 1975; 

Molly Lee, 1997). In particular, Majid Report (1971) commented on die Constitution o f the 

University o f Malaya, which die committee’s view:

It is a feet that the present Constitution of the University o f Malaya was largely a 
reproduction of the Constitution of the University of Malaya 1949, recommended by the 
Carr-Saunders Commission, which in turn was more or less based on the English university 
model. Though it had the status of a national university, the Constitution itself was very 
much a legacy o f the colonial era. The provisions in the Constitution did not reflect the 
national character of the University. (Abdul Majid bin Ismail, 1971:10).
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4.4.2. University and University Colleges Act (1971)

In 1971, the Universities and University Colleges Act was introduced by Tun Hussein Oim then 

Minister o f Education and later on in 1976 he became the third Prime Minister o f Malaysia. As 

noted by Selvaratnam (1985), this Act was comprehended within the framework o f constitution and 

policy reform which was considered to be more appropriate for a ‘fragile’ multi-ethnic society, in 

which disparate aspirations o f the population, particularly o f the majority Bumipuiera community 

had to be met (Mooly Lee, 1997). Molly Lee (1997:197) further illustrates the governance o f all 

Malaysian universities and she said:

The governance of all universities and colleges comes under a common legislative framework 
known as the Universities and University Colleges Act o f 1971. This Act stipulates that no 
university shall be established except in accordance with the provision of this Act. Under this 
Act, the government has full authority over student enrolments, staff appointments, curricula 
and financing.

Following the introduction o f Universities and Uni varsity Colleges Act, 1971, the Minister o f 

Education is given full responsibility for the direction o f higher education and its administration. 

This is in line with the comments made in the All ran Monthly (January 1984:7), “The Act by its very 

nature concentrates power at the top echelon o f the universities. Decision-making is very centralised. 

Important academic matters are determined by a few, and decisions are handed down to the rest”

4.4.3. The Establishment o f Central Universities Unit

In die Ministry o f Education, a Higher Education Division was established to coordinate the 

administration o f higher education policy. Under this division, die most important unit in the context 

o f this study is the Unit Pusat Universiti (UPU) or Central Universities Unit15. The function o f this 

Unit is to process applications for admission into local universities and other institutions o f higher 

learning. In this the admission were based on the provision in Article 153 o f the Constitution, which 

mean reserving for Malays and other natives o f Sarawak and Sabah a reasonable proportion o f 

places in higher education. The ‘reasonable proportions’ defined by the Minister o f Education as the 

proportion o f ethnic composition o f the population.

15All public universities do not choose their students, instead all admissions to universities come under the 
responsibility of this unit.
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! All die six universities chosen for this study did not release the actual percentage of students’

| composition, nor do they release the list o f students’ name. When asked, the officer in charge

I revealed to the author about die regulation and its undo* die Official Secret Act (OS A). In addition, it

was also stipulated under the Universities and University Colleges Act 1971, Part IV, Section 47, 

that Universities have to admit students who are awarded scholarships out o f public funds, provided 

they have the necessary qualifications, a provision to be waived only with the approval o f die 

Minister o f Education (Malaysia, Laws o f Malaysia, 1971, Act 30). This also applies to Malays and 

other Rumiputera because majority o f Malays received the state, federal or other government agency 

scholarship.

4.4*3. University and University Colleges Act (1975) Amendment

In 1975, an amendment was made to die Universities and University Colleges A ct The amendment 

to the 1971 Act was proposed by Mahathir when he was the Minister o f Education. His proposal 

was to counter the outbreak o f massive students’ demonstrations in 1974. The amendment further 

strengthened die position o f Malays in the Uni varsities. To safeguard ‘Malay Interest’, members o f 

I the university councils were represented by heads o f government departments, which is majority

Malays. Their role in the council was to safeguard Malay interest and to check the overall running o f 

die university, in terms o f student intake, staff intakes and promotions. Part o f the strategies o f 

placing the head o f government departments were:

To increase enrollment among the Malays and other bumipuieras in areas where they are in 
short supply in line with the overall manpower needs and the long-term objectives of 
restructuring the racial composition of employment in professional, technical and managerial 
occupation (Malaysia, 1.976. Third Malaysia Plan, 1976-80).

In the running o f die universities in Malaysia, the government has a very strong hold because the 

highest authority is the Majlis (Council). The chairman o f the Majlis have to report the outcomes o f 

the meeting to the Minister o f Education, because the chairman himself being appointed by him. The 

Council is the body responsible for die policies and decisions relating to non-academic matters 

within each university. Then the Senat (Senate) is the body which controls academic matters, 

including instruction, research, examination, and rewarding o f degrees, diplomas and certificates 

(Malaysia, Universities and University Colleges Act 1971, Part III, Section 2). Routine 

administration o f the university falls under the jurisdiction o f die Vice-chancellor and his deputies 

(Academic, Student-Affairs, and Development), the Registrar and the Bursar. In Malaysia, all these 

important positions are in die hands o f the Malays (Molly Lee, 1997).
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Thus, the government’s intervention in the higher education as response to the New Economic 

Policy were varied - from the actual policy (UUCA, 1971 and Amendment 1975) to the medium o f 

instructions, staffing and to die definition o f die ‘university’s culture’. By ‘university’s culture’, it 

means the patterns o f student activities, staff activities, and a day in a life o f its members. All these 

were in the hands o f Malays. As observed by Selvaratnam (1985:493), “The higher education 

system went through a process o f indigenisalion in its form and character to meet the nation 

aspirations,” In other words, by 1980s, Malaysian universities, while retaining many o f die features 

o f mainstream British higher education institutions, can be said to have moved to de facto Malay- 

dominated nationalistic-oriented system (Lim Teck Ghee, 1995). Hence, through the indigenisalion 

or Pemelayuan made by the Malay-led government had opened the opportunity for larger number o f 

Malays to participate in die institution, either as students or employees.

4.5. EDUCATION AFTER THE IMPLEMENTATION O F THE NEW ECONOMIC 
POLICY

THE LEGACY O F THE POLITICAL INTERVENTION

Beginning from 1970 there were serious intervention strategies introduced by the government in an 

attempt to equalize educational and economic opportunity by various kinds o f reverse-discrimination 

approaches (Seth Spaulding and Shuib bin Hussain, 1989). There were various strategies used by the 

government, but the discussion in this part will be concentrating on several strategies appropriate in 

the analysis o f tertiary education environment. The strategies are:

0) implementation of the National Education Policy, particularly the use of Bahasa M dayu as
the medium of instruction;

(H) rigorous effort o f democratising the education by setting up more Sixth Form Centers and
the Matriculation Programs;

(iii) the introduction of quota stytem for university’s entrance;
(iv) awards o f scholarships;
(v) training scheme for Malay academic staffs;
(vi) university’s socio-cuhurai climate; and
(vii) the remedial programs for Malay students.

4.5.1. Bah as a Mdayu as die M edium o f Instruction

The fundamentals o f the National Education Policy were agreed upon before independence 1957, 

but the implementation was delayed so as to socialise the citizens, particularly the non-Malays with 

the state o f new independence nation. Although it was stated in the Constitution o f 1957, Article 152
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o f which stated that Malay language was to replace English as the national language (Bahasa 

Kebangsaan), but the implementation was not immediate. The process was to be gradual until 1967, 

but again it was delayed until 1971, when the National Education Policy was finally implemented. 

Malay Language (Bahasa Melayu) or for that matter any language is a very important element in 

the life o f a nation:

Language is an essential means of communication and when the language in question is also 
the mother-tongue, it is also the most important formative influences in moulding the 
intellect as well as the character of the child. Indeed it is a powerful instrument by which not 
only individuais may express their personality, but groups may also identify their collective 
consciousness (Francis Wong Hoy Kee, 1973: 114).

For Malaysia, the national language has become synonymous with the development o f nationhood, 

this has been expressed by the first Prime Minister o f Malaysia, Tunku Abdul Rahman Putra:

It is only right that as a developing nation we should want to have a language of our own. . .If 
the national language is not introduced c h i t  country will be devoid o f a unified character and 
personality - as 1 could put it, a nation without a soul and without life (Noss, 1967: 12 
quoted from Francis Wong Hoy Kee, 1973).

The campaign o f Bahasa Jiwa Bangsa (Language as the Soul o f the Nation) which began in 1967 

gathers not much support from the non-Malays, because the non-Malays prefers die dominance of 

English, because English was a nobody’s language in the country. Whereas, Bahasa Melayu is the 

language o f the Malays. The Malays, however, have a different views, because “English came to be 

regarded not only as the language o f colonial domination, but also, after independence, as an 

obstacle to the educational, social and economic advance o f the majority o f the MaJays.”(Chai Hon- 

Chan, 1971: 61). As a result o f the determination o f the Malay nationalists to replace the dominant 

position o f English by Bahasa Melayu has been fraught with racial and political overtones that have 

threatened die very fabric o f society.

The slowness o f the move to Malayanisation in the education system were much profiting die non- 

Malays, because die number o f Malays in upper secondary school and at tertiary level was low. The 

non-Malays were disturbed by die government move to launch die Malay language policy, because 

they had always done so well in English medium education and dominated the universities. It was 

this latter point that angered die Malay extremists since they argued that they were economically 

poor because they were educationally ‘ under-represented’ at this level (Watson, 1980). One writer 

accused the government o f diverting from its original plan to help the Malay community and 

stressed that:
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It is very necessary for the government to provide for greater opportunities to students from 
the national (Malay) schools. And this depends upon the value placed on the Malay 
language. As long as Malay is not truly made the sole official language and made a condition 
for government jobs, government scholarships and for admission into government colleges, it 
would be difficult for government policy to assist Malays to succeed. (Zamal Abidin Wahid, 
1968).

The language issue is a very sensitive because the non-Malays really feel uncomfortable with the 

status o f Bahasa Melayu. This has been voiced by Lim Teck Ghee (1995:79) when he said, “With 

the limited success at locally-generated knowledge, hasty measures to discard the use o f English as 

the medium o f instruction in favor o f the national language have further aggravated the problem o f 

lowered standards.” Basham (1983:71) noted the attitude o f the non-Malay students with regard to 

the language policy, and he said:

Effects of the government’s implementation of Bahasa Malaysia, more than the goal of 
linguistic unity per se, have incurred resentment among non-Malays. Although few students 
question the desirability of the eventual establishment of a common national language, many 
non-Malay university students would opt for English as the national language were it not for 
the government’s nonnegotiable decision that Malay should become the language of 
Malaysia’s citizens.

At the initial stage, the non-Malays commented on die inefficiency o f the language for academic 

purposes:

What good is Malay when there are almost no textbooks in it and all scientific and technical 
words are borrowed from English” and “The Malays only want to force us to leam Malay so 
they can pass us in [their command of] English” are sentiments expressed by Chinese 
students and commonly held among non-Malays.

4.5.2. Sixth Form and Matriculation Programs

The most striking educational discrimination in favour o f Malays, however, has taken place at 

tertiary level (Watson, 1980). As a matter o f preparation, the government restructured the Sixth 

Form education so that it does not form die elitist structure like before. Previously, Sixth Form was 

die apex o f the school structure were characterised by rigid criterion, such as only the top cream 

(those who managed to get grade one in the School Certificate) were admitted to the program, 

passed the Sixth Form Enhance Examination, and, only offered by the premier schools (usually 

located in die urban areas).
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After 1970s, those rigid criterion were lifted, for the Malays, a grade two in Malaysian Certificate o f 

Education could enter Sixth Form, the Sixth Form Entrance Examination were abolished, and the 

Sixth Form classes were well distributed throughout die country. Beside that, every states in 

Malaysia established their own State Foundations (Yayasan Negeri), which among other things 

established their own Sixth Form centres and provides aids - accommodation, food, and pocket- 

money for the rural boys and girls to continue their studies after Form Five. Usually, the centers run 

by the State Foundations caters for those who were unable to continue their studies in the 

government secondary schools. The normal channels o f admission to Malaysian universities were 

through the Higher School Certificate (Sijil Tinggi Persekolahan Malaysia). There were two 

streams, Arts and Sciences, and the course took two years - Iowa- sixth form and upper sixth form.

In Malaysia, as in other countries, economic and social mobility are very dependent on the education 

system, and since die examination system is an effective instrument for regulating mobility, any 

change in die language media, was bound to effect the performance o f die students. Before the 

implementation o f national education policy, and the core being the used o f Malay language as the 

medium o f instruction, the non-Malays benefited the most because they were competence in 

English. By die changes it seem that die Malays would be the benefactors.

Accordingly, it had been estimated that 45 percent increase in time spent in formal education - i.e. 

16 years (6 years in primary, 3 years lower secondary, 2 years upper secondary, 2 years in the sixth 

form, and, 3 years in the university) instead o f ‘9’ or 41U years - is likely to lead to a startling 

increase in salary o f400 percent (Seth Spaulding and Shuib bin Hussain, 1989). Thus, by the use o f 

Malay language and much easier access to Sixth Form, the Malays seem to benefit further from the 

system, and this has reduced Malay frustrations because it has narrows die gap o f economic 

inequalities between die Malays and the non-Malays. As one observer has put it:

The redefinition of the national school system to give prominence to the Malay medium of 
instruction and the recent efforts at engineering student enrolments represents the most 
comprehensive and direct attempts by the Malay governing elites to raise the social and 
economic status of Malays through education (Chee, 1978:38 quoted from Seth Spaulding 
and Shuib bin Hussain, 1989).

Following the publication o f Dropout Study 1973 (Kajian Keciciran 1973), another educational 

program was also establisited in Malaysia, the Matriculation Program. The major findings o f the
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study tend to confirm the general beliefs about the direct relationship between socio-economic 

backgrounds o f students and their rates o f enrollment at schools. It is stated that:

It has often been postulated that the rates of enrollment are affected by the prosperity of 
parents. The more wealthy the parents, the longer the child stays in school, and the converse, 
the less wealthy the parents, the more likely the child to dropout of school. In short, 
enrollment is affected by the relative financial capacity of the parents... (Dropout Study,
1973:6)

This Matriculation program16 was intended to increase the academic performance o f the rural 

students not at the secondary school level but at the post-secondary pre-university level, i.e. before 

their entrance to universities (Razah Arof, 1985). This program is known as Program Matrikulasi 

(Matriculation Program), a joint effort by the university and die Ministry o f Education, later on by 

MARA (Majlis Amanah Rakyal or Council o f Trust for the Indigenous People) in the various 

MARA Junior Science Colleges (Maktab Rendah Sains MARA). Matriculation in Malaysia is 

specifically designed for the Malays, and takes place primarily in the university whose degree 

courses the student would eventually entered.

It is another exclusive and expensive route to tertiary education for the Malays and its importance 

had increased in the recent years. Initially, matriculation programs were only to cater for the 

sciences, medicine, and engineering courses, but, beginning in the middle o f 1980s, the courses in 

die matriculation were extended to the applied arts - Economics, Management, Accountancy, Law, 

and Information Technology. Hie main aim o f die educational authorities introducing the 

matriculation program was because o f the difficulty o f Malay students to get through the Higher 

School Certificate Examination and the inadequacy o f die sixth form courses to cater for the 

university’s needs. As commented by Tzarmatos (1991: 191):

Matriculation is expensive, because it is mostly residential and is provided by the universities 
where per student costs are 10 times more expensive than ordinary secondary schools. The 
provision of secondary education by the universities is not really common in other countries 
ami this shows the commitment of the Malaysian authorities to pursue social objectives to a 
considerable extent irrespective of financial implications.

16The establishment of this program has caused different access route to university education. Malay and other 
Bumipuiera students sit for the Matriculation examinations which are set by each of the universities for their 
own pre-university classes. While the non-Malay students sit for the Sijil Tinggi Pelajaran Malaysia 
(Malaysian Higher School Certificate) which is set by the Malaysian Examination Council. Needless to say, 
there is a great discrepancy in the academic quality of the students that are admitted to the universities based 
on these two kinds of examinations.
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4.5.3. The Introduction o f Ethnic Quotas for University Admission

The Minishy o f Education has set up the Central University Admission Unit (Unit Pusat Universiti) 

which is responsible for processing student applications to various universities- In Article 153 o f die 

Constitution, allows for reservation o f spaces in educational institutions in the event that there are 

not enough spaces for all qualified applicants (Suffian et.al., 1978). As commented by Tzannatos 

(1991:183), “Turning the selection criteria at tertiary level, die issue is a black box outside the upper 

tiers o f the Ministry o f Education with the exception o f ethnic ratios-” So far, there is no explicit 

policy paper or other document on the provisions o f die quota policy in higher education in 

Malaysia has ever become public domain. It is, nevertheless, commonly understood or widely 

suspected that the quota system has applied not only with respect to race but also with respect to a 

number o f other considerations. In any case, consistent with New Economic Policy objectives, the 

target Malay share among uni varsity entrants was set initially (early 1970s) at 75 percent.

The first criteria o f the quota is base on ethnicity, and die second quota criterion which applies to 

socio-economic background. It is not clear to what this criterion refers and to what extent it is 

independent o f the ethnic one. Perhaps it relates more to regional factors (rural-urban; East-coast- 

West-coast; East-Maiaysia-West-Malaysia) than to anything else, despite the fact that the regional 

distribution o f the population is highly related to ethnicity.

The third consideration applies with respect to the non-academic characteristics o f students who 

enter higher education. This relates to the evaluation by die authorities o f die services o f applicants 

in the fulfillment o f national objectives and in the criterion o f the country’s international reputation 

(for example, athletes or officers o f certain organizations). As in the case o f the entrance basal on 

regional factors, the percentage o f students who enter higher education via this proviso is unknown.

4.5.4. The Awards o f Scholarships, Bursaries, and Loans

In trying to address the problems o f inequalities in the educational opportunities o f the rural people, 

the Malaysian government has for some years given preference to students from rural areas in the 

provision o f scholarships. Provision o f scholarships and subsidies to students from the lower-income 

groups, which favour the Malays based on the assumption that there is a relationship between 

income, enrollment and achievement AH else being equal, students from the upper-income groups 

have a greater opportunity o f access and success than those from the low-ineome groups. In
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Malaysia it is clear that scholarships were awarded on the basis o f ethnicity, not merit. This has been 

noted by Mehmet and Hoong (1985:198):

A unique characteristic of the Malaysian scholarship programme is that it is restricted on 
ethnic criteria; thus, government scholarships are intended to give substance to the special 
rights of the Malays, written into the Malaysian Constitution...

Almost 80 percent o f the total scholarships are awarded to the Malays and the remainder to non- 

Malays (Spaulding and Hussain, 1989; Junaidi Abu Bakar, 1993). The allocation o f scholarships to 

Malays is in line with the provision o f Article 153 o f the Constitution and also in line with the 

provision o f helping those who are economically deprived. However, it has been found that, within 

the Malay group, the poorest families have not benefited to the extent o f the Malay elite. This is 

especially true in higher education, since there are more students from wealthier families who stay in 

the education system until die highest levels. A study carried out by Mehmet and Hoong (1985) o f 

students in five universities in Malaysia in 1982/83 revealed that almost four out o f five government 

scholarships were awarded to the Malay graduates. The Chinese share was only 14.4 percent, while 

the Indian share was 4.3 percent. The value o f the scholarships for die Malays was also somewhat 

higher than the non-Malays.

In theory, the scholarship policy provides a potentially highly effective policy instrument for 

remedying both the manpower mismatch and the unequal access problems. For example, public 

scholarships can be utilized as incentives to encourage students to specialize in certain fields o f 

studies rather than in others; and scholarships can be distributed progressively, rather than 

regressively, promoting greater access for academically bright and promising students from 

economically deprived households, who, for this reason, may be denied opportunity for higher 

education (Mehmet and Hoong, 1985).

4.5.5. The SLAB Programs

The rapid increase in the local academic staff initially under the ‘Malayanisation’ and lata:, under the 

NEP, has ‘necessitated’ the recruitment o f large number o f Malay staff to create an ethnic balance. 

Malay graduates who graduated with first class or second class upper were employed as Tutors and 

then awarded a scholarship to pursue their graduate studies abroad or locally, later on to be 

appointed as lecturers.
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in majority o f the faculty in Maiaysian universities, the number o f non-Malays lecturers dropped to 

one-two percent. For the Malays a special scheme for academic training was created, and it is called 

Skim Latihan Akademik Bumiputera or ‘ Bumiputera Academic Staff Training Schemes’, which 

sponsored a Malay who is interested in academic work, from Masters degree to Doctor o f 

Philosophy. It is some sort o f unwritten obligation for the Malay lecturers, to identify and motivate 

few o f his Malay students, for 1hem to be interested in the academic work, so that the cycle would 

continue to roll.

The result o f this scheme, sometime been criticised, especially by those not in favour o f die ‘Malay 

special position’ and those uphold the meritocracy principle. As criticised by Lim Teck Ghee 

(1995:79):

With the result that universities have become dominated by younger and relatively 
inexperienced staff who have moved early in their careers into administrative leadership 
positions but are unable to provide qualified academic direction or support to the 
departments. At the same time, experienced non-Malay academic staff moved to the 
private/foreign universities. Their being non-Malays restrict their career opportunities in the 
local universities, whilst their status and benefits have declined relative to employment 
elsewhere.

Sometime such ideas as forwarded by non-Malay academics were regarded as accusation by the 

Malays, because to the Malays they (the non-Malays) do not understand the feeling o f the Malays, 

being ‘sons o f the soil’ and almost ‘vanished’ from the their motherland, and now trying to make a 

comeback, supposed to be helped by their fellow countrymen from whatever racial backgrounds. 

The fact that being in the hands o f the Malays, other non-Malay staffs and students are not 

discriminated and they could pursue their careers, i f  they want to. But, if  we were to look back, in 

the 1960s when the Malays were in the minority, only 20 percent o f the student population, no non- 

Malay individuals voiced die state o f the matter.17

4.5.6. Socio-Cultural Climate o f the Universities

Socio-cultoral climate in the context o f this study means die ‘way o f life’ in the whole campus 

activities, from the way the university’s being administered, the form and content o f student 

activities, the students interaction with their peers, the dress worn by the staffs and die students, the

17This statement was made by a Malay Professor in Universiti Teknologi Malaysia in an interview in December 
1996.
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catering services, and the religious elements in the campus. Almost all the socio-cultural elements in 

the university were defined in Malay-Muslim perspectives18.

The administration o f the university though has a similarity like the W estem-model, but die contents 

clearly shows the Malay elements. Moreover, die language o f die administration is Malay language, 

and die naming o f administration clearly shows die practices o f Malay culture. University’s officer - 

administration and academic— are not address by their first name, but by their tides, the least 

“Encik ” (Mr) for men and “Cik ” (Ms) for women, or if  the person o f the same age “Saudara” 

(Brother). The word “awak” or “karnu ” ("you) never being used to the person which is older or of 

the higher position, because those words are considered “impolite” in die Malay culture. The 

practice o f Malay culture could be clearly seen in the greetings, when the students meet their 

lecturers, for a Malay student with their lecturer, the greeting is “Assalamualaikum ” (Peace be upon 

you), for the non-Malays the usual greeting is “Selamat Pagi/Petang” (Good morning/afternoon). 

All universities in Malaysia have their own dress code, die dress code is again defined by the Malay 

culture, no rugged clothes and for the women not to wear the sexy dresses.

The students’ activities in Malaysian universities is again within the parameters o f national culture, 

by which is meant a culture “based on Malay culture, which includes suitable elements o f the culture 

o f other races, which does not contradict with the teaching o f Islam.” (Wan Hashim, 1983). There 

are differences between ethnic groups in term o f interest in Society, Club, or Associations.

Malay students were very much interested in Social, Political, and Religious activities, and always 

see themselves as the future lender o f the community, if  not the nation. In the present day situation, 

most o f die Malay students activities are blended with Islamic perspectives, usually counter or 

skeptical to die government’s program o f inculcating Islamic values, what the students want is the 

total change to die Islamic system.

The Chinese students on the other hand are very much interested in the semi-professional sort o f 

activities, like the Management Executive Club, AIESEC (International Associations for Students 

Interested in Economic and Management), and other activities which brings direct benefits to them.

,sPossibIy due to this reason, Junaidi Abu Bakar (1993:94) found that 69.7 percent of the Chinese students in 
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia never attended talks (or popularly known in Malaysia as Ceramah) or any 
socio-political seminar in the campus.
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However, the Indians, tend to focus on religion as a unifying factor and a shield against inferiority 

complex, and etc. In terms o f students politic, the voting behaviour follows that o f the ethnic lines, 

and in the absence o f non-Malay candidates, they tend to vote for those who propagate secular ideas.

The racial polarisation could be seen clearly in the Malaysian campuses, although steps has been 

taken to unify die Malaysians through students’ activities, and die students also have to study and 

must pass two compulsory course - Malaysian Citizenship Education (Kenegaraan Malaysia)19 and 

Islamic Civilization (Tamadim Islam)20. These courses were designed to show to die students the 

common bonds between the Malaysians.

4.5.7. The Remedial Programs for the Malay Students

Malay students were made compulsory to attend remedial courses (motivation, sensitivity training, 

study methods) to uplift the Malay students academic performance, attitude towards learning, moral 

values based on the teaching o f Islam, and, Malay nationalist spirits were organised from time to 

time by die Students’ Affairs Division21. It is a common belief, and stressed by the government 

through die Ministry o f Education that Malay students should be reminded o f their roots and role. 

As Mahathir (1994:80) sees it:

As growth in commerce (similarly with education [my own addition]) is usually by 
geometrical progression, the result is that no matter how the Malays tried they could never

l9This course is based on the history of Malaysia but the manifest aim is to show that Malaysia were owned by 
the Malays and the other races were immigrants. But, in term of the country’s progress, it cannot be deny that 
the other ethnic groups (Chinese and Indians) have also contributed their efforts. To the non-Malays, they 
dismissed the view that this course could foster the common bond among the students, because they feel that 
this course tried to show-off Malay supremacy in the country’s history.
20By 1981 the Malaysian Prime Minister made it known that he would like all universities and colleges to offer 
a course on Islamic Civilization. The Prime Minister explained in September 1982 that the course would 
project the achievements and developments of Islamic Civilization without going into Islamic Theology. The 
course, he said, would be patterned on the “The History of British Empire”, which were taught in the schools 
during pre-independence period. For further detail see M.Kamal Hassan in Some Dimensions of Islamic 
Education in Scmtheast Asia (1986:40 - 79). Recently, the government have instructed ail universities to make 
this course compulsory, which means that all students of all religions are required to pass it to graduate. The 
non-Muslims have a deep concern and dismay over the decision. For further details see Murray Hiebert, 
Required Lessons: Islamic Civilization Course Catches Many By Surprise (Far Eastern Economic Review, 
July 17, 1997: 22).
21 Students’ Afiairs Division (Hal-Ehwal Pelajar) was established in all Malaysian universities in 1977. This 
division is headed by Deputy Vice-chancellor. The main purpose of this division were to control students’ 
activities, particularly Malay students, because the 1970s saw the emergence of religious groups as Dakwah. 
The inclination of this groups were to practice Islam as a way of life. Thereby, the government felt threatened 
with this sort of activities. For further detail see Zainah Anwar, Islamic Revivalism in Malaysia: Dakwah 
Among Students ( 1987).
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catch up with the non-Malays. This is the problem. The Malays will fed insecure for so long 
as they are left behind in the mainstream of Malaysian life. The years tend to whittle down 
their political dominance but they seem as far as ever from achieving parity in the other field 
with the non-Malays. To achieve parity and real progress they are required to rid themselves 
of the habits and values that they, with reasons, cherish. This is not an easy process. It takes 
time. But time in turn works against them for no matter how they spurt forwards, the other 
went ahead faster.

The discussion highlighted the core policies launched by the government through universities to 

increase Malay participation in tertiary education, in terms o f quantity as well as quality. One would 

agreed that the number o f Malays has increased over the years, but, in term o f quality the Malays 

still lagged behind the Chinese and the Indians. The reasons probably could be justified in the 

following discussions.

4.6. THE UNSOLVED PROBLEMS

Although Malay participation has increased since 1970s in the local universities, in term o f overall 

degree holders, the number o f non-Malays is still higher. This could be seen in the overall numbers, 

in 1980 the total number o f degree holders were 45.4 percent Malays, 44.3 percent Chinese, and 9.5 

percent Indians (Mustapa Kassim, 1989). Thus, Chinese and Indians attained better percentages o f 

opportunities for degree level education than Malays, compared to the population ratio. O f all the 

Chinese and Indian students enrolled in degree level education, more than half were enrolled in 

overseas institutions.

The non-Malays probably have to seek their educational fortune overseas when the local universities 

could not absorb them because of the Malay preferential policy. As an indicator, in 1985, there were 

54.4 percent Chinese, 55.7 percent Indians, studying in overseas institutions. To balance up the 

number, the government has sent 20.2 percent Malays to search for education abroad under the 

various scholarships scheme. The demand for higher education in Malaysia is high, and far exceeds 

the number o f places available: for every one candidate admitted, at least one in 1970 and five in 

1985 had to be turned away (Mustapa Kassim, 1989).

Mahathir (1994: 82) had little confidence in the success o f the intervention strategies, for example 

the quotas system for university admission, because the Malays could never be equal in number as 

the Chinese, as he put it:
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Now if the government is not discriminating, then the rate of development of the Malays and 
the non-Malays would never be equal. And as has been pointed out equal rates do not mean 
equal development for people with widely separated starting points. Fortunately, the 
Government has stuck to discrimination in favour of Malays in the educational field in order 
to be truly impartial. Yet despite this discrimination in favour of Malays, the non-Malays still 
remain well in front. Their wealth enables them to neutralize the effect of government policy.

It is believed that die large majority o f applicants being rejected from local universities are non- 

Malays, many o f whom are forced to pursue education overseas. Although there were no statistics 

are available on the racial breakdown, but one could suspect by looking at Table 4.2, because o f the 

ethnic quotas. Between 1985 and 1990 only one in every three eligible students who applied for a 

place annually in Malaysian universities was successful (Lim Teck Ghee, 1995).

Table 4.2
Malaysia: Application and Intake in Local Universities 

Session 1981/1982 - 1991/92 (First Degree only)

YEAR APPLICATIONS INTAKE ACCEPTED <%)
1981/82 16,698 5,847 35.0
1982/83 19,522 6,127 31.4
1983/84 28,858 6,890 23.9
1984/85 32,188 7,192 22.4
1985/86 32,209 8,213 25.5
1986/87 28,755 9,289 33.6
1988/89 24,155 8,599 35.6
1989/90 23,331 8,757 37.5
1990/91 25,730 10,668 41.5

Source: Malaysia, Ministry o f Education, Higher Education Division 1992.

4.6.1. Effects of Control o f Admission on Quality

The policy o f taking Malays in large numbers into local institutions o f higher learning also raises die 

question o f whether this has an effect on die quality o f higher education (Karthigesu, 1986). One 

observer has noted that:

The quota system is generally acknowledged to have failed to invoke competition and a 
sense of excellence among many Bumiputera students, partly because the best Malay 
students from secondary schools have been sent to universities abroad, leaving behind the 
less capable ones who are generally unable to cope with their non-Malay counterparts. (Lim 
Teck Ghee, 1995:79).

Obviously, the admission o f large number o f Malays into these institutions implies that entry point 

qualifications are relaxed for many o f diem to enable them to gain entry, not entirely on merit, but
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on ethnicity and socio-economic backgrounds. In fact, the quota system also helped the Indians, 

because their proportion of 10 percent seldom can be filled. However, it has been argued in the 

earlier part o f this chapter that this policy need to be implemented in the Malaysian context, because 

Malays had lagged behind die non-Malays for such a long time. Furthermore, the aim o f Malaysian 

government is to restructure the society, if  based on merit alone, it will further widen the gap 

between the Malays and the non-Malays.

Thus, it is necessary to examine the performance levels o f students in these institutions to see 

whether the policy has produced any unfavourable effects. One o f the ways to conduct such an 

inquiry is to consider the quality o f students graduating, and one indicator that can gauge the quality 

o f students is the classes o f degrees in which they have qualified at the end o f their studies.

In general terms, the Chinese students out performed the other ethnic groups by capturing the higher 

strata o f degrees (Class 1 and Class II- Upper). Malay students tended to perform at the lower 

levels, capturing only the lower strata o f degrees (Class 11- Lower, Class 111 and Pass). Indian 

students also performed at the lower levels, although their performance at higher levels was better 

than that o f the Malays, but in overall performance, the Indians’ performances closer to those of 

Malays than to those o f Chinese students.

However, o f 4,885 graduates in the arts, applied arts and social sciences honour classes in 19%, 

2,873 (58.8 percent) were Malays, 1,609 (32.9 percent) were Chinese and 345 (7.1 percent) were 

Indians. Representative o f more than half the graduates, Malays are the ones who can be said to 

determine average performance levels in each class o f degree. Out o f 147 Class 1 degrees, the 

Malays obtained 20 (13.6 percent), the Chinese 117 (79.6 percent), and the Indians 7 (4.8 percent). 

Viewed in terms o f performance within their own ethnic groups, 0.7 percent o f Malays obtained 

Class 1, while 7.3 percent o f Chinese and 2.0 percent o f Indians did so. In Class 11 (Upper), out o f 

1,305, Malays obtained 484 (37.1 percent), Chinese 728 (55.8 percent) and Indians 78 (6.0 percent). 

Seen within ethnic groups, 16.9 percent Malays obtained Class 11 (Upper), 42.3 percent o f the 

Chinese and 22.6 percent Indians did so. At Class 11 (Lower), Class 111 and Pass degrees, the 

Malay and Indian percentages are much higher than that o f the Chinese (Calculated from the 

Convocation Booklet from Six Universities selected for this study).

Besides weakness in culture, economics and environment, as commonly explained reasons for 

Malays failing to achieve excellence (Tham Seong Chee, 1983; Shaharuddin Maaruf, 1988), there
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are two other reasons offered as mitigating circumstances for their poor performance. It is articulated 

that the best Malay students are plucked out and sent to overseas institutions, leaving the next best to 

fill the enrollment o f local universities. However, tins description best applies laigely to science 

students, not to those pursuing arts subjects.

Therefore, the performance o f Malay students in the arts degree cannot be explained by this 

argument. It is also not true that the best o f non-Malay students, assuming they are generally from 

the middle and upper income families, are also at overseas institutions, for this would negate the 

argument that the second best Malay students were competing with the best non-Malays within the 

local institutions. Another mitigating circumstances is that the best Malay students from the arts 

stream at the secondary school levels are directed to the science stream. This causes many o f them to 

lose their academic excellence and perform only moderately (Karthigesu, 1986).

However, it is the intention of this study is to uncover the underlying reasons for lower performance 

o f Malay students and the good performance o f non-Malay students in local universities, students in 

arts and applied arts courses were selected as respondents, and the standpoints o f the study will be 

from two perspectives: structural and cultural.

4.7. THE DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATION IN THE 1990s

The NEP that was introduced in 1970 ended formally on 31 December 1990. During that period 

(1970 - 1990) NEP have succeeded in producing a sizable Malay middle-class, which were regarded 

as crucial for stability (Far Eastern Economic Review, September 4, 1997). The discussion have 

shown that race or ethnicity defines Malaysian ethos. The preferential treatment accorded to the 

Bumiputeras to bring them up to the parity with the richer Chinese has been a perennial source of 

dissatisfaction with the non-Bumiputeras segment o f the society (Far Eastern Economic Review, 

September 4, 1997). In 1991, the government has launched a new National Development Policy, 

which were basically based on the ‘Vision 2020’ which in essence to built a stronger Malaysian 

nation and to create a true Malaysian society. Based cm that ‘Vision 2020’, the Malaysian 

government have seemingly diverted the education policy to placate non-Bumiputeras demands.
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The situation in Malaysia is no different from other third world countries, the government tends to 

shut second opinion with various ‘policing’ means22. In 1990s one could clearly see how die idea o f 

one man that is die Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad could change the state o f education in 

country. Everything he said seem to be regarded as ‘a policy’ and die real things that the nation 

needs by the others. This is because too many people are beholden either politically or economically 

to die "person’ not the ‘structure’ o f the organisation.

Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad was said to be worried about the decline o f English among 

Malaysian, especially among the diplomats23. In Mahathir Mohamad’s view, declining standards of 

English could adversely affect the country’s economic prosperity24. Learning English and being 

competent in it could help Malaysia to become a respected and developed country and sticking with 

Bahasa Melayu and being left behind by its neighbours and competitors25. Mahathir Mohamad has 

mooted changes to die school examination system, making a pass in English a condition for being 

awarded an ‘Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia 26. Mahathir Mohamad wanted the education system to be 

progressive and able to materialise his ‘Vision 2020’. In this regard, he felt the need for proficiency 

in English as “A tool to develop the nation” (Vatikiosis, 1991: 28).

Two decades o f promoting Bahasa Melayu as a sole medium o f instruction at die secondary and 

tertiary levels o f education, fluency in English has become a potentially discriminative factor in 

employment. University graduates from local universities tend to speak English less well than their 

overseas educated peers. The Deputy Minister o f Education, Fong Chan Ortn explained the situation

22 Wednesday 3 March 1999 the Former Inspector General of Police, Malaysia, Tan Sri Rahim Noor admitted 
that he himself beat the Former Deputy Prime Minister, Anwar Ibrahim at the night of his detention. This 
showed the ‘corrupt image’ of the Malaysian police (CNN, Asian Edition, 3 March 1999).
23Mahathir Mohamad refused to be interviewed in Bahasa Melayu in Jakarta in an occasion of Asean leaders 
meeting. The journalists then wrote in tire national daily newspaper about that particular incidents. There was 
polemics about his behaviour which led to die sacking of the Chief Editor of that daily newspaper (Utusan 
Malaysia). Mahathir Mohamad was quoted of saying that in order to become ‘a world leader’ one must know 
English.
24Mahathir Mohamad’s once said ^ I]f we want to be good managers, we have to master English except for
those dealings do not require them to be proficient in the language. This is regardless of whether they want to 
be in the private or public sectors.” (Quoted from Frank Ching, Malaysia Returns To English: Mahathir Plans 
Liberalisation of its Educational System. 1995: 32). The Prime Minister was quick to realise that many of the 
local graduates could not obtain employment in the private sector especially in the multinational companies, 
because they were not fluent in English
^In this regard Mahathir Mohamad really wants English to be mastered by young Malaysians because he is 
quoted o f saying “[Ojur trading will be confined to domestic transactions... If we believe that besides 
preserving the nation we should develop the country, then a suitable approach has to be worked out.” (Quoted 
from Frank Chin, 1995:32)
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and said “Employers complain that local graduates are not as bright. In fact, this may simply reflect 

their poor command o f English” (Vatikiotis, 1991:30).

Based on the above facts, Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad proposed to change the medium of 

instruction in the local universities, especially in the science and technology courses27. The Prime 

Minister Mahathir Mohamad proposal was accepted by the cabinet in December 1993 (Zainal 

Abidin Wahid, 1996). In December 1994, die Minister o f Education Suiaiman Daud said that the 

law would be changed to allow English to be used as a medium o f instruction in institutions o f 

higher learning. He explained that the current law - which makes it illegal to teach in English - was a 

hindrance to the community. The restriction, he explained, “Does not allow for recruitment of 

foreign teaching staff who are efficient in English but not in the national language” (Frank Ching, 

1995:32).

On 22 June 1995, the new Minister o f Education Najib Razak allowed all universities to use 

English as medium o f instruction especially in science and technology courses (New Sunday Times, 

9 July 1995). This moved was later followed by drastic actions in December 1995 for the Parliament 

to pass the Bills on education. Those Bills were later amended as Education Acts 1995 (Aha 

Pendidikan 1995), University and University Colleges Acts 1995 (Aha Universiti dan Kolej 

Universiti 1995). The following year, in January 1996, three more Acts were passed by the 

Parliament, Private Higher Education Acts 19% (Aha Instilmi Pendidikan Tinggi Swasia 1996), 

National Higher Education Council Acts 19% (Aha Majlis Pendidikan Tinggi Negara 1996), and 

National Council for Accreditation Acts 19% (Aha Lembaga Akreditasi Negara 1996).

Since then, those Acts governed the educational matters in Malaysia. As said earlier, in Malaysia 

there w oe lack o f culture constructive criticisms, because peoples are afraid o f being branded, and 

furthermore die "policing’ styles o f the government which make peoples afraid o f being harassed, 

tortured or possibly accused o f doing ‘dirty’ or ‘unthinkable’ behaviour28. In this case, Malay

2<TVfaIaysian Certificate of Education taken at the eleventh year of schooling which is equivalent to the GCSE 
‘O’ level. Formerly this examination was handled by the Cambridge University Examination Boards.
27In Mahathir Mohamad’s view, because science was developing so rapidly that technical books could not be 
translated quickly enough into Bahasa Melayu.
28S.Husin Ali in his Two Faces: Detention Without Trial (1997) gave a very detailed and moving accounts of 
his experience in the detention for more than six years. S Husin Ali was a Professor in Sociology at the 
University of Malaya. Presently he is the President of Peoples Party or Parti Rakyat Malaysia. Lately, former 
Deputy Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim was sacked just because he critised the existence of nepotism and 
cronyism among the political elites. He was accused of illegal sex and corruption. The whole nation knows that 
he is dean and deeply religious.
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intellectuals were caught in surprise because those changes happened suddenly29. As noted by one o f 

the daily newspaper The Sunday Star, 24 December 1995: “If Parliament is a place for the wakil 

rakyat (the representatives) to carefully scrutinise, sectinise, and consider bills before passing far- 

reaching pieces o f legislation, the last week at the Dewan Rakyat (the Parliament) was not reflective 

o f i t ”

Thus, it has been shown how influential Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad which after he exposed 

his personal view cm the low standards o f English among the diplomats, the whole structure o f the 

educational system were being overhauled. The implication o f those Acts were the reemergence of 

the importance o f English. The changed o f policy was just based on Prime Minister Mahathir 

Mohamad negative assumption about Bahasa Melayu which in his view could afford to enhanced 

economic growth in Malaysia and thus hindered the work to achieved fully developed nation by the 

year 2020. Hie implication for this changed o f policy were varied. All those Acts allowed English to 

be used as die medium of instructions in the national education system, from primary to tertiary 

education (Zainal Abidin Wahid, 1996).

Mahathir Mohamad’s plan go far beyond the used o f English. His plan was to liberalised the whole 

education system30. In the mid-1980s, Malaysian has witnessed the tremendous growth o f private 

educational institutions. This growth was enhanced by the limited number o f places in the public 

higher educational institutions. Furthermore in the public higher educational institutions the ethnic 

quotas were strictly followed. Apart from that, die larger number o f middle class Malaysian really 

go for their children education. As a result, there were 40,000 Malaysian students studying abroad, 

and 60,000 studying in the local universities.

In 1996, there were 282 private higher educational institutions or formally known as 1PTS (lmtitut 

Pendidikan Tinggi Swasta). Among the largest are: Tunku Abdul Rahman College, Sunway College, 

Damansara Prime College, Lim Kok Wing Technological Institute, and International College in 

Penang. Tunku Abdul Rahman College and its branches alone caters for 10,000 students. Thus the 

number o f students in these private colleges are large. Only 5 percent o f the students are from the

29There were second opinions voiced by the Malay intellectuals (among diem were Zainal Abidin Wahid, 
former Professor of History at Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia) but they were accused of being ‘used’ by the 
opposition party to discredit the good effort made by the government.
wHis intentions were considered ambitious, because he wanted to attract foreign universities to established 
their branches in Malaysia, thereby could attract students from countries around the region to attend these 
private universities.
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Malay and Bumiputera origins. The private colleges have no ethnic quotas to which the public 

universities are subjected. As a result, the vast majority o f students in these private colleges are 

ethnic Chinese. Malays and other Bumiputeras could not afford to send their children to study in 

these private colleges because the fees were higher than the public universities.

Majority o f these private colleges have twinning programs31 with universities abroad, like Britain, 

Australia, China, and New Zealand. In reality these private colleges offered degree courses, one, two 

or three years o f instruction were twinned with foreign institutions by preparing their students for the 

final years abroad. Through those Acts which have been mentioned earlier, it is now possible for 

foreign universities to establish their campuses in Malaysia.

The policy implications o f those Acts would change the course o f higher education in Malaysia. 

Zainal Abidin Wahid (19% ) saw the implications would effected the fundamentals on the National 

Education Policy that had been implemented since 1970. The implications according to Zainal 

Abidin Wahid (19%: 19) are as follows:

1. It will hinders the development of Bahasa Melayu.
2. It will devalue the economic status of Bahasa Melayu.
3. It will lower the standard of Bahasa Melayu as the national language.
4. It will lower the role of Bahasa Melayu as language of unity and basic values of Malaysia identity.
5. Malay and other Bumiputera students would be difficult to understand the lectures.
6. It will worsen the uneven number of Malay / Bumiputera professionals and the non-Bumiputeras.
7. It will worsen the gap of uneven economic attainment between ethnic communities.
8. It will lessen the interaction between Malay / Bumiputera and non-Bumiputeras.
9. The emergence of two groups of elite, the national streams and the English streams.

Malay intellectuals were worried about the changes proposed by the government because it could 

affect the plight o f the Malays. Besides the introduction o f new acts, the Ministry o f Education also 

had proposed to increase the tuition fees in die public universities and to privatised some o f the 

services in the universities (Zainal Abidin Wahid, 19%).

31 According to Kamal Salih (1992), the I%9 Higher Education Act does not allow any private institutions to 
confer degrees, but restricts them to only diploma and certificate courses and degrees conferred by foreign 
universities through the twinning programs. As such, there is no choice for these private colleges but to twin 
with overseas institutions in the USA, UK, Australia, Canada, and other countries to offer various types of 
degree courses and professional qualifications.
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SUMMARY

The above discussion has highlighted the fundamentals o f Malaysian education system in general, 

from the colonial era to die post-independent period. It has clearly been shown that the three ethnic 

groups were divided before 1970, because o f the different educational routes. The main task after 

1970 was to unite the three main ethnic groups by the use o f Bahasa Melayu as the medium of 

instruction and restructuring the whole educational system to really suit the social needs of the 

nation. On top o f  the restructuring, the Malay-biased educational system emerged, favouring the 

Malays. Again, the dual roads came through, Malays in the public institutions and the non-Malays in 

the private institutions. Malays regarded higher education as their rights, on the other side, the non- 

Malays regarded higher education as the competition for merit The next chapters shall discussed 

that the majority o f die students in the arts and social sciences in Malaysian universities were from 

the lower-middle class background, who have entered the institutions based on their examinations 

merit. Though, there were imposed by quota system, but the students compete among themselves 

within the ethnic boundaries set by the quotas.
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CHAPTER FIVE

____________________THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK____________________

INTRODUCTION

The first part of this analytical framework chapter discusses the statement of the problems. There 

were three problems identified: education and social mobility, affirmative actions and the factors 

influences the lower academic performance of the Malay students. Secondly, research questions 

were then formulated to investigate further the root causes of the problems. Thirdly, from the 

research questions the variables were then identified. In this chapter, four variables are discussed in 

detail, that is, the feeling of security / insecurity; the academic performance, the choice of 

employment, and ethnicity. Fourthly, the tentative answers were given in the form of hypotheses 

that later on will be proved or disapproved in the analysis of findings. The overall purpose of this 

chapter is to discuss the problematic that establishes the framework for analysing the main problem 

and issues of the thesis.

5.1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEMS

The discussion on the statement of the problems will be divided into three sections. The first section 

. is on the role of education in social mobility. The second section is on the introduction of the 

affirmative action to equalised educational opportunities and hence shifted the opportunities and 

employment bias of each ethnic group. The third section is on the factors that have influence lower 

academic performances of the Malay students in Malaysian universities. Those three problems 

formed the basis of the needs of this study.

5.1.1. The Role of Education in Social Mobility

The consensus among sociologists regarding the role of education in social mobility appears to be 

that as a society becomes increasingly modernised, industrialised and Westernised in terms of 

values, institutions and orientations, formal education comes to play a key role in the drama of 

social mobility. The educational system not only acts as an agent for the transfer of the cultural 

heritage, but also increasingly plays the role of a training and allocating mechanism because of the 

urgent demands made upon it by the economy (Molly Lee, 1997; Keith Watson, et.al. 1997).
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Malaysia formerly known as Malaya or Tanah Melayu was a British colony from 1874 and 

achieved its independence in 1957. The British have brought modernisation into the country, and 

since then formal education come to be regarded as important and as avenues for mobility. Before 

that, the indigenous community, the Malays and other Bumiputeras, were divided into nine states 

headed by Sultans, was a simple agricultural society. In the pre-colonial period, wealth, status and 

power in Malay community was based on hereditary criteria. But, this situation changed during the 

colonial period, when alternative ways of achieving wealth, status and power were opened. In other 

words when modernisation stepped in, people began to believe that through education they could 

achieve personal progress and education began to be regarded as a key variable in the achievement 

syndrome.

Malaysia is one of the few developing countries that place greater emphasis on the role of education 

to achieve a more equal social and economic development. Education is recognised as an agent or 

channel of upward social mobility. Hence, members of each of the ethnic communities pursue high 

educational achievement in order to maintain existing high social positions or to improve upon low 

social status. Malaysia’s employment system places great emphasis on the level of education and in 

the case of university the level of degree received. Basham (1983: 62) explained the phenomena:

In a sense, an academic caste is created at conferment and persists through life. An 
individual receiving first-class honours is certain to gain excellent employment or financial 
support for further education. Upper-second class degree holders have the option of 
graduate study or fulfilling careers, whereas lower-second honours students not only begin 
careers that offer a greater chance for advancement than those awarded general degrees but 
also gain significantly greater remuneration.

In particular, the Malay community is urged by their elite to regard education as an agent or channel 

to lift them up the social ladder (Rabieyah Mat, 1987; Muhammad Haji Muhd.Taib, 1993). The 

King (Yang DiPertuan Agong) declared that “education is the crucial factor for national unity and 

security...” (Quoted from Hussin Mutalib, 1990:58). The King statements were supported by 

Ghazali Shafie, the brain behind the formulation of New Economic Policy, reminded 

parliamentarians of the relevance of history, in this case, the attitude of the colonial government to 

Malay education. He said:

Any long term administrative policy must be rooted in the field of education. Hence the 
infamous educational policy of the colonial government that the Malay, according to 
Winstedt -  it is on record -  should be made a better farmer than his father: that is all...At 
all costs he must be discouraged to enter the realm of commerce. By 1957 when we became 
independent ... in an age of machines and fast advancing technology, the Malays found
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themselves dregs of society in their own country, knowing no better than to plan rice and to 
fish in the most primitive manners (Hussin Mutalib, 1990: 58-59).

So far, education has played its major role as the main source o f Malay social mobility (penyelamat 

bangsa Melayu) because through education many young generations Malays had made progress in 

their livelihood (Rabieyah Mat, 1987; Muhammad Haji Muhd.Taib, 1993; Wan Zahid Noordin, 

1993; Ungku Aziz, 1998). Mahathir Mohamad, the Prime Minister of Malaysia, also believe in the 

role of education in social mobility . He once said in parliament that:

One of the great tools of the NEP is education. Education can caused economic and social 
mobility, which can change one’s fate or the fate of one’s ethnic community from worst to 
better. Education can overcome economic underdevelopment and other social barriers’ 
(Raghavan, 1975:159).

Education in this context, as understood, is not an end in itself. It is a means to the socio-political 

aspirations o f a society (Danny Ng, et.al. 1995). According to Suet-ling Pong (1995), education in 

Malaysia is politicised and controlled or even monopolised through national legislation to ensure 

that each ethnic group have their share in the educational arena. The case of Malaysia is unique, 

because the social inequality is associated with ethnic identity, so affirmative action or preferential 

policy was introduced as a tool for dissipating ethnic conflict Social inequality in Malaysia derived 

from the colonial policy of ‘divide and rule’ that have caused different group to regarded 

themselves differently, as described by Watson (1993:164):

The rural Malays gradually came to see themselves in a position of economic, political and 
educational inferiority and eventually were to seek and reassert their rights. The Chinese 
believed that their economic contribution to the country’s well-being justified their position 
and they tended to see themselves as superior to the Malays and the Tamils, especially as 
they excelled in the education system. The Tamils developed highly negative perceptions of 
themselves. Many of these images, stereotyped though they may be, were reinforced by the 
curriculum and textbooks used in the different school systems.

Based on the social inequality that persisted in Malaysian society led the government to introduce 

the New Economic Policy and maintained the core objective of restructuring the society in the 

National Development Plan 1990-2000.

5.1.2. The Introduction of Affirmative Actions

The Malaysian government introduced the affirmative action or preferential policy commonly 

known in the country as Malay special rights following the race riot on May 13 1969. In actual fact,
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the Malay special rights not created in 1970 because the provisions were in the Malaysian 

Constitution as part of the deal package between Malays and non-Malays in 1957. It was then 

known as the Hak Istimewa Orang Melayu. The Malay special rights was practised since colonial 

rule (Ratnam, 1965).

But, it was not implemented by Tunku’s administration because he wanted to safeguard the unity of 

the newly independence nation (Wan Hashim, 1983). Instead, Tunku believed that the newly 

independence Malaysia should embarked on the policy of meritocracy which means that everyone 

must enter the competition based on their own ability and efforts. According to many, this policy 

was not acceptable to the Malays, which later caused the May 13, 1969 incidents (Chai Hon-Chan, 

1977; Wan Hashim, 1983).

After 1970 the government was compelled to re-examine the bases of Malaysia’s pluralistic society 

and the trends in its social, economic and political development (Chai Hon-Chan, 1977). The basic 

cause of the unrest was springing from dissatisfaction with Malay poverty. Malays felt that they 

were left behind and unable to move-up the social ladder. Thus, they felt that they were outsiders in 

term o f economic progress in a newly independent nation. Culturally, Malays were not an 

aggressive and demanding people, but if their rights were violated they have no other choice except 

to show their feelings (Wan Hashim, 1983). The racial riot of May 13 1969 was the results of 

Malays dissatisfaction. This led to the proclamation that:

National unity is the over-riding objective of the country. A stage has been reached in the 
nation’s economic and social development where greater emphasis must be placed on social 
integration and more equitable distribution of income and opportunities for national unity 
and progress (Second Malaysia Plan, 1971: 1)

To achieve this, the government unveiled a two-pronged New Economic Policy for development:

The first prong is to reduce and eventually eradicate poverty, by raising income levels and 
increasing employment opportunities for all Malaysians, irrespective of race.

The second prong aims at accelerating the process of restructuring Malaysian society to 
correct economic imbalance, so as to reduce and eventually eliminate the identification of 
race with economic function. This involves the modernisation of rural life, a rapid and 
balanced growth of urban activities and the creation of a Malay commercial and industrial 
community in all categories and at all levels of operation, so that Malays and other 
indigenous people will become full partners in all aspects of the economic life of the nation 
(Second Malaysia Plan, 1971:1).
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Based on the second objective, the government has adopted strong affirmative action. The 

affirmative action introduced by the Malaysian government is different from those introduced in 

other countries in which minority groups are the beneficiaries, but in Malaysia the majority is the 

beneficiaries of it. Malaysia gives preferential treatment in the areas of education, employment, and 

ownership to its majority ethnic groups, the Malays and other indigenous groups (Esther Tan, 1993; 

Firdaus Haji Abdullah, 1994). In short, the preferential treatment is for the Bumipuiera or ‘sons of 

the soil’. In education, such policies include educational scholarships and loans, quotas, special 

admission to certain institutions, usage of Bahasa Melayu in classroom instructions, and guaranteed 

employment for ethnic Malays with credentials (Kua Kia Soong, 1990; Lim Teck Ghee, 1995).

Malaysia’s affirmative action or preferential policies to its majority ethnic group has been widely 

debated (Ratnam, 1965; Kua Kia Soong, 1987; Muhammad Haji Muhd.Taib, 1993; Chandra 

Muzaffar, 1996). Many observers assume that these policies provide benefits to the Malays at the 

expense of non-Malays, or that among the Malays, the rich were the main beneficiaries. The notion 

seems false, because the beneficiaries of the New Economic Policy were the Malays irrespective of 

class position.

Others seems to suggest that these policies have decreased equality of access to education in regard 

to gender and social class background, with females and the poor being the most disadvantaged, 

particularly among non-Malays (Wang, 1978; Mehmet and Hoong, 1986; Scoot, 1991; Tzannatos, 

1991). In reference to gender and the poor among the non-Malays, this study seems to agree with 

the findings because their participation has been lowered. Particularly in education, non-Malay 

participation has been restricted with various measures. Instead, Malay students were given 

opportunities to pursue their interest in education, but its seems that despite the helps and 

protections they could not perform as expected.

5.1.3. The Factors which Influences Malay Students Lower Academic Performance

There were growing concerns among the Malay community and particularly the elite about the 

lower academic performance of the Malay students in local universities (Mohd.Zubil Bahak, 1997; 

Abdullah Mohd.Zin, 1999). Studies have been conducted by academics to identify the reasons for 

lower academic performance among the Malay students and comparatively higher academic 

performance among the non-Malays, particularly the Chinese; Malay students were said to be 

dominated by the external locus of control, compared to the non-Malays particularly the Chinese
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students dominated by the internal locus of control. The difference between the two types of 

controls were that the Malay students tend to blamed others for their low academic performance and 

the Chinese students blamed their own self. This has resulted in the higher motivation among the 

Chinese students compared to the Malay students (Habibah Elias, 1991; Abdul Razak Habib et.al, 

1994; Abu Bakar Hashim et.al, 1997).

According to Awang Had Salleh (1986), the academic performances of the Malays students were 

much lower compared to that of the non-Malays. Although there were Malay students who achieved 

academic excellence the number was small. In his view, the lower academic achievement of Malay 

students began at the school level national examinations. The key examination is the Sijil Pelajaran 

Malaysia (Malaysian Certificate of Education), in which the number of Malay students who 

qualified to enter sixth forms was in smaller percentages than non-Malay students. In one year 

(which is not mentioned by Awang Had Salleh), as an example, there were 951 Malay students who 

had qualified to enter the sixth form, compared to 4,942 non-Malay students. From this total, 302 

Malay students were admitted to the universities, compared to 4,550 non-Malay students.

In terms of the Sijil Tinggi Persekolahan Malaysia (Higher School Certificate) which is the passport 

to university admission, the majority of the Malay students who were admitted were in grade ‘B’ or 

‘C’ for the arts stream, and, grade ‘C’ or ‘D’ for the science streams. Meanwhile, the non-Malay 

students were in grade ‘A’ or ‘B’ in both streams. Furthermore, Malay students were found to be 

weak in English and Mathematics. Mohd. Sallehhuddin Abdul Aziz (1994) and Abu Bakar Hasim, 

et.al (1997) confirms that Malay students were not competent in English compared to the non- 

Malays that were much more competent (Mohd. Sallehhuddin Abdul Aziz, 1994; Abu Bakar 

Hashim, 1997).

Abdul Halim Ottoman (1984) conducted a study to identify factors that influence the lower 

academic achievement of the Bumiputera students. He found that a majority of Malay or 

Bumiputera students hold on to the_ assumption that scholarship and admission to the university is a 

Tight’ and not a fprivilege’. These problems in turn raise the issue of indigenous rights versus 

meritocracy, government aid versus self-effort (Lai Ah Eng, 1995).

Besides that, many of the Malay students assume that if an individual is admitted to the university, 

it is the responsibility of the university to assure them a degree because they are scholarship holders 

and furthermore jobs are waiting to be filled. Even in time of economic crises the government is
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obliged to help the Malay graduates by providing job opportunities. Among the opportunities were 

Operasi Isi Penuh, where the graduates were attached to the government agencies with minimal 

salary of about RM600.00 (Approximately GBP150.00) monthly (Tzannatos, 1991). From this 

assumption they feel secure (mereka merasa selamat) and that they do not have to work hard (tidak 

perlu bertungkus-lumus) to achieve a good academic achievement (untuk memperolehi pencapaian 

akademikyang baik).

Abdul Halim Othman (1984) also stressed that the Malay students hold a negative attitude and 

apathy or sikap tidak apa. They absent themselves from lectures and tutorial, could not care less to 

do academic assignments to the best of their ability and they do not really use the academic 

facilities provided by the university - library, recreational centres, counselling. They do not discuss 

their academic problems with the lecturers, they seldom attend seminars or workshops to improve 

their academic skills and hence the performance. Also, the Malay students do not participate in 

social activities like sports and cultural.

Compared to the Chinese and Indian students, Malay students have a relatively low ethnic 

consciousness with regard to community development (Muhammad Haji Muhd.Taib, 1993). 

Kamaruddin Haji Kacar (1984) stated that the Malay students are content with lower grades and 

hence they put less efforts because they lack the consciousness that their ethnic group is way behind 

the other ethnic groups (pelajar Melayu kurang sedar bahawa kaum mereka masih ketinggalan). 

This is due to the higher feeling of security that is cause by the ‘patronage’ provided by the Malay- 

led government. In comparison, the non-Malay students in particular the Chinese they have to be 

dependent on other than official sources of helps and hence the insecurity make them feel necessary 

to achieved excellence results.

According to Ting Chew Peh (1980) the Malaysian Chinese were wealth conscious, education 

conscious, and status conscious. The Chinese students were made to believe that the academic and 

professional achievements could promote material wealth and hence, would germinate prestige and 

power. That is the reasons behind the Chinese and Indian students’ hard work and motivation to 

achieve higher academic performance. So that they could contribute in a small way to the dignity of 

their ethnic groups. And, through education one’s ethnic group would be respected by other 

communities and this is some sort of community spirits that is placed in the educational 

competition.
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The Malay students also fail to focus their attention on the core issues and instead they tend to 

divert their mind to peripheral issue, that most of the times were not really important to them 

(Kamaruddin Haji Kacar, 1984). Thus, Malay students were more interested in the political issues 

confronting their own community or the Muslim communities elsewhere. In this contexts 

Kamaruddin Haji Kacar (1984) is referring to the nature of students’ activities in the university 

campuses. Malay students found to be involved in political, religious, and other issues. In the eye of 

the university’s authority, students should embraced the rules and regulations stated in the 

Universities and University Colleges Acts 1975, where students were urged to plan activities which 

were beneficial for the course taken.1

According to Amir Awang (1986), Malay students have the determination to succeed, not less they 

do not have an ambition to achieve a first-class or second-class honours. A majority of them just 

aim to get through. Malay students also, as reiterated by Amir Awang (1986), do not have a correct 

learning technique and they fail to manage their time. They like to study on their own rather than to 

study in a group, especially with the other ethnic groups. Abu Bakar Hashim etal (1997) reaffirmed 

that Malay students have the awareness of the importance of study group, but they do not manage to 

form a cohesive study group like the Chinese.

Furthermore, among the Malay senior students they do not provide guidance to the juniors, whereas 

the Chinese and Indian seniors would make an efforts to help and guide the juniors in all matters 

pertaining to university’s life. The guidance aspect is crucial for students to succeed in the 

university (Habibah Elias, 1991). The Malay senior students feel that ‘it is enough’ because the 

university authorities would provide the help and guidance needed by the juniors, and hence, they 

should not ‘play another additive role’. This attitude have proved that Malay students failed to show 

a strong community spirits among themselves (Abdul Razak Habib etal, 1994)

They are not fluent in English, and do not try to expose themselves to a wider reading of English 

books. Weakness in English is rooted in the abolition of the English medium schools in 1970. The 

most important point made by Amir Awang (1986) is that the Malay students in regard to their 

lecturers, look down upon them, and that is the reason for their withdrawal from the lecturers or 

they do not want to discuss nor asking questions to the lecturers.

1 There were three studies conducted on Malay students’ activism in the local universities, Muhammad Abu 
Bakar (1973), Zainah Anwar (1990) and Junaidi Abu Bakar (1973).
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The weakness of Malay or Bumiputera students, as has heen discussed, result in their failure to 

achieve academic excellence in Malaysian universities. As an example, from one o f the universities, 

the awards for first degrees, averaged for three sessions (1993, 1994. 1995), is shown in the Table 

5.1 below. It seems from the table that Malay students were not as bad as implied by the notion 

about the lower academic performance, because only 0.2 percent of Malay students achieved the 

‘first class’ and also 11.4 percent of them were placed in the ‘third class’. As for the ‘second upper’ 

and ‘second lower’ the achievement between Malay and non-Malay students were similar.

Table 5.1
Malay and Non-Malay Students Academic Achievement in Local Universities 1993 -1995

Ethnic First Class ; Second Upper Second Lower Third Class

Malays 0.2% 58.5% 38.7% 11.4%

Non-Malays 1975% 681?% 38.7% 0.6%

Source: Mohd. Zubil Bahak (1997: 26-27)

However, the failure of Malay students to achieve academic excellence in local universities has 

attracted national attention. One of the senior ministers said “We in the Cabinet feel proud if Malay 

student achieved the best results, because this is ‘a pride’ to the Malays because we: have been 

neglected for so long and through politics and education we could made contributions to our race.”2 

The performance o f Malay students is always compared to the non-Malays particularly the Chinese. 

She continued stressing that “The Minister of Education every year makes special visits to the home 

of Malay students who had achieved excellent results in the Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia and Sijil 

Tinggi Persekolahan Malaysia and the purpose is to boost the morale o f the Malays”.3

In the eye of university authorities and the political elite the failures of Malay students were due to 

their cultural attitudes, which were negative, compared to the positive cultural attitudes of the 

Chinese. Mohd.Zubil Bahak (1997) portrayed the life of Malay students in the local universities, 

which as he observed, “as holding a contented attitude” (sikap cukup makan). This contented 

attitudes were the result of budaya kampung (village culture) inherited by the Malays. According to 

Muhammad Haji Muhd.Taib (1993: 50) the characteristics of the budaya kampung were:

When we mentioned the word kampung suddenly it struck our minds to the physical
structure of a Malay village, whereby one house is separated from the other houses, the

2 Talk delivered by Data’ Seri Rafidah Aziz, Minister of International Trade and Industries, in West Hill 
College, University of Birmingham, September 1997.
3 Talks by Dato’ Seri Rafidah Aziz (1997).
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economic activity is separated from their house, a few coffee shops (the place where they 
waste their time), and other things. From the worldview perspectives, we could imagine a 
very peaceful living, relax, simple, a subsistence motive, an ambition regarded as dreams, 
and other negative things.

From this contented attitude germinate other negative attitudes like -  lack of ambition to achieve 

academic excellence or to get a better job when they graduate, a withdrawal culture, quick to give- 

up, laziness and unwilling to work hard, low quality work, ‘lepak' which in English means loafing 

or loitering, and failure to organise their time. In 1990, this ‘lepak’ attitude which emerged among 

Malaysian youth has been regarded as a national tragedy. The government has taken it serious, 

leading to national research to identify the root causes of this attitude, especially among the Malay 

youth (Muhammad Haji Muhd.Taib, 1993). The positive views were given to the Chinese students, 

as committed, self-confident, courageous, and never giving-up.

Despite the debate, few empirical studies have examined the effect of the affirmative action or 

preferential policy on the academic performance and choice of employment among the younger 

generations of Malays and non-Malays. There were notions that affirmative action causes 

complacency, dependency and content among the recipients (Chandra Muzaffar, 1996). At the same 

time, there were also believed that those who have to contest in a stiff competition to earn their 

mobility were more perseverant and hence they become the best.

That implies to those who have to struggle, made sacrifices, will eventually succeed because of the 

strong character developed. They will do better because they have to struggle, calculate, form a 

strong network and maintain group cohesiveness in order to be the best (Mahathir Mohamad, 1989; 

Muhammad Haji Muhd.Taib, 1993).

Malay Bumipuieraism or ‘sons of the soil ideology’ under the previous New Economic Policy and 

continued since then is viewed with criticism by the non-Malays, particularly the Chinese (Lai Ah 

Eng, 1995). In a cynical views towards the: ideology the: Deputy Prime: Minister of Singapore once 

said:

A critical factor in the success of any community is the sense of being masters of their own 
destiny. This is far more important than any amount of money poured into solving its social 
problems. Any permanent protective privilege and subsidy that develops a crutch mentality 
destroys this dignity and self-worth. Tt harms the community, not helps it... (Quoted from 
LimAhEng, 1995:165).
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Malays in Singapore views Malaysian Bumiputeraism as ‘an embarrassment to the Malay race, and 

to their pride in self-help’ (Lim Ah Eng, 1995). Malays in Singapore though in a disadvantaged 

position and discriminated because of their minority position they have proved that through hard 

work they managed to acquire relatively good standards of living.

Since there are doubts about the effectiveness of this policy it seemed that these problems have to 

be dealt with because the Chinese students in particular who do not benefit from the preferential 

policy but still did well in their studies. It has been argued that this policy of helping the Malays has 

resulted in dependency attitudes (Chandra Muzaffar, 1989).

It is the purpose of this study to explore the truth behind this notion, to identify the structural bases 

and the cultural attitudes of die Malays and the non-Malays. And, furthermore Malay graduates 

choose to work for the public sector, although the government gave them the opportunity and the 

encouragement to work in the private sector or be self-employed. Malay graduates were expected to 

widen their choice of employment, which includes to find employment in the private sectors and 

favourably to choose self-employment. These moves were to disregard the previous notions that 

Malays were interested only in the government’s jobs, especially as administrators (Nordin Selat,

1969 and 1976; Syed Hussein Alatas, 1972).

5.2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Research questions define the purposes of the study are very important for a survey because they 

are the heart o f any research. Rosier has said, “The starting point for a survey is a clear statement of 

the research questions it is designed to answer” (Rosier, 1997:156). Before research, it is important 

that:

[Researchers] are clear about precisely what it is [they] are interested in investigating. A 
research question is one. which makes explicit the precise, area of an investigation. [They] 
identifies, within the area of general concern, the specific aspects which is or are particular 
interests. Research questions are the vital first steps in any research (Lewis and Munn,
1997).

Having decided die problems to be investigated, the following research questions were formulated. 

Specifically, this study seeks to evaluate and answer the following questions. There are:
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1. What does security and insecurity mean in the Malaysian context and in particular in 

students’ life in the universities in Malaysia?

2. Why do the Malay student feel more secure in comparison with the non-Malays students (in 

particular the Chinese) feel insecure in whole educational set up and in particular in the 

universities in Malaysia?

3 . What were the results of the feeling of security and insecurity among the students on their

academic performance, campus activities, perceptions of the university ’s authority (towards 

the students) and mobility aspirations?

4. What plausible explanations can be made for the minimal interaction between Malay and 

non-Malay students in the classroom, students’ activities and leisure activities?

5. Why ‘was’ and ‘is’ the academic performance of the Malay students much lower, in 

comparison with the non-Malay students (particularly the Chinese) which were much 

higher?

6. Why do the Malay students choose to work in the public sectors, in comparison with the 

non-Malay students (particularly the Chinese) that choose to work in the private sectors or 

self-employment?

7. What useful conclusion can be made from the findings of the study that could contribute to 

an understanding of the relationship between security and insecurity on academic 

performance and choice of employment by Malay and non-Malay students in particular, 

and to all students and educational programs in general?

5.3. THE VARIABLES

In order to move from the conceptual to the empirical level the questions outline above must be

converted into variables. It is as variables that these aspects appear in the hypothesis and tested in

this study. According to Nachmias and Nachmias (1992:54) “variables are empirical properties that

can take two or more values. If a property can change in value or kind it can be regarded as a
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variable.” The four main variables are: security/insecurity, academic performance, choice of 

employment, and ethnic origins.

5.3.1. Security/Insecurity

The term security in this study applies to the Malay students in Malaysian universities. Security 

here means the treatment received by the Malay students under the umbrella of Malay special rights 

provided by the Constitutions and implemented by the Malay dominated government. The Malay 

students are said to be in the state o f security because of the Malayness of the situations that have 

been created by the political interventions. The situation in Malaysia’s education setting, in 

particular in the universities were defined by the conception and worldview of the Malay 

community (Hans-Dieter Evers, 1997). Malayness in the Malaysian context also means the strong 

influence of Islamic culture.

It has been argued in Chapter Two under the heading ‘Political Perspectives’ that the political 

interventions have caused higher feeling of security among the Malays. The pro-Malay government 

under the leadership of United Malay National Organisation (UMNO) had leading the way to 

strengthen the positions of the Malays. So far the politics of musyawarah has proved to be 

successful to integrate the ethnic communities in the country, and to strengthen the positions of the 

Malays.

The related variables are the educational routes (elite boarding schools or Sekolah Berasrama 

Penuh, various Mara Junior Science Colleges* Matriculation Programs); imposition of quota for 

university’s admission, educational sponsorships (scholarships or biasiswa, dermasiswa); 

university’s administration and environment -  where the administrators and the lecturers are mostly 

Malays; student’s peer groups in and out die campus; co-curricular activities; and linguistic 

nationalism -  Bahasa Melayu as the medium of instructions.

The term insecurity in this study applies to the non-Malay students (Chinese and Indians) who do 

not have such privileges as their Malay counterparts. The measurement of the concept insecurity in 

this case are the same variables as above, namely, the educational routes, imposition of quotas for 

university’s admission, sponsorship, university’s administration and environment, co-curricular 

activities, linguistic nationalism, and peer groups in and out o f the campus. In other words, the non- 

Malay students were deprived of the mentioned elements;
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It has also been argued, though the non-Malay students have a higher sense of insecurity in the 

country, in particular, in the university, but, they have much higher level of self-confidence because 

o f their academic merits upon entering the university. Furthermore, the Chinese and Indians belong 

to the global tribes that have a large Diaspora (Kotkin, 1993 cited from Wan Hashim Wan Teh, 

19%). Global tribes were characterised by strong ethnic identity and family system, cohesive co

operation, interdependence and international link, and strong interest on new knowledge especially 

knowledge based on science, technology, economy, and commerce. Malays is not considered as the 

global tribes and their strongholds are only in Indonesia, Brunei, Southern Philippines, Southern 

Thailand, and a veiy small minority in Singapore.

It is hypothesised that the academic performances of the non-Malay students, particularly the 

Chinese were much higher compared to the Malay students. The feeling of insecurity push them to 

work harder, to be more strategic in their learning habits, to make full use of their resources to gain 

as much knowledge as possible in the university. Whereas the feeling of security of the Malay 

students make them complacent, dependent, and contented with whatever grade they get. The 

Malay students feel that the Malay dominated government is always on their side in whatever 

situations, because in term of employment, the government will be the provider of job 

opportunities. Tims, the typology o f rights on the side o f the Malays, is always the opposite of 

meritocracy on the side of the non-Malays.

5.3.2. Academic Performance

The students’ academic performance in this case means the overall performance o f the students in 

the university. In terms o f measurement, the variables related to the academic performance are the 

examination results (particularly from the convocation booklet) and the lecturers’ view based on the 

interviews.

Previous studies have shown that the academic performances of the Malay students were much 

lower compared to the non-Malay students. Studies by Basham (1983), Mohd. Zubil Bahak, (1997), 

Abu Bakar Hashim et.al. (1997), and Abdullah Mohd.Zin (1999) have shown that Malay 

educational goals seem not to be associated with high levels of academic performance. University 

lecturers in Malaysia usually acknowledge Chinese to be the best students, followed by Indians and 

then Malays (Basham, 1983; MohdZubil Bahak, 1997; Abu Bakar Hashim et.al 1997; Abdullah 

Mohd.Zin, 1999).
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It has been acknowledged that among the students, Malay students were most highly motivated to 

continue their studies to the university level and to further their studies after completing first degree 

(Leong Yin Ching, 1992). But, it seems that their motivation was only to enter and get the degree, 

not actually seeking knowledge to the best of their ability. As Basham (1983:66) reiterated “That 

Malays ‘just have to get a degree, any kind of degree’ to guarantee employment...” It is 

hypothesised that the Malay students do not care very much of the academic performance because 

the public sectors are on their side to provide employment.

It is therefore hypothesised that the lower academic performance achieved by the Malay students 

are due to their entry qualification, because about one-third of Malay students entered the uni versity 

through their Matriculation Certificate, one-third through Diploma and the others through Sijil 

Tinggi Persekolahan Malaysia (Higher School Certificate). For the non-Malays however almost 95 

percent entered the university through Sijil Tinggi Persekolahan Malaysia (Higher School 

Certificate). It is a known fact that the operation of the Malay special rights reserved approximately 

one-third of the positions to Malay scholarship holders. The remaining one-third of the student 

admissions is based solely on merit. These students that were admitted based on merit were the 

Chinese students.

Also it is hypothesised that the non-Malay students, especially the Chinese know that the 

university’s authority, especially the lecturers regard them as superior in terms of academic ability, 

and high sense of group cohesiveness. On the other hand, the Malay students know that they were 

looked down upon, by their lecturers and university’s authority.

5.3.3. Choice of Employment

There are three types of employment for graduates^ The three type of employment are the 

government or the public sectors, the private sectors, and self-employment which also include 

family-business. Previous studies have, shown that economic activities follow along the. ethnic lines. 

Malays concentrates on agriculture and public services, Chinese in commerce and industries* and 

Indians in plantation estates, a minority in public and private sectors. It was the aim of the 

government to correct this concentrations during the period of the New Economic Policy (1970- 

1990).
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But it is hypothesised that the Malay graduates still prefers to work with the government, the 

Chinese with the private sectors or self-employment, and the Indians a mixture of public and private 

sectors, but the inclinations will be on the private sectors. It is common notion in Malaysia that the 

Malays still dependent on the government as the main provider of occupations. Whereas for the 

Chinese and Indians their chances of being employed in the public sectors seem to be less likely, 

because of the 4:1 quota imposed by the public sectors.

The historical evidence had proved that the ethnic quota for the public services was suggested by 

the British colonial rule. It has continued ever since. It was General Templer, die British High 

Commissioner that introduced a quota system in the recruitment of Malays and non-Malays in the 

public services, in particular in the Malayan Civil Services so as to ensure that die services would 

continue to be predominantly Malay but with some non-Malay representation. The quota system 

was justified on the grounds that:

[TheJ special position of the Malays should be retained in the Civil Service and improved in 
the whole economic field. To this end certain safeguards are necessary. This is at once 
evident from the fact that in the First Division of the other branches of the public service, 
excluding Police, which other branches have, as I have said, long been open to Asians of all 
races, there are today 235 non-Malay Asians as compared with only 91 Malays. I therefore 
propose that, as one of the safeguards, the number of non-Malay Federal citizens who are 
admitted into the Malayan Civil Service shall be limited to one. for every four Malays 
admitted into that service in the future (quoted from Mavis Puthucheary, 1978: 53-54).

The non-Malay students seem to be more concerned with the future, in term of career, type of 

employment to work with, personal development and advancement and salary scale. This might be 

due to insecurity and the cost that their parents have to incur to support their studies. On the other 

hand, the Malay students do not care much about their future path, this again due to their higher 

feeling of security, and furthermore for the majority of them, their studies being sponsored by the 

government.

This could be observed by the tendency of students’ social activities. It is hypothesised that the 

Malay students tend to cluster in the social, political and religious organisations, whereas the non- 

Malay students in the more semi-professional. In the social, political and religious organisations, the 

Malay students could exert their ethnicity as the indigenous ethnic group in the country. 

Furthermore, social, political and religious skills are needed in the public services.
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5.3.4. Ethnic Origins

In everyday usage, the term ‘race’ or bangsa are widely used to differentiate the three ethnic 

groups. The correct term to be used is ethnicity. S.Husin Ali (1984) stated that the term ethnic is 

much preferred in the Malaysian context, rather than racial or communal. In his view, the term 

ethnic group describes most appropriately not only the three major groups -  Malays, Chinese and 

Indians -  but, all the other component groups in the whole country. Strictly speaking, the 

differences between Malays, Chinese and Indians are not racial as such, because from the view of 

physical anthropologists, Malays and Chinese who, in fact, based on the racial classification, are 

sub-categories within the same Mongoloid type. The differences between them are not racial, but 

more social and cultural in nature.

The above differences, social and cultural, are the characteristics of an ethnicity (Abdullah Taib, 

1978; S.Husin Ali, 1984). As Shibutani and Kwan (1965:47 cited from S.Husin Ali, 1884) 

suggested “An ethnic group consists of those who conceive of themselves as being alike by virtue 

o f their common ancestry, real or fictitious, and who are so regarded by others”. They further 

reiterated that members o f each group are often “United by emotional bonds and concerned with the 

preservation of their type...they speak the same language...share common cultural heritage” 

(Shibutani and Kwan, 1965:40 cited from S.Husin Ali, 1984).

In many cases, the situation in Malaysia is unique, because ethnicity played an important role in 

determining one’s future. It is hypothesised that there is minimal interaction between Malay and 

non-Malay students in the classroom, students’ bodies (union,, associations and societies) and during 

leisure hours. Barth (1969:13-14) argues that ethnic ascription’s are interactive factors which 

classify a person “in term of his basic, most general identity, presumptively determined by his 

origin and background. To the extent that actors use ethnic identities to categorise themselves and 

others for purposes of interaction, they form ethnic groups... ”

It is very much easier to be in the same ethnic group, that is the reason for Malay students like to be 

in their ethnic group, Chinese in their own and so the Indians. Ethnic group as defined by Cohen 

(1969:4) as “An informed interest group whose members are distinct from the members of other 

groups within the same society in that they share a measure of what Smith calls ‘compulsory 

institutions like kinship and religion, and communicate among themselves relatively easily.”
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Ethnic groups -  Malays, Chinese and Indians -  which is widely use in this study has been defined 

as an interactive unit, an interest group, and a group collectively. Ethnic identity has been expressed 

in terms of shared feeling, most general identity, and consciousness of kind. Each of these 

definitions has reflected the feeling of peoplehood, presumptive origin and background, common 

ancestry, and compulsory institutions.

Belonging to a group means that one must be aware of group expectations and regulations. The 

essential correctness of one’s own behaviour and the behaviour of one’s group are important points 

of contrast with outsiders. The members of a group view that incorrect behaviour destroy group 

cohesion and threaten group survival. Thus conformity to group expectation is necessary for group 

survival. Conformity to group expectation and regulation is regulated through the process of 

socialisation and enculturation. Those expectations were, understood by members of the group as 

having sacred and it even stronger than formal law (Abdullah Taib, 1978).

Ethnicity therefore can have many consequences. In the case of Malaysian education system, 

especially in universities, students’ admission is based on ethnicity, Malays and other Bumiputeras 

55 percent, Chinese 35 percent, Indians and Others 10 percent respectively. Students’ academic 

performance could be explained in term of ethnicity, because the Chinese students performed better 

compared to die Malay students. Furthermore, the mobility aspiration attitudes of the Malays tend 

to be higher than the non-Malays.

Students interaction is based on intra-ethnic and national integration seem minimal in the campus. 

Students’ choice of employment also reflects ethnicity, because the Malay graduates prefer to work 

with the public sectors compared to the non-Malays choose to work in the private sectors. In this 

study, ethnicity is defined in terms o f  Malay, Chinese and Indian students’ recognition of the 

differences between them in terms of opportunities, customs and practices. The realisation of these 

differences enables them to behave in certain standard ways as required by their own ethnic group.

5.4. HYPOTHESIS

The purpose of the hypothesis is to guide the arguments discussed in this study. The aim of this 

study is to approve or disprove the hypothesis. By doing that, one could judged the reasons for 

Malay and non-Malay students feeling of security / insecurity, race relations, academic performance 

and choice of employment.
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The main hypothesis of this study is:

The higher the feeling of security the lower the academic performance of the 
students in the universities in Malaysia. These students (higher feeling of 
security) tend to choose public sector as their future employment

The sub-hypothesis of this study are as follows:

1. The Malay students feel more secure compared to the non-Malay students in Malaysia and 

in particular in the university.

2. The lower the feeling of security the higher the academic performance of the non-Malays, 

particularly the Chinese.

3. The lower academic performances of the Malay students were due to the security provided 

by the Malay Special Rights.

4. The Malay students choose to work in the public sectors compared to the non-Malay 

students choose to work in the private sectors or self-employment.

5. The minimal interaction between Malay and non-Malay students were due to the 

contradictions cause by the different levels of feeling o f security / insecurity.

6. The minimal interaction between Malay and non-Malay students were also due to 

differences in priorities and interest. Hence, Malay students tend to cluster in the social, 

political and religious organisations. In comparison, the non-Malay students in the more 

semi-professional organisations.

7. In comparison to the non-Malay students, the mobility aspiration attitudes of the Malay 

student tend to be higher.
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SUMMARY

This chapter had discussed four elements that acted as guides for the presentation and analysis of 

data gathered. The above discussion is presented in sequence: statement o f the problems, research 

questions, variables, and the hypothesis. All these elements acted a bridge that translates the 

theoretical and conceptual frameworks (Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4) to the research that 

would be carried out. Then, the elements discussed in this chapter would guide the data analysis that 

would be presented in the findings (Chapter 7, Chapter 8 and Chapter 9). In the analysis o f the 

findings, the ideas and factors gathered from the literature review would be utilised to strengthen 

the analysis of data gathered from the fieldwork. It is from this ‘mixture’ that would move the 

discussions and enables one to understand the present situation in Malaysian universities, pertaining 

to academic achievement and choice of employment. Before that could be achieved, it is the 

responsibility of the author to explain the steps that he has taken in gathering his information from 

the subject of his study. This is discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTERSIX

______________________ RESEARCH METHODOLOGY______________________

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to report the procedures ensue in collecting the data during the period 

of the fieldwork in Malaysia from October 1996 to January 1997. It discusses the fundamentals of 

research methodology. There are the research processes, methods of data collection, method of data 

analysis and the validity and limitations of the study. The overall purpose of this chapter is to 

discuss the methods adopted to analyse the main problem and issues of the thesis. In short, this 

chapter act as a bridge that shifts the research from the theoretical and conceptual level to the 

empirical level.

6.1. METHODOLOGICAL RATIONALE

The nature o f this study is exploratory, comparative and analytical. It seeks to examine and analyse 

reasons behind the success of non-Malay students, particularly the Chinese. In comparison, it also 

seeks to examine and analyse the reasons behind the lack of success in Malay students who 

relatively show a lower academic performance.

The sample in this study are the students in the Malaysian universities. Students in the Malaysian 

universities are comprised of three main ethnic communities, Malays and the non-Malays (Chinese 

and Indian). It is not possible to draw the whole student population to participate in this study. 

Then, a sample or precisely the sample frame was identified. Students in the final year studying in 

the Arts, Applied Arts and Social Sciences were considered useful to provide the information 

needed for this study. About 5 percent o f  the whole student population in the mentioned courses 

were selected to be the respondents in this study.

They were selected from six out of nine universities in Malaysia The. universities selected for this 

study were University of Malaya (UM), Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM), University of 

Science Malaysia (USM), University Utara Malaysia (UUM), University Putra Malaysia (UPM), 

and University of Technology Malaysia (UTM). The universities that were excluded from this study
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were International Islamic University, University Malaysia Sarawak, and University Sabah 

Malaysia1.

Nachmias and Nachmias (1992) describes that the basic requirement of any sample should be 

representative of the population from which it is drawn. Representativeness is necessary to allow 

the generalisation of the inferences based on the analysis of the sample to the whole population. In 

other words, the validity of any research findings is directly linked to the level o f representativeness 

of the sample.

To fulfil the objectives of the study, this research chose the non-random sampling procedure or 

specifically the accidental quota sampling. The quota sampling procedure was chosen because this 

is a comparative study and the compositions of the students in the Malaysian universities were also 

in the form of ethnic quotas. Malays and the Bumiputeras 55 percent, Chinese 35 percent, Indian 

and Others 10 percent. By applying the quota sampling all the ethnic communities were represented 

in the sample. The quota sampling procedures were also useful because in this study there would be 

the relatively rare ethnic communities in the population, for example Indian students were rare in 

UPM and UTM. It is therefore considerable to set the quotas to ensure the participation of the 

required ethnic communities.

As an exploratory, comparative, and analytical study the objective was to gather as much 

information relevant to the research questions as possible within the limited time frame and 

resources. Subsequently both primary (quantitative and qualitative) and secondary (documents) 

techniques and procedures were used to gather data and information. The objectives of the study 

and the nature of the research questions under investigation influenced this decision. Wellington 

(1996: 16) described this as “The activity or business of choosing, reflecting upon, evaluating and 

justifying the methods you use” in which the decision made on the methods used is an essential 

feature of any written reports or research thesis (Wellington, 1996).

1 This three universities were excluded because of the following reasons. International Islamic University was 
not included because of its international nature whereby students from overseas were admitted. Students’ 
admission were not through the Central Universities Unit, Ministry of Education. Furthermore, International 
Islamic University uses English and Arabic as its medium of instructions and more than fifty percent of the 
lecturers are expatriates. The Universiti Malaysia Sarawak was not included because it was established in 
1993 and in 1996 the first batch of students were still in the third year. The same applies to the Universiti 
Sabah Malaysia that was established in 1995.
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It was felt that a mix of methods of enquiry would ensure greater validity than would the use of 

only one method (Pelto, 1970). A combination of a survey questionnaire was to provide the breadth 

of the study and an interview its depth. Borg etal (1981:5) states that “the purpose of qualitative 

method is to develop an understanding of individuals and events in their natural state, taking into 

account their relevant context. By contrast the purpose of quantitative research is to make objective 

descriptions of a limited set of phenomena and also to determine whether the phenomena can be 

controlled through certain interventions.” Macmillan and Schumacher (1989:39) elaborate fiirther 

the differences between the two methods as they explained “quantitative approaches use numbers to 

describe phenomena, while qualitative data techniques use narrative descriptions... ”

This mixed method would allow the two methods to compliment each other and provides a greater 

understanding of research issues being explored. In this respect, Rossman and Wilson (1991) had 

suggested that by combining the quantitative and qualitative data, this enable mutual confirmation 

or corroboration of both types of data via triangulation. Similarly Cohen and Manion (1994) also 

suggested that the relevant data gathered were then used to provide cross data validity between the 

survey questionnaire data (quantitative) and interview information (qualitative). It gave a greater 

confidence to research findings and elaborated or developed analysis by providing richer detail and 

initiated new lines of thinking through attention to surprises or peculiarities, twisting ideas around 

and providing fresh understanding.

Thus the quantitative method would persuade the reader through de-emphasising individual 

judgement and stressing the use of established procedures, leading to more precise and generalised 

results (Firestone, 1987). Qualitative method on the other hand according to Firestone (1987) would 

persuade the reader through rich dramatic performance and crucial comparison across cases, hence 

overcoming the abstraction inherent in quantitative studies.

Using a combination of both methods of enquiries however is not without it dangers. In the mixed 

method it is hard to strike a balance between quantitative (breadth) and qualitative (depth). For 

instance the combination has a tendency for the qualitative enquiry to be lacking in depth and 

become superficial or the breadth intended from the quantitative enquiry may tend to reduce, 

particularly when an effort to make any area under study more precise (Hammersely, 1990). 

However, it was felt that the advantages of combined methods would exceed the disadvantages.
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The decisions on methods, as indicated earlier, were made in the light of the research questions of 

this study. Lewin (1990) stated that the criteria of choice start with the selection of methods that 

were likely to give most insight into the research questions within the resource constraints. In this 

case, this study had a limited time frame2, financial constraints3, and a difficult geographical 

setting4.

Following Moser and Kalton (1983) a survey questionnaire has various advantages such as, it was 

possible to formulate the questionnaire in the manner that it would be more suited, useful and 

relevant to the focused area of concern of the study. It also allowed this study to gather more 

representative views through a large number of respondents. The survey questionnaire gives a wider 

picture or an overall views that showed a general pattern (Wellington, 1996). Hence, this would 

permit a reasonable level of generality of the findings to be useful for the policy-making processes. 

Furthermore by administering a common questionnaire that was a standardised instrument that was 

consistent across all respondents, this enables comparisons to be made and analysis of distribution 

of patterns of association to be carried out (Alreck and Settle, 1995; Cohen and Maonion, 1997)

In addition, the survey questionnaire is generally simpler and more economical than interview 

because it requires less time allowing quicker administration and required minimal participation 

from the researcher. Results can be easily processed and a large number of respondents could be 

questioned. In addition, it also offered anonymity that was more desirable for enquiring sensitive 

issues (Wellington, 1996). In terms of assuring respondent’s anonymity, the survey questionnaire 

allowed them to be more open in their responses and gave an opportunity for researchers to study 

important topics without intruding on their privacy (Hopkins, 1983).

Furthermore, the presentation o f  questionnaire created a setting in which respondents could felt 

quite comfortable in expressing their personal belief, values or experiences in a uniformed and 

countable form (Carlsmith, Ellworth and Aronson, 1976). This uniformity in most or all of its items 

of die closed type responses allows researchers to achieve a greater reliability of the study

2 The author has been given three months by his sponsor to conduct the fieldwork in Malaysia. Furthermore, 
any study dealing with university students have to be conducted at the beginning of the semester because 
students would gradually get busy with their studies towards the end of the semester.
3 The author was fortunate because was given a grant by Bureau of Research and Consultation, University 
Utara Malaysia to conduct his fieldwork. He received the sum of RM7000.00 (Ringgit Malaysia Seven 
Thounsand) which is equivalent to GBP 1500.00 (Great Britain Pounds of One Thousand Five Hundred). The 
amount was more than sufficient to conduct the fieldwork
4 The universities selected for the study were relatively far apart. The author had to travel from one university 
to the other, example from UUM to UTM about 680 miles (Sintok, Kedah to Skudai, Johore).
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(Kerlinger, 1973). Moreover, by using close-ended questionnaires responses were more easily 

quantified and analysed as well as easy to compare and tabulate (Giddens, 1993). It was also 

because of the dispersed and homogenous population under study that this method according to 

Delamater (1982) could be useful.

However, the author was conscious of the disadvantages of the use of questionnaire as a data 

collecting method. For instance, whilst questionnaire can generate a considerable amount of 

quantitative data, it does not provide an opportunity for a deeper and richer analysis that can be 

obtained by a qualitative method (Wellington, 1996). It was also realised that a questionnaire has a 

limitation in providing evidence about causality in the relations detected (Nisbet and Entwistle, 

1970). As stated earlier in the discussion, in order to cushion this limitation, an interview was used 

to collect the qualitative data and information. The interview would serve as a way to triangulate the 

quantitative data and information.

Cohen and Manion (1997) point that interviews could be used as an explanatory device that would 

help to identify variables and relationships. In the context of this study the interview was used to 

gather descriptive data through the language of respondents. This would allow the author to develop 

insights into how students, lecturers* and university officials perceive or even understood the 

reasons that affect students academic performance and choice of employment. It would allow the 

study to be informed by subjective reality of the respondents' understanding of the- reasons being 

investigated.

Cohen and Manion (1997) suggested four types of interviews that may be used specifically as a 

research tools. The first type is a structured interview with content and procedure organised in 

advance. An unstructured interview secondly gives an open situation with a greater flexibility and 

freedom to the interviewer. The third type is the non-directive interview that derives from the 

therapeutic or psychiatric interview. This type of interview encourages respondents to talk about 

themselves. Finally, the fourth type was a focused interview that allowed more interviewer control 

than in the non-directive situation.

However, for the purpose of this study, the semi-structured interview (combinations of structured 

interview, unstructured interv iew, and non-directive interview) was adopted. It could provide an 

added advantage by retaining the study’s main objective when enquiring equivalent information 

from a number of respondents. It also provided more flexibility and freedom to the respondents’
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personality and situations during the interviews, hence, allowing the author to probe and expand the 

respondents responses, where and when necessary (Hitchcock and Hughes, 1989).

6.2. PILOTING THE INSTRUMENTS

Both piloting die survey questionnaire and practising the interview was done before the actual data 

collection. The aim of the pilot test of the instruments was to check the clarity of the language used, 

the comprehensiveness of the questions and statements in the survey questionnaire, and to check the 

possible problems that may rise. Practising the interview was meant to explore the appropriateness 

o f the questions asked as well as to find the best way to conduct the interview itself. This was 

crucial as the author designed the survey questionnaire and conducted the interview himself.

Interview was used as a mean to gather an in-depth information that could gave rich and uncovered 

high-quality data. This information found could compliment and supplement quantitative data either 

triangulate or paint a clearer picture of some doubtful elements. However, these would only be 

achieved with a smooth and a skilful technique of interview. The author was aware that an 

interview is a formal encounter, with specific purpose for both informants and the author (Drever, 

1995) and it is not an ordinary conversation. Tims, it was essential for the author to get as much 

practice as possible before going to the field.

In conducting his pilot interview the author also had to go through the normal official procedures in 

term of getting accessibility and choosing his sample. The ‘pilot sample’ or the ‘sample of the 

sample’ must be from the population under study and hence students from the three ethnic 

communities that were studying in UUM were chosen. In the case of the interview, lecturers who 

were teaching in UUM were chosen. It was conducted in the first two weeks of the author’s 

fieldwork period.

The pilot test was conducted with three groups of students. The author held two meetings with 

students, each meeting last about two hours. In each meeting, the author provides dinner that had 

been arranged with the cafeteria The groups were as follows:

1. The first group comprised of ten Malay students (six males and four females) from Kolej 

Mas. The students had been selected by the College Master, and the meeting took place at 

8pm in the Meeting Room (Bilik Mesyuarat) of the College.
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2. The second group comprised of ten Chinese students (seven males and three females) from 

Kolej Petronas. They were selected by the College Master, and the meeting took place at 

8pm in the Meeting Room (Bilik Mesyuarat) of the College.

3. The third group comprised of ten Indian students (seven males and three females) from 

Kolej Pemas. The students had been selected by the College Master, and the meeting took 

place at 10pm in the Cafeteria. The author has to wait for the students because in that 

particular evening they went to Changloon (the nearby town) to attend a special Hindu 

ceremony.

In the pilot meeting, the author had done three things. The three things were as follows:

1. Students were given the survey questionnaire and they were asked to answer the questions 

and they were also reminded to make a notice at the unclear, ambiguity, and sensitive 

questions.

2. The author discussed every statement in the survey questionnaire. In the discussion students 

were encouraged to voice their views about the suitability of the questions or statements.

3. One-to-one and group interview with the students. The purpose of this in-depth interview 

was to explore students’ feeling about the statements concerning the cultural attitudes that 

were basically ‘racial’.

During the day, the author meets the lecturers for an interview. They were two Malays, one 

Chinese, and an Indian. There were two activities done with them. Firstly, they were given the 

survey questionnaire earlier and in the meeting they were asked to comments on the suitability and 

contents o f  the survey questionnaire. In the second meeting, die author carried out the one-to-one 

interview.

After each meeting (either with the students or the lecturers) the author discussed aspects such as 

the suitability of die questions asked, their feelings, topics to be included and any general 

comments. On the whole the author found that the pilot test (either the survey questionnaire or the 

interview) gave an enormous amount of encouragement and confidence.
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It gave the author important information and picture such topics to be avoided or touched on during 

the conversations. Sensitive issues such as involving cultural taboo to certain ethnic groups of 

individual should not be discussed particularly in a group interview where different cultural 

background individuals were involved.

The author was reminded by one of the lecturer, that he should not discuss academic performance 

of the Chinese with the Chinese lecturers by accusing them of conspiracy for the benefits of the 

Chinese students and discriminating against the Malays. Another helpful aspect o f this pilot period 

gave the author an idea of time involved thus helped the author in organising and administering the 

author's time for actual ‘answering of the survey questionnaire’ and ‘interview’. The author also 

used this opportunity to add in some of the new aspects that emanate from this pilot interviews to 

supplement the author’s survey questions and items.

Hie survey questionnaire was formulated along the same line of the interview questions as far as 

selecting topics was concerned. However, it was more precise and took a longer time to formulate 

reasonably good questions. The draft survey questionnaire was checked and rechecked three times 

before it was tested in the field. The pilot test was to assess a revised questionnaire (Verma and 

Beard, 1981) before it was prepared for the actual survey. Questions that were found not relevant 

were discarded or rephrased to suit the local context. Vague, ambiguous and difficult items for the 

informants to understand were changed or modified taking careful steps so that the intended 

meaning was intact.

The language for the survey questionnaire was English5. The first draft of the questionnaire was 

reviewed with fellow research students at the Development Planning Unit, University College 

London and School of Education, University of Birmingham, and it resulted in trimming and a 

substantial amount of questions and modifications of items. However, the second draft still needed 

modifications after it was discussed with the groups of students mentioned earlier.

5 English was chosen as the language of the questionnaire because it would be easier for the supervisor to 
understand and to give advise on the original draft. Furthermore, university students in Malaysia understand 
English because English is being taught as a compulsory subject in the university. But, the author would 
suggest that for future research Bahasa Melayu should be use because the respondents could have deeper 
meaning on the issue discussed in the questionnaire.
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This comments and modification were conveyed to die author’s supervisor (Mr. Pervaiz Nazir) and 

he also suggested that the author had to rephrase some questions, although the content was the 

same. Copy of the final draft of the survey questionnaire was submitted to the author’s supervisor 

for his comments. Supervisor also gave his comments through e-mail, which the author used for 

further discussion with his colleagues, lecturers at the School of Social Development, UUM.

The final draft was printed and again tested with twenty Malay students from USM who attended a 

course at the Nation Building Camp (Kem Bina Negara), Perlis. The author was fortunate to 

meeting the students because he was invited to give a talk to them by the Civic Bureau (Biro 

Tatanegara), Prime Minister’s Department. The time taken to answer all the questions was about 

one hour and this again was followed by discussion with five students to identify 

misunderstandings, ambiguities and useless or adequate items (Wiersma, 1991).

Each question and item were discussed looking at its clarity and how they understood the questions 

and items used. Subsequently, further amendments, modifications and changes were made to some 

questions. The author had to provide a page o f ‘glossary’ for every questionnaire that explains 

difficult English words into Bahasa Melayu. There were also suggestions to add some additional 

items such as items on students’ cultural background assumed to influence students’ feeling of 

security / insecurity, race relations, academic performance and choice of employment. This 

suggestion was incorporated in foe interviews with the students, university’s officers and lecturers.

6.3. SAMPLE

It was not always easy to decide on a population, particularly a survey sample (Wellington, 1996) as 

in any educational research rarely can a study include foe entire population of interest (Gall, Borg 

and Gall, 1996). Cohen and Manion (1997) make some useful points about sample size in social 

research. They point out that there is no single answer to this often asked question but that sample 

size depends upon:

a. the aims of the study;

b. the nature of the population being investigated;

c. foe sorts of relationships between variables being considered and foe statistical tests being 

employed;

d. foe number of sub-groups; and,
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e. the number o f variables being controlled for.

As a rule o f thumb they suggest a minimum sample o f 30 if statistical analyses are to be used.

This study was carried out in six universities in Malaysia6. The university chosen is shown in Table

6.1. In the table it is stated the year it was established, acronym and the locality.

Table 6.1.
Universities Chosen for the Study

Name of the University and the Year of its Acronym locality

University of Malaya 
(1960)

UM Lembah Pantai, Kuala 
Lumpur

Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia or National 
University of Malaysia (1971)

UKM Bangi, Selangor

University of Science Malaysia 
(1969)

USM Minden, Penang

Universiti Utara Malaysia or Northern 
University of Malaysia (1984)

UUM Sintok, Kedah

University Putra Malaysia 
(1971)

UPM Serdang, Selangor

University of Technology Malaysia 
(1972)

UTM Skudai, Johor

This study is a comparative study that involves comparing one ethnic group with the other ethnic 

groups. The question addressed in the analysis was ‘Are Malay students and non-Malay students 

different?’ Basically the aim o f the study is to describe analyse the students’ life in the local 

universities, and to identify the causes o f the different standards o f academic performance and 

choice o f employment between die Malays and non-Malays.

The sample for this study was drawn from the undergraduates studying in the Malaysian 

universities. The samples selected were undergraduates who were in their final year, because they 

have undergone more than two years o f campus life and have sat for at least four semester 

examinations. Furthermore, these students have started thinking about employment, and type of 

employer they' intend to work with.

6 During the period of the fieldwork Malaysia had nine universities, additional to that are the International 
Islamic Universiti (Uf A), Kuala Lumpur, Universiti Malaysia Sarawak (Unimas) in the state of Sarawak; and 
Universiti Malaysia Sabah, in the state of Sabah
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Those undergraduates chosen for this study were from die arts, applied arts, and social sciences 

courses. The arts, applied arts, and social sciences students were chosen because they constitute 

about 60 percent o f the student population in die Malaysian universities. Moreover, these students 

are sensitive to local and national issues (Junaidi Abu Bakar, 1993). The nature o f their studies have 

a much broader perspective than science undergraduates which is needed by both the public and 

private sectors, so they have to make a choice, either to work with the public or private sectors.

in the arts, applied arts and social sciences courses the majority o f the students were holders o f the 

Sijii Tinggi Persekoiahan Malaysia (Malaysian Higher School Certificate), and this will equates 

with the non-Malays, because for a large majority o f non-Malay students this is the only route to 

university admission. Majority o f the Malay students in the sciences, engineering, medicine, 

information technology and other science based professional courses were from the Matriculation 

Programs (previously the Matriculation Programs was a two-year course, but from 1996/97 it was 

reduced to one-year course). Students admitted to the Matriculation Programs after Sijil Peiajaran 

Malaysia (Malaysian Certificate o f Education).

Other samples in this study which was drawn from the lecturers and universities administrators is 

not the main sample, but acted as a support to the main data gathered from the students survey 

questionnaire. This has to be done, because Verma and Mallick (1999:115) said:

In conducting a survey, the researcher will probably employ questionnaires and, probably, 
interviews. In this way the results from one way of the data will help to inform and refine 
the other data, so that conclusions drawn are meaningful, precise and representative.

The purpose o f survey method employed in this study were to gathers information regarding 

students’ feeling o f security / insecurity, race relations, academic performance and choice o f 

employment Arlene Fink and Jacqueline Kosecoff (1998: 1) explained that

A survey is a method of collecting information directly from people about their ideas, 
feelings, health, plans, beliefs, and social, educational, and financial background A survey 
can be a self-administered questionnaire that someone fills out alone or with assistance. Or 
a survey can be an interview that is done in person or on the telephone.

The self-administered questionnaires were delivered to die students for them to fill in the 

particulars, then they were reminded to hand-in to the lecturers. An individual interview was carried 

out with the lecturers and the universities’ administrators.
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In determining the percentages for the number o f respondents from each university, the author 

followed the percentages o f students in each university. The higher the percentages o f arts, applied 

arts and social sciences student the greater the percentages allocated. Following that procedures, the 

number o f arts, applied arts, and social sciences student were higher in the UM, UKM, UUM, USM, 

UPM, and the UTM. The distribution o f respondents is shown in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2
The Distribution of Respondents According to Universities

NAME OF UNIVERSITIES PERCENTAGES
ALLOCATED

NUMBER OF 
RESPONDENTS

UM 30 percent 104
UKM 30 percent 104
UUM 20 percent 69
USM 10 percent 35
UPM 5 percent 17
UTM 5 percent 16

TOTAL
...................................................

100 percent
.......... ...........................

345

During die period o f the fieldwork there were 220 questionnaires that were collected by the 

lecturers and then hand-in to author. Afro- careful study. 30 questionnaire were disregarded, 

because o f the incomplete information given. There were 190 questionnaires selected from six 

universities, although the author had distributed 420 copies o f the questionnaires to the six 

universities and had hoped to collect more than 300 copies. The author realised that the number o f 

respondents was not sufficient for this study, and intended to do a follow up to get the number 

expected earlier7.

Before he returned to England, the author asked two of his colleagues at the School o f Social 

Development. UUM to do a follow up with the contact persons in other universities to collect the 

remaining questionnaires. Due to illness, the author delayed his contact with his colleagues, hence, 

there was a gap between the first and the second data. In the second collection there were 180 

questionnaires received. After the selection process only 155 questionnaires were selected, the rest 

having to be disregarded. Overall, the responses received were from 400 respondents, after close

During the course of the fieldwork the author suffered two heart attacks (one in Johor Bharu and the other 
one in Kuala Lumpur). The author was advised by his doctor and colleagues in School of Social 
Development, UUM, to return to Birmingham, because his wife and three children were all in Birmingham 
Back in Birmingham in early February 1997, the author was still feeling ill, and on 10 March 1997 he was 
admitted to Heartlands Hospital, Birmingham On 8 April 1997 he suffered s serious heart attack which ended 
in a Coronary By-pass Graft Operations on 24 April 1997 at Walsgrave Hospital, Coventry' After the 
operations the author was unable to work for a period of four months
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scrutiny 55 (30 from the first phase, and 25 from die follow up) o f die questionnaires were 

disregarded because o f incomplete answers, and this 345 respondents were employed and reported 

in this study.

The justification for choosing 300 or more samples for this study is by applying the basic rules o f 

sample size. The first basic rule about sample size states that about thirty individuals were required 

in order to provide a pool large enough for even the basic kind o f analysis. The second basic rules 

states that one’s need a sample large enough to ensure that it is theoretically possible for each cell in 

the analytical table to have five cases fall in i t  Applying the second rule had arrived at the number 

300. The table is usually referred to as a dummy table (Dixon et.ai., 1987). Applying the quota 

sampling, the 345 samples were divided into three ethnic groups Malays, Chinese, Indian, and 

Others.

6 A  QUESTIONNAIRE

The questionnaire is known as an important tool in collection o f data. According to Verma and 

Mafflick(1999:117):

The questionnaire is often a vital tool in the collection of data. If it is well-constructed, it 
can provide data economically and in the form that lend itself perfectly to the purpose of the 
study.

Although the questionnaire is one o f the important tools o f data collection, researchers need to take 

some criteria into account during the preparation o f the questionnaire. An ideal questionnaire as 

describe by Davidson (197GX quoted in Cohen and Manion (1997:92-93), should be as follows:

ft is clear, unambiguous and uniformly workable. Its design must minimise potential errors 
from respondents.. .and coders. And since people participation in survey is voluntary, a 
questionnaire has to help engaging their interest, encouraging the co-operation and eliciting 
answers as close as possible to the truth.

The survey questionnaire is the main instrument employed in this study. The complete 

questionnaire is in Appendix A. Those interviews which the author have discussed above were the 

sources o f the background knowledge that enriched the author’s knowledge and was used to support 

the findings. Survey questionnaire was chosen because it is the cheapest and easy to administer, it 

allowed the author to get data and information fast Hence, it gave more time to conduct interviews
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and conduct a document search. It was also a suitable means to study homogenous populations 

(Delamater, 1982) as the case o f this research’s population.

Moreover, by using survey questionnaires the anonymity o f sample universities and respondents 

was preserved. This anonymity allowed the respondents to feel at ease and created undivided 

responses. This was an essential aspect in particular when dealing with university’s students in an 

eastern culture where hurting one’s feeling is considered rude and uncultured. Frank answers from a 

younger person may be interpreted a non-respectful action especially to an older person (Dahlan 

Hj.Aman, 1991). The design o f the questionnaire format should be free from any suspicious 

indication to break this trust.

In the survey questionnaire, the author divided the items into seven sections. The sections are as 

follows:

Personal Background Data 
The purpose o f this section is to identify students’ social backgrounds. From this section, 

demographic data (ethnic group, religion, sex, age, marital status) could be obtained. Besides that 

other data were also obtained, social class positions, schools attended, and sponsorships.

Feeling of Security/Insecurity 
Hie purpose o f this section is to identify students’ feelings o f security I insecurity. The questions 

asked were concerning the Malay Special Rights and its implementation in the educational spheres 

(particularly in the university). Besides that, the outcomes o f the security I insecurity were also 

given in the form o f statements that signify the behaviour o f each ethnic group in the university.

Ability (Academic Performance). Aspiration and Expectation 
The purpose o f this section is to explore student’s ability, aspiration and expectations. Questions 

regarding ability were asked on the results o f previous examinations, English results, and their 

perceptions oas the factors that contribute to success. Questions on aspiration were on their targets 

either in the present situations or in the future. Questions on expectations were merely on the 

ambition in life.
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Lectures and Study

This questions in this section were concerning lectures, hours spend c h i  study, study group, 

examination and their lecturers. Based on the mentioned data one could made predictions about the 

students" interest on their study.

Social and Leisure Time Activities 
There were 30 statements given on the common activities among university student in Malaysia 

However, the nature o f the social and leisure activities differs from one ethnic group to the other, it 

shall be noted in the analysis that the different forms o f activity were the result o f religious and 

other cultural influences.

Choice of Employment
The purpose o f this section is to explore student’s choice o f employment and the type o f employer 

they intended to work with. The questions were aim to track the different cultural attitudes with 

regard to employment. Besides that, there were statements that specifically picture the whole 

cultural tendency o f each ethnic community with reference to employment.

Evaluation of University Experiences 
There were seven questions for the students to evaluate on their university experiences. The 

questions concerned with soda! mobility, expectations, personal development, friendship pattern 

and the facilities.

The seven sections and the questions that follow represent the whole experience o f the students in 

the Malaysian universities. As the author have mentioned elsewhere that the main constraint in 

Malaysia is ethnicity. Based on ethnicity, the author have formulated the cultural altitudes 

specifically characterised each ethnic community.

There were altogether 87 statements formulated, which required respondents to indicate their levels 

o f agreement or disagreement The issues are the feeling o f security and insecurity, race relations in 

the universities, academic performance, and choice o f employment.

However, in this study besides the preparation and precaution taken at the earlier stage o f the 

research nevertheless in the analysis stage tew problems arise. Most o f the statements in the 

questionnaire were attitudinal in nature, hence on the part o f the respondents they feel that they
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have been directed to tide the specific answers. Some o f the questions (without the realisation o f the 

author) should be given in the form o f open-ended question but it was stated in the form o f 

statement. The problem arise here because one o f the ethnic group feel that they have been branded 

as ‘negative1 in comparison to the ethnic group which feet ‘positive’. For example, in the statement 

related to the issues o f security/insecurity in Malaysian universities. However, the author has 

explains and add some interview notes so as to reduced the levels o f ambiguity on the part o f the 

readers. Due to the w eakness o f some o f the questions or statements in the questionnaire one should 

compensate the data with the interview. In fact, through in-depth interview the actual meaning on 

some o f the behaviour could be interpreted and justified

<L5L INTERVIEW

Interview is one o f the crucial techniques for gathering data if  the interviewer can establish good 

relationships with people who are being interviewed. Robson (1998:228) defined interview:

The interview is a kind of conversation; a conversation with a purpose. Interviews carried 
out for research or enquiry purposes are very corranonly used approach, possibly in part 
because the interview appears to be a quite straightforward and non-problematic way of 
finding things out

It also provides many benefits for the researcher. According to Butt (1998:2):

The main benefit of using interviews is their adaptability as a research technique. The 
interviewer can gather complex data and information, often probing further than 
questionnaire will allow.

The main aim o f the interview was to investigate and gain greater insight into students, lecturers, 

university officials (the Students’ Affairs Division, the Academic Affairs Division, the Librarian, 

and the Security) understanding about reasons that affecting students academic performance and 

choice o f employment. Qualitative data gathered was used to complement and supplement the 

quantitative data collected from the survey questionnaire. They helped to illuminate the findings 

and provide them with depth.

Thus, from the interviews and the author’s observation during the period o f three months (October 

1996 -  January 1998), the author have a clear view o f students’ fife in the universities. The 

interview was conducted during field works to six universities in Malaysia -  UM, UKM, USM, 

UUM, UPM, and UTM.
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There were thirty lecturers interviewed from die three mam ethnic groups. In order to have a 

representative views from the lecturers, the author considered that it is appropriate to allocate 

quotas based on the ethnic compositions o f the counfry. There were seventeen Malays (55 percent), 

ten Chinese (35 percent), and three Indian (10 percent) lecturers selected to participate in this 

study®. Table 6.3 shows die number o f lecturers interviewed according to ethnicity and universities.

Table 63
The Number ©f Lecturers Interviewed According to Ethnicity and Universities

Ethnic I' I’M UKM USM UUM j UPM . UTM • Total

Malay I 3 3 ! 2 3 [ 3 3 17
Chinese I 2 2 2 2 I 1 1 10
Indian j 1 j 1 1 [ - 3
Total j 6 ■v:.vU4v>;:'v>]

The interviews aimed at collecting the views o f the lecturers regarding students’ overall 

performance, the influence o f cultural attitudes on students’ performance, the choice o f employment 

among the students, and the possibility o f change in the future. The guideline that was discussed 

with the lecturers is in Appendix B.

Other interview with the university’s officers is shown in Table 6.4. The most important o f all these 

interviews were the interview with the Students' Counsellors and die Assistant Registrars in charge 

o f the academic affairs. The interview with the Librarian and the Security Officer were considered 

as additional information to improve author’s understanding o f the students’ life in the universities.

Tabic 6.4
Interviews with the University Officers According to Positions and Universities

Position / Ethnic UM EKM O  USM ; mu UPM : UTM
...........

Total

Students’ Counsellor 
(Malay)

I I I I I t 6

Assistant Registrar 
(Malay)

1 I I I I 1 I 6

Librarian (Malay) - j - 1 - - 1

Security Officer (Indian) - j - 1 - - 1

• Total • ' 7..' -  ' v'- • j X \ :4;)y

8 The number of Indian lecturer is indeed small in Malaysian universities. In UPM and UTM there is none of 
them teaching in the courses related to arts, applied arts, and social sciences. There were ‘a few’ of them 
teaching English, but was not interviewed because of the quota that had been allocated
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There ware six persons interviewed from die Students7 Affairs Division, one from each university 

and each being a  Students7 Counsellors. The interviews aimed at collecting the views o f the 

Students7 Counsellors regarding students’ attitudes towards their studies, participation in Societies, 

Clubs and other Associations.; social, political, and religions inclinations o f students; monetary 

problems; career awareness; psycho-social problems (teenage problems, family relationships, 

loneliness, self-confidence, parochialism, chauvinism, fatalism); academic problems; and race 

relations. The guideline that was discussed with the Students’ Counsellors is in Appendix C.

Information from the Academic Affairs Division was gathered from six Assistant Registrars in 

charge o f examinations, one from each university. The interviews aimed at collecting the views of 

the Assistant Registrars regarding students’ overall academic performance; students’ attitudes 

towards their results (complaint); academic procedures (selecting courses); (actors that drove 

students to failures; remedial programs to uplift the academic performance o f students; and 

complaint from the lecturers about students academic performance. The guideline that was 

discussed with the Assistant Registrars is in Appendix D.

However information from die Security Department and fee Librarian was only obtained from 

UUM. Items discussed with the Security Officer is regarding students deviant behaviour; 

seriousness in study; students’ group formation; campus informal activities; students’ voting 

behaviour; students’ political activities; and reactions by the university’s authority on reports made 

by the Security Department The guideline that was discussed with the Security Officer is in 

Appendix E.

Items discussed wife the Librarian is concerning students’ attitudes toward fee library and 

information system; misconduct in the library; competence and incompetence o f students wife fee 

reading materials; and steps taken by fee library to encourage students to make full use o f the 

library. The guideline feat was discussed with fee Librarian is in Appendix F.

In feat learning process, fee author decided to study in depth fee pattern o f behaviour o f fee Malay, 

Chinese, and Indian students on the campus, and their patterns o f social interaction while they were 

still in feeir place o f origin, i.e. in schools and outside fee campus. More specifically, fee following 

was explored in each o f fee interactions wife fee students or in the interv iew s:
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a. Detailed descriptions o f educational experiences in schools and also at 

university.

b. Detailed descriptions o f student feelings o f security and insecurity towards the 

Malay special rights policy , their course o f study , lecturers, friends (intra-ethnic 

and inter-ethnic) and future employment.

c. Student feelings about friendship on the campus. Who influenced them to 

choose their subjects, their lecturers, their societies, and their future career.

d. Detailed descriptions o f leisure-time activities.

e. Detailed descriptions o f study' habits. How did the students organise 

themselves.

The interview with the students was conducted in an informal manner. The author visited the 

cafeterias, dormitory', mosque, library' and whenever opportunity arise. In each university, the 

author makes sure that he can have five students to be interviewed, two Malays, two Chinese, and 

an Indian Thus there were 30 students interviewed throughout the study . Usually, in the process, 

the author managed to interv iew more than one student because it is part o f students’ culture to sit 

and chat in a group. The author, as far as possible have tried to get in-depth interview with the 

students, only through this manner the author could get the inner feelings o f the students Table 6.5 

presented the interviews with the students in the chosen universities.

Table 6.5
The Number of Students Interview ed According to Ethnicity and University

Ethnic UM UKM USM UUM
.  -

UPM UTM Total j

Malax 2 2 2 2 2 2 12
Chinese 2 2 2 2 2 2 12
Indian 1 1 I 1 » 1 6

i TOTAL
L

5
.. —  _______

5 5 f
---------------------------------------- .......................... .

5
; :  • > ' 
............................... ...............

30 J

As most interviews in educational research are rarely a stimulus-responses (Davies, 1997), by using 

a semi-structured interview method it will help the smooth flows o f the conversations. The
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interview guideline as shown in die Appendixes (B to F) was formulated Before the actual 

interviews were carried out the follow ing steps w ere taken:

a. An introduction letter from the authors employer, Dean, School o f Social Development, 

Professor Dr. Ahmad Fawzi B asil

b. The second step was to get permission from Deputy Vice-chancellor (Academic), Deputy 

Vice-chancellor (Students Affairs) and Dean o f the Faculties in the universities chosen for 

this study9.

c. However, as far as accessibility was concerned there was not much o f a problem for the 

author, as the author is a local, an ‘insider1 and had an experienced with four o f the six 

iMUvefsrties chosen for this study10

The author was very aware o f the impending problems surrounding the use o f interviews, 

particularly', when the time available was limited. This affected practicality and most important the 

validity o f the interview because important issues could slip away due to time limitations- The 

interview period was between one and a half and two hours. There were frequent changes o f 

appointment time to suit the lecturers, university officials, and die students as they were busy with 

their own routines or business.

The use o f interview also encounters another problems. Gaining access, acceptance, trust and 

confidence from the respondents, particularly the students and the lecturers. University students and 

lecturers are not ‘bureaucratic entity’ whereby they would abide to the rales and regulations 

imposed by the authority. They have their set o f informal rules that have to be understood. Gaining 

access to the students social world, especially interviewing them in their dormitories, because only 

in the evening seem to be their leisure hour are they free to share their thoughts.

9 The purpose of this official letters is to get easy access to the faculties in the universities involved in this 
study. It made members of the faculties felt involved and more ease to receive the author and also helped the 
informants to be more relaxed when interviewed as they' felt that the time used was witMn their official duties. 
Moreover, the interview itself implied something ‘formal’ (Davies, 1997).
w HUM is the present employer of the author since 1984. The author was a post-graduste student in USM 
majoring Sociology in the early 1980s. The author was an undergraduate student of UKM majoring in Malay 
Letters in the late 1970s. Prior to UUM the author was a Lecturer in the Faculty of Human Resources 
Management (formerly Faculty of Humanities) UTM teaching Introduction to Malaysian Culture, 
Malaysian Society and Social Ethics.
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The problem that taros® was to gain access to Chinese and Indian students, because being Malay, a 

lecturer, and they felt the author came from the university authorities to investigate their social life 

on campus. A Chinese student, communicating in Cantonese dialect cautioned his friends, to be 

careful with their statements because the author is a university lecturer. But, the author showed 

them the proof, that at present the author is pursuing his study and in the process o f writing his 

Ph.D. thesis.

Only an hour after that the students felt free to share their ideas with the author, giving their 

comments, and answering the questions. The same happened with the Indian students, they want 

assurance that their revelation would be anonymous. The Malay students felt certain barriers in 

talking to a lecturer, especially on issues o f academic performance and choice o f employment. They 

were shy and respectful to a person with social position and their elder. However, the author 

managed to overcome all these barriers through contacts with ‘opinion leaders' among the students 

themselves.

The problem also raised w hen the author interviewed the Chinese and the Indian lecturers. They do 

not wish to share their thoughts sincerely regarding the Malay students, probably because the author 

is Malay, a colleague, and criticising a Malay or anyone from other ethnic groups is a sensitive 

issue. After giving the assurance that this study is purely for academic purposes, they were willing 

to share their thoughts.

In order to reduce such problems, all the respondents were informed earlier about the aim of the 

study and the purpose o f the interviews by letter, personal contact or through telephone. Before the 

interview, interview procedures and steps were discussed as clearly as possible. There were:

•  Objectives o f the study.

•  Aims o f the interview.

•  The format o f the interview.

•  Recording during the interview (both tape and written), and

•  Confidentiality o f die interview.

With regard to validity, the author emphasised the importance o f the respondents1 open, truthful and 

frank responses. These were assured through building o f good rapport and assuring the respondents
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that there wane no ‘wrong’ or ‘correct’ answers. Their frankness and honest views were the right 

views and opinions.

The author stressed the importance o f gaining acceptance, trust and confidence from the 

respondents. Personality and appearance o f lecturers and university administrators are important in 

Malaysian culture, particularly for visitors. For instance, male officers (lecturers and administrators) 

are expected to dress neatly in plain light-coloured long sleeved shirt, tucked-in dark-coloured 

trousers (necktie optional); female officers (lecturers and administrators) must dress decently and 

although allowed to wear skirls, must cover their knees, preferably in light-coloured clothing. Male 

officers are not allowed to ware T-shirts and jeans (Uni versiti Utara Malaysia, Etika Pakaian dan 

Rupa Diri, 1984 / 85). Apart from dressing in proper attire, behaviour, rapport and credibility are 

important aspects as far as acceptance was concerned ( Wellington, 1996). The author was careful at 

all times o f any actions, gestures and comments that could create a tensions and clash o f opinion 

with the respondents.

Another strategy used was a mixture o f group and one-to-one interviews with students, lecturers, 

students’ counsellors, assistant registrars, security officer, and librarian. The author interviewed 

groups o f student male and female, and there were instances where the author interviewed in detail 

male students. O f course, the author is not allowed by his Islamic faith to have an interview with 

female students in one-to-one because he may be considered as close proximity or commonly 

known in Malaysia as khalwat. It also applies to die lecturers interviewed, where die author 

interviewed female lecturers with the presence o f another person.

The interview was a flexible despite its semi-structured nature. They were suited to fit the 

respondents’ context, background and responses. In this way the interview was expected to give 

information needed and also could provide a clearer picture on issues that were discussed. These 

could give a better insight, depth and scope between interviews so that a good comparison o f views 

and opinions between respondents could be achieved. Howev er, the central issues were remaining 

intact

In order to enable the respondents to express themselves freely, hence, create a congruent 

conv ersation, die respondents were told earlier that they could use either Bahasa Melayu or English. 

In the interview process the respondents were able to move from one language to the other freely. It 

gave free flow s o f the conv ersations and most importantly it allowed accurate feelings and views.
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It was anticipated that there would be problems in transcribing die final transcripts in English. It 

was anticipated that there were going to be a loss in the true meaning and richness in the translated 

transcripts (from Bahasa Melayu to English). Keeping the actual tape-recording and field notes 

would cushion this. At the end o f each interview the tape-recording was often replayed and the 

respondents were allowed to comment on issues or words to be added or to be deleted. However, it 

was because of the time constraint that only some of the actual transcripts were shown to the 

respondents.

Apart from the above, when there was opportunity general observations and informal discussions 

with as many students and lecturers were done. These would help further in strengthening the 

triangulation o f the qualitative data collection.

The analysis o f the qualitative data was done manually. Every transcript was read and major issues 

were marked by using colour markers and coded. The data were sorted out into their respective 

categories by using the cut and paste method. The information were compared and discussed 

particularly where they were relevant to the central issues o f the study. Any illuminating 

information was used to give an in-depth meaning and understanding to respondents’ views and 

opinions on the reasons affecting feeling o f security / insecurity, race relations, academic 

performance and choice of employment.

6.6. DOCUMENT SEARCH AND FIELD NOTES

Analysing data and information from documents provided evidence and supplemented information 

obtained from survey questionnaire and interview method mentioned above. Marshall and Rossman 

(1989) described this as a method o f obtaining or discovering what happened in the past from 

records and accounts, and this was the main source for analysis any historical events. For this 

study’s purpose both published and unpublished documents related were used. Most of these 

documents were obtained from the Ministry o f Education, Malaysia and the universities in the form 

o f records* files, magazines* journal and reports. The documents used for analysis and reference for 

this study included the following;

•  Reports on students’ academic performance were collected from the 

convocation books published each year by each o f die universities in Malaysia.
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* Reports on students’ choice o f employment were obtained from the Alumni 

Unit, Students’ Affairs Division o f each university in Malaysia.

•  Materials on human resources, educational planning, manpower and 

educational requirements were collected from the Ministry o f Education, 

Malaysian Manpower Planning Unit (MAMPD), and Public Services Institute 

(INTAN).

Field notes or the Research Diary were another useful ‘document’ used in this study. It served to 

give the author an enriched information or data that the author recorded during his observations and 

interactions during his fieldwork and in the process o f this study. The author was quite fortunate in 

the sense that the author had established substantial good contacts and rapport with the lecturers, 

university administrators in Students’ Affairs Division and Academic Affairs Division o f the six 

universities chosen for this study.

The author was able to have this privilege through his previous official and informal contacts. Prior 

to his study leave at the Development Planning Unit, University College London, die author is one 

o f the trainer and consultant frequently invited by the schools, colleges, universities, various State 

Training Centres and Civics Bureau o f the Prime Minister’s Department to conduct training on 

motivation, self-development, and study methods. Moreover, the author is still a lecturer in School 

o f Social Development, UUM.

With these opportunities the author was able to get some revealing recent infoimation that were 

related to Ms study. Some o f tMs information was used to formulate additional interview questions 

and where there were opportunities the author used them to prompt and probe during the 

interviewing sessions.

Most o f the information and data recorded in the author’s field notes were from his observations 

and interactions dining his visits and other contacts when the author had the opportunity. Apart 

from noting information and data the author used his field notes to record speech and action in 

relation to the reasons which could possibly influence him during the interview sessions. This 

included information such as who were present, the physical location and time, and the context of 

the occasion. This served as reference and used to compliment and highlight any issue arises in 

conversations recorded by tape recording. Sanger (1996) described it as a ‘joint act o f making’
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summaries o f spoken conversations and die unspoken or non-verbal communications that was also 

an economical method Among the generally effective use o f note taking, according to Sanger 

(19%), were in circumstances for discovering o f important data undiscovered earlier; noting data 

that was impossible to triangulate; reminding any metonym statements used by certain individual or 

groups; and jotting significant facts.

In addition to these, die author used his field notes as a useful checklist for his fieldwork, checking 

things like space, actor, activity, object, act, event, time, goal and feeling. The author’s field notes 

also acted as his journal where he made a clear difference between direct quotations and description 

o f events. Hammersley and Atkinson (1983) called them ‘analytic memos’ in which he jotted his 

ideas, comments, hypotheses or speculations on either theory or method. Basically the content of 

author’s field notes was in a form o f summary and short notes on events and interpretation on what 

he observed.

6.7. METHOD O F DATA ANALYSIS

Wiersma (1991) described qualitative research analysis as a process o f successive approximations 

towards an accurate description and interpretation o f the phenomena It also involved a process of 

categorising and constructing o f interview themes by using many methods of analysis, such as an 

inductive content method (Songan, 1992 cited from Cohen and Manion, 1992) and 

phenomenological analysis (Cohen and Manion, 1997). In analysing the qualitative data the author 

used a series o f techniques recommended by Drever (1995). Some o f this was touched on earlier in 

the interview section o f this chapter.

All the interviews were transcribed directly from the tape recordings on the 90 minutes (180 

minutes for both sides) cassette tapes and relevant information from the author’s notes were entered 

along side statements by using symbols or cording. The non-verbal message and reactions that were 

not captured by tape recording that were included in the transcribing further clarified and explained 

certain statements and words used. The author choose to transcribe interviews in full as the author 

anticipated it could safe time in the later stage of the analysis. While partial; transcriptions could 

reduce time in the earlier stage, it could create problems later for the author to categorise themes 

and data from the materials available, thus it needed more time to look or listen back to the tapes 

and field notes.
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The following steps were taken as a mean to help the author to analyse the qualitative data There

wore:

•  It was important that die original transcripts should be kept safely as they were the main source 

o f the author’s qualitative data. The original copies o f the transcripts were kept in the author’s 

computer and a copy was made in diskette. One hard copy o f every transcripts were also kept in 

transparent plastic pockets and work on cut and paste, cording, categorising and sorting were 

done on transcripts copies only.

•  The copy transcripts were marked with colour markers for easy identification. It was because of 

the cut and paste technique used the author marked at die left-hand margin o f die transcript and 

numbered the cut portions accordingly.

•  The author made a point to read die whole transcripts at least once to get a general picture o f the 

interview and findings.

The organised information and data reduction were categorised for characterising information o f the 

themes o f the study, the state o f security/insecurity; race relations in university; academic 

performance; and choice o f employment. Analysis was also used to identifying individual views, 

group views and the author’s own judgements. New and illuminating information was used to 

provide an in-depth meaning and additional explanation to the quantitative findings.

The quantitative data were analysed using the SPSS 7.5 for Windows. The early part o f the analysis 

was to enter all responses in the questionnaire after coding was done, except for the open-ended 

questions. The open-ended questions were summarised and grouped into categories and coded 

separately as they were examined qualitatively together with the other qualitative data.

The early part o f die analysis was mostly on describing die pattern o f responses about die themes o f 

the study, die state o f security/insecurity; race relations in univarsity; academic performance; and 

choice o f employment. This was analysed by using frequency counts and cross-tabulation of 

variables. The analysis was also examining whether or not there were any significant differences in 

pattern o f responses between ethnic groups and within group under study.
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6.8. VALIDITY AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

There were many considerations in choosing the universities and students" samples in this study so

that it would be highly representative o f the population under study. Among the steps taken were:

•  Choosing the sample by using quota sampling so that each ethnic group included as respondents 

in the study.

•  Choosing the six universities UM, UKM, UUM, USM, UPM, and UTM was considered as 

appropriate.

•  The respondents were selected from the final year because these students have experienced 

more than two years o f university’s life. They also began to think about future employment. It 

were from their experienced that the themes of this study were exploring, the feeling of 

security/insecurity; race relations; academic performance; and choice o f employment.

•  The familiarity with the environment and culture that existed in it. The author has a relatively 

long experience in Malaysian educational setting11.

•  The author was a Deputy Dean at the School o f Social Development, UUM and through this 

position that he realised and began to gathered information about student’s feeling of 

security/insecurity; race relations, academic performance; and choice o f employment among 

students in Malaysian universities.

Hence, the choice was considered a very appropriate one. Moreover this was the first time that such

study has been undertaken in Malaysian uni versities and it was hoped that the findings would be

illuminating.

11 The author began his career in 1977 as a teacher at Institut Solar, a private school in Ipoh, Perak. While 
lecturing at UTM he was also teaching Malay Literature and Bahasa Melqyu for the pre-university class in a 
private school in Kuala Lumpur. Prior to his study leave, he was teaching Sociology and also involved in 
training and consultation dealings with the problems of Malay education, youth problems, motivation, self- 
development, and method of study. Through this experience the author has published five books Sosiologi 
Industri: Suatu Pengenalan (Industrial Sociology: An Introduction) 1995; Motivasi dan Pembangunan Diri 
(Motivation and Self-Development) 1997; Kemahiran Sosial Asas (Basic Social Skills) 1998; Asas 
Kemahmut Belajar (Basic Skills for Successful Study) 1999; and Makna Pekerjaan (Meaning of Work) 
1999.
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Despite o f the above, there were limitations to the study that was beyond the author’s control. These 

included aspects such as, a possibility o f extraneous variables beyond the author’s control and 

knowledge that might affect die results o f the study. The limitation imposed by die author’s ill 

health during the period o f this study that did not permit a choice o f bigger sample in particular 

number o f respondents among the students and lecturers for the interviews. Hence, the depth 

enquiry limits the generality of the findings to the entire population under study and throughout all 

higher education institutions in Malaysia.

Therefore, the conclusions drawn from an analysis o f qualitative and quantitative data should apply 

only to the research sample. However, given the practicality and precautions taken in the sampling 

process to include a representative sample o f the population, there was no reason to doubt that the 

sample studied was a representation o f the population under investigation. This also meant that the 

sample would reproduce the characteristics o f the population from which it was chosen (Healey, 

Babbie and Hailey, 1997}

SUMMARY

This chapter described the aspects o f the research methodology. The discussion described and 

argued about the rationale o f using a mixed method approach in this study. The data collecting 

instruments used were survey questionnaire for the quantitative data and interviews, document 

search and field notes to supplement and compliment the findings from the survey questionnaire. 

Detail descriptions on research design and procedures were meant to provide a clearer idea on how 

each process and steps were planned, administered and implemented. Limitations encountered in 

this study had a contributing factor on the decision o f the choice o f method, data collecting method, 

population and sample used that either influenced or affects the findings o f the study. The following 

three chapters (Chapter Seven, Chapter Eight, and Chapter Nine) depending very much on the 

procedures and methods discussed in this present chapter. Thus, the finding o f the study lies on the 

methodology used. Reports on the views o f the students on the issues o f security/insecurity, race 

relations, academic performance and choice o f employment were gathered from the questionnaires. 

To support the data, the author’s have carried out interviews with the students, lecturers, and 

university’s officials. The secondary data in the form o f literature reviews in the earlier chapters 

will then be utilised to support or contradict with the findings.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

_______ THE SOCIA L BACKGROUNDS O F THE RESPONDENTS____________

INTRODUCTION

The discussion in the chapter focuses on six aspects of the respondents’ social backgrounds. The 

social backgrounds are: the demographic settings, the home locations, the parent’s social class 

positions, the language medium in schools, the source o f financial support, and finally, the 

implications of respondents’ social backgrounds. The social backgrounds that will then be cross 

tabulated with the statements in references to security/insecurity, race relations, academic 

performance, and choice of employment in Chapter Eight and Chapter Nine are: ethnicity, 

gender, home locations, and social class positions. Based on these cross tabulation one could 

then be able to understand the factors that highly influence and differentiate views among the 

respondent. The purpose of this chapter is however to exposed the characteristics o f the 

respondents so that in the later discussion one could have a clearer picture o f the social contexts 

of the university’s students in Malaysia.

7.1. THE DEMOGRAPHIC BACKGROUNDS

There were 345 students who became the respondents of this study. They were 51.6 percent 

(178) Malays, 28.4 percent (98) Chinese, 14.2 percent (49) Indians, and 5.8 percent (20) Others 

(Pakistani, Sri Lankan, and Sikhs). The percentages of the ethnic communities were fairly 

similar to the allotted quotas in the Malaysian universities, which were based on national ethnic 

compositions in the country, 55 percent Malays, 35 percent Chinese, and 10 percent Indians and 

Others.

Table 7.1
Gender Distributions of the Respondents

Ethnicity Male Female Total

Malay 42.6% 61.7% 178
(78) (100) (51.6%)

Chinese 36.1% 19.8% 98
(66) (32) (28.4%)

Indian 16.4% 11.7% 49
(30) (19) (14.2%)

Others 4.9% 6.8% 5.8%
(9)  ̂ _____ (11) (20)

TOTAL 100% 100% 345
m i________________ J 1 6 2 L (100%)
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Table 7.1 shows the cross tabulation of ethnicity with the gender. The gender distributions of 

the respondents were 53.0 percent (183) male and 47.0 percent (165) female. This percentage 

was in line with the overall gender composition of the total university student population in all 

universities in Malaysia, where about one-third o f the students were female. In this study, there 

were 42.6 percent (78) Malay male, 61.7 percent (100) Malay female; 36.1 percent (66) Chinese 

male, 19.8 percent (32) Chinese female; 16.4 percent (30) Indian male, 11.7 percent (19) Indian 

female; and, 4.9 percent (9) Others male, 6.8 percent (11) Others female.

In Malaysian education system, male and female were given the similar kind of education. The 

type of courses taken, especially in the Arts, Applied Arts, and Social Sciences were in fact 

‘gender-blind’, students were free to choose the type of courses according to their interest and 

capability. The overall performances of the female students in the schools’ national examination 

were much higher than the male. Hence, the entry points of the female students were much 

higher than the male.1 The example that was told to the author is the entry point of the female to 

the matriculation program is at least 18 aggregate in comparison to the male which is 21. It 

clearly means that the male students were admitted because o f the quota that is base on gender.

The respondent in this study pictures the multiethnic, multicultural, and different form of 

religious beliefs of present day Malaysian society. In term of religion, Table 7.2 shows the cross 

tabulation of ethnicity and religion.

Table 7.2
The Religious Beliefs of Malaysian University Students

Ethnicity Muslim Hindu Buddhist Other Total

Malay 100%
(178)

- - - 178
(51.6%)

Chinese 8.4%
(15)

17.9%
(14)

100% 57.4%
(27)

98
(28.4%)

Indian 9.6%
(17)

41.0%
(32)

.......
- 49

(14.2%)
Others - - 42.6%

(20)
20
(5.8%)

TOTAL 100% 
(210)

100%
'« )  ...

100%
(47)

345
(100%)

The respondents revealed that 51.6 percent Muslims, 22.6 percent Hindus, 12.1 percent 

Buddhists, and 13.7 percent Others (Protestant, Catholic and Sikh). Interestingly, there were 8.4

1 Interview with Senior Assistant Registrar (Academic) in one of the university in December 1996.
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percent Chinese Muslims, who had embraced Islam after the age of eighteen years old.2 As for 

the Indian, there were 9.6 percent Muslims and they are the descendent o f the Indian Muslims 

parents.

In reality, Malays who are Muslims and Indian who were majority Hindus were serious about 

their religious identity. In comparison to the Chinese who would declares as Buddhists, 

Protestant or Catholic or Hindu, because in reality they were not serious about their religious 

identity, besides that their concerns were more focussed towards ancestor worships or 

Kepercayaan Nenek-Moyang. However, all students who became respondents in the study do 

not hesitate to state their religion and in the informal discussion almost all of them believed in 

God. This might be due to the tenets stated in the national ideology or Rukun Negara, where 

‘Belief in God' is the first of the five tenets.

In the Malaysian context, religious beliefs are interwoven with the issues related to ethnicity 

(Chandra Muzaffar, 1996). In this case, the issue o f ‘government’s effort of trying to help the 

Malays’ is taken as an example to test the influence of religious beliefs on government policy. 

Table 7.3 shows the cross tabulation o f religious beliefs and the respondent stand on the effort 

o f the government to help the Malays. Seemingly, Muslim and Buddhist shows their agreement 

with the effort that has been done by the government, in comparison the Hindu shows relatively 

strong sense of disagreement with the government’s effort. Similarly, the other religious 

affiliations the Christians and the Sikhs also showed their sense o f disagreement with the 

government’s effort.

Table 7.3
Religious Beliefs and the Stand on Effort of Helping the Malays

Religion Agree Fully Do Not 
Agree

Do Not 
Know

rNo
Respond

Total

Muslim 79.3%
(69)

50.5%
(100)

- - 45.0%
J.?j

178
(51.6%)

Hindu 10.3%
(9)

19.2%
(38)

69.0%
(20)

100%
(11)

78
(22.6%)

Buddhist 15.7%
(31.)

- - 55.0%
(11)

12.2%
(42)______

Other 10.3%
(9)

14.6%
(29)

31.0%
(9)

- 13.6%
(47)

TOTAL 100%
(198) (2»)% (11)

100% 345

2 Under the Malaysian law, the non-Muslims is considered free to chose their religious beliefs after the 
age of eighteen years old.
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The majority of the respondents in the sample were between the ages of 22 to 25 years and 

mainly single. Only about 10 percent of the respondents stated that they were married and these 

were the mature students who had entered the university after a period in the world o f work. 

They would be in the categoiy that have stated that they took their Sijil Tinggi Persekolahan 

Malaysia or Diploma through private study, further education classes, correspondence courses 

or various distance learning programs and self-study. They were also older belonging to the 

category of 25 years and above.

The number of mature students dropped dramatically after 1980 because previously there were 

high number of Malay teachers who had gone to the Teacher’s College, taught for a number of 

years, and then qualified themselves to be admitted to the university (Khoo Kay Kim, 1995). 

The drop in number of mature students suggested that the educational opportunities have 

improved in Malaysia since the middle of 1980s. Another point of interest is that the mature 

students in Malaysian universities were mostly diploma holders, not as previously the Sijil 

Tinggi Persekolahan Malaysia. It seems that majority of die mature students have managed to 

qualified themselves for university admission through various distance learning programs from 

which they were granted a Diploma.

The presence of three main ethnic communities in the university’s campuses reflects the cultural 

diversity in Malaysian institutional settings. However, Malay culture has been chose as the 

definitive elements to unite the three ethnic communities (Rustam A Sani, 1991). This is in line 

with the need of the satu bangsa salu bahasa or one nation one language policy stressed by the 

Kebudayaan Kebangsaan or National Culture Policy (Khai Leong Ho, 1988).

In particular in the universities, the cultural elements are the blending of Malay and Islam. This 

was the result of the massive Islamic dakwah movement in the middle of 1970s that have 

successfully retained their foothold in the university campuses (Muhammad Abu Bakar, 1973; 

Abdullah Taib, 1978; Zainah Anwar, 1987). Zainah Anwar (1987:33) noted her observation of 

the scene:

Among the university students, it could easily be said that at least some 60 to 70 percent 
of the Malay students are committed at some level or other to dakwah. It is not an 
exaggeration to say that when one drives through the University of Malaya campus, one 
can count the number of Malay girls in skirts or pants. Most would be in the traditional 
Malay baju kurung, a sarong and long-sleeve loose tunic that comes to the knees. Over 
this would be mini-telekung, a triangular head-dress that comes down even further to 
the waist.
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Although, all Malays are Muslims, but the Malay-led government seem not easy with the 

dakwah movement among students in Malaysian universities. The university’s authority 

although all of them are Malays, but they also have to comply with the government’s directives. 

They had tried to reduce the influence o f the dakwah activities among the students by various 

restrictive measures. Among the measures are, firstly, prohibiting religious teachers to be 

invited to delivered their teachings (exceptional to those approved by the authority). Secondly, 

introducing the dress code so that student would wear the ‘normal attire’ (not with certain 

religious symbols). Thirdly, appointing the Religious Officers in the university’s campuses. 

Finally, monitoring students’ religious activities. Ironically, these restrictions applied only to 

Islam. In their efforts to lessen the dakwah, they have had gone to the extent of increasing the 

intake of non-Malays (Chinese and Indian) to UKM in late 1970s3. The effort seems to show 

success because in the middle of 1980s until present, the Islamic groups were not able to win a 

handsome majority in the campus election.

The purpose of this increased were to counter the Malay-Islamic students’ movement. Besides 

that, the university’s authority also made a very close scrutiny on students’ activities in the 

campus, especially on the activities in the prayer room or surau or musallah. The authority’s 

argument was that they were not against Islam, but “...more the single-mindedness with which 

the surau people pursue this, to the exclusion of other normal student activities like games, 

concerts, funfairs and social gatherings” (Zainah Anwar, 1987:52).

The evidence of this attitude by the university’s authority clearly indicates their value system 

that has been influenced by the modernisation thinking. The perspectives o f modernisation 

thinking regards religious beliefs as contrary to the progressive outlook and would hinders 

economic development. The belief in the modernisation thinking as an impetus for development 

has led the Malaysian political elite, in the particular the Malay elite to intervenes by 

introducing various measures to ‘uplift’ the living standards of the Malays. This also has caused 

tensions and divisions in Malay society, the struggles between the Islamists in the Pan-Malayan 

Islamic Party (PAS) against the nationalists in United Malay National Organisation (UMNO)4.

Nevertheless, the Malay students have proved that they are persistence towards the Islamic 

ideals, and in fact they continuously fight for the Islamic course in the universities in Malaysia. 

Thus, students in the universities in Malaysia have to adapt themselves to the Malay-Islamic

3 Interview with one of the Students’ Counsellor.
4 Abdullah Taib (1978) says that Malay political ideology is centered around two important aspects -  the 
community of Islam and the Malaysian plural society. He therefore concludes that a Malay society is 
categorised according to their belief in these two facets. Thus, the PAS movement is of the first category 
and UMNO movement of the second category.
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cultural environment. Examples, eating Malay foods in the cafeterias, wearing Malay dresses 

during registration, breaks during Friday prayers, and have to abide by Malay manners and 

customs in their greetings with the university’s lecturers and officers (Michael Vatikiotis, 1991; 

Michael Richardson, 1997; Murray Hiebert, 1997).

Hence, the students who became the respondents of this study were familiar with each other 

ways of life, values, norms, and worldview Having gone through a period of thirteen years of 

schooling the respondents in the study come to regard themselves as the fortunate group in the 

society. Only about 6 percent of the age cohort are admitted to the university (Lim Teck Ghee, 

1995). Furthermore, in the Malaysian contexts, university education is still regarded as an ivory 

tower, to trained the elite in the society (Marimuthu, 1984). They were also fortunate because 

university education is a passport for high social status, high income and power.

The students’ lives together in the Students’ Hall of Residence. Almost 95 percent of the 

Malaysian undergraduates are instructed to stay in the Hall o f Residence provided by the 

universities. There are three types of accommodation for the students, the usual dormitory 

shared with the other student, a single room, and married quarters or Rumah Kelamin. In each of 

housing complex, there is a prayer room or musallah (a place where Muslim performed their 

daily five time prayers in congregation). One of the example of the inculcation of Malay culture 

were the names of the Students’ Hall o f Residence, Kampung Siswa or Desasiswa (Students’ 

Village) besides the generic names like Kolej (College), Kompleks (Complex), or Rumah 

(House). Besides that, the student activities’ in the Hall of Residence is marked with the Malay- 

Islamic cultural elements. This is the result o f the dakwah movement that had been able to 

reconstruct the students’ culture.

7.2. HOME LOCATIONS

Home location of the respondents is an important variable, because with it one could predict the 

type and quality of school attended, the social and economic status of the parent, the 

socialisation process undergone by the respondents, the neighbourhood influence, and the 

opportunities ones have. It was discussed earlier that the urban areas in Malaysia are more 

developed as compared to the rural areas (Razali Arof, 1985; Ibrahim Abu Shah, 1987). Being 

in the large and small towns means that the children have access to relatively good schools. 

Furthermore, the minds of the parents were more exposed to the modernisation and economic 

development o f the country. A Malay lecturer teaching in the Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia 

in the interview mentioned the influence of home locations in students’ inspiration:
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Students from the rural areas can only mentioned few known professions -  teachers, 
policeman, army, and clerk. All these occupation known by the students because they 
were involved with them in their everyday life. Compared to the students from the 
urban areas can name of higher professions like the doctors, lawyers, accountants and 
engineers. This naming of professions is important because it could increase students’ 
level of inspiration.

Realising the importance of home locations that had lead the government to instruct the 

Education Planning and Research Division (EPRD), Ministry of Education Malaysia to conduct 

a nation wide research in 1971 on the effect of home locations on educational attainment and 

performance. The finding o f the research was then known as Dropout Study (1973). The 

implications of the study’s findings had lead the government to introduced schools’ hostels 

throughout village secondary schools, the introduction of text books loan schemes, and at the 

tertiary level - among others, the introduction o f Matriculation Programs (Razali Arof, 1985).

This also clearly means that students from the urban areas have wider opportunities as compared 

to the students from rural areas to advance themselves through the educational routes. The 

introduction of those facilities -  schools’ hostels, text books loans, lower entry points to higher 

learning institutions, and matriculation programs were part of efforts by the Ministry of 

Education to encourage a sound learning environment. The expectation o f the government was 

that students from the rural areas would concentrate on their studies, rather than travels far from 

their home. On the contrary, parents that works in rural areas as teachers, technicians, clerk or 

other public services exposed their children to the urban environment by sending them to the 

relatives during school vacation. They also might inspired their children to do well in the public 

examinations so that they could be selected to the various fully residential elite schools.

Table 7.4 shows the home locations of the respondents. Nearly half of the Malay respondents 

states that their home location is in the village or kampung. In comparison, nearly half of the 

Chinese respondents states that their home location is in large towns. The implications o f these 

home locations of the Malay and Chinese respondents carried wider meanings in terms of 

feeling of security/insecurity, race relations, academic performance, and choice of employment. 

Respondents from the Malay villages have limited contacts with Chinese or Indians. The same 

also applies to the Chinese from the large towns, they have limited contacts with Malays in 

particular.

Besides that respondents from the villages and the plantation estates have shown low self

esteem and motivation to achieved higher academic performance (Razali Arof, 1985; 

Marimuthu, 1975; 1990). The reasons given was for their low self-esteem and motivation that 

were based on the nature o f the cultural values which were traditional in nature, and hence, not
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promoting higher achievement and performance. Besides that, there also exist the nature of 

socialisation process, parental supports, and the absence o f successful models. As for the 

parental supports Razali Arof (1985:115) citing Beezer and Hielman (1961) mentioned that:

It is generally considered safe to assume that the influence which parents either directly 
or indirectly bring to bear on their children is probably as great as that from any other 
sources. The influence of a young person’s peers, teachers and other adult 
acquaintances can be considerable; nevertheless because of the strong emphasis given 
filial devotion in our culture, parental influence is understandably significant

In comparison, students from the urban areas have much wider facilities and opportunities to 

develop themselves. Besides that they have the home environments that were conducive for 

study, parent’s economic standing, and successful models. According to Marimuthu (1984) 

students location of homes in the urban environment provide a better chance of access to a 

university education.

Table 7.4 
Respondent's Home Location

Ethnicity Plantatio
n

New
Villages

Kanipung Small
Town

Large
Town

Metropoli
tan

Total

Malay 2.2% (4) 3.4%
(6)

49.4%
(88)

27.0%
(48)

18.0%
(32)

- 178
(51.6%)

Chinese - 4.1%
(4)

28 6% 
(28)

15.3%
(15)

42.6%
(42)

9.2%
(9)

98
(28.4%)

Indian 10 2% 
(5)

20.4%
(10)

18.4%
( 9)

34.7%
(17)

16.3%
(8)

49
(14.2%)

Others - 55.0%
(11)

45.0%
(9)

20
(5.8%)

TOTAL 2.6%
(?) _

5.8%
(201

36.2%
(1251

23.2%
(8)

27.0%
(93)

5.2%
(18)........

345
(100%)

There were 49.4 percent of the Malay respondents from kanipung or Malay villages, which have 

a population of less than 1,000 peoples. There were 42.9 percent of the Chinese respondents 

from the large towns, which have a population o f between 10,000 to 74,000 peoples. Indian 

respondent 34.7 percent comes from the small towns which have a population o f between 1,000 

to 9,999 peoples, and Others 55.0 percent comes from the large towns and 45.0 percent from 

metropolitan areas which have a population of 75,000 peoples and over.

It is a clear indication in reality that Malays dominated the kanipung, Chinese dominated the 

large towns and metropolitan areas, Indians in the rubber estates and small towns, and Others 

which comprised o f the Pakistanis, Sri Lankan and the Sikhs lives in the large towns and 

metropolitan areas. It seems the kanipung is still dominated by the indigenous community and
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the urban by the immigrants. Interestingly, those Indian and Pakistanis Muslims who declares 

themselves as ‘Malays’ could not referred to the name of the traditional village or kanipung they 

originated. In contrast, a pure Malay could easily referred to the name of their kampung. Thus, 

kanipung have a very special meaning to the Malays in terms of their existence as indigenous 

community, cultural tradition, and life chances. Likewise the urban areas to the Chinese and the 

rubber plantation estates to the Indian which carries special meaning to their existence in 

Malaysian environment, cultural traditions, and life chances.

Table 7.5 shows the cross tabulation between the home locations and the social class of the 

parent’s. The data indicates that respondent from plantations or specifically the rubber estate is 

from the lower working class (LWC) origins. Respondent from the new villages considered 

their parent as the lower middle class (LWC). Kanipung showed a mixture o f social classes, 7.2 

percent upper middle class (UMC), 40.8 percent lower middle class (LMC), and 52.0 percent 

lower working class (LWC). Similarly, the small towns and the large towns also showed the 

mixture o f the three social classes. Respondent from the metropolitan areas showed the 

existence o f two social classes, the upper middle class (UMC) and lower middle class LWC). 

Seemingly, this study has shown the representation o f all the three dominant classes in 

Malaysian society, with the absence of the upper classes, in which case the aristocrats.

Table 7.5
The Cross Tabulation of Home Locations and the Social Classes of the Parents

Home Locations UMC LMC LWC Total

Plantation - 100% 9
(9) (2.6%)

New Village - 100% 20
(20) (5.8%)

Kampung 7.2% 40.8% 52.0% 125
(9) (51) (65) (36.2%)

Small Town 27.5% 50.0% 22.5% 80
(22) (40) (18) (23.2%)

Large Town 11.2% 78.5% 9.7% 93
(1 U (73) (9) (26.9%)

Metropolitan 50.0% 50.0% 18
(9) (9) (5.2%)

TOTAL 14.8% 
(51) 1**41................... .

29*3%
/ f At \ (100%)

The data also supported the previous arguments that Malays were given priorities because living 

in the kanipung means that they did not get the good educational facilities. Educational facilities 

like, good schools, trained teachers, and other supportive elements like extra tuition, libraries, a
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culture conducive for ones educational progress (Kajian Keciciran, 1973; Wan Zahid Noordin, 

1979).

Finally on the issue of home location is the state of origin. Malaysia is divided into fourteen 

states (including one Federal Territory -  Kuala Lumpur in the Malay Peninsula and Labuan in 

Sabah, East Malaysia). Eleven states are situated in the Malay Peninsular and two states in 

Borneo. The state distribution o f the respondents is shown in Table 7.6.

Table 7.6
Distribution of the Respondents According to State of Origins

STATE
.............

PERCENTAGES

Perlis 3.2%

Kedah 12.9%

Pulau Pinang 14.2%
Perak 5.8%

Selangor 2.6%

Negri Sembilan 7.9%

Melaka 2 6%

Johore 11.6%

Pahang 8 9%

Terengganu 2.6%

Kelantan 12.9%

Sabah 2.3%

Sarawak 2.4%

Wilayah Persekutuan 5.3%

Although the study do not intended to discuss the influence of state o f origins on academic 

performances and choice o f employment. But, in reality the state representation has a major 

political issue in the country, especially on the strength of state loyalties and education 

opportunities. In some states, especially the state of Johore, Kelantan, Kedah, and Terengganu, 

there appear to be strong feelings of identification and ‘belonginess’ to one’s home state. 

Students from these states display a strong feeling o f cohesion and the state governments’ also 

motivated the students by organising activities during semester holidays. Among the students, 

there existed students’ union based on the state o f origins. Furthermore, the state government 

also delivered their own ‘State Scholarships’ whereby upon graduation these students would be 

employed by various public or state own corporations in the state.
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In term educational standards, some states have much better facilities compared to the other 

states. The west-coast states o f Penang, Perak, Selangor, Negri Sembilan and Johor were much 

earlier exposed to western type of education. Until the present day, the well-known secondary 

schools established by the British still maintain their reputations. Among the well-known 

schools are Penang Free Schools, George Town, Penang; Anglo-Chinese Schools, Ipoh, Perak; 

Victoria Institutions, Kuala Lumpur; English College, Johor Bharu, Johor.

7.3. SOCIAL CLASS

Social class is an important concept because power, privilege, and prestige were distributed 

along the socio-economic status scale (Marimuthu, 1984). The social class background of the 

student will also influence his attitudes, values, and norms in life and especially his or her 

attitude towards feeling of security/insecurity; race relations, academic performance, and choice 

of employment. Furthermore, the higher the social class one belongs’ die more inclined their 

parents to plan for their children success in education and employment. Hans-Dieter Evers 

(1964) pointed out that a person whose family has changed its social position in the last 

generation, will be less inclined to take for granted that social conditions are fixed, than a person 

who has been reared in a family who has occupied the same rank for centuries.

Table 7.7 shows that more than half of 55.9 percent o f the respondents in the government 

universities come from lower middle class family, a quarter 29.3 percent from the lower 

working class background, and only a small minority 14.8 percent from the upper middle class 

and upper class family backgrounds. Jasbir Sarjit Singh (1980) and Mustapa Kassim (1994) also 

showed similar findings in their studies in University o f Malaya and University o f Science 

respectively. Based on the information presented, it can be concluded that the university 

provides opportunities for higher education, and hence greater social mobility, particularly for 

the lower socio-economic group.

It further suggested that the findings of Lian (1976) as not applicable for present day Malaysia, 

because he said that universities in Malaysia were mainly for the higher income families and 

those from the urban areas. It seems that the respondents in this study have improved their 

social class status because through university education they would be able to gain access into 

the high status and high paid occupations in the public and private sectors. It is an accepted fact 

that university education played a vital role in the movement of persons from low social origins 

into high social status (Jasbir Sarjit Singh, 1980). Jasbir Sarjit Singh (1980:57) reiterates further 

and she said:
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Higher education plays the most significant in ensuring a high status first job which, in 
turn, sets the person on the path to further career mobility. With good career beginning, 
there is very little chance of sliding down. Hence, the surest guarantee for mobility 
seems to be a high point of entry on the occupational and social scale.

It seems that the government universities in Malaysia were meant for the ordinary peoples who 

does not have the means to sent their children to study abroad. On the other hand, Malaysian 

government also sent students abroad to study for their first degree, either by government 

sponsors or statutory bodies and majority o f the students selected were from the upper middle 

class. Table 7.7 shows the social class origins, which were stated by the respondents.

Social class origins of the parents have a considerable impact upon the student’s performance in 

their study, the type of courses they pursue, and later on the type o f occupation they inspired. 

Thus, discussion on the social class is related to parent’s occupation, income, and level of 

education attained.

Table 7.7 
Social Class of the Parents

Ethnic Upper Middle 
Class (UMC)

Lower Middle 
Class (LMC)

Lower Working 
Class (LWC)

Total

Malay 20.8% (37) 42.1% (75) 37.1% (66) 178(51.6%)

Chinese 2.0% (2) 77.6% (76) 20.4% (20) 98 (28.4%)

Indians 6.1% (3) 63.3% (31) 30.6% (15) 49(14.2%)

Others 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11) - 20 (5.8%)

TOTAL 14.8%
(51)

55.9%
(193)

29.3%
(101)

345
(100%)

In term of father’s occupation, the data revealed in Table 7.8 shows that the above revelation 

seems to be appropriate. As for the Malay respondents, majority of their fathers are self- 

employed that were 21.0 percent, labourer 34.1 percent, and retired or deceased 25.1 percent. 

The Chinese respondents reported that their fathers are businessman that were 31.6 percent, 

labourer 26.5 percent and retired or deceased 26.5 percent. The Indian respondents reported that 

their fathers are self-employed 20.4 percent, labourer 34.7 percent and retired or deceased 24.5 

percent. The three ethnic communities are different from the Others, because as for this ethnic 

group they reported that their fathers are managers that were 45.0 percent and self-employed 

55.0 percent.
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The trend in 1990s has been towards upward mobility for all ethnic groups, however the rates of 

mobility vary considerably between occupations and between ethnic groups. As comparison, the 

study conducted by Hirschman (1972) found that it was more difficult for the son of a farmer in 

the kampung to move up the occupational scale than for the son of a clerk. Thus 72 percent of 

the sons of farmers inherited their fathers’ occupation compared with only 29 percent of the 

sons of clerks. Furthermore, within the same occupation there was some variation in the degree 

of mobility between ethnic groups. For example, 78 percent of the sons of Malay farmers in the 

kampung became farmers themselves compared with 69 percent of the sons of Indian farmers 

and 42 percent of the sons of Chinese farmers.

Flowever in 1990s the data from the study have shown that there were fewer number of Malay, 

Indian and Chinese fanners sons and daughters in the Malaysian universities. It seems to 

suggest that during the New Economic Policy (NEP) the economic development have 

successfully changing the occupational levels of all the ethnic groups. The data, on the contrary 

have also shown that there were none of the Malay and Indian respondents that has stated their 

fathers’ a businessman, compared to 36.1 percent of the Chinese.

Only Malay respondents reported that their fathers are policemen 6.6 percent, who in 

multiethnic country the indigenous group were employed to safeguard the country’s stability 

through law and order. Besides Malays, there were a small number of Chinese and Indian 

police. As for die Indian, becoming a police could change their social mobility prospects, 

especially for their children to progress in life. The respondents also reported that their majority 

of their mothers are housewives. In term of percentages, 70.7 percent of the Malays 

respondents, 75.5 percent of the Chinese respondents, 53.1 percent of the Indian respondents, 

and 100.0 percent of the Others reported that mothers are housewives. This shows that majority 

of the students come from single income family.
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Table 7.8 
Fathers’ Occupations

Ethnic Busine
ssmaii

Teache
rs/Lect
urers

Manag
er

Self-
employ
ment

Superv
isor

Labou
rers

v

Retire
d/Dece
ased

Police
man

Total

Malay 12 0% 
(20)

210%
(35)

1.2%
(2)

34.1%
(57)

25.1%
(42)

6.6%
(11)

178
(51.6)

Chines
e

316%
(31)

112%
(11)

2.0%
(2)

2.0%
(2)

26.5%
(26)

26.5%
(26)

98
(28.4)

Indians 10.2%
(5)

20.4%
(10)

10.2%
(5)

34.7%
(17)

24.5%
(12)

49
(14.2)

Others 45.0%
(9)

55.0%
(11)

20
(5.8%)

TOTA
L

9.3%
(31)

10.8%
(36)

2.7%
(9)

17.4%
(58)

2.7%
(9)

29.9%
(100)

24.0%
(80)

3.3%
(11)

345
(100%)

The type o f occupations one involved could be a predictor of the income they earned. The 

amount o f income earned by their fathers as reported by the respondents is shown in Table 7.9. 

These levels of occupations and incomes one earned were a reflection o f one educational level, 

because levels o f education acted as an index to occupation and income. The higher the levels of 

education the higher the occupational status and the income. From the social class position, the 

occupations and income level of the parents, one could predict the levels o f education received 

by the parents of the students.

Hie respondents revealed that 19.5 percent o f their parents has no formal education, 23.2 

percent some primary education, and 17.4 percent completed only primary schooling. The 

respondents also revealed that 12.6 percent of their parents has a lower secondary education, 

and 16.3 percent reported that their fathers gone through upper secondary. The post-secondary 

education was received by 8.4 percent of the fathers, and only 2.6 percent have gone to the 

university. This revelation shows that about thirty years ago there were few opportunities for 

individuals to advanced themselves through education.

The educational opportunities were almost absent for the female thirty years ago, and this could 

be seen by the data revealed by the respondents regarding their mothers educational attainment. 

The respondents reported that 30.0 percent of their mothers has no formal education, 21.6 

percent some primary schooling, and 17.4 percent completed primary schooling. However, 11.6 

percent said that there mother pass through lower secondary level, and 16.3 percent pass 

through upper secondary. Only 3.2 percent said that their mothers gone through post-secondary
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education, and majority of which in the form of teachers certificate, nursing certificate, and 

other lower level semi-professionals.

Table 7.9 
Father’s Income

Ethnic RM 1- 
99

RM200-
399

RM400-
699 1499

: :

RM3000
and

above

Total

Malay 2.2% 
....  (4),

18.5%
(33)

36.5%
(65)

42.7%
(76)

- - 178
(51.6%)

Chinese - 23.5%
(23)

46.9%
(46)

29.6%
(29)

- 98
(28.4%)

Indians 10.2%
(5)

10.2%
(5)

42.9%
(21)

36.7%
(18)

- - 49
(14.2%)

Others - - - 55.0%
(li)

45.0%
(9)

20
(5.8%)

TOTAL 2.6%
m

11.0%
(38)

31.6%
(109)

40.6%
(140)

11.6%
(40)

2.6%
(9)

345
(100%)

The above table clearly indicated that the Chinese respondents were more fortunate than the 

Malay and Indian respondents in terms of their father’s income. There were none of the Chinese 

respondent states that their fathers have an income of less than RM399.00, but there were 29.6 

percent of the Chinese respondent states that their fathers earned more than RM 1500.00. The 

implication of the findings shows that Chinese earned more than Malays or Indians.

Income level has always been postulated as a significant variable in influencing students’ 

confidence and academic success (Kajian Keciciran, 1973). Accordingly, it has been the belief 

that students from a wealthy family background would always perform better than students from 

a low-income family background. The general explanation is that families o f high economic 

status are generally surrounded with elements particularly contribute to the development of high 

self-concept and successful performance (Razali Arof, 1985).

Besides levels of parent’s education, occupation, and income, home locations is also considered 

important in influencing the student’s success in education. Table 7.10 shows the cross 

tabulation of home locations with the social class o f the respondent. Seemingly, in the 

Malaysian context the home location influences the chances of one to received good education 

(Marimuthu, 1984). Home locations, however would create the environment that motivates or 

hinders someone to aim for higher levels o f education. The data in Table 7.10 indicates that 

majority o f the respondent came from the kampung, small town, large town, and the 

metropolitan areas. Majority of the respondent is from the lower middle class (LMC) families.
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Table 7.10
Cross Tabulation of Home Locations and the Social Classes

Home Location Upper Middle 
Class (UMC)

Lower Middle 
Class (LMC)

Lower Working 
Class (LWC)

Total

Plantation - - 100% 9
(9) (2.6%)

New Village - 100% 20
(20) (5.8%)

Kampung 7.2% 40.8% 52.0% 125
(9) (51) (65) (36.2%)

Small Town 27.5% 50.0% 22.5% 80
(22) (40) (18) (23.2%)

Large Town 11.2% 78.5% 9.7% 93
(11) ( 75) (9) (26.9%)

Metropolitan 50.0% 50.0% - 18
(9) (9) (5.2%)

TOTAL 14.8% 55.9% 29.3% 345
(51)_____________ (193) m i (100%)

Abu Bakar Hashim et.al (1997) investigation indicates that o f all the students in the university, 

Malay students frequently complaint about lack of financial support from their families and 

majority o f them have to depend solely on scholarships, bursaries or loans they received. In 

comparison with the Chinese students in particular though for the majority o f them did not 

received the sponsorships but their families were willing to supports when they need the funds. 

This further shows that the Chinese parents were more prepared than the Malay or Indian 

parents for their children education. Most Malay parents, even the upper middle class hoped that 

their sons and daughters would automatically be awarded the scholarships, bursaries or loans 

upon admission to the university. The Students’ Counsellor revealed that:

Almost 95 percent of the Malay parents really put their hope on government’s 
assistance once their sons and daughters were admitted to the university. I have dealt 
with a great number of cases where the sons and daughters of first division Malay 
officers were begging for scholarships, bursaries or even MARA loans 1 suspected that, 
the Malays could not afford to sponsor even two children once they reach the tertiary 
level. “Why?” Firstly, lacked of preparation. Secondly, conspicuous living on the parts 
of the parents, everything is based on credit. Thirdly, dependent mentality, the attitude 
o f’Why worry the government is there to help?

In terms o f expenditure, the non-Malay students have to pay for tuition, accommodation, and 

daily expenses. On the other hand, Malay students have to spend on daily expenses only 

because the financial supports covered the tuition and accommodation. The above revelations 

further approved that Malays and Indians need the support from the government or other private 

sectors to gain mobility through higher education because o f their lower socio-economic 

standings. Overall, the above revelations seems to suggests this socio-economic status profile 

shows that the majority of the respondents in the sample are from disadvantage social
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backgrounds where families tend to be large. The average size of the family in this sample is 7.2 

persons compared to the national average of 5.6 persons (Information Malaysia Yearbook 

1996).

Having been discussed the structural aspects of the influence of social class, it is appropriate 

also to look into the perceptions of the ethnic communities towards social class and in particular 

the ranking of social strata in present day Malaysian society.

According to Nagata (1975) few Malays see either their own ethnic group or the wider society 

as divided into ‘classes’. Most Malays perceive Malay society in the form of two polarities. 

Among the polarities commonly found are the ‘rich and the poor’ or ‘orang berada, orang 

miskin ‘big people and little people’ or *orang besar, orang kecil ’, ‘the educated and the 

uneducated’ or ‘orang berpelajaran, orang tidak berpelajaran’, and ‘the religious and non

religious’ or ‘orang agama, orang jahil'.

In term of social ranking, the Malay society placed the royalty at the apex of the society. 

Following down the hierarchy are: the religious person, the government officers and the 

professionals as the elite -  the one with the real power, businessman -  particularly those with 

high (western) education, and the orang biasa or common people which includes the village 

folks (Syed Hussein Alatas, 1972).

Nagata (1975) noted that the Chinese in Malaysia based their social ranking upon the attribute 

o f wealth. Political or governmental positions do not receive such high evaluation as among the 

Malays, nor do any religious positions. There is also a tendency among the Chinese to view 

most rural occupations as the least desirable, and to be relegated to the ‘bottom of society’. The 

professionals, whom the Malays would place near the ‘top’ of society, are more often placed by 

the Chinese in the middle or upper middle category, but secondary to businessman, particularly 

when the latter is reinforced by wealth. Thus, in general those occupations and statuses 

commanding the highest respect among the modem Chinese in Malaysia are those in commerce, 

urban-oriented and of western origin, for which English language education is an important 

qualification.

Nagata (1975) also noted about the Indian community. According to her, within the Indian 

community in Malaysia, the deepest internal divisions are religious, regional and linguistic 

affiliation. The Indians are divided by religions: Muslims, Hindus, and Sikhs. Within certain 

religious groups, the sub-divisions accustomed both to the regional and occupational 

specialisations are also found.
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The Indian Muslims, in contrast to the Malays who are also Muslims, always placed a greater 

value upon business as an occupation and wealth as a source of status. Government and 

professional occupations, with English language education as a qualification, are also highly 

respected and sought after. Among the Indians as a whole, the stereotype of Malaysian society 

is represented most strongly as one in which the Malays are the political and the Chinese the 

economic elite, while the Indians are ‘at the bottom’ of society.

Nagata (1975) findings indicated that the perceptions of the three main ethnic communities with 

regards to economic roles. The Malaysian society’s placed on the importance of modem 

governmental and political positions, of professional occupations, of the instrumental value of 

the English language and higher education, and of the increasingly high evaluation of business 

and commerce as visualise in the Second Malaysia Plan 1970. The message and the planning in 

the Second Malaysia Plan 1970 as reiterated by Nagata (1975:130-131) as:

In modem Malaysia, with its official ideology as reflected in the Second Malaysia Plan, 
business and commerce receive high respect and are lauded as the goals to which all 
presently under-privileged Malays should aspire. This is publicly supported with 
references to the Koran and the Prophet Mohammed’s role as a merchant, and the fact 
that trade has always been respected occupation in the Islamic world is stressed.

On the part of the non-Malays, they however have an in-built doubt about the Malays. This is 

understandable as the “poor Indians and the poor Chinese have been unable to compete with 

those from the high status Bumiputera” (Hena Mukheijee and Jasbir Sarjit Singh, 1985) and 

furthermore “the Malays enjoy political existence, identity and status that is denied to the non- 

Malay residents” (Ryan, 1965). In short, as exposed by Nagata (1975:131):

Non-Malays further are often resentful of the Malays’ current special position, and even 
should a Malay become an indubitably successful entrepreneur, he will always be 
regarded as having ‘made it’ unfairly, and as a likely candidate for failure in the future.

The discussion so far suggested that there existed a uniformly high esteem is placed upon higher 

education as the means of achieving professional status. Hence, education has become one of 

the most active arenas for ethnic competition (Enloe, 1970), as a means of “showing one race 

what the other can do”. From the point of view of the parents, their investment in education is 

seen as a means of gaining skills and credentials for social mobility of their children. Education, 

is seen by the poor as a main avenue for getting out of poverty, and by those in a better socio

economic position as a means of sustaining and improving their existing position. In short, 

education is regarded as the source of gaining and maintaining higher social status in the 

society.
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7.4. LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTIONS IN SCHOOLS

The question of language is important in the context of multiethnic society like Malaysia. This 

issue has been discussed in Chapter Two where the issue of national unity is paramount 

important in Malaysia. Language has been regarded as an important tool to unite the ethnic 

communities. Besides that other ethnic languages are also allowed to flourish. However, in 

Malaysian school system English is regarded as the ‘second language’. But, in essence it is the 

most important language because through English one could gained wider reading and 

information, without which one would have to confined to mono-language and jeopardised for 

wider spectrum of knowledge and information.

In regard to teaching there were differences o f practises between the national primary schools 

and the national-type primary schools. In the national primary schools English is taught from 

the second semester of year one, whereas in the national type primary schools English is taught 

in year three.

As shall be shown in other parts of the discussion, each ethnic community safeguards their 

educational heritage with possessiveness. Thus, the Malays regards their children should be 

taught in the Malay-Islamic education, the Chinese in Mandarin education, and the Indians in 

Tamil education. However, in the secondary schools, all pupils from the Chinese and Tamil 

schools have to attend the national secondary schools, where Bahasa Melayu is the medium of 

instructions. Nevertheless, some of the Malay and Chinese parents are willing to send their 

children to the special Islamic schools (Malays) and special private Chinese schools (Chinese). 

In these schools, besides following the national curriculum, the students are given extra lessons 

in Islamic education and Arabic (Malays) and extra lessons in Mandarin and Literature 

(Chinese).

Above all, every ethnic community seems to accept the fact that English type o f education is 

important for one child to be successful in their future life. It seems that vernacular system of 

education is a way of safeguarding their language and cultural heritage and English type of 

education as a key to open one opportunity for future employment and advancement in life. As 

discussed earlier, the language issue has caused friction among the ethnic communities.

The implementation of Bahasa Melayu as the language of instructions in the educational system 

has been obstructed. It was supposed to be fully implemented in 1967, but it was delayed until 

1971. This was because of the opposition from the non-Malays and from the English educated 

Malays. According to Mavis Puthucheary (1978:75):
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The slow implementation of the language policy had three important effects. Firstly, it 
enabled non-Malay civil servants, both existing and potential, to learn Malay and 
therefore to accept the changes more easily. Secondly, it continued to provide jobs for 
the English educated, both Malays and non-Malays. Thirdly, Malay-medium school 
leavers had greater difficulty in continuing their post-secondary education than their 
counterparts from English-medium schools.

At the later years of 1960s and early 1970s job opportunities were shut down from the Malay 

secondary school leavers. This had caused much friction within the Malay community. One 

writer accused the government of diverting from its original plan to help the Malay community 

and stressed that:

It is very necessary for the government to provide for greater opportunities to students 
from the national (Malay) schools. And this depends upon the value placed on the 
Malay language. As long as Malay is not truly made the sole official language and 
made a condition for government jobs, government scholarships and for admission into 
government colleges, it would be difficult for policy to assist Malays to succeed.(Zainal 
Abidin Wahid, 1968 quoted from Mavis Puthucheary, 1978).

In order to assess the heterogeneity of schooling among students in the universities in Malaysia, 

the language medium of primary school attended by the respondents was asked. The educational 

foundations received by the respondents are shown in Table 7.11. These respondents went 

through the vernacular schools, which used their mother tongue as the medium of instructions. 

Respondents who have gone through the National Primary Schools which used Bahasa Melayu 

as the medium of instructions were 88.8 percent Malays, 28.6 percent Chinese, and 61.2 percent 

Indians. Only 28.6 percent Chinese gone through the national education system which used 

Bahasa Melayu as the medium of instruction, compared to the Indians which have shown more 

participation and numbered 61.2 percent.

Chinese community safeguards and maintained their vernacular schools and the schools were 

located in the small towns and large towns not in the rural deprived areas. Chinese schools were 

known for their reputations -  well managed, well maintained buildings, and highly qualified and 

motivated teachers (Tan Tiong Hong, 1982 in Malayan Chinese Associations, 1982). These 

were due to the donations and supports by the Chinese business community.

The Chinese were reluctance to send their children to the national primary schools 

because of variety of reason. Among them, they were afraid of losing their language and 

culture, they regarded the national primary schools of low standards because majorities 

of the teachers are Malays, and furthermore the locations of the national primary 

schools were not in the town area. That is main reasons only 28.6 percent of the 

respondents states that they have their primary education in the national primary school.
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Tamil primary schools are mostly located in the rubber plantation estates. As noted earlier the 

schools were poorly managed and cared by the authority. Thus only 18.4 percent of the Indian 

populations sent their children to this schools. Selvakumaran Ramachandran (1994) noted that 

the conditions of the Tamil schools were far from satisfactory, with the highest dropout rates, 

lowest achievement levels, and attending the ‘poorest and the smallest’ schools in the entire 

nation. He reiterates that the pupils in the Tamil schools have shown poor performance in 

Bahasa Melayu and this has strong implications for the educational success and mobility of 

these children at the secondary level. Thus, Indian parents who wanted to see their children 

advanced in education have to send their children to the national primary school and there were

61.2 percent of the Indian respondents have stated that.

The respondents, which have reported that they attended English primary schools, were the one 

who have working experiences previously and they entered the university by diploma 

qualifications, and about 3 percent of the respondents also indicates that they entered the 

university by self-study. Majority of these respondents was in the teaching professions before 

entering university. They are considered as the mature students or in the Malaysian universities 

they were known as mahasitucF. This is because the government had terminated English 

primary schools in 1970.

Similarly, respondents that have reported that they attended English schools during primary or 

junior years were in fact attended the previous English Primary Schools. These schools are 

located in the towns, which have better building, facilities, and reputations in comparison to the 

Malay Primary Schools. To justify the data in Table 7.11, another data in Table 7.12 could give 

a much clearer picture of the types of Primary Schools attended according to social class.

5 Mature students formed a substantial number of students in the 1960s and 1970s. Majority of them was 
teachers, who do have a chance to continue their studies in the formal school system. But, since 1980s the 
number of mature students has dropped.
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Table 7.11
Language of Instructions in Primary Schools

Ethnic Bahasa
Melayu

English Chinese Tamil Total

Malay 88.8% 3.4% - 7.9% 178
(158) (6) (14) (51.6%)

Chinese 28.6% 4.1% 61.2% 6.1% 98
(28) (4) (60) (6) (28.4%)

Indians 61.2% 20.4% - 18.4% 49
(30) (10) <"} (14.2%)

Others - 45.0% 55.0% 20
(9) (11) (5.8%)

TOTAL 62.6% 8.4% 20.6% 8.4% 345
(29) (71) (29) (100%)

It has been noted by other studies (Marimuthu, 1984; Razali ArofT, 1985) that the parent’s social 

class also has a considerable influence upon the language medium of instructions of their 

children in the primary school. Thus, the upper middle class would send their children to the 

formerly English medium schools in the towns, and the lower working class would send their 

children to the national primary schools or national type primary schools. However, those 

assumptions would be seen in reality based on respondent’s revelations. This is shown in Table 

7.12.

Table 7.12
Cross Tabulation of Language of Instructions and the Parent’s Social Class

Language 
Medium of 
Instruction

Upper Middle 
Class 

(UMC)

Lower Middle 
Class 

(LMC)

Lower Working 
Class (LWC)

Total

Malay or Bahasa 60.8% 52.8% 82.2% 216
Melayu (31) (102) (83) (62.6%)

English 39.2% 4.7% - 29
(20) (9) (8.4%)

Chinese - 32.1% 8.9 71
(62) (9) (20.6%)

Tamil; - 10.4% 8.9% 29
(20) (9) (8.4%)

TOTAL

. .................... . - -

100%
(51)

100%
(193)

100%
(101)

a  r?345
(100%)

The upper middle class seems to choose the National Primary Schools whereby Malay or 

Bahasa Melayu is the language o f instruction, or previously they sent their children to the 

National Type Primary Schools whereby English was the medium of instruction. Seemingly, the
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lower middle class and the lower working class concentrates on the vernacular primary schools, 

whereby Chinese or Tamil is the language of instructions.

Table 7.13 shows the type of secondary schools attended by the respondents. There were 36.0 

percent of the Malay respondents stated that they attended the boarding schools. There were a 

small number of Chinese and Indian respondents stated that they attended the boarding schools. 

This show there is large number of Malay respondents who have missed the guidance of their 

parents at the secondary schools age (13 to 17 years). In comparison to the Chinese and Indian 

respondent who lives with their parents. Study by Abu Bakar Hashim et.al (1997) on students’ 

life in UTM revealed that those students who have not had the guidance of their parents would 

bring a different form of behaviour to the university. They tend to have ‘hostels culture’ which 

they indicated have implications upon their feeling of security/insecurity; race relations, 

academic performance, and choice of employment.

Thus, Malay students from boarding schools feel more secure because they were considered as 

‘anak emas kerajaan' (Government’s Golden Child), being sponsored throughout and having 

lives in the hostels. Having stayed in the hostels with only Malay friends, they feel handicapped 

in relation to other ethnic community. Furthermore, they have been told time and time again that 

they are the creme de la creme of the Malay students and hence they should be leaders in every 

spheres of life. Usually in the Malaysian universities, Malay students from the folly residential 

elite schools became the ‘students’ leaders’ in union, clubs, and societies (Zainah Anwar, 1987).

Having admitted to the university, Malay students tend to free themselves from all sorts of 

regulations because they feel fed-up of being controlled, either by their parents or by the 

hostels’ authority. In comparison, the Chinese and the Indian students tend to find patronage 

among the lecturers because they feel secure by doing so. Abu Bakar Hashim et.al (1997) 

finding indicates that the government’s Malay special rights policy of excluding the best Malay 

students into various boarding schools as not an appropriate step because the students missed 

the love and caring of their parents. Furthermore, they were allowed to form their own ideals 

with their peers, and perhaps the ideals were more inclined against the societal norms and 

expectations. For example, they were the group that has had established the dakwah movement 

in the university’s campuses. Moreover, Malay students from the ordinary day schools tend to 

respect and hold a high regard towards them.

In this context, it seems that Chinese and Indian students have an edge over their Malay students 

counterparts. Razali Arof (1985) and Abu Bakar Hashim et.al (1997) findings also reaffirmed 

that the non-Malay students were the majority having parental supports (material and morale)
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during their studies in the university. According to them (Razali Arof and Abu Bakar Hashim) 

this greatly enhanced the academic performance of the non-Malays.

There were 20.4 percent o f the Chinese and 10.2 percent of the Indian respondent states that 

they were in boarding schools for their secondary schools. The term boarding schools in 

Malaysian context were meant for Malays and there were less than 5 percent of the places 

reserved for the non-Malays. Majority o f Chinese and Indian parents prefer to send their 

children to the day secondary schools. In their opinion children of that formative age should be 

taught in their own cultural heritage, besides giving them the extra coaching needed to score in 

the national examinations (Razali Arof. 1985).

Table 7.13
Types of Secondary Schools Attended by the Respondents

Ethnicity Ordinary Day Schools Boarding Schools Total

Malays 64 0% 36.0% 178
(114) (64) (51.6%)

Chinese 79.6% 20.4% 98
(78) (20) (28.4%)

Indians 89.8% 10.2% 49
(44) (5) (14.2%)

Others 55.0% 45.0% 20
(ID (9) (5.8%)

TOTAL 71.6% 28.4% 345
. -  - (247)_____ (98) (100%)

At the secondary schools, 71.6 percent of the respondents reported that they had their secondary 

education in the ordinary day schools or sekolah menengah harian, and 28.4 percent said that 

they were in the boarding schools or sekolah berasrama (school’s hostel) or sekolah berasrama 

penuh (fully-residential elite schools). There were 36.0 percent Malays, 20.4 percent Chinese,

10.2 percent Indians, and 45.0 percent Others had their secondary education in the boarding 

schools.

Initially the fully residential elite schools were meant for the creme de la creme from rural and 

small town. Nevertheless, presently due to the high academic standing of the residential schools, 

parents from small towns, large towns, and the metropolitan areas seems to have benefited from 

the speciality of those schools. They were able to train their children with other supportive 

elements -  good schools, extra tuition, revision group, and above all the positive values of their 

children towards good education from early age. Subsequently the children could get the best 

results at any one of the entry qualifications, either after the primary schools or after the lower
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secondary schools. Thus, majority of the precious places in the boarding schools goes to the 

upper middle class (UMC) and the lower middle class (LMC). Siti Zahara Sulaiman (1975) 

found that 63.0 percent of the students in the elite MARA Junior Science Colleges were from 

the widening circle o f the middle and professional classes of the Malay society, while at the 

same time urban bias was also present. A Malay student recalled his experience:

My father is a teacher, my mother, like the ordinary Malay is a housewife. 1 considered 
myself as a lower middle class family, because my father’s qualification is only MCE 
(Malaysian Certificate of Education) and Certificate of Education. He teaches in the 
primary school and we live in a small town. In that town, schools’ teachers are 
considered as ‘reasonably rich’. There are four of us in the family, two boys and two 
girls. 1 remembered that we were drill and train by my father and mother, especially to 
get the best results in the primary school assessment test All of us did well in the test 
and fortunately ail of us were admitted to the fully residential elite schools at the age of 
thirteen

The revelation by the Malay student indicates that his parents acted on the rational behaviour 

who anticipated that the quality of education and the opportunity in fully residential elite 

schools is far better than the ordinary day secondary schools. Table 7.14 shows the cross 

tabulation of types of secondary schools and the home locations of the respondents, as a proved 

to the assertion made earlier.

Table 7.14
Cross Tabulation Types of Secondary Schools and Home Locations

Types of 
Secondar 
y Schools

Plantatio
n

New
Village

Kampung Small
Town

Large
Town

........................ . . .

Metropoli
tan

. ■; _

Boarding
(Asrama
Petmh)

28.8%
(36)

27.5%
(22)

33.3%
(31)

50.0%
(9)

98
(28.4%)

Ordinary
Day
Schools
(Sekolah
Menengah
Harian)

100%
(9)

100%
(20)

71.2%
(89)

72.5%
(58)

66.7%
(62)

50.0%
(9)

247
(71.6%)

TOTAL 100% (9) 100%
(20)

100%
(125)

....................................

100%
(125)

100%
(93)

............................

100%
(18)

...... ................ .

345
(100%)

Table 7.15 shows the qualifications used by the respondents to be admitted as a student in the 

university. Chinese 84.7 percent, Indian 77.6 percent, and 100.0 percent Others entered the
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universities with their Higher School Certificate or Sijil Tinggi Persekolahan Malaysia. It seems 

that only 43.3 percent of Malay respondents used the Higher School Certificate or Sijil Tinggi 

Persekolahan Malaysia as their entry qualifications. About 32.6 percent of the Malay 

respondents finished their secondary schools with Malaysian Certificate of Education or Sijil 

Pelajaran Malaysia, then admitted to the Matriculation Centre attached to the universities. After 

having completed four semesters6 of the programs they sat for the Matriculation Certificate. 

And, 24.2 percent of the Malay respondents entered the universities with various diplomas.7 It 

also seems a considerable number of Indian respondents 22.4 percent entered the universities 

with a diploma qualification.

On the whole, Higher School Certificate or Sijil Tinggi Persekolahan Malaysia 63.2 percent is 

still dominating the entry qualification of Malaysian universities especially for the courses in 

Arts, Applied Arts and Social Sciences. However UPM and UTM used the Malaysian 

Certificate of Education or Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia as their entry qualification particularly to 

the diploma courses. The exception is UTM, which used the Malaysian Certificate of Education 

or Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia as the entry qualification for various degree and diploma courses in 

the field of technology and science.

In reference to the entry qualifications, Malay students seems to have used those three types of 

entry qualifications recognised by the university -  STPM, Matriculation Certificate, and 

Diploma. In comparison, the Chinese and Indians were dependent on the STPM as their entiy 

qualifications because only a small number were admitted to die Matriculation Programs. Malay 

students have more opportunities to be admitted to Diploma courses after they passed the Sijil 

Pelajaran Malaysia or Malaysian Certificate of Education. There are various Polytechnics, 

MARA Institute of Technology, and other colleges established by various states government 

(example Kolej Agama Sultan Zainal Abidin or KUSZA, Trengganu) that is reserved for the 

Malays.

6 Beginning in 1996/97 the matriculation program have been shortened to only 2 semesters.
7 Various colleges offer diploma courses. Among the colleges are Polytechnics, Kolej Agama Sultan 
Zainal Abidin, Trengganu, and Mara Institute of Technology.
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Table 7.15 
Respondents’ Entry Qualifications

Ethnicity STPM Matriculation
Certificate

Diploma Total

Malays 43.3% 32.6% 24.2% 178
(77) (58) (43) (51.6%)

Chinese 84.7% 9.2% 6.1% 98
(83) 9) (6) (28.4%)

Indians 77.6% 22.4% 49
(38) (11) (14.2%)

Others 100.0% 20
(20) (5.8%)

TOTAL 63.2% 19.4% 17.4% 345
(218) (67) (60) (100%)

Despite the lack of opportunities for the non-Malays they have shown their potentials through 

STPM by getting the best results. STPM is a national examination, were considered as the 

toughest and that was the main reason of the establishment of various Diploma courses and 

particularly the establishment of the Matriculation Programs. Until recently, Malay students in 

the science-related subjects were unable to get through the STPM. Almost 98 percent o f the 

Malay students in the science-related subjects came from the Matriculation Programs
» i  8  *(Interview, December 1998) He iterates that the Ministry o f Education has done ‘everything’ to 

get the Malays into the university. In his opinion, he considered that STPM is still the best form 

of evaluation to get students into the university. That is the main reason for higher academic 

performance among the Chinese students.

Malay students were considered by the non-Malay circles as ‘simply do not have the academic 

ability to pursue tertiary education, especially in the science-related subjects’ (Wan Zahid 

Noordin, 1979). This also applies to courses like Information Technology, Law, Accountancy, 

Economics, and even Business Management, Malay students were recruited through the 

Matriculation Programs, just because they could not get through the STPM. Only about 25 

percent of the Malay students who sat for the STPM were able to gain entry into the universities 

in Malaysia (Interview, December 1998).

7.5. SOURCES OF FINANCIAL SUPPORTS

The government mostly sponsored students in Malaysian universities, either in the forms of 

scholarships or bursaries. There are three forms of sponsorships, full scholarships or biasiswa,

* Interview with an Officer of the Majlis Peperiksaan Malaysia or Malaysian Examination Council at 
Institute of Education, University of London, in December 1998. At present, he is reading for his PhD at 
IE in Educational Assessment.
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bursary or clermasiswa, and loan orpinjaman. The government, statutory' bodies, private sectors, 

and family gave those sponsorships.

Almost 82.0 percent of the Malay respondents reported that the government scholarships and 

bursaries sponsored them. Only 11.2 percent of the Malay respondents revealed that the 

statutory bodies sponsored them, and 6.7 percent indicated that they received financial support 

from their families.

However for the Chinese respondents, 41.8 percent received financial support from the 

government, 31.6 percent from the private sectors, and 26.5 percent from their families. There 

seem to be a considerable number of Chinese respondents received financial supports from the 

private sectors and their own families.

Among the Indian respondents, 63.3 percent received government scholarships, 14.3 percent 

received private sector scholarships, and 22.4 percent sponsored by their parents. It is a clear 

indication from the data in Table 7.16 that the Malay students heavily dependent on the 

government to sponsored their mobility in the higher educational setting.

Table 7.16 
Sources of Financial Support

Ethnicity Government Statutory Private
Sectors

Family Total

Malays 82.0% 11.2% - 6.7% 178
(146) (20)

U -  , 1 : ) - (51.6%)
Chinese 41.8% - 31.6% 26.5% 98

(4!) (31) (26) (28.4%)
Indians 63.3% - 14.3% 22.4% 49

(31) £ l (11) (14.2%)
Others 55.0% 45.0% 20

(ID ....  _J‘» _ (5 8%)
TOTAL 63.2% 9.0% 11.0% 16.8% 345

(218) . (31) (38) (58) (100%)

Looking from the angle of home location which is revealed in Table 7.17, respondent from the 

kampung and the large town benefited from the awards of scholarships. Respondent from the 

new village, large town, and the metropolitan benefited from the private sector. And, the upper 

middle class (UMC) from the kampung sponsored by their family.
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Table 7.17
Cross Tabulation of Home Locations and the Types of Financial Support

Home

Location

Full

Scholarship

Bursary or 

Loan

Private

Sector

Family Total

Plantation - 100% - - 9

(9) (2.60%)

N ew  Village - 55.0% 45.0% - 20

(11) (9) (5.80%)

Kampung 14 4% 78.4% - 7.2% 125

(18) (98) (9) (36.2%)

Small Town - 100% - - 80

(80) (23.2%)

Large Town 23.6% 43.0% 33.3% - 93

(22) (40) (31) (27.0%)

Metropolitan - 50.0% 50.0% - 18

(9) (9) (5.22%)

TOTAL 11.6% 71.6% 14.2% 2.6% 345

(40) (247) (49) (9) (100%)

As mentioned earlier there are three forms o f financial supports, scholarships and bursaries or 

loans. Students who received scholarships have to serve the sponsors for a certain period of 

time. Both the government agencies and the private sectors award scholarships. In term of 

amount o f money received, those of the private sectors pay much higher amounts as compared 

to the government agencies. Only 11.6 percent of the respondents reported that they received 

full scholarships from the government and 14.2 percent received from the private sectors. As for 

the 71.6 percent they received bursaries or loans from the statutory bodies. And only 2.6 percent 

of the respondents reported that they were dependent on the parental supports. In term of ethnic 

groups Table 7.18 shows the distributions.
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Table 7.18 
Types of Financial Supports

Ethnicity Full
Scholarships

Bursaries or 
Loans

Private
Sectors

Family
■■

Total

Malays 18.5% 74.7% 4.5% 2.2% 178
(33) (133) (8) (4) (51.6%)

Chinese 2.0% 82.7% 13.3% 2.0% 98
(2) (81) (13) ( 2 ) (28.4%)

Indians 10.2% 67.3% 16.3% 6.1% 49
(5) (33) ( 8 , ( 3 ) (14.2%)

Others - - 100.0%
(20)

20
(5.8%)

TOTAL 11.6% 
(40) __

71.6%
.....(247) ....

14.2% 
. (49)

2.6%
......_<?!_.....

345
(100%)

Those Malay students not awarded scholarships by Jabatan Perkhidmatan Awam or Public 

Service Commission, Biasiswa or Dermasiswa Perguruan Persekutuan or Teaching 

Scholarships or Bursaries, Biasiswa Badan Berkanun or Statutory Bodies Scholarships, and 

other private sectors scholarships would be given bursaries or loans from MARA (Majlis 

Amanah Rakyat) meaning Council of Trusts for the Indigenous Community. MARA awarded 

loans to all Malay students irrespective o f their parents’ socio-economic positions. Students paid 

back their loans when they started their career, but for students who managed to get first class 

honours degree were exempted from paying back their loans. In comparison, the Chinese and 

Indian students have to sought loans from banks and other financial institutions because there is 

no specific institutions established by the government to assist them.

The above findings concurred with the previous findings (Cheong Siew Yoong, et.al., 1987; 

Abu Bakar Hashim, 1997) that more than half of students in Malaysian universities were 

awarded scholarships or bursaries by the government. In Cheong Siew Yoong, et.al. (1987) 

study on the financial sources for university education were divided into eight categories. This 

is shown in Table 7.19.
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Table 7.19
Financial Sources for University Education

Number of Respondents Percentage

Government Scholarships 1177 48.4%

Teaching Scholarships 170 7.0%

Private Sector Scholarships 95 3.9%

Government Loan 281 11.5%

Private Sector Loan 97 4.0%

University Loan 19 0.8%

Personal Savings 58 2.4%

Family Funds 457 18 8%

No Response 78 3.2%

TOTAL
................................................................ ......................................

2432
............................................ ........................... . .

100.0%

Source: Cheong Siew Yoong, et.al. 1987:85

Abu Bakar Hashim et.al., (1997) showed much realistic conditions o f financial sources for 

university education because they have divided into three categories and more importantly 

between Malays (Bumiputera) and non-Malays (Non-Bumiputera) . This is shown in Table 7.20.

Table 7.20
Financial Sources for Respondents University Education

Financial Sources
"

Non-Bumiputera Total

Personal Funding 38.7% 73.7% 48.1%

Loans 44.5% 17.5% 37.3%

Scholarships 16.1% 8.8% 14.2%

Source: Abu Bakar Hashim, et.al 1997:15

Given the above findings it seems that government’s scholarships and bursaries were awarded 

to all students irrespective o f ethnicity. Therefore the claim made by Mehmet and Yip (1986) 

and Tzannatos (1991) were partly true for the contemporary situations. Their claims had been 

that ethnicity were sole criteria for the awards o f scholarships and bursaries. Mehmet and Yip 

(1986) further estimated that those Malays with a monthly family income o f less than 300 

Malaysian Ringgit amounted to only 14 percent o f all those who received a scholarship while 

they form 63 percent o f the population. Nevertheless, the findings in this study seemingly
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showed that Malay students from the lower social class all were given the awards o f 

scholarship, bursaries or loan.

Probably tme for the Malays that the scholarships and bursaries were given on the bases o f 

ethnicity not on the academic merits as claimed by Tzannatos (1991), but for the non-Malays 

they were given the scholarships and bursaries on the bases o f academic merits. This further 

proved that Malays were more secure compared to the non-Malays in terms o f university’s 

admission, institutional culture, and financial sources for university education.

7.6. TH E IM PLICATIONS OF RESPONDENTS SOCIAL BACKGROUNDS

The respondents personal background data has revealed that majority o f the students in the Arts, 

Applied Arts and Social Sciences come from the lower middle class and working class 

backgrounds. This was indicated by their parents’ level o f education, occupation, and income. 

The findings were contrast Bock (1970) as shown in Table 7.21.

Table 7.21
Socio-Economic Status of Fathers of F irst and Final Y ear Male 

Students a t the University of M alaya, 1970

Socio-Economic
Status

Malays Chinese Indians

Low 39.9% 8.6% 6.8%

Low-medium 14.7% 12.1% 20.4%

High-medium 8.8% 21.7% 17.5%

High 36.6% 57.6% 55.3%

Source: Bock (1970:203).

Bock (1970) found that among the Malays there were 39.9 percent from the low socio-economic 

status families. However, the Chinese and Indians were from the high socio-economic status. 

Bock (1970) argued that the Malays from lower socio-economic backgrounds had a much better 

chance o f reaching secondary school and then the university than their non-Malay peers. For the 

Malays there has been considerable upward mobility achieved largely through government 

assistance. Hence, for the Malays who succeeded to further their studies to the universities were 

term as ‘sponsored mobility’ -  ‘a mobility which is assisted’ (Nordin Selat, 1971:40).

However, the findings o f the present study shows students in the Arts, Applied Arts, and Social 

Sciences in Malaysian universities are from the lower middle class and working class socio

economic status. Nevertheless it should not be taken to mean that among the Malaysians
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generally, the children o f lower middle class and working class are getting opportunities to 

obtain higher education. It should be understood that there are as many students overseas in 

universities and colleges as there are in Malaysian universities and among these overseas 

students, the children o f the upper social group predominates (Khoo Kay Kim, 1998).

The respondents also have indicated that majority o f them came from kampung and small 

towns. Those from the kampung and small towns deserved only to be in the arts and social 

sciences because o f the lack o f educational facilities. It seems that the middle class, the upper 

middle class, and upper class settled in the urban areas and they could provides better 

educational facilities for their children. Their children were mostly reading technology and 

science courses either in the local universities or abroad. Most o f the students from the higher 

social class were most likely reading professional courses like medicine, engineering, and 

architecture (Lian, 1976; Junaidi Abu Bakar, 1993).

The findings seem to suggest that students from the urban areas continue to benefits from the 

educational system. The initial planning for the fully residential elite schools were meant for 

students from the rural areas. Nevertheless, due to the higher quality o f teaching and brighter 

prospects -  science-base and scholarships for pursuing education abroad -  most of the Malay 

upper middle class trained to children so that they do well in the public examinations. Hence, 

the previous studies (Wan Zahid Noordin, 1979; Razali Arof, 1985) have shown that the 

majority o f the students in these fully residential elite schools come from the urban areas and 

upper middle class parents’ backgrounds.

One other study (Kartigesu, 1986) indicated that the creme de la creme o f  the Malay students 

were not in the local universities and they were also not in the Arts, Applied Arts and Social 

Sciences. But, the majority of the Malay creams have been send abroad immediately after their 

Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia or Malaysian Certificate o f Education9, leaving behind the less 

qualified to pursue their studies in the local universities. One also should bear in mind that the 

streaming process in the Malaysian schools began in the Form Four10, and the great majority of 

the Malay students were pushed to study sciences and technology. In the case o f the non-

9 The Malay students that have been send to United Kingdom for example would study for ‘A’ Levels in 
various private colleges in the UK. The Ministry of Education and Public Service Commissions had 
instructed these students to read certain courses upon the award of scholarships. It is the function of the 
Malaysian Students’ Department in various countries (United Kingdom, United States of America, 
Australia, New Zealand, Indonesia, and Egypt) to overseas the performances and the courses taken by the 
students.
10 At 15 Malaysian students have to sit for the Penilaian Menengah Rendah (Lower Certificate of 
Education) and based on the result students are streams into Arts, Science and Technology. The creme de 
la creme of the Malay students were taken-off from the day secondary schools to enter the fully 
residential elite schools to read for science and technology.
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Malays, they have to accept the streaming because the cut-off points for them is much higher 

than the Malays. Moreover, Malay students have a much wider choices after Sijil Pelajaran 

Malaysia, example entering Mara Institute o f Technology to pursue their studies in various 

diploma and other professional courses.

To conclude, the implications’ of the social backgrounds of the students studying in the 

universities in Malaysia clearly shows the identity o f pluralism in Malaysian society. The nature 

o f the home locations, social classes, language medium of instructions in schools and sources of 

financial supports, all are differentiated along ethnic lines. But, ethnicity alone could not be the 

main factor o f judging the academic performances and choices o f employment among the 

students. Though, in Malaysian cases it has been proved as the sole differentiating factor. 

However, in this study consideration would be made to analyse further the other factors, such as 

home locations, social classes, and gender.

SUMMARY

The discussion in this chapter highlighted the social backgrounds o f the undergraduates that 

have been selected to be the respondents o f this study. Social backgrounds in the context of this 

study were characterised by the demographic backgrounds, home locations, social class 

positions, schools attended, and the financial sources for university education. From the 

discussion it seems that the majority o f respondents in this study were from the lower middle 

class, and lower working class backgrounds, having had attended the vernacular primary 

schools, were admitted to the university based on their STPM results, and were awarded 

scholarships or bursaries by the government. The overall social backgrounds o f the respondents 

exposed above reflected fairly accurately the reality in Malaysian universities.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

THE EFFECT OF POLICY ON THE STATE OF SECURITY /  INSECURITY  
____________AND RACE RELATIONS IN M ALAYSIAN UNIVERSITIES____________

INTRO DUCTIO N

The purpose o f this chapter is to analyse four o f the sub-hypothesis mentioned in Chapter Five. The 

hypothesis discussed in this present chapter are based on four issues, firstly, the state o f security/ 

insecurity; secondly, the Malay special rights; thirdly, the cultural traits o f students’ in the 

universities, and fourthly, race relations in the university’s environment. The arguments forwarded in 

this chapter are based on the analysis of data revealed by the respondents through the questionnaires. 

There are 345 respondent who have participated in this study. They are in their final year and study 

in the Arts, Applied Arts and Social Sciences faculties. The analysed data is then backed up by 

qualitative interviews, which was carried out with students, lecturers and the university’s 

administrators (Students’ Counsellors, Assistant Registrar’s [Academic], Librarian and Security 

Officer).

8.1. TH E STATE O F SECURITY / INSECURITY

The purpose of the political interventions introduced by the political elite in Malaysia was to assert 

Malay dominance and hence resulted in the higher feeling o f security among the Malays in 

Malaysia. However, the massive implementation o f the pro-Malay development programs only 

seriously began in thel970s, before that the Malays were forced to compete with the non-Malays on 

equal terms, meaning based on ability and intense efforts. Hence they were left out from the 

educational and economic development of the country. The Malays were unable to compete with the 

non-Malays, in particular the Chinese because o f their backwardness. The backwardness was defined 

in terms o f the social and economic infrastructure and cultural attitudes o f the Malays. The 

backwardness was the result o f neglect on the part of British colonial policy, and later on for a 

period o f thirteen years o f liberal policy by the independence governments under the leadership of 

the first Prime Minister, Tunku Abdul Rahman Putra AlHaj.

Based on these assumptions, and motivated by the outbreak o f racial riots in May 1969 the 

Malaysian government was firmed to implement the statutes with regards to Malay special rights in 

die Constitution. In the Constitutions the Malays were given guaranty on four main areas o f public
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policies. Prior to 1970, the newly independent government was more inclined to promote racial 

understanding and harmony among its multiethnic populations in the hope to gradually correct the 

inequalities that existed. Nevertheless, the elite failed to understand the hardships faced by the 

Malays and other indigenous populations (Shahnon Ahmad, 1967)1. After the outbreak of the racial 

incidents in May 13, 1969, the second Prime Minister Tun Abdul Razak Hussein felt obliged to look 

into the matter. Hence, his government efforts were to reaffirm the four main areas with regard to 

Malay interest. The four areas are:

•  The system of Malay reservations, reserving certain lands for Malays only,
• The operation of quotas within the public services reserving a certain portion for Malays,
• The operation of quotas for licenses and permits for certain businesses, chiefly those related to 

road transport, and
• Special quotas for public scholarships and educational grants.

Sine then, the plight of the Malays has also received special mentions in the development planning, 

in particular the effort to ‘modernise’ them so that they could participate actively in the economic 

development of the country. Thus, it was hypothesised that the Malay students feel more secure 

compared to the non-Malay students in Malaysia and in particular in the university. The higher sense 

o f security of the Malays will be viewed from two contexts: firstly, the Malaysian context and 

secondly, in the universities.

8.1.1. The Malaysian Context

Malaysian government divides its population into two broad categories, the Malays and other 

Bumiputeras as the indigenous and the Chinese and the Indian as the immigrants. In term of 

government policy and the benefits derived from it, the indigenous are given privileges and ‘special 

treatments’. In this context, one would agree that the Malays would have higher feeling o f security in

1 Shahnon Ahmad a well-known Malay literary figures. He is currently an Emeritus Professor in Universiti 
Sains Malaysia, Penang. In his novel Menteri (1967) (The Minister) he identified Malay problems as due to: 
Firstly, economic, the economic hardships faced the Malays, and this is the core problem (1967:56). Secondly, 
the problems of land ownership (1967:57). Thirdly, the feudal ways of thinking that have allow capitalism to 
flourish (1967:62). Fourthly, the other ethnic group lighted the fire of chauvinistic attitudes and hatred towards 
the Malays (1967:63). Fifthly, the issues related to Malay education (1967:42). Shahnon’s expression in this 
novel and two other novels Rcmjau Sepanjang Jalan (1966) (Translated by Adibah Amin as ‘No Harvest but a 
Thom’. Literally it mean ‘Thoms Throughout the Journey’) and Rentong (1965) (The Ashes) clearly pictures 
the hardships faced by the Malays in the 1960s. In 1999, Shahnon had produced another controversial novel 
about current social phenomena. The title of the novel is Shit pictures the scenarios of Mahathir’s leadership 
that had caused chaos in the country.
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comparison to the non-Malays. In this study, the following areas were identified as the main efforts 

rendered by the government to ‘uplift’ the living standard o f the Malays. The areas are:

• Continuous efforts to help the Malays in education and commerce.
• The stereotypes hold by the political and bureaucratic elite on each ethnic community that has had a policy

implication.
• The social environment in Malaysia which is Malay in taste and nature.
• Malays is secured in education and employment because of government’s interventions and the non-

Malays secured their positions because of their strongholds in commerce
• Malays is regarded as the definitive race in Malaysia.
• Continuous efforts by government to steer human resources development through ‘Morale Building 

Training’.

Based on those premises the respondents were asked to state their stand. T he first question is on the 

government’s efforts o f helping the Malays so that Malays could get better positions in education, 

business, and fulfill the objective o f creating Bumiputera Commercial and Industrial Community 

(BCIC). Table 8.1 shows the stand choose by the respondent according to their social backgrounds: 

ethnic group, gender, social class, and home location.

Table 8.1
Respondents Stand on Efforts of Helping the Malays

ETHNICITY
Agree Fully Agree Do Not Agree Do Not Know No Response Total

Malav 34.8% (62) 57.3% (102) 4.5% (8) 3.4% (6) - 178(51.6%)
Chinese 20.4% (20) 62.2% (61) 2.0% (2) 2.0% (2) 13.3% (13) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 10.2% (5) 49.0% (24) 20.4% (10) 6.1% (3) 14.3% (7) 49 (14.2%)
Others - 55.0% (11) 45 .0% (9) - - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 25.2% (87) 57.4% (198) 8.40% (29) 3.90% (11) 5.80% (20) 345(100% )

GENDER
Male 31.7% (58) 52.5% (96) 15.84% (29) - - 183 (53.0%)
Female 18.0% (29) 63.0% (102) - 6.80% (11) 12.4%(20) 162 (47.0%)
TOTAL 25.2% (87) 57.4% (198) 8.40% (29) 3.20% (11) 5.80% (20) 345(100% )

SOCIAL CLASS
UMC 21.6% (11) 39.2% (20) 17.6% (9) 21.6% (11) - 51 (14.8%)
LMC 16.0% (31) 67.9% (131) 5.7% (11) - 10.4% (20) 193 (55.9%)
LWC 44.6% (45) 46.5% (47) 8.9% (9) - 101 (29.3%)
TOTAL 25.2% (87) 57.4% (198) 8.40% (29) 3.20% (11) 5.80% (20) 345(100% )

HOME LOCATION
Plantations . - 100.0% (9) - - 9 (2.60%)
New Village - 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11) - - 20 (5.80%)
Kampung 44.8% (56) 46.4% (58) - - 8.8% (11) 125 (36.2%)
Small Town 27.5% (22) 61.3% (49) - - 11.2% (9) 80 (23.2%)
Large. Town - 88.2% (82) - 11.8% (11) - 93 (27.0%)
Metropolitan 50.0% (9) - 50.0% (9) - - 18 (5.22%)
TOTAL 25.2% (87) 57.4% (198) 8.40% (29) 3.20% (11) 5.80% (20) 345 (100%)
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It seems from the data that 25.2 percent of the respondents agree fully and 57.4 percent agree with 

the government effort o f helping the Malays. Only 8.40 percent do not agree, 3.20 percent do not 

know and 5.80 percent no response. Irrespective of ethnic group, gender, social class, and home 

locality the respondents seem to be tolerant with the efforts made by the government to muscle their 

efforts to help the Malays. As an educated person, they also understand that the efforts were to 

compensate for the late start of the Malays as compared to other ethnic communities in the country. 

This effort was not to last forever, once the Malays successfully catch up with the progress the help 

will be lifted by the government (Karuppan, 1990). Moreover, the students themselves feel that the 

policy do not totally discriminate the non-Malays. In fact, the non-Malays were given fair chances in 

the form of ethnic quotas imposed by the government.

Despite the agreement, one could also have to look further into the differences among the groups. 

Firstly, the differences among ethnic groups, the Malays have shown higher degree of agreement as 

compared to the Chinese and the Indians. Among gender, the male shown higher degree of 

agreement in comparison to the female. Among social class, the lower working class (LWC) had 

shown higher agreement compared to the upper middle class (UMC) and the lower middle class 

(LMC). Similarly, in tenn of home locations, those from the kampung and small towns have shown 

higher degree of agreement as compared to those from the rubber plantations, new villages, large 

towns, and the metropolitan localities.

In other words, the Malaysian who have accepted the ‘Malayness’ of Malaysia were the one who 

have shown their agreement towards the efforts o f helping the Malays (Muhammad Haji Muhd. 

Taib, 1993). The social environment in Malaysia is defined in the Malay terms or in other words its 

distinctive ‘Malayness’ in nature (Hans-Dieter Evers, 1997). Malay culture, Bahasa Melayu, and the 

government machinery in majority are Malays. The effort of making the social environment in 

Malay terms is to unite the three ethnic groups under one umbrella (Wan Hashim, 1983; Rustam A. 

Sani, 1991).

In this case, it seems that one of the three ethnic communities would feel more secure in comparison 

to the other. As mentioned by Nagata (1975) that all ethnic groups in Malaysia see that Malays holds 

the position of power and authority and hence they are the most secured race in the country. 

However, the Chinese o f all social and economic levels see the ‘bottom’ of Malaysian society is the 

rural Malays. And, this justified that Chinese and Indians are in the middle groups o f Malaysian
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society. On the side o f the Malays, they see that Malays and Indians were seen as the ‘bottom’ and 

Chinese at the ‘top’.

Based on those assumptions, respondent was asked to choose their opinion about the state o f 

security or insecurity o f the Malays. Thus, in Malaysia each ethnic sees other ethnic groups more 

secure than their own. Nevertheless, the perceptions differ if  one were to look into other aspects o f 

social backgrounds, like gender, social class, and home locations. In fact, Nagata (1975) indicated 

that ethnic perception, also marked by the types o f education one’s received. Thus, one with only 

vernacular education would have different perception than those that have gone through the 

‘national’ education, particularly those that have gone through ‘university education’. The 

respondent response is shown in Table 8.2. The response is then backed-up by interviews with the 

students.

Table 8.2
Respondents Opinion on the State of Personal and Social-Psychological 

Security / Insecurity of the Malays

ETHNICITY
Always Secure Usually Secure Seldom Secure Never Secure Total

Malay 23.0% (41) 44.9% (80) 30.9% (55) 1.1% (2) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 65.3% (64) 30.6% (30) 2.0% (2) 2.0% (2) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 40.8% (20) 38.8% (19) 10.2% (5) 10.2% (5) 49(14.2%)
Others - 100.0% (20) - - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 36.2% (125) 43.2% (149) 18.0% (62) 2.60% (9) 345 (100%f

GENDER
Male 42.6% (78) 36.6% (67) 4.92% (9) 183 (53.0%)
Female 29.0% (47) 50.6% (82) 20.4% (33) - 162 (47.0%)
TOTAL 36.2% (125) 43.2% (149) 18.0% (62) 2.60% (9) 345(100% )

SOCIAL CLASS
UMC - 56.9% (29) 43.1% (22) - 51 (14.8%)
LMC 45.0% (87) 38.9% (75) 11.4% (22) 4.70% (9) 193 (55.9%)
LWC 37.6% (38) 44.6% (45) 17.8% (18) - 101 (29.3%)
TOTAL 36.2% (125) 43.2% (149) 18.0% (62) 2.60% (9) 345 (100%)

HOME LOCATION
Plantation - 100.0% (9) - -  ' 9 (2.60%
New Village . 55.0% (11) - 45.0% (9) 20 (5.80%)
Kampung 30.4% (38) 55.2% (69) 14.4% (18) - 125 (36.2%)
Small Town 61.3% (49) 11.3% (9) 27.5% (22) - 80 (23.2%)
Large Town 31.2% (29) 45.2% (42) 23.7% (22) - 93 (27.0%)
Metropolitan 50.0% (9) 50.0% (9) - - 18(5.22%)
TOTAL 36.2% (125) 43.2% (149) 18.0% (62) 2.60% (9) 345(100% )

The Chinese regard Malays as always in the state o f security. Similarly the Malays and the Indians 

regarded the Chinese as always secure. The findings concurred with Nagata (1975), that one ethnic 

community would see other ethnic community as more secure than their own. This is indicated by

65.3 percent o f the Chinese that the Malays are always secure and, 30.6 percent as usually secure.
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Among the Indians, 40.8 percent said that the Malays are always secure and 38.8 percent as usually 

secure. The category of Others (Pakistani, Sri Lankan and Sikhs) regarded the Malays as usually 

secure in the Malaysian environment. For the Malays themselves, 23.0 percent regarded they were 

always secure, 44.9 percent as usually secure, but for the 30.9 percent considered that they seldom 

secure in the Malaysian environment.

The non-Malays see that the Malays have received the most from the government. Thus, in their 

views Malays is always secured in Malaysia. As one Chinese student put it:

In term personal and social-psychological security I think the Malays have the highest among 
Malaysian. The Malays received a lot from all sorts of government’s policies. Name it -  
economy, politics, social, religion, education, etc. This is a Malay country. Majority of Malay 
customs officer, policemen, immigration officer will always show their distrust towards the 
Indian and Chinese. In the university -  the Malay students are considered as ‘special’ and 
there is a special programs for them organised by the university’s authority -  leadership 
training, morale building training, motivation courses. If a Malay students get the worst 
grade -  your will see how the Minister of Education reacted. They will accuse the system not 
the students. But, if anything happened to us -  nobody cares...

Furthermore, the non-Malays sees that the government policies were blanketed efforts of helping the 

Malays, without specifying poor and rich, rural and urban, lower social class and higher social class.

However, from other aspects o f the social backgrounds one could see the differences in response. In 

term o f gender, the male highly rated that the Malays as always and usually secured in Malaysia. In 

term o f social class, 43.1 percent of the upper middle class (UMC) stated that the Malays seldom 

secure in Malaysia. The revelation from the upper middle class (UMC) concurred that of Mahathir 

Mohamad (1994:79), he said “Political power won the Malays a reprieve but with each passing day 

it became clearer that political power is not enough. To survive and to retain a fair share in the assets 

o f their country, the Malays must also have commensurate economic strength.” This view also, 

suggests that they have higher expectations and hence they feel that the social and psychological 

security should include wealth and property, not merely an ordinary ‘good treatment by the 

government’ (Interview with Malay student who considered himself as UMC).

Similarly, 45.0 percent o f the respondents from new villages considered that the Malays never 

secure. New Villages is a Chinese settlement initiated by emergency rule to curbed communist 

activities in the 1950s and 1960s (Ratnam, 1965). Since, this is solely a Chinese village, the ethos is 

that they see that Malays in the traditional Malay kampung do not get very much from the
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government, instead they are better in term of living standard. They see that Malay aristocrats and 

bureaucrats are the one who is more secure and benefited from the helps rendered by government. 

Furthermore as reiterated by Nagata (1975:124), “Wealthy Chinese rarely seem to recognise the 

existence o f  the Chinese poor, in keeping with their stereotypes o f the “lazy Malays” and 

“industrious Chinese”. Furthermore, in the Chinese eye, the see that Malays are divided into ‘class’, 

and they “are more likely to see the internal divisions of their own community in the form of dialect 

or region o f origin lines than those of class” (Nagata, 1975:124).

On the contrary the non-Malays were in the opposite end of the continuum. Although, they might 

feel insecure in social and political calculation o f the country but they were more secure regionally. 

Regionally, though there is only six percent Chinese in the Southeast Asian regions but the region’s 

economy and commerce is in their hands (Thompson and Adloff, 1970). In fact, the region’s success 

story is actually related to their success in the ‘tiger economy’ (Muhammad Haji Muhd.Taib, 1993). 

Both the Chinese and the Indians are part o f the world communities (Kotkin, 1993 cited from Wan 

Hashim Wan Teh, 1996) and hence they have their own networks around the globe (Wan Hashim, 

1996; Hamilton, 1997).

Furthermore, they control the economy, being more educated, and works in the professional fields. 

Comparatively, the non-Malays were more secure as compared to the Malays. In term of human 

resources, the non-Malays were ahead o f the Malays. They considered themselves as “hardworking, 

ambitious, clever” (interview with Chinese male student). To the Chinese students, “a ‘typical Malay 

student’ is one who is indolent and without motivation to improve himself through education or hard 

work, preferring to subsist on handouts or patronage from the government than to earn his way 

through diligent work” (Interview with Chinese male student). Thus, the Chinese believe that their 

success in education and Malay failure are the natural consequences of their hardworking, 

progressive, concerned with improving their lot through their efforts in a competitive environment. 

Respondents were asked to give their opinion on this matter, and their opinion is presented in Table 

8.3.
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Table 8.3
Respondents Opinion on the State of Personal and Social-Psychological 

Security / Insecurity of the Non-Malays

ETHNICITY
More secure 
than the Malays

Less secure than 
the Malays

Insecure, but
educationally
and
economically
powerful

Other comments Total

Malay 23.6% (42) 12.9% (23) 63.5% (113) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 2.0% (2) 29.8% (39) 58.2% (57) - 98 (28.4%)
Indian 24.5% (12) 40.8% (20) 34.7% (17) - 49(14.2%)
Others 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11) - - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 18.8% (65) 27.0% (93) 54.2% (187) - 345 (100%)

GENDER
Male 15.8% (29) 32.8% (60) 51.4% (94) - 183 (53.0%)
Female 22.2% (36) 20.4% (33) 57.4% (93) - 162 (47.0%)
TOTAL 18.8% (65) 27.0% (93) 54.2% (187) - 345(100% )

SOCIAL CLASS
UMC 35.3% (18) 21.6% (11) 43.1% (22) - 51 (14.8%)
LMC 15.0% (29) 37.8% (73) 4.7% (91) - 193 (55.9%)
LWC 17.8% (18) 8.9% (9) 73.4% (74) - 101 (29.3%0
TOTAL 18.8% (65) 27.0% (93) 54.2% (187) - 345(100% )

HOME LOCATION
Plantation 100.0% (9) - - - 9 (2.60%)
New Village . 55.0% (11) 45.0% (9) - 20 (5.80%)
Kampung 23.2% (29) 7.2% (9) 69.6% (87) - 125 (36.2%)
Small Town 25.5% (18) 38 8% (31) 38.8% (31) - 80 (23.2%)
Large. Town . 45.2% (42) 54.8% (51) - 93 (27.0%)
Metropolitan. 50.0% (9) - 50.0% (9) - 18(5.22%)
TOTAL 18.8% (65) 27.0% (93) 54.2% (187) - 345 (100%)

There were 54.2 percent o f the whole respondents who said that the non-Malays are ‘Insecure but 

powerful educationally and economically.’ In term o f the divisions, however shows a supportive 

figures as to the ‘insecurity but powerful educationally and economically.' There is 63.5 percent o f 

the Malays stated that the Chinese is insecure but powerful in education and economy. To them this 

two areas is much more important than the ‘political protections’ because as one Malay male student 

said:

What is the use o f  political protection9 Only those close to ruling political party would get 
the benefits! In my view if the Malays want to be secure in their motherland they must be 
powerful in education and economy, otherwise we have to depend on the uncertain future. 
Furthermore, education and economy can buy ‘political influence’ like now . . some Malay 
politicians ... more inclined toward ..self-interest... rather than the rakyat (Malay masses).
Too much bergantung (dependent) on politics have led to nepotism and cronyism.
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This is in line with the Nagata’s (1975) findings that Malays is beholden to the political power. In 

fact, through politic ones could gain security and mobility. Sorokin, an eminent Russian sociologist 

noted this phenomena:

Among the ways of climbing used by such jumpers within present societies, the most 
common channel seems to be political activity in the form of work within political parties.
(Sorokin, 1959:488).

However, Malays had been reminded by their leaders that it is risky to depend solely on political 

power, because as reiterate by Mahathir Mohamad (1994:81):

Chinese, numerically almost as strong as the Malays and therefore possessed of tremendous 
political potential, having an absolute grip on the economy of the nation, so powerful in fact 
that already it tends to neutralise the political dominance of the Malays.

In term o f gender, 57.4 percent of the female respondents hold the view that the Chinese is insecure 

in term o f politics but educationally and economically powerful. Those from the kampung, 69.6 

percent o f them too, agreed that the non-Malays is insecure but educationally and economically 

powerful. Similar to the lower working class (LWC), 73.4 percent of them stated that the Chinese is 

insecure but educationally and economically powerful. In this context, the kampung folks and the 

lower working class realised that these two elements could act as ‘assets’ for one progress. Seymour 

Martin Lipset and Reinhard Bendix (1967:3) noted the importance of education when they said:

No elite or ruling class controls the natural distribution of talent, intelligence, or other 
abilities, though it may monopolised the opportunities for education and training. As long as 
many of those with high abilities belong to the lower strata (and many contemporary studies 
suggest that this is so), there will be leaders who come from those strata. The chance for 
potential leaders to develop the skills which will take them up from the ranks may be small 
but sooner or later some will break through. Since those who do are usually people who can 
adapt themselves to new ways easily, they often become the core of a new group which 
challenges the dominant older one.

In this regard, the non-Malays seem to have taken the right move, by concentrating on education and 

economy. They seem contented with developing their human potentials, in particular the personality 

o f the younger generations so that they could play an important role in social mobility. This is 

congruent with the suggestions by Crockett (1966:281):

Three classes of personality factors may be usefully distinguished as potential sources of 
mobility: capacities, example intelligence, learned skills; cognition, example attitudes, beliefs, 
values; and motivation.
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The non-Malays, the Chinese in particular, have shown a high sensitivity to educational and cultural 

issues because both were important for their ethnic identity (Ting Chew Peh, 1980). There were 27.0 

percent o f the respondents who regarded that the non-Malays are less secure than the Malays 

because in Malaysia politics is an important arena for manipulating racial mileage (Kua Kia Soong, 

1993; Muhammad Haji Muhd.Taib, 1993). The Malays have shown that through politics they have 

succeeded in their struggle to develop their own race (Liang Ying Ming, 1987). Only 18.8 percent 

said that the non-Malays are more secure than the Malays. Table 8.3 show that 63.5 percent of the 

Malays, 58.2 percent o f the Chinese, and 34.7 percent o f the Indians stated that the non-Malays were 

‘Insecure but powerful educationally and economically.’

Contrasting the two statements above the respondents were asked about their view on the most 

secure race in terms o f education and employment in Malaysia. So far, the discussion has shown that 

the non-Malays have put great interest in education and in term o f employment they have ventured 

earlier than the Malays in the professions. But, since 1970s Malays were given directions by the 

government policy to participate actively in education and the so called the ‘professions’. The 

respondents view with regard to this matter is sought and presented in Table 8.4.

The inclination o f the students is to say that Malays is the most secure race in the country in terms o f 

education and employment. In term o f percentages, 62.0 percent said that the Malays is the most 

secure, 34.8 percent said that the Chinese, and only 3.2 percent said that Indian is the most secure in 

term o f education and employment in Malaysia. But, there are different views if  one were to look 

into the elements o f the social backgrounds, the gender, the social class, and the home locations. 

Perhaps differences in those views would invite a number o f sociological interpretations, for 

example why Chinese stated that Malays is more secure than them? O f course, one could predict that 

in the Chinese eye, they could see that the Malays were rendered help and protection by the Malay- 

led government. Even, as one Chinese female lecturer recalled her experience:

I remember during my undergraduate days in the University o f ... I have seen that my former 
classmate in the sixth form in ... secondary school managed only to get one principle, yet she 
was with me at the University of... (she started twisting her head and giggles). “Now where 
is she?” She is a teacher, probably headmistress in a secondary school. So you could imagine 
the extent of government’s helps to the Malays.
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Table 8.4.
Respondents View on the Most Secure Race in Malaysia

ETHNICITY
Malay Chinese Indian Others Total

Malav 62.9% (112) 33.7% (60) 3.4% (6) - 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 67.2% (66) 28.6% (28) 4.1% (4) - 98 (28.4%)
Indian 510% (25) 46.9% (23) 2.0% (1) - 49(14.2%)
Others 55.0% (11) 45.9% (9) - - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 62.0% (214) 35.0% (120) 3.0% (11)- 345 (100%)

GENDER
Male 69.4% (127) 30.6% (56) - - 183 (53.0%)
Female 53.7% (87) 39.5% (64) 6.8% (11) - 162 (47.0%)
TOTAL 62.0% (214) 35.0% (120) 3.0(11) - 345 (100%)

SOCIAL CLASS
UMC 39.2% (20) 60.8% (31) - - 51 (14.8%)
LMC 66.8% (129) 27.5% (53) 5 .7% (11) - 193 (55.9%)
LWC 64.4% (65) 35.6% (36) - - 101 (29.3%)
TOTAL 62.0% (214) 35.0% (120) 3.0% (11) - 345(100%)

HOME LOCATION
Plantation 100% (9) - - - 9 (2.60%0
New Village. - 100% (20) - - 20 (5.80%)
Kampung 60.8% (76) 30.4% (38) 8.8% (11) - 125 (36.2%)
Small Town 75.0% (60) 25.0% (20) - - 80 (23.2%)
Large. Town 64.5% (60) 35.5% (33) - - 93 (27.0%)
Metropolitan 50.0% (9) 50.0% (9) - - 18(5.22%)
TOTAL 62.0% (214) 35.0% (120) 3.0% (11) - 345(100%)

The differences among ethnic group shows that 67.2 percent o f the Chinese respondents rated 

Malays as the most secure race in Malaysia. In the eye o f the Chinese, Malays is protected by United 

Malay National Organisations (UMNO) the main partner in the ruling coalition2. Besides that, the 

Sultans, that is the head o f each o f the Malay states also acted as the ‘protector’ o f Malay rights and 

interest (Chandra Muzaffar, 1979). Nagata (1975) mentioned that in Malaysia the perception o f 

"Malaysian society' is commonly identified in ethnic terms. Thus the political elite is identified as 

Malays, while the Chinese feel they have no elite at the national level. Hence, they feel not protected 

compared to the Malays.

There are also differences shown between, gender, social class, and home locations. There are 69.4 

percent o f the male respondents stated that Malays is the most secure race in the country. The upper 

middle class (UMC) stated the Chinese is most secure race in the country in comparison the lower 

middle class (LMC) stated Malays as the most secure race. What does this mean? Similarly, those 

from rubber plantation’s home location stated that Malays as the most secure, instead those from the

2 For a detailed discussion on the backgrounds of UMNO’s protection of the Malays see Chandra Muzaffar, 
Protector: An Analysis o f the Concept and Practice o f Loyalty in Leader Relationships within Malay Society 
0979).
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new village stated that Chinese as the most secure race. The finding relates to the previous data in 

Table 8.2 and Table 8.3.

The implications of the findings suggest that Chinese were in the best positions in terms of education 

and economy. They stand on their own feet in comparison to the Malays that have to depend on the 

government assistance. The upper middle class (UMC) see that Chinese is more secure than Malays, 

because to them education and employment would finally belong to those who have the property, 

power, and prestige (Jomo, 1989). Similarly, those from the new villages see that Chinese is in the 

more secure position because they see that opportunities are ready made in the urban areas in 

comparison to the rural. Furthermore, the academic achievement of the urban schools is much better 

than the rural schools (Jasbir Sarjit Singh, 1980; Razali Aroff, 1985).

Academic achievement perhaps is an indicator for the levels o f education and consequently 

employment. But, for those that have choose Malay as the most secure race would contribute to 

different form o f opinions, Malay controls the government and politics so far has proved as an 

ample tools to rectified Malay educational and economic positions. Furthermore, through political 

interventions the plight o f the Malays has been changed overtime. Various development programs 

had been directed directly to the Malays, for example the implementation o f matriculation programs 

and imposition o f quotas for university’s admission (Ibrahim Abu Shah, 1987).

In other words, through politics the country’s social and economic agenda is being defined. It means 

that those who controlled politics would defined and identified the needs o f the country (Mahathir 

Mohamad, 1970). Respondents were asked about the definitive race in the country and their view is 

shown in Table 8.5. Definitive in this context means the racial group that defined the social and 

political events in the country (Rustam A.Sani, 1991).

The Chinese respondents show 93.9 percent, a considerable high view that the definitive race for 

Malaysia’s future destination is in the hand o f the Malays. Amazingly, the Malay respondents rated 

75.8 percent and the Indian 59.2 percent that the ethnic group which will define Malaysia’s future 

destination is Malay. Here again, the prosperity o f Chinese come into play, because if  one were to 

look from the angle o f economy, the Chinese would be the definitive race, but if  one were to look 

from the angle o f politic, the Malays would be said to be the definitive race. The revelation by the 

upper middle class (UMC), 39.4 percent showed that they choose Chinese as the definitive race for 

Malaysia’s future destination. Clearly, their choice is influenced by the economic. Another point of
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interest is the influence o f home location on the choice o f definitive race. Thus the Malays in the 

kampung choose Malays as the definitive race, and the Chinese in the new village choose Chinese as 

the definitive race.

Table 8.5
Respondents View on the Definitive Race for Malaysia’s Future Destination

ETHNICITY
Malay Chinese Indian All Races Total

Malax 75.8% (135) 13.5% (24) - 10.7% (19) 178(51.6%)
Chinese 93.9% (92) 2.0% (2) - 4.1% (4) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 59.2% (29) 24.5% (12) - 16.3% (8) 49(14.2%)
Others 55.0% (11) - 45.0% (9) - 20 (5.8%)
total 77.4% (267) i 11.0% (38) 2.6% 9.0% (31) 345(100% )

GENDER
Male 80.3% (147) 9.83(18) - 9.83(18) 183 (53.0%)
Female 74 1% (120) 12.3% (20) - 13.6% (22) 162 (47.0%)

h TOTAL 77.4% (267) 11.0% (38) - 11.6% (40) 345(100% )
SOCIAL CLASS

UMC 60.8% (31) - - 39.2% (20) 51 (14.8%)
LMC 79.3% (153) 10.4% (20) - 10.4% (20) 193 (55.9%)
LWC 82.2% (83) 17.8% (18) - 101 (29.3%)
TOTAL 77.4% (267) 11.0% (38) - 11.6% (40) 345(100% )

HOME LOCATION
Plantation 100% (9) - - - 9 (2.60%)
New Village 55.0% (11) - - 45.0% (9) 20 (5.80%)
Kampung 92.8% (116) 7.20% (9) - - 125 (36.2%)
Small Town 77.5% (62) 22.5% (18) - - 80 (23.2%)
Large Tow n 64.5% (60) 11.8% (11) - 23.7% (22) 93 (27.0%)
Metropolitan 50.0% (9) - - 50.0% (9) 18(5.22%)
TOTAL 77.4% (267) 11.0% (38) ........... 11.6% (40) 345(100% )

However, the degree o f choice goes to the Malays as the definitive race for Malaysia’s future 

destination. This clearly shows that the past experienced has been justified on the role o f the Malays 

in charting the destination o f the country. It has widely accepted that Malays is the backbone o f 

Malaysian society and they have played their role to unite the ethnic groups in Malaysia (Wan 

Hashim, 1983). Nevertheless, some quarters in Malaysia sometime accused the government o f 

favouring the demand made by the non-Malays. On the other quarters the government was also 

blamed o f  favouring the Malays (Kua Kia Soong, 1993). However, this does not prevent the loyalty 

o f  the Malaysian to Malaysia. In fact, Table 8.6 shows the degree o f satisfaction living in Malaysia 

revealed by the respondents.
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Table 8.6
The Degree of Satisfaction Living in Malaysia

ETHNICITY
Happy Fairly Happy Unhappy Other Total

Malay 70.8% (126) 24.7% (44) 2.2% (4) 2.2% (4) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 71.4% (70) 24.5% (24) 2.0% (2) 2.0% (2) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 81.6% (40) 2.0% (1) 6.1% (3) 10.2% (5) 49(14.2%)
Others 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11) - - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 71.0% (245) 23.2% (80) 2.6% (9) 3.2% (11) 345(100%)

GENDER
Male 78.2% (143) 15.9% (29) - 6.01% (11) 183 (53.0%)
Female 63.0% (102) 31.5% (51) 5.6% (9) - 162 (47.0%)
TOTAL 71.0% (245) 23.2% (80) 2.6% (9) 3.2% (11) 345 (100%)

SOCIAL CLASS
UMC 78.4% (40) 21.6% (11) - - 51 (14.8%)
LMC 63.2% (122) 26.4% (51) 4.7% (9) 5.7% (11) 193 (55.9%)
LWC 82.2% (83) 17.8% (18) - - 101 (29.3%)
TOTAL 71.0% (245) 23.2% (80) 2.6% (9) 3.2% (11) 345(100% )

HOME LOCATION
Plantation 100% (9) - - - 9 (2.60%)
New Village 45.0% (9) - - 55.0% (11) 20 (5.80%)
Kampung 62.4% (78) 30.4% (38) 7.2% (9) - 125 (36.2%)
Small Town 86.3% (69) 13.7% (11) - - 80 (23.2%)
Large Town 66.7% (62) 33.3% (31) - - 93 (27.0%)
Metropolitan 100% (18) - - - 18(5.22%)
TOTAL 71.0% (245) 23.2% (80) 2.6% (9) 3.2% (11) 345(100% )

Table 8.6 presented the degree o f satisfaction living in Malaysia revealed by the respondents. 

Overall, 71.0 percent indicated that they are happy living in this beautiful and harmonious country,

23.2 percent fairly happy, and a small fraction o f 2.6 percent said that they not happy. It is 

interesting to note the statement revealed by the respondents that have choose ‘other’ and give their 

comments. The common theme o f the comments is on the “fairness o f the government’s policy -  

giving priorities to an ethnic group and ignoring the other ethnic groups. They feel that they are 

being treated as second class citizens.” Tire comments actually come from Chinese students, 

originated from the new villages, lower middle class and all o f them are male. Nevertheless, they 

began their comments by stating that they are happy and fortunate to have live in Malaysia, 

but...(and continued with the comments).

The findings clearly show that Malays have been given priorities in education and employment. 

Thus, the Malays feel more secure in Malaysia and in particular in the universities. This proved the 

hypothesis that Malay students were feeling more secure in comparison to the non-Malay students. 

Though the non-Malay students feel insecure, but they have shown cooperative attitudes and
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understanding towards those priorities. For them, the priorities were given as a compensation for the 

past neglect.

In the discussion it has been shown that gender, social class, and home location does not brought a 

significant influence upon the views o f the respondents. Perhaps, ethnicity is the main factor that 

differentiated the views o f the respondents.

The non-Malays instead realised that they have an extremity to compete with the Malays. Their main 

extremity is good education and economic control. Furthermore, the Malaysian government seems 

to have done justice by allocating quotas. However, the following arguments argued that quotas 

should have broader views and not to be defined in racial terms. Defining the quotas in racial terms 

will give rise to injustice because the ‘have’ will be given more than the ‘have-not’.

Moving from the national to the local context would paint a much clearer picture o f the situation in 

Malaysia with regard to the effect o f policy on security / insecurity o f its population. The local 

context that would be addressed is the social environment in the Malaysian universities.

8.1.2. In the Universities

University is an important institution in the creation of community o f elite in society (Marimuthu, 

1984). Moreover in multiracial country like Malaysia educational institutions and specifically 

universities were regarded as a ‘sought after institutions’ because every ethnic group hope to get 

their shares in the staff and student population. In fact gaining a place in the university becomes a 

political agenda o f each ethnic community. This had been proved by the active involvement o f the 

political parties in organising seminars, talks, and to the extent o f awarding scholarships to students 

(Molly Lee, 1997). Each wanted more places to be allocated to their own ethnic community. This 

has caused tension in the society (Molly Lee, 1997).

Educational institutions as ‘sought after institutions’ because o f its role in social mobility. Sorokin 

(1959:169) reminded the importance of these institutions:

The institution for training and education, whatever their concrete forms may be, have 
always been channels of vertical social circulation. In societies where the “schools” are 
accessible to all members, the school system represents a “social elevator” moving from the 
very bottom of a society to its top.
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Realising the importance o f educational institution, the solution taken by Malaysian government was 

by setting up quotas to reflect the racial composition o f the country. The data gathered from the 

questionnaires clearly shows how students perceived university education. Table 8.7 shows 

respondents perception o f university education and how they feel having succeeded in gaining a 

place in the university.

Table 8.7
Respondents Perception of University

Ethnic Group An Upward Mobility The Same As Before Down Grading Total
Malavs 85.4% (152) 7.3% (13) 7.3% (13) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 75.5% (74) 13.3% (13) 11.2% (11) 98 (28.4%)
Indians 79.6% (39) 10.2% (5) 10.2% (5) 49(14.2%)
Others 55.0% (11) 45.0% (9) - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 80.0% (276) 11.6% (40) 8.4% (29) 345(100%)

Majority o f the students or 80.0 percent indicated that by being admitted to the university they feel 

that they already have an upward social mobility. About 12.0 percent experienced that they were the 

same as before, and about 8.0 percent perceived that entering the local university was in fact a 

downgrading o f their potential. The implication o f this finding in fact have clearly shown the role 

played by the university in promoting social mobility and in maintaining the status quo o f one life 

chances. University for those from the unfortunate social background is a talisman o f hope and in 

great deal helps them to climb the social mobility ladder (Jasbir Sarjit Singh, 1980; Marimuthu, 

1990).

Comparing the three ethnic communities, it seems that Malays feel that by being admitted to the 

university they already have chance for upward social mobility. This is reported by 85.4 percent o f 

the Malay students. The same goes to the Indians, 79.6 percent stated that being accepted to study at 

the university they already have a feeling o f upward social mobility. As for the Chinese, 75.5 

percent stated that university acted as an agent for upward social mobility. As indicated earlier, 

higher education especially the university is one o f the avenues left open for the Malays and Indians 

to gain entry' into the higher social positions (Rabieyah Mat, 1987; Selvakumaran Ramachandran, 

1994). University education is regarded by the Chinese an important avenue to climb the ‘elitist" 

social structure and pride (Ting Chew Peh, 1980).

In short, education, particularly university education, is highly valued by both Malays and non- 

Malays as an avenue o f self-advancement. In the Malaysian context, a university degree has been 

regarded as a passport to lifelong security, comfort and status. Not surprisingly, for the poor rural
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Malays, if  there is any avenues open to their children to bridge the gap between the upper strata of 

their society and themselves, it must be through education (S. Husin Ali, 1975; Selvaratnam, 1988). 

This was true also for the non-Malays, for example the Indian workers on the plantation frontier, 

education is “the talisman of hope and a symbol o f success” (Marimuthu, 1990). Therefore, as in 

other developing countries, in Malaysia, too, there is growing aspiration for education as a whole 

and higher education in particular, due to structural, socio-psychological, and group-variable 

influence (Carpenter and Western, 1982).

8.1.3. The Implementation of the Affirmative Actions in the University

In connection with the above statement, respondents were asked to choose their stand on the 

fundamental issues in the Malaysian universities. The issue touches on the university’s admission, 

ethnic quota system, university’s culture, and students’ behaviour in the campus. The issues touches 

the ‘differences’ in status and feeling of ‘security’ and ‘insecurity’ among students o f different 

ethnic origins. Given all the benefits, it is therefore hypothesised that Malay students would have 

higher feeling o f security in comparison to the non-Malays.

A. Perception toward University’s Admission.

Table 8.8 shows the respondents perception towards the issue o f university’s admission. There are 

four issues related to university’s admission with regard to ethnicity presented in the table. The basic 

for the difference in university’s admission is the imposition o f the ethnic quotas. The ethnic quotas 

were allocated based on the proportion of the ethnic compositions o f the country. Thus, Malays were 

allocated 55 percent, Chinese 35 percent, and Indian and Others 10 percent. The category ‘Others’ in 

this context is basically the Indian origins (Pakistani, Sikhs, Sri Lankan) and the Eurasians.

Quotas, according to Wang (1983 :196) enable “policymakers to define at the outset the proportions 

of different groups o f students to be represented in a given level.” In Malaysian case, the quotas 

were set on the basis o f the proportionate reflection o f the composition o f the population. 

Nevertheless in Malaysia, the policymakers are more anxious to make up for past under

representation, and hence the quotas exceed the proportion in the population. During the course of 

the fieldwork, the author was told that he could not be given the lists o f students names nor do he be
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given the actual numbers o f Malays, Chinese, and Indian students in the university3. But, one could 

predict that the number o f Malay students in the universities far exceed the allocated ethnic quotas.

Table 8.8
Respondents Perception toward University’s Admission

S tatem ent A bout P erception  tow ard  
U nivcrsitv’s Adm ission

Ethnic Fully
A gree

Agree Do Not 
A gree

Do Not 
Know

No T otal

Malay students are more fortunate because 
they entered the university through the 
quota system and much lower entry point.

Malay 16.3%
(29)

70.2%
(125)

12.4%
(22)

1.1% (2) - 178
(51.6%)

Chinese 46.9%
(46)

49.0%
(48)

2.0% (2) 2.0% (2) - 98
(28.4%)

Indian 388%
(19)

40.8%
(20)

10.2% (5) 10.2% (5) - 49
(14.2%

Others 55.0%
(11)

45.0%  (9) - - - 20 (5.8%)

T O T A L 30.4%
(105)

58.6%
(202)

8 .4%
(29)

2 .6%  (9)
'

345
(100% )

Chinese students have to undergo a very' 
stiff competition because their selection is 
based on academic merit.

Malay 32.0%
(57)

50.6%
(90)

6.2% (11) - 11.2%
(20)

178
(51.6%)

Chinese 60.2%
(59)

39.8%
(39)

- - - 98
(28.4%)

Indian 55.1%
(27)

44.9%
(22)

- - - 49
(14 2%)

Others 100%
(20)

- - - - 20 (5.8%)

T O T A L T 7 .2%
(163)

43.8%
(151)

3.2%
(11)

- 5 .8%
( 2 » )

345
(100% )

Indian students entered the university also 
by the quota system, they are very much 
fortunate compared to the Chinese.

Malay 10.7%
(19)

57.9%
(103)

9.0% (16) 22.5%
(40)

178
(51.6%)

Chinese 11.2%
(11)

69.4%
(68)

10.2%
(10)

- 9.2% (9) 98
(28.4%)

Indian 20.4%
(10)

46.9%
(23)

32.7%
(16)

- - 49
(14 2%)

Others - 100%
(20)

- - - 20 (5.8%)

T O TA L 11.6%
(40)

f  -* ne/ 
/  (214) o m T

11 6 %
m

2.6%  (9) 345
(100% )

The policy of using the quota system for 
selection is the best and fair.

Malay 30.9%
(55)

34.3%
(61)

34.8%
(62)

178
(51.6%

Chinese 11.2%
( 1 1 )

26.5%
(26)

62.2%
(61)

- - 98
(28.4%)

Indian 10.2% (5) 22.4%
( 1 1 )

67.3%
(33)

- - 49
(14.2%)

Others - - 100%
(20)

- - 20 (5.8%)

T O T A L 20.6%
(71)

28.4%
(98) (176)

- 345
(100% )

The first issue is on the Malay students, their entry were made possible because o f the political 

interventions, that is by imposition o f ethnic quotas and hence the entry point for Malays is much 

lower than the non-Malays. The majority o f the respondents agree with the first statement. There 

were 89 percent stated that Malays were fortunate because o f ethnic quotas and lower entry point

1 The author was informed by Deputy Registrar (Academic Affairs), University o f  Science Malaysia in 
December 1996 about the ruling and later on he was also informed by other universities about the ruling. They
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provided by the policy. Since 1970, Malays were given priority and support to improved their living 

conditions in the field o f education and commerce. According to Majid Ismail Reports (1971:45) 

that “standard and rules of admission should be applied with discretion, common sense, and 

flexibility by all parties concerned in this exercise in order to achieve the national objective.” In 

other words, Malay students who were in terms of academic criteria below the cutoff point were to 

be admitted to the university in preference to non-Malay students with higher academic 

qualifications.

There were 91 percent o f the respondents stated that they agree with the second statement, the 

statement about the Chinese students. Chinese students have to undergo a very stiff competition 

because their selection is based purely on academic merit. In 1985 until 1990, one in every three 

eligible candidates who applied for a place annually in Malaysian universities was successful (Lim 

Teck Ghee, 1995). It is believed that those unsuccessful were Chinese students. The outlets for the 

Chinese students were to continue their higher education overseas. In 1985, there were 54.4 percent 

Chinese, 55.7 percent Indian studying in overseas institutions (Mustapa Kassim, 1989).

In the third statement, there were 73.6 percent agree that the Indian were more fortunate than the 

Malays or the Chinese because the quota system has helped them to gain places in the university. In 

this context, the Indian students is more fortunate in the sense that the 10 percent quota allocated to 

them were actually high in comparison to the number o f qualified Indians and the proportion o f 

Indian population in Malaysia.

This high rate o f agreement shows that students knew their admission status. The Malays understand 

that their admission was very much helped by the quota provided by the government. The Chinese 

and Indian students have seen that their friends with much better qualification being denied 

admission because o f the high quota allocation for the Malays. In comparison, the Chinese have to 

face two main constrains, firstly stiff competition among themselves and, secondly a lower quota 

allocation (Lim Teck Ghee, 1995).

In term o f the application o f the quota system, there were 51 percent stated that they do not agree. 

The disagreement came mainly from the Indian and Chinese respondents. However, Malays as the

said that is under the Official Secrets Acts (OS A).
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beneficiaries of the highest quotas seem to have divided views. There were 30.9 percent fully agree,

34.3 percent agree, and 34.8 percent stated that they do not agree with the ethnic quotas.

Among the Malays, especially the highly qualified were inclined to criticise the quota system 

because they feel frustrated seeing the less qualified Malays being admitted to the universities. They 

feel ashamed o f being put into the same situation as die notion implied that Malays succeeded in 

gaining places because o f quotas allocated. A Malay lecturer noted that:

It’s very unfair because they (the government’s policy) have pushed even the under-qualified 
Malay students. The universities have to bring down the academic standards to suit students’ 
level of understanding. I think, we could help the Malays by giving what is suitable for their 
ability. If we victimised the non-Malays, especially Chinese I think in the long-run the 
country would suffer because our work force will be manned by under-qualified though we 
might be proud of the quantity of Malay graduates.

The other side o f the argument views that if  the Malay are not given the opportunity they would not 

be able to further their study at the tertiary level. This view forwarded by a Chinese male lecturer. 

He said:

I disagree with the view that by admitting the Malays to the university the latter have to 
lower their standard. It is our duty as a lecturer to transformed the kaldai to kuda (mule to 
horse), why should we blame the students, we have to blamed ourselves for not being able to 
educate, to train, and to properly understand student’s learning problem. There are various 
departments in the university -  are they doing ‘enough’ for students to progress in their 
study?

The discussion has shown that student’s admission to the university is delicate issue in multiracial 

country. Nonetheless, through explanation, experience, and understanding the matter could be 

resolved.

B. Benefits Profited By Malay Students

Besides higher quota allocation, the Malay students also are given privileges in the form of 

scholarships, special matriculation programs, the social climate in the Malaysian universities, the 

language, and the lecturers o f whom majority are Malays. Respondents were asked to evaluate 

whether those ‘infrastructures’ could enhance ‘security’ among the Malay students. Security in this 

context means the government’s interventions through various procedures instructed to the 

universities to be carried out to make sure the rights of the Malays are respected. At the same time,
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the universities is also instructed to foster national unity in the campuses and as far as possible to 

create Malaysian phenomena. Some university goes a far as banning all Society’s that has a 

Religious, States, or Ethnic base affiliations, example is the UUM (Northern University o f  

Malaysia). The responses are shown in Table 8.9.

Table 8.9 
Benefits Profited by Malay Students

Benefits Profited by M alay Students Ethnicity Fully
Agree

Agree Do Not 
Agree

Do Not 
Know

N o
Response

Total

The government scholarships are given 
based on  ethnicity not on socio
economic background or academic 
merit.

Malay 16.3%
(29)

53.4%
(95)

24.7%
(44)

5.6% (10) - 178
(51.6%)

Chinese 28.6%
(28)

52.0%
(51)

15.3%
0 5 )

4.1%
(4)

- 98
(28.4%)

Indian 61.2%
(30)

6.1%
(3)

20.4%
(10)

12.2% (6) - 49
(14.2%)

Others 55.0%
0 1 )

45 .0% (9) - - - 20
(5.8%)

TOTAL 28.4% 
L (98)

45.8%
(9)

20.0%
(158)

5.8%
(20)

' 345
(100%)

Malay students from the Centre o f 
Matriculation performed well in 
academic compared to the STPM or 
Diploma.

Malay 5.6% (10) 27.5%
(49)

66.9%
(119)

- - 178
(51.6%)

Chinese 17.3%
(17)

13.3%
(13)

69.4%
(68)

- - 28.4%
(98)

Indian 12.2% (6) 10.2% (5) 77.6%
(38)

- - 49
(14.2%)

Others - - 55.0%
(ID

- 20
(5.8%)

TOTAL 9.6%
(33)

19.4%
(67) ST 3.2%

(11)
345
(100)

Hie social clim ate in Malaysian 
universities has created dependence and 
complacency among the Malay students.

Malay 9.6% (17) 45.5%
(81)

25.3%
(45)

19.7%
(35)

178
(51.6%)

Chinese 20.4%
(20)

58.2%
(57)

8.2%
(8)

2.0% (2) 11.2%
(H )

98
(28.4%)

Indian 20.4%
(10)

36.7%
(18)

36.7%
(18)

6.1% (3) - 49
(14.2%)

Others - 45.0% (9) - 55.0%
(11)

- 20
(5.8%)

TOTAL 13.6%
(47) (ST 20.6%

(71)
14.8%
(51)

3.2%
(11)

345
(100%)

Malay students have more advantage 
compared to the non-Malays because the 
language used is their mother tongue.

Malay 8.4% (15) 39.9%
(71)

51.7%
(92)

- - 178
(51.6%)

Chinese 2.0%
(2)

11.2%
(11)

86.7%
(85)

- - 98
(28.4%)

Indian 20.4%
(10)

10.2% (5) 69.4%
(34)

- - 49
(14.2%)

Others - - 100%
(20)

- - 20
(5.8%)

TOTAL 7.8%
(27)

25.2%
(87) ‘m . .  . . . . .  . . .

345
‘ w  j-------

Majority o f Malay lecturers favoured the 
Malay students bv helping them to score 
in the examination

Malay 2.2%
(4)

23.6%
(42)

51.1%
(91)

13.5%
(24)

9.6% (17) 178
(51.6%)

Chinese - 33.7%
(33)

32.7%
(32)

9.2% (9) 24.5%
(24)

28.4%
(98)

Indian 10.2% (5) 24.5%
(12)

38.8%
(19)

10.2% (5) 16.3% (8) 49
(14.2%)

Others - 45.0%  (9) - 55.0%
(ID

- 20
(5.8%)

TOTAL 2.6%
(9) ......... (9 6 )/S

41.2%
(142)

14.2%m ____
14.2% 

J W  _
345
000% ).
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The first benefit presented to the Malays is the scholarships or other form o f educational loans. In 

fact, all Malay students would get either the scholarships, bursaries or loans once they are admitted 

to the university. The Malay-led government in Malaysia felt obliged to grant scholarships, 

bursaries, and loans to Malay students because o f two previous reports on the state o f Malay 

educational achievement in the early years o f 1970s. Firstly, the Majid Ismail Report (1971)4 

reported that the under representation o f Malay students in the University of Malaya was due to lack 

o f available funds to sponsored Malay students to study at the tertiary levels. Secondly, the Dropout 

Study (1973)5 identified the factors for the excessive dropout rate o f rural pupils and the reasons 

were mainly due to poverty.

Since then, the Malaysian government took a stand that is basically to helps Malay students by 

awarding scholarships, bursaries, and loans so that they could continue their study undisturbed and 

without worrying for the financial aspects. The respondent in this study stated that they agree 

scholarships were given based on ethnicity. Chinese respondents have a high rate o f fully agree and 

agree on this statement, 28.6 percent and 52.0 percent respectively. It clearly means that the non- 

Malays knows that scholarships were awarded based on ethnicity, and in the words o f Selvaratnam 

(1988: 178):

The policy of preferential treatment or ethnic discrimination in favor of the Malays, 
accompanied by an investment in higher education to benefit the special need of the Malays, 
was accepted, or at least acquiesced to, by some sections of the non-Malay communities’ 
leaderships as a necessary political accommodation.

The non-Malays have seen that Malays were generously given scholarships upon gaining admission 

into the university. As one Chinese lecturer commented:

The award of scholarship and bursary is one of the areas that clearly show that the concerned 
and the interventions of Malaysian government in Malay education. Scholarships and 
bursaries were given to all Malays irrespective of rich and poor. The children of Malay 
lecturers, Malay MP (Members of Parliament) or even the children of Malay Cabinet 
Ministers, they were given scholarships because of their Malay identity.

4 It is commonly known as the Majid Ismail Report. The actual report is called, Report o f the Committee by the 
National Operations Council to Study Campus Life o f Students o f the University o f Malaya. Kuala Lumpur: 
Government Printers, 1971.
5 It is commonly known as the Dropout Study or Kajian Keciciran. The actual reports is called, Laporan 
Jawatankuasa Di Atas Kajian Pendapat Mengenai Pelajaran dan Masyarakat, Kuala Lumpur: Ministry of 
Education and Department of Statistics, 1973. The study was conducted under the guidance of Prof. Dr. Alan
B. Wilson of the University of California, Berkeley, in 1972, for the purpose of studying problems of school- 
leaving among primary and lower secondary school pupils.
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Based on the two reports mentioned earlier (Majid Ismail Report and Dropout Study)6 the Malaysian 

governments took an active steps to increase the number of Malay students in the universities. 

Among the steps was the establishment o f Matriculation Programs linked to the universities (Razali 

Aroff, 1985). Malay students selected for the Matriculation Programs were the second layer o f the 

cream (the first layer been send abroad) judged from their Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia or Malaysian 

Certificate o f Education.

The university in return hoped that these students would be able to compete with the non-Malays 

because o f the academic standing in the previous examinations. They were expected to show an 

excellent performance. But, the respondent seems to reject this notion. There were 67.8 percent 

stated that the academic performances o f the Matriculation student were no better than the STPM or 

Diploma. This corresponds with other findings (Razali Aroff, 1985; Abu Bakar Hashim, et.al, 

1997).

The third benefits that would develop higher sense o f security to the Malay students were the social 

climate o f the universities in Malaysia. Social climate this contexts means the administrative 

structures, the inculcation of Malay-Islamic values, the patterns o f students’ activities, and the 

increase in number o f Malay administrative and academic staffs (Selvaratnam, 1986). Selvaratnam 

(1986) noted o f the concretisation o f the indigenous cultural identity in Malaysian universities’ 

campuses. Although the structure of the university are much similar to the Western model, but the 

contents have been change to indigenous aspirations (Selvaratnam, 1986; Lim Teck Ghee, 1995).

Hans-Dieter Evers (1997) observed that in UKM or the National University of Malaysia Malay 

cultural identity is massively dominant. He noticed that, “Approaching the UKM from the avenue 

leading to the campus a wooden kampung style guardhouse signals to the visitor that this is Malay 

territory” (1997:48). He reassert that, “The UKM has been constructed in the image o f Malay 

civilisation.” (1997:54). He continue to reiterate that, “The National University of Malaysia (UKM) 

was planned and built in the 1970s as an assertion o f Malay identity in a new state swamped by 

migrants, threatened by insurgents, and dwarfed by powerful neighbours (1997:59)." Table 8.10 is 

an inventory of UKM symbols adopted from Hans-Dieter Evers (1997).

6 Both this reports have been mentioned earlier in Chapter Four and Chapter Five.
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Basham (1983) noted that Malay preference on campus also extends to allocation o f food 

concessions. All the canteen and cafeterias are handled by Malay and the non-Malay has no choice 

except to eat Malay foods. Basham (1983:66) illustrated that in USM or University o f Science 

Malaysia:

Although the population of Penang is predominantly Chinese, the two Chinese food services 
for university students and staff were replaced by Malay ownership to the extreme irritation 
of non-Malay students and staff who felt service and quality of food had been sacrificed to 
government policy. Patronage dropped markedly, although it eventually returned at one 
facility since prices and location were strongly in its favor. However, non-Malay grumbling 
continued as students complained that ‘The Malays are afraid a Chinese manager will put 
some pork in the food (Chinese male).

It is therefore clear that the social climate in Malaysian universities is defined in Malay terms and 

preferences. Although non-Malays were resentful but they have to accept it as part o f ‘cultural and 

political accommodation’ for the sake o f national unity and national interest.
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Table 8.10 
An Inventory o f UKM  Symbols

Symbol Sign Location Meaning Domain
University Mosque 
and Ik ’wan Canselor 
or Chancellor Grand 
Hall

Minaret, copula Right entrance to 
campus (Mosque)
Left entrance to 
campus (Dewan 
Canselor)

Malay religious 
identity (Mosque) 
Connection to Malay 
royalty (Dewan 
Canselor)

Religion: Islam 
(Mosque)
State (Dewan 
Canselor)

Faculty of Islamic 
Studies

Sty lized Arabic doors, 
entrance

First faculty building Malay religious 
identity , dakwah

Religion: Islam

Akademi Tamadun 
Melayu or Academy 
of Malay Civ ilisation

None Second faculty 
building

Malay cultural 
identity, adat. alam 
Melayu

Ethnicity

Administrative
building

Just behind the 
Faculty of Islamic 
Studies and ATM A

State, modernity State

Faculty buildings and 
lecture theatres

Red brick 
construction

Along river British university 
tradition

Global: academic 
modernity

Student hostels "Kamsis ” or 
Kampung Siswa and 
followed by Malay 
public Figures e.g. 
Kamsis
Dr. Burhanuddin Al- 
Helmy

Around faculty and 
other buildings

Malay kampung 
identity

Ethnicity

Restaurants and 
Pusanika (Students' 
Guild)

Different pictures and 
decorations

Central location Mulli-culturalism Ethnicity

LESTAR1. Computer 
Centre, etc.

Post-modern style, 
pink colour

Fringe area Modernity, ASEAN 
identity. Vision 2020, 
New Development 
Policy (NDP)

Global post
modern ity

River "Alur IImu ” or 
Knowledge stream

Centre of campus Metaphor to connect 
Malay village life to 
modem science

Tradition and 
modernity

Forest trail Entrance hut, pond, 
trees

Leading awav towards 
the fringe of the 
campus

Rimba (virgin forest), 
culture versus 
wilderness

Nature

Allocation of space: 
campus plan

River, ring road, 
forest reserve

Built along river.
huluhilir
(upper/lower)

Simulation of Malay 
state. New Economic 
Policy

State

University crest Book, nuclear model, 
etc.

University entrance, 
books, letterheads: 
probably the most 
frequent displayed 
svmbol

Artificially
constructed, following 
the British tradition

Global: academic 
modernity

Source: Hans-Dieter Evers (1997: 53).

Nevertheless such social climate has created relatively high degree o f  dependence and complacency 

among the Malay students. Nearly half o f  the respondent or 47.8 percent agree with the statement. 

But, for 25.3 percent o f  the Malay students stated that such social climate does not mean that they 

were safe. As one o f  the Malay student said:
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Although the administrators and the lecturers are majority Malays but they are not willing to 
help the Malay students. When we asked for help they said that they could not help us 
because the rule is clear and everyone must follow the regulation. There is no such thing as 
helping the Malays in the university.

There were instances, which seem to suggest that lecturers victimised the Malay students, because 

they hold the view that Malay students does not complain and accepted whatever grade they 

obtained. Malays holds to the belief to accept whatever is predestined to them. This is, in fact 

influenced by the socialisation process and the teaching o f Islam. Since childhood, sons and 

daughters o f  Malay origins are always advised no to go against the elders, in particular their parents, 

for having doing so would be considered as menderhaka, i.e., committed a great sin. God will no 

forgive them, but they can ask forgiveness from the person that they had done the menderhaka 

(Masuo Kuchiba, et.al, 1979).

Besides that, Malays is also influence by the fatalistic attitude, as explained by Arshad Ayob (1972):

The life style of the Malay society has been much influenced by Islamic teaching and Hindu 
culture. The meeting of these two elements had given rise to the element of fatalism which 
formed the main theme in the nature of their thinking. This is very sad because among the 
many beautiful ideas in Islam, this element has arisen out of a misunderstanding of Islam and 
which evidently had not encouraged an attitude to progress.

The truth in Arshad’s words could be seen in the many Malay proverbial saying or peribahasa. Such 

as tak akan secupak menjadi segantang (if its little it will remain so and will not become more)7 and 

kalau kail sejengkal jangan lauian dalam diduga (if your means and capabilities are small, do not 

expect you can do big things)8. This led to easily satisfied attitude or mudah berpuas-hati9, which 

means a lack of determination and innovativeness.

Ronald Provencher (1971) noted that Malays possessed higher feeling of malu and segan (being 

ashamed and shy). Consequently, their problems remained unsolved, and when the problems 

accumulated, they began to feel frustrated and hopeless and to lose confidence in handling the 

subject.

7 ‘Secupak' and ‘Segantang’ are measurement use in Malaysia to measure the quantity of padi or rice. 
‘Secupak’ is smaller than ‘segantang’. Literally it mean ‘If the allocated lot is secupak it cannot become 
segantang’. Usually, this proverbial saying is targeted to the Malay conception of fatalism.
8 Similady, ‘If your fishing rod is short do not expect to fish in the deep sea.’
9 It mean ‘easily satisfied’.
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The statement on the inability o f the Malay students to lounge complaints and being victimised 

because o f the attitudes is ‘seconded’ by the Students’ Counsellor based on the complaints by the 

students. Subsequently, the Students’ Counsellor said:

Similarly, with the disciplinary action, which have proved that there were more Malays than 
the non-Malays being charged and persecuted by the university’s authority. University also 
shown suspicious attitude towards Malay students activities than the non-Malays. The 
universities tend to attack the very basic of Malay identity, that is Islamic dakwah movement.

However, Chinese students were always suspicious towards the university’s authority because they 

were afraid o f losing their place in the ‘hearts’ of lecturers and administrators. One Chinese student 

revealed that:

We were afraid of the university’s authority because 99 percent are Malays. If we do 
anything wrong, they might take serious action against us. So we prefer to solve our 
problems within our Chinese group.

In comparison, the Indian students were not afraid o f the university’s authority because in their view 

Malay lecturers and officers were sympathetic towards them. One Indian student revealed that:

The university’s authority is afraid of criticism from outside. Sometime, we could escape 
from whatever action just by threatening them with the ‘We will have to report to the Indian 
organisation outside the campus’. Most of the Malay lecturers and administrators have the 
tendency of teasing us.

There were views which suggests that the used of mother tongue or POL (Pupils Own Language) 

would benefit the native speakers (Kajian Keciciran, 1973). The used of Bahasa Melayu has not 

brought much benefit to the Malays in the university. This is because of the nature o f learning in the 

university -  where students are encouraged to make references in the library and unfortunately most 

o f the materials are in English

Lesson from this finding seems to suggest that the respondent, irrespective o f ethnic groups, were 

confident with die language of instructions. In fact, the non-Malays were confident, because most of 

the reference materials were in English (Mohd. Sallehhuddin Abd. Aziz, 1994). Subsequently, some 

Malay students have a tough time in the university because they were not competent in English. A 

male Malay, final year student revealed:
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I was supposed to graduate one and half year ago but I failed all the English papers. Every 
student must take 12 credit of English. I managed to get 4 credits, so for the last 3 semesters 
I have to sit for four English courses or 8 credit hours. All students in the class are Malay, 
there are 20 of us. I flung all my English papers in school -  so you can judge my situation. If 
I don’t pass the English courses I won’t get a degree.

Furthermore, to depend on Bahasa Melayu alone could hinder broader understanding of the 

knowledge. This is revealed in Mohd. Sallehhudin’s (1994) findings, 98 percent o f the students 

thought it was necessary to take English based on the degree they were pursuing. Even, students 

reading Islamic studies had shown positive attitudes towards English.

The respondent seems to reject the statement that Malay lecturers favoured the Malay students by 

helping them to score in the examination. The response clearly shows that Malay lecturers did not 

practised racial bias in their dealings. There were 41.2 percent of the respondents stated that do not 

agree with the statement. As one Chinese said “If any help given by the lecturers to the Malay 

students were in the form of extra coaching, not to the extent of help to score in the examination”. In 

fact, the Chinese student said:

Malay lecturers are fair and they really uphold their trustworthiness in their dealing with the 
students. If they are not fair, how can Chinese students score high mark in all the subjects 
and managed to received first class degree.

The discussion seems to suggest that the actual benefits received by the Malay students are the 

relatively easy access to the university, the awards o f scholarships, and the advantage they feel from 

the social climate of the universities in Malaysia. Other than that the Malay students and other two 

ethnic groups shows disagreement with the statements that was suggested to them -  the 

Matriculation programs, the language, and the attitude o f Malay lecturers towards Malay students.

C. The Positive Images of the Chinese Students

Due to the Malay student relatively easy access to universities, awards o f scholarships, bursaries and 

loans, and the social climate of the universities, Malays were said to have had benefits in comparison 

to the non-Malays. Thus, the Malays were regarded to possess the ‘negative image’ as compared to 

the ‘positive image’ o f the non-Malays, in particular the Chinese students. The literature also seems 

to suggest that Chinese students have so far shown high academic performance throughout the 

educational setup (Mohd.Zubil Bahak, 1997; Abdullah Mohd.Zain, 1999). Notwithstanding, the 

images of the Chinese students portrayed in the table are congruent with the images o f the Chinese
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in other Malaysian social settings. Based on those remarks statements were constructed as shown in 

Table 8.11 for the respondents to response.

Table 8.11
The Positive Images of the Chinese Students

The Positive Im age o f the Chinese 
Students

Ethnicity Fully
A gree

A gree Do Not 
A gree

Do Not 
Know

No
Response

Total

Chinese students normally performed well 
in academic and co-curricular activities 
because they are hardworking and highly 
discipline.

Malay 15.7%
(28)

47.2%
(84)

28.7%
(51)

8.4%
(15)

- 178
(51.6%)

Chinese 13.3%
(13)

73.5%
(72)

11.2%
(11)

2.0%
(2)

- 98
(28.4%)

Indian 12.2% (6) 77.6%
(38)

- 10.2%
(5)

- 49
(14.2%)

Others - 100%
(20)

- - - 20 (5.8%)

TOTAL 13.6%
(47)

62.0%
(214)

18.0%
(62)

6.4%
(22) .

345
(100%)

Every year during the convocation season, 
the whole country can almost predict that 
the best students will be Chinese, and the 
lowest and the failures will be Malays.

Malay 3.4%
(6)

77.0%
(137)

19.7%
(35)

- 178
(51.6%)

Chinese 2.0%
(2)

75.5%
(74)

13.3%
(13)

- 9.2%
(9)

98
(28.4%)

Indian 20.4%
(10)

55.1%
(27)

24.5%
(12)

- - 49
(14.2%)

Others - 45.0% (9) - 55.0%
(ID

- 20 (5.8%)

TOTAL 5 2% (18) 71.6%
(247)

17.4%
(60)

3.2% 
01) ...........

2 6 %
(9) J

345
(100%)

The differences o f academic performances 
between the Malays and non-Malays will 
be resolved if  the unequal base o f the two 
could be leveled

Malay 22.5%
(40)

38.2%
(68)

30.9%
(55)

2.2%
(4)

6.2% (11) 178
(51.6%)

Chinese 13.3%
(13)

44.9%
(44)

41.8%
(41)

- - 98
(28.4%)

Indian 10.2% (5) 30.6%
(15)

49.0%
(24)

10.2%
(5)

- 49
(14.2%)

Others - 100%
(20)

- - - 20 (5.8%)

TOTAL 16.8%
(58)

42.6%
(147)

34.8%
(120)

2.6%
(120)

3.2% (11)

.

345
(100%)

Malay administrators and lecturers in the 
load  universities like to compare the 
performances o f Malays and the non- 
Malavs, in order to raise the competitive 
spirit o f the Malays.

Malay 20.8%
(37)

60.7%
(108)

8.4% (15) 5.1%
(9)

5.1%
(9)

178
(51.6%)

Chinese 11.2%
(11)

48.0%
(47)

20.4%
(47)

- 20.4%
(20)

98
(28.4%)

Indian 20.4%
(10)

69.4%
(34)

10.2% (5) - - 49
(14.2%)

Others - 55.0%
(ID

45.0% (9) - - 20 (5.8%)

TOTAL 16.8%

. (58) . ...

58.0%
(200)

14.2%
(49)

2.6%
(9)

8.4% (29) ♦ C

( I U\//o)

They deserved to receive such remarks because they proved that they were hardworking and highly 

discipline (lzani Haji Daud, 1997). In fact, in the Malaysian contexts, Malays and Indians accepted 

those facts, and lately their elders suggested to their youngsters to imitate Chinese ‘way o f  thinking’ 

i f  they want to succeed in life. Regarding the first statement, there were 13.6 percent fully agree and 

62.0 percent agree. Thus, the majority o f  the respondents accepted that Chinese students were good 

academically because they are hardworking and discipline.
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The second statement in Table 8.11 shows that 5.2 percent and 71.6 percent o f the respondents fully 

agree and agree respectively to the statement. The implication o f this finding is that the other two 

ethnic communities (Malays and Indians) holds a similar view that Chinese students were the best in 

the country. The librarian commented on the success of the Chinese students and he said:

Chinese students portrayed positive image of wanting to succeed. There were instances that 
the Malay students does not know to mould their behaviour, for example, Chinese students 
would address me as Encik (Mr) and the Malay students address me as Pak Cik (Uncle).
Malay students should be taught to differentiate between formal and informal occasion.

Malay students viewed Chinese success were due to the positive image holds by ‘university 

officials’, co-operative spirit and, a Malay student said:

Malay and Chinese culture were different. Chinese practised culture of co-operation and 
willingness to help their friends in need. In comparison, the Malays practised culture of 
individualism. If one Malay student succeed he / she does not want the other Malays to 
succeed like him / her. Malays like to practised PhD or Penyakit Hasad Dengki (envy or 
jealousy)

Regarding die third statement on the justification for the helps that has been rendered to the Malays 

by Malaysian government, there were 34.8 percent o f the respondents stated they do not agree. For 

the Chinese and Indian students, the lack success among their Malay peers were basically due to 

their higher sense o f security, dependency attitude, and hoping for the government to intervene if 

they faced any problems. The should have as one Chinese male student said “initiative and drive to 

improved themselves and forget about the government helps.” So long as they have that attitude they 

would not succeed. An Indian student said that:

In my opinion the lack of success among Malay students were due to their tidak apa (apathy) 
attitude, and they feel protected by all sorts of government policies. Thus, they careless 
about their study and some of them said ‘A third class degree is alright because we can work 
with the government sectors’. So, such negative and the feeling of security made them lazy.

Finally, Malay lecturers and administrators were accused o f making comparison between the success 

o f the Chinese and the lack of success among the non-Malays. On the whole, there were 16.8 percent 

and 58.0 percent stated that they fully agree and agree with the statement respectively. Malay 

lecturers and administrators regarded the Chinese students as the role model and were praised 

because of their hard work, diligent, meticulous, group cohesiveness, polite, and forward looking 

(Interview with Malay lecturer). He said “Yes we lecturers made comparison between Malays and 

Chinese. Sometime we even humiliated the Malays, because we want to raised their competitive 

spirit.”
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The discussion above seems to approve the hypothesis that the Malay students have higher feeling of 

security in the Malaysian contexts and in the universities. The higher feeling of security was the 

result o f political interventions -  introduced by Malaysian political elite to reduce the inequalities 

between Malays and the non-Malays. The approached taken by the elite was in the forms of 

providing relatively easy admission to the universities by imposing ethnic quotas, awards of 

scholarships and bursaries, creating the university’s environment so that the Malays would feel 

‘secure’, and upon graduation employment in the public sectors. Besides the ‘interventions strategy’, 

the Malaysian government’s also launched a massive modernisation programs, by modernising the 

cultural values and attitudes of the Malays. In the following discussion, the fundamental o f the 

security shall be indicated, then respondent views and feelings about o f the Malay special rights 

would be sought.

8.2. STUDENTS’ VIEWS OF THE MALAY SPECIAL RIGHTS

It was hypothesised that the higher feeling o f security among the Malay students is due to the 

provisions provided in the Malay special rights. The special position o f the Malays is under Article 

153 o f Constitution that provide the Yang Di Pertuan A gong (The King of Malaysia) the power to:

Safeguard the special position of the Malays and to ensure the reservation for Malays of such 
proportion as he may deem reasonable of positions in the public service and of scholarships, 
exhibitions and other similar educational or training privileges ... and, ... of [business] 
permits and licenses (Frank H Golay, et.al, 1969:360).

This provisions, which works in favour of the Malay community, has brought about considerable 

dissatisfaction among the non-Malay population o f the country (Selvaratnam, 1988). The non- 

Malays felt that the policy o f preferential treatment in education and training for the Malays is a 

policy o f discrimination against the non-Malays as well as a violation o f the universally accepted 

and upheld principle o f access to higher education through academic merit and certification 

(Selvaratnam, 1988).

According to Wang (1983:192) the preferential treatment or the positive discrimination were given 

based on the following factors.

First, the group or groups in question have suffered significant negative discrimination in the 
past, and society must therefore make restitution for this injustice. Second, the group or 
groups have special rights in the society by virtue of certain historical positions or
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Constitutional provisions. And, thirdly, in the interests of the political integration of a plural 
society, the lines of economic and educational inequalities should cut across rather than 
coincide with racial or ethnic lines.

In the case of the Malays in Malaysia, the positive discrimination were based on Constitutional 

group rights, and the discrimination is needed to make a society less deeply divided and therefore to 

hindered political stability. Nevertheless, the policy o f positive discrimination has had caused 

minimal interaction between Malay and non-Malay students due to the contradictions and different 

levels o f feeling o f security. Thus, the Malay special rights have contributed on one hand as the 

‘protector’ o f Malay dominance, and on the other as hindrance to racial unity in Malaysia (Chandra 

Muzaffar, 1979).

The intention o f the following discussion is to explore further two main issues related to Malay 

special rights, firstly, on the attitudes towards the policy and, secondly, on the racial stereotypes of 

Malaysian ethnic communities.

8.2.1. Attitudes towards the Policy of Malay Special Rights

Table 8.12 shows respondents attitude towards the policy. It is appropriate to iterate here that the 

non-Malay students and Malay students seemingly agreed that they supported the government’s 

efforts o f helping the Malays. Nevertheless, the non-Malays seem not to agree with the Malay 

special rights because of its blanketed approach of helping the Malays, without prior consideration 

o f the other aspects o f the social backgrounds -  the gender, the social class, and the home locations. 

Therefore, it would be wise to go beyond the quantitative data, to analysed further the reasons for 

the outcomes o f die attitudes. Thus, the study further utilised the qualitative data gathered from 

interview, with the students, lecturers, and the Students’ Counsellors to really understand the 

students’ feelings towards one another, in particular with regard to this policy o f patronising one 

ethnic group over die other ethnic.
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Table 8.12
Respondents Attitude towards Malay Special Rights

ETHNICITY
Agree Fully Agree Do Not Agree No Response Total

Malay 44.8% (80) 42.7% (76) 12.4% (22) - 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 9.2% (9) 21.4% (21) 56.1% (55) 13.3% (13) 98 (28.4%)
Indian - 42.9% (21) 42.9% (21) 14.3% (7) 49(14.2%)
Others - - 100.0% (20) - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 25.8% (89) 34.2% (118) 34.2% (118) 5.8% (20) 345(100% )

GENDER
Male 31.7% (58) 20.8% (38) 47.5% (87) - 183 (53.0%)
Female 19.1% (31) 49.4% (80) 19.1% (31) 12.3% (20) 162 (47.0%)

n roT A L 25.8% (89) 34.2% (118) 34.2% (118) 5.8% (20) 345(100% )
SOCIAL CLASS

UMC 21.6% (11) 39.2% (20) 39.2% (20) - 51 (14.8%)
LMC 20.7% (40) 32.1% (62) 36.8% (71) 10.4% (20) 193 (55.9%)
LWC 37.7% (38) 35.7% (36) 26.8% (27) - 101 (29.3%)

r TOTAL 25.8% (87) 34.2% (118) 34.2% (118) 5.8% (20) 345 (100%)
HOME LOCATION

Plantation - - 100.0% (9) - 9 (2.60%)
New Village - 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11) - 20 (5.80%)
Kampung 37.6% (47) 46.4% (58) 7.20% (9) 8.8% (11) 125 (36.2%)
Small Town 27.5% (22) 36.3% (29) 25.0% (20) 11.2% (9) 80 (23.2%)
Large Town 11.9% (11) 23.7% (22) 64.5% (60) - 93 (27.0%)
Metropolitan 50.0% (9) - 50.0% (9) - 18(5.22%)
TOTAL 25.8% (89) 34.2% (118) 34.2% (118) 5.8% (20) 345(100% )

It seems that Malay respondents shows a high rate o f  agreement with the policy, 44.8 percent agree 

fully, and 42.7 percent agree with the policy, because they were the main beneficiaries. But for 12.4 

percent o f  the Malay respondents seem do not agree with the policy. The implication o f  this finding 

is that among the Malays there were minorities who do not permit the use o f  such policy to uplift 

their livelihood. The Chinese respondent is the highest that stated their disagreement with the policy, 

followed by the Indians.

In term o f  gender, the male showed higher disagreement in comparison to the female. The social 

class position in this case seen that the upper middle class (UMC) and the lower middle class (LMC) 

showed a relatively higher rate o f  disagreement. But, the lower working class (LWC) showed their 

support to the implementation o f  this policy. As anticipated, those from the rubber plantation’s 

home location and the new villages would not agree with this policy. Similarly, those from the large 

towns and metropolitan would too not agree with the policy. Nevertheless, those from the kampung 
showed a higher degree o f  agreement with the policy.
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It is o f interest to know the reason behind the rejection o f such pro-Malay policy by the younger 

generation Malays in the universities. When the question of Malay special rights was raised to a 

group of Malay student a Malay female responded:

In my view this policy have done injustice to all Malaysian, irrespective of Malays and non- 
Malays. To the Malays, the true beneficiaries were the richer Malays. To the non-Malays the 
policy has caused discontent and they really hate the Malays because of the discrimination.
What the government should do is to give support to those really need help. At present, the 
government seems to widely open the opportunities, there should be a balance, and it should 
also be based on certain merit Beside that, it should also be based on the status of the social 
and economic background and not solely on ethnicity. I really think that the purpose of the 
policy was to make the rich Malays richer

The non-Malay students resented the policy of Malay special rights because through the policy the 

Malays are given preferences in terms of university’s admission, scholarship, and later on 

employment, irrespective of gender, social class, and home location. Although the government 

justification for Malay scholarship preference is based on expressed need to elevate rural Malays 

“from isolated areas where teaching facilities are inadequate and it is difficult to induce good 

teachers to devote long service” (Hamzah Sendut, quoted from Basham, 1983:65). In reality, 

however, the preference given is ethnically, rather than rurally based, and how a significant portion 

o f urban middle class Malays are brought in through the scholarship system along with their rural 

counterparts.

Despite the government‘s rationale, scholarship preference is a very sensitive issue to non-Malays 

and an issue that frequently engenders bitterness, as the following interviews illustrate. A Chinese 

female, daughter o f a farmer revealed that:

My father works hard and we are not rich. I graduated at the top of my class and didn’t 
receive a scholarship. A middle-class Malay girl who graduated below me did. It isn’t fair. 
[Why didn’t you receive a scholarship?] Race. Saya dilahirkan pada bangsa yang salah (I 
was bom into the wrong race) [At this point she broke into tears].

An Indian male revealed the following:

Most Indians agree rural Malays should have help but there are too many wealthy Malays 
who are profiting. Most Indians are poor and rural.. estate mari (from the rubber plantation) 
too, and we get nothing Mana ada keadilan . mana ada . anak D.O. dapat, itu kawan saya 
(Where is justice... where, where... the son of District Officer get the scholarship a friend of 
mine)
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Non-Malay students also foresee their future as bleak in term o f employment in the public sectors. 

Malay university students are favoured in the public sector because o f the existence of a 4:1 Malay 

to non-Malay government hiring quota and this proved the evidence that Malays “just have to get a 

degree, any kind o f degree” (Basham, 1983:66) to guarantee employment. Whereas, the Chinese and 

Indians are forced to scour the private sector for employment, at the same time the government is 

pressing so forcefully for preferential Malay hiring in private business. As one Indian male student 

said:

No chance for the non-Malays to work in public sector. Before the NEP (New Economic 
Policy) the Indian were synonymous with the Railways, Public Works and Utilities, 
Municipality, and as Cleaners and Orderly in government’s departments. But nowadays, you 
just think! Police Officer Malay... Custom Officer Malay...Immigration Officer Malay... even 
teachers is also Malay.. .They rounded up everything, so where are we going?

The second question posed to the students was on the degree o f fairness o f this policy with regard to 

Malaysian situations. Table 8.13 shows the respondents view on the fairness o f the policy. Malay 

respondents were inclined to say that this policy is running on the fair grounds because Malay 

respondents have been indirectly indoctrinated by the government that the purpose o f this policy was 

to compensate for the neglects of the past. Blaming the ‘past’ and at the same time creating 

opportunities for those close to the political figures is the common themes in the Malay society. It is 

a sort o f false consciousness or in more straight meaning cheating in order to get political supports.

However, there were substantial views by the Malays who regarded this policy as unfair and is only 

meant for helping the rich and left the poor. There were nearly 40 percent o f the Malay students who 

shows their restlessness with the policy, where 18.0 percent said that the policy is unfair, and 19.7 

percent said that the policy was meant to help the rich and influential Malays. As one Malay male 

lecturer said:

I always reminded my Malay students that he/she should be proud of self-efforts and not to 
be dependence on the government and the political figures. They should have the courage to 
fight through with confident rather than hoping for someone’s help. In my observation, there 
is a strong tendency among the Malays to use the political network for personal success and 
glory. Yes, they could get whatever they aimed for, but what about the moral aspects and 
specifically the maruah (dignity or self-pride)
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Table 8.13
Respondents View on the Degree of the Fairness of the Policy

ETHNICITY
Ethnicity Fair, because the 

Malays are the 
indigenous 
community and 
the non-Malays 
were immigrants

Unfair, because the 
policy has taken the 
opportunity which 
otherwise could be 
shared by the non- 
Malays.

Although the policy is 
good but the 
implementation only 
help the rich and 
influential Malays.

Other
(Please
specify)

Total

Malays 62 4% (111) 18.0% (32) 19.7% (35) - 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 11.2% (11) 45.9% (45) 40.8% (40) 2.0% (2) 98 (28.4%)
Indians 10.2% (5) 65.3% (32) 10.2% (5) 14.3% (7) 49(14.2%)
Others - 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11) - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 36.8% (127) 34.2% (118) 26.4% (91) 2.6%J9) 345 (100%)

GENDER
Male 31.7% (58) 35.5% (65) 32.8% (60) - 183 (53.0%)
Female 42.6% (69) 32.7% (53) 19.1% (31) 5.5% (9) 162 (47.0%)
TOTAL 36.8% (127) 34.2% (118) 26.3% (91) 2.6% (9) 345(100% )

SOCAL CLASS
UMC 39.2% (20) 39.2 (20) 21.6% (11) - 51 (14.8%)
LMC 7.1% (33) 46.1% (89) 32.1% (62) 4.7% (9) 193 (55.9%)
LWC 3.3% (74) 8.9% (9) 17.8% (18) - 101 (29.3%)
TOTAL 36.8% (127) 34.2% (118) 26.3% (91) 2.6% (9) 345(100% )

HOME LOCATION
Plantation - - 100.0% (9) - 9 (2.60%)
New Village - 100.0% (20) - - 20 (5.80%)
Kampung 68.0% (85) 24.8% (31) 7.2% (9) - 125 (36.2%)
Small Town 38.8% (31) 22.5% (18) 27.5% (22) 11.3% (9) 80 (23.2%)
Large T ow ti 11.8% (11) 33.3% (31) 54.8% (51) - 93 (27.0%)
Metropolitan - 100.0% (18) - - 18 (5.22%)
TOTAL 36.8% (127) 34.2% (118) 26.3% (91) 2.6% (9) 345 (100%)

The Chinese and Indian students shows different views, because they were the groups that was 

denied the benefits. Among the Chinese students, there were 11.2 percent said that the provision o f  

the Malay special rights is fair, 45.9 percent said that the provision is unfair, 40.8 percent said that 

the implementation was to benefits the few at the expense o f  the masses because they still remain 

poor.

The Indian students show strong tendency o f  accusing the provision as unfair, there were only 10.2 

percent which said the provision is fair, 65.3 percent as unfair, 10.2 percent said the provision was to 

benefits the few at the top and the masses remain poor.

There were mixed views about the policy o f  Malay special rights. In term o f  gender, the female 

seems to show a relatively higher degree o f  agreement with 42.6 percent stated that the policy is fair. 

Similarly, 73.3 percent o f  the lower working class (LWC) stated that the policy is fair. In term o f
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home location, those from the rubber plantation rejected the policy totally, because to them the 

policy only helps the rich and the influential. The respondents from the new villages stated that the 

policy is unfair. Nevertheless, those from the kampung accepted the policy by revealing that the 

policy is fair.

The implication of this findings clearly shows that the argument forwarded by the government as a 

basis for the introduction o f the policy were not accepted by Chinese and Indian students. The 

Malay-led government argued that the provision and the implementation of the policy were 

necessary to lift the living conditions of the Malays, so as to correct past mistakes. The actual 

feelings of the students were stated in column four. There were 2.0 percent o f the Chinese students 

choose to write their opinion. They wrote it in Bahasa Melayu. A respondent wrote:

I feel marginalised in my own country. I was bom in Ipoh, Perak. My father and mother was 
also bom here. But until today the Malays regarded us as ‘immigrant’ and we have been 
denied the basic human rights -  the rights to have higher education, the rights to get 
scholarships and bursaries, the rights to work with the public services. The Malay students in 
this University... continuously made a provocative statement with regards to the status of 
the Chinese and Indians. I strongly think that the provision and the implementation of the 
Malay special rights have caused division not unity among Malaysians.

In the university, the students reported that they from time to time experienced the humiliating 

remarks from other ethnic group. As one Chinese male student said:

In my experience, a few times la.. group of Malay student passed humiliating remarks to me.
They say that pergi balik Tongsan la (go back to China la)...bangsat purrya bangsa 
( ‘bangsat’ means wanderers and literally mean ‘wanderers race’)

An Indian student also experienced humiliating remarks by the Malay student. An Indian male 

student said:

What to do, they sometime humiliate you, they cried at us, they said that the Indian are ... 
beggars ... they asked us to ... go home to India ... They even said... jangan bising ini 
tanahair kami, kami boleh dapat apa juga hak (don’t grumble, this is our homeland, we 
could get whatever rights we want)

A Malay female student reported that the Chinese and Indian said to her:

You don’t have to worry, if you failed the government is there to help you, if you are 
unemployed the government is there to help you. Like us ... susah (difficult). Malays always 
... nasib baik (fortunate) because the government is on their side. I feel sakit hati (damn 
angry) because they think that we do not have our . ..usaha (effort) for self-advancement.
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Students were asked to give their own comments on the special position o f  the Malays. Though the 

majorities did not write their comments but it is interesting to note the exhibits that have been given. 

Furthermore in the group interview, students were asked to give their comments. Table 8.14 shows 

the comments made by the students, that can be characterised into six main comments. First, ‘need 

other forms and contents based on equality’. Second, ‘must be continue because it helps the 

Malays’. Third, ‘must be equal for all races’. Fourth, ‘Malays must be given a strong support’. Fifth, 

‘it’s unfair and should be terminated’. Sixth, ‘no comments.

Table 8.14
Respondents Comments on the Favourable Treatment to the Malays

Ethnic
Group

Need other 
forms and 
contents 
based on 
equality

Must be 
continued 
because it 
helps the 
Malays

Must be 
equal for all
races

Malays must 
be given 
strong 
support

It’s unfair 
and should be 
terminated

No comments.

Malavs 23.0% (40) 15.5% (27) 3.4% (6) 5.2% (9) 8.0% (14) 44.8% (78)
Chinese 18.8% (18) - 4.2% (4) - 6.3% (6) 70.8% (68)
Indians - - 2.2% (1) - 60.0% (27) 37.8% (17)
Others - - - - - 100.0% (20)
TOTAL 16.8% (58) 7.8% (27) 3.1% (11) 2.6% (9) 13.6% (47) 53.0% (183)

Based on the above discussion, it is clear that the security o f  the Malays derived from the provisions 

under the tenn o f  die Malay special positions. The non-Malays in comparison felt resentful to the 

provisions because it has discriminate against them. The areas o f  discrimination that really felt by 

the students are -  choice o f  field o f  study in the university, awards o f  scholarships, and future 

employment. Above all the insecurity, the non-Malays in particular the Chinese students developed a 

positive attitudes and behaviours that are necessary for completing higher education -  such as 

ambition, drive and competitiveness. The analysed data also revealed that gender, social class, and 

home location have a minimal influence upon the views and perceptions o f  the respondents. 

However, ethnicity still played an influential factor in the respondent’s views and perceptions.

8.2.2. Racial Stereotypes in Malaysia

Stereotypes have been used by Malaysian to identify and imagine the life o f  each racial group. Thus, 

Malays have been stereotyped as lazy, apathy or iidak apa attitude and complacent. Chinese have 

been stereotyped as thrifty, hardworking, and forward looking. The Indians have been stereotyped as 

dirty, lazy, and fond o f  drinking toddy (Mahathir Mohamad, 1970; Senu Abdul Rahman, 1971).
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Stereotype is considered important because o f  its influence upon attempts to foster national unity 

through education. In daily interaction, the communal attitudes would influence social interaction.

Table 8.15
Respondents View on the Racial Stereotypes in Malaysia

ETHNICITY
Agree Fully Agree Do Not Agree Do Not Know No

Response
Total

Malays 3.4% (6) 36.0% (64) 54.5% (97) 6.2% (11) - 178(51.6%
Chinese 112% (11) 56.1% (55) 12.2% (12) - 20.4% (20) 98 (28.4%)
Indians 20.4% (10) 34.7% (17) 44.9% (22) - - 49(14.2%)
Others - 55.0% (11) - 45.0% (9) - 20(5.8%)
TOTAL 7.8% (27) 42.6% (147) 37.9% (131) 5.7% (20) 5.7% (20) 345(100%)

GENDER
Male 14 8% (27) 43.7% (80) 25.7% (47) 10.9% (20) 4.9% (9) 183 (53.0%)
Female - 41.4% (67) 51.9% (84) - 6.8% (11) 162 (47.0%)
TOTAL 7.8% (27) 42.6% (147) 37.9% (131) 5.7% (20) 5.7% (20) 345 (100%)

SOCIAL CLASS
UMC - 17.6% (9) 43.1% (22) 39.2% (20) - 51 (14.8%)
LMC - 51.8% (100) 37.8% (73) - 10.4% (20) 193 (55.9%)
LWC 26.7% (27) 37.6% (38) 35.6% (36) - - 101 (29.3%)
TOTAL 7.8% (27) 42.6% (147) 37.9% (131) 5.7% (20) 5.8% (20) 345(100%)

HOME LOCATION
Plantation - - 100% (9) - - 9 (2.60%)
New Village - 55.0% (11) 45.0% (9) - - 20 (5.80%)
Kampung 7.2% (9) 44.8% (56) 39.2% (49) - 8.8% (11) 125 (36.2%)
Sm all Town 11.3% (9) 50.0% (40) 25.0% (20) 13 8% (11) - 80 (23.2%)
Large Town 9.7% (9) 43.0% (40) 47.3% (44) - - 93 (27.0%)
Metropolitan - - - 50.0% (9) 50.0% (9) 18(5.22%)
TOTAL 7.8% (27) 42.6% (131) 37.9% (131) 5.7% (20) 5.8% (20) ( lU U  /of

Table 8.15 shows the respondents rating o f  the given stereotypes. Though it seems that the 

stereotypes given to the Chinese were positive and to the Malays and Indians were negative, but 

those were the impressions in Malaysia. Overall the students were inclined to agree with the 

stereotypes given in the statement, with 7.8 percent agree fully, and 42.6 percent agree. There were a 

considerable number o f  38.0 percent o f  the students who do not agree with the statement.

The implication o f  this finding can be seen clearer if  one were to look from the racial group’s points 

o f  view. Among the Malay students, there were 3.4 percent agree fully, 36.0 percent agree, and 54.5 

percent does not agree with the stereotypes. In the interview one Malay female student raised the 

issue o f  stereotyping, and she said:
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I do not agree with the stereotypes that have been linked to the Malays for decades. It might 
be true during the colonial days and until 1970 (I was bom in 1973). From my school days I 
have been told that Malays have in-built negative behaviour. Malays were said lazy, indolent, 
stupid, not forward-looking, and all sorts of behaviour that does not suited modernisation. I 
think the modem Malays like all of us have changed, we are hardworking, we are clever, we 
have vision for the fixture, and in fact we have known that there are a lot of opportunities in 
front of us. But, we are lacking the will or what shall I put it the semangat (the strong will 
power) and the confidence to succeed. I think our minds have been polluted with all sorts of 
negative stereotypes and ironically majorities of our Malay lecturers believed it. As a result 
we have been trapped in self-fulfilling prophecy, they believed that all Malays are such and 
they treated us as such.

As for the Chinese students, 11.2 percent agree fully, 56.1 percent agree, 12.2 percent do not agree, 

and 20.4 percent no responds to the stereotypes given in the statement. They agreed upon because of 

the positive stereotypes attached to them. But as one female Chinese student said:

I think every immigrant communities are like us Chinese. Hardworking, forward-looking, 
money-grubber, working in a group, and etc., because we must maintained our existence. If 
do not practiced such values we might be drowned by the indigenous community. Malay 
students feel comfortable because they have the institutions that they can depend on. I do not 
think that Malay students are lazy, the only thing that hinders their success is because of the 
cukup makan (enough to eat) attitude. They do not want to have more, because the most 
important thing to them is the university’s degree. In my view, getting through in a degree 
course does not demand real hard work.

The Indian students have shown the following degree o f agreement, 20.4 percent agree fully, 34.7 

percent agree, and 44.9 percent do not agree. The stereotypes attached to the Indians were also 

negative, and in fact more negative because they were identified as drunk and likes to drink toddy (a 

kind o f alcoholic drink taken from the coconut tree). To an Indian students, the Indians were not 

lazy, but he said:

I strongly protest that the Indians were said to be dirty, lazy, and drunk. One must look into 
the situation that drove the Indians into that behaviour. The Indian was labourers or Jculi in 
the plantations, in the public utilities, in the hospitals, and all sorts of dirty jobs. Of course 
during those days they might have fallen into the trap and as a way of escapism they drunk 
because they want to forget the pain and suffering. But, the younger generation Indians are 
like us here... some are lazy, but not dirty and drunk . yes (he shock his head as if wanted to 
get approval from his friends).

The stereotypical attached to the ethnic communities were agreed to a certain extent by the 

respondents. This can be seen from other angles — the gender, the social class, and the home 

location. There were 51.9 percent of the female respondents stated that they do not agree with the 

stereotypes attached to each ethnic communities. In term o f social class, the upper middle class 

(UMC) showed 43.1 do not agree and 39.2 percent as do not know about the stereotypes. Those 

from the plantation showed a strong disagreement with the stereotypes that insults the Indians. But,
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those from kampung showed a relatively reasonable degree o f agreement, in comparison to those 

from large towns that stated do not agree with stereotypes.

If one were to make comparison of the stereotypes between Malays and Chinese, there were sorts of 

typology between the two ethnic groups as far as the previous study’s findings is concerned. 

Rabushka’s (1973) findings indicated that Malays are ranked highest in the following attributes (in 

descending order): religious, pleasure-loving, cooperative, sensitive, traditional, idealistic, 

aggressive, clean, trustworthy, and stupid. Chinese predominate in such attributed characteristics as 

(in descending order): hardworking, materialistic, ambitious, individualistic, and intelligent. Thus, 

during the course o f the interview conducted several responses were gathered. Chinese students 

preferred to avoid sharing rooms with Malays because from her experience she said:

My Malay roommate spent all of her time playing her radio.. .and she and her friends didn’t 
show any respect for my possessions or privacy.

On the other hand, the Malay students would prefer Malay roommate because:

I want to perform my daily five time prayers. I want to read the Quran and I want to listen to 
religious talks from the tapes and radio. She (the Chinese student) don’t like it...They’re 
(Chinese) unfriendly and too serious. How can the two cultures meet?

However, as an educated person they were able to relate the social interactions between Malays and 

non-Malays with the historical experiences. The government, however, stills hold to the view that 

Malays were in the backward positions, and those stereotypes justifies the government strategies to 

flow their helps to the Malays and in return they hope to get political allegiance (Wang, 1980). But, 

the government also seem to realised that the politicisation o f educational selection may cause the 

Malays to regard educational and economic progress as something to be obtained primarily by 

“legislative actions and government largesse, leading to an attitude o f dependence” (Wang, 1983: 

199).

This danger is one o f the reason, Malay political leaders frequently urge hard work and personal 

ambition as qualities for the Malays to cultivate, as evidenced by newspaper reports of their public 

speeches. Indeed, a popular notion among observers of the Malaysian scene was that a primary 

reason for die relatively low socio-economic status o f the Malays was their lack o f desire to achieve 

worldly success (Peter Wilson, 1967). Malaysian political leaders themselves also often make this
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assumption about the Malays and frequently exhort them to be ambitious and work hard. Chandra 

Muzaffar (1989:12) recorded the urged:

There is so much talk these days about the importance of hard work. We are told by our 
leaders that hard work alone is the key to success. If we worked hard, if we were disciplined 
and efficient, our nation would become a great nation -  according to the Prime Minister and 
a number of others in government

Chandra Muzaffar (1989:19) continued with the elaboration and focused on the main targets of the 

government’s concerned. He said:

It can be argued that the Malay ruling class from traditional to the colonial period failed to 
set the right example on work and discipline. And since its impact upon the rest of Malay 
society was great, this has had some adverse effects. Of course, in the post-independence 
era, there has been a healthier atmosphere as far as work ethics are concerned. However, 
certain aspects of current economic and education policies have tended to lull some young 
Malays into complacency. Among this type, there does not seem to sufficient commitment to 
excellence and performance.

Thus, the Malaysian through various agencies, namely the Civics Bureau o f the Prime Ministers 

Department (Biro Tatanegara, Jabatan Perdana Menteri); Ministry of Youth and Sports 

(Kementerian Belia dan Sukan) ; Ministiy o f Rural Development (Kementerian Luar Bandar) and 

various State government’s agencies conducted human resources training. The underlying objectives 

o f training were to create consciousness among the Malays and urged them to emulate the work 

ethics o f the Japanese and the South Korean. At the same time, every political party in Malaysia has 

also their own training agenda. The aims o f the training were to eliminate those images coloured by 

the stereotypes10. The training were commonly known as Kursus Bina Semangat or Morale 

Training. The main objective is for the students’ and the youth to understand their role to help their 

own race, to support the particular political party, and to support government efforts in fostering 

unity, progress, and lately to work on the idea o f the Vision 2020.

At one level this courses seem good because it can bind individuals into group cohesiveness, but on 

the other levels it created prejudice between one race and the other. Table 8.16 shows the number of 

students that have attended this morale training courses. Overall there were 30.4 percent o f the 

students have attended such courses, and 69.6 percent never attended such courses.

10 The Students’ Counsellor revealed that the purpose of the training were to inculcate competitive spirit 
among the ethnic communities and, to eliminate the negative cultural traits.
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Table 8.16
Respondents Attendance in Morale Training 

fKursus Hina SemangatJ

ETHNICITY

Ethnic Yes No Total

Malavs 50.0% (89) 50.0% (89) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 11.2% (11) 88.8% (87) 98 (28.4%)
Indians 1().2%.(5) 89.8% (44) 49(14.2%)
Others - 100.0% (20) 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 30.4% (105) 69.6% (240) r 345 (100%)

GENDER
Male 20.8% (38) 79.2% (45) 183 (53.0%)
Female 41.4% (67) 58.6% (95) 162 (47.0%)
TOTAL 30.4% (105) 69.6% (240) 345 (100%)

SOCIAL CLASS
UMC 17.8% (9) 82.4% (42) 51 (14 8%)
LMC 21 8% (42) 78.2% (151) 193 (55.9%)
LWC 53.5% (54) 46.5% (47) 101 (29.3%)
TOTAL 30.4% (105) 69.6% (240) 345(100%)

HOME LOCATION
Plantation - 100% (9) 9 (2.60%)
New Village 55.0% (11) 45.0% (9) 20 (5.80%)
Kampung 50.4% (63) 49.6% (62) 125 (36.2%)
Small Town 25.0% (20) 75.0% (60) 80 (23.2%)
Large Town 11.8% (11) 88.2% (82) 93 (27.0%)
Metropolitan - 100% (18) 18(5.22%)
TOTAL 30.4% (105) 69.6% (240) 345(100%)

The data above revealed that Malay students were the majority attended the morale building training. 

There were 50.0 percent o f  the Malay students reported that they have attended such training. 

Whereas the Chinese and Indian students reported only 11.2 percent and 10.2 percent respectively 

that have attended morale development training. The nature o f  the training undergone by the three 

races was also different. Malay students reported that they attended the course organised by the 

Civic Bureau, Prime Minister's Department. Whereas Chinese and Indian students attended course 

organised by the communal organisations.

It seems that each racial group in Malaysia organised their own morale building training to ensure 

the success o f  their race in education and employment. As one Students’ Counsellor said:

Malay students have to be told in an exclusive training like the one organised by the Biro 
Tatanegara about their destiny in life, so that they can concentrate on their studies and make 
full use o f  the opportunity given to them. In my view Malay students do not have the 
semangat (spirit / the strong will power) to succeed and to go beyond passing the 
examination. Furthermore, we have to bear in mind that there are outsiders who are waiting 
for chance to destroy our younger generation. What is left with us is the political power to
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be used for the development of the Malays, without political power we are nothing. I found 
that Malay students who have attended such course are better informed. But, we have to 
remind them about their role for the betterment of the future generations.

He also said that Chinese and Indians were better informed before they step-in to the university, and 

furthermore during university’s vacation they will organised their own training programs. He further 

said:

Chinese and Indian students organised their own training with the sponsor of the communal 
organisastion. The Malay students were also urged by the Students’ Affairs to organised 
such form of training, and we helped them. I think such training is important so that students 
can be better informed and directed.

Students in Malaysian universities were better informed about the plight o f their race not the plight 

o f the Malaysian. The Malays were given justification that the Malay special rights were provided 

for them to compensate for the past miseries. Chinese and Indians attacked the Malay special rights 

because they feel neglected by the authorities. Then, each racial group has built-in prejudice and 

distrust towards each other.

Hence, the hypothesis is proved to be right that the minimal interaction between Malays and non- 

Malays were due to the contradiction caused by the different levels o f feeling o f security. The non- 

Malays has demonstrated their dissension towards the methods used for students’ admission into the 

university, the awards o f scholarships and bursaries, and employment after graduation. Thus, the 

Malay special rights has had provided the Malays with higher feeling o f security and justifies their 

dominance in Malaysia and in particular in the university. The non-Malays, on die other hand, feel 

threatened with the existence of the Malay special rights because they do not feel that they have an 

equal status as their Malay counterparts.

8.3. THE CULTURAL TRAITS OF STUDENTS’ IN THE UNIVERSITIES

It was hypothesised that the minimal interactions between Malay and non-Malay students were due 

to different priorities and interest in life. The differences in priorities and interest were inherited in 

each o f the ethnic community cultural traits. The following quotations justify the differences o f 

priorities and interest between Malays and non-Malays in the Malaysian context. Mahathir 

Mohamad (1994) observed that:
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It is not difficult to understand why Malays, secure in their citizenship and right of ownership 
of their land, politically superior, abhorred trade and commerce. ... The Malay abhorrence of 
business and the unabashed pursuit of wealth is not only the result of his pride and dignity, it 
is also because he is easily satisfied. If the pursuit of happiness is regarded as an aim in life 
than a predisposition to easy satisfaction is a virtue. .. But a society that is easily satisfied is 
not a dynamic society. ... The attitudes of the Malays towards commercial activities did them 
no harm for as long as they constituted the majority of the people in the Malay states and for 
as long as they retained the sole rights of their country. ... If the Chinese and Indians had the 
same value systems as the Malays, there would have been no problem. But the Chinese 
especially were materialistic. They enjoyed risks and chances, and are given to flaunting their 
wealth before the Malays. It also became evident that wealth exert a palpable degree of 
power (Mahathir Mohamad, 1994: 79)

Mahathir’s (1994) showed the differences o f priorities and interest between Malays and Chinese in 

the field o f commerce and trade. In other spheres too there were differences, and this differences is 

being portrayed in the daily students’ life around university’s campus. In short, between the Malays 

and the Chinese, they possess different cultures, attitudes, values and motivations, maximize 

different thing (Parkinson, 1967). In this section, the discussion will be focused on the cultural traits 

of each o f the ethnic communities.

8.3.1. The Malays

Table 8.17 presented the cultural traits of the Malay students that could be noticed in the Malaysian 

universities. The cultural traits were the extension from the cultural traits inherited from their ethnic 

community. The cultural traits of the Malays though appear negative but as explained by Parkinson 

(1967:7), that:

Inherent in the Malays, therefore, is a desire for security, something which is based on the 
desire in harmony with their environment, for being able to understand it and for being able 
to respond intuitively to a given situation. These needs are not likely to lead the Malays into 
being experimental in their attitude towards material techniques because any deviation from 
that which obtains, and hence they remain unimpressed by the opportunities offered by 
change.

The cultural traits that had been rated by the respondent are shown in the table. The cultural traits 

presented in this section are related to the discussion made earlier in Chapter Three, Section 3.2.1 

Malay Rural Society. Briefly, the cultural traits are the following lazy (relax and happy); easily 

satisfied; easy and enjoyable life; fatalistic attitude or the concept o f rezeki or a person’s divinely 

inspired economic lot; egalitarian; reluctant to give up the past; fear or dislike the unfamiliar; society 

more important than self; maruah or self-dignity; religious; and not ambitious.
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Table 8.17
The Cultural Traits o f the Malay Students

The Cultural traits of the Malay 
Students

Ethnicity True Partly True Not True Total

Malay student look relax and happy , not 
worrying anything confronting them

Malay 18.0% (32) 73.6% (131) 8.4% (15) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 22.4% (22) 73.5% (72) 4.1% (4) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 40.8% (20) 38.8% (19) 20.4% (10) 14.2% (49)
Others 100% (20) - - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 27.2% (94) 64.3% (222) 8.4% (29) 345(100%)

The Malay students are satisfied with 
whatever grade they get, they will not 
complaint to the lecturers or the authorities.

Malav 19.7% (35) 57.3% (102) 23.0% (41) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 20.4% (20) 53.1% (52) 26.5% (26) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 6.1% (3) 57.1% (28) 36.7% (18) 49(14.2%)
Others - 100% (20) - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 16.8% (58) 58.6% (202) 24.6% (85) 345(100%)

The Malay students are simple, friendly and 
courteous and they do not like pressures.

Malay 59.0%(105) 36.0%(64) 5.1% (9) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 15.3% (15) 75.5%(74) 9.2% (9) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 40.8% (20) 59.2% (29) - 49(14 2%)
Others 100%(20) - - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 46.4%(160) 48.4%(167) 5.2% (18) 345(100%)

The Malay students arc not forward- 
looking, they live with what they are. They 
enjoy' with whatever they have.

Malav 23.0% 941) 37 6% (67) 39.3% (70) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 31.6% (31) 53.1% (52) 15.3% (15) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 34 7% (17) 49.0% (24) 16.3% (8) 49(14.2%)
Others 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11) - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 28.4% (98) 44.6% (154) 27.0% (93) 345(100%)

Malay students do not like to be above their 
friends, they like to be equal, because they 
are afraid of being labeled as selfish.

Malay 18.0% (32) 38.2% (68) 43.8% (78) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 4.1% (4) 58.2% (57) 37.8% (37) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 44.9% (22) 12.2% (6) 42.9% (21) 49(14.2%)
Others 45.0% (9) - 55.2% (11) 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 19.4% (67) 1 38.0% (131) 42.6%<147) 345 (100%)

Malav students like to be in their own 
regional group, because of their different 
dialects and common frame of reference.

Malav 26.4% (47) 46.6% (83) 27.0% (48) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 44.9% (44) 51.0% (50) 4.1% (4) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 55.1% (27) 28.6% (14) 16.3% (8) 49(14.2%)
Others - 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11) 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 34.2%(118) 45.2% (156) 20.6% (71) 345(100%)

Malav students are humble, they like to 
serve the society , for example, they are 
active in the Club. Society’s, Student Union 
and etc.

Malay 36.0% (64) 55.6% (99) 8.4% (15) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 37.8% (37) 51.0% (50) 11.2% (11) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 44.9% (22) 44.9% (22) 10.2% (5) 49(14.2%)
Others 55.0% (11) 45.0% (9) - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 38.8%(134) 52.2% (180) 9.0% (31) 345 (100%)

Malav students do not like to be scolded in 
front of other people, because they really 
safeguard the maruah (self-worth) . The 
Malays also did not like to be openly 
criticised or opposed.

Malav 52.8% (94) 37.6% (67) 9.6% (17) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 35.7% (35) 49.0% (48) 15.3% (15) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 65.3% (32) 18 4% (9) 16.3% (8) 49(14.2%)
Others - 100% (20) - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 46.7%(161) 41.7% (144) 11.6% (40) 345 (100%)

Malay students safeguard their Islamic faith 
and hardly anyone dared to left their 
religious duty. It is a disgrace or even 
bloodshed would occur if you accused the 
Malays as non-lslamic

Malay 79.2%( 141) 19.7% (35) 1.1% (2) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 93.9% (92) 4.1% (4) 2.0% (2) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 65.3% (32) 24.5% (12) 10.2% (5) 49(14.2%)
Others 55.0% (11) 45.0% (9) - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 80.0%(276) 17.4% (60) 2.6% (9) 345 (100%)

Malay students are not hardworking or tried 
hard to achieved the best, because they feel 
secure that everything surrounding them is 
theirs.

Malay 21.9% (39) 56.2% (100) 21.9% (39) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 31.6% (31) 51.0% (50) 17.3% (17) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 34.7% (17) 38.8% (19) 26.5% (13) 49(14.2%)
Others - 100% (20) - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 25.2% (87) 54.8% (189) 20.0% (69) 345(100%)
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The Malays were identified by their relax, happy, and not worrying anything attitudes in the 

university. The first cultural traits of the Malays in Table 8.17 shows that 27.2 percent and 64.3 

percent stated that the statement is true and partly true respectively. As for the Malays themselves, 

18.0 percent said it is true and 73.6 percent stated that it is partly true. When asked in an interview 

with a group o f Malay students, one o f them said:

The Malay-led government is too kind to the Malay graduates. They provided us with the 
scholarships or if we failed to get the scholarships they will give us the bursaries or loans.
The university also is kind because they provided the facilities to helps the Malays to 
developed their talents, in fact before we finished our study there held a mock interviews and 
they also contacted various government departments to ask for vacancies. If the Malays 
failed to get a job, the government will employ us as Pegawai Scmdaran (Junior Officer 
Attached to the Departments) and pay us about RM600.00. So as Malays we do not have to 
worry. So, we can relax and happy all the time.

In relation to feeling relax, happy, and not worrying about the future, the Malay students were 

identified as satisfied with whatever grade they got, they will not complaint to the lecturers or other 

academic authorities. There were 16.8 percent, 58.6 percent said that is true and partly true 

respectively. However, there were 24.6 percent, which said that the statement is false. According to 

one o f the Students’ Counsellor interviewed, Malay students he said were affected by ‘culture of 

silence’ and ‘ever ready to accept whatever destined to them’. He continued and said:

In fact, if a Malay student faced a problem, he or she tends to keep it. Compared to the non- 
Malays, they will share their problem with friends, and after that they will accompany his or 
her friend with the problems to meet the officers concerned. It seems that Malay students live 
on individual basis, compared to the non-Malay students which shows strong group 
cohesiveness and they look after one another.

On the part o f the students, they have their own reason for not complaining about the grades they got 

to the lecturers or the authorities. In an interview with the students, they said that the ‘Malay cultural 

conditioning’ were part o f the reason they were reluctant to complaint. Apart from that, a student in 

the group said:

Most of our lecturers are Malays. Usually Malay lecturers do not like to hear complaint. To 
the lecturers, students should accept whatever marks they got. If we complaint, usually our 
marks would not be increased. We have to pay RM25.00 for the complaint. Yet, if we still 
get the same mark that will be useless. So, we just keep to ourselves, and contented with 
whatever grade we got. Furthermore, Malay lecturers do not believed that we could get 
better than the grade given. But, Malay lecturers were afraid of the Chinese students, and 
they usually entertained their complaint.
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Malay students were said to be simple, friendly, courteous, and they do not like pressures. There 

were 46.4 percent and 48.4 percent o f the students, who considered this trait, is true and partly true 

respectively. Chinese and Indian interviewed revealed similar notions about the Malay students. As 

one Indian student commented:

I like to make friends with the Malay students because they are cool. The Malay students 
also can be approached easily. They are simple, and it seems that their wants were limited.
As long as you are not hard and disrespect for their beliefs you will be O.K. with them. My 
best friend is Malay.

Malay students were also seen as not forward-looking, they live with what they are and they enjoy 

with whatever they have. There were 28.4 percent and 44.6 percent stated that the statement is true 

and partly true respectively. Basically, Malays were not keen to plan their life, because they believed 

that Allah predestined everything that happens to their life. Though this notion has been criticised 

elsewhere by Malay scholars, but it seems that the younger generation still holds to the belief.

Malay students were seen as not having a competitive spirit, they do not like to be above their 

friends because they are afraid of being labeled as selfish. As to this trait, there were a considerable 

number o f 19.4 percent and 38.0 percent stated the statement is true and partly true respectively. 

Nearly 40 percent o f the respondents stated that the statement is not true. In fact, a male Chinese 

student commented on the statement and he said:

It seems that so-called ‘modem Malay’ is indeed very competitive and they like to be better 
and above all their friends and sometime worst than the Chinese. We have seen how this 
‘modem Malay’ manipulates their friends in order to go up. Even among Malay students we 
have seen how the academically good Malay students does not help their fellow Malays. 
Compared to the Chinese, we help one another.

The Malay students in the universities have the tendency to group themselves according to the states 

they come from. According to the data, there were 34.2 percent and 45.2 percent o f the respondents 

accepted this trait as true or partly true. Malay states were divided into nine states (excluding the 

state o f Sarawak and Sabah). Malays usually identified their origins based on the state they came 

from. Each state has theirs Malay dialects and cultural specialities (Dahlan Hj.Aman, 1991).

Malays are known for their interest in community work and works, which were more of social 

services in nature (Dahlan Hj.Aman, 1991; Junaidi Abu Bakar, 1993). In the universities, the 

Society’s, Clubs, and Students Council, Malay students were the main actors that initiate the 

activities. On the whole, students agree with this notion, where 38.8 percent and 52.2 percent stated
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that is true and partly true respectively. This has been confirmed by Junaidi Abu Bakar (1993), that 

in UKM, Malay students were the majority involved in any students’ activities. In comparison, the 

Chinese and Indian students were more inclined towards study or involved in activities concerning 

self-developments. Only, a minority involved in socio-political activities. Thus, Malay students were 

said to be humble and unassuming because of their commitment to serve the society’s course.

Malays were known for their softness or ha I us in their dealings with others. Malay students were 

also known with these traits, halus, polite, and informal in their dealings. Due to the cultural 

conditioning, Malay students do not like to be scolded, criticised or opposed in front o f other people 

because o f  maruah or self-esteem. Malays were sensitive and preserved three main areas o f then- 

life, their family dignity, their Islamic religion, and their cultural traditions (Asma Abdullah, 1992). 

It seems that on the whole students agree with this trait, 46.7 percent, and 41.7 percent said the trait 

is true and partly true respectively.

Malay students in Malaysian universities were known for their efforts to safeguard their Islamic 

faith. There were 80.0 percent and 17.4 percent stated that the trait is true and partly true 

respectively. Zainah Anwar (1987) portrayed the Malay student movement in university campuses in 

Malaysia that were coloured by the dakwah or Islamic activities.

To the Malay students, having succeeded in securing a place in the university is already a path for 

good future, since not many Malay students who were really qualified to be admitted to the 

university. The Students’ Counsellor responded and he said:

I would like to look from the standpoint of academic problems, whereby the majority who 
came to consult us are Malays. This unit handles 400-500 cases per academic session and 80 
percent of those were Malay students. This shows that Malay students did not get any 
guidance from their seniors. Furthermore Malay students like to enjoy and not serious in 
their studies. Majority of Malay students in the local universities was brought in because of 
the quota, and they were here because of the relatively small number of Malays who really 
qualified. And, Malay student that was really weak at their entry was brought in just to filled 
the quota.

Overall the respondents rated 25.2 percent and 54.8 percent as true and partly true respectively to 

this statement. There were seen as not hardworking or tried hard to achieve the best. The reasons 

were simply ‘security’. They feel that everything surrounding them is theirs. Furthermore, the data 

also indicates that Malay students still holds to the fatalistic beliefs and hence they were easily
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satisfied or mudah berpuas hati, which means a lack o f determination and innovativeness. This 

could be true as Miller (1968) explained:

The fatalistic attitude often leads to a refusal to act, an attitude of submission which may be 
praiseworthy but nevertheless anti-progressive. Initiative and ambition also tended to be 
curbed because the individual is encouraged to be satisfied with whatever results he gets be 
they in schools, or work, or life in general.

Thus, the discussion have shown that the cultural traits were inherited from the mainstreams Malay 

culture and the government’s policy have reinforced the cultural traits through various ‘political 

interventions’ -  relatively easy route to university’s admission, awards o f scholarships, and 

prospects o f employment upon graduation.

8.3.2. The Chinese

Table 8.18 shows the peculiar cultural traits o f the Chinese students in Malaysian universities. 

Though it seems that the cultural traits contained the positive elements, i.e. elements conducive for 

ones progress, but it essence it drifted from the more humanistic approach o f a Malay culture. In 

other words, Parkinson (1967:10) noted that:

The Chinese and the Malays, because they possess different cultures, attitudes, values and 
motivations, maximize different things. Neither one is necessarily superior to the other, it is 
simply that the maximizing postulates of the Chinese are more likely to lead to economic 
development in the Western sense than are the maximizing postulates of the Malays.

The cultural traits presented in this section are related to the early discussion in Chapter Three, 

section 3.2.2 The Urban Chinese. Briefly the cultural traits o f the Chinese are the following: 

hardworking; meticulous; not easily satisfied; ethnocentric; money grabber; forward-looking; strong 

community spirit; familism; cooperative spirit; not deeply religious but glorified ancestor worships.

The first trait about Chinese students is their attitude towards study. Overall the students rated this 

trait as 85.4 percent true and 14.6 percent partly true. To the majority o f the Chinese students, those 

who does not performed well in their studies were considered as the betrayal for the Chinese course. 

It is very difficult for the Chinese to accept their fellow friends who were considered by the others as 

mediocre (Slimming, 1969; Ting Chew Peh, 1980).
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Table 8.18
The Cultural Traits of the Chinese Students

The Cultural Traits of the Chinese 
Students

Ethnicity True Partly True Not T rue Total

The Chinese students are very 
hardworking and highly competence in 
their field of study They looks pushy and 
always in a hurry to look for something.

Malav 94.3%(164) 5.7% (10) - 174(51.8%)
Chinese 65.6% (63) 34.4% (33) - 96 (28.6%)
Indian 87 0%(40) 13.0% (6) - 46(13.7%)
Others 100% (20) - - 20 (6.0%)
TOTAL 85.4%(287) 14.6% (49) - 345(100%)

They arc not satisfied with the middle 
grade they got. They always filed a 
complaint to lecturers or sometime to the 
highest authority

Malav 65 5%(114) 24.7%(43) 9.8% (17) 174(51.8%)
Chinese 38.5%(37) 50.0%(48) 11 5%(11) 96 (28.6%)
Indian 73.9%(34) 23.9%( 11) 2.2% (1) 46(13.7%)
Others - 100%(20) - 20 (6.0%)
TOTAL 55.1%(185) 36.3%(122) 8.6% (29) 336 (100%)

Chinese interaction with the non-Chinese 
are in the form of secondary interaction -  
they arc friendly if they are looking for 
something of benefit to them

Malav 76.4%( 133) 23.6% (41) - 174(51.8%)
Chinese 31 3%(30) 47.9% (46) 20.8%(20) 96 (28.6%)
Indian 60.9%(28) 39.1%(18) - I3.7%(46)
Others 45.0%(9) 55.0% (11) - 6.0% (20)
TOTAL 59.5%(200) 34.5%(116) 6.0% (20) 336(100%)

Chinese mentality is full of strategics to 
accumulate money and profit gathering. 
They will not like to take courses, which 
superficially does not bring economic 
gain

Malav 67.8%(118) 32.2% (56) - 174(51.8%)
Chinese 42.7% (41) 47.9% (46) 9.4% (9) 96 (28.6%)
Indian 67 4%(31) 32 6%( 15) - 46(13.7%)
Others 5 5.0%( 11) 45.0%(9) - 20 (6.0%)
TOTAL 59.8%(201) 37.5%(126) 2.7% (9) 336(100%)

Chinese students are very forward-looking 
and anything they do in the university 
must have a correlation with their future 
undertakings.

Malav 64 9%(113) 28.7%(50) 6.3% (11) 174(51.8%)
Chinese 52.1%(50) 47.9%(46) - 96(28.6%)
Indian 87.0%(40) 13.0%(6) - 46(13.7%)
Others 55.0%(11) 45.0%(9) - 20 (6.0%)
TOTAL 63.7%(214) 33.0%(111) 3.3% (11) 336 (100%)

It is the attitude of the Chinese to be 
champion. If he/she cannot be a winner, 
he/she let a member of their community to 
be one.

Malav 60.3%( 105) 36.2% (63) 3.4%(6) 174(51.8%)
Chinese 3 1.3%(30) 45.8%(44) 22.9°/o(22) 96 (28.6%)
Indian 84.8%(39) 13.0%(6) 2.2%(1) 46(13.7%)
Others 45.0%(9) 55.0% (ll) - 20 (6.0%)
TOTAL 54.5%(183) 36.9%(124) 8.6%(29) 336(100%)

The Chinese students will involve in the 
semi-professional activity e.g. AISEC, 
etc. They will joint the Society's, Club, or 
etc. if they feel that their rights are being 
threatened.

Malav 47.7% (83) 40.2%(70) 12 i%(2 i) 174(51.8%)
Chinese 19.8%( 19) 55.2%(53) 25.0%(24) 96(28.6%)
Indian 73.9%(34) 13 0%(6) 13.0%(6) 46(13.7%)
Others 20(100%) - - 20(6.0%)
TOTAL 46.4%(156) 38.4%(129) 15.2%(51) 336(100%)

To the Chinese students, they must fulfill 
their community aspirations, they feel 
shamed if they do not fulfill these 
aspirations.

Malav 57.5%(100) 36 8%(64) 5.7%(10) 174(51.8%)
Chinese 44.8%(43) 32.3%(31) 22.9%(22) 96(28.6%)
Indian 76.1%(35) 10.9%(5) 13 0%(6) 46(13.7%)
Others - 20(100%) - 20(6.0%)
TOTAL 53.0%(178) 35.7%(120) 113%(38) 336(100%)

The Chinese students have very strong 
group cohesiveness. The seniors guided 
the juniors in any thing concerning studies 
and campus life.

Malav 81.6%( 142) 16 1%(28) 2.3%(4) 174(51.8%)
Chinese 33.3%(32) 45.8%(44) 20.8%(20) 96(28.6%)
Indian 87.0%(40) 2.2%( I) 10.9%(5) 46(13.7%)
Others - 100%(20) - 20(6.0%)
TOTAL 63.7%(214) 27.7%(93) 8.6%(29) 336(100%)

The Chinese does not care for religious 
values. Thcv only care for their ancestor's 
spirit These include a very strong familial 
networking and spirit.

Malav 66.1%( 115) 29.3%(51) 4.6%(8) 174(51.8%)
Chinese 22.9%(22) 54.2%(52) 22.9%(22) 96(28.6%)
Indian 19.6%(9) 58.7%(27) 21 7%(10) 46(13.7%)
Others - 100%(20) - 20(6.0%)
TOTAL 43.5%(146) 44.6%(150) 11,9%(40) 336(100%)
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The second trait is about the attitude o f the Chinese students towards their grades, and their ability to 

launch complaints to lecturers and the higher authorities if they were given middle or lower grades. 

Overall the respondents stated that 55.1 percent and 36.3 percent that the trait is true and partly true 

respectively.

To the Chinese students, they deserved to be awarded good grades because they have work hard for 

that. Chinese students conveyed their complaints through the group, usually their study group. 

Individuals in the group will have discussion on every aspects of their study. And if  one of them get 

the lower grade, the rest of the individuals will back-up his friend based on facts. This is different 

from Malay students, in which the complaint comes from the individual student, because for the 

majority of them they do not have the study group.

Chinese loyalty was said to be only to their fellow Chinaman. The outcome o f this cultural belief is 

the trait practice among the Chinese students, their interaction with other racial groups were in form 

o f secondary interaction -  they were said to be friendly if  they are looking for something of benefit 

to them. The Malay students believed that this trait is 76.4 percent as true and 23.6 percent as partly 

true. The Indian students said that this trait is 60.9 percent true and 39.percent as partly true. This 

concurred with the findings o f Rabushka (1971).

Thus, in the Malaysian universities ones could see only a minority o f the Chinese students involved 

themselves with friends from other races, probably around 20 percent. In an interview with a group 

of Chinese students one of the member said:

It is true that we Chinese students like to be with our fellow Chinese. We trusted our 
Chinese friends more than friends from other races. Of course we make friends with other 
races, but only coffee shop friends. By being together in the group we feel much safer 
because the purpose of being in-group is to safeguards our identity and our behaviour. We 
believed that if do a slight mistake, action will be taken again us by the university’s authority.
When the authority sacked us, our family and the Chinese community will suffer. It was not 
an easy ride for us to in the university, not like the Malay students, we have to struggle hard 
la\ So we keep remind ourselves about our plight and our purpose of being here.

Chinese students were known for their strategies and tactics o f taking courses, which have the 

potential o f economic benefits. Compared to the Malay students that tend to chose courses which is 

easier to study and easier to get a good grade. Overall the respondents agreed about this trait, 59.8 

percent stated it is true, and 37.5 percent stated it is partly true. The implication o f this finding
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clearly shown by the way Chinese students chose their subjects. In fact, to the Chinese students the 

course content provided by the faculty is important because through it they chart their future. As one 

Chinese student puts it:

We come here with our parental support. It is not easy, if ones use their own money to just 
enjoy in our study. I rather not in the university if I were to study just for the sake of study. I 
don’t take courses just to get a degree. I must be calculative and see the prospects of the 
courses taken. That’s why I don’t take course ah..ah., for example Sociology, Politics, 
Psychology, History. What’s the point, you see...I prefer to take courses like Econometrics,
Strategic Management, Management Science, and all those difficult courses, which have the 
value.

Chinese students were known also for their forward-looking and anything they do in the university 

must have a correlation with the future undertakings. Overall data shows that 63.7 percent and 33.0 

percent o f the respondents stated that is true and partly true respectively. As discussed earlier, one of 

the reasons is that they have to pay for their education, hence they feel the burden of the 

responsibility. As one Chinese student said:

We Chinese do not have a protector like the Malays. If we fail to visualise our future nobody 
will care about us. So we must plan and help each other to get the fruits of success in our 
education. That’s why we look selfish and pushy just to get what is too limited for us. We 
can’t afford to waste our time, and we must get our degree as early as possible...em, em,
...and work...di manaya11 ...that’s also difficult...ye...la...in the private sectors. They want 
a good result, and I have to struggle for it. Otherwise people like me with pama12 
scholarship have to pay back, you know Encik.

The conspectus view in Malaysian universities is that the Chinese students were selfish. This sort of 

attitude can be seen clearly during two important occasions, during the arrival o f new intake, and 

during the registration. It was reported that Chinese students used to put up a night at the entrance of 

the main hall where the registration takes place. Chinese students were also reported as forming their 

own orientation committee to guide the new students in identifying subjects, delivering the past year 

questions, and giving the background of each o f the lecturers in the faculty13. All this behaviour was 

an act o f wanting to make them the champion ethnic community in die universities. They want to be 

on top of the list, and in their view they cannot depend on the university to help them. As to this 

sixth trait, there were 54.5 percent and 36.9 percent o f the overall respondents stated that this is true 

and partly true respectively

11 Meaning ‘Where should I’.
12 Meaning Father and Mother scholarship. Both his parents sponsored him for his studies.
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Apart from academic, the Chinese students were also unwillingness to involved themselves in social 

and cultural activities, because this sorts of activities does not have a clear-cut economic rewards. 

They involved themselves in activities, which have the semi-professional inclinations e.g. AISEC, 

MEC, and Clubs’ that will bring direct benefit to them. As reported by the officer in charge of 

students’ activities14, in the social and cultural activities the Chinese students were the followers, and 

in the semi-professional clubs they fought for to occupy office. As to this trait, overall respondents 

rated 46.4 percent and 38.4 percent as true and partly true respectively, with only 15.2 percent 

disagree with the trait.

The basic institution that holds the Chinese together into a cohesive solidarity is the family. It is the 

fruit o f family, the Chinese sacred canopy that pushed the Chinese students to study hard and gained 

an excellence result in the university. To the Chinese students, they must fulfill their community 

aspirations, and they feel shameful if  they do not fulfill these aspirations. One Chinese student in an 

interview said:

I come from a small family. I have one younger brother and sister. My father is a teacher in 
the Chinese primary school. My mother is full time housewife. So, my family is not rich la, 
cukup-cukup makan15, but my father advised us to study hard because that will be our 
property. So far all three of us have done well in our study, my brother got 9As in the SPM, 
and now he got a scholarship by Chinese Chamber of Commerce to read Pre-Medicine in 
Singapore University. Myself also if everything is in place I will get a First Class in 
Economics. My parent is very proud of us, so do our entire family. My father always reminds 
us that his father that is my grandfather was only a rubber tapper, but he works from dawn to 
dusk to educate their children

In fact in the university, the Chinese students looks like they stand on individual basis, but in actual 

fact there exist groups in the form o f cells, which interact with one another. As revealed by the 

Security Officer, the existence of this group was purely for academic reason.

The existence of groups in the form of cell networking among the Chinese students has given rise to 

strong cohesion. The seniors guided the juniors in anything concerning studies and campus life. 

Overall the respondents agree with this trait, with 63.7 percent, and 27.7 percent stated this trait is 

true and partly true respectively. The Malay students aware o f this silence movement among the 

Chinese students, with 81.6 percent, and 16.1 percent said this trait is true and partly true

13 The information given to author by the Security Officer of Universiti Utara Malaysia during an interview.
14 Interview with an officer in charge of students’ activities, Students’ Affairs Division, Universiti Utara 
Malaysia.
15 A popular saying among the Malaysian Chinese, meaning ‘enough to eat’
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respectively. So do the Indians, with 87.0 percent and 2.2 percent states that this trait is true and 

partly true respectively. The university’s authority were aware o f the existence o f this informal 

groups but as one Students’ Counsellor said:

Those shows the Chinese students live with the community spirit not like the Malay students 
which were left alone to lead their life in the campus. I am aware of this long time ago ever 
since I was a student in UKM. I really respect their way of life, because through my 
experience I found that the Chinese never come alone to my office, always accompanied by 
the senior. You can see during the orientation week, the seniors will guide the juniors in 
everything -  registration, library usage, choosing lecturers, note taking, and study method.
You name it, what a new student need to know they assist them.

Since the existence o f these groups is good for the students, the university’s authority does not 

interfere. There is no Chinese lecturer who stands behind or initiates the group formation, but it 

works very well.

Finally, the Chinese students were said not to care for religious values. They only care for their 

ancestor’s spirit, this includes a very strong familial networking and family spirit. Overall the 

respondents rated 43.5 percent, and 44.6 percent as true and partly true respectively. The Chinese 

students seem to agree with the trait, 22.9 percent and 54.2 percent said that is true and partly true 

respectively. To the Chinese, religion is not important, and many of the students interviewed were 

reluctant to tell about their religion, and many seems to asked their friend what religion should they 

tell.

8.3.3. The Indian

Table 8.19 shows the cultural traits o f Indian students in Malaysian universities. The cultural traits o f 

the Indian are also derived from the cultural practices o f the mainstreams Indian community in 

Malaysia. The identifiable cultural traits o f the Indian are the following: relax and happy; 

subservience to authority; easily satisfied; imploring; not forward looking; respect to the social 

hierarchy; community spirit; willing to accept criticism; religious; and, maintain group cohesiveness.
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Table 8.19
The Cultural Traits of the Indian Students

The Cultural Traits of the Indian 
Students

Ethnicity True Partly True Not True Total

Indian students looks relax and happy, but 
they tried to get hold to someone 
especially with the authority.

Malav 22.4%(39) 58.6%(102) 19.0%(33) 174(51.8%)
Chinese 13 5%(13) 53.1 %(51) 33.3%(32) 96(28.6%)
Indian 30.4%(14) 26.1%( 12) 43.5%(20) 46(13.7%)
Others - 100%(20) - 20(6.0%)
TOTAL 19.6%(66) 55.1%(185) 25.3% (85) 336(100%)

The Indians are also easily satisfied with 
whatever grade they got, though not 
complaining but tried to please with sad 
faces the authority of why he/she got such 
grade.

Malay 35.1 %(61) 25.3%(44) 39.7%(69) 174(51.8%)
Chinese 25.0%(24) 43.8%(42) 31 3%(30) 96(28.6%)
Indian 52.2%(24) 26.1%( 12) 21 7%( 10) 46(13.7%)
Others - 55.0%( 11) 45.0%(9) 20(6.0%)

I TOTAL 32.4%(109) 32.4%(109) 35.1%(118) 336(100%)
The Indians tried to show off their 
capability and they could work ev en under 
pressure with a smile and sad faces.

Malav 39.1 %(68) 32.8%(57) 28.2%(49) 174(51 8%)
Chinese 52.1%(50) 47.9%(46) - 96(28.6%)
Indian 76 1%(35) 23.9%( 11) - 46(13.7%)
Others 55 0%(11) 45.0%(9) - 20(6.0%)
TOTAL 48.8%(164) 1 36.6%(123) 14.6%(49) 336(100%)

The Indians are not forward looking, but 
the seniors acted as their role models in 
selecting courses or even careers

Malav 50.6% 31.0%(54) 18 4%(32) 174(51.8%)
Chinese 34.4%(33) 57.3%(55) 8.3%(8) 96(28.6%)
Indian 45.7%(21) 30.4%( 14) 23 9%< 11) 46(13.7%)
Others - - 100%(20) 20(6.0%)
TOTAL 42.3%(142) 36.6%(123) 21.1 %(71) 336(100%)

Due to the caste system, they arc quiet 
careful if thev want to be above of the 
others in the group. As far as possible, 
they like to remain equal.

Malav 14 4%(25) 57 5%f 100) 28.2%(49) 174(51.8%)
Chinese 35.4%(34) 51.0%(49) 13 5%(13) 96(28.6%)
Indian 54.3%(25) 10 9%(5) 34.8%(16) 46(13.7%)
Others - 100%(20) - 6.0%(20)
TOTAL 25.0%(84) 51.8%(174) 23.2%(78) 336(100%)

The Indians like to be in their own group 
-  boys and girls irrespective of region or 
state thev come from.

Malav 62.1%( 108) 14.9%(26) 23.0%(40) 174(51.8%)
Chinese 55.2%(53) 22.9%(22) 21 9%(21) 96(28.6%)
Indian 37.0%( 17) 21,7%( 10) 41.3%( 19) 46(13.7%)
Others 55,0%( 11) - 45.0%(9) 20(6.0%)
TOTAL 56.3%(189) 17.3%(58) 26.5%(89) 336(100%)

The Indians are humble and willing to 
work as servants to the Society's, Club, or 
etc.

Malay 25.9%(45) 36.2%(63) 37.9%(66) 174(51.8%)
Chinese 6.3%(6) 82.3%(79) 11 5%(11) 96(28.6%)
Indian 47.8%(22) 41,3%( 19) 10.9%(5) 46(13.7%)
Others 5 5.0%( 11) - 45.0%(9) 20(6.0%)
TOTAL 25.0%(84) 47.9%(161) 27.1 %(91) 336(100%)

The Indian students can accept criticism 
and opposition with relax heart.

Malay 24.7%(43) 62.6%(109) 12 6%(22) 174(51.8%)
Chinese 13 5%(13) 82.3%(79) 4.2%(4) 96(28.6%)
Indian 13.0%(6) 60.9%(28) 26 1%( 12) 46(13.7%)
Others - 100%(20) - 20(6.0%)
TOTAL 18.5%(62) 70.2%(236) 11.3%(38) 336(100%)

The Indian students tried to manifest their 
Hindu faith, particularly in the form of 
group cohesiveness.

Malav 56.3%(98) 27.6%(48) 16.1%(28) 174(51.8%)
Chinese 59.4%(57) 36.5%<35) 4.2%(4) 96(28.6%)
Indian 56.5%(26) 30.4%(14) 13 0%(6) 46(13.7%)
Others 5 5. ()%(11) 45.0%(9) - 20(6.0%)
TOTAL 57.1%(192) 31.5%(106) 113%(38) 336(100%)

The Indian are slightly better than the 
Malays, though not very hardworking, but 
the group study with other members of 
their community brought benefits to the 
weaker members.

Malav 27.6%(48) 52.3%(91) 20 1%(35) 174(51.8%)
Chinese 34.4%(33) 29.2%(28) 36.5%(35) 96(28.6%)
Indian 37.0%( 17) 52.2%(24) 10.9%(5) 46(13.7%)
Others 45.0%(9) - 5 5. ()%(11) 20(*6.0%)
TOTAL 31.8%(107) 42.6%(143) 25.6%(86) 336(100%)
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The Indian respondents rated 22.4 percent and 58.6 percent as true and partly true respectively on 

the first cultural traits. The overall respondents, however, rated 19.6 percent as true and 55.1 percent 

as partly true to the first trait. One Indian male commented and said:

Yes, we look relax and happy because we are self-complacent. But I do not agree with the 
second sentence because we do not get hold to someone with the authority. Who cares about 
us? I do not think the Malay lecturers and the administrators care about us? I think the real 
battle is between Malays and Chinese because they are the majority. Of course if the trait 
means that we exercised a very good rapport and show our respect to the lecturers and the 
administrators, yes we do. We have to be tactful in managing our destiny either in this 
campus inside or outside the campus.

The second trait about the Indian students is concerning their satisfaction with their grades and the 

tactics that they employed in their bargaining for extra marks that can pushed their grades. The 

Indian students were known for their satisfaction with whatever grade they got. They seldom file a 

complaint but they usually pleased the lecturers with sad faces and asked in a polite and pleasing 

manner as to why he / she got such a grade. The Indian students show a high rate o f agreement to 

this trait, 52.2 percent, and 26.1 percent said the trait is true and partly respectively. However, there 

were 21.7 percent said the trait is not true. A Chinese lecturer commented on the trait:

In my personal view the trait have a high degree of truth. In my experienced, seldom the 
Indian students complaint about their marks. But, I feel obliged to help the Indian students, 
because the way they come to your room, and they are very polite and have strong reasons 
of why they could not performed. Then, if you give them extra works to justify for the extra 
marks they do it.

The Indian students were said to show-off their capability and they could work even under pressure 

with a smile and sad faces. Overall the respondents rated 48.8 percent and 36.6 percent as true and 

partly true to this trait. As for the Indian students themselves, 76.1 percent and 23.9 percent said it is 

true and partly true respectively.

The Indian students were said not forward-looking, but the seniors acted as their role models in 

selecting courses or even careers. The Indian students rated this trait as, 45.7 percent said it is true,

30.4 percent said it is partly true, and 23.9 percent said it is not true. Usually in Malaysian 

universities, the Indians senior students controlled the juniors. They formed their own committee to 

tackle the junior students. After the formal orientation week they held their own orientation program. 

Among other things, the seniors guide die juniors in course selection, lecturer’s inclinations, and 

choosing careers. A Chinese lecturer noted vividly the students’ behaviour, and she said:
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It is interesting to note how the seniors treat the juniors. Three racial groups treat their 
juniors in a different ways. Malay senior students look very brutal towards the junior 
students. After the orientation week they regarded their juniors as friends but they do not 
give any guidance to the juniors. This shows their dependent mentality because the 
university’s authority usually guided the students. The Chinese students showed a very 
welcome attitude and they make friends with the juniors. After the orientation they divided 
the juniors into groups and each groups lead by two or three seniors. They guided the juniors 
in every aspects of campus life. The Indian students showed a boosting attitude and they 
treated the juniors as ‘servants’ which have to served them. Though the Indian seniors 
guided the juniors but the juniors must show their obedience.

The fifth trait, which was peculiarly Indians, is the caste system. The Indian students were said to be 

delicately careful if  they want to be above of the others in the group. As far as possible, they like to 

remain equal. But, in contemporary Malaysia the practiced o f caste system seem to be obsolete 

(Selvaratnam, 1985). The data revealed a similar view because there were 34.8 percent o f the Indian 

students rejected this trait as not true. But for the considerable majority o f 54.3 percent, and 10.9 

percent still said the trait is true and partly true respectively.

The Indian students were said like to be in their own group -  boys and girls irrespective o f region or 

state they come from. There were 41.3 percent o f the Indian students who said that the trait is not 

true. But for 37.0 percent and 21.7 percent said that the trait is true and partly true respectively. This 

shows that Indian students formed their groups based on caste, because the state they originated also 

mirrors the caste they come from.

The Indian students were said as humble and willing to work as servants to the Society’s and Clubs. 

It seems the Indian students show a high rate o f agreement to this trait. The Indian students shows a 

high responds o f 47.8 percent, and 41.3 percent as true and partly true to this trait respectively. 

There were only 10.9 percent o f the Indian students who said that the trait is not true.

It is interesting to note, Malay and Chinese students were cynical about this Indian’s trait. This is 

shown in the data, where 37.9 percent o f the Malay students who said that the trait is not true. But 

for the majority o f Malay students 25.9 percent, and 36.2 percent said that the trait is true and partly 

true respectively. Compared to the Chinese students, where they said 6.3 percent as true, 82.3 

percent as partly true, and 11.5 percent as not true. The majority o f the students agreed that this 

Indian’s trait is partly true, which clearly means they have doubt. As noted by a Chinese student:
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I do not think that the Indian students are humble and willing to work as servants to 
Society’s, Club, and etc. They show that they are humble and willing to work as servants if 
they were in the minorities. Through this image I think they want to attract the sympathies.
But, if they are in large number they will be more arrogant and acted worst than the 
gangsters. If you do not believe, you can go to their settlement, I mean to the College where 
they formed the majorities. One more thing about the Indian students is their attitude 
towards Chinese and Malays, they as far as possible tried to use us to achieved their ends.

Indian students were also seen as acceptable to criticism and opposition with a relax heart. 

Compared to the Malays which were seen as prejudice towards criticism, because in the Malay 

minds criticism means opposition and hatred. The Chinese also can accept criticism but they will 

fight back by gathering group supports. In term o f overall respondents’ view to this trait, the 

tendency was inclined towards partly true. This could be seen in the data, where 70.2 percent said 

the trait is partly true, compared to 18.5 percent which have said that is true, and 11.3 percent said 

that is not true. An Indian student gives a vivid view on this particular trait, he said:

This trait is true to a certain extent. It was true during colonial days and early days of 
independence. But now the Indians are educated and they also have self-esteem. I found that 
if we Indians allowed ourselves to be criticised that means that we have allowed others to 
look down upon us. Our Malay friends usually would says ‘You pendatang (immigrant) keep 
quiet’ or ‘You go back to India la’ or sometime they touches on our personality ‘As black as 
the Indians’. All these criticism is very irksome.

O f late there seem to be a show-off by the Indian students in Malaysian universities to use Hinduism 

as a unifying factor among them. It can be clearly seen in the overall respondents view, where 57.1 

percent said that this trait is true, 31.5 percent as partly true, and 11.3 percent said that is not true. 

The Indian students themselves also show a high rate o f agreement with the trait given, where 56.5 

percent said that is true, 30.4 percent said that is partly true, and only 13.0 percent said that is not 

true.

The manifestation o f Hindu faith among the students was one the reason that gives rise to strong 

group cohesiveness among the Indian students. The last trait given to the students was on the benefit 

derived by the Indian student working in the group. The Indian students were not good academically, 

some o f them are worst than the Malay students, but they managed to get through because o f the 

helps given by the group. The Indian students seem to have a considerable agreement to this trait 

with 37.0 percent said true, 52.2 percent said partly true, and 10.9 percent said not true. A Malay 

lecturer observed the Indian students as follows:
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In my observation the sense of insecurity and the way to adapt to new environment has made 
the Indian students clustered themselves into a cohesive group. Group study is an effective 
way to get through university learning because in the group there were mixtures of good and 
the not so good students and they helped each other. In fact, during my undergraduate years 
at the UM (University of Malaya) we used to have study group, but nowadays Malay 
students seem to ignored this fundamentals because they are too dependent on the lecturers 
and if we do not asked them they did not do it on their own. If could see clearly how the 
Indian students flock into my course and I can hardly see an Indian but a group of them.
They were doing fine.

The discussion above have shown that the different cultural traits between one ethnic community 

and the other have contributed to the minimal interactions between Malay and non-Malay students in 

the universities. The findings also have further proved the hypothesis mentioned earlier.

8.4. THE STATE OF RACE RELATIONS IN THE UNIVERSITIES

The previous discussion has shown that Malaysia’s almost 22 million inhabitants display 

tremendous degree o f cultural and linguistic diversity. Ethnicity, especially Malay and Chinese 

ethnicity, is a factor of tremendous prominence. Student research papers, too, reflect the society’s 

obsession with race or ethnicity. One student o f Chinese origin adopted by a Malay family told of 

aloof treatment by Malay strangers, which ceased when she established she was Malay; initial 

acceptance by Chinese strangers changed to hostility when she replied in Malay to questions posed 

in Chinese. Another detail survey o f several high schools discovered that, except for Indian students, 

friendships were strongly intra-ethnic and were not significantly altered by enrollment in integrated 

schools over segregated ones (Santhiram, 1995).

University is the extension of the school system, and thus Malaysian universities have been 

sharpening the sense o f ethnicity in form and content. Almost every university in Malaysia, with the 

exception o f UUM (Northern University o f Malaysia) has a student’s society based on ethnicity, 

either in the form o f language, cultural, or religion. Among the known society are Islamic Society, 

Malay Language Society, Buddhist Society, Chinese Language Society, and Tamil Language Society 

(Sanusi Osman, 1989). Sanusi Osman (1989:46) said.

This student’s society was established for the benefits of students from each racial group.
Usually the activities formulated by this society were directed for the benefits, interests, and 
inclinations of the racial group. Therefore all these society does not encouraged interactions 
among the students.
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As mentioned elsewhere, the interaction that existed in Malaysian universities were based on 

ethnicity. Therefore there is a minimal interaction between one race and the other. These 

phenomena’s could be seen clearly if  one were to look in the library, canteen, lecture hall, or in the 

playing field. Malay students were seen in their group conversing in their Bahasa Melayu with 

various dialects, Chinese students with their group conversing in their dialects. Similarly, the Indians 

where boys and girls mixed freely in group conversing in either English or Tamils.

These scenes were not condusive to foster national unity. Part o f the blame for this scenario were the 

policies o f pampering one ethnic community at the expense o f the other two ethnic communities. 

The other reasons were directed to the Universities and University Colleges Act 1971 and 1975 

Amendments (UUCA) that have controlled students activities and sometime dictated it.16 Students 

were encouraged to direct their activities inwards and this means looking into their benefits at 

university, probably more towards their studies. The Students’ Affairs Division acted as policing 

agency for the university to acts on students that violated the regulation statutes in die UUCA. There 

were times, where the Students’ Affairs Division played the political role o f ‘divide and rule’ among 

the students by sowing the culture o f fear between one ethnic community and the other (Sanusi 

Osman, 1989; Rose Ismail, 1990).

Based on the premises discussed earlier, the following will be looking at, the tendency in group’s 

formation; the formation o f study group; the sense o f appreciation for the talent o f others; the 

attitudes o f the lecturers toward students; and, the perceptions towards other ethnic groups. All these 

themes are considered important in the students’ life in the Malaysian universities.

8.4.1. The Tendency In Group Formation

Table 8.20 shows the tendency for students to group themselves. Overall 65.2 percent o f the 

respondents said that students’ tends to group themselves according to ethnicity, 18.0 percent said 

students also tends to group themselves according to social background, 11.6 percent said that 

students mixed freely, and only 5.2 percent said that students group themselves based on regional 

areas. It seems that social class and regional areas do not play an important role in universities. The 

deciding factor is ethnicity. In ethnic terms, Chinese stated 78.6 percent o f agreement that ‘ethnicity’ 

are their major trust o f their group formation. There were 63.3 percent o f Indian respondent stated

16 For further detail see Rose Ismail New Straits Times 16 April 1990:16.
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that the group formation are based on ethnicity. In comparison, there were 54.5 percent o f  the 

Malays said that ethnicity is tendency in group’s formation. The findings clearly congruent with the 

previous studies (Rabushka, 1973; Raghavan. 1975; Basham, 1983) that ethnicity is the major 

platform for group’s formation in the Malaysian universities.

Table 8.20
Respondents Tendency in Group Formation

ETHNICITY
Social
Background

According to 
Ethnicity

According to 
Regional Areas

They mix 
freely

Total

Malays 28.7% (51) 54.5% (97) 5 1% (9) 11.8% (21) 178(51.6%)
Chinese 11.2% (11) 78.6% (77) 2.0% (2) 8.2% (8) 98 (28.4%)
Indians - 63.3% (31) 14.3% (7) 22 4% (11) 49(14.2%)
Others - 100.0% (20) 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 18.0% (62) 65.3% (225) 5.2% (18) 11.6% (40) 345(100%)

GENDER
Male 16.9% (31) 67 2%( 123) 4.9% (9) 10.9% (20) 183 (53.0%)
Female 19.1% (31) 63.0%( 102) 5.6% (9) 12.3% (20) 162 (47.0%)
TOTAL 18.0% (62) 65.3%(225) 5.2% (18) 11.6% (40) 345(100%)

SOCIAL CLASS
UMC 43.1% (22) 56.9% (29) - - 51 (14.8%)
LMC 11.4% (22) 67.9% (131) 4.7% (9) 16.1% (31) 193 (55.9%)
LWC 17.8% (18) 64.4% (65) 8.9% (9) 8.9% (9) 101 (29.3%)
TOTAL 18.0% (62) 65.3% (225) 5.2% (18) 11.6% (40) 345(100%)

HOME LOCATION
Plantation - 100% (9) - - 9 (2.60%)
New Village - 45.0% (9) - 55.0% (11) 20 (5.80%)
Kampung 14.4% (18) 55.2% (69) 7.2% (9) 23.2% (29) 125 (36.2%)
Small Town 41.3% (33) 47.5% (38) 1 13% (9) - 80 (23.2%)
Large Town 11.8% (11) 88.2% (82) - - 93 (27.0%)
Metropolitan - 100% (18) - - 18(5.22%)
TOTAL 18.0% (62) 65.3% (225) 5.2% (18) 11.6% (40) 345 (100%)

Among the three ethnic groups, 28.7 percent o f  the Malay respondents said that students’ tends to 

form group based on social background. It has been observed during the period o f  the field-works 

that Malay students’ tends to groups themselves based on social background. It seems that to the 

Malay students they tended to segregates themselves based on the social status o f  the parents. The 

observation were later confirmed with the officer in charge students’ housing in the Students Affairs 

Division, and he explained:

The students’ housing is governed on the basics of privatisation There are three types of 
students’ housing -  the hostel (2 students per room); the marriage quarters; and single room. 
Usually, students’ from the higher social status would let the marriage quarters or the single 
room But, for the majority they would live in the hostel The rent varies and the hostel is the 
cheapest
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The higher the social class of the parents the more secluded the student from their peers. Those from 

the higher social class, for the example the children o f bureaucrats, politicians, and corporate figures 

portrayed a luxurious styles in the university. They drove motorcars, they live in an exclusive 

university flats, and they were properly dressed. One could observe that they were together in a 

small group and their parents also made frequent visits. As commented by a Malay lecturer:

It is the phenomenon of the 1990s that the existence of the higher status Malays in the 
campus. May be, they are the sons and daughters of the nouve riche, the results of the New 
Economic Policy. Some of this high-class Malays never respected us. They look down upon 
us, because we only managed to drive a Proton, and they drove Mercedes Sports to the 
campus. Don’t you know that, they were having their social gathering once in every two 
weeks at the Rumah Universiti. Only students from their class were invited. Sometime I 
wonder, why don’t they follow the rich Chinese students...humble and respectful to the 
lecturers.

While the majority o f the Malay students were from the lower middle class or lower class 

backgrounds, they seems look at them with jealousy, suspicious, and could not be bothered with this 

small minority. At times, the students and in particular Malay students began to understand the value 

of their knowledge, as a Malay male said:

Looking closely around the campus especially so on human behaviour at the cafeterias one 
would predict the social class one’s belong, the company one’s like to be, one’s aspiration 
and expectation and so on. “How do you know all this?” I learned it from the sovial sciences 
courses. It is a useful knowledge you know Encik (Mr.)... because you can analysed social 
phenomena... and you know where you stand in society.

There were 11.2 percent o f the Chinese students who have said that the students’ groups themselves 

according to social backgrounds. None of the Indian students said that the students’ group 

themselves according to social backgrounds. The majority said that students’ tends to group 

themselves according to ethnicity. They seem to be comfortable within their own ethnic 

communities. As one Indian male said:

I think students’ group themselves according to ethnicity not because they do not like other 
ethnic groups, but things are like this, the home location, the school, and the peer group that 
we had, influenced our present decision. This do not mean that we hate other ethnic groups -  
there are lot of similarities within the ethnic group -  the food, the language, the interest, the 
threats and many more.

Furthermore it seems awkward for the Malays to be in Chinese or Indian groups. As one Chinese 

student who have embraced Islam said:
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I embraced Islam when I was eighteen, and from then on I mixed freely with Malays. They 
accepted me as their blood brother because of the same faith. I can no longer mixed with the 
Chinese, with the exception of my parents, brothers and sisters because of different customs 
and especially the food they eat. The Manager of the College once urged me to stay in a
room with a Chinese friend but I refused and now I live with a Malay friend. It’s very
difficult for me to do my religious duty if I stay with them. My Chinese friends seem to 
understand my situations. Academically I am good, because I still maintained an average B+ 
for all the subjects. Due to this, my Chinese friend once said I can be a good Muslim but 
don’t be like a Malay that have a culture of weakness and lazy. They also accepted me 
because I am still Chinese and academically good.

The students’ choice o f friends that later formed the groups were ethnically based because o f two 

influences. Firstly, there are mainly ethnically based social and political organisations outside the 

university’s campuses. Secondly, the number of clubs or organisations that offer multi-ethnic 

membership is veiy limited (Abdullah Taib, et.al. 1981). The Students’ Affairs Division allowed as 

many types o f Society’s, Clubs, and Organisations to be formed without anticipating the danger of 

student dispersion into communal grouping. This is happening in Malaysian university’s campuses

where Malays were concentrating on the social, political, and religious activities, Chinese in the

economic, management, and other types of activities related to technology and science, and the 

Indians as the followers in either o f the activities.

The students seem to be open in their choice o f friends, but what hinders them is to be in a group of 

close friendships? This clearly means that for primary interaction they prefer to be with their own 

ethnic groups. Table 8.21 shows study group formation that is preferred by the students. Those who 

choose to study in the inter-racial group will have friends from ethnic Malays, Chinese, and Indians, 

and 46.4 percent o f the respondents preferred this type of group. Compared to the intra-racial 

group’s formation only a significant percentage of 42.0 percent o f the students preferred this type of 

group.

As suggested by the data in Table 8.21, Malay students were more open in their choice of group 

formation, where 53.4 percent o f the respondents preferred inter-racial study group formation. It 

seems that the Chinese students were more inclined towards the intra-racial study group formation, 

where 44.9 percent o f the students showed their choice. Furthermore, 18.4 percent of the Chinese 

students choose to study with their friends from the same state of origins. Whereas Indian students 

were divided equally, 44.9 percent said they prefer to study in an inter-racial group and 44.9 percent 

choose to study in intra-racial group.
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In term o f gender, the female students were more responsive towards inter-racial form o f study 

group in comparison to male students. In term o f class, the upper middle class (UMC) rated the 

highest and the lower working class (LWC) the second in their inclination towards forming inter

racial form o f study group. Similarly, respondent from the plantation and the kampung home 

locations were inclined to form inter-racial study group.

Table 8.21
Study Group Formation Preferred by the Respondents

ETHNICITY
Inter-racial Intra-racial Only friends 

from my state 
of origins

My former 
school mates

Other
(Please
specify)

Total

Malays 53.4% (95) 44.4% (79) - 2.2% (4) - 178(51.6%)
Chinese 34.7% (34) 44.9% (44) 18.4% (18) 2.0% (2) - 98(28.4%)
Indians 44.9% (22) 44.9% (22) - 10.2% (5) - 49(14.2%)
Others 45.0% (9) - - - 55.0% (11) 20(5.8%)
TOTAL 46.4% (160) 42.0% (145) 5.2% (18) 3.2% (11) 3.2% (11) 345(100%)

GENDER
Male 41.5%(76) 47.5%(87) 4.91 %(9) 6.01 %(11) - 183(53.0%)
Female 51 9%(84) 35.8%(58) 5.55%(9) - 6.79(11) 162(47.0%)
TOTAL 46.4%(160) 42.0%(145) 5.21(18) 3.18(11) 3.18(11) 345(100%)

SOCIAL CLASS
UMC 60.8%(31) 39.2%(20) - - - 51 (14.8%)
LMC 37.8%(73) 46.1%(89) 4.6%(9) 5.7%(11) 5.7%(11) 193(55.9%)
LWC 55.4%(56) 35.6%(36) 8.9%(9) - - 101(29.3%)
TOTAL 46.4%(160) 42.0%(145) 5.21(18) 3.18%(11) 3.18%(11) 345(100%)

HOME LOCATION
Plantation I00%(9) - - - - 9 (2.60%)
New Village 55.0%(9) - - 45.0%(11) - 20(5.80%)
Kampung 55.2%(69) 37.6%(47) 7.2%(9) - - 125(36.2%)
Small Town 38.7%(31) 61.3%(49) - - - 80(23.2%)
Large Town 35.4%(33) 52.6%(49) - - 1 1.8%( 11) 93(27.0%)
Metropolitan 50.0%(9) - 50.0%(9) - - 18(5.22%)
TOTAL 46.4%(160) 42.0%(145) 5.21(18) 3.18(11) 3.18(11) 345(100%)

The implication o f the findings seems to suggest that Chinese students were more inclined towards 

fonning study groups based on intra-racial and with their friends from the same state o f origins. This 

is shown in the data, respondent from the new village, 45.0 percent o f them. As one Chinese student 

said:

I prefer to study with my friends who also come from Penang because I have known them 
for years. We also come from the same school, Chung Lin High School. It’s easy because we 
have set up our time, we go for dinner together then we moved to one o f  the members room 
to begin our study. Sometimes, we stay-up until the early hours, and we used to sleep 
together. Not to say that I do not want to study with Malays or Indians, but its difficult to 
get along, because working in a group is not easy, you have to be really friendly. One more
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thing is the choice of subjects, what we do is to sit for the same subjects through out these 
years. The advantage of the group study is that you can compare the lecture notes, assigned 
individuals to particular task, and share the reading materials.

The qualitative data seemingly indicates that Chinese students maintained strong Old Boys grouping, 

and this continues in the university. The Chinese secondary schools, for example, Chung Lin in 

Penang, Sam Tat in Ipoh, Perak, Chung Hwa in Alor Setar, Kedah were considered as the dominant 

and famous secondary schools in the country and the underlying ethos of the schools is maintaining 

the networking. The lesson from this finding show that schools could play an important role in 

germinating the spirit o f group cohesiveness and for this matter the study group.

8.4.1. The Formation of Study Group

Table 8.22 shows the reason given by the students for their choice o f study group. Though they 

realised that friends from other ethnic backgrounds were more helpful and academically better, but 

the data also shows that majority o f Chinese students still prefer to be in their own ethnic group. 

Compared to the Malay and Indian students where slight minority’s appreciated the benefits derived 

from the other ethnic groups. What hinders them from forging with the Chinese to form a study 

group?
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Table 8.22
Reasons for Choosing Members in Study Group

ETHNICITY
Friends 
from other 
ethnic are 
more 
helpful.

I like friends 
from my own 
ethnic 
origins.

Much simpler 
because of 
same dialect

I have known 
them for long 
time.

Other (Please 
specify)

Malays 54.5% (97) 30.9% (55) - 14.6% (26) - 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 34.7% (34) 31.6% (31) 20.4% (20) 2.0% (2) 11.2% (11) 98 (28.4%)
Indians 55.1% (27) 20.4% (10) 14.3% (7) 10.2% (5) - 49 (14.2%)
Others 45.0% (9) - - - 55.0% (11) 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 48.4%(167) 27.9% (96) ! 7.9%(27) 9.5% (33) 6.3% (22) 345(100%)

GENDER
Male 52.4%(96) 25.7(47) 9.8% (18) 12.0% (22) - 183 (53.0%)
Female 43.8%(71) 30.2%(49) 5.5% (9) 6 8% (11) 13.5% (22) 162 (47.0%)
TOTAL 48.4%(167) , 27.9%(96) 7.9% (27) 9.5% (33) 6.3% (22) 345(100%)

SOCIAL CLASS
UMC 60 8%(3 1) 17.6%(9) - -21.6% (11) - 51 (14.8%)
LMC 36 8%(71) 26 4%(51) 13 8% (27) 11.4% (22) 11.4% (22) 193(55.9%)
LWC 64.4%(65) 35.6%(36) - - - 101 (29.3%)
TOTAL 48.4%(167) 27.9%(96) 7.9% (27) 9.5% (33) 6.3% (22) 345(100%)

HOME LOCATION
Plantation 100% (9) - - - - 9 (2.60%0
New Village 55.0% (9) - - 45 0%( 11) • 20 (5.80%)
Kampung 62.4%(78) 28.8%(36) - - 8.8%(11) 125 (36.2%)
Small Town 50.0% (40) 25.0% (20) 11.2% (9) 13 .7% (11) - 80 (23.2%)
Large Town 23.6%(22) 33.3%(31) 19.3% (18) 11.8% (11) 11 8% (11) 93 (27.0%)
Metropolitan 50.0% (9) 50.0% (9) - - - 18(5.22%)
TOTAL 48.4%(167) 27.9%(96) 7.9%(27) 9.5% (33) 6.3% (22) 345(100%)

Malay and Indian students were open and willing to accept friends from other ethnic groups, because 

54.5 percent and 55.1 percent o f them respectively said they are more helpful and academically 

much better than themselves. But, as mentioned earlier only 34.7 percent o f the Chinese students 

were willing to accept the other ethnic groups into their study group. As mentioned by one o f the 

student in an interview, the formation o f study group comes naturally through a period o f 

friendships. A Chinese male student said:

Most of the Chinese students in this university came from similar types of Chinese dominated 
secondary schools and we tend to have similar socialisation process. So, we have similar 
culture with regard to study We have a strict schedule time table and fixed time for ‘study’ 
and ‘group discussion’. 1 think, it is difficult for the Malays and Indians to follow our ‘styles’ 
because Malays like to ‘talks’ first in the ‘cafeterias’ then the remaining time for study. I 
show you an example Encik, our makan (dinner) time is around 5 and 6 in the evening, then 
we moved to our room to begin ‘study’. In comparison, the Malays have their makan 
(dinner) at 8 in the evening, before that they were in the mosque. So, this made it difficult for 
us to have a study group with the Malays or Indians, because of different time schedules.
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That’s the reason 30.9 percent o f the Malay, 31.6 percent o f the Chinese, and 20.4 percent of the 

Indian students said they like to form study group with their friends from the same ethnic origins 

because of the close interaction and the same cultural values. There were 20.4 percent o f the Chinese 

students goes further than ethnic origins, because they said that they prefer to have a study group 

with friends from their home town, so that ‘much simpler because I can speak my own dialect.’ A 

Malay student commented on the attitudes o f the Chinese, he said:

I envy the Chinese students because they have a very cohesive group, and for that matter 
study group. They sit for the same subjects and preferably in the same tutorial group because 
they want to do group assignments together. That’s the reason why we are difficult to get 
the reference books from the library because they pass from one individual to the other. I 
wanted to be a member of the Chinese study group. But the attitude of the Chinese towards 
non-Chinese is. . . The Chinese students do not accept Malays or Indians in their study group 
because I think they regards us as not hardworking or they think that we just wanted to be a 
sleeping partner.

Malay and Indian students have high regards for the academic achievement o f the Chinese students. 

This can be seen in Table 8.23 where 55.6 percent o f the Malay and 69.4 percent o f the Indian 

students choose Chinese students as the overall best student in the university. There were 82.7 

percent o f die Chinese themselves choose their ethnic group as the overall best student in the 

university. Overall 64.6 percent o f the respondents regards Chinese as the overall best students and

17.4 percent regards Malays as the best overall students. In reality, Chinese students were 

academically good and the Malay students were socially and politically better than the Chinese 

particularly in managing the students’ activities. The fact were agreed by a Chinese student, when he 

said:

I agree that Chinese students were only good in their study and scored in the examination, 
but they cannot lead others for social harmony in the campus. I believe that the Malay 
students’ leaders were more responsible and have done justice to all of us. This is because of 
the religious values that have been built-in Malay personality. Islam teaches the Malays to be 
honest, to respects humanities, and above all to do justice for all. Compared to us the 
Chinese, we are more interested in profits and seldom we can do justice to the others 
because of our business orientation. That’s why we Chinese we vote for Malay candidates 
during the campus election, and of course we just want a few to be our representative.

Seemingly, the students in Malaysian universities respected the talent and the extremity o f other 

ethnic community. The immediate qualitative data revealed that Chinese students respected the talent 

and extremity o f Malay students in leading social organisations in the university, and on the other 

hand the Malay students respected that of the Chinese in academic and study. In fact, the Chinese 

students realised of their eagerness o f accumulating wealth. This is in line with the argument of
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Parkinson (1967:12) that “shrewdness in handling money was an important part o f  the equipment 

which the ordinary Chinese took with them when they went overseas in search o f  livelihood.”

8.4.3. The Sense of Appreciation for the Talent of Others

The interesting fact is that the Malay and Indian students who have choose their own ethnic group 

for the overall best students. Table 8.23 presented the respondent view on the overall best students in 

the university. There were 29.8 percent o f  the Malay respondents that have chosen Malays as the 

overall best students. Similarly, there were 10.2 percent o f  the Indian students who have chosen 

Indians as the overall best students.

The idea behind their reasons for the selection could enlightened us on the criteria for the best 

students according to ethnic point o f  view. It is anticipated that, the Malays criteria for best student 

is the one who committed him self / herself to the course o f  social change and social development; 

the Chinese criteria would be hardworking and clever in study; and, the Indian’s criteria would be 

helpful to others. In fact, due to these different perception’s o f  overall best student that motivates 

students to charts their courses in university’s life. Hence, the Malays excel in students' activities, 

Chinese in studies, and Indian in social deprivation related issues.

Table 8.23
Respondent View on the Overall Best Students in the University

ETHNICITY
Malays Chinese Indians Other No Idea Total

Malavs 29.8% (53) 55.6% (99) 2.2% (4) 7.3% (13) 5.1% (9) 178(51.6%)
Chinese 2.0% (2) 82.7% (81) 2.0% (2) 2.0% (2) 11.2% (11) 98 (28.4%)
Indians 10.2% (5) 69.4% (34) 10.2% (5) 10.2% (5) - 49(14.2%)
Others - 45.0% (9) - - 55.0% (11) 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 17.4% (60) 64.6% (223) 3.2% (11) 5.8% (20) 8.9% (31) 345(100% )

GENDER
Male 21 8%(40) 72.1%( 132) 6.0% (11) - 183(53.0%)
Female 12 3%(20) 56.2%(91) - 12.3% (20) 19.1% (31) 162(47.0%)
TOTAL 17.4%(60) 64.6%(223) 3.2%(11) 5.8% (20) 8.9%(3I) 345 (100%)

SOCIAL CLASS
UMC - 82.4% (42) - - 17.6% (9) 51 (14.8%)
LMC 11.4% (22) 65.8%( 127) 5.7% (11) 5.7% (11) 11.4% (22) 193(55.9%)
LWC 37.6% (38) 53.4% (54) - 8.9% (9) - 101 (29.3%)
TOTAL 17.4% (60) 64.6%(223) 3.2% (11) 5.8% (20) 8.9% (31) 345(100% )

HOME LOCATION
Plantation . 100%(9) - - - 9 (2.60%)
New Village - 45.0% (9) 55 ()%(11) - - 20 (5 .80%)
Kampung 32.0%(40) 44.8%(56) - 7.2% (9) 16.0% (20) 125 (36.2%)
Small Town 11.3% (9) 88.7%(71) - - - 80 (23.2%)
Large Town 11.8% (11) 64.5%(60) - 11.8% (11) 118% (11) 93 (27.0%)
Metropolitan - 100%( 18) - - - 18 (5.22%)
TOTAL 17.4% (60) 64.6 %(223) 3.2% (11) 5.8% (20) 8.9% (31) 345(100% )
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Table 8.24 shows the reasons choose by the students of why they regarded the above ethnic group as 

the best overall students in the university. It seems that 76.8 percent o f the respondents were inclined 

to regard the overall best students from the academic point of view, that is hardworking and clever. 

Due to that the students’ choice were concentrated on the Chinese because they have shown their 

ability to get a relatively good grade in their studies.

In fact, the entire university’s population is holding to the same view, appreciating those 

hardworking and clever and neglecting the other side o f students development that is active in co- 

curricular activities, helpful to others, and mixed around easily. Only Malay students seem to 

appreciate an overall personality development, but the Chinese and Indians seem to be very 

utilitarian in their attitudes towards education. There were 80.3 percent o f the Malay students agree 

that the quality o f overall best students should be hard working and clever. Beside that, there were 

5.1 percent said active in club, society’s and union; 5.8 percent said helpful to others, and 2.2 

percent said mixed around easily. An interesting facts pointed out by 11.2 percent o f the Malay 

students is the ability of students to show their respects to others, belief in God, morally good, and 

collective spirits.

The tendency o f 84.7 percent o f the Chinese students were to value hardworking and clever as the 

quality o f overall best students. None o f the students choose active in social activities as the criteria 

for the overall best students. But for 11.2 percent o f the Chinese students, they said the overall best 

students should be the one who have shown their ability to focus on their study and gets an extra 

merits for their ability to study courses which are considered difficult and very challenging.
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Table 8.24
Respondents Views on the Quality of Overall Best Students

ETHNICITY
Hardworking 
and clever

Active in 
society’s and 
students’ 
union

Helpful to 
others.

Mixed
around easily

Other (Please 
specify)

Total

Malays 80.3% (143) 5.1% (9) 1.1% (2) 2.2% (5) 112% (20) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 84 7%(83) - 2.0% (2) 2.0% (2) 11.2% (11) 98 (28.4%)
Indians 79.6% (39) - 10.2% (5) 10.2% (5) - 49(14.2%)
Others - - 55.0% (11) 45.0% (9) - 20(5.8%)
TOTAL 76.8% (265) 2.6% (9) 5.8% (20) 6.0% (20) 8.9% (31) 345(100%)

GENDER
Male 79 2%( 145) 7.4% (9) 7.4% (9) 10.9% (20) - 183 (53.0%)
Female 74 0%( 120) - 6.8% (11) - 19.1% (31) 162 (47.0%)
TOTAL r 76.8%(265) 2.6% (9) 5.8% (20) 6.0% (20) 8.9% (31) 345(100%)

SOCIAL CLASS
UMC 82.4% (42) - - 17.6% (9) - 51 (14.8%)
LMC 77.2% (149) - 5.7% (11) 5.7% (11) 114% (22) 193 (55.9%)
LWC 73.3% (74) 8.9% (9) 8.9% (9) - 8.9% (9) 101 (29.3%)
TOTAL 76.8% (265) 2.6% (9) 5.8% (20) 6.0% (20) 8.9% (3!) 345(100%)

HOME LOCATION
Plantation 100% (9) - - - - 9 (2.60%)
New Village 55.0% (9) - 45.0% (11) - - 20 (5.80%)
Kampung 76.8% (96) 7.2% (9) - 7.2% (9) 8.8% (11) 125 (36.2%)
Small Town 75.0% (60) - - - 25.0% (20) 80 (23.2%)
Large Town 88.2% (82) - - 11 8% (11) - 93 (27.0%)
Metropolitan 50.0% (9) - 50.0% (9) - - 18 (5.22%)
TOTAL 76.8% (265) 2.6% (9) 5.8% (20) 5.8% (20) 8.9% (31) 345(100%)

Chinese students were considered as the best overall students. They were considered as the best 

because they have portrayed themselves to be hardworking and clever. Ironically, only Malay 

respondent resided in the kampung stated the value o f  “active in society’s and students’ union” as 

one o f  the criteria for overall best student. Similarly, no female and upper middle class (UMC) and 

lower middle class (LMC) stated such criteria for overall best student. A Malay male student 

explained:

We were admitted to this university because o f  the quota system. Otherwise we w on’t be 
here How can we compete with the Chinese? They are all highly qualified and if you were to 
look at their STPM result almost all o f  them got more than 69 points. We Malays., main nak 
cakap (shy to speak out). That’s why if we got the degree is more than enough, no need to 
score to be excellence or the best student. But, I think university is not only meant for 
academic excellence, because there are other opportunities to develops ones talent, like 
leadership, writing, and business. So, I don’t worry about academic because there are ways 
o f  becoming successful in life.
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The Malay student’s revelation is true, because in the course o f  the fieldwork the author managed to 

get a copy o f  "Overall Students’ Performance in the Sijil Tinggi Perseko/ahan Malaysia or Higher 

School Certificate Reports’ for non specified year. The detail o f  the report is summarise in Table 

8.25.

Table 8.25
Summary of STPM Results for University’s Applications for Non-specified Year (West Malaysia)

Ethnicity Number of 
Applicants

Group A Group B Group C Group D

Malay 11,836 30 (0.2%) 2093 (17.7%) 1165 (1.4%) 9548 (80 7%)
Chinese 8621 520(6.3% ) 983 (11.9%) 3403 (41.2%) 3355 (40.6%)
Indian 1910 20(1.0% ) 64 (3 4%) 456 (23.9%) 1370(71.7% )

TOTAL 22,367 570 (2.6%) 3140(5.5%) 5024 (27.0%) 14,273(64.9%)

Source: Fieldwork from the Assessment Officer, University’s Central Unit, Ministry of Education

The group’s categorisation is based on the grading point set by the University’s Central Unit, 

Ministry o f  Education. The admission grading points is shown in Table 8.26. As a method o f  

assessment and indicator for quality' o f  academic achievement, the grade point were then divided 

into categories, as the following:

1. The applicant who achieved 72 -  60 point is categorised as Group A
2. The applicant who achieved 59 -51 points is categorised as Group B
3. The applicant who achieved 50 -3 7  points is categorised as Group C.
4 The applicant who achieved 3 6 - 1 6  points is categorised as Group D

Thus, the majority o f  Malays and Indian is categorised into Group D in comparison to the Chinese is 

Group C.

Table 8.26 
Admission Grading Points for STPM

Subject Grade Point Assigned
A 16
B 14
C 12
D 10
E 8

R (Subsidary Pass) 5
F 0

Source: Ministry of Education, 1996, Higher Education Unit

In light o f  the STPM results it seem clear that Malays admission to the universities in Malaysia are 

made possible by the ethnic quotas allocated to them. The other entry qualifications are the
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matriculation certificate, where all the students are Malays. According to Lim Teck Ghee (1995), 

Malay students that were admitted based on the matriculation certificate and diploma are not 

counted in the Malay’s ethnic quotas. Seemingly, the actual number o f Malay students in the 

universities in Malaysia is more than 55 percent. Some universities practised a policy of second 

intake (usually in December semester) and this again is an opportunity for the universities to 

increased the number of Malay student population.

8.4.4. The Attitudes o f the Lecturers toward Students

During the period o f the New Economic Policy (NEP) 1970 -  1990, the universities had managed to 

increase the number of Malay lecturers. The Public Service Commission had introduced various 

training schemes to enable Malays to be trained locally and abroad for higher academic study. 

Among the schemes, SLAB or Skim Latihan Akademik Bumiputera (Bumiputera Academic Training 

Schemes) is the most popular. Malay students with the First Class and Second Class Upper Honours 

degree would be invited to apply for the scheme, and the majority of them were send abroad to 

pursue Master and Doctor o f Philosophy degree. However, the ‘best Malay student’ is sometime not 

attracted to ‘academic work’ as expressed by the former Vice-chancellor o f USM (University of 

Science Malaysia):

Low wage levels make it difficult for the university to achieve an ethnic balance in the 
composition of the administrative, academic, professional, technical, clerical and other 
supporting staff. This is because every time a Malay staff member is recruited for service, he 
is attracted by higher salaries elsewhere. Even the training programmes attract few Malay 
scholars because of greater remuneration offered by other institutions (Hamzah Sendut, 
quoted from Basham, 1983:67).

Thus, during the period o f more than twenty years, the Malaysian government has had been able to 

increase the number Malay academics. Presently, Malays has become the majority o f lecturers in the 

universities in Malaysia.

Although the majority of the lecturers are Malays, but they usually acknowledge Chinese to be the 

best students, followed by Indians and then Malays. Chinese students also seem to be open in their 

choice o f lecturers, and they do not hesitate to be taught by Malay lecturers, because they seem to 

know that no one would discriminated them if  they were good academically. Compared to the
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Malay students, which seem hesitated to be taught by lecturer from other ethnic groups, because they 

were afraid of discriminations.

As for the degree o f fairness and equality, the students’ evaluation is shown in Table 8.27. To the

22.4 percent o f the Chinese students they regarded lecturers from other ethnic groups as “All are fair 

and equal”. There are 34.7 percent and 40.8 percent of the Chinese students stated that “Most are 

fair and equal” and “Some are fair and equal”. The implication o f  the Chinese students’ evaluation is 

that Chinese students have a relatively ‘good’ image of the Malay lecturers, the image of 

trustworthy, fair, and have given equal treatment to all the students irrespective o f ‘race’. As one 

Chinese male student said:

All my lecturers in this university are Malays. Most of them are good and few of them are 
excellence. I like all of them. When I was in school, my perception of Malay teacher is the 
one who can only teach Malay Language and Malay Literature. But, my perception was 
wrong, because in the university the Malays are capable of teaching the demanding 
knowledge -  Econometrics, Laws, Mathematics, Information Technology, and Accountancy. 
In comparison, I like Malay lecturers because their approach is more towards ‘moral’, 
‘religious’, ‘societal base’, and to them the most important thing is to become ‘good and 
obedient to the Will of Allah (God)’. The Malay lecturers are excellence in ‘human relations’ 
too -  they invited the students to their room to discuss not only educational matters but 
other matters too (personal, family, and future endeavour).

In this context, it could be justify that lecturer from other ethnic group and in this case the Malay 

lecturer do not show their favour to their own ethnic community. As ‘teachers’ they treat their 

student fairly, especially so in the university “with respect and dignity because they are all adults” 

(Interview with Malay male lecturer).

In comparison to the students’ evaluation, the author had also interview five lecturers (three Malays, 

two Chinese and an Indian) with regard to this particular aspect, to get their comments on the overall 

images o f their students. A senior lecturer, Malay male noted that:

I have been teaching in this university for nearly 15 years, teaching students from the three 
main ethnic groups. I found that for the past 7 or 8 years, the Chinese students are more 
polite to the lecturers. Before that, such values of ‘politeness’, ‘good-manners’ were higher 
among the Malay students. I think, in the Malaysian context, lecturers expected the students 
to respect and to be humble to them. This is our way of educating the younger generation so 
that they would not forget the core our society’s solidarity.
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In comparison, Chinese lecturers give her ‘positive’ comments toward the Malay students. She said:

I was educated abroad, in England since ‘A ’ Level until my Masters. So I do not know very 
much about the local university’s culture So far I found that the Malays are very polite 
towards the lecturers and they never demand about the grade and sometime you feel obliged 
to them because o f  their humbleness. My comments about the Chinese is that they are too 
demanding and they expected you to give them the good grades because they are 
hardworking, attentive, and ‘for their past academic records’. If  you failed to give them the 
good grades they would influenced their juniors to ‘watch out o f  you’ and if possible to take 
the course with other lecturers.

Seemingly, both comments showed that the lecturers too are delighted with the standards o f  

students’ behaviour in their learning process. Thus, both parties, students and lecturers, have shown 

their mutual respects o f  each other position.

Table 8.27
Respondents Evaluation of Lecturers from Other Ethnic Group

ETHNICITY
AH are fair and 
equal

Most are fair 
and equal

Some are fair 
and equal

Few are fair and 
equal

Total

Malays 12.4% (22) 47.2% (84) 32.0% (57) 8.4% (15) 178(51.6%)
Chinese 22.4%(22) 34.7% (34) 40.8% (40) 2.0% (2) 98 (28.4%)
Indians 10.2% (5) 59.2% (29) 20.4% (10) 10.2% (5) 49(14.2%)
Others - 100.0% (20) - - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 14.2% (49) 48.4% (167) 31.0% (107) 6.4% (22) 345(100%)

GENDER
Male 15.8% (29) 41.5% (76) 36.6% (67) 6.0% (11) 183 (53.0%)
Female 12.3% (20) 56.2% (91) 24.7% (40) 6.8% (11) 162 (47.0%)
TOTAL 14.2% (49) 48.4% (167) 31.0% (107) 6.4% (22) 345 (100%)

SOCIAL CLASS
UMC - 78.4% (40) 21.6% (11) - 14.8% (51)
LMC 114% (22) 4.7% (91) 30.0% (58) 11.4% (22) 55.9% (193)
LWC 26.7% (27) 35.6% (36) 37.6% (38) - 29.3% (101)
TOTAL 14.8% (49) 48.4% (167) 31.0% (107) 6.4% (22) 345(100%)

HOME LOCATION
Plantation - 100% (9) - - 9 (2.60%)
New Village - 55.0% (9) - 45.0% (II) 20 (5.80%)
Kampung 24.8% (31) 44.8% (56) 30.4% (38) - 125 (36.2%)
Small Town 11.2% (9) 25.0% (20) 50.0% (40) 13.7% (11) 80 (23.2%)
Large Town 9.7% (9) 59.1% (55) 31.2% (29) - 93 (27.0%)
Metropolitan . 100% (18) - - 18(5.22%)
TOTAL 14.8% (49) 48.4% (167) 31.0% (107) 6.4% (22) 345(100%)

As shown by the data in Table 8.27 students were inclined to said that lecturers from other ethnic 

groups as ‘most are fair and equal’ with 48.4 percent or ‘some are fair and equal’ with 31.0 percent. 

In light o f  the data, it is interesting to note that 26.7 percent o f  the lower middle class (LWC) and

24.8 percent o f  the respondent from kampung stated that their lecturers are ‘All are fair and equal’.
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Table 8.28 shows that 56.2 percent o f  the Malay students preferred to be taught by members o f  their 

ethnic group. As for the Chinese 77.6 percent and Indians 89.8 percent said that they preferred to be 

taught by a mixture o f  all ethnic groups. If given a free choice, it seem that 11.2 percent o f  the 

Chinese students preferred to be taught by Indian lecturers. Malay and Indian students do not choose 

Indians as their lecturers.

Table 8.28 
Respondents Selection of Lecturers

ETHNICITY
From my own 
race

From other race,
specifically
Chinese

From other race,
specifically
Indians

Mixed, Chinese, 
Indians, and 
Malays

Total

Malavs 56.2% (100) 2.2% (4) - 41.6% (74) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 9.2%(9) 2.0% (2) 11.2% (11) 77.6% (76) 98 (28.4%)
Indians - 10 2% (5) - 89.8% (44) 49(14.2%)
Others - - - 100.0% (20) 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 29.6% (109) 3.3% (11) 3.3% (11) 62.0% (214) 345 (100%)

GENDER
Male 21.9% (40) - 6 .0% (11) 72.1% (132) 183 (53.0%)
Female 42.6% (69) 6.8% (11) - 50.6% (162) 162 (47.0%)
TOTAL 29.6% (109) 3.3% (11) 3.3% (11) 62.0% (214) 345 (100%)

SOCIAL CLASS
UMC 43.1% (22) - - 56.9% (29) 51 (14.8%)
LMC 16.1% (31) 5.7% (11) 5.7% (11) 72.5% (140) 193 (55.9%)
LWC 55.4% (56) - - 44.6% (45) 101 (29.3%)
TOTAL 29.6% (109) 3.3% (11) 33% (11) 62.0% (214) 345 (100%)

HOME LOCATION
Plantation - - - 100% (9) 9 (2.60%)
New Village - - - 100% (20) 20 (5.80%)
Kampung 44.8% (56) - - 55.2% (69) 125 (36.2%)
Small Town 52.5% (42) - - 47.5% (38) 80 (23.2%)
Large Tow n 11.8% (11) 11.8% (11) 11.8% (11) 64.5% (60) 93 (27.0%)
Metropolitan . - - 100% (18) 18(5.22%)
TOTAL 29.6% (109) 33% (11) 3.3% (11) 62.0% (214) 345(100%)

Malay students have accepted the facts that they were difficult to survive if  taught by lecturers from 

other ethnic groups, because “they might not understand our problem” (Interview with Malay 

student). This is because o f  the ‘dependent attitude’ o f  the Malay students as noted in Abdul Razak 

Habib, et.al findings (1994). The Malay students, according to Abdul Razak Habib et. al (1994), 

Malay students need to be told and guided all the way, and he and his colleagues found that Malay 

students would show their higher performance i f  they were treated in such manner. A Malay female 

student admitted this fact, she said:
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I wouJd like very much to study under the expatriate lecturers because we know that they 
were very good. But, we have shortcomings, our English is not good and we also did not 
know how to get close to them. I saw Chinese and Indian students took the opportunity to 
study under the expatriate lecturers. But, if the expatriate is a Muslim is different thing 
because they know our culture, and it is similar I think. I rather be taught by Malay lecturers 
because they knows our weaknesses and it is easy for us to talk with them to tell about our 
problems. One more thing I think is that the expatriate has certain prejudice towards us 
Malays, because they are not keen to get to know us, compared to the Chinese and Indian 
students they get the sympathy from them.

The Malay student’s were questionable o f the foreign lecturers because the past experienced showed 

that the foreigners were too opinionated and unaware o f the Malaysian situation. They usually sided 

the non-Malay students, because in their opinion that the latter is being discriminated by the Malays 

and particularly the Malay-led government. In the word o f Basham (1983:74), the foreign lecturers 

were accused o f “harbouring racist attitudes towards the Asians”. In USM (University of Science 

Malaysia), during the fall o f 1974 an Australian lecturer failed ten o f the Malay students resulted in 

major demonstrations and boycotting o f classes (Basham, 1983). The Malay students’ also 

registered frequent complaints that most foreign lecturers lacked “relevance to the Malaysian 

setting” (Interview with Malay students). However, the Chinese and Indian students took the 

opportunity to be close to the foreign lecturers (Interview with Malay students).

In doing so, the Chinese and Indian students do not suspects that the majority o f the Malay lecturers 

were bias towards the positive cultural traits before giving marks to the students. Chinese students 

succeeded in getting good marks because they have showed their talents and they really work for it. 

Nearly all lecturers regarded the Chinese students as the best. The Chinese students were said to be 

hardworking, not shy to ask question, polite, and good in their studies. It is clear from the data in 

Table 8.29 that students regarded as 28.4 percent usually, 35.7 percent seldom, and 29.6 percent 

never happened. Though it happened, but that is very seldom, in fact for 50.6 percent o f the female 

respondent it never happened. Nevertheless as one Chinese female student said:

Malay lecturers like to compare the academic performances of the Chinese with that of the 
Malays. They even go to the extent of humiliating the Malay students. They usually said that 
the Malay students were not doing enough for their study. Some Malay lecturers said that 
the Malays should abandon their kampung culture, because he/she noticed that Malay 
students spent a lot of their time in the cafeterias, sitting and talking. I know that the 
intention of the Malay lecturers is to make the Malay students realised and change their 
attitude.
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Table 8.29
Attitude of Malay Lecturers towards the Positive Cultural Traits of the Chinese

ETHNICITY
Always Usually Seldom Never Total

Malay 2.2% (4) 27.0% (4) 39.3% (70) 31.5% (56) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 2.0% (2) 24.5% (24) 35.7% (35) 37.8% (37) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 10.5% (5) 34.7% (17) 36.7% (18) 18.4% (9) 49(14.2%)
Others 55.0% (11) 45.0% (9) - - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 6.4% (22) 28.4% (98) 30.7% (123) 29.6% (102) 345(100%)

GENDER
Male - 42.6% (78) 47.5% (87) 9.8% (18) 183 (53.0%)
Female 13.6% (22) 12.3% (20) 22.2% (36) 50.6% (84) 162 (47.0%)
TOTAL 6.4% (22) 28.4% (98) 30.7% (123) 29.6% (102) 345(100%)

8.4.5. Perceptions towards Other Ethnic Groups

The discussion above highlighted issues that is considered related to race relations in Malaysian 

universities. Table 8.30 shows the students perceptions o f  other ethnic groups. It is indicated that the 

Malay students were prejudice against the other ethnic groups. In fact, Abdullah Taib et.al (1981) 

noted that the element o f  prejudice was spread by colonialism. The colonialists had introduced the 

policy o f  divide and rule that has a long-term effect on ethnic groups in Malaysia. Besides the 

economic activities, the schools were separated, the sport activities were divided, and the residential 

areas segregated. Thus each ethnic group is prejudice against the other ethnic group. There were 6.2 

percent said that other ethnic groups were not important to them either now or in the future, and 

there were also 17.4 percent said that ‘I believed in my own race, either good or bad.’ There were

47.8 percent o f  the Malay respondents who have said that the other ethnic groups are relevant for 

their future advancement in life. The Malay students were also suspicious toward the Chinese and 

the Indians, because 28.7 percent o f  them said that They are good to you if  they feel they want your 

help, otherwise no.’ Hence, the inter-ethnic relations are more o f  the secondary interactions, the 

interactions for specific purposes. On the other hands, the intra-ethnic contacts is however still high 

among the students.

This ethnocentric views, views that everything from one’s culture and race is the best, held by the 

Malay students were not surprised because there were Malay students who never have come into 

contact with either the Chinese or the Indians prior o f  their entry into the university. The finding 

seems to concur with that o f  Abdul Razak Habib, et.al (1994), where he and his colleagues noted 

that for Malay students from the state o f  Kelantan and Terengganu especially, never come into 

contacts with the non-Malays during their school days. Ethnic contacts are crucial for understanding
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each other ways o f  life, as noted by Abdullah Taib et.al (1981:57) that “The ethnic composition o f  

the population in an area has a direct effect on ethnic relations.”

Table 8.30
Respondents Perception of Other Ethnic Groups

ETHNICITY
They are 
relevant for 
your future 
advancement 
in life

They are not 
important at 
all in your life, 
whether now or 
in the future

They are good 
to you if they 
feel they want 
your help, 
otherw ise no

I believed in 
my own race, 
either good or 
bad

Other (Please 
specify)

Total
'

■ •

Malays 47.8% (85) 6.2% (11) 28.7% (51) 17.4% (31) - 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 77.6% (76) - 13.3% (13) - 9.2% (9) 98 (28.4%)
Indians 89.8% (44) - 10.2% (5) - - 49(14.2% )
Others 100.0%(20) - - - - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 65.2%  (225) 3 .3%  (11) 20.0%  (69) 8 .9%  (31) 2 .6%  (9) 345 (100% )

GENDER
Male 67.2%  (123) - 16.9% (31) 10.9% (20) 4.9%  (9) 183 (53.0%)
Female 63.0% (102) 6.8% (11) 23.5% (38) 6.8% (11) - 162 (47.0%)
TOTAL 65.2%  (225) 3 .2%  (11) 20.0%  (69) 9.0%  (31) 2 .6%  (9) 345 (100% )

SOCIAL CLASS
UMC 100% (51) - - - - 51 (14.8%)
LMC 56.5% (109) 5.7% (11) 21.7% (42) 11.4% (22) 4.6% (9) 193 (55.9%)
LWC 64.4%  (65) - 26.7% (27) 8.9% (9) - 101 (29.3%)
TOTAL 65.2%  (225) 3 .3%  (11) 20.0%  (69) 8 .9%  (31) 2 .6%  (9) 345 (100% )

HOME LOCATION
Plantation 100% (9) - - - - 9 (2.60%0
New Village 45.0% (9) - 55.0% (11) - - 20 (5.80%)
Kampung 62.4%  (8) - 21.6% (27) 16.0% (20) - 125 (36.2%)
Small Town 61.3%  (49) - 25.0% (20) 13.7% (11) - 80 (23 .2%)
Large I'own 66.7%  (62) 11.8% (11) 11.8% (11) - 9.7% (9) 93 (27.0%)
Metropolitan 100% (18) - - - - 18 (5.22%)
TOTAL 65.2% (225) 3.3% (11) 20.0% (69) 8.9% (31) 2.6% (9) 345 (100%y

Compared to the Chinese and the Indians, which as the data shows have an open attitude toward 

other ethnic community. There were 77.6 percent o f  the Chinese respondents and 89.8 percent o f  the 

Indian respondents that said that other ethnic groups were relevant for their future advancement in 

life. There were only 13.3 percent o f  the Chinese and 10.2 percent o f  the Indian respondents who 

said that They are good to you if  they feel they want your help, otherwise no’. It is also interesting to 

note the Chinese respondent perceptions towards other ethnic groups, because there were 9.2 percent 

o f the students choose to do so. As one Chinese student said in his comment, “I’m thankful to the 

Malays because they have accepted us in their country, and so far in my observation there is no other 

country where the Chinese can be so prosperous and yet accepted to rule together with the 

indigenous community.” The other Chinese student said, “Intermarriages should be encouraged in 

Malaysian society because through that a true Malaysian will emerged.”

In regard to this comment, it is interesting to note the findings o f  Basham (1983) about the intention 

o f  university's students to practised intermarriage for their future life. Intermarriage and interracial
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dating are strongly disapproved of, by all the three ethnic community. Malays disregard 

intermarriage due to religious factor, unless the partner is willing to embraced Islam. Chinese 

disregard intermarriage because o f  feeling o f  superiority over the other two ethnic communities. 

Indian disregard intermarriage because the religious factor. Basham (1983:74) noted that "‘A Chinese 

female who dated an Indian student and planned marriage admitted her behaviour was deviant and 

anticipated paying a price few Chinese students would risk: severance o f  family contacts.”

University education has to play a role in shaping and changing students perceptions towards life 

and friendships. This is because the nature o f  the environment in the university which encouraged 

students to know one another and to find the truth. In the context o f  race relations, students in the 

university would have the best opportunity for making inter-ethnic contact. Table 8.31 shows 

students perception about the university and life experiences in terms o f  their pattern o f  friendships.

Table 8.31
Does University Education and Life Experience Change Pattern of Friendships?

ETHNICITY
Yes No A Little Begin to 

understand the 
value of friendship 
with other ethnic 
groups

Other (Please 
specify)

Total

Malays 31.5% (56) 24.7% (44) 25.3% (45) 13.5% (24) 5.1% (9) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 58.2% (57) 13.3% (13) 17.3% (17) 11.2% (11) - 98 (28.4%)
Indians 40.8% (20) 20.4% (10) 18.4% (9) 20.4% (10) - 49(14.2% )
Others 55.0% (11) 45.0% (9) - - - 20 (5.8%)

TOTAL 41.8%(144) 22.0% (76) 20.6% (71) 13.0% (45) 2.6% (9) 345(100%)
GENDER

Male 49.7% (91) 14.8% (27) 15.8% (29) 19.7% (36) - 183 (53.0%)
Female 32.7% (53) 30.2% (49) 25.9% (42) 5.6% (9) 5.6% (9) 162 (47.0%)
TOTAL 41.8%(144) 22.0% (76) 20.6% (71) 13.0% (45) 2.6% (9) 345 (100%)

SOCIAL CLASS
UMC 21.6% (11) 39.2% (20) 21.6% (11) 17.6% (9) - 51 (14.8%)

LMC 44.5% (86) 10.4% (20) 31.0% (60) 9.3% (18) 4.6% (9) 193 (55.9%)

LWC 46.5% (47) 35.6% (36) - 17.8% (18) - 101 (29.3%)

TOTAL 4L8%(144) 22.0% (76) 20.6% (71) 13.0% (45) 2.6% (9) 345 (100%)
HOME LOCATION

Plantation 100% (9) - - - - 9 (2.60%)

New Village 55.0% (11) - 45.0% (9) - - 20 (5.80%)

Kampung 39.2% (49) 14.4% (18) 24.8% (31) 14.4% (18) 7.2% (9) 125 (36.2%)

Small Town 27.5% (22) 36.5% (29) 13.7% (11) 22.5% (18) - 80 (23.2%)

Large Town 56.9% (53) 21.5% (20) 21.5% (20) - - 93 (27.0%)
Metropolitan - 50.0% (9) - 50.0% (9) - 18(5.22%)

T O T A L 41.8% (144) 22.0% (76) 20.6% (71) 13.0% (45) 2.6% (9) 345 (100%)

There were 41.7 percent o f  the students said that university education and life experiences have 

changed their pattern o f  friendship. There were 20.6 percent o f  the students said that university 

education and life experiences begin to change a little their pattern o f  friendship. There were also 

13.0 percent o f  the students admitted that they begin to understand the value o f  friendship with other
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ethnic communities. Compared to only 22.0 percent o f the students who said university education 

and life experiences does not change their pattern of friendship.

The implication of the data shows that for the majorities of the students, with the exception o f the 

Indian students, university is the place they meet and live with the other ethnic groups for the first 

time in their life. The Malay students who attended the national primary schools in the rural areas 

and continued their study in the national secondary schools in some districts never come into 

contacts with the non-Malays. Similarly, with the Chinese students who have attended the Chinese 

primary schools and continued their study in the Chinese secondary schools never also come into 

contacts with Malays and Indians. Universities therefore should play an important role in fostering 

racial unity in all its activities, because if  university were to silence in these aspects, the great 

majority o f Malaysian would never have the chance to know each ethnic community.

SUM M ARY

This chapter discusses issues related to foundations of state o f security / insecurity in Malaysian 

universities. Firstly, on the sense of security and insecurity among the three ethnic communities. It 

was highlighted that the Malay students were more secure as compared to the non-Malays in the 

Malaysian contexts and in the Universities. The institutional securities provided by the government’s 

interventions have resulted in complacency among the Malays. Secondly, on the students’ view of 

the Malay special rights that have given birth to the security o f the Malays. It was clear form the data 

presented that the non-Malays students disagree with the systems and the provisions, but agree with 

the efforts of the government to helps the Malays. Among the Malays also there were certain 

disagreement because it has only benefited the top echelon o f the Malay society. Thus, the Malay 

objections do not follow those made by the non-Malays, but rather express the idea that the 

government is not doing enough for die Malays. For example, the radicals complain that “the 

government is not really helping poor Malays enough but just trying to create a few rich Malays.” 

Thirdly, on the cultural traits o f the students’ in Malaysian universities. The cultural traits are divided 

into three parts, the students’ views on university’s admission, the benefits gained by the Malays, 

and the positive images o f the Chinese students. Fourthly, on the state of race relations in Malaysian 

universities. It has been argued that the three ethnic communities’ lives separately and among them 

breathe a strong prejudice.
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CHAPTER NINE

COMPARATIVE DETERMINANTS OF STUDENTS 
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE AND CHOICE OF EMPLOYMMENT

IN T R O D U C T IO N

The purpose o f this chapter is to present and analyse the findings regarding students’ academic 

performance and choice o f employment. The discussion focuses on four interrelated issues to 

the students’ academic performance and choice o f employment. The four issues are firstly, the 

students’ ability, aspiration, and expectation. Secondly, the students’ experiences in lectures and 

study. Thirdly, the students’ social and leisure time activities. Fourthly, on the students’ 

inclination with regards to employment. The arguments forwarded in this chapter as in the 

previous chapter are based on the analysis o f data revealed by the students through the 

questionnaire. The analysis is then backed up by interviews, which were carried out with 

Students, Lecturers, Students’ Counsellors, Assistant Registrar (Academic Affairs), Librarian, 

and the Security Officer.

9.1. ST U D E N T S’ A C A D E M IC  PE R FO R M A N C E

The previous chapter has indicated that the strong feeling o f security provided by the policy o f 

Malay special rights was the impetus that has created the reasons for the lower academic 

performance o f the Malay students. The opportunities provided have made the Malay students 

to have high aspiration and expectation. Although, Malay students have shown lower academic 

ability compared to the non-Malay students (particularly the Chinese). Thus, level o f  the feeling 

o f security is one o f the reasons explaining the differences in academic performance between 

the successful non-Malays (particularly the Chinese students) and the unsuccessful Malay 

students.

This section continues the discussion on the determining factors and focuses on why the non- 

Malay students (particularly the Chinese) were successful and the Malays were unsuccessful in 

their academic endeavour. The inferences are made based on the students’ responses in the 

questionnaire. These responses are then backed-up by the interviews. The discussion in this 

section focuses on two issues, firstly, on students’ ability, aspiration, and expectation, and 

secondly, on students’ experiences in lectures and study.
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The main hypothesis o f  this study is that, the higher the feeling o f security the lower the 

academic performance o f the students. Students with higher feeling o f security also tend to 

choose public sector as their future employment. The following discussion shall discussed 

further the sub-hypothesis that supports the main hypothesis.

9.1.1. S tudents’ Ability, A spiration  and E xpectation

It was hypothesised that the mobility aspiration attitudes and expectation o f the Malay students 

tend to be higher compared to the non-Malay students. On the other hand, the ability o f the non- 

Malay students (particularly the Chinese) is much higher compared to the Malay students. It has 

been argued by the literature in Chapter Two, Chapter Three, and the statement o f the problems 

in Chapter Five that the academic performance o f the Malay students were proved to be weak. 

The weakness was argued based on the negative cultural attitudes portrayed by Malay students 

in the Malaysian universities. Respondents are asked about their academic performance based 

on the average grade since the first semester. The response is shown in Table 9.1.

The majority o f the Malay respondents are in category B which means that they are in the 

second-class lower. The Chinese respondents are in category B+ that means that they are in the 

second-class upper category. The performances o f the Malay respondents are similar to the 

Indian respondents. There are wide gaps between the performance o f the Chinese respondents 

(91.8 percent) for the B+ category compared to the Malays (42.1 percent). Hence, the findings 

proved that the academic ability o f the Malay students were weak.

The findings seem to agree with Abu Bakar Hashim et.al. (1997). They have indicated majority 

o f  Malay respondents were in the ‘C ’ category compared to the non-Malays (particularly the 

Chinese) were in category in ‘B’ and ‘A ’. There is a significant proved that in Malaysian 

universities the academic performance was related to ethnic groups. In Abu Bakar Hashim’s 

(1997) findings, it further proved the weakness o f the Malay students because there were 3.2 

percent o f  the failures were o f ethnic Malays. In this study, there were 12.4 percent Malay 

respondents reported that they are in ‘C’ category.

The overall scene in Table 9.1 seemingly shows that the female respondent did better than the 

male. The lower middle class (LMC) is ahead o f the lower working class (LWC) and the upper 

middle class (UMC). In term o f home location, the respondents from the plantation or rubber 

estate, large towns, and the metropolitan areas did better than the rest o f the home locations. 

However, the interesting point in the revelation is that the academic performance o f the female 

students is better than the male.
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Table 9.1
Respondents Average Grade Since the First Semester

ETHNICITY
A
(l^Class)

B+
(Upper)

B
(Lower)

C
(Third)

D
(Pass)

E
(Fail)

T otal

Malay - 42.1%
(75)

45.5%
(81)

12.4%
(22)

- 178
(51.6%)

Chinese - 91.8%
(90)

8.2%
(8)

- - - 98
(28.4%)

Indian - 44.9%
(22)

55.1% (27)- - - - 49
(14.2%)

Others - 100.0%
(20)

- - - - 20
(5.8%)

TOTAL - 60.0%
(207)

33.6%
(116)

6.4%
(22)

- “ 345
(100%)

GENDER
Male - 51.4% 

(94)
36.6%
(67)

12.0%
(22)

- - 183
(53.0%)

Female - 69.8% (113) 30.2%
(49)

- - - 162
(47.0%)

TOTAL - 60.0%
(207)

33.6%
(116)

6.4%
(22)

- - 345
(»Q0%)

SOCIAL CLASS
UMC - 39.2%

(20)
39.2%
(20)

21.6%
(ID

- - 5 1
(14.8%)

LMC - 73.6% (142) 20.7%
(40)

5.7%
(11)

- - 193
(55.9%)

LWC - 44.6%
(45)

55.4%
(56)

- - - 101
(29.3%)

TOTAL - 60.0%
(207)

33.6%
(116)

6.4%
(22)

- 345
(100%)

HOME LOCATION
Plantation - 100%

(9)
- - - - 9

(2.60%)
New Village - 45.0%

(9)
55.0%
(11)

- - - 20
(5.80%)

Kampung - 53.6%
(67)

37.6%
(47)

8.8%
(11)

- - 125
(36.2%)

Small Town - 27.6%
(22)

58.7%
(47)

13.7%
(11)

- - 80
(23.2%)

Large Tow n - 88.2%
(82)

11.8%
(11)

- - 93
(27.0%)

Metropolitan - 100%
(18)

- - - 18
(5.22%)

TOTAL 60.0%
(207)

33.6%
(116)

6.4%
(22)

- 345
(100%)

In term o f  ethnicity, the female students from the three ethnic communities also have shown that 

their academic performance is much better than the male. Table 9.2 shows the average grade o f  

male and female respondents. In fact, the respondents that have reported that their average grade 

is ‘C ’ are the males. Seemingly, the Malay females have stated that their average grade is much 

better than the Chinese females. This revelation clearly contradicted with Basham (1983) and 

Razali Arof (1985) findings. Both o f  them found that the Malay female had the lowest grade in 

the university.
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Table 9.2
Male and Female Respondents Average Grades Since the First Semester

MALE
Grade Malav Chinese Indian Others Total
B+ 16.0%( 15) 63.8%(60) 10 6%( 10) 9.6%(9) 94(100%)

' B 61 2%(41) 9.0%(6) 29.9%(20) - 67(100%)
C 100%(22) - - - 22(100%)
TOTAL 42.6%(78) 36.1 %(66) 16.4%(30) 4.9%(9) 183(100%)

FEMALE
B+ 53.1%(60) 26.5%(30) 10.6%(30) 9.7%( 11) 113(100%)
B 81,6%(40) 4 .1%(2) 14.3%(7) - 49(100%)
C - - - - -

TOTAL 61.7%(100) 19.8%(32) 11.7%(19) 6.8%( 11) 162(100%)

Table 9.2 clearly shows that on the side o f  the Malays the female students score much higher 

than the male, for the B+ grade there were 16.0 percent female against 53.1 percent male. In 

comparison to the Chinese, the male students score much higher than the female, there are 63.8 

percent male against 26.5 percent female. The findings contradicted Basham (1983:60), because 

he concluded that:

A breakdown of degrees by sex reveals the marked academic achievement of the 
Chinese females Fully 47.6 percent of all Chinese females graduated with upper- 
second class honours, a percentage figure four-and-one-half times that of all other 
groups considered together (including Chinese males). Ranking a poor second to 
Chinese females were Chinese males who received 19.2 percent upper-seconds. Next in 
order of performance were the Indian males (first-class and upper-second combined), 
followed by Indian females. Ranking below both Chinese and Indian sexes in overall 
quality of degrees awarded were the Malay males with 10 percent receiving upper- 
second honours Finally, at the lowest level of achievement were Malay females, who 
received no degrees above lower-second class honours.

Student achievement in the examinations is the outcome o f  their effective study habits and self- 

confidence (Razali Arof, 1985). When students were posed with the question o f  ‘ability’ there 

were differences in response. There were differences in response between the successful and 

unsuccessful students. The response is shown in Table 9.3.

Chinese respondents stated that the examination results are ‘a fair representation o f  their 

ability’. There are 62.2 percent o f  the respondents supported that statement. In comparison to 

the Malay respondent supported that the examination results are ‘slightly under-represents their 

ability’. There are 40.4 percent o f  the respondents stated that statement. The differences in 

response shows that Chinese students have tried their best to do well in the examination, 

compared to the Malays that have shown their ‘regret’ that they have not prepared well for the 

examination.
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Table 9.3
Respondents Indication of Their Ability

ETHNICITY
It grossly 
under
represents 
my ability

It slightly 
under
represents 
my ability

It is a fair 
representatio 
n of my 
ability

It slightly 
over
represents 
my ability

It grossly 
over
represents 
my ability

Total

Malav 16.3% (29) 40.4% (72) 43.3% (77) - - 178 (53.0%)
Chinese 11.2% (11) 17.3% (17) 62.2% (61) - 9.2%(9) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 14.3% (7) 36.7% (18) 49.0% (24) - - 49(14.2%)
Others - 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11) - - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 13.6% (47) 33.6% (116) 50.1% (173) - 2.6%(9) 345(100% )

GENDER
Male 15.8%(29) 25.7%(47) 53.6%(98) - 4.9%(9) 183(53.0%)
Female 11 1%( 18) 42.6%(69) 46.3%(75) - - 162(47.0%)
TOTAL 13.6%(47) 33.6% (116) 50.1%(173) - 2.6%(9) 345(100%)

SOCIAL CL ASS
UME 39.2%(20) 17 6%(9) 4 3 .1%(22) - - 51(14.8%)
LMC 4.7%(9) 36.8%( 71) 53.9%( 104) - 4.7%(9) 193(55.9%)
LWC 17.8%( 18) 35.7%(36) 46.5%(47) - - 101(29.3%)
TOTAL 13.6%(47) 33.8%(116) 50.9%(173) - 2.6 %(9) 345(100%)

HOME LOCATION
Plantation - - 100%(9) - - 9(2.60%)
New Village - 100%(20) - - - 20(5.80%)
Kampung 14 4%( 18) 43.2%(54) 42.4%(53) - - 125(36.2%)
Small Town 25.0%(20) 13 7%( 11) 61 3%(49) - - 80(23.2%)
Large Town 9.7%(9) 23.6%(22) 56.9%(53) - 9.7%(9) 93(27.0%)
Metropolitan - 50.0%(9) 50.0%(9) - - 18(5.22%)
TOTAL 13.6%(47) 33.6%(116) 50.9%(173) - 2.6%(9) 345(100%)

Chinese students expressed their confidence having had prepared well for the examinations. 

Compared to the Malay students, they also expressed their confidence, but confidence in the 

sense that the Malay lecturers would have some ‘sympathy’ towards them. A successful Malay 

male student noted the reaction between Chinese and Malays towards their examination results. 

He differentiated their reactions:

The unsuccessful Malay students usually expressed unhappiness with their study habits.
They did not seem to have enough time for study and always grumble after the 
examinations. They blamed the lecturers, the examination questions, they blamed 
‘everybody’ and ‘everything’. That shows that they regarded their performance in the 
examination as ‘slightly under-represents their ability’. Compared to the successful 
Chinese students they work very hard and they built-up their study habits. Then, when 
they got the results, they do not have any sense of regret because they have put all their 
efforts. That’s why they regarded that the results as ‘a fair representation of their 
ability.

In a study done in India, Ranjit (1976) found that an essential prerequisite for good study habits 

was for the students to have a thorough commitment to succeed in their program. This would 

mean that the students should have the drive, the persistence, the desire, and the concentration to 

succeed. These also were the attitudes essential for high self-confidence. Atan Long (1979) 

added optimism as another attitude essential to the development f  self-confidence.
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The data shown in Table 9.4 were the grade expected by the respondents in their final 

examination. The expected grade could picture the level o f  confidence and determination o f  the 

students.

Table 9.4
The Grade Expected by the Respondents in the Final Examination

A B+ B C Total
Malay 29.8% (53) 43.3% (77) 20.8% (37) 6.2% (11) 178(51.6%)
Chinese 2.0% (2) 75.5% (74) 13.3% (13) 9.2% (9) 98(28.4%)
Indian 10.2% (5) 59.2% (29) 30.6% (15) - 49(14.2%)
Others - 100.0% (20) - - 20(5.8%)
TOTAL 17.4% (60) 58.0% (200) 18.8% (65) 5.8% (20) 345(100%)

The finding indicates that Malays have higher expectation o f  getting ‘A ’, compared to the 

Chinese the majority o f  which expected to get ‘B +’ in the final examination. If one were to 

compare the previous grade o f  the student, one could see that Chinese are more realistic, 

because none o f  the student had ‘A ’ grade in the previous examination. However, there were

91.8 percent o f  the Chinese have had ‘B +’ in the previous examination (Refer to Table 9.1).

Table 9.5 shows the comparative expectations between females and males among the three 

ethnic origins. The Malay male respondents have higher expectation in comparison to Malay 

female, though the actual average grade o f  the male is much lower than the female. As for the 

Malay female respondents the expected grades were in fact to maintained their average grade 

from the previous examinations. None o f  the Chinese male expected to achieve grade ‘A' but 

there are 3.9 percent o f  the Chinese female expected to achieve grade ‘A ’. The implications thus 

showed that the performances o f  the Malay female students are much higher than the Malay 

male. In comparison to the Chinese, the male performances are much higher than the female.

Table 9.5
Grade Expectations of the Male and Female Respondents

MALE
GRADE Malav Chinese Indian Others Total
A 9(100%) - - - 9(100%)
B+ 23.6%(21) 49.4%(44) 16.9%( 15) 10.1%(9) 89(100%)
B 56.9%(37) 20.0%( 13) 23.1 %(15) - 65(100%)
C 55 0%( 11) 45.0%(9) - - 20(100%)
TOTAL 42.6%(78) 36.1%(66) 16.4%(30) 4.9%(9) 183(100%)

FEMALE-
A 86.3%(44) 3.9%(2) 9.8%(5) - 51(100%)
B+ 50.5%(56) 27.0%(30) 12.6%( 14) 9.9%(11) 111(100%)
RB - - - - -

C . - - - -

TOTAL r 61.7%(100) 19.8%(32) 11.7%(19) 6 8%(11) 162(100%)
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It clearly shows that Malay male students have higher expectation, but in reality they could not 

materialised their expectation. Therefore, the findings in India by Ranjit (1976) were applicable 

to the Malay male students in Malaysian universities. The reason was that the Malay male 

students have the expectation, but they failed to materialised it into an effective plan o f actions -  

like planning an effective time table, forming an effective study group, and make full use o f the 

past year questions as their study guides.

Interviews that was conducted with the lecturers revealed the factors that hindered Malay 

students, specifically the male students from getting what they have expected. A Chinese 

lecturer revealed the following as the factors that have hindered Malay students’ to achieve what 

have been expected. She said:

I did not deny that Malay students have higher expectation of getting ‘A’ in the 
examination. In my view, expectation alone is not enough to succeed, they must 
translate it into workable plan. I mean that the Malay students failed to forms an 
effective study habit, a good and effective study group, and the techniques of tackling 
the examination questions. In the end, all the expectation has been hancur (damage) and 
jadi angan-angan kosong (just an empty dream).

A Malay female lecturer commented on the performance o f Malay students. She said:

Some of the Malay male students in particular should have been given some 
counselling to boost their courage and confidence. I find that some of them did show 
signs of restlessness, no confidence and like wanting to give up when I talked to a few 
of them on seeing their grades were not satisfactory. They shouldn’t be allowed to have 
such an attitude because it would not help them to succeed. I really think that they 
should have been given some counselling to boost their confidence. In comparison, the 
Malay female students are much stronger than the male, they have the courage and the 
will to succeed.

In the previous chapter it has been mentioned about Bahasa Melayu as the medium of 

instructions in the Malaysian universities. Overall 70 percent o f  the respondents agreed that 

Malays did not benefit much from the use o f Bahasa Melayu in the university. On the other 

hand, the non-Malays did not feel threatened because they have accepted Bahasa Melayu as the 

language o f the nation. It seems that English is still considered much important because the 

reference materials were mostly in English language (Mohd. Sallehhudin Abd.Aziz, 1994). In 

this regard students were asked about their competency in that language. Their response is 

shown in Table 9.6.

Seemingly, the data from Table 9.6 shows that Chinese and Indian students are more competent 

in English in comparison to the Malays. Those respondents from upper middle class (UMC) 

were more competence than the lower middle class (LMC) and the lower working class (LWC). 

Similarly, students from the new villages and the large towns show that they are more
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competence in English in comparison to the rest o f  the home locations. The lesson from this 

data is that English is still preserved by the non-Malays alongside the Bahasa Melayu. Also, 

English language competency began from home, and those in the upper middle class have 

parents that have gone through the English type o f  education. The social environment 

influenced the competency in English and the results achieved by the respondents from new 

villages and large towns were much better than the rest o f  the home locations.

Table 9.6
The Average Grade of English in Previous Examinations

ETHNICITY
75 -  100 
(A)

65-74
(B)

55-64
(C)

45-54
(01

Total

Malay 19 1% (34) 50.6% (90) 24.2% (43) 6.2% (11) 178(51.6%)
Chinese 26.5% (26) 56.1% (55) 17.3% (17) - 98(28.4%)
Indian 36.7% (18) 40.8% (20) 22.4% (11) - 49(14.2%)
Others - 100.0% (20) - - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL r 22.6% (78) 53.6%(185) 20.6%(71) 3.2%(11) 345(100%)

GENDER
Male 20.8%(38) 5 1.4%(94) 21 9%(40) 6 0%( 11) 183(53.0%)
Female 24.7%(40) 56.2%(91) 19.1%(31) - 162(47.0%)
TOTAL 22.6%(78) 53.6%(I85) 20.6%(71) 3.2%( 11) 345(100%)

SOCIAL CLASS
UMC 39.2%(20) 39.2%(20) 21 6%( 11 - 51(14.8%)
LMC 25.4%(49) 57 5%( 111) 11.4%(22) 5.7%(11) 193(55.9%)
LWC 8.9%(9) 53.5%(54) 37.6%(38) - 101(29.3%)
TOTAL 22.6%<78) r S3.6%(185) 20.6%(71) 3.2%( 11) 345(100%)

HOME LOCATION
Plantation - 100%(9) - - 9(2.60%)
New Village 100%(20) - - - 20(5.80%)
Kampung 14 4%( 18) 43.2%(54) 33.6%(42) 1 8.8%(11) 125(36.2%)
Small Town - 63.7%(51) 36.3%(29) - 80(23.2%)
Large Town 43.0%(40) 57.0%(53) - - 93(27.0%)
Metropolitan - 100%( 18) - - 18(5.22%)
TOTAL 22.0%(78) 53.6%(185) 20.6%(71) 3.2%(11) 345000%)

Basically, all universities in Malaysia requires that all the undergraduates to enrol for and pass 

two compulsory English courses namely, Reading Skills and Academic Reading. It can be seen 

that most o f  the students surveyed by Mohd. Sallehhuddin Abdul Aziz (1994), 90.5 percent 

agreed that the university should require students to take the compulsory English courses. 

Hence, there were positive attitudes towards English. English were considered as a requirement 

to acquire knowledge and it is also a passport to getting a job in the private sector (Mohd. 

Sallehhudin Abd.Aziz, 1994). Despite the consciousness o f  the students, the performances o f  

the non-Malays in English seems better than the Malays. There were 6.2 percent o f  the Malay 

respondents stated that their previous English grade was ‘D ’ and none o f  the non-Malays stated 

so. All the Malay students who reported that they achieved CD ’ in their previous English 

examinations are Malays male and this is shown in Table 9.7. The data also revealed that the
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performances o f  Malay females were better than the males, and the Chinese males performed 

better than the Chinese female students.

Table 9.7
Cross Tabulation of Gender and the Previous English Results

MALE
English
Results

Malay Chinese Indian Others Total

75-100(A) 15.8%(6) 57.9%(22) 26.3%( 10) - 38(100%)
65-74(B) 35.1%(33) 44.7%(42) 10.6%( 10) 9.6%(9) 94(100%)

55-64 (C ) 70.0%(28) 5.0%(2) 25 0%(10) - 40(100%)
45-54 (D) 100%(11) - - - 11(100%)
TOTAL 42.6%(11) 36.1 %{66) 16.4%(30) 4.9%(9) 183( 100%)

FEMALE
75-100(A) 70.0%(28) 10.0%(66) 20 0%(8) - 40(100%)
65-74(B) 62.6%(57) 14.3%( 13) 11.0%(10) 12.1 %(11) 91(100%)

55-54 (C ) 48 4%(15) 48 4%( 15) 3.2%(1) - 31(100%)
45-54 (D) - - - - -

TOTAL 61.7%(I00) 19.8%(32) 11.7%(19) 6.8%( 11) 162(100%)

The findings o f  this study were similar to Abu Bakar Hashim et.al. (1997). The non-Malays 

were competent in English. Looking back to the Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia English result Malay 

respondents stated that 15.4 percent achieved grade ‘C 6’, 16.1 percent achieved grade ‘P 7 \ and

15.4 percent failed or grade T 9 ’. In comparison, the non-Malay students had achieved good  

results, 26.8 percent achieved grade ‘A C , 17.9 percent achieved grade ‘A 2’, and 28.6 percent 

achieved grade ‘C 3 \  It is clear the English results were closely linked to ethnic groups. 

Although English is important for tertiary education, most universities in Malaysia has not made 

English as a compulsory subject for admission.

Having discussed matters concerning studies, students were also asked about the factor 

contributing to their success. Table 9.8 shows the respondents view s o f  the contributing factor 

to their success.

Table 9.8
Respondents View of Factor Contributing to Success

Ethnic Ability Task Luck Total

Malay 7.3% (13) 64.0% (114) 28.7% (51) - 178(51.6%)
Chinese 31.6% (31) 68.4% (67) - - 98(28.4%)
Indian 10.2% (5) 89.8% (44) - - 49(14.2%)
Others - 100.0% (20) - - 20(5.8%)

TOTAL 14.2% (49) 71.0% (245) 14.8% (51) - 345(100%)

Abdul Razak Habib et.al (1994) used the four mentioned elements to explains Malay and non- 

Malay students’ view s o f  contributing factor to success. In his explanation, he quoted Rotter
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(1966), because Rotter introduced the concept ‘locus o f  control’. According to Rotter, there are 

two types ‘locus o f  control' that influences human behaviour, the internal locus o f  control and 

the external locus o f  control. Respondents who have stated ability and effort as the contributing 

factor to success were said to have an internal locus o f  control. However, respondents who have 

stated task and luck as the contributing factor to success were said to have an external locus o f  

control.

Hence, Chinese and Indian respondents were said to have an internal locus o f  control. There 

were 31.6 percent o f  the Chinese respondent stated ability and, 68.4 percent stated effort as the 

contributing factor to success. Similarly, 10.2 percent o f  the Indian respondent stated ability 

and, 89.8 percent stated effort as the contributing factor to success. In comparison, there were 

28.7 percent o f  the Malay respondent stated that task as the contributing factor to success. Thus, 

element o f  external locus o f  control existed among one-third o f  the Malay students. The 

implication is that those who holds to the internal locus o f  control believed that through own 

ability and efforts they could succeed. On the other hand, those beholden to the external locus o f  

control blamed others for their failure.

Habibah Elias (1991) explained further the locus o f  control concept. Her findings reiterate that 

students with internal locus o f  control tend to have higher achievement motivation and therefore 

higher academic achievement. However, students with external locus o f  control tend to have 

lower achievement motivation and therefore lower academic achievement. It is interesting to 

note that among the Malay students in the present study, the female have shown strong believes 

in ability and effort as factors that contributes to success. This is shown in Table 9.9 the cross 

tabulation o f  gender and the factors that contributes to success.

Table 9.9
Cross Tabulation of Gender and Factors that Contribute to Success

MALE
Factors
Contributing to
Success

Malay Chinese Indian Others Total

.

Ability - 100% (20) - - 20(100%)
Effort 35.6% (47) 34.8% (46) 22.7% (30) 6.8% (9) 132(100%)
Task 100% (31) - - - 31 (100%)
Luck - - - - -

TOTAL 42.6% (78) 36.1% (66) 16.4% (30) 4.9% (9) 183(100%)
FEMALE

Ability 44.8% (13) 37.9% (11) 17.2% (5) - 29(100%)
Effort 59.3% (67) 18.6% (21) 12.4% (14) 9.7% (11) 113(100%)
Task 100% (20) - - - 20(100%)
Luck - - - - -

TOTAL 61.7% (100) 19.8% (32) 11.7% (19) 6.8% (11) 162(100%)
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Based on Habibab Elias (1991) notions, the following interview seems to justify differences in 

academic performance between Malay and non-Malay students were due to different levels o f 

locus o f control and achievement motivation. A Malay lecturer said:

Malays hold to the external locus of control -  the students tend to depend more on the 
lecturers for their academic survival in the university. Is fine if they can do well, they 
might say that they were clever. But, if they failed, the blamed will be put on the 
lecturers. It seems that Malays does not believe in own self. This ‘blaming others 
syndrome’ it’s a typical Malay student character. However, the Chinese student tends to 
believe in their own self, they believe in their ability and effort. If they get ‘flying 
colours’ they can be proud, because they have really work for it. If they failed, they will 
do self-evaluation, then charts their plan for improvement.

The student counsellor further explained the situation. He said:

Malay students usually came for consultation for the lack of support from the lecturers.
They blamed the lecturers for ignoring them. Lecturers were said to favour 
academically good students and were prejudice towards the weak. It happened that a 
Malay student failed twice in Macro-Economic course and when he sat for the third 
time with another lecturer and he passed. The previous lecturer that failed him twice 
said to the other lecturer ‘How could you passed him’. The remarks were conveyed to 
the student. This student came to me to send forth a complaint. When I investigate the 
matter I found that the allegation was in fact true. So, sometime I tend to believe that 
Malay students have been victimised because of the ‘self-fulfilling prophecy’. Lecturers 
believe that Malays were weak and they hold to that and they think that they can do 
anything.

Malay students were said to have high expectation in the education system (Basham, 1983; 

Leong Yin Ching, 1992; Abdul Razak Habib, et.al., 1994). The high expectations were due to 

generous supports given by the government to uplift the living standards o f  the Malays via 

education (Ungku Aziz, 1998). Thus, it was hypothesised that the mobility aspirations o f the 

Malay students tend to be higher than the non-Malays. Table 9.10 show respondents expectation 

o f highest level o f education to complete. Overall the findings disputed Marimuthu (1984) 

because in his study he found that Malaysian undergraduates were only aspired to complete 

their study until Bachelor degree.

The finding in Table 9.10 indicates that there were 49.4 percent o f the Malay respondents 

aspired and expected to complete their studies to the level o f Doctorate. In fact, Malay 

respondents have shown their aspiration to further their education beyond Bachelor degree 

(Post-Graduate Diploma and Masters degree). However, the Chinese respondents that has been 

achieving relatively good academic performance are less aspired because, 40.8 percent expected 

to end their education after getting Bachelor degree and, 41.8 percent expected to complete their 

education to the Masters degree. In comparison to the Chinese, the Indians are also aspired to 

complete their education further than Bachelor degree.
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Table 9.10
Respondents Expectation of Highest Level of Education

ETHNICITY
Bachelor
Degree

Post-Graduate
Diploma

Masters Degree Doctor of
Philosophy
(Ph.D)

Total

Malay 29.2% (52) 6.2% (11) 15.2% (27) 49.4% (88) 178(51.6%)
Chinese 40.8% (40) - 41.8% (41) 17.3% (17) 98(28.4%)
Indian 30.6% (15) - 46.9% (23) 22.4% (11) 49(14.2%)
Others - - 100.0% (20) - 20(5.8%)
TOTAL 31.0% (107) 3.2% (11) 32.2% (111) 33.6% (116) 345(100%)

GENDER
Male 35.5% (65) 6.0% (11) 32.8% (60) 25.7% (47) 183 (53.0%)
Female 25.9% (42) - 31.5% (51) 42.6% (69) 162 (47.0%)
TOTAL 31.0% (107) 3.2% (11) 32.2% (111) 33.6% (116) 345(100%)

The finding in Table 9.10 indicates that there are 49.4 percent o f  the Malay respondents aspired 

and expected to complete their studies to the level o f  Doctorate. In fact, Malay respondents have 

shown their aspiration to further their education beyond Bachelor degree (Post-Graduate 

Diploma and Masters degree). However, the Chinese respondents that have shown good  

academic performance are less aspired because, 40.8 percent expected to end their education 

after getting Bachelor degree and, 41.8 percent expected to complete their education to the 

Masters degree. In comparison to the Chinese, the Indians are also aspired to complete their 

education further than Bachelor degree. In term o f  gender ethnic distributions, Table 9.11 shows 

the cross tabulation o f  gender ethnic distributions and the expectations o f  highest levels o f  

education. For the Malays, the female is more aspired than the male to proceed their study to the 

level o f  Ph.D.

Table 9.11
Cross Tabulation of Gender Based on Ethnicity and Expectations of Highest Levels of Education

MALE
Highest Levels 
of Education 
Expected

Malay Chinese Indian Others Total

. .......  ... . . .  - - -

Bachelor 26.2% (17) 58.5% (38) 15.4% (10) - 65 (100%)
Post Grad Dip 100% (11) - - - 11 (100%)
Masters 28.3% (17) 40.0% (24) 16.7% (10) 15.0% (9) 60(100%)
PhD 70.2% (33) 8.5% (4) 21.3% (10) - 47(100%)
TOTAL 42.6% (78) 36.1% (66) 16.4% (30) 4.9% (9) '83(100%)

FEMALE
Bachelor 83.3% (35) 4.8% (2) 11.9% (5) - 42(100%)
Post Grad. Dip - - - 21.6% (11) -

Masters 19.6% (10) 33.3% (17) 25.5% (13) - 51 (100%)
PhD 79.7% (55) 18.8% (13) 1.4% (1) - 69(100%)
TOTAL 61.7% (100) 19.8% (32) 11.7% (19) 6.8% (11) 162 (100%)
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Question were raise during the interview with the lecturers and Students’ Counsellor with 

regard to the above phenomena. A Malay female lecturer said:

Yes I do notice that Malay students were keen to further their studies beyond Bachelor 
degree. Many of them told me about their intentions. I think, their aspirations were 
enhance by three factors. Firstly, higher education is one of the avenues for Malays to 
advance themselves in economic and social terms. Secondly, the educational inflation 
(am I right using the term) nowadays there are a lot of first degree holders and with 
only that type of degree you will get nowhere. Thirdly, opportunities open by 
government and private sectors to sponsor post-graduate students.

One o f  the Students’ Counsellors interviewed said:

This year my unit made special arrangement with local and foreign universities to send 
their brochures to us so that we could advise students on their post-graduate studies. It 
seems that the Malays and Indians were eager to further their studies after Bachelor. In 
fact, I asked a few Chinese students about studying beyond first degree. They told me 
about their family problems, sponsorships, and their commitment to pay back their debt.
It come across my mind that Chinese students were more responsible -  to the family, 
difficulty of finding sponsors, and paying back debt —  compared to the Malays. It’s 
good to go beyond Bachelor degree, but in my opinion don’t delay success. I mean do 
what is in front of you well, than after that proceed to other things.

The above discussion exposed students’ ability, aspiration and expectation. The respondents 

have stated different responses. The response as anticipated follows along the ethnic lines. 

Malay respondents have shown average academic performance in comparison to the higher 

academic performance among the non-Malays (particularly Chinese). In term o f expectation, the 

Malays have shown higher expectation in comparison to the non-Malays (particularly Chinese). 

Malays and Indians tend to expect higher grade compared to the Chinese that based their 

assumptions on reality. Similarly, the mobility aspiration o f the Malays and Indians tend to be 

higher compared to the Chinese.

9.1.2. Experiences in Lectures and Study

The purpose o f  this section is to explore students’ learning atmosphere in Malaysian 

universities. Learning atmosphere in this context means lectures, study, consultation with the 

lecturers, language o f  instructions, and the examinations.

The main learning process in the university is the lectures. In Malaysia, it is commonly known 

as Syarahan (Lecture) and the person who delivers the lectures is call Pensyarah (Lecturer). 

Due to the shortage o f lecturers, the number o f students in a course is relatively large with a 

minimum o f 60 students. The lecturers were also urged by the university to teach at least two 

courses per semester.
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Respondents were asked hours o f  lectures attended per week. The response is shown in Table 

9.12.

Table 9.12
Hours of Lectures Attended by Respondents Per Week

Ethnic 0 -5 6 -1 0 11-15 16-20 21 -  above Total

Malav 13.5%(24) 12.4% (22) 13.5% (24) 56.2% (100) 4.5% (8) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese - 2.0% (2) 2.0% (2) 58.2% (57) 37.8% (37) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 10.2% (5) 10.2% (5) 10.2% (5) 38.8% (19) 30.6% (15) 49(14.2%)
Others - - 55.0% (11) 45.0% (9) - 20 (5.8%)

TOTAL 8.4% (29) 8.4% (29) 12.2% (42) 53.6% (185) 17.4% (60) 345(100%)

Majority o f  the respondents attended 1 6 - 2 0  hours o f  lectures per week. This is considered 

normal for the final year students in Malaysian universities. However, there were 17.4 percent 

o f  the respondents attended 21 hours or more lectures per week. About 35 percent o f  the 

respondents who stated they attended more than 21 hours o f  lectures per week were non- 

Malays. The indication o f  this is that the non-Malays tried their best to complete the Bachelor 

degree course in 2.5 semesters as allowed by the regulations. By so doing, they could save time, 

money, and quick to joint the search for job opportunities.

Besides attending lectures, students were also expected to make extensive readings. Table 9.13 

shows the hours per week spent by the respondents on reading the materials o f  the courses 

taken.

Table 9.13
Hours Per Week Spent for Reading on the Subject

Ethnic 0 1 -5 6 -1 0 11-15 16-20 21
above

Total

Malav 4.5% (8) 44.4%(79) 25.8% (46) 15.7% (28) 7.3% (13) 2.2% (4) 178(51.6%)
Chinese 6.1% (6) 24.5%(24) 33.7% (33) 17.3% (17) 9.2% (9) 9.2% (9) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 34.7% (17) 12.2% (6) 20.4% (10) 12.2% (6) 10.2% (5) 10 2%(5) 49(14.2%)
Others - 5 5. ()%(11) 45.0% (9) - - - 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 9.0% 34.8% 28.4% 14.8% 7.8% 5.2% 345

(31) (120) (98) _______ (511______ (27) (1.8)____ (100%)

Majority o f  the respondents stated that they spent 1 to 5 hours and 6 - 1 0  hours per week 

readings the subject. It means that respondents spent between 1 -  5 and 6 - 1 0  hours to read the 

references recommended in each o f  the course taken. About 10 percent o f  the respondents 

depend on the notes jotted during the lectures and they did not attempt to read more than the 

scope o f  the lectures. At this point, it is interesting to note about the differences in term o f  

gender. Table 9.14 shows the cross tabulation o f  gender and the hours per week spent on
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readings. It seems that male students spent more time reading the subjects in comparison to the 

female students.

Table 9.14
Cross Tabulation of Gender and Hours Per Week Spent on Reading on the Subject

Gender 0 1-5 6-10 11 - 15 16-20 21 and 
above

Total

Male 6.0% 26.8% 41.5% 10.9% 9.8% 4.9% 183
(ID (49) (76) (20) (18) (9) (53.0%)

Female 12.3% 43.8% 13.6% 19.1% 5.5% 5.5% 162
(20) (71) (22) (31) (9) (9) (47.0%)

TOTAL 9.0% 34.8% 28.4% 14.8% 7.0% 5.2% 345
(31) (120) (98) (51)______ (27) ... m ......... (100%)

Kajian Kelemahan Pelajar IIKM (1983) or ‘Study on The Lower Academic Performance o f  

UKM Students’ noted that the academic performance o f  the Malay students were weak because 

they failed to adept the formal knowledge seek by the course and the overall general knowledge. 

Abdul Razak Habib (1994) reaffirmed the findings by proving that Malay students were too 

dependent on the lecture notes because they were relatively weak in English hence they could 

not made references to other reading materials.

In this study as indicated in the Table 9.13 the majority o f  the Malay respondents spent 1 to 5 

hours a week reading materials concerning their course. In comparison, the majority o f  Chinese 

respondents stated that they spent 6 to 10 hours a week. The finding seems to suggest that 

proficiency in English is pertinence for university education (Abdul Halim Othman, 1984; Amir 

Awang, 1986) without which students would feel lacking the tool for further advancement in 

knowledge.

Majority o f  the students interviewed reveals that they were enthused by the story they heard 

from their teachers in school how knowledge is delivered in the university. They also have 

learned that lectures in the university were interesting and could change their perceptions 

towards life. Table 9.15 shows the perceptions o f  the respondents towards lectures. The 

respondents’ perceptions were based on the lectures that they have attended in the previous 

semesters.

Chinese respondents seem to have a relatively low value o f  the lectures. About 10 percent o f  the 

Chinese respondents stated that ‘all are good’ and ‘most are good ’. There were about 30 percent 

o f  the Chinese respondents stated that the lectures they have attended ‘few are good ’. At this 

juncture, it is possible to reconsider the value o f  knowledge to the Chinese. Chinese students 

seem to go for the ‘degree’ not so much o f  the value o f  knowledge contains in it. However, the 

Malays and Indians have shown appreciation towards the lectures they have attended with more
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than 50 percent stated the lectures ‘all are good ’ and ‘most are good ’. As one Malay lecturer 

observed:

In my experience 1 found that Malay students were more anxious in seeking knowledge.
The only reason they could not ‘score’ higher marks in the examination is because they 
do not have the strategy o f scoring in the examinations. I could prove that by the 
number of Malay students who were willing to read for their Masters degree. The 
Malay students have wider reading and insight in their subjects. In comparison, the 
Chinese students were more inclined towards rote learning. Of course in the end the 
Chinese won the race because they have mastered the few that the lecturers delivered.
You know, examination results sometime did not picture the knowledge that ones have.

Table 9.15 
Respondents Perception toward Lectures

Ethnic All are good Most are good Some are good Few are good Total

Malay 7.3% (13) 48 9% (87) 32.0% (57) 11.8% (21) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 13.3% (13) 10.2% (10) 44.9% (44) 31.6% (33) 98 (28 4%)
Indian 20.4% (10) 57 1% (28) 10.2% (5) 12.2% (6) 49(14.2%)
Others - 45.0% (9) - 55.0% (11) 20 (5.8%)

TOTAL 10.4% (36) 38.8% (134) 30.7% (106) 20.0% (69) 345(100%)

The other Malay lecturer commented on the similar issue. In his observation, the Malays could 

not score higher marks in the examination, despite their appreciation o f  the lectures and the 

value o f  knowledge were due to lack o f  focus. He said:

Malay students came to the university have in-built ambitions -  they want to be student 
and at the same time they also want to be fighter (pejuang) for the course of Malay 
plight and Islam. In fact, I have seen Malay students were very keen of doing all sorts 
of services to the community. When 1 asked, they replied I want to accumulate good 
deeds (pahala) so that Allah blessed their course of seeking knowledge. This is one of 
the reasons for their failure of being the best academically. They lacked ‘focus’ because 
they wanted to do everything at one time Part o f this was due to our Malay terms for 
the university’s students, we called them as mahasiswa (great student). Hence, the 
society’s burdened them with responsibility to be the voice o f justice (suara keadilan) 
and this should not happen because their utmost duty is towards their study.

In term o f  gender, the female students seem to appreciate the lecturers more than the male 

students. This is shown in Table 9.16. The implied meaning o f  this finding shows that female 

students were more serious in seeking knowledge. It seems that the previous notions (Basham, 

1983; Razali bin Arof, 1985) were indeed not applicable in this study, because they said female 

students, in particular the Malay fem ale’s aim were ‘just to get through’. Nevertheless, in this 

study the female students have shown that they appreciated the lectures more than the male. 

Seemingly, female students have also shown that they have performed much better than the 

male, in particular the Malay female students.
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Table 9.16
Cross Tabulation of Gender and Perceptions towards Lectures

Gender All Good Mostly Good Some Are Good Few Are Good Total
Male - 46.4% (85) 33.9% (62) 14.7% (36) 183 (53.0%)
Female 22.2% (36) 30.2% (49) 27.2% (44) 20.4% (33) 162 (47.0%)
TOTAL 10.4% (36) 38.8% (134) 30.7% (106) 20.0% (69) 345(100%)

In term o f  frequency o f  meeting the lecturers, Malay students were said to have shown less 

frequent contacts. They were accused o f  being bashful, apprehensive, and feel inferior with the 

lecturers. The Malay students hold to the assumptions that lecturers look down upon them 

because o f  their academic standing (Abdul Halim Othman, 1984; Amir Awang, 1986). The 

purpose o f  meeting the lecturers were to discuss about the lectures and other academic matters. 

Table 9.17 shows the frequent o f  contacts made by the respondents with their lecturers.

Table 9.17 
Frequent Meeting with the Lecturers

ETHNICITY
Ethnic Several

Times
A Few' Times Not at All Total

Malav 27.0% (48) 64.0% (114) 9.0% (16) 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 26.5% (26) 46.9% (46) 26.5% (26) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 18.4% (9) 44.9% (22) 36.7% (18) 49(14.2%)
Other - 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11) 20 (5.8%)
TOTAL 24.1% (83) 55.4% (191) 20.6% (71) 345 (100%)

GENDER
Male 24.6% (45) 54.6% (100) 20.8% (38) 183 (53.0%)
Female 23.5% (38) 56.2% (91) 20.4% (33) 162 (47.0%)
TOTAL 24.1% (83) 55.4% (191) 20.6% (71) 345 (100%)

SOCIAL CLASS
UMC - 78.4% (40) 21.6% (11) 51 (14.8%)
LMC 19.7% (38) 49.2% (95) 31.1% (60) 193 (55.9%)
LWC 44.5% (45) 55.5% (56) - 101 (29.3%)
TOTAL 24.1% (83) 55.4% (191) 20.6% (71) 345 (100%)

HOME LOCATION
Plantation - 100% (9) - 9 (2.60%)
New Village - 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11) 20 (5.80%0
Kampung 59.2% (74) 40.8% (51) - 125 (36.2%)
Small Town - 88.7% (71) 11.3% (9) 80 (23.2%)
Large Town 9.6% (9) 45.2% (42) 45.2% (42) 93 (27.0%)
Metropolitan - 50.0% (9) 50.0% (9) 18 (5.22%)
TOTAL 24.1% (83) 55.4% (191) 20.6% 971) 345(100%)

Malay respondents stated the most frequent o f  meeting the lecturers, less than 10 percent stated 

other wise. In comparison, there were 26.5 percent o f  the Chinese and, 36.7 percent o f  Indian 

respondents stated that they never have had a meeting with the lecturers. Apparently, the finding 

in this study rejects Abdul Halim Othman (1984) and Amir Awang (1986) notion o f  the Malay 

students that they were bashful, apprehensive, and feel inferior to meet the lecturers. In fact,
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given the opportunity they like to consult their lecturers to get the guidance, motivation, and 

show the way to successful study.

However, Abdul Razak Habib, et.al (1994) finding correspond to the above, when he said the 

Malay students were dependent on the lecturers to enhanced their performance in the university. 

In Abdul Razak Habib, et.al (1994) findings, it stated that the higher performers among the 

Malay students agreed that they managed to performed well because o f  the lecturers help and 

the positive attitude o f the lecturers towards them. Instead, the Chinese and the Indian students 

did not stated that their high performance were due to the concern o f the lecturers. The 

following interview reaffirmed the notion. A Malay student in the interview mentioned his 

experience and how he appreciated the helps rendered by his teachers and lecturers. He said:

I am an average student. Since UPSR until STPMI have maintained an average grade. I 
considered myself as an average student because I am useless in Mathematics and 
Science. I am good in analysing facts and I love languages. Since, schooldays my 
teachers said I should be concentrating on the subject which I am good at. Luckily, I 
was good in History and admitted to read Political Science in this university. Upon 
admission, I promised to myself that I will try to get at least a second class upper 
degree. I was considered lucky because I am close to all the lecturers in the department.
They really motivate me. Whenever I have problem I will discuss it with my lecturers.
In fact, I considered them as my 'sisters’ and ‘brothers’. That does not mean that I 
‘bribe’ them but to be humble in seeking knowledge. Finally, I am in the final semester 
now and InsyaAllah (God Willing) I would be one of the students to get a second class 
upper degree. After this, my lecturers advised me to read for my Masters in African 
Political History.

However, the Chinese student seems to regard the attitude o f  the Malays towards the lecturers 

as dependent, like to be pampered, and hold to the believes in others to create success. One o f 

the Indian student in the interview mentioned that their Malay counterparts need ‘an injection o f 

elements o f  psychological determination to succeed’ from the lecturers. A Chinese student in 

the interview mentioned that Chinese student believes in their own ability and effort, thus less 

dependence on the lecturers or teachers to charts success in education. She said:

My Malay friends like to see the lecturers. They always complaint if they could not 
meet the lecturers. They are different from us because we meet the lecturer if we really 
have the ‘big problem’ not the problems we can solve on our own. As I see it, if the 
Malay students get the motivation and caring of the lecturers, it really drove them to 
higher performance. I think, Malays is soft and gentle and they like to be in the 
company of other ‘significant person’ to lead the way. Furthermore, they have the 
attitude of not letting down the expectation of other person. What they really want is the 
person whom they can respect, motivate, and care.

In Malaysian school system, both Bahctsa Melayu and English were taught since the primary 

stage. English has been endorsed as the second language o f the country and regarded as one the 

core subject throughout the education system. Previous studies by Abdul Halim Othman (1984)
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and Amir Awang (1986) confirmed that students’ academic performance depends on their 

competencies in both Bahasa Melayu and English.

However, there were different views between Malay students and Chinese students on the 

consequence o f  this language. High performers among the Malay students regards that 

capability in Bahasa Melayu is important in getting good grades, however, the Chinese students 

regards that proficiency in English is important in getting good grades in the examination 

(Abdul Razak Habib et.al., 1994; Mohd. Sallehhudin Abd.Aziz, 1994).

Table 9.18
Respondents Levels of Understanding in Bahasa Melayu

Ethnic Very Good Good Satisfactory Total
Malav 56.7% (101) 43.3% (77) - 178 (51.6%)

Chinese 28.6% (28) 53.1% (52) 18.4% (18) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 55.1% (27) 44.9% (22) - 49(14.2%)
Others - 45.0% (9) 55.0% f l l ) 20 (5.8%)

TOTAL 45.2% (156) 46.4% (160) 8.4% (29) 345(100%)

Table 9.18 shows the respondents levels o f  understanding in Bahasa Melayu. This language is 

the medium o f  instructions in the university, nevertheless, most o f  the references is in English. 

Thus, students does not faced problem with this language because they have gone through the 

national educational system which were delivered in this language. O f late, there were shifts in 

the emphasis from glorifying Bahasa Melayu to appreciating the instrumental value o f  English. 

Hence, students themselves felt lacking i f  they could not be competent in both languages.

In Table 9.18, however, there were 18.4 percent o f  the Chinese and 55.0 percent o f  the Others 

respondents stated their level o f  understanding in Bahasa Melayu is satisfactory. The Chinese 

respondent that have stated satisfactory were probably the group that have had their education in 

Chinese primary schools and attended their secondary education in the Chinese dominated 

schools (Kua Kia Soong (1990).

Table 9.19.
Respondents Level of Understanding in English

Ethnic Verv Good Good Satisfactory Poor Total
Malav 6.2% (11) 64.0% (114) 23.6% (42) 6.2% (11) 178 (51.6%)

Chinese 2.0% (2) 43.9% (43) 54.1% (53) - 98 (28.4%)
Indian 10.2% (5) 79.6% (39) 10.2% (5) - 49(14.2%)
Others - 45.0% (9) - 55.0% (11) 20 (5.8%)

TOTAL 5.2% (18) 59.4% (205) 29.0% (100) 6.4% (22) 345 (100%)
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Table 9.19 is the respondent levels o f  understanding lectures in English. Although most o f  the 

lectures is in Bahasa Melayu, but an understanding o f  lectures in English is crucial for future 

advancement in life. Students themselves were inclined to learn English because they know the 

higher value o f  English in terms o f  advancement in knowledge and future career 

(Mohd.Sallehhudin Abd.Aziz, 1994).

There were voiced o f  concerns among Malaysian academics and the elite that Malaysian 

university’s student does not make full use o f  the facilities in the university (Abdul Halim 

Othman, 1984). The library is one o f  the important constituents in the university, which 

facilitates learning and research. Students were accused o f  too dependent on the lecturer notes 

and reluctant to make further enquiry into other materials that could be found in the library. To 

encourage students to use the library students were asked to write essays and academic exercise 

or dissertation. Table 9.20 is the statement revealed by the respondents on the hours per week 

they spent in the library.

Table 9.20
Hours Per Week Spent by Respondents in the Library

ETHNICITY
Nil 1 - 5 6 -1 0 11-15 16-20 21 above Total

Malav 4.5%(8) 34.3%(61) 43.3%(77) 5 6%( 10) 12 4%122) - 178(51.6%)
Chinese 13.3%( 13) 26.5%(26) 26.5%(26) 4.1 %(4) 2.0%(2) 27.6%(27) 98(28.4%)
Indian 20.4%( 10) 30.6%( 15) 26.5%( 13) 12.2%(6) 10 2%(5) - 49(14.2%)
Others - 55.0%( 11) 45.0%(9) - - - 20(5.8%)

totalT 9.0%(31) 32.8%(113) 36.2%(125) 5.8%(20) 8.4%(29) 7.8%(27) 345(100%)
GENDER

Male 10 9%(20) 21.8%(40) 42.6%(78) 4.9%(9) 9.8%( 18) 9.8%( 18) 183(53.0%)
Female 6.0%(31) 45 l%(73) 29.0%(47) 6 0%( 11) 6.0%( 11) 5.5%(9) 162(47.0%)

TOTAL 9.0%(31) 32.8%(113) 36.2%(125) 5.8%(20) 8.4%(29) 7.8%(27) r 345(100%)

As indicated in the table only 27.6 percent o f  the Chinese respondents stated that they spent 

above 21 hours per week in the library. Majority o f  Malay and Indian respondents spent less 

than 10 hours per week in the library. It is part o f  the students’ normal practise in Malaysia 

whereby they identified and circulated the ‘red spots’ materials among friends. A Librarian give 

a vivid account o f  how students from the three ethnic communities ‘see’ the library. He said:

The Malay students come to the library to get the materials needed by the lecturers for 
them to read They do not sit and do their readings here. They will bring the materials to 
the Kolej and do their work over there. Malay students seldom got the ‘red spot' 
materials needed by the course, because they usually started their search in Week 3. The 
Chinese students, however, practised a different approach. They make full use o f  the 
library facilities. They sit and study here. They booked the 'D iscussion Room ’ for them 
meet members o f  the group for discussion. They came to the library before the semester 
begun, and identify, borrow, and circulate the materials among themselves. The Indian 
is different too, they seldom used the library, but we have noticed ‘a few ’ came to the 
library and they are the one who searched the materials for the rest o f  the friends.
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Examination is a sort o f  final destiny in the university. In most Malaysian universities the final 

examination constitutes about 40 — 60 percent o f  the whole marks, because besides the final 

students were given assignments (essay and fieldwork) which were given 40 -  60 marks. The 

writing o f  essays is a sort o f  ‘library training’ because students were urged to make references 

into other materials. Usually, students who have done well in their essays would automatically 

get higher marks in their final. Table 9.21 shows the respondents views o f  the examination in 

the university.

Table 9.21
Respondents View of the Examination in the University

Ethnic Always Usually Seldom Never Total
Malav 7.3% (13) 66.3% (118) 26.4% (47) - 178 (51.6%)

Chinese 22.4% (22) 21.4% (21) 46.9% (46) 9.2% (9) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 10.2% (5) 57.1% (28) 32.7% (16) - 49(14.2%)
Others - 100.0% (20) - - 20(5.8%)

TOTAL 11.6% (40) 54.2% (187) 31.6% (109) 2.6% (9) 345(100%)

The finding in this study is similar to that o f  Marimuthu (1984), students’ regarded the 

examination as usually a good indication o f  how well they understood the subject matter in a 

course. However, previous studies have shown that there were different views between Malay 

and non-Malay students with regard to examination (Abdul Halim Othman, 1984; Amir Awang, 

1986; Abdul Razak Habib et.al., 1994).

It was found that the Chinese students were more prepared towards the examination. They have 

inherited from their predecessor the lecture notes, the background o f  the lecturers, the methods 

o f  questioning, the reference materials, and as i f  they could predict the grade they would get in 

the courses taken. A Security Officer explained:

This department received a booklet that was distributed to the Chinese junior student 
two weeks after the formal orientation week. In the booklet, the seniors gave a com plete 
account o f  the methods o f  notes taking, time-management, the background o f  the 
lecturers (especially their style o f  teaching, the way he set the questions, his likes and 
dislikes), and the methods o f  identifying ‘red spot’ materials in the library. The 
‘reorientation’ specifically for the Chinese junior student has been carried out long time 
ago. And this is the .. (he showed the author the booklets) This department does not 
intend to ‘interrupt’ these sort o f  activity because it was found to be useful for the 
student, though might irritate the Malay and the Indians.

He also explained the tactics o f  the reorientation and how it was carried out. He said:

It works in the form o f  cells. At least two seniors involved in a group o f  about four or 
five members. This group is always be together They meet in the dormitory o f  one o f  
the seniors and the discussion is serious about study. The information that we have 
gathered confirmed that Malays and Indians does not such group (pakatan). The Malays
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were more o f  empty talk (cakap-cakap kosong) and the Indians were more o f  leisure 
(suka-suka).

According to a Chinese lecturer, the formation o f  ‘study group’ among the Chinese students 

were a normal practised, because it is important for the new comers to be introduced by those 

who have known and experience with the place. He explained further:

Ever since the introduction o f  the quota system in the local universities the Chinese 
students were automatically drawn to ‘get together’ to form a cohesive group. The 
purposes o f  the group were to look after one another welfare. I agree what you have 
said earlier (quoting the Students’ Counsellor view s) that we senior were grateful to 
help the juniors and whenever they have problem w e seniors have to solve it. 
Furthermore, through this method we could maintain our academic standards -  pass on 
the notes, introduced the lecturers, and I think examination questions is an ample guide 
to any study. We found that Malay students were also given guide by the Students’ 
Affairs Division in the training sessions, but 1 do not think it will work because the 
Malay seniors do not care about the juniors. Moreover, Malays could not form 
‘cohesive group’ because they are too dependent to the formal structure in the 
university and ah... sorry I have to say this ...M alay students is too 
ideological divided into groups , and they fight one another . because o f  Islam. 
Unless the Malays have a common destiny as us (Chinese) for example ‘academic 
excellence’, ‘wealth and prosperity’ and they will continue to divide them selves in the 
university.

Based on the strong belief in own ability, effort, and the value o f  friendships the Chinese 

students have successfully sailed their way to higher academic performance in the university 

(Abdul Razak Habib, et.al., 1994).

Finally, respondents were asked about the common notion o f  examination in the university. It is 

often said that examination in the university is not at all academic but good marks were given if  

the student were close to the lecturer concerned. Table 9.22 shows the responses o f  the 

respondents with regard to the mentioned notion.

Table 9.22
Examination in the University is not at All Academic, but Good Marks are Awarded to Those Close

to the Lecturer?

Ethnic Agree Partial Agree Partial
Disagree ......... F a b e _ .

Total

Malav 11.8%( 21) 59.0%( 105) 23.0%(41) - 6.2%(11) 178(51.6%)
Chinese 6 .1%(6) 65.3%(64) 17.3%( 17) - 11 2%( 11) 98(28.4%)
Indian 44.9%(22) 22 4%(11) 22.4%(11) - 10 2%(5) 49(14.2%)
Others - 45.0%(9) - 55 0%( 11) - 20 (5.8%)

TOTAL 14.2% (49) 54.8% (189) 20.0% (69) 3.2% (11) 7.8% (27) 345(100%)
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Respondents seem to agree that good relationship with the lecturer is an important element for 

their success in the university. According to Abdul Razak Habib, et.al (1994) there were two 

ways o f interactions which student can be close to the lecturer. Firstly, lecturer like the student 

and he/she would give favour in terms o f reading materials, lenient marking, and ‘other helps’ 

needed by the student. Secondly, student shows their appreciation towards the lecturer. Malay 

student seem to regard ‘good relations’ with the lecturer as an important factor for their 

academic success, whereas the non-Malays (particularly Chinese) regards ‘good relations’ with 

friends.

In the above discussion it has been shown that there existed a different approach towards 

learning between Malays and the non-Malays. The Malay students were inclined towards 

dependent attitude: dependent to the lecturers, university’s authority, and lacked o f  will on their 

parts to charts for personal success. In comparison, the Chinese students were more 

independent. They do not regard lecturer as an important element in pursuing academic success 

and does not expect the university’s authority to guide them in study methods.

However, the Chinese students were more confident on their ability and effort. In this sense, 

they prefer to formulate their own ‘tactics’ to achieve higher academic performance. Similarly, 

the Indian students to a certain degree have managed to show their independence in formulating 

‘tactics’ and in forming ‘study group’ for the benefits o f their community in the university. A 

Malay lecturer convened that the different in learning approach were more o f a mastering the 

‘skills for living’. Chinese and Indian students were said to have mastered ‘the skills for living’ 

prior to their entry in the university, in comparison the Malay students do not. He defined ‘skills 

for living’ in the university as personal financial management, study methods, human relations, 

and aiming for the future.

9.2. STUDENTS’ SOCIAL AND LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES

In this section, the students’ social and leisure time activities will be explored. The activities are 

divided into six kinds, namely, self-development, social activities, part-time work, relaxation, 

teenage-fantasy, and deviant behaviour.

9.2.1. Self-Development

Table 9.23 shows the self-development activities o f Malaysian students in local universities. 

These activities were usually organised by the Students’ Council (Majlis Perwakilan Pelajar /  

Persatuan MahasisM>a), Clubs’, Societies’, and to the extent the Students’ Affairs Division.
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Besides these activities, students in Malaysian universities were made compulsory to register in 

the Co-curricula Activities (Aktiviti Kokurikulum) which is counted as part o f  the overall 

curriculum. Universities in Malaysia divided the students activities into three categories, 

recreational, academic, and cultural1.

Table 9.23 
Self-Development Activities

ACTIVITIES ETHNIC FREQUEN
TLY

OCCASION-
NALLY

SELDOM NEVER

1 Attended religious Malav 32.6% (58) 27.5% (49) 33.7% (60) 6.2% (11)
discussions and activities Chinese - 28.6% (28) 62.2% (61) 9.2% (9)

Indian - 57 1% (28) 42.9% (21) -

Others 55.0% (11) - 45.0% (9) -

TOTAL 20.0% 30.4% 43.8% 5.8%
(69)____ (105) (151) (20)

2.Attended talks, forums, Malav 6.2% (11) 57.3% (102) 34.3% (61) 2.2% (4)
seminars organised by Chinese 22.4% (22) 51.0% (50) 24.5% (24) 2.0% (2)
Clubs and Societies. Indian 24.5% (12) 38.8% (19) 30.6% (15) 6.1% (3)

Others - 100.0% (20)
TOTAL 13.0% 55.4% 29.0% 2.6%

(45) (191) (100) _____ (?)_____
3.Took opportunity to know Malay 2.2% (4) 44.4% (79) 27.5% (49) 25.8% (46)
political figures, social Chinese 11.2% (11) 12.2% (12) 24.5% (24) 52.0% (51)
activists or corporate leader. Indian 10.2% (5) 44.9% (22) 10.2% (5) 34.7% (17)

Others - 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11) -

TOTAL 5.8%
(20)

35.4%
(122)

25.8%
(89)

33.0%
(114)

4. Polished my skills - Malav 13.5% (24) 46.1% (82) 30.9% (55) 9.6% (17)
writing, public speaking, Chinese 4.1% (4) 60.2% (59) 33.7% (33) 2.0% (2)
and music. Indian 2.0% (1) 71.4% (35) 20.4% (10) 6.1% (3)

Others - 55.0% (11) - 45.0% (9)
TOTAL 8.4%

(29)
54.2%
(187)____

28.4%
(98)

9.0%
(31)

5. Read book, other than the Malay 64.0% (114) 29.8% (53) 6.2% (11) -

one prescribed for course Chinese 77.6% (76) 11.2% (11) 10.5% (5) -

work Indian 79.6% (39) 10.2% (5) 10.2% (5) -

Others 55.0% (11) 45.0% (9) - -

TOTAL 69.6%
1240)

22.6%
(78)

7.8%
. . . .  (27)____

-

6. Visited the Students' Malay 20.8% (37) 66.3% (118) 10.7% (19) 2.2% (4)
Counsellor to discuss my Chinese 24.5% (24) 73.5% (72) - 2.0% (2)
personal problems and Indian 34.7% (17) 34.7% (17) 20.4% ( 10) 10.2% (5)
future career. Others - 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11) -

TOTAL 22.6%
(78)

62.6%
(216)

11.6%
(40)

3.2%
(ID

7 Discussed mv work with Malav 16.3% (29) 76.4% (136) 7.3% (13) -

friends. Chinese 29.6% (29) 61.2% (60) 9.2% (9) -

Indian 14.3% (7) 75.5% (37) 10.2% (5) -

Others . 55.0% (11) 45.0% (9) -

TOTAL 18.8% 70.7% 10.4% -

(65) (244) (36)

In an interview with the Students’ Affairs officer, he explained the common view o f  students in 

Malaysian universities pertaining to self-development activities. He explained the scene in 

terms o f  ethnic perspectives:

1 Interview with Senior Assistant Registrar, Students’ Affairs D ivision UUM , in October 1996.
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The Chinese students were more inclined towards activities that have the benefits for 
their future. Hence, they like to joint Clubs’ or Societies’ that really develops their 
talents in management, economics, leaderships, and ‘semi-professional’ in nature. 
Furthermore, these sorts of activities have an international linkage. For example, they 
hold high office in MEC (Management Executive Club), NO VAC, and AISEC. The 
Malay students, however, were more inclined towards political, social and cultural 
activities. In this case, the Chinese students are the followers and the high office is in 
the hands of the Malays. Finally, the Indians were more content as active follower but 
when they joint the Clubs’ or Societies’ they will be very active.

On the whole, lecturers and Students’ Counsellors interviewed agreed that Malay students were 

regarded as the most active in the campus activities. They took the responsibility to brighten the 

university life. A Chinese lecturer commented on this and he said:

Without the active Malay students the campus would be a very dull place. These groups 
of student have added flavour to the campus life. They organised all sorts of activities 
ranging from cultural activities to political activities and in fact have had changed the 
political alignment of the country. Students’ activism is important without which there 
will be robots -  who can only think within the parameters of what is taught. One should 
remember how Anwar Ibrahim in 1970 mobilised students in UM, UKM, USM and 
ITM to change the course of the country. Sometime, we have done no justice because 
we only look for the ‘academic performance’ and neglect the overall student 
development.

Malay students were the most active in religious discussions and activities. They frequently 

attended the religious discussions and activities organised by their students or by the university. 

In comparison, there were minimal participation from the Chinese and Indian students. The term 

‘religious discussions and activities’ also seem to focus more on issues related to Islam, and 

other than that the discussions and activities were held outside the university campus.

To placate for their lack o f participation in the religious activities, the non-Malay students have 

shown their frequent involvement in talks, forums, and seminars organised by Clubs’ and 

Societies’. There were wide ranges o f topics covered in these activities. Through these activities 

students could widen their thought on matters o f self-development and general knowledge.

But, the non-Malay students sometime were suspicious o f the positive efforts approved by the 

universities, because in their perspective such activities were more inclined towards Malay 

ethnicity (Junaidi Abu Bakar, 1993). The Chinese students, in particular, were more interested - 

in academic studies, and they ignored the general knowledge aspects o f the self-development. 

As one Indian lecturer see it:

If you take general knowledge as an account for higher academic performance, the 
Chinese would not be able to be considered as successful. Their mind has been tuned to
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‘work’ only, and I feel sorry for them because they do not enjoy the variety of 
knowledge offers by the university. You can only see Malay students in every talks, 
forums, and seminars held by the Clubs’ and Societies’ in this university. I do not think 
this is right, because they should put efforts to participate in all activities. It seems that 
their interest is some sort o f ‘false interest’ not really ‘deep’ for the sake of knowledge.

Similarly, the non-Malay students, in particular, the Chinese students have shown no interest to 

know political figures, social activists, and the corporate figures. As shown in the table, Malay 

students were more cordial towards these figures. This might be due to attitude o f the Malays 

that were keen to entertain those figures.

However, the non-Malay students have shown their interest in those activity which were 

concern with ‘individual’ development like writing, public speaking, and music. These activities 

are considered important for future career and students who have shown their flair would have 

an edge.

Reading books other than the ones prescribed for course is the most frequent self-development 

activities done by the respondents. In the interview, majority o f the students said that their 

reading ranges from novel, autobiography, religion, lateral thinking, and self-improvement 

books. They feel that reading materials other than prescribed by the lecturers is more 

stimulating, because they said that they could explore more on their own interest.

Respondents stated that they occasionally discuss their personal problems with the Students’ 

Counsellor. The Students’ Counsellors revealed that students come to the unit to discuss four 

main problems, academic, financial, career, and social psychology. As an example, Malay 

students were the majority having the social psychological problems. The problems touch on 

family matters (ignored by parents), loneliness, lacked o f self-confidence, parochialism, and 

superstitious belief. Chinese students could solve their social psychological problems with 

friends and it seems that Malays have to face those problems alone.

Finally, more than 70 percent o f the respondent stated that they spend their leisure hours to 

discuss academic works with friends. Besides that, most o f the students interviewed like to be in 

their circle o f friends. According to Abu Bakar Hashim et.al (1997) Malay students were 

inclined to choose friends that have similar behaviour, compared to the non-Malays choose 

friends based on similar interest. Thus, Malay students would be easy to be influenced and they 

would join friends that could imitate their behaviour. However, for the non-Malays, in particular 

the Chinese students they seem to choose friends that have the same interest and their main
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while in the university is to get the best academic results. They were not easily influenced by 

the behaviour o f  their friends.

In terms o f  interest in self-development it has been shown that Malay students were more 

inclined towards religion, to get to know political, social activists, and corporate figures, and 

prefer to solve their personal problems with the Students’ Counsellor. In comparison, the non- 

Malay students choose talk, forum, seminar, reading, and discussion with friends as their 

method o f  self-development.

9.2.2. Social Activities

Table 9.24 presented the social activities preferred by students in Malaysian universities. In this 

contexts, social activities means the activity in which student give their services for the benefits 

o f  the larger community outside the university. It was hypothesised that Malay students were 

active in political, social and cultural. In comparison, the Chinese were active in the semi- 

professional Clubs’ and Societies’ especially those that have international linkages.

Table 9.24 
Social Activities

ACTIVITIES ETHNIC FREQU
ENTLY

OCCAS
IONALLY

SELDOM NEVER

1. Doing society's work 
in the Students' Centre (or 
Guild).

Malav 7.3% (13) 41.0% (73) 33.7% (60) 18.0% (32)
Chinese 11.2% (11) 22.4% (22) 28.6% (28) 37.8% (37)
Indian 10.2% (5) 20.4% (10) 42 9% (21) 26.5% (13)
Others - - 100.0% (20) -

TOTAL 8.4%
(29)

30.4%
(105)

37.3%
029)

23.8%
182)

2. Attended socials or 
parties (dinner and show).

Malay 1.1% (2) 21.9% (39) 44.4% (79) 32.6% (58)
Chinese 2.0% (2) 24.5% (24) 37.8% (37) 35.7% (35)
Indian 10.2% 40.8% (20) 22.4% (11) 26.5% (13)
Others - 55.0% (11) 45.0% (9) -

TOTAL 2.6%
(9)

27.2%
(94)

39.4%
036)

30.7%
(106)

3. Discussed politics with 
friends.

Malay 18.5% (33) 44.4% (79) 26.4% (47) 10.7% (19)
Chinese 2.0% (2) 63.3% (62) 30.6% (30) 4.1% (4)
Indian 10.2% (5) 30.6% (15) 46.9% (23) 12.2% (6)
Others - 55.0% (11) 45.0% (9) -

TOTAL 11.6%
(40)

48.4%
(167)

31.6%
009)

8.4%
(29)

4 Did voluntary work Malav 22.5% (40) 37.1% (66) 34.3% (61) 6.2% (11)
Chinese 13.3% (13) 11.2% (11) 66.3% (65) 9.2% (9)
Indian 10.2% (5) 20.4% (10) 69.4% (34) -

Others - 55.0% (11) 45.0% (9) -

TOTAL 16.8%
__

28.4% 
____ (98) .........

49.0%
( 169)

5.8%
(20)

There were approximately 40 percent o f  the non-Malay respondents stated that they never ‘give 

their hand’ to Clubs’ and Societies’ in the handling o f  activities. Clubs’ and Societies’ in the
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university has been activated by about 30 percent o f the student population. The remaining 30 

percent o f the student would participate ‘occasionally’ and ‘seldom’ or according to their 

interest. It has been mentioned earlier that Malay students take the lead to activate the Clubs’ 

and Societies’ in the university irrespective o f the interest groups. However, the non-Malay 

students were inclined to activate Clubs’ and Societies’ that were directly link to their ethnic 

interest.

Nearly 70 percent o f the respondents seldom or never attended social gathering or parties. It was 

the practised o f the Malaysian universities since mid-1970s to eradicate such activities from the 

campus (Zainah Anwar, 1987; Junaidi Abu Bakar, 1993). Social gathering organised by the 

students is in the form of grand dinner without the consumption o f alcohol and dancing. Again, 

this practise is the further prove o f Malay-Islam definition o f the socio-cultural climate in the 

university.

University’s students have shown their awareness o f  the political situations in the country. 

Political discussion among students seldom took place in the form of ‘common interest’ o f the 

three ethnic communities. The nature o f the political discussion is very much intact to issues 

related to their own ethnic interest.

About 60 percent o f the Malay respondents stated that they frequently and occasionally 

involved in voluntary works. Voluntary works in Malaysian universities involved conducting 

classes for secondary school students, rendering helps for the local communities, managing co

operatives, and extra-mural projects for the benefits o f the masses.

The Malay students seem more interested to involve in social activities. They have shown 

interests in activating projects in Clubs’ and Societies’, discussed politic, and voluntary works. 

In any o f these activities the involvement o f the non-Malays were minimal. This clearly 

indicates that the non-Malays particularly the Chinese were more interested in academic study 

and involve in activities that could bring material benefits in future undertakings. The finding 

correspond to the previous findings by Abdullah Taib (1978), Zainah Anwar (1987) and Junaidi 

Abu Bakar (1993).

9.2.3. W orking Part-tim e

Table 9.25 presented the activities that could be considered as working part-time. The statement 

by the respondents indicates that almost 80 percent involve in working part-time. Working part- 

time in this context means involvement in transactions that would bring monetary rewards. It
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had been mentioned that almost 80 percent o f  the students in the Arts, Applied Arts and Social 

Sciences were from the lower middle class and working class background.

Table 9.25 
Working Part-time

ACTIVITIES ETHNIC FREQUENT
LY

OCCASION
ALLY

SELDOM NEVER

1. Doing business or as Malay 56.2% (100) 25.8% (46) 12.9% (23) 5.1% (9)
salesman. Chinese 51.0% (50) 15.3% (15) 33.7% (33) -

Indian 67.3% (33) 2.0% (1) 30.6% (15) .

Others 100.0% (20) - - -

TOTAL 58.8% 18.0% 20.6% 2.6%
(203) (62) (71) (9)

2. Went to the stock broker Malav 81.5% (145) 18.5% (33) - -

Chinese 38.8% (38) 22.4% (22) 38.8% (38) -

Indian 89.8% (44) 10.2% (5) - -

Others 55.0% (11) - 45.0% (9) -

TOTAL 69.0% 17.4% 13.6% 0%
(238) (60) (47) (0)

3 Working part-time. Malav 57.9% (103) 32.0% (57) 5.1% (9) 5.1% (9)
Chinese 50.0% (49) 11.2% (11) 29.6% (29) 9.2% (9)
Indian 79.6% (39) 20.4% (10) - -

Others 45.0% (9) - 55.0% (11) -

TOTAL 58.0% 22.6% 14.2% 5.2%
(2001 (78) (49) . 118)

Doing business or as salesman is common among students in Malaysian universities. Through 

this activity the student would manage to subsidise their daily expenses. Although, majority o f  

the students received scholarships, bursaries and loans, but for some o f  them they have to send 

money home to support other siblings. Almost 80 percent o f  the students involved in business 

dealings or as salesman in the university

Nearly 70 percent o f  the respondents admitted that they frequently went to the stock brokerage 

or Stock Securities. Students involve in buying and selling shares were mostly studying in 

economic, business studies, finance and accountancy.

Almost 70 percent o f  the respondents admitted that they work part-time, either in the campus or 

outside. The common areas o f  part-time work were Security Guard, Cleaner, Tuition Teacher, 

Shops Assistant, Factory Operator and Waiter. It is this group o f  students who invested part o f  

their income in buying and selling shares in the Securities.

9.2.4. Relaxation

The Malaysian universities implemented the semester system since late 1970s. Since then, the 

academic session is divided into two semesters -  Semester July and Semester December. Each 

semester consists o f  18 weeks (14 weeks o f  lectures; 1 week for mid-semester break; 3 weeks
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for examination). It is within this setting that respondents were asked to rate their activities for 

personal relaxation.

Table 9.26 

Personal Relaxation

ACTIVITIES ETHNIC FREQUENT
LY

OCCASIONA
LLY

SELDOM NEVER

1. Listened to Malav 41.0% (72) 40.4% (72) 12.4% (22) 6.2% (11)
radio/music Chinese 71.4% (70) 26.5% (26) 2.0% (2) -

Indian 63.3% (31) 26.5% (13) 10.2% (5) -
Others 45.0% (9) - 55.0% (11) -

TOTAL 53.0%
(183)

32.2%
(111)

11.6%
(40)

3.2%
(11)

2. Watched television Malav 7.3% (13) 33.1% (59) 53.4% (95) 6.2% (11)
Chinese 13.3% (13) 35.7% (35) 51.0% (50) -

Indian 24.5% (12) 26.5% (13) 49.0% (24) -
Others 45.0% (9) - 55.0% (11) -
TOTAL 13.6% 31.0% 52.2% 3.2%

(47) (107) (180) ......... (.1.1)____
3 Went to the cinema. Malav - 7.3% (13) 57.9% (103) 34.8% (62)

Chinese - 20.4% (20) 49.0% (48) 30.6% (30)
Indian - 10.2% (5) 40.8% (20) 49.0% (24)
Others - 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11)- -
TOTAL - 13.6%

(47)
52.8% 
(182)

33.6%
(116)

4. Attended public Malay - 1.1% (2) 23.0% (41) 75.8% (135)
recital or a concert Chinese - 4.1% (4) 44.9% (44) 51.0% (50)
(dance, music) Indian - 24.5% (12) 36.7% (18) 38.8% (19)

Others - 55.0% (11) 45.0% (9) -
TOTAL 8.4%

(29)
32.5%
(112)

59.1%
. 1?04L . .

5 Read newspaper. Malav 55.1% (98) 41.6% (74) 3.4% (6)
Chinese 46.9% (46) 51.0% (50) 2.0% (2) -
Indian 65.3% (32) 28.6% (14) 6.1% (3) -
Others 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11) - -
TOTAL 53.6%

(185)
43.2%
(149)

3.2% 
. (11)

-

6. Participated in sports. Malay 19.7% (35) 23.0% (41) 24 7% (44) 32.6% (58)
games and athletics Chinese 38.8% (38) 37.8% (37) 2.0% (2) 21.4% (21)

Indian 20.4% (10) 26.5% (13) 10.2% (5) 42.9% (21)
Others 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11) - -
TOTAL 26.7%

(92)
29.6%
(102)

14.8%
(51)

29.0%
(100)

7. Went to theatre -  to Malav 6.2% (11) - 37.1% (66) 56.7% (101)
watch plav or drama. Chinese - 40.8% (40) 17.3% (17) 41.8% (41)

Indian - - 40.8% (20) 59.2% (29)
Others - 55.0% (11) 45.0% (9) -
TOTAL 3.2%

(11)
14.8%
(51)

49.6%
(171)

8. Wrote letters home. Malav 2.2% (4) 12.4% (22) 47.8% (85) 37.6% (67)
Chinese 2.0% (2) 13.3% (13) 24.5% (24) 60.2% (59)
Indian 10.2% (5) 20.4% (10) 36.7% (18) 32.7% (16)
Others - 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11) -

TOTAL 3.2%
____ (ID ..

15.7%
____ 1541____

40.0%
(138)

41.2% 
(142) _

Table 9.26 presented the recurrent personal relaxation activities o f Malaysian students. 

Listening to radio, music and watching television were highly rated by the respondents. 

Followed by reading newspaper and participation in sport activities. The least rated activity are
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attending public recital (drama and plays), theatre, and writing letters home. There were lack o f 

public recital and theatre in Malaysian universities. There were attempts to initiates concerts, 

public recital and theatre in the campus, but these sorts o f events were not acceptable by the 

students. The Malay students rejected that those programs were violating the fundamental 

principles o f Islam and the non-Malays were silence and did no show an appreciation (Junaidi 

Abu Bakar, 1993).

Marimuthu (1984) noted that university students in Malaysia were more concerned with the 

‘academic study’ rather than developing other potentials for example in sports and cultural 

activities. Their leisure activities, in this case the personal relaxation were stereotypes, listening 

radio and watching television. It seems that universities as learning institutions were more 

directed towards learning and graduating and institutionalised as such. One Chinese student 

comment on the situation and he said:

It’s boring, dull and nowhere to go to have a good relaxation. Life here is very 
institutionalised, just like a prison. The only time I feel relax and happy is when 
surrounded by friends like this (The author was interviewing him in his room).
Otherwise for 18 weeks you have to suffer -  lecture, tutorial, co-curricular every 
Thursday, doing assignments, and there is nothing in Sintok (UUM Campus). There is 
no cinema, no drama, no plays, what we have is just hutan (forest) I like towns or cities 
and I don’t apply for this University. The UPU (Universities Central Unit) allocated the 
place. I applied for USM and UM because both in cities. I have to live in this jungle for 
3 to 4 years (shocking his head). Just imagine how you fell...

9.2.5. Teenage Fantasy

Table 9.27 presented the teenage fantasy or activity that is considered sexual. The data seems to 

correspond to the accusation made by Students’ Counsellors and the Security Officer that Malay 

students were the most involved in dating, followed by Indian and Chinese. Similarly, the 

discussion about sexual activity, Malays outnumbered Indian and Chinese.

In the interview that was carried out, it seems that majority o f the lecturers, Students’ 

Counsellors, and other officers were more concerned with Malay student behaviour. The 

Security Officer give an accurate comments when he said that Malay students tend to be 

offended because ‘they do all the nasty things in more clearer view’ compared to the Chinese 

and Indian ‘do it in close situations’. Furthermore, he said that university’s authority also were 

more concerns with the Malays and seems to ignore the non-Malays. In the authority’s view ‘its 

all right if  the non-Malays to do it because they are not Muslim hence we thought it’s right for 

what they beliefs. ’
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Table 9.27 
Teenage Fantasy

ACTIVITIES ETHNIC FREQUENT
LY

OCCASION
ALLY

SELDOM NEVER

1 Went on dates Malay 44.9% (80) 29.8% (52) 25.8% (46) -

Chinese 34.7% (34) 13.3% (13) 42.9% (42) 9.2% (9)
Indian 63.3% (31) 26.5% (13) 10.2% (5) -

Others - - 55.0% (11) 45.0% (9)
TOTAL 42.0% 22.6% 30.1% 5.2%

(145) (78) (104) (18)
2. Discussed sex with Malavs 34.8% (62) 48.9% (87) 16.3% (29)
friends Chinese 10.2% (10) 41.8% (41) 38.8% (38) 9.2% (9)

Indian 42.9% (21) 57.1% (28) - -

Others 45.0% (9) - 55.0% (11) -

TOTAL 29.6% 45.2% 22.6% 2.6%
. . .  (I»2L (156) _____ (78) _____________(?)______

Both teenage fantasies were considered as deviant by the university’s authority. Dating for 

example could be charge under khalwal or close proximity and student involved would be 

called and advised not to continue with such behaviour. At time, parent would be informed and 

University’s Religious Officer usually advised student to do it in a proper way that is by getting 

married. With this regard, non-Malay students seldom being charge or called, because as the 

Security Officer in an interview said That’s normal among them '. Discussion about sex among 

students is considered normal, but the concerned were with ‘blue m aterials’. The Security 

Officer said that students were caught with ‘blue m aterials’ in the form o f ‘diskette, compact 

disc, books, video, and pictures.’

9.2.6. Deviant Behaviour

The Security Department is responsible to implement law and order in the campus. The 

department divided the deviant behaviour into three broad categories. Firstly, concerning traffic 

regulations in the campus. Secondly, discipline (moral and ethical behaviour). Thirdly, criminal.

The concern here is the second category that is discipline (moral and ethical behaviour). In an 

interview with the Security Officer, he said that ‘the deviant behaviour common among the 

students were: drinking beer and liquor, overslept and missed class, visiting nights club, drugs 

addiction (including sleeping pills), violating university regulations, and lepak or rambling 

(includes roaming with motorbike not knowing what to do)’. Table 9.28 is the extent o f the 

deviant behaviour among the respondents. Glimpses o f  the data shows that the deviant 

behaviour in Malaysian campuses is considered low and this concurred with Marimuthu (1984) 

findings.
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Table 9.28 
Deviant Behaviour

ACTIVITIES ETHNIC REQUENTLY OCCASIONA
LLY

SELDOM NEVER

1 Draiik beer and liquor Malav - - 11.2% (20) 88.8% (158)
Chinese - 9.2% (9) 20.4% (20) 70.4% (69)
Indian - - - 100.0% (49)
Others - - - 100.0% (20)
TOTAL 2.6% 11.6% 85.8%

(9) (296)
2. Overslept and missed Malav 18 0% (32) 64.0% (114) 11.8% (21) 6.2% (11)
class. Chinese 15.3% (15) 60.2% (59) 15.3% (15) 9.2% (9)

Indian 18.4% (9) 51.0% (25) 30.6% (15) -

Others 55.0% (11) 45.0% (9) - -

TOTAL 19.4% 60.0% 14.8% 5.8%
. m (207) (51) (20)

3. Went to Nights Club Malay 5.1% (9) 94.9% (169)
Chinese - - 18.4% (18) 81.6% (80)
Indian * - - 100.0% (49)
Others - - - 100.0% (20)
TOTAL - - 7.8%

(27)
92.2%
(318)

5. Took sleeping pills. Malav - - 5.1% (9) 94.9% (169)
Chinese * - 20.4% (20) 79.6% (78)
Indian - - - 100.0% (49)
Others - - - 100.0% (20)
TOTAL - 91.6%

(316)
6. Violated University Malay 70.8% (126) 29.2% (52) .

Regulations without Chinese 34 7% (34) 35.7% (35) 29.6% (29) -

getting caught. Indian 87.8% (43) 12.2% (6) - -

Others - - - 100.0% (20)
TOTAL 64.6%

(223)
27.0%

(93)
8.4%
(29)

-

7 Roaming around with Malav 5.1% (9) 7.3% (13) 18.5% (33) 69.1% (123)
my motorbike, not Chinese - 11.2% (11) 15.3% (15) 73.5% (72)
knowing what to do Indian - 10.2% (5) 16.3% (8) 73.5% (36)

Others - - 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11)
TOTAL 2.6%

(9)
8.4%
(29)._____

18.8%
(65)

70.1%  
......... (242).

The most frequent deviant behaviour admitted by the respondents is violating the University 

Regulations without getting caught. According to the Security Officer most o f  the students 

violated the traffic regulations in the campus, writing poison letters making accusations against 

the government and pinned it on the notice board, loafing in the cafeterias until early hours, and 

cooking inside the rooms (cooking rice in order to save money).

On the whole, the Students’ Counsellors admitted that only about two percent o f  the student 

population could be categorised as truly deviant and involved in criminal activities such as 

stealing, drugs addiction, prostitution, and cheating in the examinations. The majority o f  the 

students were well behaves and the only instances that should be eradicated is the comfortable 

attitude and pleasure loving.
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9.3. STUDENTS’ EVALUATION OF THEIR UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCES

University is an important agent o f  social mobility. It is regarded by the masses as the source o f  

gaining higher social and economic position in the society. In this study, 80 percent o f  the 

respondent admitted that their admission to the university is a way forward for upward social 

mobility (Table 8.7).

9.3.1. The Instrumental Value of University Education

Table 9.29 is the values made by the respondent with regard to their expectation o f  a university. 

To support the data interview was carried out. Most students interviewed mentions that they 

expected university to provide them training so that they could obtain professional qualification, 

to obtain a good job, and to widen their knowledge. None o f  the students interviewed said that 

the purpose o f  pursuing university education for the sake o f  love o f  knowledge. To them 

knowledge should be instrumental and i f  the university failed to deliver this they would regard 

the course taken as useless and does not match their expectations.

Table 9.29
Respondents Valuation on the Expectations of University Education

Ethnic Up to my 
expectation

Only to some extent Not at all Total

Malav 51.1% (91) 48.9% (87) - 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 19.4% (19) 71.4% (70) 9.2% (9) 98 (28 4%)
Indian 42.9% (21) 57.1% (28) - 49(14.2%)
Others 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11) - 20 (5.8%)

TOTAL 40.6% (140) 56.8% (196) 2.6% (9)
______ _______.. ........ .......... . .

345 (100%)

There were about 40 percent o f  the respondents stated that the courses in the university were ‘up 

to my expectations’. Among this, about 50 percent were Malays. The data shows that about 70 

percent o f  Chinese respondent rated ‘only to some extent the courses in the university were up 

to my expectation'. This clearly shows that the Chinese students were not really satisfied with 

som e o f  matters concerning their courses in the university. A Chinese student commented on 

this matter and he said:

It is not easy i f  you study with your ow n exp en ses because you must look into the cost- 
benefits otherw ise is a w aste I am reading M alay Studies now . I do not see the 
relevance o f  this course to my future, except to b ecom e a teacher. I got B for E conom ic  
and C in A ccounting in STPM  and A1 in M athem atics in SPM  so  I applied to read 
E conom ic or B usiness Studies but my application w as rejected tw ice  and in the third 
tim e 1 am g iven  an offer to read this course. So, I have no ch o ice  and have to accept it. I 
consider that university education as a passport for future advancem ent ... and the
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opportunity is really limited for non-Malays . I consider this as an opportunity although 
it is not my wish.

There were different perceptions between Malays and non-Malays with regard to the courses 

read in the university. To the Malays the most important things is the University Degree, but to 

the non-Malays, in particular the Chinese, they were looking for the end benefits o f  the courses 

read. The reasons were related to the employment opportunities and costs incur for education.

It is often stated that the philosophical aims o f  university education is to develop the 

intellectual, emotional, aesthetic, social and moral aspects o f  the person to the fullest extent. 

Chinese student in Malaysian universities has only one aim that is to get a good academic 

achievement. Seemingly, the Chinese students not to care o f  the philosophical aspects o f  the 

university education and hence their involvement in social activities were indeed minimal 

(Junaidi Abu Bakar, 1993). However, Malays and Indians, though the performance were not as 

good as the Chinese, but they tried to participate in all aspects o f  the mentioned development. 

Table 9.30 is the responses on the role o f  the university in developing the intellectual, 

emotional, aesthetic, social and moral aspects.

Table 9.30
Has Your University Education Helped You To Develop the Intellectual, Emotional, Aesthetic,

Social and Moral Aspects?

Ethnic Yes, all 
aspects.

Only some 
aspects.

Not at all. Total

Malav 41.6% (74) 58.4% (104) - 178 (51.6%)
Chinese 10.2% (10) 80.6% (79) 9.2% (9) 98 (28.4%)
Indian 46.9% (23) 53.1% (26) - 49(14.2%)
Others - 100.0% (20) - 20 (5 .8%)

TOTAL 31.0% (107) 66.4% (229) 2.6% (9) 345(100%)
........................ ..

The finding disregard the previous findings by Abdul Halim Othman (1984) and Amir Awang 

(1986) that the Malay students were lacking in participation in the intellectual, emotional, 

aesthetic, social and moral aspects. The finding however shows that Malay and Indian students 

participate highly in those aspects. They regarded that university has helped them to develop 

those aspects. Students would realised the development o f  those aspects i f  they participate in 

Clubs’ and Society’s, and they would not realised it i f  they came to the university just to fulfil 

the academic needs (Junaidi Abu Bakar, 1993).
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9.3.2. The Facilities Provides by the Universities

Table 9.31 is the respondent views on the facilities and opportunities for personal and social 

development o f  students provided by the universities. Majority o f  the respondents considered 

that the facilities provided were good and satisfactory. About 15 percent o f  the respondents 

considered that the facilities provided were very good. Majority o f  respondent that considered 

the facilities provided as very good is Malays. However, for 13 percent o f  the respondents they 

considered that the facilities provided were poor and very poor. Among the three ethnic 

communities, the Indian is the majority who have considered that the facilities provided were 

very poor, Chinese, nearly 30 percent, however stated that the facilities were just poor.

Table 9.31
Respondents Views on the Facilities and Opportunities Provided by the University for Personal and

Social Development of the Student

Ethnic Very Good Good Satisfactory Poor Very Poor

Malay 21.9% (29) 51.7% (92) 19.1% (34) 5.1% (9) 2.2% (4)
Chinese 4.1% (4) 21 4% (21) 44.9% (44) 27.6% (27) 2.0% (2)
Indian 16.3% (8) 51.0% (25) 22.4% (11) - 10.2% (5)
Others - 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11) - -

TOTAL 14.8% (51) 42.6% (147) 29.0% (100) 10.4% (36) 3.2% (11)

The Chinese and Indian considered the facilities as poor and very poor were because o f  the 

facilities does not cater for their cultural needs. For example, the foods catered in the cafeterias 

is a Malay food  the cultural events in the universities is a Malay culture and, and the social 

development programs were taken from the life events o f  the Malays. There is a lack o f  cultural 

understanding in the university and a tendency o f  Malay-bias (Lim Teck Ghee, 1995). A 

Chinese student revealed his experience in the university and those came as a shock for him. He 

said:

1 never use to the Malay food and I do not like it because too hot. The first time I start 
my life in this university I feel horrible ... the food, the culture and everything seem to 
go wrong. You see Encik my room (pointing his finger to the mosque nearby) ah ya 
very disturbing because the call for prayers five times a day. Worst in the dawn ...while 
a sleep I feel disturbed. Thursday evening worst because the ceramah (talk) takes about
2 hours. . I cannot have a good rest.

An Indian student commented on the examples used in the talk, seminar and forum. The 

examples were all taken from the lives o f  the Malays and none from the lives o f  the non- 

Malays. She said:
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Actually, in the university one learn more about the Malays and not on the Malaysian.
Almost all the examples, the case study, and whatever are all from the Malays. They are 
really dominating us here We are not allowed to have our prayer space, but they have 
their surau (prayer room) all around the campus. In fact, when one mentioned the word 
personal and social development, that’s for the Malays We are here just to study. ..we 
do not have such things.

Despite the different views on the facilities and the opportunities, the students in Malaysian 

universities have built up their aims before they were admitted to the university. Table 9.32 is 

the aims o f  the respondents if  they were allowed to choose freely.

Table 9.32
If You Had To Choose, Which of These Would You Rather Be?

ETHNICITY
A Brilliant 
Student

A Star 
Athlete / 
Sportsman

A Leader in
Campus
Activities

A Popular 
Student

Other (Please 
Specify)

Total

Malay 35.4% (63) 10.7% (19) 24.2% (43) 11.2% (20) 18.5% (33) 178(51.6%)
Chinese 44.9% (44) 2.0% (2) 19.4% (19) 112% (11) 22.4% (22) 98(28.4%)
Indian 36.7% (18) 16.3% (8) 36.7% (18) - 10.2% (5) 49(14.2%)
Others - - 55.0% (11) - 45.0% (9) 20(5.8%)
TOTAL 36.2%

(125)
8.4%
(29)

26.4% ( 
91)

9.0%
(31)

20.0%
(69)

345(
100%)

GENDER
Male 24.6%(45) 10.9%(20) 26.8%(49) 16 9%(31) 20 8%(38) 183(53.0%)
Female 49.4%(80) 5.6%(9) 25.9%(42) - 19.1 %(31) 162(47.0%)
TOTAL 36.2%

(125)
8.4%
(29)

26.4%
(91) j

9.0%
(31)

xOIIn

345
(100%)

SOCIAL CLASS
UMC 60.8%(31) - 21.6%( 11) - 17.4%(9) 51(14.8%)
LMC 25.4%(49) 10.4%(20) 32 1%(62) 5.7%(11) 26 4%(51) 193(55.9%)
LWC 44.5%(45) 8.9%(9) 17.8%( 18) 19.8%(20) 8.9%(9) 101(29.3%)
TOTAL 36.2%

(125)
8.4%
(29)

26.4%
(91)

9.0%
(31)

20.0%  
____ (69)_____

345
(100%)

HOME LOCATION
Plantation - - 100% (9) - - 9 (2.60%)
New Village 45.0%(9) - - - 55.0%(11) 20(5.80%)
Kampung 28.8%(36) 16.0%(20) 16.0%(20) 16.0%(20) 23.2%(29) 125(36.2%)
Small Town 25.0%(20) 11.3%(9) 36.3%(29) 13 8%(11) 13.8%(11) 80(23.2%)
Large Town 54 8%(5I) - 35.5%(33) - 9.7%(9) 93(27.0%)
Metropolitan 50.0%(9) - - - 50.0%(9) 18(5.22%)
TOTAL 36.2%

(125)
8.4% 26.4%

(91)
9.0% 
.(31)....

20.0%
(69)

345
(100%)

About one-third o f the respondents choose to be a brilliant student. Nearly one-third embrace to 

be a leader in campus activities. Nearly one-third wanted to be something else. For example To 

venture in business’, To find a beautiful and clever wife’, To relax while seeking knowledge 

because I have work for years’, To gain respect from village folks because I have been 

humiliated before,’ To show that I am capable to pursue higher education.’ There seems to be 

minimal choice o f becoming a star athlete / sportsman and a popular student.
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9.3.3. Students’ Expectations from University Education

Finally, students admitted to the university also have developed years o f  burning ambition o f  

what they wanted to be in life. The student’s choices o f  ambitions were partly influenced by the 

social situations. Hence, in Malaysia during the late 1980s and throughout 1990s the corporate 

figure is much respected. This is because o f  the paradigm shifts in the elite thinking that 

business activity is important in the society. Business alone would not be sufficient for 

successful lives and it must be supplemented with political involvement.

Consequently, in Table 9.33 respondents were asked about their choice o f  the figures that they 

wanted to be. Amazingly, about one-third o f  the Chinese respondent choose to be a politician 

and none o f  the Malays. It was hypothesised earlier that Malays were m oie inclined towaids 

politics because through that one could serve the community in wider spectrum. However, the 

data revealed in Table 9.33 and further interview with the students confirmed that Malay 

students were not interested to be a politician.

Table 9.33
If You Could Choose Freely, Which of These Figures Would You Rather Be?

A Politician. A Corporate 
Leader.

A Bureaucrat. Other. Total

Malav - 73.6% (131) 15.7% (28) 10.7% (19) 178(51.6%)
Chinese 33.7% (33) 51.0% (50) 2.0% (2) 13.3% (13) 98(28.4%)
Indian 14.3% (7) 49.0% (24) 20.4% (10) 16.3% (8) 49(14.2%)
Others - 100.0% (20) - - 20(5.8%)

TOTAL 11.6% (40) 65.2% (225) 11.6% (40) 11.6% (40) 345(100%)

The Malaysian students seem to hold to the stereotypes thinking. They would follow the 

mainstream thinking with regard to employment and opportunity for success in life. Since, the 

Mahathir’s administration were stressing on ‘privatisation’, ‘corporatisation’, and in fact the 

Malaysian government embarked on business ventures and the success figures that have been 

introduced to them were from the corporate sectors. Hence, the students seemingly tend to 

follow  through the image that has been created by the government. The Chinese students 

however have deviated from the mainstream thinking and they tend to choose politics as an 

arena for future advancement in life.

The respondent's choice is influenced by the social demands. The Malays were urge by the 

government to ventures on the corporate sectors and the Chinese on the other hand, were 

pressured by the community to voice out their demands through political forum. Both
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communities made their choices based on the social demands o f  the community they 

represented.

In term o f  gender, even the Chinese female students were interested to become politicians, 

however they decline to become the bureaucrats. Most o f  the female students who have stated 

‘other’ as their choice wanted to be a teacher and some to become ‘good w ife’ and ‘mother’ 

because they said ‘the purpose o f  university education is not really to works but more o f  an 

interest and exposure’. This revelation is shown in Table 9.34.

Table 9.34
Cross Tabulation of Gender Based on Ethnicity and the Choice of Figures They would Rather Be?

MALE
Figure of Choice Malay Chinese Indian Others Total
A Politician - 100%(31) - - 31(100%)
A Corporate Leader 50.9%(57) 27.7%(31) 13 4%( 15) 8.0%(9) 112(100%)
A Bureaucrat 58 6%( 17) 6.9%(2) 34 5%(10) - 29(100%)
Other 36.4%(4) 18.2%(2) 45.5%(5) - 11(100%)
TOTAL 42.6%(78) 36.1%(66) 16.4%(30) 4,9%(9) 183(100%)

FEMALE
A Politician - 22.2%(2) 77 8%(7) - 9(100%)
A Corporate Leader 65.5%(74) 16 8%( 19) 8.0%(9) 9.7%( 11) 113(100%)
A Bureaucrat 100%( 11) - - - 11(100%)
Other 5 1 7%( 15) 37.9%(11) 10.3%(3) - 29(100%)
TOTAL 6I.7%( 100%) 19.8%(32) 11.7%( 19) 6 8%(11) 162(100%)

The following discussion shall further exposed the elements in choice o f  employment o f  the 

three ethnic communities.

9.4. CHOICE OF EMPLOYMENT

This section discusses four main issues concerning the hypothesis on choice o f  employment 

among the three ethnic communities. Firstly, choice o f  employment. Secondly, persons who 

influenced the occupational choice. Thirdly, the relevance o f  university’s education to lives and 

works. Finally, the cultural inclinations with regard to employment.

9.4.1. The Students Choice: Public Sectors, Private Sectors and Self-employed

It was hypothesised that Malay students choose public sectors as their source o f  employment. In 

comparison, the non-Malays, in particular the Chinese would choose private sectors as their 

prospects for employment. Interviews with the Students’ Counsellors further strengthen the 

hypothesis. The Students’ Counsellors revealed that 80 percent o f  the Malay students expected
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to be employed by the public sectors. The Malay students were also said as having relatively 

little information o f  the employment opportunities for graduates in the private sectors. Studies 

by Cheong Siew Yoong, et.al (1987) reaffirmed the situation. They said:

The majority of undergraduates from all ethnic groups (with the exception of the 
Chinese) chose the government as their employer However, the Malays and Pribumi 
had a higher dependence on the government sector compared with the other ethnic 
groups The Chinese had the lowest dependence (43.6 percent) on the government 
sector but the highest dependence (36.5 percent) on the private sector amongst all 
ethnic groups. The Indians, Sri Lankans and Others were largely dependent on the 
government and private sectors. Only a small percentage of them were interested in 
self-employment. (Cheong Siew Yoong, et.al. 1987. 110)

However, as shown in Table 9.34 Malay students have change their choice o f  employment and 

they instead choose to be ‘a corporate leader’. In this study, 70 percent o f  the Malay respondents 

expected to work in private sector (international or national business organisation), 10 percent 

in public sectors, and 20 percent others which includes self-employment as their future 

employment. Similarly, Abu Bakar Hashirn, et.al (1997) also found that 51.0 percent o f  the 

Malay students chose private sectors as their choice o f  employment. Therefore, the early 

hypothesis on this matter seems not true, because o f  change o f  attitude and perceptions towards 

the world o f  employment amongst the Malays.

Similarly, the female students also chose private sectors as their future employer and the 

minimal percentage chose to be self-employed. The students' choice in term o f  gender is shown 

in Table 9.35.

Table 9.35 
Gender Choice of Employment

Gender Public sector Private sector Self-employed Other
- -  -  ......-

Total

Male 15.8%(29) 57.4%( 105) 20.8%(38) 6.0%(11) 183(53.0%)
Female 17.9%(29) 76.5%(124) 5.5%(9) - 162(47.0%)

TOTAL 16.8%(58) 66.4%(229) 13.6%(47) 3.2%(11)
.. .  ______

345(100%)

Malay students revealed that in choosing future employment they were thinking o f  future 

prospects and advancements. They agreed that the previous Malay generations were inclined  

toward security and stability, but as one Malay student said:

My father’s generations were more inclined towards security and stability in choosing 
employment, but my generation is more inclined towards prospects and advancements. 
In the public sectors, the salary scale is fixed, and the prospects are not so ‘versatile’ 
compared to the private sectors Furthermore, nowadays people does not work in one
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place for a long time, they move from one organisation to the other, because what one 
have to do is to be ‘professionals’.

This show that through education Malays have begun to develops self-confidence and they 

shifted their sense o f  security and stability to ‘good prospects and advancement opportunities’ 

which were widely provided in the private sector.

Previously, Malay graduates choose to work in the public sector because the opportunities to 

work in the private sector were limited. Furthermore, Malays were said to have stereotype 

thinking and they feel proud to work with the ‘government’ because traditionally those affiliated 

to Sultans were the most respected. This formed a sort o f  cultural conditioning whereby 

working with the government made ones feel secure and respected by members o f  the 

community (Mokhzani, 1965; Syed Hussein Alatas, 1972; Nordin Selat, 1976). Table 9.36 

presented the respondent view on the reason for Malays to prefer working with public sectors.

Table 9.36
Why Malays Like To Work with the Government?

Ethnicity It’s a traditional, 
because the base of 
Malay society is still 
feudal, and to work 
as an administrative 
officer is still 
regarded as status 
symbol and prestige

The Malays like 
security and stability 
in life. Working with 
the government, 
though the income is 
low, but there is less 
pressure.

Malays do not like 
challenges, they 
prefer to maintain 
the easy life and does 
not like to change 
often.

It is difficult for 
Malays to work in 
the private sectors 
because of the 
Chinese and Foreign 
domination.

Malavs 9.6% (17) 59.0% (105) 15.7% (28) 15.7% (28)
Chinese 24.5% (24) 51.0% (50) 22.4% (22) 2.0% (2)
Indian 12.2% (6) 51.0% (25) 20.4% (10) 16.3% (8)
Others - 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11) -

TOTAL 13.6% (47) 54.8% (189) 20.6% (71) 11.0% (38)

The response seems to point that Malays like to work with public sector or government jobs 

because o f  the security and stability. Furthermore, Malays were also pointed out by the response 

that they do not like challenges and prefer to main easy lives and ‘steady’ or ‘does not change 

often’. However, the younger Malays seem to reject this notion, because they prefer to work in 

the private sectors or to be self-employed.

In this study, it was found that among the ethnic groups, Malays and is most willing to be self- 

employed, followed by Chinese, Indians, and Others. The positive attitude shown by the Malays 

is consistent with the increase in business opportunities available to them. As one Malay student 

explained:
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Actually, I am confident with the world of self-employed since I became student in this 
university. I started making banners, binding books and thesis, photocopy, and selling 
stationary in this stall since first year It was initiated by the Kelab (Isaha wan 
(Entrepreneurial Club) which I am a member. The rest of my friend joint the club for 
credits and later they abandon, and I continue alone. Through training by the Bureau of 
Entrepreneurial Development of this university 1 began to realised the ‘fruits of 
success’ which you can gain from business. Though, it looks small but I can gain more 
than the junior lecturer (he smiles and giggles). I decided to continue with the trade 
after graduation.

Table 9.37 presents the response on the willingness to be self-employed. Nearly 50 percent o f  

the respondents stated their willingness to be self-employed. Only 20 percent stated that they are 

not willing to be self-employed. And, 30 percent stated that they do not know whether to be 

self-employed.

Table 9.37 
Willingness to be Self-employed

Response Respondents

Yes 44.6% (154)
No 21.4% (74)
Do not know 31.6% (109)
No response 2.4% (8)
TOTAL 100.0% (345)

Willingness to work with the private sectors and self-employed were once a non-Malay students 

identity, but as the data shows Malay students have begun to change their choice o f  

employment. The changes were probably because o f  the encouragement by the government and 

the program set-up by most universities in Malaysia to involve students in small businesses 

around the campus. UUM for example involve students in all service industries in the university 

-  cleaning, stationary, hair saloon, newsagent and supermarket.

Chinese students, in particular, were interested to work in the private sectors. According to the 

Students’ Counsellor:

In my observation, the Chinese students (not so much of the Indians), take an active 
role in the Minggu Kerjaya (Career Week) where we would invites public and private 
sectors to exhibits job opportunities, mock interviews, and career prospects. The 
inclinations of the Chinese were to search for opportunities in the private sectors, 
especially the international business organisations. During their studies, Chinese 
students built their personality so as to suit the needs of the private sectors -  the 
selection of courses, the academic exercise, and the persons they invited to deliver talks 
or handle seminars. Therefore, in my view, they are more forward-looking and know 
the opportunities existed in the private sectors.
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Table 9.38 presented the respondents view on ‘why Chinese students like to work in the private 

sectors’. Working with the private sectors were associated with ‘high salary’ and ‘flexibility in 

promotion’, and the negative aspects is concerning with ‘instability’ and ‘the massive 

challenges’ that the employees have to face.

Nearly 80 percent o f  the Chinese respondents stated that they were interested to work in the 

private sectors because o f  the ‘immigrant ethos’ that urges them to ‘make m oney’ and to 

‘prosper’ in the new land (Syed Hussein Alatas, 1972). As one Chinese student explained his 

socialisation process and the ‘reminder' that he frequently received from both his parents. He 

said:

We Chinese have been socialised to live in a business oriented environment. When we 
work, we work to make money, to be rich, and to have grandeur live. My parents, 
especially my father, keep reminding me to study hard and to get the best achievable 
results so that I could become ‘professional’ and easy to find work in the private 
sectors. In my father’s opinion working in the government sectors is just like ‘slave’ the 
title is grand, the status is high, but the money is ‘no good’ and furthermore no matter 
how good you done your work the public will sure to ‘critised’ and to ‘discredit’ you. 
So far I believe in what he said You must have a sure ‘focus’ than only you can 
succeed in life.

Table 9.38
W hy C hinese Like to W ork in the Private Sectors?

Ethnic The immigrant ethos 
embedded in the 
Chinese spirit urges 
them to make money 
and to prosper. 
Working with the 
private sectors could 
give them both: money 
and prosperity.

The business sectors in 
Malaysia is dominated 
by the Chinese since 
the colonial days.

They could not enter 
the public sectors 
because of the Malay 
Special Rights which 
imposed quota 4:1.

_

Other (Please 
Specify)

Malav 39.3% (70) 41.0% (73) 14.6% (26) 5.1% (9)
Chinese 76.5% (75) 23.5% (23) - -

Indian 36.7% (18) 53.1% (26) 10.2% (5) -

Others - 100.0% (20) - -

TOTAL 47.2% (163)

■ ' - 
...............................................

41.2% (142)

.................

9.0% (31)

:

2.6% (9)

Thus, the discussion above portrayed the students’ choice o f  employment upon graduation. The 

Malay students, the non-Malay student, especially Chinese students have the intentions to work 

in the private sectors. The main reason for the choice is because o f  the ‘salary scale’ and ‘the 

opportunity to advance o n ese lf in the private sectors. Furthermore, the prosperity and the 

stability o f  the country have influences the younger generations to delay their thought on
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‘security and stability’ because the private sectors also have provided their em ployees with such 

guarantees.

9.4.2. Persons Who Influenced Respondents Occupational Choice

Seemingly there were differences o f  consideration between the female and male students in 

choosing an employment. The female students seem to stress more on the “security and 

stability” aspects in comparison to the male students that seem to stress more on the “future 

prospect and the challenges”. The differences in perceptions with regard to this matter implied 

that the male is regarded as the breadwinner o f  the family and the female as the supporter o f  

income (Asma Abdullah, 1992). The consideration in choosing an employment in term o f  

gender is shown in Table 9.39.

Table 9.39
Consideration Made In Choosing an Employment

Gender Security and 
Stability

Future
Prospect

Challenges Other Total

Male 12.0%(22) 73.2%( 134) 9 8%( 18) 4.9%(9) 183(53.0%)
Female 42.6%(69) 46.3%(75) 5.5%(9) 5.5%(9) 162(47.0%)

TOTAL 26.4%(91) 60.6%(209) 7.8%<27) 5.2%(18) 345(100%)

In response to the item regarding the persons who influenced their occupational choice shown in 

Table 9.40. There were 26.1 percent o f  the respondents perceived that members o f  the family, 

24 percent persons in the occupational fields and 13.5 percent friends played a more important 

role than university' lecturers, school teachers and Students’ Counsellors in the universities. 

These data help to point out that the personnel o f  educational institutions played only a minor 

role in influencing the occupational choices o f  students.

Table 9.40 
Persons Influencing Occupational Choice

PERSONS INFLUENCING RESPONSES
Family Members 26.1% (90)

Persons in the field of occupation 24.0% (83)

Friends 13.5% (46)

University Lecturers 4.2% (14)

School teachers 3.4% (12)

Career officers in university 2.9% (10)

Do not know 17.1% (60)

No response 8.8% (30)

TOTAL 100% (345)
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There were no significant different between Malay and non-Malay respondents with regard to 

the person who influenced their occupational choice. However, for the Malays, members o f  the 

family seem to play a more important role, because through the family networking they would 

know the backgrounds o f  certain occupation, the entry qualifications, and the ‘successful 

models’ that have ventured into the field. However, i f  one were to look into the social class 

perspectives, there were different persons who had influenced the students in making their 

occupational choice. The upper middle class (UM C) is greatly influenced by their parent and 

then the media. The lower middle class (LMC) is greatly influenced by the role models, the 

media, and then their parent. For the lower working class (LWC), parent had no influence upon 

their choice o f  occupation. The influence however came from their role models and “others”. 

The details o f  the person that have influenced respondents for their occupational choice is 

shown in Table 9.41.

Table 9.41
Persons Influencing Occupational Choice According to Social Class

Social Class My Parent My Role 
Models

The Media Others Total

UMC 56.9%(29) - 43.1 %(22) - 51(14.8%)
LMC 23.3%(45) 37.8%(73) 33.2%(64) 5.7%( 11) 193(55.9%)
LWC - 55.4%(56) - 44.6%(45) 101(29.3%)

TOTAL 21.4%(74) 37.4%(129)
........................... .... ............. ... ......

16.2%(56) 345(100%)

The respondents was also asked to indicate the degree o f  importance o f  various information 

sources on job opportunities and the pattern o f  their responses is presented in Table 9.42.

Table 9.42
Degree of Importance of Information Sources on Job Opportunities

. . . . .

SOURCE OF 
INFORMATION

VERY
IMPORTANT

IMPORTANT NOT
IMPORTANT

NO RESPONSE

Parents and Family 5.5% (19) 34.1% (117) 48.1% (166) 12.3% (43)
Friends 16.1% (55) 63.9% (220) 11.6% (40) 8.4% (20)
Advertisements 56.4% (195) 34.4% (118) 4.3% (15) 4.9% (17)
Experience in the job 20.6% (71) 42.5% (148) 24.6% (85) 12.3% (43)
Teachers / former school 5.0% (17) 32.6% (112) 49.8% (172) 12.6% (44)
Students' Counsellor 18.3% (63) 40.3% (139) 30.6% (106) 10.9% (37)
University lecturers 15.1% (52) 45.1% (156) 28.8% (99) 11.0% (38)

Based on the ‘important’ and ‘very important’ ratings o f  the respondents, the five most 

important sources o f  information about job opportunities were: advertisements 90.8 percent, 

experience in the job 63.1 percent, university lecturers 60.2 percent and Students’ Counsellors 

in the universities 58 percent. Schools’ teachers and parents or family were considered to
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unimportant as information sources by 49.8 percent and 48.1 percent o f  the respondents 

respectively.

Respondents were also asked to the motivation for work. Table 9.43 presented the motivation to 

work.

Table 9.43
The Motivation to Find a Suitable Work in Terms of Salary and Status

Ethnic My family and 
me

Do not care about 
anything, as long as I 
got the money I could 
do any work.

For my own 
community.

For my country 
Malaysia, and for the 
whole ‘Bangsa 
Malaysia'

Malays 66.9% (119) 2.2% (4) 11.2% (20) 19.7% (35)
Chinese 57 1% (56) 2.0% (2) 9.2% (9) 31.6% (31)
Indian 69.4% (34) 10.2% (5) - 20.4% (10)
Others 100.0% (20) - - -

TOTAL 66.4% (229) 3.2% (11) 8.4% (29) 22.0% (76)

Around 70 percent o f  the respondents stated that the motivation to find a suitable work in terms 

o f  salary and status were for family and self. Among the three ethnic communities, Chinese 

seems more nationalistic because 31.6 percent stated that their work were to serve the 

Malaysian nation. The finding could serve to disregard the previous notion that Chinese were 

not nationalistic, because everything they do was to benefits the family and the Chinese 

community' (Rabushka, 1971; Means, 1972).

9.4.3. Relevance of University Education to Life and W ork

University education is regarded as prestigious because the recipients would be holding high 

office and higher salary. Table 9.44 presented the respondents view on the relevance o f  

university education.
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Table 9.44
W hy is University Education Im portant for Y our C hoice o f W ork and C hoice o f  Em ployer?

Ethnic It provides me 
with the training 
which is needed by 
the work and the 
employer.

It shows that I am 
hardworking and 
persistence, the two 
qualities which are 
needed by the work 
and the employer.

As a graduate, we 
have the status and 
our salary scale will 
also be higher.

Other (Please 
specify)

Malay 27.0% (48) 27.5% (49) 30.3% (54) 15.2% (27)
Chinese 37.8% (37) 6.1% (6) 37.8% (37) 18.4% (18)
Indian 26.5% (13) 32.7% (16) 40.8% (20) -

Others 45.0% (9) 55.0% (11) “ -

T O T A L 31.0% (107) 23.8% (82) 32.2% (111) 13.0% (45)

Respondents indicated that university education is important because it provides training, which 

are needed by the works and the employers. Based on the training, the graduates would have 

higher status and salary.

In another item, more detail enquiry were made to search for the relevance o f  university 

education to life and work and the data is presented in Table 9.45.

Table 9.45
Relevance o f U niversity Education to L ife and W ork

Relevance Agree Fully Agree Do Not 
Agree

Do Not 
iv. now

No

Courses you have taken will 
assist you in your future 
employment

18.9%
(65)

60.5%
(209)

12.7%
(44)

6.3%
(22)

1.6%
(5)

University study helps to enrich 
your present way of life

17.0%
(59)

64.1%
(202)

12.9%
(44)

4.2%
(14)_____

1.8%
(6)

You occasionally regret entering 
university

2.5%
(9)

17.4%
(60)

72.9% 
(2511 .

5.3%
(18)

2.0%
(7)

University study prepares you 
for a good life in the future

12.4%
(42)

53.0%
(183)

23.1%
(79)

9.4%
(33)

2.2%
(8) _ _  . . .

University study is a stepping 
stone to obtaining good 
employment

11.1%
(39)

48.0%
(166)

35.2%
(121)

3.8%
(13)

1.8%
(6)

University study is relevant to 
the field of occupation you will 
choose

14.6%
(50)

57.0%
(197)

18.4%
(63)

8.5%
(29)

1.4%
(6)

University provides various 
opportunities for widening your 
interest

9.9%
(34)

56.4%
(195)

28.8%
(98)

3.6%
(12)

1.4%
(6)

University study is so intensive 
that it does not permit you to be 
involved in activities you enjoy

18.5%
(64)

37.3%
(128)

40.0%
(138)

2.9%
(10)

1.3%
(5)

University study places great 
emphasis on passing 
examinations

44.7%
(154)

45.9%
(158)

7.0%
(24)

1.1%
(4)

1.3% 
(5)
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As shown in Table 9.45, there were 79.4 percent o f  the respondents agreed that the courses they 

had taken would assist them in their future employment, and 71.6 percent agreed that university 

education was relevant to the field o f  occupation they would choose. However, only 59.1 

percent perceived university education as stepping-stone to good employment. With respect to 

life, 81.1 percent o f  the respondents agreed that university education helped to enrich their 

present way o f  life. For 65 .4 percent said that university education prepared them for a good life 

in the future. And, 66.3 percent said that the education they received in the university would 

provide various opportunities for widening their interest.

In contrast to the above favourable perceptions about university education, the data also indicate 

that 35.2 percent o f  the respondents disagree that university study would lead to good 

employment. Furthermore, 23.1 percent o f  the respondents did not think that university 

education would prepare them for a good life in the future. A small proportion o f  the 

respondents 12.7 percent o f  them also disagreed that the course they were taking would help 

them in their future job and 18.4 percent disagreed that university study was relevant to the 

occupation o f  their choice.

About 20 percent o f  the respondents indicated that sometimes they had feelings o f  regret 

entering university and about 30 percent did not agree that the university provided adequate 

opportunities for widening their interests. O f the total sample, 55 .8 percent were o f  the opinion 

that university life was so intensive that they were unable to participate in activities they 

enjoyed. The majority o f  the respondents, 90.6 percent o f  them agreed that university study 

placed great emphasis on passing examination.

Finally, the respondent was asked to evaluate the correlation between university education and 

the world o f  work and their responses is presented in Table 9.46.

Table 9.46
The Correlation between U niversity Education and the W orld o f W ork

Ethnic High Medium

Malay 2.2% (4) 89.3% (159) 6.2% (11) 2.2% (4)
Chinese 17.3% (17) 51.0% (50) 29.6% (29) 2.0% (2)
Indian 34.7% (17) 55.1% (27) - 10.2% (5)
Others 45.0% (9) - 55.0% (11) -

TOTAL 13.6% (47) 68.4% (236) 14.8% (51) 3.2% (11)
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I
j

; Majority o f the respondents regarded that the correlation between university education and the

world o f work were medium. O f the three ethnic communities, Malay respondents were the 

majority who have stated that the correlation were medium. In contrast, the Indians stated that 

; correlation were high and, followed by the Chinese.

t

On the whole, university education contributes to the development o f an individual and to a 

| certain extend it would helps in the world o f work. The data presented above have shown that

! students appreciated the role played by university, either for future employment or for life.

There were instances, where students felt that university have not contributed enough for their

! needs, but the number o f students in that category were indeed small and in this study it has
|

j  been shown that 20 percent o f them.

j
9.4.3. The Students’ Inclinations with Regard to Employment

The discussion in this section will be divided into three items. Firstly, the inclinations o f the 

Malay students. Secondly, the inclinations o f the Chinese students. Finally, the inclinations o f 

the Indian students with regard to employment. The behaviour discuss in this section is 

commonly seen among students and it strictly follows the ethnic lines. Therefore, the discussion 

on this matter is particularly grounded from the cultural traits o f the ethnic communities.

A. Malays

Table 9.47 presented the Malay students inclinations with regards to employment. The 

combination o f the rating ‘agree fully’ and ‘agree’ shows there were more than 50 percent o f the 

respondents ‘agree’ with the statements.
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Table 9.47
M alay Students Inclinations with Regard to Em ploym ent

The Inclinations of the Malay 
Students

Ethnic Agree Fully Agree Do Not 
Agree

Do Not 
Know

No
Response

M alay students were dependence 
on the governm ent as the source 
o f  jo b  creator.

Malay 9.6%
(17)

62.9%
(112)

16.3%
(29)

11.2%
(20)

-

Chinese 31.6%
(31)

68.4%
(67)

-

Indian 33.3%
(15)

66.7%
(30)

- - -

Others 100.0%
(20)

- -

TOTAL 18.5%
(63)

67.2%
(229)

8.5%
(29)

5.9%
(20)

M alay students like to be an 
adm inistrator, especially with the 
M alaysian Civil Service or 
P eg a w a i T adbir dan  D ip lom atik

Malay 3.4%
(6)

57.3%
(102)

25.8%
(46)

8.4%
(15)

5.1%
(9)

Chinese 11.2%
(11)

71.4%
(70)

6.1%
(6)

11.2%
(11)

Indian 22.2%
(10)

37.8%
(17)

37.8%
(17)

2.2%
(1)

-

Others - 100 0%  
(20)

- - -

TOTAL 7.9%
(27)

61.3%
(209)

20.2%
(69) ____

7.9%
(27)

2.6%
(9) .......

lea c h in g  is the least priority 
am ong the Malay graduates. But, 
it is the easiest profession to be 
selected because o f the social 
demand. In fact, this is the 
dum ping ground for the 
untalented and low achievers 
Malay graduates.

Malay 13.5%
(24)

56.2%
(100)

21.9%
(39)

6.2%
(11)

2.2%
(4)

Chinese - 51.0%
(50)

26.5%
(26)

11.2%
(11)

11.2%
(11)

Indian 111%
(5)

42.2%
(19)

40.0%
(18)

- 6.7%
(3)

Others 55.0%
(11)

- 45.0%
(9)

-

TOTAL 11.7%
(40)

49.6%
(169)

27.0%
(92)

6.5%
(22) .... . ..

5.3%
(1 8 )______

Malay students w ere not 
adventurous and creative in terms 
o f job searching. They w ere very 
conventional and like to follow 
what their peers do.

Malay 11.8% 
(21)

50.0%
(89)

34.8%
(62)

3.4%
(6)

Chinese 4.1%
(4)

71.4%
(70)

2.0%
(2)

- 22.4%
(22)

Indian 28.9%
(13)

57.8%
(26)

11.1%
(5)

2.2%
(1)

Others 55.0%
(11)

45.0%
(9)

- *

TOTAL 14.4%
(49)

56.9%
(194)

20.2%
(69) _____

8.5%
(29) . . . . . . .

M alay students were reluctant to 
work in the private sectors 
because they feel that such 
sectors were insecure. 
Furtherm ore the ‘clim ate’ o f  such 
organisations were not M alays’

Malay 14.6%
(26)

36.5%
(65)

40.4%
(72)

- 8.4%
(15) ......... ...

Chinese 20.4%
(20)

37.8%
(37)

17.3%
(17)

11.2%
( ID

13.3%
(13)

Indian 22.2%
(10)

31.1%
(14)

24.4%
( ID

15.6%
(7)

6.7%
(3)

Others - 55.0%
(11)

45.0%
(9)

TOTAL 16.4%
(S6) ____

37.2%
(127) < • » * .  . . . sr on

The focus o f  the following analysis shall be on the attitude o f  the Malays and the views o f  

Chinese and Indians pertaining to the ‘inclinations’. In reference to the first statement, the 

Malay students agree that they were dependence on the government as the source o f  job creator. 

The statement with regards to the Malays also ‘seen' by the non-Malays as the inclinations o f  

their Malay friends.
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In reference to the second statement, there were 25.8 percent o f the Malay students stated that 

they do not agree with the statement. In the eye o f the Chinese students, they highly agree that 

their Malay friends were interested to become administrators. But, the Indian students share 

their views with the Malays that around 30 percent o f their Malay friends not interested to 

become administrators.

The teaching professions were not popular among the Malaysian graduates. Teaching is the last 

choice for most o f the graduates. There were 21.9 percent o f the Malay students do not agree 

with the statement. Those who does not agree with the statement is the one intended to make 

teaching as their future employment. In the eye o f the Chinese and Indians, they share similar 

views with their Malay friends, that teaching is a valuable professions, and they are Malay 

students who seem interested in that professions.

The Malay students were seen by their Chinese and Indian friends as not ‘adventurous’ and 

‘creative’ in searching for a job. There were 34.8 percent o f the Malay students who stated that 

they do not agree with the statement. This shows that Malay students themselves were 

‘adventurous’ and ‘creative’ in searching for a job

Finally, there were 40.4 percent o f the Malay students who have stated that they do not agree 

with the statement with regard to ‘working in the private sectors’. This shows that Malay 

students were interested to work in the private sectors and they were also willing to adapt to the 

‘organisational culture’. As mentioned earlier, this was due to encouragement and helps 

rendered by the government agencies to assists the Malay graduates to get into the private 

sectors.

B. C hinese

Table 9.48presented the Chinese students’ inclinations with regard to employment. It has been 

hypothesised that the Chinese students were more inclined towards searching employment in 

the private sectors. The following inclinations were based on the commonly held views among 

the Chinese students in Malaysian universities. On the whole, with the exception o f teaching, 

Chinese students seem to have more than 60 percent rating on the ‘agree fully’ and agree’ on 

those given statement.
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Table 9.48
Chinese Students Inclinations with Regard to Employment

T he C hinese S tuden ts 
Inclinations

Ethnic A gree
Fullv

A gree Du Not 
A gree

Do Not 
Know

No R esponse

Chinese students were very 
much independence. They were 
not attracted to the government 
jobs because the salary scales 
were relatively low and the 
prospects were not so bright.

Malay 41.6%
(74)

55.1%
(98)

3.4%
(6)

- -

Chinese 37.8%
(37)

58.2%
(57)

4.1%
(4)

- -

Indian 68.2%
(30)

29.5%
(13)

2.3%
0 )

- -

Others - 45.0%
(9)

- - 55.0%
(11)

T O T A L 41 .5 %
(141)

52 .1%
(177)

3 .2%
(ID

3 .2%
(11)

Chinese students like to be in 
the business environment, 
either as an executive or other 
professionals.

Malay 33.1%
(59)

66.9%
(119)

- -

Chinese 44.9%
(44)

55.1%
(54)

- - -

Indian 61.4%
(27)

38.6%
(17)

- - -

Others - 55.0%
( ID

45.0%
(9)

- -

T O T A L 3 8.2%
(130)

59 .1%
(201)

2 .6%
m  .

- -

Chinese understands the value 
o f  division o f  labour, because if  
you are a teacher you can 
educate more o f  the young 
talents from your race to be 
better professionals

Malay 18.5%
(33)

34.8%
(62)

22 .5%
(40)

11.8%
(21)

12.4%
(22)

Chinese 4.1%
(4)

30.6%
(30)

52.0%
(51)

4.1%
(4)

9.2%
(9)

Indian 22.7%
(10)

56.8%
(25)

11.4%
(5)

9.1%
(4)

Others - 100%
(20)

- - -

T O T A L 13.8%
(47)

40 .3%
(137)

28.2%
(96)

8 .5%
(29)

9 .1%
(3 1 ) .........._........

Chinese students were 
adventurous and creative, they 
plan their life, particularly with 
regard to careers and willing to 
accept low wages for the sake 
o f  better future What is 
im portant to them is to gather 
"experiences’

For a Chinese, the private 
sectors often offer an avenue 
for them  to clim b the ladder 
without much bureaucratic red- 
tapes In tact, they were more 
adaptable to the private sector 
because the organisational 
clim ate were their own.

Malay 17.4%
(31)

34.3%
(61)

30.3%
(54)

11.8%
(21)

6.2%
( ID

Chinese 31.6%
(31)

60.2%
(59)

6.1%
(6)

2.0%
(2)

Indian 22.7%
(10)

40.9%
(18)

25.0%
(ID

11.4%
(5)

-

Others 45.0%
(9)

55.0%
(11)

- -

.

Malay

23.8%
..(®1)..............................

25.3%
(45)

58.4%
(104)

20 9°/ 
(71) °
5.1%
(9)

8 .2 %
(28)
6.2%
( ID

3 .2%
(11)
5.1%
(9)

Chinese 28.6%
(28)

69.4%
(68)

- 2.0%
(2)

Indian 63.6%
(28)

20.5%
(9)

- 15.9%
(7)

Others 100%
(20)

-

T O T A L 29.7%
(lO lL  ._ . . .

59.1%
(201)

2.6%
m ................ . _

5.9%
m ______

2.6%
(v) ____

More than 95 percent o f the Chinese students stated that they agree with the first statement 

which were on the their independent attitude in searching employment. The Malays and Indians 

also agree that their Chinese friends were independent and not beholden to the government as 

far as employment is concerned.
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Similarly, all Chinese students agree that they like to be in the business environment -  doing 

business, executive or the professionals. Indeed they put higher values to the professional 

courses. All Malays and Indians agree that their Chinese friends were more inclined towards 

business and put less efforts on other things -  social, politics and religions. One Indian student 

admitted that almost all her Chinese friends inclined towards ‘business’ and intended to joint 

‘business’ upon graduation. She said:

Chinese students in this university are not interested in other things and their focus is 
only on business. Sometimes we organised seminar or forum and we invited our 
Chinese friends to be the participants but they told us ‘I am not interested’, or sometime 
they acted politely and told us ‘I will be there just for you, after the event we go for 
makan la'. Even, in the political forum debating national issues you can hardly find 
Chinese student attending it. Worst still if the discussion is debating religious 
issues...my Chinese friend told ‘I do not want to go because it make me headache, one 
speaker saying one thing and the other said the other thing.. .then susah la.. .which one 
is right. ’

In reference to statement three on ‘teaching profession’, there were 52.0 percent stated that they 

do not agree. This clearly shows that Chinese students were not inclined towards teaching 

profession because as one Chinese student explained:

Teaching is good because you give a direct service to the students. But, I cannot be a 
teacher because the salary is too low and moreover you sometime be posted to ‘remote; 
areas’. Furthermore, I am here underpama scholarships and in my view not worth for 
an accountancy student like me to end in teaching. Malays is all right, they should 
become teachers, because they were sponsored since secondary school up to this level.
So, if they become teachers they would not lose much compared to us Chinese.

Chinese students were regarded as the most adventurous and creative in searching employment. 

In time o f university graduates employment crisis, one can hardly heard o f Chinese students 

complaining about unemployment (Ungku Aziz, et.al, 1987). About 90 percent o f the Chinese 

students agree with the statement on ‘adventurous’ and creative’ with regard to employment. 

However, for about 30 percent o f their Malays and Indians counterparts disagree with the 

second part o f the statement that is on ‘willingness to received low salary for the sake o f future’.

As one Malay student said in interview, ‘I agree that Chinese are adventurous and creative about 

searching employment. But, I do not agree that they were willing to accept low salary. How can 

Chinese accept low salary...they must go for higher salary.’

Finally, on the tendency o f most Chinese student to work with the private sectors. More than 90 

percent o f  them agree to the statement. Their Malays and Indians counterpart also agree that 

Chinese dislike bureaucratic red-tape and that is the main reason for their choice o f working
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with the private sectors or self-employed. Tlius, the discussion on Chinese inclinations towards 

employment shows that their main interest is in the business activities. As mentioned, Chinese 

student did not chose teaching as their choice o f employment because o f the cost they have been 

spending on education.

C. Indians

Table 9.49 is on the Indian student inclinations towards employment. The statement presented 

were the commonly held views about the Indians with regards to employment.

Table 9.49
Indian Students Inclinations with Regard to Employment

The Ind ian  Students 
Inclinations

Ethnic Agree
Fully

Agree Do Not 
Agree

Do Not 
Know

No Response

Indian students were m ixed. Malay 13.5% 66.9% 11.2% 8.4% -

some w ere independence, but (24) (119) (20) (15)
the m ajority w ere dependence Chinese 2.0% 58.2% 8.2% 22.4% 9.2%
on the governm ent The (2) (57) (8) (22)
independence w ere those from Indian 10.4% 54.2% 29.2% 6.3%
higher income families, which (5) (26) (14) (3)
would venture into the private Others - 100.0% - - -

sectors. (20)
TOTAL 9.0% 64.5% 12.2% 11.6% 2.6%

(31) (222) (42) (40) (9) ..
Indian students like to be a Malay 7.9% 80.9% 5.1% 6.2%
professional and w orking in (14) (144) (11)
the professional environment. Chinese 17.3% 53.1% 20.4% 9.2%
If  they were to w ork in the (17) (52) (20) (9)
governm ent sectors, they Indian 52.1% 47.9% - - -

would trv their best to be (25) (2-1)___
adaptable to the environm ent Others 100.0%

(20)
- - -

TOTAL 16.3% 69.5% 2.6% 9.0% 2.6%
(56) (239)_______ (9) ____ ____ (3D (9) _____

Indian students do not prefer to Malay 5.6% 61.8% 23.0% 9.6%
be a teacher, but they w ere (10) (110) (41) (17)
glad to work with the Chinese 4.1% 46.9% 8.2% 31.6% 9.2%
governm ent even as a teacher. (4) (46) (8) (31) (9)

Indian 31.3% 35.4% 27.1% 6.3% -

(15) (17) (13) (3)
Others - 55.0%

(ID
45.0%
(9)

- -

TOTAL 8.4%
(29)

53.5%
(184) (71) (51)

2.6%
(9)

The Indian students were also Malay 19.1% 37.6% 37.1% 6.2%
adventurous and creative in (34) (67) (66) (ID
searching for jobs. They prefer 
to w ork in the private sector at

Chinese 15.3%
(15)

26.5%
(26)

28.6%
(28)

29.6%
(29)

-

an initial stage with a low Indian 37.5% 35.4% 27.1% - -

salary because they see that the (18) (17) (13)
opportunity for training and 
further advancement.

TOTAL 19.5%
(67)

37.8%
(130)

31.1%
..(1.07)

11.6% 
J A 0 )....

As a group, the Indian students Malav 17.4% 64.0% 12.4% 6.2% -
also prefer to w ork in the (31) (114) (22) (11)
private sector, because they Chinese 12.2% 67.3% 2.0% 18.4% -
w ere very adaptable to any (12) (66) (2) (18)
environm ent and they w ere Indian 50.0% 35.4% 14.6% - -
good in com m unicating (24) (17) (7)
English Others - 100.0%

(20)
- —

TOTAL 19.5% 63.1% 9.0% 8.4% -

J * 1 1____ (217) ... (31J_______ (2?)
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Nearly 65 percent o f the Indian respondents stated that they agree with the first statement 

regarding their attitude towards employment. However, nearly 30 percent o f the Indians does 

not agree with the statement, because in their view they have to be independent because the 

government assistance is streamed to the Malays. As one Indian lecturer said, ‘the most 

important thing for the Indian is the security and stability in occupation, they do not care about 

the salaiy, and there is one Indian cliche which say that its better to be a kuli as long as the job is 

with the government.’ He reiterated that:

Since NEP nearly 90 percent of the Indian jobs has been taken by the Malays. For 
example, the Keretapi Tanah Melayu (Malayan Railways) once dominated by the 
Indians, but now 99 percent of the employees is Malays. UTM was once Indians 
strongholds but after Ainuddin Wahid (the former Vice-chancellor) took over the 
leadership he gradually push-out the Indians and replaced it with Malays. So, now we 
are left with nothing.. . the Indian students have to be independent because the 
government will never help them in search of employment.

All Indian respondents agree with the second statement with regard to be ‘professionals’. It 

seems that 20.4 percent o f their Chinese friends did not agree with the statement. However, the 

Malay students seems ‘positive’ with regard to the statement, because as one Malay student 

said, ‘they tried very hard to achieved good academic performance because they wanted to get 

the break through into the professional fields.’

There were 27.1 percent o f the Indian students who stated that they disagree with the third 

statement, which is on teaching profession. The implication shows that among the Indians they 

were ‘positive’ about teaching professions, because nearly 70 percent agree with the statement. 

As for the Chinese students, they seem indifference to the Indians, because 31.6 percent stated 

that they do not know about the Indian inclinations towards teaching professions.

Similarly, there were 27.1 percent o f the Indian students stated they disagree with the fourth 

statement on ‘adventurous’ and ‘creative’ in search for employment. However, for more than 70 

percent o f them they agree that the Indians were ‘adventurous’ and ‘creative’ in search for 

employment. About 30 percent o f the Malays and Chinese also disagree with the statement. To 

them, their Indian friends were not ‘adventurous’ and ‘creative’ in search o f employment.

The Malays and Chinese seem to accept that Indians were fluent in English. Based on that, they 

could easily be employed by the private sectors. Moreover, Indians were more easily adaptable 

to ‘any’ sorts o f environment and this could be utilised for getting job in the private sectors.
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j
| SUMMARY

The discussion in this chapter has highlighted two main issues, firstly, the academic 

performance and, secondly, on the choice of employment. Besides the two main issues, two 

other supporting issues have also been touched. Firsdy the students’ social and leisure time 

activities, which was intended to support the arguments with regards to academic performance 

and choice o f employment. Secondly, students’ evaluation o f their university experiences, 

which was also intended to support two main issues o f the chapter that are the academic 

performance and choice o f employment. In reference to the academic performance, the 

hypothesis put earlier were proved ‘right’ that the Malay students performance were proved to 

be lower than their non-Malay counterpart, particularly the Chinese. The lower performance o f
i

the Malay students were related to the higher feeling o f  security, the cultural traits which have

j  influenced their daily behaviour and, the ‘negative’ image holds by the lecturers towards them.
|
j  However, in reference to the choice o f employment, the hypothesis discuss earlier were proved

to be ‘wrong’ because majority o f the Malay students were inclined towards employment in the 

private sectors. However, for nearly 40 percent o f the Malay students they still have ‘weak self- 

confidence’ and hence dependent on the government for securing employment for them. The 

change of attitude among the Malays were due to massive helps rendered by the government 

through various schemes to ‘push’ Malays into the private sectors and to be self-employed.
i

[
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CHAPTER TEN

_____________________________ CONCLUSION_____________________________

INTRODUCTION

The focus o f this chapter are on two materials, firstly, the general analysis o f the findings and, 

secondly on the suggestions for future study. The analysis o f the findings will be based on the 

objectives and the hypothesis o f the study. It is the objectives and the hypothesis that have 

guided the discussion throughout the study. The suggestions for further research are based on 

the findings o f the study, there are new areas that could be explored in greater detail and these 

need further enquiry. Therefore it would be appropriate for a few ‘research areas’ to be explored 

in the light o f student life in the universities o f Malaysia.

10.1. THE MAIN FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

There were six objectives and seven hypotheses forwarded at the beginning o f the study. The 

following discussion is presented in the light o f the objectives mentioned in chapter one and the 

hypotheses in chapter five.

The first objective is to trace the history o f higher education in Malaysia. It has been identified 

that the first university in Malaysia was established in Singapore in 1949. The University o f 

Malaya in Singapore was later moved to Lembah Pantai, Kuala Lumpur, in 1960. For the period 

o f thirteen years after independence Malaysia had only one university. The majority o f the 

students were non-Malays, in particular the Chinese. It was after the May 13, 1969 tragedy that 

the power elite realised that a racial balance did not exist in the University o f  Malaya (Majid 

Report, 1971).

Beginning in 1970 Malaysians have witnessed the relatively massive development o f 

universities and higher institutions o f learning in the country. It began with the establishment o f 

the University o f Science in 1969, followed by the National University o f Malaysia in 1970, and 

the upgrading o f two colleges to fully-fledged university in 1971 and 1972, the University o f 

Agriculture and the University o f Technology Malaysia. In the 1980s, two more universities 

were established, the International Islamic University in 1983 and the Northern University o f 

Malaysia in 1984.
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It has been presented that the massive development o f universities in the 1970s and 1980s were 

the result o f the introduction o f the New Economic Policy (NEP). The NEP was formulated to 

develop the Malays and other Bumiputeras because they had been left behind in the period o f 

the colonialism and almost neglected for the period o f thirteen years after independence. The 

introduction o f the political intervention strategies resulted in the increase in the quantity of 

Malay and Bumiputera enrolments at the universities. Since university qualifications are a 

passport to higher-income jobs, and the use o f Bahasa Melayu as the medium o f instruction in 

schools and universities, it was anticipated that Malay students would benefit most. 

Nevertheless, the increase in Malay enrolments resulted in the lowering o f quality o f student 

intake and the highly qualified non-Malay student from being refused admittance.

The benefits provided by the pro-Malay policy have opened wider opportunities for Malays to 

advance themselves further in the educational spheres. Due to wider opportunities, the cream 

are taken-off at an early stage to pursue their studies in the highly instrumental fields of 

knowledge, especially in science and technology. Leaving behind those that have been ‘pushed- 

out’ by the ‘selection and streaming’ in the Arts, Applied Arts, and Social Sciences. In 

comparison, the non-Malays (particularly the Chinese) that had to pursue their studies in these 

‘soft-sciences’ were those ‘pushed-out’ due to their ethnic identity. The differences in the 

selection process have caused the differences in academic performance at the universities.

To ameliorate the relative denial o f non-Malays to the public higher learning institutions, the 

Malaysian government allowed private colleges to launch twinning programs with universities 

abroad. The mushrooming o f ‘twinning programs’ was the phenomenon o f the late 1980s and 

1990s that pushed the Ministry o f Education to introduce new educational Acts. This has lead to 

the general typology that the Malays are in the public institutions and the non-Malays in the 

private institutions. Subsequently, the academic standards in the private institutions were better 

than the public institutions. Furthermore, English is the language o f instruction in the private 

higher learning institutions and the degrees are conferred by established universities abroad. 

Hence, graduates o f the private institutions are more in demand particularly from the private 

sector.

The second objective o f the study is on the social background o f the ethnic communities in 

Malaysia. The three main ethnic communities in the country have lived side by side for nearly a 

century, but in reality the moves to unite them began seriously after the May 13, 1969 incidents. 

Each ethnic community has their cultural identity -  especially in terms o f cultural values and 

attitudes. These cultural identities could clearly be identifies in daily life, particularly in the 

educational setting, where each ethnic group portrayed different forms o f social life and
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‘educational aspirations’.

The third objective o f the study is on the comparative analysis o f the academic performance of 

the ethnic communities in Malaysian universities. The findings indicated that Malay educational 

goals seem not to be associated with high levels o f academic performance. University lecturers 

usually acknowledge the Chinese to be the best students followed by Indians and then Malays. 

The results confirm the general impression that Chinese students tend to perform better 

academically than their Malay counterparts.

The differences in academic performances between Malays, Chinese and Indians were the result 

o f the political interventions and cultural values and attitudes. The Malaysian government seems 

to further strengthen the cultural values and attitudes by reinforcing the Malay special rights 

policy. Hence, each ethnic community feels differently about their existence. Malay students 

feel more secure in terms o f ‘protection’ from all sorts o f policies and the non-Malays feel that 

they have to mobilise their resources to achieve the best. This proved the hypothesis that the 

lower the feeling o f security the higher the academic performance o f the non-Malays, 

particularly the Chinese. On the other hand, it has also proved the hypothesis that the lower 

academic performance o f the Malay students is due to the security provided by the ‘political 

interventions’ in the form o f Malay special rights.

Furthermore, the differences in treatment each community received from the government has 

resulted in strained relations between the students. The issues of race relations in Malaysian 

universities has been discussed in the study and the findings indicate that Malay feelings of 

ethnicity are most strongly expressed toward the Chinese. This is probably because o f the 

Chinese ‘success story’ in education and commerce and the size o f the Chinese population in 

Malaysia. On the other hand, the Chinese are also more ethnocentric than the Malays. For 

example, the Chinese students were reluctant to form a study group with the Malay students. 

Indians students were in the middle o f the controversy and they, as indicated by the findings, 

were always the beneficiaries because they would side with the winning group or die majority, 

either the Malays or the Chinese.

The findings o f the study indicated that Malay students have a higher feeling o f security in 

terms o f social, political and ‘Constitutional protections’. On the other hand, the non-Malays 

have a lower feeling o f security and tending to insecurity on those aspects. However, the 

students stated that the non-Malays feel stronger and powerful because economically and 

educationally they were strong. Furthermore, they feel proud and comfortable because they 

belong to the ‘global tribes’. The non-Malays, however, agree that Malays should be given help
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and protection because o f their ia te  start’, but as the students viewed it among the Malays the 

‘haves’ had been given more than the ‘have-nots’. This has caused embarrassment among the 

non-Malays and the majority o f the Malays have misused the opportunity provided.

In the eye o f the non-Malays, Malay students were not serious in their studies and not forward- 

looking. Among the strongest reason given by the non-Malays is the ‘dependency mentality’ 

and cultural attitudes held by majority o f the Malays.

Dependency mentality in this context means that Malays seem to be dependent on the 

government for help and the government is ever willing to be the protector o f the Malays. The 

United Malay National Organisations (UMNO) has continuously navigated a course to protect 

Malay interests and simultaneously the Pan Malayan Islamic Party (PAS) also steers in that 

direction to further protect the religion o f the Malays that is Islam and this further substantiates 

the struggle to safeguard Malay domination o f the country. This clearly indicates that the 

political agenda in Malaysia is moving towards the ‘protection o f each ethnic group’. 

Nevertheless in Malaysia the political culture that had developed since the 1950s has been 

inclined towards consultations within the elite and, in fact tensions seldom blow up because o f 

the ‘cooling-off process that has been initiated by the founding fathers. The history o f the 

country seems to show that Malaysians are ever willing to give and take in their dealing because 

of their faith.

On the other hand, the government is obliged to help the Malays because o f their 

‘backwardness’ and to lessen the ‘dependency mentality’ training institutions were established 

to educate the Malays. The Malaysian government believes that Malays need to be told and 

reminded o f  their role and faith in the country’s future. Therefore, various training programs 

have been initiated that could develop their self-resilience, confidence, and courage.

A Majority o f the non-Malay students revealed in the interview that they ‘sometimes’ feel 

dominated by the Malays, particularly as they were made to live according to Malay culture in 

the campus (eating Malay foods in the Cafeterias, wearing Malay costumes, and communicating 

in Bahasa Melayu with the university officials). Moreover, they have to study two mandatory 

courses while in the university.

The courses are Kenegaraan Malaysia (Citizenship Studies) and Tamadun Islam (Islamic 

Civilisation). The themes o f these courses are inclined towards justification of Malay 

dominance and the underlying factors as to ‘why the Malays should be given the privileges’. 

Some o f the non-Malay students said that they feel humiliated in these courses, because in the
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Kenegaraan Malaysia they were branded as ‘immigrants’ and ‘outsiders’ in the country’s 

struggle for independence. In the Tamadun Islam they feel that the Malaysian government is 

trying to convert them to Islam. Both these courses are excessively Malay-biased and further 

aggravate the interaction between students o f different ethnic origins.

The fourth objective o f the study is on the students’ life in the universities. The differences in 

academic performances between Malays and non-Malays in the Malaysian universities are also 

related to the overall student life in the campus. The findings indicated that Malay and non- 

Malay students have different perceptions o f university education, involvement in activities, 

social interactions and future role in life.

Malays look at education in a broader perspective and the priority for them is to develop their 

religious and moral values. In comparison, the non-Malays, particularly die Chinese look at 

education in the utilitarian context. Thus, the intentions o f the majority o f the Malay students 

pursuing university education is to develop oneself as a whole person and not specifically to 

achieve the best academic grades. In comparison, the non-Malays, in particular the Chinese 

wish to achieve the best academic grades.

Malay students are more inclined towards social, political and religious activities in the campus. 

In comparison, the non-Malays, in particular the Chinese students are inclined towards semi- 

professional activities that can strengthen their academic zeal. On the whole, the lecturers and 

the administrators revealed that Malay students have successfully made the campus life lively.

In terms o f  social interactions, the Malay students proved to have a wider spectrum o f social 

contacts. The social contacts are more o f social, political and religious in nature. In comparison, 

the non-Malays, in particular the Chinese are more inclined towards practical contacts, stored 

for future benefits in terms o f employment or business. Thus, Malay students social contacts 

were more humanistic rather than materialistic.

Based on the three premises discussed, the future role o f the Malay students will be rather 

different to that o f the non-Malays. The Malay students develop themselves on the path o f 

leadership roles for the country irrespective o f  ethnic origins, compared to the non-Malays who 

focus their leadership roles for their own ethnic group. In particular the Chinese students 

develop themselves on the path for technocratic roles.
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The portrayal o f the students’ life proved the hypothesis that the minimal interaction between 

Malay and non-Malay students is due to differences in priorities and interest. Hence, Malay 

students tend to cluster in the social, political and religious organisations, the non-Malay 

students concentrating in the more semi-professional organisations.

The fifth objective o f the study is on the intra-ethnic structure o f the students’ composition. The 

findings indicate that a majority o f the students in the Arts, Applied Arts and Social Sciences in 

Malaysian universities are from the lower middle class and working class social backgrounds. A 

majority o f them had been awarded scholarships, bursaries and loans to pursue their university 

education. Thus in the Malaysian universities one could observe only a small number o f 

students in the mentioned faculties who were really rich. It seems that the upper social strata o f 

the Malaysian societies are more inclined towards sciences, technology or pursuing their studies 

abroad. In comparison, o f the three ethnic communities, the economic standing o f the Chinese is 

slightly higher than the Indians and Malays.

Finally, on the choice o f employment. It was hypothesised that the Malay students would 

choose the public sector and Chinese and Indian students the private sector or self-employment. 

But, the hypothesis is proven to be wrong. Circumstances have changed and that has influenced 

the Malay students to change their attitude towards employment. The Malay students agreed 

that they were not adventurous and creative in search o f employment, but given the choice they 

would choose the private sector or self-employment.

In this context, it seems that Malays have begun to understand the higher value o f the private 

sector in comparison to the public sector. In fact, the underlying assumptions o f  the second 

Malaysia Plan 1970 -  1975 was to make the Malays understand and materialise it in their future 

undertakings. It is a known debate that whatever is in the private sector is the best and whatever 

is in the public is second best. Nevertheless the Malays were too late to realise this secrets o f the 

trades’ o f the non-Malays.

10.2. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

This study has several useful findings concerning Malaysian university students feelings o f 

security / insecurity, race relations, academic performance and choice o f employment and 

factors that could influence the level o f those aspects. The following research areas could 

strengthen the exploration of this crucial aspect of human resource development. The issue o f 

academic performance and choice of employment is considered important in the learning 

environment because through these aspects students develop their motivation, inspiration, and
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expectation.

Firstly, to what extent does the Malay-Islamic influence affect students’ study habits in 

Malaysian universities. The purpose of this study is to explore the historical aspects o f Malay 

society in terms o f their academic achievement and performance in the Malaysian universities. 

The most likely hypothesis for this study is that the poor academic performance o f the Malay 

students is due to their cultural conditioning (mainly from their religious and cultural beliefs). 

For the purpose o f  comparison, Malay students academic performance could be compared with 

that o f the non-Malays (mainly Buddhists and Hindus). In the study, the cultural traits o f both 

the Malays and the non-Malays should be dealt with in detail, and the basic research question 

should be, is it true that Malay-Islamic cultural conditioning influences students study habits? 

In-depth interviews with the Malay and non-Malay students would be able to reveal an 

interesting ‘factor’ that really pushes or pulls them. Therefore the study should be in the form of 

qualitative data, with in-depth interview with ‘former’ (graduates) and ‘present’ 

(undergraduates) students. The primary data should be backed by the secondary sources in the 

form o f newsletters, convocation booklets, and reports.

The second question is on the lecturers view on student academic performance and suggestions 

for methods o f correcting the difference in performance between Malays and non-Malays. The 

sample o f  the study should be the lecturers teaching in Malaysian universities. The data should 

be gathered using both the questionnaire and interview. This study is considered important 

because o f  the increase in the number of universities (public and private) in the country, thus the 

findings will, it is hoped, be of benefit to the new generations o f  lecturers.

Student activities and how they can effect the development o f a ‘whole’ person are another 

useful area o f research. The findings o f the study indicated that student success in university 

education should not be judged solely by academic performance. Other areas o f student 

development should be explored, for example activities in Clubs, Societies, Cultural, and Sports 

should be considered as contributory factor for student success in their university education. 

There are two areas o f research that could be designed, one for the students’ and for the 

Students’ Affairs Division and the other for the employers (public and private sectors).

All the suggested areas o f research have a relationship to the findings obtained from this thesis. 

Findings from studies conducted on them consequently would allow a much deeper and better 

understanding about education and student performance. The Malaysian case seems unique 

because educational performances and choice o f employment were related to ethnicity. 

However, the purpose o f the studies is not to raise the ‘racial issues’ but more a step towards a
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developmental approach -  so that each ethnic group could benefits from the country’s economic 

success.

SUMMARY

The final chapter o f the thesis highlighted two main subjects. Firstly, the discussion highlighted 

the main findings o f the study. The findings were discussed in the light o f die objectives and 

hypotheses o f the study. Secondly, suggestions for future research. In this subject, three main 

areas o f research were suggested. The suggested areas were, to the students (Religion / Cultural 

Factors and Study Habits), to the lecturers (Lecturers Views on Students’ Academic 

Performance), and finally on the role of the university in the development o f the whole person.
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APPENDIX ‘A ’ 

SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

A. PERSONAL BACKGROUND DATA

1. Sex
1. Male. 2. Female.

2. Race
1. Malay. 2. Chinese. 3.Indian, Pakistani, Sri Lankan. 4. Other (Please specify)

3. My state of residence is (Please specify, the town or ‘kampung’, the district and the state

4. My home is in a
1 .RubberEstate. 2.NewVillage. 3. Kampung. 4. Small Town. 5. Large Town. 6. Metropolitan

1. Under 21. 2. 22-23. 3 24-25. 4. 26-27. 5. 28 and above.

6. Religion
1. Muslim. 2. Hindu. 3. Buddhist. 4. Catholic. 5.Protestant. 6. Confucian 7. Other.

7. Marital status
1. Single. 2. Married. 3. Divorced. 4. Widowed.

8. Field of study
1. Arts, Applied 2. Law 3. Economics, Business, 4. Information Technology. 5. Other.
Arts, SocialSciencs Accounting.

9. Year of Study
1. Third Year. 2. Final Year.

10. Name of University
1. UM. 2. UKM. 3.USM. 4.UTM. 5. UPM 6. UUM

11. Type of financial support for university education
1. Scholarships 2. Bursaries/Loan. 3. Family. 4. Self-financed. 5. Other.

12. Source of financial support
1. Government. 2. Statutory body. 3. Private sector. 4. Family.

13. Language medium of primary school attended
1. Malay. 2. English. 3. Chinese. 4. Tamil. 5. Other.

14. Type of secondary school attended
1 BoardingSchool. 2. Ordinary. 3. Private. 5. Other.

15. I completed my secondary school, with
l.LC E/SR P. 2. MCE / SPM 3. HSC / STPM.
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16.____ 1 entered the university with
1 STPM 2. Sijil Matrikulasi. 3. Diploma. 4. Other.

17._____1 completed my STPM/ Diploma studies through
1. Government | 2. Private. 3. Correspondence 4. Self-Study. 5 Other.

18. W hat is your father’s present occupation? (If retired or deceased state his previous occupation)

19. What is your mother’s occupation?

20. What is your father’s income per month?
1. RM 1-99 2.RM100-

199.
3. RM200-
399.

4. RM400- 
699.

5. RM700- 
1499.

6. RM1500- 
2999.

7. RM3000 
and above.

21. What is the total household income per month?
1 RM 1-99 2. RM1 GO- 

199.
3. RM200-
399.

4 RM400-
699.

5. RM700- 
1499.

6. RM1500-
2999.

7. RM3000 
and above

22. How many members are there in your family? and what number are you in the family?

23. What is the highest level of education attained by your parents? Please circle the appropriate 
numbers below.

LEVELS OF EDUCATION FATHER MOTHER
1. No formal education 1 1
2. Some primary 2 2
3. Completed primary 3 3
4. Lower secondary (Form 1-3) 4 4
5. Upper secondary (Form 4- 5) 5 5
6. Post-secondary / Colleges 6 6
7. University 7 7

24. What social class would you say that your parents belonged to?
1. Upper class. 2. Upper 3. Lower 4. Upper 5. Upper 6. Lower

middle-class. middle-class. middle-class. working-class. working-class.

B. FEELING OF SECURITY / INSECURITY.

25 What do you think of the policy of ‘Malay Special Rights’ (which means that the Malay 
community and other Bumiputera are given privileges such as in the form of quota system in higher 
education, business, in the bureaucracy and etc.)__________ ____________________________________
1. Agree fully. 2. Agree. 3 Do not agree. 4. Do not know. 5. No response.

26 What is your stand on the government’s effort of trying to help the Malays, so that the Malays as 
an indigenous community could get better positions in education, business and to fulfill the 
objective of creating a BCIC (Bumiputera Commercial and Industrial Community)_____________

1. Agree fully 2. Agree. 3 Do not agree. 4. Do not know. 5. No response.
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27. It has been stereotyped that the Malays are in the backward positions, in economics and education 
were due to their laziness and ‘tidak apa’ (apathy) attitudes; the Chinese are prosperous, because of 
their thriftiness, hardworking, forward looking, etc., and, the Indians, are also considered as dirty, lazy 
and drinking ‘toddy \  What do you think of the stereotyped and is it possible to reasons for the failures 
of Malays and Indians, and the successes of the Chinese.
1. Agree fully 2. Agree. 3 Do not agree. 4. Do not know. 5. No response

28. What is your stand on the following statements. Please indicate and circle the stand that you have 
chosen. There are thirteen items, please read carefully and chose your ‘standing’.

ITEMS 1 (AF) 2(A) 3 (DNA) 4 (DNK) 5 (NR)
1. Malay students are more fortunate 
because they entered the university through 
the quota system and much lower entry 
points.
2. Chinese students have to undergo a very 
stiff competition because their selection is 
based on academic merit
3. Indian students entered the university 
also by quota system, they are very much 
fortunate because their number are much 
smaller than the Malays.
4 The policy of using the quota system for 
selection are the best, because everyone 
have the chance to be in university.
5. The government scholarships are given 
based on ethnicity not on socio-economic 
background or academic merit
6. Malay students from the Centre of 
Matriculation performed well in academic 
sompared to the STPM or Diploma 
students.
7. The social climate in Malaysian 
universities are full of Malay elements. And, 
this situation has created a dependence and 
complacency among the Malay students.
8. Malay students has a more advantage 
compared to the non-Malays because the 
language used as medium of instruction is 
their mother-tongue.
9. Majority of Malay lecturers favoured the 
Malay students by helping them to score in 
the examination.
10. Chinese students normally performed 
well in academic and co-curricular activities 
because they are hardworking and highly 
discipline.
11. Every year during the convocation 
season, the whole country can almost 
predict that the best students will be 
Chinese, the second best also Chinese and 
the lowest and the failures will be Malays. 
Indians in between the two extremes
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12. Malay administrators and lecturers in 
the local universities like to compare the 
performances of Malays-non-Malay, in 
order to raise the competitive spirit of the 
Malays.
13. The differences of academic 
performances between the Malays and the 
non-Malays will be resolved if the unequal 
economic base of the two could be leveled, 
because since the colonial times the Malays 
has been left behind due to the colonial 
policy of divide and rule.

29. The social environment in Malaysia and in particular in the university is of the ‘Malayness’ in 
nature. Malay culture and language has dominated the situations, or even in the human resources - 
the administrators and lecturers are majority Malays. In your opinion, does that situation mean 
that the Malay students have a greater sense of personal and psychological security.___________

1. Agree fully 2. Agree. 3. Do not agree. 4. Do not know. 5. No response.

30. If the above is correct then the non-Malays are at the opposite of the scale of security, more secure 
regionally, internationally, both the Chinese and the Indians are “world tribes”. They control the 
economy, they are more educated, work in the professional fields, they might have a brighter future 
compared to the Malays. In your opinion, the contrasting situations means that the non-Malays are 
in the state of: _______

1. More secure 
than the Malays.

2. Less secure than 
the Malays.

3. Insecure but 
powerful
educationally and 
economically.

4. Do not care, 
our live is short, 
accept whatever...

5. Other (please 
specify)-------------

-

31. Among the ethnic groups in Malaysia, who are the most secure in terms of education and 
employment:

1. Malays. 2. Chinese. 3. Indians. 4. Other

32. Malays have been granted a ‘Special Rights’ position. Despite that their education and economic 
achievement are still lower compared to the non-Malays. What do you think of the policy of 
helping the Malays, especially in terms of the quota system to enter universities, scholarship 
opportunities, and allocating 4:1 positions in the public services______

1. Fair, because the 
Malays are the 
indigenous community 
and the non-Malays are 
immigrants brought in by 
the British.

2. Unfair, because the 
policy has taken the 
opportunity which 
otherwise could be 
shared by the non- 
Malays.______________

3. Although the policy is 
good but the
implementation only help 
the rich and influential 
Malays. The masses
remained poor.________

4. Other 
specify)-------

(please

33. As a Malaysian, irrespective of race (ethnicity) and religion, how do you feel living in this beautiful 
and harmonious country__________________

1. Happy. Fairly happy. 3. Unhappy. Other (please specify)—

34. Whom do you regard as the dominant race in Malaysian future destination
1. Malays. 2. Chinese. 3. Indians. Other (please specify)—
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35. After you complete your degree course, there is a stereotyped that after completing their 
degrees the Malays go to the government services, the Chinese to the private sectors and the Indians in
between the two sectors. What is your o|minion on this?
1. Agree fully. 2. Agree. 3 Do not agree. 4. Do not know. 5. Other (please 

specify)------------

36._____ Have you attended any form of ‘Morale Building Training’ (Kursus Hina Semangat) organised 
by the communal organisation or by Civic Bureau of Prime Minister’s Department (Biro 

_______ Tatanegara, Jabatan Perdana Menteri) :______________
1 Yes.______________________  2. No._______________________  3. Other (please specify)

37. The following items are the cultural traits that signify the ethnic groups in our university. 
Please identify and circles the degree of truth

MALAY STUDENTS. I.TRUE. 2.PARTTRUE 3.NOT TRUE.
1. Malay students look relax and happy, not 
worrying about anything confronting them
2. The Malay students are satisfied with whatever 
grade they get, they will not complaint to the 
lecturers or the authorities.
3. The Malay students are simple, friendly and 
courteous and they do not like pressures
4. Malay students are not forward looking, they live 
with what they are They enjoy with whatever they 
have.
5. Malay students do not like to be above their 
friends, they like to be equal, because they are 
afraid of being labelled as selfish.
6 Malay students like to be in their own ethnic, 
religious, or from the same state [sesama negeri], 
because of their different dialects and common 
frame of reference.
7. Malay students are humble, they like to serve the 
society, for example they are active in the club, 
society’s, Student Union and etc.
8. Malay students do not like to be scolded in front 
of other people, because they really safeguard the 
‘maruah’ [self-esteem]. The Malays also did not 
like to be openly criticised or opposed.
9. Malay students safeguard their Islamic faith and 
hardly anyone dares to neglect their religious duty. 
It is considered a disgrace or even worse if Malays 
are accused of being non-Islamic.
10. Malay students are not hardworking or try hard 
to achieved the best, because they feel secure that 
everything surrounding them are theirs
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INDIAN STUDENTS 1. TRUE. 2.PARTTRUE 3.NOT TRUE.
1. Indian students look relaxed and happy, but they 
try to hold on to someone especially with authority.
2. As in the case of Malays, the Indians also tend to 
be satisfied with whatever grade they get. Though 
they do not complain they try to please those in 
authority with sad faces as to why he/she got such 
grade.
3. The Indians tried to show off their capability and 
they could work even under pressure with a smile 
and sad faces.
4. The Indians are not forward looking, but the 
seniors act as their role models - in selecting 
courses or even future careers.
5. Due to the caste system, they are quiet careful if 
they want to be above of the others in the group. 
As far as possible, they like to remain equal.
6 The Indians like to be in their own group - boys 
or girls irrespective of region or state they come 
from.
7. The Indians are humble and willing to work as 
servants to the society, club or etc.
8. The Indian students have a more accepting 
attitude towards criticism and opposition
9. The Indian students try to manifest their Hindu 
faith, particularly in the form of group cohesiveness 
and etc.
10. The Indians are slightly better than the Malays, 
though not very hardworking, but the group study 
with other members of their community which 
bring benefits to the weaker members.

CHINESE STUDENTS 1. TRUE. 2.PARTTRUE 3.NOT TRUE.
1 The Chinese students are very hardworking and 
highly competent in their field of study. They look 
pushy and always in a hurry to look for something.
2. They are not satisfied if they do not get higher 
grades. They alway file a complaint to lecturers or 
sometime in the highest authority.
3. Chinese interaction with the non-Chinese is in 
the form of secondary interaction -  they are 
friendly if they are looking for something of benefit 
to them
4. Chinese have a lot of strategies to accumulate 
money and making profit. They will not like to take 
courses which do not directly bring economic gain.
5. Chinese students are very forward looking and 
anything they do in the university must have a 
correlation with their future undertakings.
6. It is the attitude of the Chinese to be a higher 
achiever. If he/she cannot be a high achiever, he/she 
let a member of their ethnic group to be a 
champion
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7. The Chinese students will involved in the semi- 
professional activities e.g. AIESEC, etc. They will 
joint the society’s, club or etc. if they feel that their 
rights are being jeopardised.
8. To a Chinese students, they must fulfill their 
community aspirations, they feel shameful if they do 
not fulfill these aspirations.
9. The Chinese students have a very strong group 
cohesiveness. The seniors guided the juniors in 
anything concerning studies and campus life.
10. The Chinese does not care for religious values. 
They only care for their ancestor’s spirit. These 
includes a very strong familial networking and 
spirit.

C. ABILITY (ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE). ASPIRATION AND EXPECTATION

38. What was your average grade since the first semester examinations?
1. A (First 2. B+ (Second 3. B (Second 4. C (Third 5. D (Pass) 6. E (Fail)
Class Honours) Class Upper) Lower) Class)

39. Is the above grade a fair indication of your ability? (Please circle only one)
l.It grossly under 2. It slightly under 3. It is a fair 4. It slightly over 5. It grossly over
represents my represents my representation of represents my represents my
ability. ability. my ability. ability. ability.

40. What grade do you think that you will in fact get in your final examination?
1. A. 2. B+. 3.B. 4. C. 5. D. 6. E.

41. What is your average grade for English in the previous examinations?
1. 75-100 (A) 2. 65-74 (B) 3. 55-64(C) 4. 45-54 (D) 5. Below 45.

42. Would you classify your spoken English as being :
1. Excellent. 2. Good. 3. Satisfactory. 4. Can understand 5. Not interested in

but shy to talk. English.

43. To which of the following factors do you owe your success :
1. Ability. 2. Effort. 3. Task. 4. Luck.

44. What is the highest level of education you wish to complete?
1. Bachelors 2. Post-Graduate 3. Masters Degree. 4. Ph D. Other (Please
Degree. Diploma. specify).

45. If you could choose freely, and if you had to choose, which of these things would you rather be
(Please circle only one)

1. A brilliant 2. A star athlete/ 3. A leader in 4. A popular 5. Other (please
student. sportsman. campus activities. student. sPecify) ............

46. When you were in school, who were your friends?
1. Intra-ethnic 2. Inter-ethnic 3. Mixed 4. Other (Please specify)
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47. Does the university education and life change your pattern of friendship?
1. Yes. 2. No. 3. A little. 4. Begin to 5. Other (Please

understand the specify)
value of friendship
with other races.

48. What do you think of other races?
1. They are 2. They are not 3. They are good 4. I support my 5. Other (Please
relevant for your important at all in to you if they feel own race, either specify)
future your life, whether they want your good or bad.
advancement in now or in the help, otherwise no.
life. future.

49. If you could choose freely, which of these figures would you rather be (Please circle only one).
1. A Politician. 2. A Corporate Leader. 3. A Bureaucrat. 4. Other (Please specify)

D. LECTURES AND STUDY

50. For the past semesters, how many lectures did you attend per week?
1. 0-5 hours per 2. 6-10 hour per 3. 11-15 hours per 4. 16-20 hour per 5. 21 and above
week. week. week. week. hours per week.

51. How many hours per week on the average do you spend for reading in your subject?
1. 0 2. 1-5 3. 6-10 4. 11-15. 5. 16-20. 6. 21 and

above.

52. How many of the lectures you attended last semester, would you rate as being?
1. All good. 2. Most good. 3. Some are good. 4. Few are good. 5. None are good.

53. In majority who are your lecturers?
1. Malays. 2. Chinese. 3. Indians. 4. Indian-Muslims 5. Other (Please

(who declared specify)
themselves as
Malay)

54. If you study in a group, which group formation do you prefer?
1. Inter-racial. 2. Intra-racial. 3. Only friends 4. My former 5. Other (Please

from my state of school mates. specify)
origins.

55. Why do you prefer the above group formation?
1. Friends from 
other ethnic 
backgrounds are 
more helpful and 
academically much 
better than me.

2. I like friends 
from my own 
ethnic origins 
because of closer 
interaction and 
same cultural 
values.

3. Much simpler 
because I can 
speak my own 
dialect.

4. I have known 
them for a long 
time.

5. Other (Please 
specify)

56. Who do regard as being overall the best students in the university?
1. Malays. 2. Chinese. 3. Indians. 4. Others (Please 5. No idea.

specify)
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57. Why do you rej»ard them as ‘best’?
1. Hardworking 
and clever.

2. Active in club, 
society’s, union.

3. Helpful 
others.

to 4. Mix around 
easily.

5. Other (Please 
specify)

58. How often have you discussed a lecture or other academic matters with a lecturer this semester?
1. Several times. 2. A few times. 3. Not at all.

59. How do you find the lecturer from other races, are they treating you fairly and eq ually?
1. All are fair 
and equal.

2. Most are fair 
and equal.

3. Some are 
fair and equal.

4. Few are fair 
and equal.

5. None are 
fair.

6. Other
(Please
specify).

60. If you can choose freely, who do you choose as your lecturer?
1. From my own race. 2. From other race, 

specifically Chinese.
3. From other race, 
specifically Indians.

4. Mixed - Chinese, 
Indians, and Malays.

61. My understanding of the lectures in ‘Bahasa Melayu’ is
1. Very good. 2. Good. 3. Satisfactory. 4. Poor. 5. Very poor.

62. My understanding of the lectures in ‘English’ is
1. Very good. 2. Good. 3. Satisfactory. 4. Poor. 5. Very poor.

63. My lectures are in
1. Bahasa Melayu only. 2. English only. 3. Mainly Bahasa 

Melayu.
4. Mainly Englsih.

1. Nil.
O V I H V ^ I V I  9

2. 1-5 hours. 3. 6-10 hours. 4. 11-15 hours. 5. 16-20 hours. 6. More than
20

65. 1 am satisfied with the present system of evaluating students in my university,
1. True. 2. Partially true. 3. Partially false. 4. False.

66. My performance in the examination is — a good indication of how well I understand the

1. Always. 2. Usually. 3. Seldom. 4. Never.

67. I suspect that majority of the Malay lecturers are bias towards the positive cultural traits before

1. Always. 2. Usually. 3. Seldom. 4. Never.

68. Examination in the university is not at all academic but good marks are given if you are closed

1. Agree. 2. Partially agree. 3. Disagree. 4. Partially 5. False.
disagree.
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E. SOCIAL AND LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES

69. The following are some of the things that university students sometimes do during their free times. 
Please indicate which of these activities you were able to do in the past year in the university. Circle the 
appropriate number for each item.

THE ACTIVITIES.

............

FREQ
UENT
LY.

OCCA 
SION A 
L

SELD
OM.

NEVE
R.

1. Attended religious discussions and activities.
2. Did voluntary work
3. Doing Society’s work in the Students’ Centre.
4. Listened to radio/music.
5. Watched television
6. Went to the cinema
7. Went to the Stock Broker
8 Doing business or as a Salesman
9 Working Part-Time
10 Attended a public recital or a concert (dance, music, etc.)
11 Read newspapers.
12. Participated in sports, games or athletics.
13. Went to the thearte, to watch a play or drama.
14. Attended talks, forums, seminars organised by clubs and 
societies.
15 Attended socials/ parties (dinner, dance, etc )
16 Went on dates
17. Discussed sex with friends.
18. Drank beer or liquor.
19 Overslept and missed a class.
20. Took opportunity to know the political figures, social activists 
or corporate leader.
21. Discussed politics with friends.
22. Wrote letters home
23 Went to a night club
24 Took a sleeping pill.
25. Violated university regulations without getting caught.
26. Polished my skills -  writing, public speaking, music, etc.
27 Read a book, other than the ones prescribed for course work.
28 Roaming around with my motorbike, not knowing what to do.
29. Visited the student counselor to discuss my personal 
problems.
30. Discussed my work with friends.

F. CHOICE OF EMPLOYMENT

70. Which one of the three employers below you would like to serve?
1 Public Sector 2. Private Sector. 3. Self-employed 4 Other

71. In choosing the employer, what is your main consideration:
1. Security and stability. 2. Future prospects / 

further advancement.
3. Challenges. 4 Other
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72. Who influenced you to choose the employer whom you have chosen
1. My parents/ 2. My role models 3. My teachers. 4. The media. 5. Other.
family members. somebody I

admired most.

73. In term of your parents (father and mother) what they want you to be and which type of employer 
they preferred you to work

74. Can you made a guest or do they told you the reasons why they choose that type of employer?

75. How would you value the correlation of university education and the world of work (the work
which you have chosen earlier)?

1 High. 2. Medium. 3. Low. 4. Other.

76. Why university education is important for your choice of work and employer which you will be
serving?

1. It provides me with 
the training which is 
needed by the work and 
the employer.

2. It shows that I am 
hardworking and 
persistence, the two 
qualities which are 
needed by the work and 
the employer.

3. As a graduate we 
have the status and our 
salary scale will also be 
high.

4. Other.

77. Why do you think that the Malays like to work in the government as a civil servant:
I .Its a tradition, 2. The Malays like 3. Malays do not 4. It is difficult for 5. Other.
because the base of security and like challenges, the Malays to work
Malay society is stability in life. they prefer to in the private
still traditional, and Working with the maintain the easy sectors because of
to work as an government, life and does not to the Chinese and
administrative though the income change often. Foreign
officer is still is relatively low, domination.
regarded as status but there is less
symbol and pressure.
prestige.

78. Why do you think that the Chinese like to work with the private sectors or be self-employed?
1. The immigrant ethos 
embedded in the Chinese 
spirit urges them to 
make money and to 
prosper. Working with 
the private sectors could 
give them both, money 
and prosperity.

2. The business sectors 
in Malaysia is dominated 
by the Chinese since the 
colonial days.

3. They could not enter 
the public sector because 
of the “Malay Special 
Rights” which imposed 
quota 4:1.

4. Other.

79. Here are some of the inclinations supposed to influence the choice of career among Malay, Chinese 
and Indian students in choosing their careers after graduating from the university. Please indicate 
your degree of agreement with the inclinations by circling the appropriate number of each item.
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THE INCLINATIONS OF THE MALAY STUDENTS

Agree
Fully

Agree Do Not 
Agree

Do Not 
Know

No
Respon
se

1 Malay students are very much dependence on the 
government as the source of job creator.
2. Malay students like to to be an administrator, 
especially with the Malaysian Civil Service 
(Perkhidmatan Tadbir dan Diplomatik).
3. Teaching is the least priority among the Malay 
graduates But, it is the easiest profession to be 
selected because of the social demand. In fact, this is 
the dumping ground for the untalented and low 
academic performance of Malay graduates
4. Malay students are not adventurous and creative 
in terms of job searching. They are very conventional 
and like to follow what their peers do
5. Malay students are quiet reluctant to work in the 
private sectors because they feel that such sectors 
are very insecure. Furthermore the climate of such 
organisation are not Malays.

THE INCLINATIONS OF THE CHINESE STUDENTS

6. Chinese students are very much independent. 
They are not attracted to the government jobs 
because the salary scale are relatively low and the 
job prospects are not so bright.
7. Chinese students like to be in the business 
environment, either as an executive or other 
professionals.
8. Chinese understands the value of division of 
labour, they will go into teaching and become good 
teacher, because if you are a teacher you can educate 
more of the young talents from your race to be 
better professsionals.
9. Chinese students are adventurous and creatives, 
they plan their life particularly careers and willing to 
accept challenges and received low wages for the 
sake of better future. What is important for them is 
to gather ‘experiences’.
10. For a Chinese, the private sectors often offer an 
avenue for them to climb the ladder without much 
bureaucratic red-tape. In fact, they are more 
adaptable to the private sector because the 
organisational climate are theirs
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THE INCLINATIONS OF THE INDIAN STUDENTS

11. Indian students are mixed, some are 
independent, but the majority are still dependent on 
the government. The independence are those from 
higher income families, which will venture into the 
private sectors.
12. Indian students like to be a professional and 
working in the professional environment. If they 
were to work in the government sector, they will try 
their best to be adaptable to the environment.

13. Indian students do not prefer to be a teacher 
also, but they are glad to work with the government 
even as a teacher.
14. The Indian students are also adventurous and 
creative in searching for jobs. They prefer to work in 
the private sector at an initial stage with a low salary 
because they see that the opportunity for training 
and further advancement
15. As a group, the Indian students also prefer to 
work in the private sector, because they are very 
adaptable to any environment and they are good in 
communication English.

80. In choosing a career and an employer, could you sincerely indicated that for whom you work for?
1. Me and my family. 2. Do not care about 3. For my own 4. For my country

anything, as long as I got community. Malaysia and for the
the money I could do whole ‘Bangsa
any work. Malaysia.’

81. Wbat do you think of the motto suggested by the government that everything we do is for the sake 
of Malaysia. The motto is “Berkhidmat Untuk Negara dan Bangsa.”_______ _______________________
1. A motto can be 2. For a united Malaysia, 3. Do not care as long as 4. Other.
anything but it does not and I will continue to I got the money.
work. uphold the motto no

matter where I am.

F. EVALUATION OF UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCE.

82. By being admitted to the university, do you think that you have
1. an upward social 2. the same as before. 3. down grading your 4. Other.
mobility. potential by entering the

local university.

83. How far has the university lived up to your expectations that you had before you entered it?
1. Up to my expectations. 2. Only to some extent. 3. Not at all.

84. It is often stated that the aim of university education is to develop the intellectual, emotional, 
aesthetic, social and moral aspects of the person to the fullest extent. Has your university education 
helped you to develop all these aspects________________________________________________________
1. Yes, all aspects. 1 2. Only some aspects. 3. None of the aspects.________
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85. Does your university provide adequate facilities and opportunities for personal and social 
development of the student ? Please rate them ;______________________________ __________________
1. Very good. 2. Good. 3. Satisfactory. 4. Poor. 5. Very poor.

86. Have you observed any tendency for students in your university to group together according to 
socio-economic background, ethnicity or regional areas? (Please indicate only one tendency that you 
feel strong in your university)_________ __________________ __________________ __________________
1. Yes, according 2. Yes, according 3. Yes, according 4. No, they mix 5. Other. (Please
to social to ethnicity. to regional areas. freely. specify)
background.

87. If you would like to comments on the state of favourable treatments to the Malay students in the 
university, you may do so below :
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APPENDIX ‘B’

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS WITH THE LECTURERS

Question 1:
a. From your experienced teaching at the university, what do you think of Malay, Chinese and Indian 

students’ academic performance?
b. Could you please elaborate further on their attitudes towards learning and achieving success 

through education?
c. Do you think that the cultural traits have been influencing their styles of learning and the needs for 

achievement?
Question 2:

a. Do you agree with me, if I say that the weak performance of the Malay students compared to the 
non-Malay students were due to former easy accessed to the university?

b. Does rural and urban have any influences upon students’ academic performance and choice of 
employment?

c. Do the student perceives academic achievement differently?
Question 3:

a. Could you pleased explain the patterns of interaction between the lecturers and students of
different ethnic origins?

Question 4:
a. What is your perception of students’ involvement in campus activities?
b Which ethnic origins dominated the activities ?
c. And, could you please explain why such things happened?

Question 5:
a. Why do you think that the Malay students still dependence on government as a job provider?
b. What about the Chinese and Indian students?
c What is your projection in the future, will the pattern be the same or otherwise?

Question 6:
a. Regarding the academic performance, which you have explained earlier, could you please propose 

a few suggestions, which in your view could act as a remedy?
b. Do you know any remedial program done by the university to close the gap between the non-

Malays and Malays academic performance?

APPENDIX ‘C’

ITEMS DISCUSSED WITH THE STUDENTS’ COUNSELLORS

1. The general attitudes of students (Malays, Chinese, Indians) towards their studies, participation in 
Societies, Clubs and other Associations.

2. The social, political and religious inclinations of the students. What and why Malays, Chinese, Indians 
inclined towards the mentioned activities.

3. Monetary problems (scholarships, daily expenses).
4 Career awareness among the students (Malays, Chinese, Indians).
5. Psycho-social problems, such as teenage problems (love, sex, etc.), family relationships, loneliness, 

self-confidence, parochialism, chauvinism, fatalism etc.
6. Academic problems (methods of study, selection of courses, problems with the lecturers).
7. Students’ relationships with the university’s authority, lecturers and other staffs.
8. Race relations in the university.
9. The uses of university facilities.
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APPENDIX ‘D’

ITEMS DISCUSSED WITH THE ASSISTANT REGISTRAR

1 Overall students’ academic performance in the university.
2. Student’s attitudes towards their results (complaint, etc.).
3. Academic procedures (selection of courses, complaints).
4. Factors that drove the students to failures.
5. Remedial programs to uplift the academic performances of students, particularly the Malay students.
6. Complaints from the lecturers about the students academic performances.

t

APPENDIX ‘E’

ITEMS DISCUSSED WITH THE SECURITY DEPARTMENT

1 Deviant behaviour among the students in the university.
2. Seriousness in study.
3. Students group formations.
4 Campus activities, especially issues during the election campaign to elect Students’ Representative

Council.
5. Patterns of student’s voting behaviour.
6 Student political activities.
7. Attitudes of the university’s higher authority on the reports made by the security department.

APPENDIX ‘F’

ITEMS DISCUSSED WITH THE LIBRARIAN

1. Students attitudes towards the library.
2. Misconduct in the library.
3. Competence and incompetence of students with the reading materials, especially with the English

materials.
4. Among the three ethnic groups, who made lull use of the library ?
5. Steps taken by the library to encourage students to make full use of the library.
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